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Preface: About this book 
 

 (1) What this book is about 

The present study deals with the notion of ‘elementary discourse unit’ (here called ‘colon’) 
and with the phenomena in Ancient Greek to which this notion applies. It aims at offering:  
(i)  an account of the linguistic status of the notion of ‘colon’ itself and of the ways in 

which cola cohere so as to constitute discourse;  
(ii)  an empirical approach to the formal features of Greek texts into which this segmentation 

into cola and the coherence between them reflect;  
(iii) an illustration of how the above mentioned aspects can contribute to a more ‘natural’ 

way of reading Ancient Greek texts and thus enrich our understanding of these texts.  

In order to achieve these aims the book deals successively with three main issues, as is 
already suggested by its title: (a) word order; (b) discourse segmentation; (c) discourse 
coherence.  

(a)  Building on previous work by i.a. J. Wackernagel, E. Fraenkel and K.J. Dover, this study 
develops the hypothesis that a number of Ancient Greek word order rules (most notably but 
not exclusively Wackernagel’s Law) apply to the ‘colon’, rather than to syntactic units such 
as the clause. In Part I of the book, a number of such word order rules are investigated, on 
the basis of a partly quantitative and partly qualitative analysis of a corpus comprising the 
whole Corpus Lysiacum and four Platonic dialogues. It is argued that the presence of colon 
boundaries is not just a word order phenomenon that can be invoked ad hoc to explain 
‘exceptions’. On the contrary: the basic hypothesis in this study (‘The Colon Hypothesis’) is 
that the colon is the ‘elementary discourse unit’, i.e. that Ancient Greek discourse essentially 
comes in cola. Thus, the colon can be considered as being essentially the same phenomenon 
as the ‘intonation unit’ or ‘information unit’ (IU) as it is observed in spoken discourse in 
modern languages.  

(b) Since Ancient Greek discourse has come to us in the form of written texts in which colon 
boundaries are not systematically marked, the Colon Hypothesis turns discourse 
segmentation into a practical issue: in order to make the hypothesis applicable to continuous 
texts, we need to develop analytical tools that allow us to more or less reliably cut up the text 
into the cola that are supposedly underlying its structure qua discourse. In Part II of this 
book, I try to formulate a set of explicit criteria for the segmentation of Ancient Greek 
discourse into cola, based on (i) the word order rules uncovered in Part I and (ii) what the 
discourse-analytical literature teaches us about the nature and the typology of Intonation 
Units. I also try to show how a systematic segmentation of Ancient Greek texts into cola/IUs 
enhances our reading of these texts and opens the door to discourse-analytical approaches 
highlighting the oral character of Ancient Greek texts. 

(c) Within the approach adopted here, the issue of discourse coherence is closely related to the 
issue of discourse segmentation. I will argue that the colon/IU can best be viewed as a 
pragmatic unit and that its pragmatic functions coincide with its roles within the overall 
structure of the discourse of which it is part. Part III of this study offers a working model for 
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the description of discourse coherence, including a provisional typology of coherence 
relations between discourse segments.  
 

 (2) Corpus and corpus database 

(a)  This study deals in the first place with a corpus of Classical Attic literary texts, consisting of 
two sub-corpora:  
(i)  Lysias (all except fragmenta);  
(ii)  Plato Cratylus, Sophista, Theaetetus, Politicus.  

This corpus has been selected for the fact that it consists of texts having the following 
characteristics. First, they belong to the same (Attic) dialect and grosso modo the same 
chronological stage (i.e. dialectological and diachronic factors can be expected to play only a 
minor role). Furthermore, as literary representations of ‘spoken’ Greek, they can be 
considered as consisting of relatively ‘natural’ discourse. The Lysias corpus consists of 
forensic speeches which can be assumed to have actually been delivered in ‘real-life’ trials 
or at least to have served as training materials (examples) for the writing of real-life 
speeches (cf. Todd 2007, 56-57). The status of Platonic dialogue (see section 13.3.5 below) 
is somewhat more difficult to assess, but it should be noted that the conversations 
represented are explicitly situated in everyday settings. Thirdly, they are sufficiently 
diversified to represent different discourse genres (dialogue, monologue; narrative, debate, 
expository / argumentative, ...).  
For the purposes of this study, both sub-corpora will be considered as representative of the 
‘same language’ or ‘variant’ (incl. dialect, diachrony, sociolect, ...). Possible differences 
between both will as such not be systematically explored, although, of course, differences in 
pragmatic context, genre, etc. will have to be taken into account.  

(b)  The editions used are those included in the Thesaurus Linguae Graecae CD-ROM: Albini’s 
Lysias edition (Lysias & Albini (ed.) 1955) and Burnet’s edition in the Bibliotheca 
Oxoniensis (Plato & Burnet (ed.) 1900). On some problematic occasions the apparatus 
criticus of other editions are consulted.  
As a policy concerning textcritical problems, I refrain from discussing textcritical issues 
and take the TLG text as it is in Part I, for two reasons: (i) to avoid the circularity of reading 
what is most convenient for my purposes; (ii) to avoid the difficulty of knowing where to 
stop (which has been a major problem throughout the research process).1 However, in the 
context of my close reading of excerpts from the corpus in section 11 and throughout Part 
III, it became unavoidable to take textcritical issues into account. 

(c)  As a rule, I will not offer translations of the Greek quoted in Part I and most of Part II, for 
the same reasons that it would be difficult to imagine, for instance, Denniston’s The Greek 
Particles including translations of all the excerpts quoted: the book would have taken 
impractically large proportions and not much would have been gained by this in the context 
of discussions concerning formal features of the language. Wherever the contents of the 

                                                             
1 Still, in some cases it proved necessary to take textcritical considerations into account, in that 
apparent exceptions to the word order rules under scrutiny were probably due to problems in the 
establishment of the correct text. 
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excerpts are included in the discussion, I do present a translation, especially so in section 11 
(the ‘applications’ part of Part II) and throughout Part III.2  

(d)  The corpus has been processed into a large-scaled database (for a methodological account 
of the construction and the uses of this database, see section 1.2 below). This database 
allowed for a quantitative approach to a number of issues, but -even though some of the 
quantitative results proved to be interesting as such (see e.g. section 4 below)- statistics are 
never used as an explanatory device in this study but rather as a heuristic and problem-
raising device among others. Thus, the database served as a tool for exploring the relevant 
phenomena in the corpus: it allowed me to get a grip on the relatively large corpus and to 
investigate a large number of different types of patterns without having to manually browse 
through the entire corpus for each new issue.  
 

 (3) Approach  

Four ingredients make up the general outlook of the approach adopted in this study:  
(a)  traditional concerns and methods of Classical philology;  
(b) discourse analysis; 
(c)  pragmatic theory;  
(d)  a structural approach to discourse coherence. 

(ab)  The very old tradition of Classical philology and the more recent one of discourse analysis 
(in the ethnographical vein, as practiced by e.g. Wallace Chafe; see section 0.2 below) have 
a number of methodological features in common:  
-  both consist of an empirical, data-driven or at least analysis-driven, bottom-up 

approach;  
-  both are characterized by a broad view on what the relevant data are, including 

contextual features (incl. ‘real-world’ circumstances); 
-  both tend to focus (zoom in) closely on the data and crucially involve a ‘close reading’ 

of the texts.  

In connection with the ‘bottom-up’ feature mentioned, it should be noted that the present 
approach is characterized by a strongly ‘heuristic’ or ‘exploratory’ attitude. No pre-
established theoretical and/or methodological framework has been adopted from the outset. 
On the contrary, the methodology has emerged from the steps undertaken in order to tackle 
the issues under scrutiny (“bricolage” is the term famously used by Lévi-Strauss). Thus, 
theoretical and methodological considerations emerged from the issue-driven, data-driven 
and ‘problem-raising’ practice of analysis.  

(c)  As for the third -slightly more ‘theoretical’- component mentioned above, ‘pragmatics’, it 
seems useful to try and briefly define the way in which this notion is understood in the 

                                                             
2 Translations are (more or less loosely) based on the standard translations in the “Loeb” series: Lysias 
& Lamb (trad.) 1930; Plato & Fowler (trad.). 1921; Plato & Fowler (trad.) 1926; Plato & Fowler (trad.) 
& Lamb (trad.) 1925. I mostly consulted and also quote these translations in the versions published in 
the ‘Greek and Roman materials’ section of the ‘Perseus digital library’ website 
(http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/collection?collection=Perseus%3Acollection%3AGreco-Roman). 
These translations will occasionally be modified for the purposes at hand, and sometimes in a rather 
drastic way. For an account of the translation policy followed in Part II and Part III, see section 11.0(3) 
below.  
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present context.3 A good starting point seems to be the ‘preliminary definition’ of 
‘pragmatics’ in Jacob Mey’s article “Pragmatics” in the Concise encyclopedia of pragmatics 
(Mey 1998b, 724):  

 Pragmatics is the study of language in a human context of use. Language use is the 
process by which people communicate, for various purposes, using linguistic means. 
This process is governed by the conditions of society, inasmuch as these conditions 
determine the user’s access to, and control of, those means. Hence, pragmatics can also 
be described as a societally oriented and societally bound linguistics.  

Starting from this definition of Mey’s, I can now formulate the way in which the notion of 
‘pragmatics’ will be implemented in the present study:  
-  The notion of ‘use’: What is studied about discourse/language is the action of 

speaking/listening/writing/reading/... . In the present approach, the notion of ‘action’ is 
a crucial one and the correspondences between discourse (qua verbal action) and non-
verbal types of action can be systematically exploited in the working model for the 
analysis of coherence, as introduced in Part III (see also Scheppers 2003 and Scheppers 
2004a).  

-  The notion of ‘context’: A pragmatic analysis of discourse (qua action) involves a large 
number of non-linguistic factors. Mey stresses the societal factors, but the notion of 
context may also be construed so as to imply other non-linguistic factors, for instance: 
other cognitive modes involved in the activity of the participants to the discourse 
(vision, touch ...); the ‘real world’ spatio-temporal setting in which the discourse occurs; 
the encompassing practices in which the discourse is embedded, etc.  

-  The notion of ‘linguistic means’: As a sub-discipline within the field of linguistics, 
pragmatics aims at accounting for specifically linguistic phenomena as they manifest 
themselves in linguistic form. Still, as opposed to more traditional approaches, I will not 
primarily focus on linguistic form. The starting point is the analysis of what is ‘done’ by 
the utterance in terms of the activity it is part of and in terms of its impact on the 
distribution of the items which make up the contents of the discourse.  

In the context of this framework I will formulate the ‘Pragmatics First’ claim i.e. the claim 
that the hierarchic structures which result from the analysis of the coherence relations 
between discourse segments in terms of the P(ragmatic)-tree device introduced in Part III 
underlie the other levels of linguistic analysis.  

(d)  One of the main issues in this study is discourse coherence (see section 0.3.3 and the whole 
of Part III below). The approach presented here is -generally speaking- a structure-based 
approach to discourse coherence, i.e. an approach in which coherence is viewed as a matter 
of structural relations between segments. This type of approach is abundantly present in the 
literature, exemplified by works such as Mann & Thompson 1988; Polanyi 1988; Polanyi 
2001; Grosz & Sidner 1986 (cf. also Chafe 1996). However, my approach is sufficiently 
different from the existing ones to make it hard to present it as a variant of any of them. The 
features that make this approach different include most notably (i) the fact that it takes 
spontaneous spoken discourse as its basic material and the Intonation Unit as its elementary 

                                                             
3 For a review of the history of the field of pragmatics and its movements, as well as for the various 
aspects that come into play in defining the specificity of this discipline and its delimitation with respect 
to neighboring fields, see Mey 1998b. For the application of pragmatic notions and tools to Classical 
languages, see e.g. Risselada 1993, Risselada (ed.) 1998, Slings 1992 and Slings 1997a. 
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segment (rather than the clause, as is typically the case), and (ii) that it aims at providing a 
homogeneously pragmatic typology of coherence relations (rather than a mixture of 
semantic, syntactic, interactional, pragmatic etc. relations).  
 

 (4) Genesis  
In order to make a number of features of this book understandable to the reader, it may be 
useful to briefly mention its genesis.  

(a)  The research presented below was conducted between 1990 and 2004 (in parallel with other 
academic endeavors) and gave rise to a number of lectures and contributions to conferences 
and workshops, a few publications (Scheppers 1993; Scheppers 1997; Scheppers 2003; 
Scheppers 2004a) and my doctoral dissertation (Scheppers 2004t).  

(b)  The dissertation consisted of a long General Introduction and three parts: Part I dealt with 
Discourse segmentation: Ancient Greek word order and the notion of ‘colon’; Part II carried 
the title Discourse coherence: the P(ragmatic)-tree working model and presented a working 
model for the analysis of discourse coherence, with the emphasis on methodological and 
theoretical aspects, including some philosophical reflections; Part III consisted of Analyses 
of a number of stretches of recorded conversation and of excerpts taken from the Ancient 
Greek corpus. This dissertation was not suitable for publication, not only because of its 
length but also because it was not geared at a well-defined readership: on the one hand, it 
was far too theoretical to be useful to Classical scholars; on the other hand, it contained too 
much Ancient Greek and detailed discussions of technical matters concerning Ancient Greek 
for the purposes of a book on linguistic theory.  

(c)  In reworking the material of the dissertation into this book, I decided to focus on issues more 
or less straightforwardly related to Ancient Greek and to drop the more theoretical aspects as 
much as possible. Parts I and II of the present book are essentially a revised version of Part I 
of the dissertation; Part III is a partly reworked version of part of Part III of the dissertation. 
The more theoretical and technical materials of Part II of the dissertation are relegated to 
other publications (for a brief summary, see section 13 below).4 This rewriting process was 
rather arduous and I am afraid I have not been able to completely eliminate the traces of it in 
the final product. So be it.  
 

 (5) Presentation  

This is in many ways an old-fashioned book: neither the way in which it presents its contents 
to its readership, nor its relationship with current trends in the various (sub-)disciplines 
involved in the research and the literature that comes with these disciplines, nor the way in 
which it was produced, belong to the type of scientific practice that is encouraged by the 
ways in which present-day academic networks and institutions are organized.5  

                                                             
4 Still, there is a strong theoretical bias underlying the research presented here. Although purely 
theoretical aspects have been excluded from the book, theoretical issues are taken seriously: my general 
approach does not share the theoretical eclecticism of e.g. traditional Classical scholarship.  
5 I would like to take the opportunity to draw the attention to Ziman’s seminal and -with hindsight- 
visionary article about the transition from ‘academic’ to ‘post-academic’ research modes (Ziman 
1996/2000), which offers a broader socio-historical framework within which the circumstances related 
in this section and the previous one may become more obviously meaningful and relevant than they 
otherwise might seem.  
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(a)  This book is old-fashioned in that it is the result of research executed over an extended time 
span and of an equally lengthy and complex writing process (see (4) here above), to the 
extent that according to present-day standards its genesis could simply be regarded as a case 
of ‘bad project management’. Furthermore, the research was conducted as a relatively 
autonomous endeavor, outside any encompassing research projects and in relative isolation 
from existing academic networks and ‘schools’. These circumstances had obvious 
methodological consequences, in that the research followed its own internal logic and the 
tools for analysis were developed in a data-driven and analysis-driven way.6  

(b)  The book is also old-fashioned insofar as a number of its formal features are concerned and I 
am grateful that the publisher has allowed me to publish it in a format that has become rare, 
even in specialized series.  
The book is geared at a readership that knows Greek, and does not make many concessions 
towards a more general readership that might be interested in the more general linguistic 
issues. Thus, it contains a lot of (mostly untranslated) Greek. As Denniston famously said 
about his policy on citing many examples in his classic The Greek particles, “The reader 
should be able to bathe in examples. If I have selected and arranged mine reasonably well, 
the mere process of semi-quiescent immersion may help him as much as hours of anxious 
thought” (Denniston 1934/1950, vi). 
Also, the book is not always optimally ‘readable’ as a linear narrative: it is meant to be used 
as a tool by fellow-researchers and scholars and the reader may wish to skip parts that are 
not of immediate interest to him/her. A very systematic numbering of the sections and 
extensive cross-referencing, as well as a number of indices, allow for such non-linear ways 
of ‘reading’ the book.7  
As for style, I sometimes allowed myself very dense modes of presentation but I sometimes 
also made room for digressions allowing me to focus on either broader or more detailed 
matters than strictly necessary for the purposes of the main line of argument. The book also 
contains many footnotes, which enabled me to expand on details that are interesting in se 
while maintaining a surveyable and ‘clean’ flow of the argument. Finally, I did not try to 
eliminate all traces of a personal auctorial voice in favor of a cleaner and more reader-
oriented didactic persona.  

 (c)  I would like to think that these features of the book are not detrimental to its overall 
usefulness. In fact, I tried to produce (or indulged in producing) a book like the ones I 
personally like to peruse -such as Ruijgh’s Autour de “TE épique” (Ruijgh 1971), 
Denniston’s work on the particles, Dover’s commentaries, and the products of Classical 
scholarship in general-, without, of course, pretending to have attained the same levels of 
consistent quality present in the best products of this tradition.  
 

 (6) Raison d’être  

Summarizing, I would like to clearly state that the main raison d’être of this book (i.e. the 
reason why I decided to make the effort of publishing it at all) is not its contribution to any 
                                                             
6 This also has obvious consequences for the way the literature on the various issues dealt with has 
been integrated into the book: it was not always possible to integrate this material in a way that does 
justice to it, mostly because many publications on related subject matters are written from points of 
view that proved very hard to integrate with the approach I adopt here. 
7 However, the General Introduction, as well as all other introductory sections and conclusions to the 
various main sections of this book, are written in a style that is intended to be ‘didactic’ and ‘readable’.  
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particular school, network or research tradition (except perhaps the very broad tradition of 
Classical scholarship) nor the status quaestionis it might have offered, but consists in the 
detailed and systematic exploration of the corpus and the analysis-driven approach to the 
issues at hand, which yielded a lot of interesting material that would otherwise have 
remained unpublished. 
 

 (7) Outline  

As a book, this study consists of the following main sections: 

(a)  The General Introduction consists of a presentation of the issues dealt with in the book 
against the background of a selective status quaestionis. The main purpose is to provide 
the reader with a sufficient background to follow the more detailed lines of arguments 
in the other parts of the book and to give an overview of the interconnections between 
them.  

(b)  In Part I I present the results of my partly quantitative partly qualitative analysis of a 
large number of word order phenomena in the corpus. Using a large-scale corpus 
database as a heuristic tool, I offer a more or less systematic exploration of the corpus in 
terms of the behavior of a number of lexical classes. At the end of Part I, I also try to 
reformulate the descriptive word order rules uncovered throughout my analyses into a 
more insightful account of the linguistic mechanisms underlying these ‘rules’.  

(c) Part II deals with the practicalities of segmenting Ancient Greek text into cola, using 
criteria distilled from (i) the word order rules elaborated in Part I of the book and (ii) 
what is known about the nature of IUs. It is shown how a systematic segmentation of 
Ancient Greek texts into cola/IUs enhances our reading of these texts and opens the 
door to discourse analytical approaches highlighting the oral character of Ancient Greek 
texts. 

(d)  Part III deals with the issue of discourse coherence, starting from the idea that Ancient 
Greek discourse has the colon as its elementary unit and is structured in ways that 
closely remind us of spoken discourse. My analyses in this Part make use of an all in all 
rather simple device, called the “P(ragmatic)-tree model”. After a summary introduction 
of the P-tree model, I mainly offer a number of detailed analyses of excerpts from the 
Greek corpus, as well as some more general observations on a few aspects of the 
relation between discourse structure and linguistic form.  

(e)  In the General Conclusion I briefly summarize the main contributions that this book has 
to offer to the various issues dealt with.  

(f)  The indices, in combination with extensive cross-referencing in the text, should give the 
reader easy access to a wealth of detailed information concerning the various topics that 
are dealt with in the course of the analyses. The book ends with a selective 
bibliography.  
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Conventions 
I would like to suggest that readers make a copy of this page, which will help them to get 
easy access to the contents of this book (especially Part I and Part II).  

Apart from the above Preface, this book consists of three parts, preceded by a General 
Introduction and followed by a General Conclusion. As a whole, it is divided into 23 main 
sections, which are numbered continuously (0 = General Introduction; 23 = General 
Conclusion), which in their turn are subdivided into sub-sections (17.1, 17.1.1). Examples, 
figures and tables are numbered per (sub-)section, e.g. Example 17.2b, Figure 17.2a and 
Table 17.2c all occur in section 17.2. Cross-references within a (sub-)section will be 
indicated by “here above” / “here below”. 

As for the grammatical terminology used, the traditional Latin terminology has been adopted 
for constructions in Ancient Greek, and I will also freely make use of the standard Anglo-
Saxon terminology, without reference to the particular schools these terms originally stem 
from. I will also use the standard abbreviations VP (Verb Phrase), NP (Noun Phrase), PP 
(Prepositional Phrase).  

The abbreviations P1, P2, P-ult stand for “first position”, “second position” and “ultimate 
position” respectively. In principle, this implies the position within an ‘elementary discourse 
segment’ (a ‘colon’ or ‘intonation unit’), but for the purposes of calculating the quantitative 
data in Part I editorial punctuation has been the criterion for segmentation.  

In quotations from Greek texts, single-underlined words can be expected to take P1, double-
underlined words can be expected to take P2; italic has been used to emphasize the words 
(or groups of words) under scrutiny. Straight vertical traits (|) have been used to indicate 
segment boundaries and a slash (/) indicates a turn-transition from one speaker to the next. It 
proved to be counterproductive to oversystematize the use of these conventions: sometimes 
not all the features of the quotation are highlighted by these means, for the sake of 
surveyability.8  

Symbols between slashes (for instance: /p/, or /[p O q M r/) refer to conventions specific to 
this study (also summarized in Table 1.1 below):  
-  /p/ means ‘prepositive’ (mostly articles and prepositions);  
- /q/ means ‘postpositive particle’;  
-  /r/ means ‘postpositive indefinite or personal pronoun or ên’; /s/ and /t/ refer to different 

types of potential /r/;  
-  /M/ means ‘mobile word’;  
-  /X/ means ‘any type of word’ (sometimes including word-like units); 
-  /[/ and /]/ mean the beginning and the end of a segment, respectively.  

                                                             
8 At the end of quotations from the Greek corpus, I will typically include the original punctuation mark 
at the end of the quotation (which is relevant with respect to the issues dealt with in this book). This 
practice often gives rise to inelegant collisions between the punctuation within the Greek text and the 
punctuation required by the English text. I have not been able to find a satisfactory solution for this 
problem and hence allowed for, for instance, many cases in which “;” stands for a Greek question mark 
at the end of what would require a full stop in the English text, or in which Greek punctuation marks 
are immediately followed by English ones.  
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 0. General Introduction 
 
The research presented in this book had two different, but complementary, starting points:  

(a)  The first starting point is the following general observation. Discourse does not come as 
a homogeneous flux of syllables: as any other kind of human action,9 discourse is 
articulated, i.e. it consists of subsequent units that make up larger units, which in their 
turn make up still larger units, not unlike the traditional articulation of written discourse 
suggested by punctuation and lay-out practice (comma, colon, sentence, paragraph, 
chapter, ...). Punctuation practice is, however, highly conventional and cannot be 
expected to reflect the linguistically relevant articulation of discourse completely. In 
sub-domains of linguistics such as discourse analysis, conversation analysis and 
pragmatics, the matter of discourse segmentation is dealt with starting from the 
intonation unit (‘IU’) as the elementary unit for analysis (see section 0.2 here below). 
From this point of view, some of my basic research questions can already be 
formulated:  
-  What does it mean for a segment to be an ‘elementary discourse unit’, i.e. what is 

the status of the IU in a theory of language and discourse? 
-  According to what mechanisms or principles do lower level segments cohere so as 

to make up higher-level segments or coherent discourse in general? 
-  What are the operational criteria for distinguishing a linguistically relevant 

segment, whether elementary or of a higher level? 
-  How can these criteria be operationalized with respect to an Ancient Greek corpus? 

 (b)  The second starting point is a matter of Ancient Greek word order, specifically the fact 
that certain words tend to take second position (P2) in a discourse segment, and -for that 
matter- the fact that other words tend to take first position (P1) in such a segment. The 
relevant segment for determining P1 and P2 appears not to be definable in terms of the 
traditional grammatical units of sentence and clause, but typically is a smaller (or rather: 
lower-level) unit, that in practice closely reminds us of IUs as studied in contemporary 
linguistics.  

The research has proceeded from both these starting points and aimed at ‘making both ends 
meet’. In this General Introduction I will start with the second aspect, chronologically the 
first as far as the research activity of which this book is the reflection is concerned (see 
Scheppers 1993), and also the subject matter of the first part of this book.  
The purpose of this introduction is to introduce the main issues and to show how they are 
interconnected, by means of a summary status quaestionis on the basis of a very selective 
review of the relevant literature, of which I hope that it will provide readers with a sufficient 
background in order to be able to follow the lines of argument in the following parts of this 
study.  
 
 
                                                             
9 The parallelism between discourse and other types of action is interesting from a theoretical point of 
view and can be systematically exploited for the purposes of analysis (see Scheppers 2003, Scheppers 
2004a, Scheppers 2004t and section 13.1 below).  
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 0.1 Starting point I: Ancient Greek word order and the notion of ‘colon’ 
 
The notion of ‘colon’ has been introduced in modern studies of Ancient Greek word order in 
connection with Wackernagel’s Law (the P2-rule).10 Wackernagel’s Law is one of the best 
covered word order rules in the literature on Ancient Greek,11 but has also been observed in 
a wide range of other Indo-European and non-Indo-European languages (see e.g. the 
different contributions to Halpern & Zwicky (eds.) 1996; for an extensive bibliography see 
Nevis & Joseph & Wanner & Zwicky (eds.) 1994 and Janse 1994a).  
 

 0.1.1 Wackernagel’s Law (the P2-rule) 
 
The P2-rule known as Wackernagel’s Law, as it was originally conceived (Wackernagel 
1892/1953), can be formulated as follows: enclitics tend towards the second position of the 
clause/sentence (“Satz”). 
Although the P2-tendency for a large number of word classes in a large number of languages 
as such is not controversial and has been confirmed in numerous studies (see here above), 
some adjustments as to its formulation proved to be necessary - at least for Ancient Greek:  
(i)  The items to which the rule applied were originally termed ‘enclitics’. However, as 

will be shown here below, the relevant feature is not accentual clisis, but rhythmic 
appositivity. Furthermore, the rule need not be a uniquely phonological one, but also 
seems to involve lexico-morphological features. Following the usage introduced by 
Dover 1960/1968, I will henceforward speak of ‘postpositives’.  

(ii)  The P2-rule was originally conceived with respect to sentence or clause boundaries, 
but smaller (or rather: lower-level) units seem to regularly qualify as well (see 
below).  

 
(1)  The words in Greek for which the P2-tendency has been observed include the following (see 

Dover 1960/1968, 12-13 and section 1.1 below):  
-  particles: ên, ke, ka; êra (=a), aÔ, gãr, ge, goËn, da€, d°, dÆ, d∞yen, dÆpou, 

dÆpouyen, dÆpote, d∞ta, yhn, m°n, m°ntoi, ment' ên, mÆn (mãn), nu(n), oÔn (Œn), per, 
pou, pote, pv, te, toi, to€nun; 

- indefinites (pronouns, adjectives and adverbs): tiw ..., pvw, pou, pot°, pv, p≈pote if 
unemphatic;  

-  personal pronouns: me, mou (meu), moi, min (nin), sfe; ofl, sfi; the oblique cases of 
aÈtÒw in the anaphoric sense (not ‘self’); the oblique cases of sÊ, ≤me›w, Íme›w, sfe›w if 
unemphatic;  

                                                             
10 Related but not identical uses of the same term have been common in other disciplines within 
Classical scholarship. Obviously, the term ‘colon’ is a common one in metrics. Although the relation 
between metrical units in poetry and the ‘natural’ linguistic segmentation into cola in the present sense 
of the term raises many interesting issues (see e.g. Janse 1998a; Bakker 1990), the present study is 
confined to prose. For a –in my opinion- very healthy way of combining strictly linguistic and metrical 
aspects of Greek poetry, see Dik 2007. Furthermore, the term ‘colon’ was already used in a sense akin 
to the present one in Ancient rhetoric (see Scheppers 1993). This usage has been taken up in some 
modern works on the stylistics of word order and prose rhythm in Ancient Greek and Latin (e.g. 
Schmid 1959; Primmer 1968; Habinek 1985).  
11 For an extensive overview of the older literature touching on issues concerning Wackernagel’s Law 
in Ancient Greek, see Janse 1994a.  
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- some verb forms: forms of e‰nai used as copula and the present tense of fãnai, though 
“with many qualifications and reservations” (Dover 1960/1968, 13).  

Note that enclitics (verb forms, particles, pronouns and pronominal adverbs) are 
postpositive, but by no means all postpositives are enclitics: particles such as m°n, and 
pronouns such as ≤mçw (even if unemphatic) are conventionnally spelled as orthotonics.  
 

(2)  The P2-rule accounts straightforwardly for the position of the double-underlined words in 
the following examples, taken from the corpus studied in the present study (see the Preface 
above):12 Plato Sph. 254a ÑO m¢n épodidrãskvn efiw tØn toË mØ ˆntow skoteinÒthta, tribª 
prosaptÒmenow aÈt∞w, diå tÚ skoteinÚn toË tÒpou katano∞sai xalepÒw: – Lysias 14,4 
EfikÚw to€nun §st€n, Œ êndrew dikasta€, ... – Plato Cra. 388e SV. Nomoy°tou êra ¶rgƒ 
xrÆsetai ı didaskalikÚw ˜tan ÙnÒmati xr∞tai; / ERM. Doke› moi. – Lysias 26,7 îr' ín 
Ùl€ga toiaËta §n t“ §niaut“ diaprãjasyai; §g∆ m¢n går oÈk ín o‰mai.  
However, many exceptions to the rule do occur, in that postpositives appear to occur later in 
the sentence or clause than would be predicted by the rule. These cases, in which the 
postpositive does not literally occur in P2 with respect to a clause boundary, are habitually 
called cases of “deferment” or “Nachstellung” of the postpositive (see e.g. Dover 
1960/1968; Marshall 1987; Hajdú 1989). Thus for instance in the following examples: 
Lysias 26,7 îr' ín Ùl€ga toiaËta §n t“ §niaut“ diaprãjasyai; §g∆ m¢n går oÈk ín 
o‰mai. – Plato Plt. 287c-d Ka‹ nËn dØ taÈtÚn m¢n toËto, ¶ti d¢ mçllon µ tÒy' ≤m›n 
poiht°on. – Plato Sph. 224b T∞w dØ cuxemporik∞w taÊthw îr' oÈ tÚ m¢n §pideiktikØ 
dikaiÒtata l°goit' ên, ... – Plato Tht. 144d ka€ moi k°leue aÈtÚn §nyãde 
parakay€zesyai. – Lysias 3,40 éll' oÈ m¢n dØ ßnekã ge toÊtou diaferÒmenoi, §peidØ ka‹ 
toÊtƒ met°domen t«n sunyhk«n, tÒte dihllãghmen. – Lysias 2,25 ka€toi p«w efikÒw §sti 
tÒte m¢n ≤mçw toiaËta §jamartãnein oÂa kathgÒrhken otow, époster∞sai boulom°nouw 
tåw triakos€aw draxmãw, §peidØ d¢ épemaxesãmeya, thnikaËta épodoËnai tÚ érgÊrion 
aÈt“, mÆte éfeim°nouw t«n §gklhmãtvn mÆte énãgkhw ≤m›n mhdemiçw genom°nhw; 
It is obvious from the above examples that not all cases of deferment are of the same type, 
i.e. not all cases in which a postpositive does not literally occur in P2 with respect to a 
sentence or finite clause boundary are due to the same cause. For instance in the following 
kinds of cases, the postpositive, though not literally occurring as the second word of 
sentence, does not appear to deviate in any real sense from the P2-rule.  

(i)  clusters of postpositives  
 Whenever two or more postpositives are immediately adjacent to each other so as to 

form a cluster, the different words making up this cluster can be safely considered as 
having the ‘same’ position; e.g. in both the following instances, all the underlined words 
may count as obeying the P2-rule, not only the first word of each cluster: Plato Plt. 297e 
kat€dvmen går dÆ ti sx∞ma §n toÊtoiw aÈto›w plasãmenoi. – Plato Cra. 405a êtopon 
gãr t€ moi l°geiw tÚ ˆnoma  

(ii)  status of articles, prepositions, conjunctions  
 In many cases a postpositive is ‘deferred’ from P2 only by articles, prepositions or 

conjunctions. It is intuitively obvious that these cases do not count as real 
counterexamples to the P2-rule, although it is not always immediately obvious how they 
should be analyzed (see sections 2.0, 2.1, 2.2 and 7 below), e.g.: Lysias 23,13 §n tª 

                                                             
12 Except when indicated otherwise, all examples are my own.  
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éntvmos€& går t∞w d€khw ∂n ... – Lysias 1,1 Per‹ polloË ín poihsa€mhn, Œ êndrew, ... 
– Plato Tht. 186a Ka‹ toÊtvn moi doke› §n to›w mãlista prÚw êllhla skope›syai tØn 
oÈs€an, ... – Plato Cra. 436c ÉAllå toËto m°n, »gay¢ KratÊle, oÈd°n §stin 
épolÒghma. – Plato Plt. 294e Ka‹ tÚn nomoy°thn to€nun ≤g≈meya, ... – Plato Sph. 262a 
OÈkoËn §j Ùnomãtvn m¢n mÒnvn sunex«w legom°nvn oÈk ¶sti pot¢ lÒgow, oÈd' aÔ 
=hmãtvn xvr‹w Ùnomãtvn lexy°ntvn.  

(iii) other boundaries than clause boundaries 
 Coordinated or parallel structures, although not necessarily coinciding with a full 

sentence or a full finite clause, seem to provide sufficient boundaries for the P2 rule, as 
in: Plato Sph. 262a OÈkoËn | §j Ùnomãtvn m¢n mÒnvn sunex«w legom°nvn | oÈk ¶sti 
pot¢ lÒgow, | oÈd' aÔ =hmãtvn xvr‹w Ùnomãtvn lexy°ntvn. – Lysias 2,25: ka€toi p«w 
efikÒw §sti | tÒte m¢n ≤mçw toiaËta §jamartãnein oÂa kathgÒrhken otow, 
époster∞sai boulom°nouw tåw triakos€aw draxmãw, | §peidØ d¢ épemaxesãmeya, 
thnikaËta épodoËnai tÚ érgÊrion aÈt“, | mÆte éfeim°nouw t«n §gklhmãtvn | mÆte 
énãgkhw ≤m›n mhdemiçw genom°nhw; 

It is in the context of the discussion of this last factor (iii) that the notion of ‘colon’, which is 
crucial to this study, was introduced (see section 0.1.2 below).  
 

(3)  Besides these cases, which deviate only apparently from the P2-rule, a fundamentally 
different mechanism has been proposed for the explanation of deferment of postpositives: 
postpositives tend to cling to the words they syntactically belong with (e.g. ên to the finite 
verb it modifies; see already Fraenkel 1933/1964). In that case, the postpositive would not 
need to be in P2 at all.13  
This type of explanation is a priori plausible enough: especially the relations between ên and 
the verb and between (for instance) an indefinite pronoun and the noun it specifies are 
natural candidates for grammaticalization (for this concept, as applied to the matter of 
cliticization, see e.g. Janse 1998a), i.e. the combination of ên with its verb could easily give 
rise to a situation in which ên would become an affix to this verb and tiw could easily 
develop into an indefinite article which could then develop into an affix as well. The 
tendency observed by Marshall can easily be interpreted as the first stage in such a 
development.  
Still, in the present study, the position of postpositives is primarily relevant as a criterion for 
segmentation into cola. Therefore it seemed to be good methodological policy to do without 
the alternative explanation for as long as possible: making available the alternative 
explanation from the outset would lead to a situation in which any difficulty with the P2-rule 
could be explained away by invoking some other tendency (just as Marshall invokes ‘colon-
formation’ only whenever a problem occurs with his rules); by ignoring the alternative 
possibility for as long as possible, the hypothesis under scrutiny has to be pushed to its 

                                                             
13 This tendency would also explain the phenomenon, already observed by Wackernagel (1892/1953) 
and specifically studied by Marshall (1987, 35-167), that ên as a rule does not stand later than directly 
after its verb (and the postpositive pronouns not later than the word they syntactically belong with). 
However, in practice, Marshall has to invoke ‘colon-formation’ quite often in order to deal with the 
details of his analyses (see especially Marshall 1987, 93-119 on the exceptions to the rule he 
postulates).  
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limits.14 However, in section 6.3 below, I present a few data that are relevant to the matter of 
the relation of ên with its verb.  
 

(4)  Furthermore, there seems to be a diachronic aspect to the matter of ‘deferment’: according 
to several authors (Dover 1960/1968, 14-16 et passim; Marshall 1989; Taylor 1990; Janse 
1998a; etc.), the P2-rule seems to predict more accurately the observed facts in Homer than 
in later Greek. Different factors can be invoked to explain this development:  
-  loss of word autonomy for the article and the preposition can have given rise to the fact 

that these words form an uninterruptible unit with the following word (Dover 
1960/1968, 15; see sections 6.1 and 7.1 below);  

-  the tendency for the words under scrutiny to cling to the words they grammatically 
belong with seems to have become increasingly important so as to supplant 
Wackernagel’s P2 tendency completely in later Greek (see e.g. Marshall 1989); 

-  overlapping with the previous factor, a formal syntactic explanation can be formulated 
in terms of profound typological changes in the grammatical structure of Greek (e.g. 
Taylor 1990).  

As has been shown in Janse 2000, the evolution of the Greek (and Latin) clitics involves 
many factors, giving rise to “an intricate picture of variation, fixing of discourse strategies, 
grammaticalization and reanalysis”.  
In this study I do not deal with the diachronic aspect (nor with dialectological matters): I 
have chosen a synchronic approach, involving a corpus consisting of Classical Attic prose 
(see the Preface above).  
 

 0.1.2 Fraenkel’s notion of ‘colon’  
 
It is within the context of the explanation of cases of deferment that the notion of ‘colon’, 
which is fundamental for our purposes, first shows up in the modern linguistic literature, as 
far as Greek prose is concerned.  
 

(1)  In the second article of a series of seminal studies (Fraenkel 1933/1964), Eduard Fraenkel 
showed that many of the cases in which enclitics/postpositives (esp. ên) did not occur in the 
predicted position (i.e. cases of ‘deferment’) could be explained if one would take a smaller 
unit as the one to which the P2-rule applied. Fraenkel called this unit ‘Kolon’ (in the present 
study, I follow English usage and write ‘colon’).15  

                                                             
14 Furthermore, this policy is supported by empirical considerations: even when clinging to the word it 
belongs to, the postpositives under scrutiny are often in P2 anyway (see section 6.3 below). 
15 The series of studies referred to consists of the following items: (i) “Kolon und Satz. Beobachtungen 
zur Gliederung des antiken Satzes. I” (Fraenkel 1932/1964): a preliminary study, mainly on those cases 
in which the end of the elegiac distich in Latin does not coincide with a sentence end; (ii) “Kolon und 
Satz. Beobachtungen zur Gliederung des antiken Satzes. II” (Fraenkel 1933/1964): mainly on Greek 
prose, using the position of ên when it does not occur next to the verb it modifies, nor in actual second 
position with respect to a sentence boundary, as a criterion for segmentation into cola; (iii) “Nachträge 
zu ‘Kolon und Satz II’” (Fraenkel 1964a): a brief complement to the previous article, consisting of 
several short -though important- observations (for some of these, see here below); (iv) Noch einmal 
Kolon und Satz (Fraenkel 1965): introducing another criterion for segmentation into cola, i.e. the 
occurrence of short parentheses (vocatives, ¶fh) at the boundary of natural cola; (v) “Zur 
‘Wackernagelschen’ Stellung von ≤m›n, Ím›n, nobis, vobis” (Fraenkel 1966): mainly on Latin prose.  
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(a) The following examples illustrate the kind of units to which Fraenkel’s proposal for 
segmentation gives rise: Lysias 9,21 t€ni går §pary°nta §lp€di | de› me sumpoliteÊesyai, 
... – Plato Tht. 155c mhd¢n d¢ épollÁw toË ˆgkou | oÈk ên pote §gignÒmhn §lãttvn. – 
Lysias 26,7 §g∆ m¢n går | oÈk ín o‰mai. – Plato Sph. 220b Ka‹ toË pthnoË mØn g°nouw | 
pçsa ≤m›n ≤ yÆra | l°geta€ poÊ tiw ÙrniyeutikÆ. – Lysias 1,23 ka‹ ≤ yerãpaina | 
§pege€rasã me eÈyÁw frãzei ˜ti ¶ndon §st€. – Plato Sph. 262a TÚ m¢n §p‹ ta›w prãjesin ¯n 
dÆlvma | =∞mã pou l°gomen. – Lysias 3,15 metå d¢ taËta | tÚ m¢n meirãkion | efiw gnafe›on 
kat°fugen, | otoi d¢ | suneispesÒntew | ∑gon aÈtÚn b€&, ... – Plato Cra. 406d OÈkoËn | tÚ 
m¢n ßteron ˆnoma aÈt∞w | oÈ xalepÚn efipe›n di' ˘ ke›tai.  

(b) In a separate contribution (Fraenkel 1965), Fraenkel formulates an additional formal 
criterion: short parentheses like vocatives and ¶fh often appear to occur on the boundaries 
of natural cola, e.g.: Lysias 1,15 Metå d¢ taËta, | Œ êndrew, | xrÒnou metajÁ diagenom°nou 
|ka‹ §moË polÁ époleleimm°nou t«n §mautoË kak«n, | pros°rxeta€ mo€ tiw presbËtiw 
ênyrvpow, ... – Lysias 34,3 §g∆ m¢n oÔn, | Œ ÉAyhna›oi, | <oÎte oÈs€&> oÎte g°nei 
épelaunÒmenow, | éll' émfÒtera t«n éntilegÒntvn prÒterow \n, | ≤goËmai ... – Lysias 
13,43 Otoi m¢n to€nun, | Œ êndrew ÉAyhna›oi, | Íp' ÉAgorãtou épograf°ntew | ép°yanon: 
– Lysias 1,23 ı d¢ ÉEratosy°nhw | Œ êndrew | efis°rxetai, | ka‹ ≤ yerãpaina | §pege€rasã 
me eÈyÁw | frãzei ˜ti ¶ndon §st€. – Lysias 1,9 Pr«ton m¢n oÔn, | Œ êndrew, | (de› går ka‹ 
taËy' Ím›n dihgÆsasyai) | ofik€dion ¶sti moi diploËn, ... – Plato Tht. 170a OÈkoËn, | Œ 
PrvtagÒra, | ka‹ ≤me›w ényr≈pou, | mçllon d¢ pãntvn ényr≈pvn dÒjaw l°gomen, ...  
Such short parentheses, as parentheses, can be expected to constitute separate cola. This 
would account for the fact that they occur in between two segments that are ‘normal’ cola 
themselves. However, in some cases some of these short parentheses appear to behave in 
another way: Plato Plt. 277d Parade€gmatow, Œ makãrie, aÔ moi | ka‹ tÚ parãdeigma aÈtÚ 
ded°hken. – Plato Sph. 223b Katå dØ tÚn nËn, Œ Yea€thte, lÒgon, | …w ¶oiken, | ...  
In these cases the parenthetic expression seems to be inserted into a natural colon and 
sometimes seems to behave like postpositives themselves. Fraenkel already observed that the 
effect of such parentheses often is that either the preceding or the following word (or both) 
received particular emphasis (Fraenkel 1965, 30-41). For an account of this apparently 
anomalous behavior, see section 10.2.5(2).  

(c) As will be argued below, another segmentation criterion can be introduced: some words -
most notably interrogatives, negatives, particles like éllã, and relatives (including 
subordinating conjunctions)- clearly tend towards first position (P1) of a clause or sentence. 
Just as in the case of the P2-rule for postpositives, this P1-rule can be fruitfully extended to 
the colon; this extension accounts for a large number of instances in which these words do 
not occur sentence- or clause-initially. 
 

(2)  An important observation is that cola can be characterized by a phonological demarcation 
(most often conceived of as a ‘pause’), which suggests a comparison of the notion of ‘colon’ 
with the notion of ‘intonation unit’. This observation has been formulated in the most 
explicit way by Fraenkel himself, especially in Fraenkel 1964a, in which he explicitly makes 
the link between his own work on ‘cola’ in Ancient Greek and contemporary work on the 
position of a certain enclitic in spoken Polish, which seems to take P2 in units demarcated by 
a pause.  
This characterization has been taken up by other authors, but often in a rather casual way. 
Thus, Dover 1960/1968, 17, after introducing the notion of ‘word-group’ (=colon, with a 
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reference to Fraenkel): “The example [Hdt. 1,10,2 ka‹ ≤ gunØ §porò min §jiÒnta] suggests 
that [postpositives] are not necessarily placed [in second position] of what would 
traditionally be defined as a ‘clause’, but may occupy a similar position within one of the 
word groups which constitute a clause; a ‘word-group’ being recognizable by the pauses 
which precede and follow it [with a reference to Fraenkel 1933/1964]”. Marshall makes only 
scanty and casual references to the fact that colon boundaries would be characterized by a 
pause (e.g. Marshall 1989, 96), and does not mention this aspect when he introduces the 
notion of ‘colon’ (Marshall 1989, 11). Ruijgh 1990/1996a mentions the phonologic nature of 
the colon and specifies that the pause at the end may also be ‘filled’ by the lengthening of 
the final syllable (with a reference to his own Ruijgh 1987/1996). The brief contribution 
Janse 1991, as well as Janse 1998a on metric cola in Homer, do take Fraenkel’s proposal 
into account.  
The hypothesis of the phonological nature of the colon can give rise to a different approach 
to discourse segmentation in Ancient Greek, starting from primarily metrical data. Thus, 
Fraenkel’s first article on the notion of ‘colon’ (Fraenkel 1932/1964) started from cases in 
which the end of the elegiac distich in Latin does not coincide with a sentence end in order 
to determine colon boundaries. Likewise, Janse 1998a deals with the matter of Homeric 
caesura in terms of the ‘colon’ as a discourse unit. Devine & Stephens 1994 is a strictly 
phonetic-phonological study which involves the distinction of a number of ‘phonologic 
domains’ (e.g. the ‘appositive group’, the ‘minor phrase’ and the ‘major phrase’), all of 
which could have some pertinence to the present purposes, but which are defined in such a 
way that they are very hard to use outside the (primarily metrical) context of their study. 
Furthermore, they do not take into account the existing literature on Ancient Greek word 
order, nor the literature on intonation units that will be crucial to the present study. 
 

(3)  Fraenkel’s proposal has been adopted by many subsequent authors on Ancient Greek word 
order (see here above), although it has not always been understood as it was intended (see 
section 0.1.4 below).16 Still, in many contributions to the problems concerning the position 
of clitics in Ancient Greek, Fraenkel’s contribution, modifying Wackernagel’s Law so that it 
applies to the colon rather than just the clause, has not been taken into account (e.g. Cervin 
1990; Taylor 1990; Fraser 2001). However, quite recently, something very much like the 
colon hypothesis originally due to Fraenkel has independently been ‘rediscovered’ (see e.g. 
Taylor 1996, without reference to either Fraenkel, Dover or Marshall), following work on 
Sanskrit (Hale 1987; Hock 1992).  
 

                                                             
16 As a curiosum, I would like to point out one case in which Fraenkel’s work has been taken into 
account, but has been misunderstood in a most peculiar way. Consider the following quotations from 
Moorhouse’s Studies in the Greek Negatives: “There should be little need to stress that oÎ is in second 
place in Il. 1.198 t«n d'êllvn oÎ tiw ırçto : [....]” (Moorhouse 1959,83), and “This [sic] in t«n d' 
êllvn oÎ tiw ırçto (Il. 1.198) both d° and oÈ are in second place, according to the two methods of 
estimation which are to be applied” [sic!, with a reference to Fraenkel]. I hope it is obvious (or will 
become so as the present exposition proceeds) that from a Fraenkelian ‘colon’-perspective t«n 
d'êllvn constitutes a separate colon, in which d' indeed occupies P2, and oÎ tiw ırçto a second one 
in which oÎ occupies its expected P1.  
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 0.1.3 Fraenkel’s colon typology 
 
Throughout his different studies on the subject Fraenkel presented his material using a fairly 
loose colon typology. Marshall summarized this typology as follows.  

Table 0.1a: Fraenkel’s colon typology (Marshall 1987, 11-12): 
 

Type Marshall’s description Marshall’s examples 
A participia absoluta Isaeus 3.51 genom°nvn d¢ toÊtvn, | doke› ín ... 

§pitr°cai 
B participia coniuncta Hdt. 4.119.2 ka‹ ≤me›w ÍpakoÊsantew | t»utÚ ín 

Ím›n §prÆssomen – Thuc. 2.87.3 ka‹ mØ épeir€an ... 
proballom°nouw | efikÒtvw ín ¶n tini kakoÁw 
gen°syai  

C prepositional expressions of content 
equivalent to a finite-verb clause 

Thuc. 6.9.3 ka‹ prÚw m¢n toÊw trÒpouw toÁw 
Ímet°rouw | ésy°nhw ên mou ı lÒgow e‡h  

D various infinitival and similar 
constructions 

Demosthenes 4.31 doke›te d¢ moi | polÁ b°ltion ín 
... bouleÊsasyai 

E parallel and antithetic balances; the 
element carrying the point of an antithesis 
forms a separate colon; [...] This type is 
potentially of much wider application. 

Hdt. 1.42.1 êllvw m¢n | ¶gvge ín oÈk ≥ia ...– Thuc. 
1.70.4 o‡ontai går | ofl m¢n | tª épous€& ên ti 
ktçsyai – Thuc. 3.56.2 pÒlin går ... 
katalambanÒntaw ... | Ùry«w te §timvrhsãmeya ... | 
ka‹ nËn | oÈk ín efikÒtvw .... 

F short expressions, often one word, isolated 
as cola for the sake of tabulation, 
summary, or emphasis [...]; the so-called 
Kurzkola include such expressions as nËn 
d°, metå d°, ˜mvw d° ktl. 

Hdt. 6.98.3 Dare€ou ... ka‹ ÉArtoj°rjou ... | toÊtouw 
m¢n dØ toÁw basil°aw | œde ín kal°oien ... 

G cola defined by the opening word of the 
trailing phrase rather than by the nature of 
the leading colon, that is, cola introduced 
by interrogatives or negatives [...].  

Aeschylus Agamemnon 1018 tÚ dÉ §p‹ gçn pesÚn ... 
m°lan aÂma | t€w ín pãlin égkal°saitÉ ... 

 
This typology is not a very insightful one:  
-  on the one hand it consists of rather heterogeneous classes: it is not clear at all in what 

way they constitute a single phenomenon;  
-  on the other hand, it can be shown to involve a number of redundancies.  

In what follows, I review the different types and try and formulate some more insightful 
criteria for classification on the basis of Fraenkel’s observations, but using a more modern 
terminology.  
 

(1) Types A to D  
Formulated in terms of traditional grammatical categories, these types are as such rather 
straightforward, although it should be noted that not all participles, infinitives or 
prepositional phrases have colon-status, as Fraenkel himself also observes: “Man wird nicht 
bezweifelen dass Sätze wie Arist. Vögel 1679 paradoËnai l°gei oder Plaut. Men. 538 
dicam curare? oder Terent. Andr. 358 negat vidisse nur aus einem Kolon bestehen” 
(Fraenkel 1933/1964, 101; see also Fraenkel 1932/1964, 78-79 and 91 and Fraenkel 
1933/1964, 95, on participles).  
Still, it remains unclear -or rather unexplained- why these grammatical units would behave 
in such a way: obviously, not all grammatical constituents constitute separate cola and the 
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rationale determining the status of constituents (separate colon or not) requires a more 
explicit formulation. Note that many of the examples quoted involve a fronted constituent 
having the status of a separate colon (e.g. the examples quoted for type A and type C).  
 

(2) Type E  
Type E consists of a rather heterogeneous set of sub-types, a more subtle and elaborate 
typology of which is offered in Fraenkel 1965, 12-30. The following table summarizes 
Fraenkel’s classification, with some of his examples.  

Table 0.1b: a typology for Fraenkel’s colon-type E (Fraenkel 1965, 12-30): 
 

Type Description Examples (quoted from Fraenkel 1965) 
E1 Antithetical (contrastive) cola  Thuc. 1,120,1 toÁw m¢n Lakedaimon€ouw, | Œ êndrew jÊmmaxoi, 

| oÈk ín ¶ti afitiasa€meya …w ... (§2) ≤m«n d¢ | ˜soi 
junhllãghsan | oÈx‹ didax∞w d°ontai Àste .... . 

E2 Answers and replies, with 
resumption of some element 
from the previous utterance or 
question.17  

Plato Grg. 452d (SV.) épÒkrinai t€ §stin toËto ˘ f∫w sÊ 
m°giston égayÚn e‰nai ... ./ GOR. ˜per §st€n, | Œ S≈kratew, tª 
élhye€& m°giston égayÚn ... – Plato La. 201c (LU.) éllã moi 
oÍtvs‹ po€hson: ... SV. éllå poiÆsv, | Œ Lus€maxe, taËta.  

E3 Non-antithetical (non-
contrastive) parallelisms  

Lysias 3,15 ÜOti m¢n to€nun otow ∑n ı édikÆsaw, | Œ boulÆ, 
ka‹ §pibouleÊsaw ≤m›n, ka‹ oÈk §g∆ toÊtƒ, .... memartÊrhtai 
Ím›n. – Plato Chrm. 161e ka‹ går tÚ fiçsyai |, Œ •ta›re |, ka‹ tÚ 
ofikodome›n | ka‹ tÚ Ífa€nein | ka‹ tÚ ΩtinioËn t°xn˙ ıtioËn 
t«n t°xnhw ¶rgvn épergãzesyai | prãttein dÆpou t€ §stin.  

E4 Appositions  Plato Grg. 454b taÊthw to€nun t∞w peiyoËw l°gv, | Œ S≈kratew, 
| t∞w §n to›w dikasthr€oiw ka‹ §n to›w êlloiw ˆxloiw. – Plato R. 
10,600b ı går kre≈fulow, | Œ S≈kratew ‡svw, | ı toË ÑOmÆrou 
•ta›row. 

E5 Members of an enumeration or 
list  

Demosthenes 4,16 pr«ton m¢n to€nun, | Œ êndrew ÉAyhna›oi, | 
triÆreiw pentÆkonta paraskeuãsasyai fhm‹ de›n, | e‰tÉ 
aÈtoÁw oÏtv tåw gn≈maw ¶xein …w ... – Plato Phdr. 81c 
§mbriy¢w d° ge, | Œ f€le, | ka‹ toËto o‡esyai xrØ e‰nai | ka‹ 
barÁ | ka‹ ge«dew | ka‹ ıratÒn.  

E6 Fronted element as a common 
basis to both members of a 
balance (antithetical or not) 

Lysias 13,71 Frun€xƒ gãr, | Œ êndrew dikasta€, koinª 
YrasÊboulÒw te ı Kalud≈niow ka‹ ÉApollÒdvrow ı 
MegareÁw §peboÊleusan: – Lysias 16,19 Àste oÈk êjion ép' 
ˆcevw, | Œ boulÆ, oÎte file›n oÎte mise›n oÈd°na, éll' §k 
t«n ¶rgvn skope›n:  

E7 Fronted discourse topics (“[...] 
Voranstellung eines Satzgliedes 
[...], das als Stichwort oder 
Überschrift eines folgenden 
Abschnitts dient”).  

Plato R. 3,409a dikastØw d° ge, | Œ f€le, | cuxª cux∞w êrxei. 
The following paragraph (up to 409e) is about the dikastÆw.  

E8 Resumptive elements 
(“zurückblickende 
Zusammenfassung”) 

Plato Prt. 322d oÏtv dÆ, | Œ S≈kratew, | ka‹ diå taËta | o· te 
êlloi ka‹ ÉAyhna›oi ... Ùl€goiw o‡ontai mete›nai sumoul∞w. ... 
(323a) aÏth, | Œ S≈kratew, toÊtou afit€a.  

 
Again the distinction between the different types is far from clear-cut and the criteria for 
distinguishing them heterogeneous (sometimes the criterion is formulated in terms of the 

                                                             
17 “Verwandt ist der antithetischen Gruppierung diejenige, bei der auf eine vorhergehende Frage ein 
Antwort oder Entgegnung folgt oder wo eine vorangegangene Äußerung eine nachdrückliche 
Wiederaufnahme erhält” (Fraenkel 1965, 17). 
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intrinsic features of the colon to the left of the boundary, sometimes in terms of features of 
the colon to the right). The examples are not always clear, and I found type E2 to be obscure. 
Note that the types E6 and E1 are defined in circular way: criterion E6 indicates that all 
members of a ‘balance’ constitute separate segments, which already implies that common 
elements, outside the ‘balance’, are autonomous as well.  
In a more modern terminology, one could distinguish grosso modo the following types:  

-  parallelism does not occur within a single colon (cf. section 0.2.4 below, for a similar 
observation concerning intonation units); elements having scope over a parallel 
structure constitute a separate colon; this accounts for types E1, E5 and E6;  

-  fronted elements typically constitute separate cola:  
-  topics, i.e. constituents ‘about which’ the ensuing stretch of discourse is (see 

section 0.2.5 below), often are fronted as separate cola (whatever the reason for 
their fronting); this accounts for types E7, E8 and many cases of E6; 

-  markers, i.e. constituents that do not present any substantial content but indicate 
the function of the ensuing stretch with respect to the encompassing discourse 
structure (see section 0.2.5 below), likewise often are fronted as separate cola, e.g. 
pr«ton m¢n to nun; see also Types F3, F5 and F6 below; 

-  Fraenkel mentions other, rather vaguely defined, types of fronted elements; one 
recurring type seems to be resumptive elements, which are typically ‘given’ in the 
local discourse context and hence can serve as a ‘starting point’ or ‘frame’ for the 
ensuing discourse, not unlike topics and markers;  

-  appositions typically are separate cola (cf. section 10.2.3 below).  
 

(3) Type F  
As is indicated by the term ‘Kurzkola’, the main criterion for a colon to belong to this class 
is its relatively limited size. In some of his later contributions on the subject, Fraenkel makes 
an interesting remark as far as the phonological aspect of the notion of ‘colon’ is concerned, 
introducing the term ‘Auftakt’ as a characterization of what he formerly called Kurzkolon 
(Fraenkel 1964a, 135-139; cf. also Fraenkel 1965, 41). 
A somewhat more elaborate typology is given in Fraenkel 1965, 41-49 and summarized in 
the following table.  
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Table 0.1c: a typology for Fraenkel’s colon-type F “Kurzkola”  
(Fraenkel 1965, 41-49): 

 
Type Description Examples 

F1 Interrogatives (alone or with other 
constituents) 

Plato Euthd. 280e îrÉ oÔn, | Œ Klein€a, ≥dh toËto flkanÚn 
...; – Plato Prt. 341b t€ ¶legen, | Œ PrÒdike, tÚ ÑxalepÚnÉ 
Simvn€dhw;  

F2 Relative pronouns or adverbs, 
subordinating conjunctions  

Lysias 3,40 ˜ti m¢n oÔn, | Œ boulÆ, oÈdenÚw a‡tiÒw efimi 
t«n gegenhm°nvn, flkan«w épodede›xyai nom€zv – 
Aristophanes Lys. 341 ëw, | Œ y°a, mÆ potÉ §g∆ 
mimpram°naw ‡doimi, éllå ... – Lysias 13,39 §peidØ to€nun, 
| Œ êndrew dikasta€, yãnatow aÈt«n kategn≈syh  

F3 ka€, ka€toi, éllã, e‰ta, plÆn, ¶ti, 
with or without additional 
postpositive particles (cf. 
Moorehouse 1959, 85) 

Plato Euthd. 304c ka‹ mÆn, | Œ S≈kratew, filÆkoow m¢n 
¶gvge ... – Lysias 3,26 éllå gãr, | Œ boulÆ, pãnta aÈt“ 
taËta sÊgkeitai  

F4 Short adverbial time expressions Lysias 30,1 ≥dh, | Œ êndrew dikasta€, tin¢w efiw kr€sin 
katastãntew édike›n ... ¶dojan, ... – Plato Chrm. 155d 
tÒte dÆ, | Œ gennãda, e‰don ... 

F5 Resumptive or concluding adverbs 
(zusammenfassende oder folgernde 
Adverbien) 

Plato La. 194b oÈkoËn, | Œ f€le, tÚn égayÚn kunhg°thn 
metaye›n xrØ ... For cases with o˜tv, see also type E8, 
above.  

F6 Negation  Plato La. 199e oÈk êra, | Œ Nik€a, mÒrion éret∞w ín e‡h tÚ 
nËn soi legÒmenon 

F7 1st person pronoun (often followed 
by a particle) 

Lysias 25,14 §g∆ gãr, | Œ êndrew dikasta€, oÎte t«n 
tetrakos€vn §genÒmhn: ... 

 
Again, this type consists of a quite heterogeneous class of cases, the only link being the 
relative ‘shortness’ of the units in question. Marshall observes: “It is not clear how distinct 
are types E and F; perhaps they amount to a single category of emphasis-motivated colon-
formations divisible into several different sub-types” (Marshall 1987, 12). Indeed, one can 
recognize some of the same general types that constituted type E:  
-  F7 and the relative pronouns under F2 can plausibly be analyzed as topics;  
-  F3, F4, F5 and the conjunctions under F2 are structural discourse markers;  
-  interrogatives (F1) and negatives (F6) are illocutionary markers, indicating the type of 

speech act the ensuing segment will represent (question, negative assertion).  
 

(4)  Type G 
As opposed to all the other types in Fraenkel’s typology, type G is not characterized by any 
of its internal features, but with reference to a criterion that allows for the delimitation of the 
next (!) colon. This does not seem to be a very felicitous procedure and Marshall accordingly 
calls this type ‘suspect’ (Marshall 1987, 12). Furthermore, as pointed out by Marshall, most 
examples of this type overlap with other types. Consider e.g. the following examples (quoted 
from Marshall 1987, 12 and Marshall 1987, 28), which are supposed to illustrate colon-type 
G: Plato Phd. 93e toËto d° ge peponyu›a | îrÉ ín ... – Thuc. 4.59.2 ka‹ per‹ m¢n toË 
poleme›n ... | t€ ín ... – Aeschylus Agamemnon 1018 tÚ dÉ §p‹ gçn pesÚn ... m°lan aÂma | t€w 
ín pãlin égkal°saitÉ – Hippocrates Ant. Med. 5.5 (Kuehlewein) t“ d¢ eÍrÆmati toÊtƒ 
ka‹ zhtÆmati | t€ ín ... – Thuc. 6.79.1 t«n d¢ §xyr«n | ≥n tiw §fÉ Ímçw ‡˙ ... 
Marshall points out (following Fraenkel himself) that the first two examples quoted above 
not only illustrate the suspect Type G, but also Type B (participium coniunctum) in the case 
of Plato Phd. 93e, and Type C (prepositional phrase) in the case of Thus. 4.59.2. The other 
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examples, however, indeed do not fit any of the classes of Fraenkel’s typology. Marshall 
attempts to deal with these cases by positing a word order rule according to which 
expressions of the type ‘article or preposition + postpositive particle + regular word’ 
occurring at the beginning of a sentence always constitute a separate colon (Marshall 1987, 
28-29, Rule XVII).18 Note that this rule, as it is formulated, is completely ad hoc and 
completely uninsightful.  
However, it takes only a slight generalization of some of the observations made in the above 
in order to obtain a quite natural and insightful explanation for these cases (and many 
others): fronted topic NPs constitute separate cola. This ‘rule’ accounts for the cases quoted 
here above, but also for many cases that are in Fraenkel’s typology dispersed over types E1, 
E3, E6, E7, E8, F2 and F7.  
Rather than as a separate colon-type, the presence of interrogatives, negatives, relatives and 
similar words can thus be viewed as a separate criterion for segmentation, parallel to the P2-
rule. In Part I of this study I will indeed investigate the possibility of formulating a P1-rule 
that determines the position of a wide range of words (see sections 2.1, 5.1, 5.2.2 and 
7.0(3)).  
 

(5)  Summary: towards a more insightful colon typology 
Summarizing and rephrasing Fraenkel’s typology and taking into account the critical 
observations made in the above, the following provisional typology of constituents that 
typically make up separate cola can be formulated:  
(a)  clauses and verbal constituents which behave like clauses: in Greek, these include 

autonomous participle clauses (both coniunctum and genitives absolutus (see 
Fraenkel’s types A and B) and some types of infinitival constructions (Fraenkel’s 
type D);  

(b)  members of complex (coordinated, correlative, corresponsive, parallel) 
structures, as well as elements which have scope over (are the common ground for) 
such structures (see various sub-types of Fraenkel’s type E);  

(c)  syntactically non-integrated constituents: appositions, parentheses, afterthoughts 
(see type E4 above);  

(d)  a wide range of fronted elements, including topic NPs, resumptive elements, 
common grounds for complex structures (see (b) here above), fronted PPs and fronted 
discourse markers (for still other types of fronting, see section 10.2.4 below). 

The following Table summarizes and illustrates the provisional segment-typology, which 
will be elaborated in Part II (section 10.2).  
 

                                                             
18 In fact, Marshall’s rule is somewhat more complex and involves additional stipulations. It is not 
useful to go into details here; see section 2.4.3 below for the other aspects of Marshall’s proposal.  
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Table 0.1d: a provisional and partial revision of Fraenkel’s colon typology 
 

Type Description Examples 
(a) autonomous verb 

clauses 
 

 main finite clauses Lysias 26,7 îr' ín Ùl€ga toiaËta §n t“ §niaut“ diaprãjasyai; §g∆ m¢n 
går oÈk ín o‰mai.  

 subordinate finite 
clauses 

Plato Tht. 159c ÜOtan dØ o‰non p€nv Ígia€nvn, | ≤dÊw moi fa€netai ka‹ 
glukÊw; – Plato Tht. 143d Efi m¢n t«n §n KurÆn˙ mçllon §khdÒmhn, | Œ 
YeÒdvre, | tå §ke› ên se ka‹ per‹ §ke€nvn énhr≈tvn, ... 

 participle clauses Plato Tht. 155c mhd¢n d¢ épollÁw toË ˆgkou | oÈk ên pote §gignÒmhn 
§lãttvn. – Lysias 9,21 t€ni går §pary°nta §lp€di | de› me 
sumpoliteÊesyai,  

 infinitival clauses Plato Tht. 144d-e fhs‹n går YeÒdvrow | ¶xein me so‹ ˜moion.  
(b) parallel members Lysias 4,8 ≤ d¢ | tot¢ m¢n | §m¢ per‹ polloË | tot¢ d¢ | toËtÒn fhsi 

poie›syai – Plato Tht. 203b ka‹ går dÆ, | Œ S≈kratew, | tÒ te s›gma | t«n 
éf≈nvn §st€, | cÒfow tiw mÒnon, | oÂon surittoÊshw t∞w gl≈tthw: | toË d' 
aÔ b∞ta | oÎte fvnØ | oÎte cÒfow, | oÈd¢ t«n ple€stvn stoixe€vn. 

(c) syntactically non-
integrated constituents  

Lysias 1,9 Pr«ton m¢n oÔn, | Œ êndrew, | (de› går ka‹ taËy' Ím›n 
dihgÆsasyai) ofik€dion ¶sti moi diploËn, ... 

(d) fronted constituents   
 topic NPs Lysias 26,7 §g∆ m¢n går | oÈk ín o‰mai. – Lysias 4,8 ≤ d¢ | tot¢ m¢n | §m¢ 

per‹ polloË | tot¢ d¢ | toËtÒn fhsi poie›syai – Plato Sph. 262a TÚ m¢n 
§p‹ ta›w prãjesin ¯n dÆlvma | =∞mã pou l°gomen. – Lysias 1,23 ı d¢ 
ÉEratosy°nhw | Œ êndrew | efis°rxetai, | ka‹ ≤ yerãpaina | §pege€rasã me 
eÈyÁw | frãzei ˜ti ¶ndon §st€.  

 fronted PPs Lysias 3,15 metå d¢ taËta | tÚ m¢n meirãkion | efiw gnafe›on kat°fugen, | 
otoi d¢ | suneispesÒntew | ∑gon aÈtÚn b€&, ... – Lysias 1,7 §n m¢n oÔn t“ 
pr≈tƒ xrÒnƒ, | Œ ÉAyhna›oi, | pas«n ∑n belt€sth: – Plato Cra. 392e diå 
taËta dÆ, | …w ¶oiken, | Ùry«w ¶xei kale›n tÚn toË svt∞row ÍÚn 
ÉAstuãnakta ... – Plato Cra. 408d per‹ t«n toi«nde d¢ | t€ se kvlÊei 
dielye›n, | oÂon ≤l€ou te ka‹ selÆnhw ka‹ êstrvn ka‹ g∞w ka‹ afiy°row 
ka‹ é°row ka‹ purÚw ka‹ Ïdatow ka‹ …r«n ka‹ §niautoË;  

 fronted markers Lysias 1,9 Pr«ton m¢n oÔn, | Œ êndrew, | (de› går ka‹ taËy' Ím›n 
dihgÆsasyai) ofik€dion ¶sti moi diploËn, ... – Plato Tht. 203b ka‹ går dÆ, 
| Œ S≈kratew, | tÒ te s›gma | t«n éf≈nvn §st€, |  

 common grounds for 
complex structures 

Lysias 4,8 ≤ d¢ | tot¢ m¢n | §m¢ per‹ polloË | tot¢ d¢ | toËtÒn fhsi 
poie›syai – Plato Tht. 203b ka‹ går dÆ, | Œ S≈kratew, | tÒ te s›gma | t«n 
éf≈nvn §st€, | cÒfow tiw mÒnon, | oÂon surittoÊshw t∞w gl≈tthw: | toË d' 
aÔ b∞ta | oÎte fvnØ | oÎte cÒfow, | oÈd¢ t«n ple€stvn stoixe€vn. 

   

A few general remarks have to be added:  
-  The application of a segmentation criterion always concerns two cola, e.g. a segment is 

fronted with respect to another segment, a parellel structure involves at least two 
segments (and possibly a third ‘common ground’). In some cases the segmentation of 
discourse results in a number of ‘regular’ cola of a readily recognizable type but also 
one or more ‘rest-cola’ which are the residue of the segmentation (see section 10.2.5 
below).  

-  Each segment of the types mentioned can consist of more than one colon: the segment-
typology allows for embedding of one type in another.  

-  ‘Common grounds’ having scope over complex structures as well as ‘resumptive 
elements’ typically belong to one of the other types of fronted elements (e.g. topic NPs 
or markers).  
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This typology closely reminds us of the grammatical typologies of intonation units as will be 
discussed in section 0.2.4 below.  
 

 0.1.4 The status of the notion of ‘colon’ 
 
For Fraenkel -as for us-, the main issue was to reconstruct the natural segmentation of 
discourse into cola, and the position of postpositives was one of the criteria according to 
which this segmentation could be operationalized. The problem of the particular behavior of 
postpositives in word order was taken up by other authors (most notably Dover 1960/1968 
and Marshall 1987, but see also e.g. Hajdú 1989, Ruijgh 1990/1996a, Janse 1998a), but these 
authors did not build on the notion of colon as a fundamental unit. On the contrary, the 
notion of ‘colon’ is often construed as an ad hoc device to ‘explain’ those cases where 
postpositives are found later in the sentence than the expected sentential or clausal P2, 
habitually labeled cases of ‘deferment’.  
 

(1)  Thus, Fraenkel’s notion of ‘colon’ is most often interpreted as a device (among other 
devices) to explain cases of ‘deferment’. For instance, Marshall (1987, 10-12) mentions 
three “established reasons for deferment”:  

(a)  unit-formation: “hereby postpositives become excluded form standing between or 
among groups of two or more words at the beginning of the sentence”; Marshall quotes 
two types:  
- the exclusion of postpositives from within clusters like éllÉ ˘w, ka‹ efi, efi mØ, (see 

section 4.2 below) but also from the combination of an article or preposition with 
following word (see section 2.4 below), as in Plato Smp. 190c afl tima‹ går aÈto›w 
and Plato Smp. 185d §n tª kãtv går aÈtoË.  

- groupings of regular words which for one reason or another come to be so closely 
connected as to exclude a postpositive from standing among them (see section 6 
below), e.g. Demosthenes 21,25 d€kaw fid€aw moi pros∞ken aÈt“ laxe›n and Hom. 
Od. 2.379 aÈt€kÉ ¶peitã ofl o‰non ... êfussen.  

(b)  colon-formation: “hereby a sentence consists of two or more separate phrases and a 
postpositive is deferred through being assigned to the trailing phrase or ‘colon’. These 
phrases may result from the formation of a complex sentence out of two more simple 
sentences, or through the drawing together of words which for some reason invite such 
treatment, so that a simple sentence is sorted into separate phrases”;  

(c)  pattern over principle: “habitual combinations of words may establish themselves to 
the extent that on occasions grammatical rules are broken”; Marshall quotes the 
following ‘formulae’ as examples of this factor: tãxÉ ên, oÈk ên, ≤d°vw ên, êllo ti 
(see section 6 below).  

However, phenomenon (b) “colon-formation” seems to differ fundamentally from both other 
phenomena, even insofar as its impact on the position of the postpositives is concerned. 
Thus, (a) and (c) involve the ‘formation’ of units which as such show a word-like behavior, 
i.e. they are not permeable to other words (incl. postpositives) in the case of (a), or cannot be 
dissolved so as to allow the postpositive involved to take its regular position in the case of 
(b). Cola however need not constitute word-like units in any way and do not cause the 
‘deferred’ postpositive to follow them without interrupting them (a colon itself obviously 
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can contain postpositives in P2), but imply a boundary with respect to which a postpositive 
takes P2 in the same way as if it were a clause boundary.  
 

(2)  The kind of account in which the notion of ‘colon’ is construed as a phenomenon occurring 
occasionally and is used as an ad hoc explanation for cases of so-called ‘deferment’ of 
postpositives is a priori unsatisfactory:  
(i)  The notion of ‘deferment’ is a priori an illegitimate concept outside a well-defined 

grammatical framework, in which a notion of normal ‘home location’ for words is 
explicitly defined, as well as the mechanisms that ‘move’ the word in question; this 
notion of ‘movement’ is illegitimate in a discourse analytic approach taking discourse 
as it develops in real time as its basic data and is -for that matter- left completely 
unspecified by those authors who use it.  

(ii)  As has been noted here above, ‘colon-formation’ is a phenomenon of a quite different 
order than unit-formation and formulaic patterns: whereas unit-formation and formulas 
seem to be morphological phenomena, involving word-like units, cola are units which -
as far as word order is concerned- are clause-like rather that word-like.  

(iii)  The notion of ‘colon’ has not been given a theoretical status. Fraenkel’s criteria for 
‘colon’-status and the ensuing colon types are heterogeneous and ad hoc: even in the 
somewhat more insightful revision formulated here above, it is not yet clear what the 
various types have in common.  

(iv)  Thus, the notion of ‘colon-formation’ itself is unsatisfactory: it is not clear what 
discourse could be ‘before it is articulated’ (before cola are formed).  

Many of the unsatisfactory aspects of these approaches disappear if one takes the colon as a 
fundamental linguistic unit, the theoretical status of which is not limited to being an a 
posteriori device to account for word order phenomena that cannot be readily expressed in 
terms of traditional ‘grammatical’ (syntactic) notions. This approach, which follows 
Fraenkel’s original approach more closely than the approaches in terms of ‘colon formation’, 
is the one taken here.  
 

 0.1.5 The Colon Hypothesis 
 
The main tenet of this study is what I will call the ‘Colon Hypothesis’, which determines the 
position adopted on the issues of Greek word order and which will define the basic unit for 
my analysis of discourse coherence.  

The Colon Hypothesis:  
-  the colon is the unit to which Greek word order rules (P2-rules, P1-rules) are 

applicable; 
-  the colon is the elementary discourse unit, in other words: discourse essentially 

comes in cola. 

Thus, from the point of view adopted here, the word order phenomena involving colon 
boundaries are not a matter of “colon-formation”, as if syntactic-semantic contents can after 
the fact be formatted in such a way that such boundaries now and then occur. On the 
contrary, it is claimed that word order rules such as Wackernagel’s law apply to the colon 
qua elementary discourse unit. Cola are not to be viewed as a side effect of word order or 
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syntax but as underlying syntax and word order. In other words: according to the Colon 
Hypothesis, Ancient Greek discourse should always and primarily be read as a string of cola.  
It is the primary aim of this study to try to produce a theoretical characterization of the colon 
qua elementary discourse unit as well as a practical approach enabling us to ‘reconstruct’ the 
discourse segmentation underlying written Ancient Greek texts.19  
 
 

 0.2 Starting point II: the notion of ‘Intonation Unit’ (IU) in discourse 
analysis and related disciplines 
 
All of the research quoted here above has been -more or less explicitly- conducted within a 
traditional conceptual framework that (broadly speaking) can be termed as ‘grammatical’, 
i.e. semantic content as coded in syntactic structures is considered as the basic linguistic 
material, and segmentation into cola (as well as other aspects) is -more or less implicitly- 
considered as a ‘surface’ phenomenon, a matter of ‘packaging’ etc.  
The Colon Hypothesis adopted here implies a discourse analytical approach akin to the 
approach of Wallace Chafe. Chafe’s point of departure and basic data are obviously quite 
different from the present ones: he stems from the tradition of American ethnolinguistics and 
has been concerned with the description of American Indian languages. His basic data 
consist of recorded spontaneous speech. Still, he has touched on many of the different issues 
that this study will touch upon (segmentation and coherence, the difference between speech 
and writing, focus, lexicalization, topic-hood, etc.).  
Discourse Analysis as a current in linguistics (at least in the tradition which will be taken 
into consideration here) can be characterized by its strongly empirical bias (working with 
corpuses of actual data), a broad view on what are pertinent data (taking into account 
contextual features, the relationship between speaker and addressee, etc.), and the fact that 
there is no particular focus on ‘grammar’ as opposed to other features of linguistic 
performance.20  
Discourse analytical (or at least related) approaches have become more and more common in 
Latin and Ancient Greek linguistics in the last twenty years or so. See e.g. (some aspects of) 
the work of Egbert J. Bakker (1990, 1991a, 1991b, 1993, 1997a) and of S.R. Slings (1992, 
1997a, 2002a, 2002b), as well as e.g. Buijs 2005 and various contributions to Bakker & 
Wakker (eds.) 2009; for Latin, see e.g. Risselada (ed.) 1998 and Hannay & Bolkestein (eds.) 
1998.  
 

 0.2.1 Intonation Units (IUs) and the analysis of spoken discourse 
 
In contemporary discourse analysis, conversation analysis and related areas of linguistics, it 
is common practice to take the intonation unit (henceforth ‘IU’, alternatively interpretable 

                                                             
19 This hypothesis will be fleshed out in the course of the investigations presented below. For a final 
reformulation, see the beginning of section 23 below. 
20 For a quite explicit argument as to the fact that in conversation analysis grammar is secondary to 
cognitive-pragmatic structure, see Schegloff 1996, 54-60 et passim. Beyond the differences in 
approach between various disciplines, the issue of the relations between grammar and discourse (incl. 
conversation) as such has given rise to an interesting and rapidly expanding body of work (see e.g. 
Givón (ed.) 1979; Klein-Andreu (ed.) 1983; Haiman & Thompson (eds.) 1988; Givón (ed.) 1997; 
Goldberg (ed.) 1996).  
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as ‘idea unit’ (Chafe 1980) or ‘information unit’ (Halliday 1985, 273-277) as the elementary 
unit for the segmentation of discourse.  
 

(1)  In these disciplines, the most common basic data for analysis are recorded speech, 
transcribed with prosodic features such as pauses and stress indicated, and segmented into 
intonation units (for the issues concerning discourse transcription, see Edwards & Lampert 
(eds.) 1993; especially, Chafe 1993). When I need to refer to recorded speech in this study, I 
will make use of examples from the works of Wallace Chafe (except if indicated otherwise) 
and I will take over his mode of presentation and transcription (whenever I will deviate from 
this practice, I will say so). In the following table, the symbols Chafe uses in his Discourse, 
Consciousness, and Time (Chafe 1994) are summarized, insofar as they will be adopted here.  

Table 0.2a: Symbols Used in Transcriptions of Speech (see Chafe 1994, xiii) 
  

 ´ primary accent (a pitch deviation accompanied by loudness or lengthening)  
` secondary accent (a pitch deviation without loudness or lengthening) 
.. a brief pause or break in timing 
... a typical pause (up to one second) 

...(.36) a measured pause 
= lengthening of the preceding vowel or consonant 
, a terminal contour which is not sentence-final 
. a sentence-final falling pitch 
? a yes-no question terminal contour 
@ laughter 
[ ] a segment of speech that overlaps with another segment 
  

In Chafe’s transcriptions, the text is presented with every IU on a separate line. If different 
speakers participate in the stretch of discourse, they will be indicated by capital letters A, B, 
C, ... . The following excerpts, all taken from Chafe 1994, illustrate the kind of data that are 
used and will serve as a source of examples for the remainder of this General Introduction 
and the rest of this study, whenever I will need to refer to various phenomena occurring in 
spontaneous speech.  

(a)  Chafe’s indications on the context in which the following excerpt occurred are rather scanty, 
but should suffice: the preceding talk had been about a fatal accident that involved an 
elephant (Chafe 1994, 61) and in that tragic event someone had been trampled outside a car 
(Chafe 1994, 77).  
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Example 0.2a (Chafe 1994, 61-62) 
1 A ...(0.4) Have the .. ánimals,  
2 A ...(0.1) ever attacked anyone ín a car?  
3 B ...(1.2) Well I  
4 B well Í hèard of an élephant,  
5 B .. that sát dówn on a `V´W one time.  
6 B ...(0.9) There’s a gìr 
7 B .. Did you éver hear thát?  
8 C ...(0.1) No, 
9 B ...(0.3) Some élephants and these  

10 B ...(0.1) they 
11 B ...(0.7) there 
12 B these gáls were in a Vólkswagen,  
13 B ...(0.4) and uh, 
14 B ...(0.3) they uh kept hónkin’ the hórn,  
15 B ...(0.2) hóotin’ the hóoter,  
16 B ...(0.6) and uh,  
17 B ...(0.4) and the ... élephant was in frónt of em,  
18 B so= he jùst procèeded to sìt dówn on the `V´W.  
19 B ...(0.3) But thèy .. had .. mànaged to get oút first.  

 

(b)  The following example illustrates a similar transcription but this time of a performance 
involving only a single speaker. No context is given. 
 

Example 0.2b (Chafe 1994, 207) 
1 ... I went òut for a stróll,  
2 on my first tìme on Chéstnut Strèet. 
3 ... and just  
4 ... just ... was astóunded, 
5 at how pléasant things wère. 
6 And às I was òut for a stróll, 
7 ... a màn wàtering hi=s láwn, 
8 túrned to mè,  
9 .. as I wàlked pást,  

10 .. and sáid,  
11 ... góod èvening, 

 
(c)  The last example is in some ways very similar to the previous one, but includes a number of 

phenomena that are not present in the previous excerpts. Again, no indications about the 
context are available.  
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Example 0.2c (Chafe 1994, 208) 
1 Like óne day I was just 
2 .. I was .. uh càrrying my gárbage,  
3 to the gàrbage dùmp.  
4 ... And this gùy came b`y on a mótorcycle.  
5 And thèn he went bàck in the óther dirèction,  
6 and wènt back in the óther dirèction, 
7 .. I was stìll càrrying my gárbage.  
8 And thén,  
9 .. I’m wálking =,  

10 .. like bàck to my hóuse and,  
11 .. this .. mòtorcycle gets sló=wer and slówer and slówer, 
12 ... and it’s like .. ró=lling,  
13 and fínally this gùy is sàying,  
14 ... I lóve you.  
15 ... I lóve you.  
16 ... I lóve you. 
 

 (2)  Chafe’s basic concerns -as are ours here- are the following: (1) the flow of speech and the 
flow of consciousness,21 i.e. the fact that the information which makes up the contents of a 
discourse is not presented (literally: made present to consciousness) all at once, but involves 
a flow-like development in which the different items succeed each other in time; (2) the fact 
that this flow is not homogeneous, but occurs in ‘spurts’, ‘chunks’, each IU -ex hypothesi- 
coinciding with exactly one such information chunk.  

 
(3)  The elementary nature of the IU has been formulated from different points of view:22  

-  phonologically, the IU is characterized by the presence of a single pitch contour, as well 
as by the presence of pauses at its boundaries; see section 0.2.2 here below;  

-  from a cognitive point of view, an IU can be equated with the elementary unit (‘chunk’) 
through which information is processed in short term memory; see section 0.2.3 here 
below;  

-  from a grammatical/syntactic point of view, IUs tend to coincide with full grammatical 
constituents; see section 0.2.4 here below;  

-  pragmatically, the IU can be defined as the elementary verbal act, i.e. the elementary 
unit to which a distinct pragmatic function can be ascribed; see section 0.2.5 here 
below.  

 
 0.2.2 The IU as a phonological unit 

 
The IU has been primarily defined from a phonological (prosodic) point of view:  
(i)  the main characteristic of an IU is the presence of a single, coherent intonational 

contour;  

                                                             
21 Cf. e.g. the titles “The Flow of Thought and the Flow of Language” (Chafe 1979) and “The Flow of 
Ideas in a Sample of Written Language” (Chafe 2002). 
22 Chafe 1987, 22: “An intonation unit is a sequence of words combined under a single, coherent 
intonation contour, usually preceded by a pause. An intonation unit in English typically contains about 
five or six words, and new intonation units typically begin about two seconds apart. Evidently active 
information is replaced by other, partially different information at approximately two seconds 
intervals”. 
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(ii)  the presence of pauses at its boundaries is often quoted as an additional and optional 
feature.  

 
(1)  The phonological aspect of intonation has been studied from a number of different 

perspectives and involves i.a. the following types of research (for an overview of the various 
aspects see the classic Cruttenden 1986/1997):  
-  experimental acoustic and perceptual studies (for references, see Nooteboom 1997);  
-  phonological studies in formal grammatical (most notably Generativist) frameworks 

attempt to formulate the rules that govern the intonational form and the links between 
these aspects of phonology and other levels of linguistic structure (e.g. Selkirk 1984; 
Zubizarreta 1998);  

-  research on the typology of intonation contours, often involving attempts at attributing 
functions to these contours (e.g. Bolinger 1985; Bolinger 1989);  

-  studies in the fields of discourse analysis and/or pragmatics, in which intonation is 
viewed as a reflection of information structure and other aspects of discourse structure 
(e.g. Gussenhoven 1983; Swerts & Geluykens 1994; for references see Brown & Yule 
1983, 153-169; Couper-Kuhlen 2001).  

 
(2)  These approaches and their results are not of immediate importance for the present 

(discourse analytical) purposes. However, the phonology of intonation has to be taken into 
account for the purposes of discourse analysis in that it provides us with the criteria for 
segmentation into IUs.  
The segmentation of discourse into IUs typically involves the convergence of a number of 
distinct criteria (see Chafe 1994, 56-63; Cruttenden 1986/1997, 26-67):  
-  the presence of a coherent intonation contour making up the internal prosodic structure 

of the segment (typically involving specific pitch patterns at the end of the segment, as 
well as the presence of (at least one) prominent pitch accent);  

-  the fact that the segment is preceded and followed by a pause (including filled pause or 
lengthening of the last syllable);  

-  other prosodic variations, such as anacrusis (the fact that the IU starts with a few 
accelerated syllables and then slows down; cf. Cruttenden 1986/1997, 21) or changes in 
voice quality or loudness.  

These segmentation criteria are not completely waterproof: pauses can also occur within an 
IU and in that case typically reflect local processing problems (hesitation pauses) and 
intonation contours are not always clear-cut so that the segmentations of transcribers (even if 
they are experts) do not always converge. This of course creates problems for the 
segmentation of discourse into IUs (see Brown & Yule 1983, 157-169), but despite the 
technical difficulties in delimiting IUs according to these criteria, the concept has proven to 
be a fruitful point of departure in discourse analysis and pragmatics.  
 

(3)  One more aspect of the phonology of IUs has to be mentioned in that it directly relates to the 
matter of segmentation. The term intonational sandhi has been used for the merging of two 
basically independent IUs, i.e. for the phenomenon that prosodic boundaries between what 
could be realized as two separate IUs in actual realization have been blurred or weakened so 
as to constitute a single contour (Cruttenden 1986/1997, 36-37, 43 and 100; Bolinger 1985, 
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261-273). Cruttenden mentions three types of ‘problems in group delimitation’ that could be 
described in terms of ‘sandhi’23:  
(i)  final sentence adverbials (“He went away unfortunately.”);  

(ii)  vocatives (“Get a move on, you stupid fool.”) and reporting clauses (“I’ll prove you 
wrong yet, I heard him say.”) in sentence-final position;  

(iii)  an adverbial on a low pitch which semantically can belong to either the preceding or 
the following clause (“He went to the States of course he didn’t stay very long.”).  

All of these can be uttered without the presence of any of the segmentation criteria 
mentioned above (or with only a few of them), although semantic/syntactic criteria suggest 
that there should be a boundary. Something similar can be observed for two other types of 
patterns: 

(iv)  discourse markers (sentence adverbs, coordinating conjunctions, etc.; see section 
0.2.5 below) sometimes constitute separate IUs, are often integrated with the next IU, 
but are sometimes integrated with the preceding IU as well, as can be seen in the 
following example (Chafe 1994, 208; cf. example 0.2c above):  
    And thén,  

.. I’m wálking =,  

.. like bàck to my hóuse and,  

.. this .. mòtorcycle gets sló=wer and slówer and slówer,  

... and it’s like .. ró=lling,  
 In the first IU of the quotation, “and then” makes up a separate IU; in the last IU 

“and” is integrated with the ensuing clause, and in the third IU “and” has merged with 
the previous IU. The functions of the markers are comparable, but their status in 
terms of IUs is different.24  

(v)  Likewise, topics in initial position in a clause may be realized within the same IU as 
the rest of that clause, but can also be realized in separate fronted IU; compare the 
following cases:  

- topic in a separate IU: Example 0.2a, IUs 1-2 “... Have the .. ánimals, | ... ever 
attacked anyone ín a car?” and Example 0.2b, IUs 7-8 “a màn wàtering hi=s láwn, | 
túrned to mè,”; 

-  topic in the same IU: Example 0.2a “... and the ... élephant was in frónt of em,” 
(IU17) and “these gáls were in a Vólkswagen,” (IU12). 

What is important about these phenomena -for the present purposes- is that constituents of 
the very same grammatical type and in quite similar discourse functions sometimes seem to 
constitute separate segments and sometimes seem to merge with the next (or even the 
previous) segment. Quite general performance factors such as the tempo and the 
deliberateness of the performance, but also the weight and complexity of the constituent in 
question, seem to be determining factors in this matter. Obviously, performance factors are 
not available for the analysis of Greek texts, but it is interesting to observe that the types of 

                                                             
23 Apparently, Cruttenden uses the term ‘intonational sandhi’ only for the first type (?). 
24 It may be true that “and then”, being phonetically and informationally heavier than simple “and”, is 
more likely to constitute a separate IU, but “and then” can be merged with the next IU (see Example 
0.2c, IU5 “And thèn he went bàck in the óther dirèction”) and “and” can occur in a separate IU (see 
Example 0.2a here above, IU13 and IU16).  
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constituents which are somewhat ambiguous or problematic for the phonetics-based analysis 
of spoken performances coincide almost exactly with the type of constituents which proved 
to be not so clear-cut in the word order based analysis of Greek, e.g. ‘Kurzkola’ of the types 
‘fronted marker’ (and sometimes ‘fronted topic’) and short idiomatic parentheses (vocatives, 
modal, evidential and reporting parentheses like e‡per pou, o‰mai, and ¶fh, ... ; cf. section 
10.2.3 below).  
 

 0.2.3 The IU as a cognitive unit 
 
From a cognitive point of view, the IU has been defined as “a single focus of 
consciousness”, i.e. whatever is present to consciousness at any one time. Formulated in 
terms of cognitive psychology, an IU is then the amount of information that is processed at 
one time, i.e. a chunk in Short Term Memory (Chafe 1987, Chafe 1994).  
 

(1)  It is a basic presupposition of this cognitive approach (whether or not the notion of Short 
Term Memory is used) that the amount of information that can be focused (or ‘activated’) at 
any one time is very limited. This has led to the use of the economical metaphor of 
‘cognitive effort’ and ‘activation cost’.  

(a) Thus, Chafe (1987; 1994, 71-81) postulates 3 possible activation states for information at 
any one time: 
-  ‘active concepts’: information that is present in short term memory at a given moment 

in time; 
-  ‘semi-active concepts’: information which is ‘accessible’ at a given moment in time, i.e. 

present in -what Chafe calls- “peripheral consciousness”; 
-  ‘inactive concepts’: information in Long Term Memory, which is not readily accessible. 

According to Chafe, the pause, which typically precedes an IU, is used to process the 
contents of this IU, which implies a change in “activation state”; there are three possible 
changes in activation state between any two IUs: 
(i)  a change of a previously inactive concept to an active one. 
(ii)  a change of a previously semi-active concept to an active one. 
(iii)  a change of a previously active concept to a semi-active one. 

Obviously, much of the active and semi-active information can remain (semi-)active from 
one IU to the next, as well. Thus, the transition between two successive IUs in terms of the 
‘activation costs’ can be represented in the following diagram (Chafe 1994, 73, Figure 6.1):  
 

t1  t2 
 given  

active         active 
  

accessible 
 

semiactive    
  

new 
 

inactive   

 
It is understood that activating ‘new’ information is more ‘costly’ than keeping ‘given’ 
information active. 
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(b) From this account Chafe deduces his “one new concept at a time constraint”: “This 
constraint follows naturally from what I take to be the cognitive basis of an intonation unit: 
the expression of a single focus of consciousness. Such a focus can evidently contain no 
more than one previously inactive concept.” (Chafe 1987, 32).  

(c) The notion of ‘activation’ cost and the distinction between ‘given’, ‘accessible’ and ‘new’ 
information in an IU yield an account for a number of formal linguistic phenomena, most 
importantly those related to the notion of ‘focus’:  
-  words expressing ‘new’ information are typically more prominent, informationally and 

phonologically (i.e. they typically bear ‘primary stress’);  
-  words expressing ‘given’ information are often realized in a phonologically weaker 

form, i.e. they are either partially or completely destressed and/or can take the form of 
reduced forms or pronouns (or other ‘pro-forms’) or even zero-realization.  

For some introductory remarks on the notion of focus, see section 0.3.4. here below.  
 

(2)  The consequence of this cognitive account of the IU as the cognitively elementary discourse 
unit is that discourse is essentially processed IU by IU: ‘chunking into IUs’ is not primarily a 
‘strategy’ or a ‘device’ which is ‘used’ in order to package some pre-existing material for 
some communicative purpose;25 rather, discourse comes in IUs, i.e. a discourse necessarily 
and inherently consists of a sequence of IUs.  
If it is true that discourse is processed from one IU to the next, it can be expected that this 
unit will constitute a unit from other (formal) points of view as well. Thus, at least some 
aspects of the prosodic nature of the IU immediately follow from this cognitive aspect: the 
single intonational contour characteristic of an IU is the motor reflection of its unity as far as 
processing is concerned, and the pauses which precede it can easily be viewed as the time it 
takes to plan its realization. Likewise, it can be expected that an IU will regularly correspond 
to a grammatical constituent as well: the formatting of the contents of an IU implies the 
processing of its grammatical form, which is obviously much easier if the chunk which is 
processed coincides with a full grammatical unit.26  
Still, some formal features of discourse obviously have a larger scope than the single IU, e.g. 
syntactic units such as the sentence regularly include more than one IU, and higher-level 
discourse units such as a story even more obviously so; hence, despite the apparent 
limitations of Short Term Memory, longer-term planning is obviously possible.27  
 

                                                             
25 This interpretation might be suggested by some of the terminology in e.g. Slings 2002a and Slings 
2002b, in which the notion of segmentation into IUs/cola is embedded in the clause-based approach of 
Dik 1995.  
26 Furthermore, it can be expected that the grammar of a language itself will develop in such a way that 
contents that often occur in a single chunk can be processed in a single grammatical construction (for 
the link between grammaticalizability and IU-status, see the notion of grammaticalizability in Croft 
1995). See also section 6 below. 
27 The problem of the punctuality of moments and the linearity of time is theoretically speaking a very 
important one (cf. Scheppers 2003 and Scheppers 2004t, section 14.4 on P(ragmatic)-time and the 
dynamics of cognition). For reasons explained in section (5) of the Preface, I will not go into these 
theoretical issues here.  
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 0.2.4 The IU as a grammatical unit (GU) 
 
As pointed out here above, it follows from the identification of the IU as the elementary 
‘chunk’ in discourse processing, that IUs will typically coincide with grammatical 
constituents. Note that in the present context, the problem of the correlation between IUs and 
GUs is formulated in the opposite direction as compared with grammatical approaches of 
various schools (cf. e.g. Selkirk 1984, Selkirk 1995, Zubizarreta 1998, for generativist 
approaches; Dik 1989, 379-399, for a functional approach): in this study, it is argued that a 
certain content is formatted as a GU because it constitutes a discourse segment, whereas in 
grammatical approaches the content and its grammatical formatting are taken as given and 
the way this formatted GU is ‘cut up’ into IUs is taken as a posterior formatting.  
 

(1) It has often been observed that the prototypical grammatical shape of an IU is the finite 
clause, and most accounts of the syntactic features of the IU start from the expected 
correspondence between IU and simple main finite clause (see below).  

(a) However, if we look at actual data, a large number of IUs actually does not coincide with a 
full finite clause. For instance, in example 0.2a above, 6 IUs out of 19 constitute full main 
finite clauses:  
-  IU7:  Did you éver hear thát?  
-  IU12:  these gáls were in a Vólkswagen, 
-  IU14:  they uh kept hónkin’ the hórn,  
-  IU17:  and the ... élephant was in frónt of em,  
-  IU18:  so= he jùst procèeded to sìt dówn on the `V´W.  
-  IU19:  But thèy .. had .. mànaged to get oút first.  

Furthermore, IUs 4-5 of the same excerpt consist of a potentially complete finite clause 
(“well Í hèard of an élephant,”) and a grammatically complete subordinate clause (“that sát 
dówn on a `V´W one time”). However, the main finite clause is obviously part of an 
encompassing presentative construction including the relative clause (“I heard of an X, 
who/that Y”).28 In example 0.2b, only IU1 “I went òut for a stróll,” could count as a full 
finite main clause, which however is completed in the next IU with the PP “on my first tìme 
on Chéstnut Strèet.”; IU5 (“at how pléasant things wère.”) and IU9 (“as I wàlked pást,”) are 
full subordinate clauses. Thus, none of the 11 IUs actually constitutes a full main finite 
clause.  

(b) Thus it has been shown that even in recorded spontaneous speech in modern standard 
European languages with a relatively poor morphology the ‘one clause - one IU’ equivalence 
is only weakly valid. In Ancient Greek, characterized by a rich morphology and -
consequently- a greater word autonomy, this equivalence can be expected to be even 
weaker.29 Especially note the clause-like functions of participles and to a lesser extent 
infinitival constructions (see section 10.2 and 21.1 below) as well as the fact that the rich 
morphology and the free word order allow for the fronting of a number of constituents 
within a single clause, whereas e.g. in English and French similar patterns would require 

                                                             
28 For various issues concerning presentative constructions, see e.g. sections 5.2.2 and 21.2 below. 
29 Contra e.g. the remark in Dik 1995, 36 that “Segmentation on the basis of postpositive placement can 
be seen to coincide with syntactically definable clauses for most of the time”; see also section 0.3.1 
below.  
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special constructions involving separate clauses (for these differences, see the translation 
issues discussed in sections 11.0(3) and 12.2).  

(c) In the context of the present discussion of the relation between discourse units (IU and 
beyond) and syntax, we should also discuss the notion of sentence,30 as defined by the 
presence of (at least) an overt grammatical subject and a main finite verb, which can be the 
grammatical core of an indefinite number of extensions. This notion of ‘sentence’ has been 
taken as the starting point of most of the traditional research on discourse structure.31 
However, if we take the IU as the basic unit, the matter of sentence-closure becomes a 
secondary issue. Furthermore, experiments in which the same person was asked to tell the 
same story twice (Chafe 1979, 73-76; Chafe 1994, 143-144) have shown that IUs “do 
represent relatively stable units of remembering”, but that “the organization of intonation 
units into sentences shows little of the same stability” (Chafe 1994, 144). This empirical fact 
is obviously an argument in favor of the validity of taking the IU as a basic unit, rather than 
any larger unit and can be used to argue that the grammatical format of GUs is the reflection 
of their status as discourse units, rather than the other way round.  
 

(2)  Corpus research on spoken language data has demonstrated that IUs tend to coincide with 
grammatical units (see e.g. Croft 1995; Cruttenden 1997, 68-73), although the theoretical 
accounts given for this coincidence can be highly divergent (cf. Ladd 1986; Selkirk 1984, 
Selkirk 1995; Croft 1995; Zubizarreta 1998). In what follows, I will take a merely 
descriptive stance, and, mostly following Croft 1995, I will concentrate on the typology of 
IUs in grammatical terms, in view of a comparison with the colon typology described in 
section 0.1 above.  

(a) Starting from a corpus of recorded narratives by 20 native speakers of English (borrowed 
from the project which gave rise to Chafe (ed.) 1980), consisting of 1989 IUs, Croft 1995 
analyzes the relations between IU and GU, making use of both quantitative and qualitative 
elements. According to Croft’s calculations, an important number of IUs indeed consists of 
clauses (sometimes with additional elements), but still more than 45% of the IUs is of a 
lower level than the finite main clause and more than 36% of the IUs is even less than a 
clause, as can be seen from the following table.  
 

                                                             
30 Sentence-hood can also be defined in prosodic terms (sentence-final falling pitch; see e.g. Cruttenden 
1986/1997; Couper-Kuhlen 2001); both notions of ‘sentence’ often (but not necessarily always) overlap 
(Chafe 1980, 20-32). In any case, the issues concerning sentence closure remain the same for the 
present purposes.  
31 Very notably so in Ancient Greek, see e.g. Müller 1980, with the telling title Satzbau, Satzgliederung 
und Satzverbindung in der Prosa Herodots; Dover 1997, 26-40, which under the heading ‘units of 
utterance’ deals with the sub-divisions ‘words’, ‘sentences’, and ‘substantival phrases’ and mentions 
‘Period and Kolon’ in an appendix.  
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Table 0.2.4a: IUs and GUs (Croft 1995, 845)32 
 

Type % of IUs  Type % of IUs 
Simple clauses with subject 38.1  Phrases 13.7 
Clause + complement 8.2   Subjectless finite clauses 9.7 
Clause + relative clause 2.5    
Clause + adjunct  1.8  Lexical IUs  6.2 
Coordinated sentences  3.1  interjections  4.3 
Other complex constructions 1.6  adverbs  1.2 
Total main clause or larger 55.3  numerals in counting  0.3 
   connectives/‘sentence adverbials’  0.7 
Complements 2.2    
Relative clauses 3.3  non-GUs 2.9 
Adverbial clauses 2.6  false starts  0.8 
Total subordinate clauses 8.1  fragments  1.2 
   disjoint IUs  0.9 
     Total finite clause or larger 63.4    
 
I have made a quick survey of a small spoken speech corpus of 191 IUs,33 which yielded the 
following quantitative data (note, however, that I have made no effort to copy Croft’s highly 
complex coding procedure, so any comparison between my data and Croft’s should be 
interpreted with caution):  

Table 0.2.4b: IUs and GUs (own recorded speech corpus) 
 

   
full main finite clauses 72 37.7% 
NPs 25 13.1% 
interjections (mhm, oh, laughter) 24 12.6% 
markers 17 8.9% 
PPs 15 7.9% 
false starts 15 7.9% 
VPs (subjectless finite clauses) 12 6.3% 
subordinate finite clauses 10 5.2% 
adjective 1 0.5% 
Total IUs 191 100% 
   

Note the remarkable similarity in the percentage of IUs, which coincide with full main finite 
clauses in my data and Croft’s. Also note the high percentage of lone NPs and lone PPs.  

(b) On the basis of his data, Croft (1995) calculated that -for his corpus- 97% of the IUs are 
Grammatical Units (‘GUs’). An even stronger claim can be made (the ‘Full GU condition’): 
91% of Croft’s IUs consist of GUs possessing their full set of complements. Croft observes 
                                                             
32 Croft’s way of presenting his quantitative data is not very transparent: I have tried to reconstruct the 
distribution of his classes and sub-classes into a single table, but have not succeeded in making the 
percentages tally completely.  
33 This corpus, which I used for the purposes of my dissertation (Scheppers 2004t), consists of the 
following excerpts: (i) a brief excerpt of a multi-party conversation mainly consisting of an anecdote 
about an accident involving an elephant (Chafe 1994, 61); (ii) a first-person anecdote about a speaker 
who is approached by ‘a guy on a motorcycle’ (Chafe 1994, 208); (iii) an anecdote about a university 
professor who had ‘no contact with his students’ (Chafe 1987; analysis published in Scheppers 2003); 
(iv) a joke in French about a crashing plane (original recording and transcription); (v) a two-party 
conversation on ‘painting the house’ (Chafe 1994, 123-127). 
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that among those IUs that cause exceptions to the ‘full GU condition’, many have specific 
discourse functions.  
Among the most common types of IUs that are not full finite clauses are the following (Croft 
1995, 846-847):  

-  lone NPs:  
-  Topic NP (with resumptive pronoun in the finite clause), e.g. [.3] and then a little 

boy, | [.35] /about/ [.15] a big a red bicycle, | that was too big for him, | [.8] he 
stopped;  

-  Presentative NP (without resumptive pronoun), e.g. .. some .. a little boy, | [.5] on 
a .. bicycle who’s coming by.  

-  Elaboration (apposition), e.g. [1.25] And then three boys happen by. | [.65] Three 
boys, | three different sizes, | three different colored shirts, | [1.65] oh goodness.  

-  Summarization, e.g. ... and everything.  

-  subjectless VPs, e.g. in the following consecutive IUs:  
-  A--nd [.15] he [.35] sees this three pear [.2] these three baskets of pears,  
-  and then sees this man up in the [.5] tree,  
-  and decides [.45] that he’d like some pears.  
-  And at first looks like he’s going to take one or two, [...] 

Interestingly, Croft notes that in English in many cases the difference between a really 
subjectless VP and a coordinated VP cannot be determined (e.g. in the two first italicized 
examples here above (“sees” resp. “decides”), and adds that “the distinction between 
subjectless VPs and full clauses is found in only about 10% of the world’s languages, 
namely those that disallow null subjects”. Indeed, for the present purposes, Greek subjectless 
clauses can be compared not only to English subjectless clauses stricto sensu, but also to 
English clauses with pronominal subjects (the difference between both being less pertinent).  

(c) One major exception to the ‘full GU condition’ is noted (Croft 1995, 848): relative clauses 
often occur in a separate IU, although they constitute a GU with their antecedent NP. 
However, this fact is subject to some qualifications as well:  
-  the clause before the relative clause (RC) is still in the form of a full GU;  
-  the break between the antecedent NP and the RC occurs only when the RC is final, and 

the IU break always leaves the NP with the pre-RC clause;  
-  in contrast, clause internal RCs are never separated from their head NPs, although the 

NP+RC GU is itself often split off from the rest of the clause.  

These qualifications can most easily be interpreted in terms of the ‘extraposition’ of final 
RCs, an interpretation that would make these RCs separate GUs anyway. Thus, the full GU 
condition would be saved.34  
 

(3) The converse of the full GU condition is obviously not the case: not all GUs are themselves 
IUs. Thus one can distinguish between (i) whole GUs (found in a single IU); (ii) broken 

                                                             
34 However, these matters have no impact on segmentation issues in Ancient Greek: ên, tiw, mou etc. 
always take P2 in such a clause and can hence always be considered as a separate colon. Thus, for all 
practical purposes the matter as to whether a RC is or is not merged with the colon containing its 
antecedent NP is a trivial problem. Similar remarks apply to the relations between a complement clause 
and its matrix predicate.  
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GUs (split across two (or rarely, more) IUs.35 Croft stipulates three factors that appear to 
limit the applicability of the full GU condition and cause GUs to be broken into more than 
one IU: 

 (a) parallelism (Croft 1995, 850-856) 
 What Croft calls ‘the parallelism constraint’ consists in the claim that coordinate 

structures cannot appear within the same IU and implies that parallelism breaks a 
complex GU in 2 or mores IUs. Avoidance of parallelism within a single IU is found 
at all levels of syntactic structure, i.e. a coordinated or otherwise complex GU is 
almost always broken into several IUs, whatever the syntactic status of a constituent 
(from NP to sentence).36 On the basis of his corpus-data, Croft also made the 
following additional observations:  
- the parallel structure is always GU-final;37 one major exception can be noted: 

conjoined subject NPs are often non-final;  
-  the GU minus the extra conjunct or appositive typically still has the form of a 

full GU; actual occurrences of structures of the type “I think that Mary prefers, | 
and I know that you dislike, | corduroy” are very rare in spontaneous speech .  

 However, a number of exceptions to the parallelism constraint on IUs can be noted: 
short lexicalized parallel structures like ‘slow but dependable’ regularly occur within 
a single IU (see also Chafe 1994, 110-119). 

(b) complexity (Croft 1995, 856-859) 
 There is an obvious correlation between the length of a grammatical unit and its 

chances to be broken into two or more IUs. Length is not a syntactic notion, but can 
be reformulated in terms of complexity, which is a syntactic notion (though -like 
parallelism- not a categorial one). Still, Croft has to mention that e.g. rate of speech 
(obviously a performance factor) seems to be a factor determining the breaking of 
individual NPs.  

(c)  structural distance (Croft 1995, 860-864) 
 The most important distinction with respect to this factor is the distinction between 

argument and non-argument GUs. Arguments can be defined as elements whose 
presence is semantically already asked for by some predicate in the 
grammatical/semantic matrix structure in which they are inserted (for references, see 
e.g. Scheppers 2002). Arguments, being grammatically closer to the verb, are less 
easy to separate from it, and occur less frequently in a separate IU. For instance, the 
‘to’-phrase in “He went to the bar”, which is an argument of ‘went’, is much less 

                                                             
35 Croft gives the following data on the various types of GUs in terms of the broken-whole distinction: 
Single words 0% broken; NPs 1% broken; PPs 1% broken; Clauses (simple main clauses, adjoined 
relative clauses, finite adverbial clauses) 5% broken; Clause+complement 18% broken; 
Clause+Relative Clause 25% broken; Clause+adjunct 77% broken; Presentatives 28% broken; Other 
complex constructions (clefts, conditionals ...) 29% broken; Coordinate sentences 25% broken. Croft 
notes that these scores may be somewhat overstated (Croft 1995, 849).  
36 It can be argued that the ‘1 main clause at a time’ constraint is just a corollary to the parallelism 
constraint. Two or more finite main clauses are necessarily parallel in two respects: (1) they are all of 
the same constituent type; (2) they have the same role in the coordinate structure. It follows that the 
upper limit of one finite main clause per IU is due to the fact that they must be coordinate.  
37 This reminds us of what has been said about the fronting of the common ground for a parallel 
structure in section 0.1.3.  
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likely to occur in a separate IU than the non-argument PP in “He went to his own 
surprise”.  

 
(4) For the present purposes, the most important issue is the typology of IUs in grammatical 

terms, which could shed new light on the issue of the typology of cola as addressed in 
section 0.1. Cruttenden (1986/1997, 68-73) offers a fairly detailed typology, which I have 
summarized in the following table.  

Table 0.2.4c: a typology of IUs (Cruttenden 1986/1997, 68-73) 
 

Type Description Examples 
clause  simple sentence or part of a 

compound or complex 
sentence38  
 

He ran to the station | and caught the train – Because 
he ran to the station | he caught the train  
 

clause-modifying 
adverbials 

these GUs can mark various 
aspects of the ensuing clause: 
message-attitudinal; message-
likelihood; viewpoint; 
speaker/listener-oriented; 
style; validity; contingency; 
conjunctional; time and 
place.39 

In some cases | the inducements handed out to 
industry |… – Apparently | from all the evidence we 
get |… – During the last four years | private 
enterprise | in the United Kingdom |… – Therefore | 
because of this | and other important evidence |… – 
Seriously | it seems to me | that the crucial issue … – 
Surprisingly | he passed the exam … – Unfortunately 
| he hadn’t much experience at that sort of thing … 
 

NPs fronted NP 
fronted long subject NP; 
topicalized subject NP; 
topicalized and fronted object 

A friend of mine | actually suffers from acute 
absentmindedness – Mr. White | wants to know | 
whether you would welcome an end to the myth | that 
private enterprise | is always efficient | and public 
ownership | means inefficiency – The first man on the 
moon | was Neil Armstrong – A. I’m picking a few 
roses | for that table in the main entrance / B. Always 
looks lovely | that does / A. Mm. | One or two of the 
big ones | have dropped 
 

 postposed NP 
recapitulated or enlarged 
topic at the end of the clause 
 

He behaved very well | John did. 
 

                                                             
38 Two clauses within a single IU are rare and mostly restricted to cases in which both are short. The 
most frequent types of patterns are (i) reporting clause + reported clause (“He said he couldn’t come”) 
and (ii) conditioned clause + conditional clause (e.g. “I will if I can”). 
39 Cruttenden notes that these types of adverbials are much more often clause-initial than clause-
internal (cf. our remarks on fronted markers in section 0.1.3; but see also examples like “Richard has 
resigned | officially” and “That nursery | incidentally | grows very fine tomatoes”). Furthermore, 
Cruttenden notes also that they can occur either in a separate IU or not, and more commonly do if the 
remainder of the clause is itself subdivided. Again, this reminds us of the colon typology discussed in 
section 0.1.3.  
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non-integrated 
constituents 

 
tags 

 
Very fattening biscuits | aren’t they? 

 
vocatives Johnny | will you just shut up 

 
appositions and parentheses  
(nouns, clauses) 
 

Mr. Green | the butcher | ‘s become the new chairman 
of the Parent-Teachers Association – The murderer 
was finally arrested | would you believe it | by a man 
making a citizen’s arrest – The fact is | and there are 
now books and articles on this | the fact is | that an 
increase [...] 
 

structural 
parallelism  

 … but above all | in formal sessions at Downing 
Street | in long private talks | right through the 
evening | lasting far into the night | we discussed the 
problem … – ... tonight I’m speaking to you | against 
a background of renewed fighting | of aerial and 
naval bombardments | of pitched battles and 
murderous guerilla warfare | of the slaughter of 
brother by brother | [...] 
 

Cruttenden makes a few interesting remarks to the effect that the IU-status of a number of 
constituents depends on the conversational setting and the genre of the utterance. For 
instance, the types ‘fronted topic’ and ‘member of a parallel structure’ seem to be typical of 
public speaking (prepared or unprepared) rather than of colloquial conversation.  
 

(5)  In the context of this section the theoretical matters concerning the relation between 
grammar and segmentation into IUs cannot be dealt with (see, however, section 21 below for 
further discussion). Suffice it to note the parallelism between the IU-typology here above 
and the provisional colon typology formulated in section 0.1.3 above. Both typologies 
present the following types of items:  
-  clauses and clause-like items typically make up a separate IU/colon ; 
-  fronted NPs and subjectless VPs (with the provisos about the notion of ‘subjectless’ 

noted above) often make up separate IUs/cola;  
-  fronted markers (including temporal or spatial PPs) can be produced in separate 

IUs/cola or can be merged with the following segment (for this feature of Ancient 
Greek markers, see e.g. sections 2.0, 2.1, 4.1 and 4.2 below);  

-  members of a coordinated or otherwise parallel structure do not occur within a single 
IU/colon;  

-  parenthetic and postposed/extraposed constituents constitute separate IUs/cola (but can 
be merged with one of the neighboring segments as well).  

Note that in studies like Croft’s the delimitation of IUs is given, and the grammatical status 
of these IUs is investigated. This approach cannot directly be applied to an Ancient Greek 
corpus, since in this case the segmentation is not directly available. Of course, a plausible 
segmentation can be derived from (amongst other elements) word order cues, whenever the 
relevant phenomena occur, but this is not always the case. Thus, the upper limit for a colon 
cannot be determined in our Greek corpus, i.e. unexpectedly long cola cannot be ascertained. 
The converse argument can be held: it can be argued for a constituent to be a plausible 
separate segment because the cooccurrence of this segment with one of its neighbors would 
produce an unlikely long or unlikely complex IU.  
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 0.2.5 The IU as a pragmatic unit  
 
One of the tenets underlying the research presented in the present study is that the IU/colon 
should in the first place be defined in pragmatic terms.40 The theoretical aspects are not a 
main topic of this study but the notion of IU/colon as a pragmatic unit will be fleshed out in 
Part III (see section 13). Suffice it here to already state the following:  
(i)  from a pragmatic perspective, discourse is viewed as a species of human action and 

analyzed in its ‘real-life’ human context;  
(ii)  the IU as a pragmatic unit can accordingly be defined as a single discourse action, 

having a single pragmatic function (‘point’);  
(iii)  a pragmatic account of the IU/colon can be formulated in terms of the kind of 

contribution it makes to the overall effect of the discourse it is a part of: the pragmatic 
function of an IU (or any other discourse unit) is defined by its place within the 
encompassing structure that gives it its ‘raison d’être’ to begin with. 

Thus, the issue of the definition of the IU in terms of its pragmatic functions is 
indistinguishable from the issue of discourse coherence (cf. section 0.3.3 below) and a 
typology of IUs will coincide with a typology of structural relations between discourse 
segments.  
 

(1)  A good starting point for developing a typology of IUs/cola according to their pragmatic 
function is the typology of IUs introduced in Chafe 1994, 63-64. Chafe distinguishes the 
following types:  

(a)  fragmentary IUs 
 In spontaneous speech a more or less important number of IUs inevitably consists of 

false starts, aborted attempts at formulating an IU, etc. (e.g. example 0.2a above, IUs 9-
12 “...(0.3) Some élephants and these | ...(0.1) they | ...(0.7) there | these gáls were in a 
Vólkswagen”). These IUs can be interpreted in cognitive terms (processing effort ...), 
but do not constitute a separate pragmatic point and are rather failures to make such a 
point (see Scheppers 2003 and Scheppers 2004a for the notion of ‘paracoherence’).  

(b)  regulatory IUs 
 In any type of speech an important number of IUs consists of items which have the 

function of regulating the discourse flow or the interaction between speaker(s) and 
addressee(s), without contributing any ‘substantial’ contents (see here below); Chafe 
distinguishes the following types of regulatory IUs:  
-  textual (e.g. “and then, ...”, “well, ...”); 
-  interactional (e.g. “mhm”, “you know”); 
-  cognitive (e.g. “let me see”, “oh”); 
-  validational (e.g. “maybe”, “I think”).  

 This type of IUs thus consists of what are called ‘discourse markers’ (note, however, 
that evidently not all discourse markers are separate IUs).  

(c)  substantive IUs 
 Of course, a large number of IUs conveys the information that intuitively constitutes the 

‘substance’ of the communicative action (events, states, referents, ...).  
                                                             
40 Cf. Scheppers 2003, Scheppers 2004a, Scheppers 2004t. For the notion of ‘pragmatics’ and the way 
this notion is implemented in this study, see section (3) of the Preface above. 
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Obviously, what is missing is an account of the different kinds of function the ‘substantive’ 
IUs can have. This is where a typology of the pragmatic functions of IUs comes in. 
 

(2)  In order to illustrate the relational character of the pragmatic functions of IUs, we can simply 
look at a few common types of examples, taken from the stretches of recorded speech quoted 
in 0.2.1(1) above and refer to Part III for a fuller treatment.  

(a)  The following IUs, taken from Example 0.2c, illustrate a very common type of IUs in 
narrative discourse:  

4 ... And this gùy came b`y on a mótorcycle.  
5 And thèn he went bàck in the óther dirèction,  
6 and wènt back in the óther dirèction, 

11 .. this .. mòtorcycle gets sló=wer and slówer and slówer, 
12 ... and it’s like .. ró=lling,  
13 and fínally this gùy is sàying,  

Obviously, the point of uttering these IUs at the moment they were uttered (i.e. their 
pragmatic function) can only be understood by the way they contribute to the overall 
structure of the story they are taken from. In this case, the function of the IUs quoted is 
intuitively clear: all of these IUs present successive events that make up the story as such, 
i.e. their function is ultimately determined by the narrative pattern that makes the story into a 
story (I will call this a Plot relation; see section 13.3.1(2) below). IUs with similar functions 
can easily be recognized in any other narrative, e.g. IUs 14-15 “… they [sc. the girls in the 
Volkswagen] uh kept hónkin’ the hórn, | ... hóotin’ the hóoter,” and IU 18 “so= he [sc. the 
elephant in front of them] jùst procèeded to sìt dówn on the `V´W.” in Example 0.2a.  

(b)  Likewise, another very common pattern involves the type of IUs that were characterized as 
“fronted topics” in the above (section 0.2.4), such as Example 0.2b, IUs 7-11 “... a màn 
wàtering hi=s láwn, | túrned to mè, | .. as I wàlked pást, | .. and sáid, | ... góod èvening,”. The 
function of IU7 within the overall structure of the story is to introduce a new character, 
which can then serve as the main agent in a number of events.  
In Part III (see especially section 13.3.2(2) below) I will subsume this pattern under the more 
general denominator of the Topic-Comment relation, according to which a stretch of 
discourse can be structured by first introducing an item in a separate Topic segment and then 
a number of events, states or facts in which that item serves as the central item to which 
these events (etc.) can be anchored.  
Note that the Topic part of this pattern need not take the grammatical form of a fronted NP. 
For instance, in Example 0.2a, IUs 1-2 “... Have the .. ánimals, | ... ever attacked anyone ín a 
car?”, IU1 does not only contain the NP “the animals” but also the low-content finite verb 
“have” (which for obvious grammatical reasons has to take P1) and was uttered in the same 
IU as the Topic-NP. However, this does not change anything about the pragmatic function of 
that IU. Likewise, the Topic part of the Topic-Comment pattern can also take other 
grammatical shapes (see section 21.2), such as (very commonly) a separate clause, typically 
involving a low content verb offering hardly any substantial contents but functioning as a 
“staging” or “presentative” device. Thus e.g. IU12 and IU17 in the following excerpt 
(Example 0.2a) have for a function to introduce the two agents (the girls in the VW resp. the 
elephant in front of them) that function as the main agents for the ensuing events.  
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12 B these gáls were in a Vólkswagen,  
13 B ...(0.4) and uh, 
14 B ...(0.3) they uh kept hónkin’ the hórn,  
15 B ...(0.2) hóotin’ the hóoter,  
16 B ...(0.6) and uh,  
17 B ...(0.4) and the ... élephant was in frónt of em,  
18 B so= he jùst procèeded to sìt dówn on the `V´W.  

(c)  In the same vein, it is also possible to discuss the pragmatic function of what Chafe calls 
‘regulatory IUs’ in terms of their relations to the other segments of the discourse they are 
part of. This pattern may be dubbed a Marker-Content relation (see section 13.3.2(1) 
below), which has as its defining feature that the marker segment does not contribute any 
substantial contents to the discourse but serves to make the function of the content segment 
with respect to the encompassing segment more explicit.  
 
 

 0.3 The issues 
 
As already indicated in the title and summarily discussed in section (1) of the Preface, this 
book primarily deals with three main issues, each of which will be discussed separately in 
this section:  

(1)  Ancient Greek word order: in section 0.3.1 I offer a very summary overview of the 
various types of approaches to Greek word order in general and briefly recapitulate how 
the present approach intends to contribute to the issues.41 

(2) Discourse segmentation, and more specifically the notion of ‘elementary discourse 
unit’: in section 0.3.2, I address the theoretical status of the notions of ‘colon’ and ‘IU’, 
i.e. the issue as to how they fit in with a more encompassing view on language and 
discourse. 

(3)  Discourse coherence: in section 0.3.3, I briefly introduce the issue of discourse 
coherence, which has been an important topic in discourse analysis and related 
disciplines for some time, and to which the approach presented in Scheppers 2003 and 
in Part III of this book aims to contribute. 

In section 0.3.4, I briefly introduce a number of issues that show up throughout my 
investigations but that cannot be dealt with for their own sake within the scope of this book: 
(1) the notion of ‘focus’, (2) the linguistic status and the discourse functions of the various 
so-called particles in Ancient Greek and (3) numerous issues touching the heart of general 
linguistics as a theory.  
Here below, I try to offer a very selective overview of the literature and to formulate a very 
summary status quaestionis on these issues, (hopefully) just enough to make the approach 
adopted in this study understandable.  
 

                                                             
41 The specific word order issues concerning Wackernagel’s Law have been discussed at some length 
in section 0.1 above and I will not return to them here. 
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 0.3.1 Ancient Greek word order 
 
It is not my aim to present a review of the rich and expanding literature on Greek word order 
(for an extensive bibliography, see e.g. Janse 1994b; for a very brief overview, see Dik 1995, 
259-281; see also de Jonge 2007). Here, I will focus on positioning the present study with 
respect to a few other types of approach.  

(a) Dover 1960/1968 
Kenneth J. Dover’s classic Greek Word Order is characterized by the theoretical and 
methodological eclecticism but also the open mind and wide view on what are relevant 
factors that are typical of Classical philology. Dover does not present a coherent theoretical 
framework, but his work presents a number of observations and conceptual distinctions that 
will be important to this study. The diversity of factors taken into account can be seen from 
the titles of the chapters:  
-  Lexical and semantic determinants: in this chapter it is observed that the intrinsic lexical 

features of a word make its position in part predictable. Dover’s categorization of the 
lexicon into prepositives, appositives and mobiles form the basis of the investigations 
presented in Part I of the present study (see section 1.1 below).  

-  Syntactical determinants: here, Dover discusses the possibility of describing Greek 
word order in terms of the order of subject, verb and object (see paragraph (b) here 
below). 

-  Logical determinants: under this heading Dover introduces the notions of Nucleus and 
Concomitant which can be viewed as more or less equivalent to what nowadays would 
be described as the distinction between focalized and non-focalized words (see section 
0.3.4(1) below). This aspect of his work makes him an important precursor of the 
present-day cognitive and/or pragmatic approaches to Greek discourse.  

-  Style: in this very short chapter Dover mainly draws attention to various types of word 
order variation (diachronically, in terms of idiolect, in terms of register or genre, and 
within a single author or text).  

(b) Syntactic approaches (incl. typological approaches in terms of ‘basic word order’) 
Perhaps the most traditional ‘modern’ way of investigating Greek word order is the 
grammatical approach,42 starting from the grammatical constituency of the clause.43 
However, it is immediately clear that in the case of a ‘free word order language’ such as 
Greek it will be very difficult to achieve definite results by means of this approach, beyond 
merely statistical observations. Some of these approaches do not go beyond the mere 
establishment of statistical tendencies, sometimes supplemented by a comparison of 
different authors and/or diachronic observations (see e.g. Dover 1960/1968 or Fraser 2002). 
One of the main issues in this respect is the question as to whether typologically speaking 
Greek is a SOV, SVO or VSO (or a so-called ‘non-configurational’) language (see e.g. 
Cervin 1990). Taylor 1990 offers an interesting analysis in the Generativist tradition, 
involving the theory-internally defined notions of ‘home domain’ and ‘movement’ and 
presents very interesting statistics showing that the more movements a word order pattern 

                                                             
42 Note, however, that (non-grammatical) rhetorical approaches to the ordering of the elements of 
discourse have been around since Antiquity (for references, see e.g. Scheppers 1993).  
43 However, at the level of the internal structure of NPs and PPs, a number of morphosyntactic rules 
can apparently be formulated (see e.g. Biraud 1991). See also section 7.1 below. 
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implies the rarer it is. These types of approach will be almost completely ignored in this 
study.  

(c) Functional grammar (Dik 1995) 
Separate mention needs to be made of the Functional Grammar approach to word order 
developed through the efforts of a number of Dutch scholars in the footsteps of Helma Dik’s 
classic Word Order in Ancient Greek. A Pragmatic Account of Word Order Variation in 
Herodotus (Dik 1995), because it has undoubtedly been the leading paradigm for the study 
of Ancient Greek word order since the mid-1990s and because it takes into account a 
number of pragmatic factors in a systematic way, as is the case in the present study.  
The most important contribution of Dik 1995 is the proposal of a basic pattern which 
appears to govern the order of constituents within the clause, already presented in general 
terms in Simon Dik’s The Theory of Functional Grammar (Dik 1989). By 2000, Helma 
Dik’s work (see also Diki 2007) and some later results in the same line of thought were 
considered as sufficiently consolidated to be included in what is essentially a school 
grammar, which summarizes these results, including the following elements (Rijksbaron & 
Slings & Stork & Wakker 2000, 146-150):  
-  the basic clausal pattern is: ‘Topic - Focus - Predicate - X’ (e.g. Hdt. 1.188.1 ÑO d¢ dØ 

KËrowTOPIC §p‹ taÊthw t∞w gunaikÚw tÚn pa›daFOCUS §strateÊetoPRED); 
-  the Predicate can be Topic or Focus, which yields the following possible patterns: 

‘Topic - Predicate (=Focus) - X’ and ‘Predicate (=Topic) - Focus - X’ (e.g. Hdt. 1.6.2 
Katestr°catoTOPIC m¢n ÖIvnãw te ka‹ Afiol°aw ka‹ Dvri°aw toÁw §n tª 
ÉAs€˙FOCUS, f€louw d¢ prosepoiÆsatoTOPIC Lakedaimon€ouwFOCUS.);  

-  the Topic is optional and can be absent, which yields the following possible patterns: 
‘Focus - Predicate - X’ (e.g. X. An. 1.1.2 KËron d¢ FOCUS metap°mpetai épÚ t∞w 
érx∞w [...] énaba€nei FOCUS oÔn ı KËrow [...]) and ‘Predicate (=Focus) - X’;  

-  a Setting (consisting of background information) can be added before the Topic or in 
between Topic and Focus, which -in combination with the previous stipulations- yields 
a number of patterns: ‘Setting - (Topic) - Focus - Predicate - X’, ‘(Topic) - Setting - 
Focus - Predicate - X’, ‘Topic (=Predicate) - Setting - Focus - X’ (e.g. Hdt. 1.166.1 
strateÊontaiTOPIC Œn §p' aÈtoÁwpostpos. koin“ lÒgƒ xrhsãmenoiSETTING 
Turshno‹ ka‹ KarxhdÒnioiFOCUS), ‘Setting - Topic (=Predicate) - Focus - X’, etc.  

A few exceptions and special cases are noted as well:  
-  cataphoric demonstratives often occur at the end of clause (e.g. Hdt. 1.11.2 ÑVw d¢ ı 

GÊghw ép€keto, ¶lege ≤ gunØ tãde: ... ;  
-  interrogatives are always Focus, but still almost always occur in P1 (e.g. Hdt. 4.126 

t€FOCUS feÊgeiw afie€TOPIC;);44 
-  in presentative constructions efim€ often occurs in P1 (e.g. Hdt. 1.8.1 ∑n gãr ofl t«n 

afixmofÒrvn GÊghw ı DaskÊlou éreskÒmenow mãlista).  

These notions are applied to running discourse in Slings 2002a and 2002b, where the 
segmentation of discourse as studied here is taken into account. This application gave rise to 
a still more diversified range of patterns.  

A comparison with Dik’s approach is an excellent way of making clear the specificity of the 
present approach. I will therefore come back to this issue in the General Conclusion (section 
                                                             
44 This claim seems to be too strong: fronted topic-NPs preceding the interrogative are not that rare (for 
examples, see e.g. section 2.1 below).  
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23.4(1) below). Suffice it here to already state that the present approach does not share a 
number of basic assumptions of Dik’s approach, most importantly that the clause will not be 
assumed to be the basic unit of analysis in this study.  

(d)  The Colon Hypothesis 
The approach to word order adopted in the present study starts from the Colon Hypothesis, 
as formulated in section 0.1.5 above. This assumption has important consequences for the 
way word order is approached:  
-  word order rules stricto sensu -i.e. rules applying to words as such- apply only inside 

the colon;  
-  the order of cola is determined according to other (pragmatic) principles;  
-  the clause (and a fortiori the sentence) is considered a post hoc phenomenon.  

This approach will allow for a number of interesting generalizations as compared with e.g. 
Functional Grammar approach, in that the same pragmatic patterns can be observed within 
and beyond the clause, which yields a more economical formulation of the phenomena (and 
hence an obvious methodological advantage). On the other hand, of course, giving up the 
clause as the basic unit generates new problems concerning the reasons why clausal patterns 
and other syntactic patterns are what they are.  
 

 0.3.2 The linguistic status of the notions of ‘colon’ and ‘Intonation Unit’ 
 
In the above, it has been suggested that the notion of ‘colon’, as it has been applied since 
Fraenkel to Ancient Greek word order phenomena, bears some resemblance with the notion 
of ‘intonation unit’ (‘IU’) as it is operationalized in discourse analysis and related 
disciplines. On the basis of these resemblances, it seemed a viable methodological option to 
try and bring the two methodologies together, under the assumption that many of the 
characteristics that can be attributed to IUs are applicable to cola as well. Still, the 
definitions of the two concepts, as well as the approaches that they stem from, are quite 
different. In the present section, I will try and elucidate the matter of how the two concepts 
can be related to each other theoretically and methodologically.  
 

(1)  We have defined the colon -ex hypothesi- as the elementary discourse unit. The basic 
operational criterion for the segmentation into cola was the P2-rule that was said to apply to 
the colon. Students of Greek word order have observed that the colon (in this sense) 
coincides with a prosodic unit (most often described in terms of pause; cf. section 0.1.2). On 
the other hand, we have seen (section 0.2) that in contemporary discourse analysis it is 
common practice to take the intonation unit (IU) as the elementary discourse unit. And 
indeed, most of the cola that are generated by applying the operational P2-criteria, look like 
plausible intonation units.  
Furthermore, many of the regularities that can be observed with respect to the grammatical 
and/or pragmatic status of cola correspond very well to the linguistic observations 
concerning intonation units, as could already be seen from the typologies in terms of 
grammatical constituency for both cola and IUs (section 0.1.3 resp. section 0.2.4 above). It is 
therefore methodologically reasonable to take into account the findings on intonation in our 
study of Ancient Greek cola.  
Still, the differences in operational definition between the two notions (colon: in terms of 
word order; IU: in terms of prosody) - differences that correspond to differences in the 
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corpuses (Greek: written text; modern languages: recorded speech) - do give rise to 
problems, both methodologically/practically and theoretically. Since an Ancient Greek 
corpus only exists in the form of a written text (and no actual performances by native 
speakers are available), intonation as an acoustic phenomenon is not accessible to the 
researcher. This makes the methodological aspect of research into Ancient Greek cola rather 
different from the study of IUs in contemporary spoken corpuses, for instance unexpectedly 
long IUs cannot ever be ascertained, neither can merger phenomena between two IUs.45  
The following table summarizes the correspondences and divergences between the two 
notions.  

Table 0.3.2: the notions of ‘colon’ and ‘IU’  
 

colon IU 
applied to:  
Ancient Greek written corpus 

applied to:  
transcriptions of recorded speech 

segmentation criteria:  
- word order rules 
- syntactic cues 

segmentation criteria:  
- intonation 
- optional: pause 

observed features:  
- often corresponds to a GU 
- parallelism constraint applies 
- plausible prosodic unit in realization (pause) 

observed features:  
- often corresponds to a GU 
- parallelism constraint applies 
 

theoretical status:  
‘elementary discourse unit’  

theoretical status:  
‘elementary discourse unit’ 
  

 
(2)  Whereas most features of the two notions converge (see also the similarities between the 

typologies in section 0.1.3 and in section 0.2.4), all the differences between the two notions -
at first sight- depend on the ‘speech vs. writing’ distinction, obviously connected with the 
nature of the data: written text vs. (transcriptions of) actual speech.  
However, the speech-writing and speech-text distinctions are complex and it is not clear on 
what aspect of the differences we should focus:  
(i)  written text and (transcriptions of) recorded speech can be compared as different 

types of linguistic objects, i.e. as different types of texts, e.g. insofar as the 
differences/similarities in linguistic form are concerned;  

(ii)  speech and writing can be compared as different activities or production modes (as 
well as their correlates reading and listening);46  

(iii)  a written text (qua object) can be opposed to the different actual ‘real-life’ 
realizations (readings, performances, ...) to which it can give rise.  

(a) The issues about the difference between speech and writing (and the related but not 
identical difference between orality and literacy) have been the object of a whole field of 
linguistic research (see e.g. Tannen 1982; Chafe 1982; Chafe 1985; Chafe 1992; Chafe 
1994). Many features specific to writing as opposed to spontaneous speech can be due to the 
obvious fact that writing allows for more elaborate planning because there is more time to 
process the information. However, as is shown by Chafe (e.g. Chafe 1992) many basic 

                                                             
45 At least not in prose.  
46 At this level we can also mention the difference between orality and literacy as features of a culture 
(speech in a literate culture may be different from speech in an oral one, etc.).  
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features of speech (e.g. the chunking into IU-like units) are still present in writing;47 
furthermore “good writing” takes these processing issues into account (see e.g. the well-
known case of Flaubert who tinkered with the rhythm of his texts by reciting them aloud to 
himself).48  
Some of these issues have also been addressed in connection with Ancient Greek, mostly in 
terms of the transition from a primarily oral culture to a primarily literate culture and the 
effects of this transition on the transmitted literature; the focus has mostly been on the 
distinction of ‘oral’ and ‘literate’ features of the Greek texts (Slings 1992; Slings 1997a; 
Bakker 1997a; Bakker 1999; Slings 2002a; Slings 2002b). However, these issues will not be 
dealt with directly in the present study, although the present investigation may have a 
bearing on them, and vice versa:  
- the fact that the general cultural setting from which the Greek corpus stems is still 

mainly an ‘oral’ one may explain why the written texts show overt features of spoken 
discourse (thus, the direct reflection of ‘natural’ intonation in the word order of the 
written text may be interpreted as an indication of the fact that the production mode of 
these texts still had a strong oral component);  

-  likewise, it is well known that the texts which will be analyzed here (as most other 
Ancient texts) were primarily meant to be performed aloud, obviously so in the case of 
Lysias speeches, but evidently also in the case of Plato.49  

In any case, I think it is safe to state that writing in antiquity had a different relation to 
speech than in modern times, and that the language of speech and the language of writing 
were not so profoundly different as they are now.50  

(b) For the present purposes, however, a different issue, related to the difference text vs. 
performance, is of greater importance. On the one hand, the segmentation into cola is not 
directly indicated in the written texts. On the other hand, it is a priori clear that a written text 
may give rise to more than one oral realization/performance. Furthermore, no actual 
realizations by actual speakers of Ancient Greek are available.  
However, even when actual performances are available, the problem of the relation between 
the written text as such and the intonation of actual performance remains problematic. First 

                                                             
47 Chafe 1992 reports on an experiment that consisted in having nine people read a letter aloud and 
analyze the transcription of their speech. Among his interesting results I quote the following: the 
segmentation into IUs in the oral renditions were remarkably uniform and not entirely parallel with the 
punctuation in the written text; the overall outlook of the IUs was much like those encountered in 
spontaneous speech (though they may perhaps be a little longer).  
48 It may be useful at this point to emphasize the fact that spontaneous speech need not be less clearly 
structured than writing. On the contrary, rhetorical engineering and typically literate patterns as the 
result of elaborate planning proved to be much harder to analyze structurally than the pragmatic 
patterns of spontaneous speech. 
49 Note the remarkable staging of this performance practice in the prologue to the Theaetetus (143c 
ÉAllã, pa›, lab¢ tÚ bibl€on ka‹ l°ge). See the beginning of section 19 below for a few remarks on the 
wonderfully complicated embedding of discourse scenes which results from this device.  
50 Cf. the considerable bulk of literature on the anthropological, sociological and sociolinguistic aspects 
of the modes of production and consumption of Ancient literature (see e.g. Goody 1987, Svenbro 1988, 
Chartier (ed.) 1995, Valette-Cagnac 1997, Bakker 1999, and sources cited there). For instance, Valette-
Cagnac 1997 introduced the notion of ‘écriture orale’ in order to capture the specific ways (including 
many oral components) in which Ancient literature was ‘written’ so as to function as a support for oral 
performances. For a study in which this type of approach is explicitly combined with the type of 
discourse analytical approach developed here, see Pierrard 2006-2007.  
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of all, segmentation into IUs while reading aloud a written text, depends on rate of speech 
and -as many authors insist on stating- on speaker’s choice. Though the notion of ‘speaker’s 
choice’ is hard to construe theoretically, and the notion that those aspects which are encoded 
in writing are more basic than the segmentation of the text into IUs is incompatible with the 
present discourse analytical approach (in which the segmentation into ‘cola’ is 
epistemologically more basic than grammar), it is obviously true that ‘the same text’ can be 
performed/realized/‘read’ in different ways.  
Given a written text (and given appropriate knowledge of the language), there are two 
different bases for divergent segmentation:  

(i)  A single written text can give rise to pragmatically different interpretations, which can 
result in different prosodic realizations.  

 For instance, the following grammatically ambiguous passage (Lysias 3,16; see sections 
11.2 and 16 below for an analysis of the passage) can give rise to two different 
segmentations, depending on whether one takes the participle §pixeiroËntaw as 
attributive with êllouw tinåw, or as an autonomous participium coniunctum with both 
MÒlvna and êllouw tinåw: 
-  MÒlvna d¢ tÚn gnaf°a | ka‹ êllouw tinåw §pamÊnein §pixeiroËntaw | 

sun°kocan. (Molon the fuller | and some others trying to protect the boy | they 
beat them up);  

-  MÒlvna d¢ tÚn gnaf°a | ka‹ êllouw tinåw | §pamÊnein §pixeiroËntaw | 
sun°kocan. (and Molon the fuller | and some others | when they tried to protect the 
boy | they beat them up).  

 Similar problems can be noted concerning the interpretation of the scope of 
corresponsive particles (many examples could be quoted from e.g. students’ alternative 
interpretations (mistakes) in that respect). 

(ii)  A single text, pragmatically interpreted, can still give rise to intonationally different 
realizations, i.a. depending on the rate of speech (sandhi, different choice of 
alloprosodies...), as in the following possible renditions of “And then I went away”:  
-  and then I went away (one IU, no pause); 
-  and then .. I went away (one IU, pause after the marker); 
-  and then | I went away (two IUs, with or without pause).  

 The pragmatic function of “and then” is obviously the same in the three cases but 
various degrees of merger can occur, depending on non-structural (or at least not 
obviously pragmatic) features of the utterance (rate of speech, emotional state displayed 
by the speaker, ...).  

This line of argument shows that the notion of colon (as an ‘objective’ property of a written 
text) cannot be defined in terms of purely phonological -let alone phonetic- criteria. 
Furthermore, it results in a more fundamental issue as to the linguistic status of the written 
text, as opposed to a reading/interpretation of it.51  
 

(3)  For the practical purposes of an analysis of Ancient Greek texts in terms of cola, however, it 
is not necessary to resolve the theoretical issues mentioned here above, and I will leave them 

                                                             
51 Saussure’s remark that it is one of the primary tasks of linguistics to determine what will be its object 
again proves to be pertinent. 
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open for the purposes of this study. Furthermore, the issue as to whether a potential colon of 
a certain type in a Greek text was actually realized (when? by whom?) as an IU is in practice 
often a trivial one as well, in that it cannot be checked anyway and not much hinges on it, 
especially given the fact that the cases in which the issue occurs are of a limited number of 
types (see section 0.2.2(3) above on intonational sandhi). 
As a matter of terminology, I will usually adopt the convention of using the term ‘IU’ when 
dealing with recorded speech and ‘colon’ when dealing with Greek text. However, in the 
light of what has been said of the possibly variable realizations of the same underlying 
pragmatic structure, it may be interesting to make the following distinction:  
-  the notion of ‘IU’ designates a unit of an actually realized performance and is defined 

by strictly prosodic criteria;  
-  the notion of ‘colon’ designates an elementary discourse segment, defined in terms of 

the pragmatic function it has with respect to the pragmatic structure, which underlies the 
discourse.  

It can then be postulated that a colon is typically realized as a single IU, and that an IU 
typically conveys a single colon. Thus, one can formulate the following possible exceptional 
cases:  
-  an actual IU can encompass more than one colon if (i) intonational sandhi gives rise to 

the merger of two or more cola, or (ii) elaborate planning (“engineering”) makes it 
possible to produce chunks which are more complex than a ‘natural’ colon;  

-  a ‘natural’ colon can be split up into several IUs (i) if a parenthesis splits up an 
otherwise normal colon (cf. the notion of rest-colon discussed in section 10.2.5) and (ii) 
in the case of special emphatic effects (as in the case of the single-syllable IUs 
mentioned in Cruttenden 1986/1997, 68).  

 
 0.3.3 Discourse coherence  

 
Generally speaking, the issue of discourse coherence can be formulated as follows: how do 
segments relate to each other so as to make up a coherent whole? This issue has been the 
subject matter of a fairly important bulk of work in the fields of discourse analysis, 
conversation analysis and pragmatics (for a still excellent introduction to the issue, see 
Brown & Yule 1983, 190- 271; for excellent overviews of the existing literature, see Kroon 
1995, 7-33 and the attempt at achieving a synthesis in Roulet & Fillietaz & Grobet & Burger 
2001; see also Gietl & Lenk & Bublitz 1999 52 and Moneva-Ruiz 2010). 
 

(1)  Let us consider, for instance, the following excerpt of a conversation, already quoted as 
example 0.2a.  

1 A ...(0.4) Have the .. ánimals,  
2 A ...(0.1) ever attacked anyone ín a car?  
3 B ...(1.2) Well I  
4 B well Í hèard of an élephant,  
5 B .. that sát dówn on a `V´W one time.  
6 B ...(0.9) There’s a gìr 
7 B .. Did you éver hear thát?  
8 C ...(0.1) No, 

                                                             
52 See also the “Bibliography of coherence”, an update of Gietl & Lenk & Bublitz 1999, available 
(March 2011) at http://www.liaomz.com/yuyong/uploadfiles/2010.../201011201021352968.doc 
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9 B ...(0.3) Some élephants and these  
10 B ...(0.1) they 
11 B ...(0.7) there 
12 B these gáls were in a Vólkswagen,  
13 B ...(0.4) and uh, 
14 B ...(0.3) they uh kept hónkin’ the hórn,  
15 B ...(0.2) hóotin’ the hóoter,  
16 B ...(0.6) and uh,  
17 B ...(0.4) and the ... élephant was in frónt of em,  
18 B so= he jùst procèeded to sìt dówn on the `V´W.  
19 B ...(0.3) But thèy .. had .. mànaged to get oút first.  

A minimal understanding of this stretch of discourse requires not only an understanding of 
its lexical, syntactic and semantic aspects and the general ‘encyclopedic’ elements involved 
(as are required for understanding e.g. each IU separately), but also the ability to see in what 
way the successive IUs make up a single discourse. Thus, one needs to grasp the fact that the 
contribution of speaker B is a story, consisting of a number of chronologically ordered 
events involving a limited set of agents (i.c. the girls and the elephant), as opposed to e.g. an 
enumeration of examples of IUs in a textbook on discourse analysis. Furthermore, 
understanding this discourse as such will minimally involve the ability to understand that 
some IUs cohere more closely with each other than others. For instance, IU4 and IU5 
immediately belong together, whereas IU5 and IU6 are only indirectly linked; IU7 is directly 
linked to IU8, but the whole exchange IUs 7-8 is somewhat outside the remainder of the 
story.53  
As already pointed out in section 0.2.5 above, it is possible to distinguish a number of 
recurring relations between discourse segments. Thus, the relation between IU7 and IU8 is 
obviously a question-answer pair, which is also exemplified by the relation between IUs 1-2 
on the one hand and IUs 3-19 on the other. In the latter case, the understanding that the 
whole anecdote is a reply to the question as to whether the animals ever attacked anyone in a 
car is crucial, in that this relation determines the point of telling this anecdote.  
 

(2)  In Part III of this study, I will introduce a working model for the analysis of coherence in 
discourse (as well as non-verbal human behavior), which I have called the “P(ragmatic)-
tree” model (see Scheppers 2003). The working model, qua practice-oriented analytical 
method, basically consists of the following steps: 
-  Starting point is the simple analytical device of drawing a tree representing the 

coherence relations between discourse segments (or segments of other types of human 
action). This device was applied to as large and varied possible a corpus of actual 
discourse, mostly spontaneous speech (different discourse genres) as well as excerpts 
from the Ancient Greek corpus which is the focus of this book.  

-  Next, it involved recognizing a number of recurrent patterns and attempt devise an 
explicit typology of these patterns. The approach adopted here is based on the attempt to 
avoid mixing semantic, syntactic, interactional and pragmatic criteria and to achieve a 
purely pragmatic typology, stressing the commonalities between discourse and non-
verbal behavior.  

                                                             
53 However, this is not really an intrusion, as would have been the case if suddenly a speaker D would 
have appeared producing a completely unrelated utterance (e.g. singing “We are the champions”). The 
latter IU would obviously not be part of the same discourse.  
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-  This analytical practice then can give rise to a reflection on the theoretical status of 
these patterns within a more encompassing view on language, discourse and human 
cognition and action in general. As already stated (see the Preface above), this aspect 
will not be developed as such in this book, but it proved impossible to not at least 
mention some of the more theoretical claims in the introduction to Part III (section 13 
below).  

In order to avoid considerable overlap with Part III I do not develop the P-tree model any 
further in this General Introduction.  
 

(3)  Within the scope of this book, it is not possible to offer a status quaestionis on the very 
expansive and varied literature on discourse coherence. Suffice it here to briefly mention a 
few major contributors to the issues, insofar as they helped me develop the approach taken 
here, either by offering tools that could be easily integrated into the P-tree approach and/or 
confirming the validity of my results, or by forcing me to reflect on the reasons why I was 
not ready to follow the paths they offered and/or to formulate my points more explicitly and 
forcefully so as to account for the specificity of my approach and to (so to speak) ‘enter the 
debate’ with these alternative approaches:  

(a)  Polanyi’s ‘Linguistic Discourse Model’:  
Polanyi (1988; 2001) somewhat bridges the gap between the formalist tradition, rooted 
in computational approaches, formal semantics and/or artificial intelligence (see e.g. 
Grosz & Sidner 1986; Asher 1993, 256-311), and the more ‘hermeneutic’ (in the sense 
of Van de Craen 1995) tradition in discourse analysis to which the present approach 
belongs. It may be a comforting thought that Polanyi’s work, despite the differences in 
aims and methods, does not end up with a typology of discourse coherence relations, 
which is in its outline -if not in the details- substantially different from the present 
one.54 

(b)  Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST):  
The construction of a detailed typology of coherence relations has been the fundamental 
preoccupation of, most notably, Rhetorical Structure Theory (see Mann & Thompson 
1988; Mann 1999/2005-2010; Mann & Matthiessen & Thompson 1992).55 Some of the 
features of RST are similar to the P-tree model. RST, like the P-tree model, explicitly 
states that it does not take the ‘text’ as its research object but rather ‘discourse’, i.e. the 
text under interpretation. An effort is made to distinguish ‘subject-matter’ relations and 
‘presentational’ relations, the latter being -at least in principle- akin to the ‘pragmatic’ 
relations which are the objective of the P-tree model.56 The distinction between 
Nucleus-Satellite relations and Multi-Nuclear relations is akin to the difference between 
symmetrical and asymmetrical relations adopted in section 13 below (see section 
13.2(4)). Throughout section 13, I will regularly refer to RST as an interlocutor on the 
issues under scrutiny.  

                                                             
54 There is only a superficial resemblance between the fact that Polanyi’s model uses trees and the P-
trees I will use in this study: Polanyi’s trees are parse trees whereas P-trees are intended to represent 
discourse structure as such, with the left right dimension representing linear time.  
55 For a critical summary of RST, see Kroon 1995, 20-24. See also various footnotes in section 13.3 
below. 
56 However, this distinction is not construed in a satisfactory way in RST; see my footnote to section 
22.2 below. 
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(c)  Functional Grammar (FG):  
For the present purposes, two related traditions can be subsumed under the heading of 
‘Functional Grammar’ (henceforward FG):  
-  the ‘Systemic Functional Grammar’, associated with M.A.K. Halliday (see e.g. 

Halliday 1985): as far as discourse coherence is concerned, Halliday & Hassan 
1976 has been seminal and has yielded an important body of work up until the 
present day (cf. e.g. Martin 2001);  

-  the Dutch ‘Functional Grammar’ tradition, as represented by the classic Dik 1989 
and Dik 1997: this tradition is quite influential in Latin and Greek linguistics, and 
has resulted in the introduction of pragmatics into the study of these languages (cf. 
Dik 1995;57 various contributions to Rijksbaron (ed.) 1997 and Bakker (ed.) 1997; 
Slings 1992; Slings 2002a; Slings 20002b; Wakker 1994; Wakker 1995; etc.).  

 More recently, the Dutch tradition of FG has shifted its focus to typical discourse 
related issues (see Kroon 1995; Connolly & Vismans & Butler & Gatward (eds). 1997), 
which implies a considerable widening of the basic framework and even a departure 
from the strictly ‘grammatical’ stance (see various contributions to Bakker & Wakker 
(eds.) 2009).58 The present approach does not share some of the most basic theoretical 
and methodological assumptions of the FG framework in general; I will come back to 
this issue in section 23.4(1) below.  

(d)  Relevance Theory:  
Relevance Theory, as introduced in Sperber & Wilson 1986/1995, offers an approach to 
cognition in general and to discourse in particular which is based on a particular 
implementation of the notion of ‘relevance’. Researchers from this tradition have 
launched a frontal attack on approaches to discourse coherence that are based on the 
structural coherence relations between the parts of the discourse itself (e.g. Blakemore 
2001; Unger 1996). The only reason I mention this approach here, although it is in some 
ways diametrically opposed to mine, is because the notion of ‘relevance’ (in a different 
sense) plays a role in my approach, as well. I will come back to this issue in section 
13.1.3 below. 

The P-tree approach adopted here will differ from either of these approaches in various 
ways. Apart from the theoretical and general methodological differences already briefly 
mentioned, the main problem for integrating the results of these approaches into the present 
approach was that these approaches typically take the clause as their basic unit for analysis, 
rather than the colon/IU. This difference in starting point obviously gives rise to quite 
different typologies.  

                                                             
57 It is interesting to compare Helma Dik’s clause-based approach to Greek word order (Dik 1995; see 
section 0.3.1 above) with the present one. Thus, the patterns Dik describes in terms of the structure of 
the clause can often easily be reformulated in terms of P-tree patterns: for instance, the Topic-Focus-
Verb pattern can be the result of the very frequent P-tree pattern in which a topic is fronted in a separate 
colon, after which the first word in the comment part is normally focused, etc. Note, however, that P-
tree patterns like the Topic-Comment relation account for more phenomena than just clausal ones and 
that the fact that Dik’s clause pattern(s) do account for a number of cases can be explained by the fact 
that topic-comment patterns tend to (but my no means always actually do) coincide with sentence 
closure. See also section 23.4(1) below. 
58 I will briefly come back to the multi-level approach taken in Kroon 1995, which has had some 
influence in Ancient Greek linguistics, in a footnote to section 22.1 below.  
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 0.3.4 Related issues 
 
As can be seen in the above, the subject matter of this study involves many different aspects. 
Each of these involves a set of issues, a tradition of research and a body of relevant 
literature. Obviously, it is not possible to cover all these elements thoroughly within the 
scope of this book. Thus, a number of issues recur in the course of the arguments made, but 
cannot be dealt with for their own sake.  
 

 (1) Focus 
Though only indirectly connected to the issue of discourse segmentation, the notion of focus 
should be at least mentioned in this introduction because it proved to be an important factor 
that is pervasively present throughout this study:  
-  focus is a defining feature for some of the basic concepts: appositivity depends on a lack 

of focus;  
-  many particles are focus-markers;59  
-  there seems to be a link between P1 and focality in Ancient Greek;  
-  the P-tree model for the analysis of discourse coherence adopted in Part III below 

suggests that there is a link between the pragmatic function of a discourse segment and 
the words that are focused in it (see section 21.4 below).  

(a) Focus is here defined in terms of the relative prominence/salience (both prosodic and 
informational) of certain words as compared to neighboring words within an IU. It is 
obvious that some words are more important / prominent / salient in a given stretch of 
discourse than others, but the mechanisms which determine the distribution of focus-related 
features appear to be very complex and involve syntactic, semantic, morphological and 
prosodic aspects (see e.g. Selkirk 1984, Rochemont 1986, Rochemont & Culicover 1990, 
Williams 1997, Zubizarreta 1998) which could not be dealt with in the present study.  

(b) As for the classifications of the different types of focus in terms of their pragmatic functions 
(or ‘communicative point’), a general distinction between ‘new’ focus and ‘contrastive’ 
focus can be adopted: 
-  a word or constituent that conveys ‘new’ information (see section 0.2.2 above) is 

focused, whereas a word/constituent conveying ‘given’ information is destressed;60  
-  a word conveying ‘given’ information may not be destressed if it is contrastive (for the 

notion of contrast, see section 13.2(9) below).  

Thus, in the following excerpt from example 0.2a above, the notion of “car” in IU2 is 
destressed because in the immediately preceding discourse the notion was already involved 
in the story of an accident in which people were crushed by an elephant when outside their 
car; the preposition “in” in the same IU, which is normally destressed by default, carries 
primary stress in this case because it conveys the relevant contrast between people being 
attacked by animals while IN their car and people being attacked by animals while 
OUTSIDE their car.  
 

                                                             
59 See section 7.2, in which it is argued that all particles may be viewed as focus markers.  
60 Note that it is not clear whether we should discuss the matter of focus in terms of the lack of 
prominence (‘de-stressing’) of non-focused elements or the prominence of focalized elements (see 
Scheppers 1997). 
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1 A ...(0.4) Have the .. ánimals,  
2 A ...(0.1) ever attacked anyone ín a car?  
3 B ...(1.2) Well I  
4 B well Í hèard of an élephant,  
5 B .. that sát dówn on a `V´W one time.  

(c) The account of focus adopted by Simon Dik (1989, 277-287) presents a few aspects which 
are interesting in the context of the links between focus and pragmatic structure that will be 
addressed in Part III, specifically his typology of different types of focus according to 
“differences in communicative point”. 
The distinction between ‘new focus’ and ‘contrastive focus’ is retained, but within the notion 
of ‘contrastive’ focus a number of sub-types are distinguished. The following table 
summarizes Dik’s typology (the second column, which I labelled ‘addressee’, represents -
according to Dik- the ‘pragmatic information of the Addressee, and the third column ‘the 
change which the Speaker may wish to bring about in the pragmatic information of the 
Addressee’; Dik 1989, 277).  

Table 0.3.4: Simon Dik’s Focus-typology in terms of ‘communicative point’ (Dik 1989, 282-285) 
 

Type addressee speaker expression type 
Completive (=New) gap X X! 
    Contrast    

Parallel [61]  X is A, but Y is B! 
Counter-
presuppositional 

   

Replacing X Y Not X, but Y! 
Expanding X X and Y Also Y! 
Restricting X and Y X Only X! 

Selecting X or Y X X! 
    

What is interesting about this account for the present purposes, is that it can easily be 
reformulated in terms of discourse patterns such as those described by P-trees. In his 
exposition Dik does exactly that: he illustrates the different types by setting up a number of 
discourse patterns consisting of more than one segment, each carrying a separate 
‘communicative point’ and in which every point corresponds to a focused word. For 
instance, Dik illustrates his ‘Replacing Focus’ by the following examples:  
Addressee: John bought coffee  
Speaker: (a) No, he didn’t buy COFFEE, he bought RICE. No, Rejection, Correction 
 (b) No, he bought RICE, not COFFEE. No, Correction, Rejection 
 (c) No, he didn’t buy COFFEE. No, Rejection.  
 (d) No, he bought RICE.  No, Correction.  

Although Dik’s theoretical account of Focus (especially the place it gets within the 
architecture of his Functional Grammar) is not compatible with the present approach, it 
seemed interesting to note that in his account of the ‘communicative point’ which underlies 
focus his line of argument comes very close to suggesting the type of analysis suggested by 
the approach developed in Part III. 

(d)  Up until recently, the only major contribution dealing with focus in Ancient Greek in a 
somewhat systematic way, was -again- Dover 1960/1968, esp. Chapter IV Logical 
                                                             
61 Dik does not discuss ‘Parallel’ focus in terms of his account of ‘communicative point’.  
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Determinants (32-65), where a distinction is introduced between Nuclei (=focused words) 
and Concomitants (=non-focal words). Dover starts from the notions of ‘predictability’ and 
‘dispensability’, which correspond more or less exactly to the cognitive notions of ‘given vs. 
new’ resp. to pragmatic notions such as the ‘focus-presupposition’ distinction. The main 
consequence of this distinction for Greek word order is the following: the relative order of 
Nuclei and Concomitants is such that Concomitants follow the first Nucleus of a 
sentence/clause/colon;62 this rule is obviously related to the P2-rule for non-focal pronouns 
and indefinites, and the latter may be viewed as a fully grammaticalized version of the 
former. Dover’s account presents a few problems as well,63 which can easily be overcome 
by a colon-based account of word order and discourse coherence (see section 21.4 below). A 
few more recent contributions have also dealt with focus in Greek. Helma Dik’s notion that 
Focus is one of the slots in the basic clausal pattern in Ancient Greek (Dik 1995) has already 
been discussed in section 0.3.1 above. More recently, Devine & Stephens have dealt with the 
notion of Focus in their Discontinuous syntax. Hyperbaton in Greek, an interesting study in 
the Chomskyan tradition dealing with hyperbaton in Greek (Devine & Stephens 2000); this 
account could not be integrated with the present discourse analytical bias, because of 
obvious methodological incompatibilities.64  

(e) Throughout the analyses in this study, focus will quite frequently prove to be a key concept 
and I will specifically address focus-related issues in sections 10.4, 13.1.5 and 21.4 below.  
 

 (2) The Ancient Greek particles  
As with the matter of focus, the use of the particles is in se not a main issue in this study. It 
is not possible and not necessary to include a review of the rich literature in the field of 
particle research here. However, matters concerning particles recur in different aspects of the 
research presented here:  
-  many particles are postpositives and hence subject to the P2-rule which is a central issue 

(see section 0.1 above); many other particles as a rule take P1 (‘introductives’, e.g. 
éllã, ka€toi, oÈd°, oÈkoËn; see section 2.1 below) and are hence likewise connected 
to the central issue of segmentation;  

-  some particles (both introductives like éllã or ka€, and postpositives like m°n, d° or 
gãr) have the specific function of marking the segmentation of discourse and to mark 
the functions of the segments with respect to the overall discourse structure (cf. also 
section 21.3);  

-  other particles mark focus, which is in its turn related to our main issues (see above).  

The main reference work on the particles remains Denniston’s The Greek Particles 
(Denniston 1934/1950), because of its scope and the richness of the data included. Still, its 
general linguistic outlook is completely outdated, which can be expected given the fact that 

                                                             
62 It is not entirely clear from Dover’s account which kind of segment he sees as the relevant domain 
for this and other rules. For the relation between P1 and focal status, see also e.g. Janse 1991a and 
Fraser 2001.  
63 For a critique of this aspect of Dover’s work from a Functional Grammar perspective, see Dik 1995, 
262-265.  
64 Bruce Fraser’s 2001 article “The Clause Start in Ancient Greek: Focus and the Second Position” 
explicitly deals with Focus (though only in connection with P1, i.e. -in his case- P1 of the clause). 
Fraser defines ‘Focus’ -rather naively- in purely phonological/phonetic terms as ‘prosodic prominence’. 
For a more detailed account of the issues dealt with in Fraser 2001, see also sections 7.1 and 7.2 below.  
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linguistics has known many major developments since the 1930s. For a critique on 
Denniston 1934/1950, see Rijksbaron 1997a, the Introduction to the volume New 
Approaches to Greek Particles (Rijksbaron (ed.) 1997), which consists of the proceedings of 
a colloquium held in the honor of C.J. Ruijgh, but in which Denniston is the main 
interlocutor for most of the contributors. In the last few decades the ‘Partikelforschung’ has 
been quite fruitful, both in general linguistics and with respect to particular modern 
languages (for references, see e.g. Foolen 1996; van der Wouden & Foolen & Van de Craen 
(eds.) 2002). Of special potential interest to the present study is the discourse analytic and 
pragmatic body of work conducted in terms of the notion of ‘markers’ (discourse markers, 
pragmatic markers, ...), such as represented by e.g. Schiffrin 1987, Schiffrin 2001 and 
references quoted there, and the work on Latin particles, such as Kroon 1995. For Ancient 
Greek a number of important contributions have been made by Dutch scholars: Ruijgh 1971, 
Sicking 1986, Bakker 1988, Bakker 1993, Sicking 1993, van Ophuijsen 1993, Slings 1980, 
Wakker 1995, Wakker 1997 and the different contributions to Rijksbaron (ed.) 1997.  
However, up until now these efforts have not given rise to a readily usable and generally 
accepted framework although the framework developed in Kroon 1995 and applied to Greek 
by i.a. Gerry Wakker (1995; 1997) has led to interesting results.  
Throughout this study I will adopt a rather loose and traditional set of notions (connective 
particles, corresponsive particles, non-connective particles, focus-particles etc.) in a purely 
descriptive manner and without aiming at systematicity or theoretical insightfulness.  
In the course of my investigations a number of data have shown up which might turn out to 
be relevant for particle research but which have not been exploited as such:  
-  A number of different data concerning the behavior of various particles in word order 

are produced throughout Part I (for an overview with references to the analyses, see 
section 7.0). Some of these data might bear upon issues concerning the particle-
typology.  

-  Especially interesting are the data which suggest that the apparent similarities in 
behavior between postpositive particles and the other postpositives are only apparent, 
and that the e.g. the P2-tendency of the two categories are due to entirely different 
mechanisms. I will suggest that this may have a bearing upon the issue of the 
morphological status of the particles (see sections 7.1 and 7.2).  

-  Some particles (both introductives like éllã or ka€, and postpositives like m°n, d° or 
gãr) have the specific function of marking the segmentation of discourse and to mark 
the functions of the segments with respect to the overall discourse structure (cf. also 
section 21.3).  

 
 (3) Theoretical issues in general linguistics  

It is clear from the outset that dealing with the issues mentioned so far will involve a number 
of theoretical matters, the consequences of which reach far beyond the aims stated and the 
limitations imposed on this book (see the Preface). Suffice it to mention just a few of those 
that are immediately related to the main concerns in this study.  

(a) Throughout the research presented here, we encounter a number of issues concerning the 
architecture of linguistic theory, in that the subject matter of this study cuts across all 
traditional levels of linguistic analysis, for instance: (i) the study of the postpositives 
involves morphological aspects (e.g. the status of the particles and other postpositives as 
opposed to affixes, see section 7 below) as well as phonological and syntactic aspects (cf. 
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e.g. the much discussed problem of clitization); (ii) the Colon Hypothesis immediately gives 
rise to the problem of the status of this unit in syntactic, phonological and generally 
cognitive terms (see section 0.2 above) and so implies the issue of the relations between the 
these levels of analysis within linguistic theory; (iii) the model for the analysis of the 
pragmatic coherence of discourse developed in Part III raises the problem of the status of the 
resulting discourse structures and their relation to other levels of analysis. 
In the present discourse analytic and pragmatic approach, neither syntax nor even semantic 
structure can be considered as the central or primary level of analysis. In Part III of this 
study I make this point of view explicit by formulating the ‘Pragmatics First’ claim, which 
obviously raises the issue of the relations between this level of structure and the other levels 
involved in linguistic analysis (see section 13.1 below).  

(b) As has been briefly discussed in section 0.3.2 above, the question as to the status of the 
notions of ‘colon’ and ‘IU’ immediately gives rise to a tangle of interrelated issues, touching 
upon such traditional dichotomies as speech-writing, language/competence-performance, 
langue-parole, language-discourse, text-discourse, etc. These issues are obviously avatars of 
the ‘classical’ problem of linguistics as a science which -according to Saussure- consists in 
‘defining its own object’.  

(c)  As a general policy in writing this book, I have tried to avoid addressing these theoretical 
issues as much as possible, concentrating on the practical aspects of analyzing Greek texts 
and developing appropriate tools for this type of analysis and relegating theoretical aspects 
to other publications.  
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 1. Introduction to Part I 
 
Ancient Greek word order is said to be ‘free’. As opposed to ‘standard average European’ 
modern languages, the order in which constituents occur within the finite clause is in Greek 
not determined by syntactic function, at least not in an immediately obvious way: within the 
finite clause, there are no fixed positions for verb, subject, object and so on. However, this 
does not preclude that word order can be insightfully described by invoking non-syntactic 
(especially pragmatic and informational) factors.  
In this Part, however, I will concentrate on a few purely lexical factors, i.e. show that the 
position of many words is to a certain extent predictable by virtue of their membership of 
certain lexical classes. More specifically, I will try to do the following : 
- propose a categorization of the Greek lexicon into 5 classes (each comprising several 

sub-classes), defined in terms of the behavior of the words in question with respect to 
word order: introductives, prepositives, postpositives (two types), mobiles (see Table 
1.1 below);  

- formulate explicit word order rules involving these classes (for an overview, see section 
1.3 below);  

- check the validity of these rules by means of (i) a large scale quantitative treatment of a 
corpus of Classical Greek prose, as well as (ii) a review of the possible explanations of 
apparent exceptions (for a description of this approach, see section 1.2 below); 

- attempt to give a theoretical account of the linguistic features and mechanisms that 
underlie the observed phenomena.  

The main emphasis is on the behavior of words of different classes with respect to segment 
boundaries, i.e. in terms of first position (P1), second position (P2) and last position (P-ult) 
within a relevant segment. Besides the attempt to give a theoretical account of the observed 
phenomena, it is among the aims of Part I to make available some (quantitative and other) 
data for further research that falls outside the immediate scope of this study.  
The purpose of Part I with respect to the overall aims of this study is to lay down an 
empirical basis for the segmentation criteria that will be formulated and applied in Part II 
and exploited in Part III. 
 
 

 1.1 Lexical determinants in Ancient Greek word order 
 

(1)  In Chapter II of his Greek Word Order, Dover introduced a classification of the lexicon of 
Ancient Greek which started from a purely formal and methodologically neat criterion: 
whether words could occupy P1 and/or P-ult in a clause or not. This yielded the following 
classification (Dover 1960/1968, 12-14):  
(i) postpositives (symbol q): words that “never, or only in certain specifiable 

circumstances, occur at the beginning of a clause” (particles and unemphatic 
pronouns and adverbs);  

(ii) prepositives (symbol p): words that “never, or only in certain specifiable 
circumstances, end a clause” (articles, prepositions, introductive particles, relative 
pronouns and relative adverbs);  
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(iii) mobiles (symbol M): words that “may be found at the beginning of a clause, at its 
end, or in the middle”. 

It follows from these definitions that appositives (prepositives and postpositives) cannot be 
autonomous, i.e. they cannot constitute an utterance of their own (e.g. “Katã.”, “M°n.” or 
“Me.” cannot be complete utterances). It is furthermore assumed that combinations of 
appositives (e.g. “Katå m°n.” or “Katå m°n me.”) are themselves not autonomous either.  
Within the ‘mobile’ class, Dover distinguished a sub-class of ‘preferentials’ that 
statistically tend toward P1, including interrogatives and negatives, as well as i.a. emphatic 
personal pronouns, demonstratives, and some quantifiers (see Dover 1960/1968, 20-24; for 
an application to Herodotean Greek, see Morin 1961).  
On the basis of this classification, it was possible to formulate a few descriptively adequate 
rules, beyond the behaviors that are predictable from the definitory features of the different 
classes, most importantly the fact that postpositives tend to cluster towards the beginning of 
a sentence, rather than that they are distributed throughout it. Marshall (1987) then built on 
this classification and formulated an elaborate collection of purely descriptive (but not very 
insightful) rules describing word order in Attic prose.  
 

(2) Before formulating in some detail the categorization that has been adopted as a basis for the 
present study, it seems useful to briefly discuss a few key concepts.  

(a) Mobility, as defined above, is a purely descriptive concept that can best be regarded as a 
side-effect of the more insightful notion ‘autonomy’, which, however, depends on the kind 
of segment that is taken as the relevant one (utterance, sentence, clause or smaller segments, 
like the intonation unit or the ‘colon’ (see above section 0.1):  
-  ‘autonomy’ is relatively straightforward in the case of utterance-autonomy: some 

words can constitute a complete utterance on their own, some cannot (except in the case 
of meta-linguistic quotations), e.g. interrogative pronouns can, particles like éllã 
cannot;  

- if colon-autonomy is taken as the relevant notion, words are potentially autonomous if 
they can constitute a separate colon, in which case e.g. éllã can be autonomous, not 
unlike markers like ‘but’, which can constitute a separate intonation unit in spoken 
English (see below section 2.0).  

(b) In any case, the potential for a word to be autonomous depends on its potential to bear focus, 
i.e. its potential to be informationally prominent in the segment, to bear the ‘point’ of this 
segment (for the notion of ‘point’, see section 0.2.5 above; see also section 13.1.5 below). 
Conversely, non-focal words -by definition- cannot bear the main point of an utterance or an 
utterance-segment, and hence are necessarily non-autonomous, i.e. they necessarily need 
other words to cling to in order to constitute a complete utterance.  
The informational prominence of a word has a phonological counterpart in its prosodic 
prominence: focused words are phonologically heavier than unfocused words, which are 
phonologically weakened. In Greek a lack of phonological prominence (and hence 
autonomy) is not to be equated completely with the loss of word accent, but should be 
considered as a matter of rhythmic autonomy, i.e. syllabification (for resyllabification 
phenomena that are connected to the loss of (or the lack of) autonomy of some words, see 
Devine & Stephens 1994, 234-271). Clitization, defined in terms of accent, is not the proper 
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criterion:65 different forms of the same paradigm can differ as to their status in terms of word 
accent (ı and t«n, ti and tinÒw), although no difference in their respective behavior in terms 
of word order can be perceived. On the one hand, clitics (in the sense of words lacking a 
proper word accent) are, of course, always rhythmically non-autonomous, but on the other 
hand, many completely unautonomous words (e.g. many postpositive particles, like m°n and 
d°) are accented, at least according to traditional orthographic practice.66 In this study, no 
attempt will be made to investigate the phonological and phonetic side of the problem and 
no further attention will be paid to the problems of word accent or syllabification.  
Most ‘regular words’ (say: nouns) can either be focused or not, depending on the context in 
which they occur. For some words, however, non-autonomy is lexically determined: these 
words can be said to be inherently appositive, needing another word to ‘lean on’ in order to 
constitute a complete segment; the direction of this leaning appears to be lexically 
determined as well:  
- words that cling to the word that follows them are called prepositives;  
- words that cling to the word that precedes them are called postpositives.67 

(c) A further distinction that has to be introduced here is the one between ‘lexical words’ and 
‘nonlexical words’:  
(i) ‘content words’ or ‘lexical words’: typically nouns, adjectives, verbs, and some 

adverbs, i.e. words that have some ‘referential’ (or maybe rather: ‘denotational’) 
content;  

(ii) ‘function words’ or ‘functors’ or ‘nonlexical words’: pronouns, articles, prepositions, 
conjunctions, particles, modal (etc.) adverbs (see Devine & Stephens 1994, 291-303).  
One of the most obvious linguistic features in which distinction plays a role is the 
application of the rules that determine what a ‘minimal prosodic word’ is. It can be 
observed cross-linguistically that lexical words minimally are either disyllabic if the 
language is not quantity sensitive or bimoraic in quantity-sensitive languages like 
Ancient Greek (McCarthy & Prince 1995, 321-322), but this rule often does not 
apply to non-lexicals (McCarthy & Prince 1995, 324). For instance, in Ancient 
Greek, m°n, ı, prÒw, ti, ˜w, etc. would not qualify as lexical words. It is true that 
some non-lexicals are always appositive, by virtue of their lexical features (many 
particles and the m-forms of the first person personal pronoun). But many others 

                                                             
65 The definition of the notion ‘clitic’ in terms of word accent is the most common one in the literature 
on Ancient Greek. However, contemporary linguistic literature (see Nevis & Joseph & Wanner & 
Zwicky (eds.) 1994) employs a somewhat wider definition, which would cover most appositives in the 
present sense. See section 7.1 below.  
66 Cf. Devine & Stephens 1994, 307: “In Greek, where accent and rhythm are not as highly correlated 
as in English, it is useful to distinguish the appositive group as a rhythmic domain from the clitic group 
as an accentual domain”. However, in many contributions to this issue, the notion ‘clitic’ is used in the 
sense of ‘postpositive’.  
67 Devine & Stephens 1994, 306: “The term appositive is commonly used to refer to the class of 
nonlexicals that have the potential for losing some degree of rhythmical autonomy, or to this class of 
words when they actually do lose rhythmical autonomy in any particular instance. A prepositive is an 
appositive which, when it is not autonomous, coheres rhythmically with what follows, and a 
postpositive is an appositive which, when it is not autonomous, coheres rhythmically with what 
precedes. The direction in which appositives cohere rhythmically with contiguous words is normally, 
but not uniformly, the same as that in which they cohere syntactically. The term appositive group 
properly refers to a prosodic structure that is made up of a host word, usually a lexical, and one or more 
nonlexicals, and that is not rhythmically identical either to the word or to the minor phrase”. 
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(personal pronouns in the oblique cases, anaphoric aÈt-, indefinites, some 
introductives like ka€) are quite often non-focal, non-autonomous and hence 
appositive, but can also very well be focused. Still others (demonstratives used 
‘deictically’, nominative pronouns68 and the §m-forms of the personal pronoun in 
Greek) can be presumed to be always focal and hence non-appositive. Appositivity is 
then not simply a lexically inherent feature.  

(d) Apart from the matter of autonomy/appositivity, some functors have as a lexically 
determined feature that they tend toward P1 (e.g. interrogatives, relatives, and many 
connective particles like éllã); I will call these words ‘introductives’.  
Again, the matter of which segment is the relevant one is at issue:  
- with the sentence as basic unit, interrogatives and introductive particles like étãr and 

oÈkoËn would qualify, but relatives or ka€ much less so;  
- with the clause as unit, relatives and subordinating conjunctions would obviously 

qualify as well;  
-  with the colon as the relevant unit, other connective particles like ka€, and even the 

simple negatives appear to have introductive status (see section 2.1 below).  
(e) In short, all of the words that are investigated here (see Table 1.1 here below, but also 

section 5 below, on potential preferentials) belong to the class of non-lexicals. However, by 
no means can a one-to-one relation between non-lexicality and appositivity be posited, in 
that many non-lexicals can be fully autonomous and focalized (contra Devine & Stephens 
1994: throughout that study (especially 285-375), the class of non-lexicals seems to be 
considered as homogeneously appositive).  
 

(3) In this study, I will use a somewhat more elaborate categorization than Dover’s, which 
allows for a more economical and linguistically insightful formulation of the kind of word 
order rules under scrutiny. Major differences between the classification adopted here (see 
Table 1.1, below) and Dover’s original classification in terms of ‘prepositives’, 
‘postpositives’ and mobiles (incl. preferentials) are the following:69  
- a distinction has been made between two classes of postpositives:  

-  /q/-postpositives (postpositive particles, except ên);  
-  /r/-postpositives (non-focalized indefinites (pronouns and adverbs) and pronouns, 

plus ên);70 
- a separate class of /O/-introductives has been introduced, defined by a tendency 

towards P1 (containing some of Dover’s prepositives and some of Dover’s ‘preferential 
mobiles’);  

                                                             
68 For some provisos concerning nominative pronouns, see Dik 2003.  
69 For the purposes of this large-scale corpus-based primarily descriptive study, purely formal criteria 
had to be adopted, allowing for a non-circular treatment of the corpus texts, but also entailing some 
trivially uninsightful ambiguities. No distinctions have been operated that would involve an 
interpretation of the text (beyond the most casual reading), such as the distinctions between focalized 
and non-focalized pronouns, or even between pronominal ı and the article (which -admittedly- proved 
to have been a not always felicitous methodological choice). Likewise, editorial punctuation has been 
adopted as the segmentation criterion for the purposes of this quantitative approach. Although in se not 
insightful, these criteria avoid circularity in the procedures.  
70 This distinction was already present in Marshall 1987, albeit only implicitly: the postpositive status 
of /q/-particles is taken for granted but not explicitly studied; the postpositives explicitly studied are 
what I call the /r/-postpositives.  
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- the ‘clause’ has been given up as the relevant segment for the word order rules, in favor 
of the ‘colon’ (for the purposes of the quantitative analyses in this Part: the orthographic 
segment, as defined by editorial punctuation).  

Table 1.1: word classes 
Sigla71 Forms Features 
/O/ • introductive particles: éllã, étãr, ≥, ka€, ka€toi, oÈd°, 

mhd°, oÎte, mÆte, oÎkoun, e‰ta, ∑, îra, oÈkoËn, m«n;  
• relatives (incl. indeclinables, i.e. relative adverbs and 
subordinating conjunctions); 
• interrogatives 
• negatives: oÈ(k/x), mÆ 
• interjections (e.g. Œ + voc.; nÆ, mã +acc.; na€ ...) 

introductives: words that have an 
intrinsic connection to P1 

/p/ • the article 
• prepositions 
 

pure prepositives: words that 
immediately precede the expression 
they syntactically belong with 

/q/ • the following particles: êra, aÔ, gãr, ge, goËn, da€, d°, 
dÆ, d∞yen, dÆpou, dÆpouyen, dÆpote, d∞ta, m°n, m°ntoi, 
ment' ên, mÆn, nu(n), oÔn, per, te, toi, to€nun72 

postpositives tending towards P2, 
without qualification 

/r/ 
 
 
 

• the modal particle ên 
• non-focalized indefinites (pronouns and adverbs)  
• non-focalized personal pronouns (oblique cases): me, mou, 
moi; se, sou, soi  

postpositives tending towards P2, 
/p/ and /q/ not counting for position 

(/s/) • ≤m-, Ím-, ... 
• the oblique cases of aÈtÒw in the anaphoric sense  

potential /r/-postpositives with the 
complication that they are 
orthographically indistinguishable 
from focalized mobiles 

(/t/) • the copula + (other) enclitic verb-forms postpositive behavior in some uses 
though not in others 

/M/ all other words ‘mobiles’ 
] [ segment boundary editorial punctuation.  
   

Note that this categorization yields classes that are more natural than Dover’s:  
-  the class /p/ consists of articles and prepositions, which both cling to the constituent 

they grammatically belong with, and have no particular link with any position in the 
clause;  

-  Dover’s postpositive class consisted of a rather heterogeneous set of words, but our 
class /q/ consists of only particles, and our class /r/ consists of pronouns or pronominal 
adverbs with the exception of ên (which could be considered as a separate class, while 
having sufficiently many features in common with the other /r/-postpositives as far as 
word order is concerned);  

-  the class of /O/-introductives is at first sight somewhat more heterogeneous, but the 
causes for their tendency to take P1 can readily be formulated in syntactic terms (see 
section 2.1 below).  

The categorization itself (as used in the present corpus-research) reflects a major difficulty 
that consists in a systematic category shift for some relevant words (/r/, /s/): indefinites and 

                                                             
71 For the sake of typographical clarity, whenever reference is made to these word-classes (or patterns 
of these) in this study, their sigla (or strings of these) will be preceded and followed by a slash.  
72 Only one case of nun has been retrieved (Plato Sph. 257d ÖIyi nun tÒde moi l°ge.) and only one of 
dÆpouyen (Lysias 6,35) and of d∞yen (Plato Plt. 297c). No cases have been found of da€ and yhn.  
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personal pronouns are only postpositive if they are non-focal, if they are focal they are 
mobile:  
-  In the case of the first person singular personal pronoun, this distinction is 

phonematically marked in the distinction between m-forms (/r/) and §m-forms (/M/).  
-  In the case of se, sou, soi and in the case of the indefinites, the orthographic tradition 

makes a difference in accentuation: clitic (/r/) vs. accentuated word (/M/). However, the 
actual distribution of enclitic non-focal and non-enclitic focal indefinites is obscured by 
the orthographic practice according to which an indefinite (as opposed to the 
phonematically identical interrogative) is often automatically spelled as an enclitic (for 
examples, see e.g. section 2.0 and section 2.3).  

-  In the case of the other personal pronouns and aÈt- in the anaphoric sense (coded /s/), 
the distinction is not marked at all in writing. Note that the alternation between focal 
and non-focal uses only applies to the oblique cases, since nominatives are necessarily -
or rather: most often-73 focal in Greek (see sections 5.0 and 5.1 below).  

The distribution of all these words is difficult to assess, but especially for the classes coded 
/s/, since the difference between (i) a non-focal and postpositive /s/ and (ii) a focal and 
mobile pronoun by definition depends on non-orthographic factors and any attempt to 
formally code this distinction would be circular.74 Therefore, in generating my quantitative 
data, I will as a rule take only those potentially postpositive forms into account that can be 
orthographically distinguished from their focalized allomorphs (i.e. only /r/ and not /s/). 
When discussing the data in a more qualitative way, examples involving /s/ (e.g. aÈt-, ≤m-, 
Ím-) will be taken into account.  
As for the potentially postpositive verb forms coded /t/ (most notably the finite forms of the 
copula and of fhm€), I will not include them in any of the discussions of the behavior of 
postpositives, but treat them separately in section 5.2, dealing with verbs in general.  
Within the class of mobiles, I have distinguished several sub-classes, in order to be able to 
study most non-lexicals separately; see section 5 below. 
 

(4) The definitions of the word classes all involve the notion of position with respect to a 
segment boundary and hence depend on the criteria for segmentation adopted. Several 
different kinds of segments could qualify: the sentence, the clause, the colon (or intonation 
unit). In the literature, the clause and the sentence are the most common units. In the present 
study, the underlying hypothesis is in principle Fraenkel’s colon hypothesis, according to 
which the segment relevant for Greek word order is the elementary discourse unit, grosso 
modo equivalent to the intonation unit as studied in contemporary discourse analysis (for the 
issue of this supposed equivalence, see section 0.3.2 above). However, for the purposes of 
this descriptive study based on a written corpus in a dead language, taking the colon as the 
basic unit would be circular: these units have to be reconstructed from the written text and 
some of the word order rules that are studied here are among the crucial criteria by means of 
which this segmentation can be operationalized. For methodological and practical reasons, 
editorial punctuation will be taken as the operational basis for segmentation.  
 

                                                             
73 See Dik 2003, who argues for the existence of a non-focal use of nominative personal pronouns. Cf. 
also section 5.1 below.  
74 I find the ease and the assurance with which authors like Dover and Marshall seem to be able to 
distinguish focal and non-focal occurrences in Greek texts astonishing.  
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 1.2 Approach  
 
My starting point for the analyses in this Part is a purely descriptive (partly quantitative) 
approach of the corpus, by means of a database in which the corpus is coded word for word 
according to the purely formal criteria described above (see section 1.2.1 here below). This 
database allowed for a large-scale quantitative analysis of a large number of word order 
patterns in the corpus (see section 1.2.2). Although these quantitative data may sometimes be 
revealing as such, they do not offer any insight into the underlying features of the language 
itself, and require a careful interpretation (see section 1.2.3). Thus, an attempt will be made 
to interpret these data in a more insightful way, using them as an element amongst others 
within a more qualitative method of analysis, rather than as a self-sufficient methodology. In 
other words: the database is used as a heuristic tool to explore a number of relevant aspects 
of the corpus (see section 1.2.4).  
 

 1.2.1 Preparing the database 
 

 (1) The following steps have led to the construction of the database:  
(i)  the entire corpus has been segmented into rather arbitrary units, according to the 

following, mostly practical, criteria: the units should be surveyable at a glance; they 
should comfortably fit on half a FileMaker record; they should be more or less 
interpretable without further context;  

(ii)  the corpus has been manually coded word for word (as a primitive kind of ‘tagging’) so 
as to allow for a number of search possibilities; for the details of the coding procedure, 
see here below. 

 
 (2)  The corpus has been coded by (a) assigning a symbol to every word, according to the word 

class it belongs to (in terms of the different sub-classes of /O/, /p/, /q/, /r/, /s/, /t/, /M/), and 
(b) bracketing every segment between punctuation marks in the text editions. This corpus 
has been stored in a FileMaker database, which allowed for:  

(i)  various recategorizations of the corpus for analyses in different degrees of detail, by 
means of a FileMaker script involving the Substitute function (e.g. articles and 
prepositions can be analyzed as such, or as both belonging to the class /p/ or as “any 
word” /X/); for instance, the original text metå d¢ taËta tÚ m¢n meirãkion efiw gnafe›on 
kat°fugen, otoi d¢ suneispesÒntew ∑gon aÈtÚn b€&, ... (Lysias 3,15) was originally 
coded as /[ (preposition) (DE) (demonstrative) (article) (MEN) (Mobile) (preposition) 
(Mobile) (finite verb) ] [ (demonstrative) (DE) (participle) (finite verb) (autos-
anaphoric) (Mobile) ]; this string could then be automatically recategorized at various 
levels of abstraction, e.g. in terms of the basic categories introduced above: /[ p q M p q 
M p M M ] [M q M M s M ]/; 

(ii)  counting the occurrences of patterns consisting of sequences of coded words, by 
means of FileMaker Calculation Fields involving the “PatternCount” function and 
Summary Fields involving the “Total of” option.  

 
(3)  It should be noted at the outset that the technical details of this coding and counting 

procedure occasionally give rise to a few idiosyncratic irregularities in the scores obtained:  
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(i)  Due to the way textcritical problems are treated, there are a few systematic differences 
between the more basic corpus searches (in terms of the major categories /O/, /p/, /q/, /r/ 
and /M/) and the more detailed searches (in which the sub-types of the major categories 
are taken into consideration):  
-  the ‘basic’ searches start from the manuscript text (insofar as it is rendered by the 

editors), i.e. excluding editorial additions (‘< >’) and including editorial omissions 
(‘[ ]’); 

-  more detailed searches will be based on a text in which the textcritical diacritics 
have not been eliminated, which yields something close to a minimal text (i.e. a 
text in which all textcritically dubious passages are “blocked” for the purposes of 
retrieving them in the database).75  

(ii)  As a policy, whenever a coding error was discovered, it has been corrected, i.e. in the 
course of the elaboration of the present study slight changes in the corpus have 
occurred.  

(iii)  Due to the fact that the original aim of the project was confined to the behavior of 
postpositives, longer stretches (up to 10 lines) of the Plato text that do not contain 
postpositives have not been coded (the Lysias text has been coded completely).  

(iv)  For the purposes of coding my database I have had to make a number of methodological 
choices as to the categorization of the lexical classes, which can all be motivated as 
such, but which together give rise to a few idiosyncrasies. Thus, dÆpote, oÎte, ka€toi, 
≥toi and oÎtoi have been coded as two words (which makes it possible to study all 
types of ka€-related particles together and all toi-related and pote-related collocations 
together), but oÈd° as a single word (especially in its adverbial use it cannot be 
expected to share the functions of d°), as well as d∞yen, dÆpou, dÆpouyen. Similarly, 
per and ge have been coded separately in ˜sper and ¶gvge but not in Àsper. Whenever 
this kind of choice will have an impact on the data under scrutiny I will mention them. 

However, given the size of the corpus, these factors cannot be expected to have a systematic 
influence on the data. Still, data must not be extrapolated beyond the specific purposes for 
which they have been generated, i.e. they should not be compared across tables, both for the 
reasons quoted here above, and because of the fact that the corpus has sometimes been 
manipulated so as to make certain classes invisible (these manipulations will be explained 
when they occur, e.g. in section 2.0 and section 4 below).  
 
                                                             
75 The editions used, especially the Lysias text (Lysias & Albini (ed.) 1955; see the section ‘Corpus’ in 
the Preface), contain many editorial interventions. In the corpus, 524 words occur between square 
brackets (297 in Lysias), 370 between triangular brackets (315 (!) in Lysias); for our purposes, the 
following data are more telling: 41 /q/-particles occur between triangular brackets (37 in Lysias), 31 
between square brackets (14 in Lysias); 48 /r/-postpositives occur between triangular brackets (40 in 
Lysias), 18 between square brackets (11 in Lysias). The expression “occurs between brackets” here 
includes both occurrences in which the word stands alone between brackets, and occurrences in which 
it is placed between brackets together with other words. Not all of these interventions (and potentially 
many others that have not been reported in the text itself) can be expected to be legitimate (especially 
the editorial additions in Lysias seem excessively numerous). On the other hand, it was obviously 
impossible to textcritically review the corpus for the purposes of the present linguistic study. 
Furthermore, for the fact that matters of word order (including the position of postpositives) may be 
subject to a more or less high degree of variation through manuscript tradition and may be 
underestimated in editorial practice, see Saerens 1990.  
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(4)  The quantitative data for both sub-corpuses, Plato and Lysias (see the section ‘Corpus’ in the 
Preface above), will be presented separately but also as a whole (‘Total’). It is my aim to 
present some general features of the Classical Greek language itself, rather than to 
systematically discuss the differences between both authors. An insightful comparison 
between the two sub-corpuses would involve too many idiosyncratic and uncontrollable 
aspects (e.g. differences in punctuation practice and orthographic conventions on the part of 
the respective editors, as well as differences related to the different genres and styles 
represented in both corpuses).  
 

 1.2.2 Quantitative analysis of the corpus 
 

(1)  Word order rules are formulated in such a way that their validity can be checked by means 
of a search in the corpus database, i.e. in terms of the occurrence or non-occurrence of 
patterns consisting of coded words and segment boundaries. For instance, the number of 
occurrences of /q/-particles at P2 can be calculated by generating a corpus in which all such 
particles are coded /q/ and all other words /X/, and then counting the number of occurrences 
of the pattern /[ X q/. In some cases, the exceptions to the rule are so few that they can all be 
dealt with directly. In other cases, a more indirect approach will be adopted, involving a 
quantitative comparison between 2 probabilities:  
(1)  the expected probability for a word of a certain class to take a certain position if the 

hypothesized rule were not relevant (i.e. if the words of that class behaved ‘normally’);  
(2)  the observed probability for a word of that class to take the position predicted by the 

rule. 

The most obvious expected probability with which one can compare observed probabilities 
is the one in which ‘any word’ is considered as belonging to the same class, i.e. which 
expresses the zero-hypothesis that the words under scrutiny do not behave differently from 
any other word. The following Table presents the probabilities for ‘any word’ to occur at P1, 
P2, P-ult and segment-autonomously in the corpus.  

Table 1.2a: P1, P2, P-ult and autonomy for ‘any word X’ 
 

 Plato Lysias Total 
P1: [ X  11098 / 73404 (15.1%) 7516 / 56222 (13.4%) 18614 / 129626 (14.4%) 
P2: [ X X 10233 /73404 (13.9%) 7401 / 56222 (13.2%) 17634 / 129626 (13.6%) 
P-ult: X ] 11117 / 7340 (15.1%) 7518 / 56222 (13.4%) 18635 /129626 (14.4%) 
autonomous: [ X ] 781 / 73404 (1.1%) 89/56222 (0.2%) 870 / 129626 (0.7%) 
    
 

(2)  An analysis can then be made as to whether the difference between observed probability and 
expected probability is statistically significant, by means of a significance test for a 
difference in two proportions (z-test for independent samples).76  

(a) It may be useful to remind the reader that ‘statistically significant’ only means that the 
observed difference can be extrapolated to the population of which the sample is supposed to 
be representative; since the present corpus is very large for statistical purposes, even the 
slightest difference becomes significant, as can easily be deduced from the following 
mathematical facts:  
                                                             
76 The formula can easily be looked up on the internet.  
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fix the P-value at 0.05, which implies a z-value of 1.96 as a threshold for statistical 
significance (the usual threshold in the social sciences, which means that there is a 
95% confidence that the observed effects are not due to chance); for this P-value, the 
following mathematical facts can be observed:  
-  whenever both denominators exceed 100, any difference of 13.9% between both 

ratios is always significant;  
-  whenever both denominators exceed 500, any difference of 6.2% between both 

ratios is always significant;  
-  whenever both denominators exceed 1000, any difference of 4.4% between both 

ratios is always significant;  
-  whenever both denominators exceed 5000, any difference of 2% between both 

ratios is always significant;  
-  whenever both denominators exceed 10000, any difference of 1.4% between 

both ratios is always significant;  
-  whenever both denominators exceed 100000, any difference of 0.5% between 

both ratios is always significant.  

(b) Furthermore, statistical significance tests do not yield any information about whether the 
observed difference is an important or even meaningful difference anyway, and hence in se 
are not a sufficient means for confirming or rejecting the scientifically meaningful 
hypotheses underlying statistical operationalizations. As a matter of practical convenience 
one may adopt the following measure for judging whether a difference is large or not:  

take the difference between the relevant data for two sub-samples as a measure for 
the variation that can naturally occur between sub-populations of the population (in 
the present case the two sub-corpora Plato and Lysias are ‘natural’ and readily 
available sub-samples);  
if the difference between observed and expected probabilities is larger than this 
difference, it can be considered as exceeding the normal degree of variability 
(heterogeneity) within the population, and can thus tentatively be accepted as 
meaningful.  

(c) In any case, the quantitative data, whether approached directly and exhaustively or indirectly 
(e.g. by means of a comparison between an expected probability and an observed 
probability), do not immediately yield insightful information and demand an interpretation in 
terms of the linguistic features that underlie these data.  
 

(3)  For the purposes of this study, it proved not to be useful to spell out the results of the 
statistical treatments mentioned in this section: this would make the presentation 
considerably heavier without contributing much to the substance of the argument (for the 
reasons mentioned here above).77  
Still, the quantitative mode of presentation is a powerful one offering a means to come to 
grips with a large corpus, which could not be achieved otherwise. Thus, in the context of the 
                                                             
77 This does not mean that other statistical methods could not be applied to the data that can be 
generated from the database. For instance, a cluster analysis could be used to automatically organize the 
lexicon by purely formal and statistical means into word classes behaving similarly as far as word order 
is concerned. Although in se interesting, this kind of analysis would not serve the specific purposes of 
the present study. Also, one might generate a corpus without punctuation and try to develop automatic 
punctuation scripts and test to what extent they generate adequate segmentations.  
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present study, the quantitative approach has a heuristic and structuring function, rather than a 
demonstrative one: it serves to organize the data in such a way that they become surveyable. 
By formulating explicit hypotheses concerning the (non-)occurrence of certain word order 
patterns, the scope of word order rules can be assessed, which in its turn allows me to 
investigate apparently exceptional cases in an organized way (see section 1.2.4 here 
below).78  
 

 1.2.3 Interpreting the quantitative data: how to deal with apparent exceptions 
 
If the difference between expected probability and observed probability is sufficiently large, 
the hypothesis holds at least as a statistical tendency. However, a rule stricto sensu as such is 
only confirmed if it holds for 100%; if this is not the case, the remaining occurrences need to 
be explained.  
Exceptions to word order rules, i.e. occurrences of words of a certain class in positions that 
are predicted not to occur according to a certain rule (e.g. “deferment”: a word comes later 
than predicted with respect to a given boundary), can be explained either in terms of 
idiosyncrasies of the way the corpus has been prepared or by invoking a few quite general 
linguistic phenomena (cf. Marshall 1987, 10-12, Wills 1993, 64-65):  

(i) category shift / miscategorization:  
 A first type of apparent exceptions is caused by the fact that a word that has been 

categorized according to some formal criterion as belonging to a certain class should in 
fact not be considered as a canonical member of this class in the occurrence in question; 
some systematic types of such category shifts can be specified:  
-  indefinites and personal pronouns are /r/-postpositive if non-focal, but /M/-mobile 

if focused;  
-  pot° and pou (and less often pvw and p˙) as indefinites can be /r/ or /M/, but can 

also be used as /q/-particles; 
-  ı, ≤, tÒ is a /p/-prepositive if used as the article, but a preferential mobile if 

pronominal; one can argue for an /O/-introductive status for ı m°n... ı d°... ; 
-  the particle aÔ is in many respects a marginal member of the class /q/, always 

occurring as the last postpositive in a cluster of postpositives, and showing 
anomalous behavior in other ways as well;  

-  the status of /O/-introductives is ambiguous: in some cases they clearly count for 
position, in other cases they apparently do not; the latter can be interpreted in 
different ways.  

(ii) lexicalization/grammaticalization into units or formulas: 
 A second type of exceptional occurrences is due to the fact that some sequences of 

words are to a certain extent lexicalized and can overrule general word order rules of the 
kind studied here (see section 0.1.4 above, and section 6 below):  
-  some collocations can operate as units that for the purposes of word order count as 

one word, such as: article+noun or preposition+noun;  
                                                             
78 It should be noted that among the patterns that are counted as non-exceptional, an indefinite number 
may be irrelevant or only apparently non-exceptional. This is -again- an unavoidable feature of any 
large-scale and inevitably crude quantitative approach. Still, I have tried to check the outcome of the 
searches for systematic errors of this type as much as possible, simply by browsing a random sample of 
each outcome. 
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-  some habitual and highly frequent patterns can be considered as formulas, i.e. 
whenever their constituent words co-occur, they tend to occur in a fixed order, even 
if this order overrules otherwise operational word order rules: e.g. 
relative+indefinite, relative+ên, oÈk ên, tãx' ên; interrogative+dÆ; some clusters 
of postpositives.  

(iii) punctuation does not correspond to the relevant segmentation into cola:  
 A third type of exceptional word orders can be reduced to the fact that editorial 

punctuation as a criterion for the segmentation of the corpus often does not correspond 
to the linguistically relevant segmentation of the discourse. One of the major tenets of 
the present study is that the natural elementary unit to which word order rules in 
Ancient Greek apply is the colon (see the Preface and section 0.1.5 above). Special 
mention has to be made of short parentheses such as vocatives, ¶fh, or o‰mai, which 
usually occur in between cola, but sometimes seem to have postpositive status 
themselves, and then can occur within an otherwise normal colon (see section 10.2.5(2) 
below).  

(iv) tendency for a postpositive to cling to the word it syntactically belongs with: 
 A fourth possible explanation has been proposed, taking into account an alternative and 

altogether different principle that may determine the position of /r/-postpositives: their 
supposed tendency to cling to the word they syntactically belong with. As has been 
explained in section 0.1.1 above, as a matter of methodological policy, I will not take 
this explanation into account for as long as possible; however, in section 6.3 below, I 
will discuss a few data which concern the possible tendency for ên to cling to the verb it 
belongs with.  

In the literature these explanations have often been invoked in a rather ad hoc manner and 
have never been extensively specified (see section 0.1.4 above). In this study I will try and 
take the first three of the above factors into account as explicitly and systematically as 
possible:  
-  the category shifts summed up under type (i) will be exemplified throughout Part I;  
-  in section 6 below, I will review the units and formulas that have been invoked to 

explain exceptions in this Part;  
-  the matter of segmentation into cola will be addressed in Part II.  

 
 1.2.4 Using the database as a heuristic tool 

 
(1)  The research presented in this book has exploited the database (including the search 

functions and tools for quantitative analysis), as described here above, for a number of 
different purposes and in a number of different ways.  

(a)  Obviously, the database allows for a quantitative approach to the corpus as such. 
Throughout Part I, I will be testing hypotheses concerning the rules governing word order in 
the corpus using fairly standard statistical methods, typically by comparing observed 
probabilities with expected probabilities (see section 1.2.2 here above): in order to test the 
validity of this or that word order rule, I will compare, for instance, the probability of the 
patterns predicted by the rule with the probability of the patterns that would be expected if 
the rule did not apply.  
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However, within the approach I adopt here, these quantitative analyses are a heuristic tool 
amongst others, i.e. they serve mainly as a way to uncover a number of relevant patterns in 
the corpus: the results of my quantitative analyses are viewed as phenomena that in their turn 
require an explanation, rather than as an explanation in themselves.79 

(b)  Once a certain pattern is established as being a statistically valid word order rule, I will 
typically proceed to investigate the apparent exceptions to that rule. In some cases, it is 
possible to spell out all the apparent exceptions; in others, the exceptions may in their turn 
be analyzed quantitatively, after which the process described here can be repeated. If things 
work out right, this procedure yields a set of systematically recurring and linguistically 
meaningful patterns that help us prove that the rule under scrutiny is valid, even in these 
apparently ‘exceptional’ cases (see already section 1.2.3 here above).  

(c)  Besides its use as a tool for quantitative analysis, the database also provides me with a way 
of browsing through the corpus to find somehow ‘interesting’ or relevant cases. This aspect 
proved also useful for the essentially qualitative approach taken in Part II and Part III. Not 
unlike studies like Denniston 1934/1950, one of the ‘charms’ of the present study is to 
present a quite large corpus of ‘interesting cases’, i.e. a corpus of passages in which 
something is worth investigating or simply noting.  
 

(2)  Summarizing, one should not take the quantitative approach for what it is not: I use it as a 
way to get a grip on a fairly large corpus and to help me explore that corpus in view of a 
detailed description of the relevant phenomena and -ultimately- a linguistically insightful 
account of these phenomena. The quantitative procedures and the ‘counting off’ of apparent 
exceptions in Part I should be understood as just this: a more or less systematic exploration 
of the corpus.  
 
 

 1.3 Outline of Part I 
 
The main part of Part I mainly consists in a descriptive (and ‘exploratory’; see section 1.2.4 
here above) approach to the corpus, by means of which the validity of some fairly general 
word order rules will be tested and the exceptions to these rules will be reviewed:  

-  In section 2 a number of word order rules that can be derived from the definitory 
features of the lexical classes (Table 1.1) will be tested:  
-  appositives are non-autonomous, other words are potentially autonomous (section 

2.0) 
-  ‘introductives take P1’ (section 2.1); 

                                                             
79 I strongly disagree with the idea that quantitative data as such ‘explain’ anything, or -more generally 
speaking- that a quantitative approach can serve any other purpose than an exploratory one (contra e.g. 
the approach taken in Duhoux 1999 and related publications). Furthermore, any linguistic corpus 
inevitably contains a lot of ‘noise’ on the data, due to both the tagging/coding procedures and the 
complexity of the data itself. Thus, the fact that the present corpus depends on editorial punctuation is 
an obvious source of such ‘noise’. This is another reason to not take the results of a purely quantitative 
approach too seriously as an ‘explanatory’ device. Of course, the data presented here are not less or 
more valid than any other quantitative data (taking into account a number of idiosyncrasies of the 
coding process and of the editions used, as explained in section 1.2.1(3)) and can be used by researchers 
with different methodological standards or inclinations.  
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-  ‘prepositives never take P-ult’ (section 2.2); 
-  ‘postpositives never take P1’ (section 2.3);  
-  ‘/r/-postpositives do not immediately follow /p/-prepositives, whereas /q/ 

postpositives readily do’ (section 2.4).  

-  In section 3 the order in which /q/- and /r/-postpositives tend to cluster will be 
investigated:  
-  /q/-postpositives precede /r/-postpositives (section 3.1);  
-  /q/-postpositives as a rule cluster in the following order: d°, te, m°n, gãr, toi, oÔn, 

dÆ, pou/pote, êra (section 3.2); 
-  /r/-postpositives cluster in the following order: ên, indefinites, personal pronouns 

(section 3.3).  

-  In section 4, the rule that postpositives take P2 (Wackernagel’s Law) will be tested and 
reformulated:  
-  /q/-postpositives as a rule take P2 without qualification (section 4.1);  
-  /r/-postpositives take P2, but /p/-prepositives and /q/-postpositives are invisible for 

the purposes of this rule (section 4.2).  

-  Section 5 deals with the behavior with respect to word order of some classes of mobile 
words that can be expected to behave in a special way:  
- a wide range of non-lexical mobile words (‘preferentials’) tends towards P1;  
-  the behavior of verbs will be reviewed in an exploratory way.  

-  In section 6, a review will be made of the formulaic patterns and units that appeared to 
overrule the word order rules of the previous sections and to give rise to exceptions.  

Then, in section 7, an attempt will be made to describe the word order phenomena 
investigated in sections 1-6 in a linguistically more insightful way, and also to assess the 
scope of these rules by a quantitative analysis of the contours of segments in the corpus. 
Section 8 is a conclusion to Part I as a whole. 
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 2. Prepositives, postpositives and introductives (definitory 
features) 
 
In this section a few word order rules will be examined that immediately reflect the 
definitions of the basic word classes of Table 1.1 above. As we have seen, these classes are 
all defined in terms of the possibility/tendency for a word to (i) either immediately follow or 
immediately precede a segment boundary, i.e. either take P1 or P-ult, or (ii) immediately 
follow words of a certain class. However, we have also seen that the complementary notions 
of ‘appositivity’ and ‘mobility’ crucially depend on the notion of ‘autonomy’. Therefore, I 
will investigate the possibility for the word classes under scrutiny to be autonomous in a first 
introductory section (2.0).  
 
 

 2.0 Autonomy 
 
In section 1.1 above, I have argued that autonomy is one of the most fundamental notions in 
the matters at hand. In this section the potential of the different word classes to constitute a 
separate discourse segment will be discussed. As elsewhere in this first Part, editorial 
punctuation will be taken as a starting point for segmentation. The following table presents 
the quantitative data concerning this matter.  

Table 2.0a: autonomy 
 

 Plato Lysias Total 
[ p ] 0 / 10525 (0.0%) 0 / 9412 (0.0%) 0 / 19937 (0.0%) 
[ q ] 0 / 7124 (0.0%) 0 / 4189 (0.0%) 0 / 11313 (0.0%) 
[ r ] 0 / 2549 (0.0%) 0 / 1213 (0.0%) 0 / 3762 (0.0%) 
[ s ] 0 / 1088 (0.0%) 0 / 1461 (0.0%) 0 / 2549 (0.0%) 
[ O ] 235 / 12672 (1.9%) 15 / 8445 (0.2%) 250 / 21117 (1.2%) 
[ M ] 528 / 36489 (1.4%) 71 / 29891 (0.2%) 599 / 66380 (0.9%) 

expected    
[ X ] 781 / 73404 (1.1%) 89 / 56222 (0.2%) 870/129626 (0.7%) 

    
any word = /X/ 

It has proven to be interesting to also calculate the autonomous occurrences of the same 
words with all /p/-prepositives and /q/-postpositives removed from the corpus, as if they 
were ‘invisible’ for the purposes at hand:80 for instance, in T€ oÔn; the word T€ will count as 
a case of an autonomous /O/-introductive, and in Metå d¢ taËta, Œ êndrew, ... the word 
taËta will count as a case of an autonomous /M/-mobile. This operation yields the 
following data.  
 

                                                             
80 For some rules (see sections 2.4, 4.2, 5.2.1) /p/-prepositives and /q/-particles do not seem to count for 
the position of other words (are ‘invisible’ for the purposes of some rules), e.g. for the purpose of 
determining P2 for /r/-postpositives (as in Plato Cra. 435b tØn går sigÆn sou sugx≈rhsin yÆsv) these 
words do not count. This is one of the effects of the fact that these appositives are not really ‘words’ 
and always seem to form a word-like unit with their host word (see section 7.1).  
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Table 2.0b: autonomy (/p/ and /q/ invisible) 
 

 Plato Lysias Total 
[ p ] - - - 
[ q ] - - - 
[ r ] 1 / 2549 (<0.1%) 0 / 1213 (0.0%) 1 / 3762 (<0.1%) 
[ s ] 34 / 1088 (3.2%) 3 / 1461 (0.2%) 37 / 2549 (1.5%) 
[ O ] 577 / 12672 (4.6%) 25 / 8445 (0.3%) 602 / 21117 (2.9%) 
[ M ] 1098 / 36489 (3.0%) 165 / 29891 (0.6%) 1254/66380 (1.9%) 

    
/q/-particles and /p/-prepositives have been excluded  

These are very low percentages, due to punctuation conventions rather than to the linguistic 
features on which we are focusing here (obviously, traditional punctuation practice does not 
tend to distinguish single-word or otherwise very short segments). Therefore, it is not useful 
to concentrate on the quantitative data in se, but we can use the occurrences in which even 
editorial punctuation yields segment-autonomous words as a starting point for investigating 
the possible cases in which words belonging to the various lexical classes under scrutiny 
appear to be autonomous.  
 

(1) Unsurprisingly, we do not find any occurrences in which appositives (/p/-prepositives and 
both /q/- and /r/-postpositives) constitute a segment on their own. Segments that consist 
entirely of combinations of these do not occur either, except for 11 occurrences of ı 
followed by one or more /q/-particles; in these instances, however, ı is not the article but a 
pronoun, in which case it is not to be considered a prepositive at all (see also sections 2.2 
and 2.4 below): Plato Cra. 383b ı d°, "OÎkoun so€ ge," ∑ d' ˜w, "ˆnoma ÑErmog°nhw, ..." — 
Plato Cra. 408a ˜per oÔn ka‹ §n to›w prÒsyen §l°gomen, tÚ "e‡rein" lÒgou xre€a §st€, tÚ 
d°, oÂon ka‹ ÜOmhrow pollaxoË l°gei, "§mÆsatÒ" fhsin, toËto d¢ mhxanÆsasya€ §stin. 
— Plato Cra. 439c tÚ d', efi ¶tuxen, oÈx oÏtvw ¶xei — Plato Tht. 149a ofl d°, ëte oÈk 
efidÒtew, toËto m¢n oÈ l°gousi per‹ §moË, ... — Plato Tht. 183a tÚ d', …w ¶oiken, §fãnh, ... 
— Plato Tht. 209e tÚ gãr, ì ¶xomen, ... — Plato Sph. 220a ..., tÚ d°, t«n §mcÊxvn z–vn 
oÔsan yÆran, proseipe›n zƒoyhrikÆn. — Plato Sph. 220c TÚ m°n, ˜ti ... — Plato Plt. 265a 
..., tØn d°, ˜per ... — Plato Sph. 230a TÚ d° ge, e‡jas€ tinew aÔ lÒgon •auto›w dÒntew 
≤gÆsasyai pçsan ékoÊsion émay€an e‰nai, ... — Lysias 2,16 ı m¢n gãr, ka€per Ãn 
égay«n poll«n a‡tiow ëpasin ényr≈poiw, ... . Here, as elsewhere, editorial punctuation is 
a major factor, and in many cases formal features can be adduced as arguments for 
considering pronominal ı + /q/-particle as a separate colon (see section 2.4.3 below); it can 
even be argued that this collocation is typically -if not always- to be considered as such.  
One more apparent occurrence has to be quoted, in which the indefinite pronoun (code /r/) is 
manifestly focal, and hence actually /M/-mobile: Plato Tht. 163e SV. PÒteron oÈdenÚw µ 
tinÒw; / YEAI. TinÚw dÆpou.  
 

(2)  As for the /O/-introductives, it seems useful to first present the data for the different sub-
classes making up this class. The first table here below counts all words in the corpus, the 
second one counts out /p/-prepositives and /q/-particles. 
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Table 2.0c: autonomy (introductives) 
 

 Plato Lysias Total 
Introductive particles    

ka€ 0 / 3691 (0.0%) 0 / 2521 (0.0%) 0 / 6212 (0.0%) 
oÈd° / mhd° 0 / 235 (0.0%) 1 / 239 (0.4%) 1 / 474 (0.2%) 

≥ 0 / 657 (0.0%) 0 / 399 (0.0%) 0 / 1056 (0.0%) 
other 9 / 988 (0.9%) 0 / 534 (0.0%) 9 / 1522 (0.6%) 

Interrogatives 78 / 1020 (7.6%) 0 / 215 (0.0%) 78 / 1235 (6.3%) 
Simple negatives 8 / 1770 (0.5%) 1 / 1307 (0.1%) 9 / 3077 (0.3%) 
Relatives 2 / 3027 (0.1%) 10 / 2755 (0.4%) 12 / 5782 (0.2%) 
Interjections 137 / 680 (20.1%) 1 / 305 (0.3%) 138 / 985 (14.0%) 
    

Table 2.0d: autonomy (introductives), /p/ and /q/ invisible 
 

 Plato Lysias Total 
Introductive particles    

ka€ 0 / 3691 (0.0%) 0 / 2521 (0.0%) 0 / 6212 (0.0%) 
oÈd° / mhd° 0 / 235 (0.0%) 1 / 239 (0.4%) 1 / 474 (0.2%) 

≥ 0 / 657 (0.0%) 0 / 399 (0.0%) 0 / 1056 (0.0%) 
other 72 / 988 (7.3%) 26 / 534 (4.9%) 98 / 1522 (6.4%) 

Interrogatives 345 / 1020 (33.8%) 2 / 215 (0.9%) 347 / 1235 (28.1%) 
Simple negatives 53 / 1770 (3.0%) 9 / 1307 (0.7%) 62 / 3077 (2.0%) 
Relatives 13 / 3027 (0.4%) 21 / 2755 (0.8%) 34 / 5782 (0.6%) 
Interjections 161 / 680 (23.7%) 6 / 305 (2.0%) 167 / 985 (17.0%) 
    
/q/- particles and /p/-prepositives have been excluded  

What is important with respect to the above data is the fact that -despite the strong tendency 
for punctuation practice to take most of the words under scrutiny with the following 
segment- many of them can still inherently be autonomous. Of course, the contexts in which 
this can be the case are different from one sub-class to another, as will be shown here below.  

(a) The large number of autonomous introductives in Plato as compared to Lysias (cf. Table 
2.0a and Table 2.0b above), is obviously due to the very frequent occurrences of 
‘interjections’ like “Na€”, “E‰en”, “F°re”, etc., typical of dialogue. Likewise, the relatively 
high frequency of autonomous interrogatives is due to the specific features of the genre 
‘Socratic dialogue’.  

(b)  Interrogatives and negatives can be utterance-autonomous, and are quite frequently colon-
autonomous, e.g. Plato Cra. 390b SV. T€w; / ERM. ÑO kiyaristÆw. — Plato Tht. 145a SV. âH 
oÔn zvgrafikÚw YeÒdvrow; / YEAI. OÎx, ˜son g° me efid°nai. The large difference between 
Plato and Lysias is obviously due to the fact that Platonic dialogue (as opposed to the 
monologues of Lysias) allows for many short questions and answers. Otherwise, negatives 
and interrogatives are separated from the following word in the following cases:  
-  if they are followed by a coordinated autonomous constituent: Plato Plt. 310d P«w, ka‹ 

diå t€; — Plato Tht. 149e OÎk, éllå t∞w aÈt∞w.  
-  if they are followed by a subordinate clause: Plato Tht. 205a Pãlin dÆ, ˜per êrti 

§pexe€roun, oÈk, e‡per ≤ sullabØ mØ tå stoixe›ã §stin, énãgkh aÈtØn mØ …w m°rh 
¶xein •aut∞w tå stoixe›a, µ taÈtÚn oÔsan aÈto›w ımo€vw §ke€noiw gnvstØn e‰nai; — 
Plato Tht. 165b OÎk, efi tÚ ırçn ge §p€stasyai yÆseiw.  
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- if they are followed by a vocative or some other short parenthesis: Plato Cra. 398e 
PÒyen, »gay°, ¶xv; — Plato Cra. 438c PÒtera, Œ êriste, tå §p‹ tØn stãsin êgonta µ 
tå §p‹ tØn forãn; — cf. also Plato Tht. 200a — Plato Plt. 257c — Plato Plt. 262b — 
Plato Plt. 280a Po€vn, efip°, suggen«n; 

(c) Introductive particles (here including interrogative particles) are typically not utterance-
autonomous, although they can be colon-autonomous; cf. the case of markers like ‘but’ in 
spoken English, which can sometimes constitute a separate intonation unit. In only a few 
contexts introductive particles are presented as separate cola by editorial punctuation:  
-  if they are followed by a subordinate clause (incl. elliptical and parenthetical ones), e.g. 

Plato Cra. 415a éll', ˜per nundØ e‰pon, ... — Plato Sph. 258a OÈkoËn, …w ¶oiken, ... ; 
-  if they are followed by a vocative or another parenthetical expression, e.g. Plato Tht. 

143c ÉAllã, pa›, lab¢ tÚ bibl€on ka‹ l°ge. — Lysias 1,28 éll', Œ êndrew, o‰mai ka‹ 
Ímçw efid°nai ˜ti ... .  

As is already evident from a simple comparison between the two tables above, combinations 
of an /O/-particle and a /q/-particle are more frequently separated from a following word 
than introductive particles standing alone. In the corpus, the colon-autonomous introductive 
particles and autonomous combinations of introductive particles with /q/-particles include 
the following: 
-  22 cases of ∑ gãr; as a short idiomatic question in Plato (incl. Plato Tht. 160e ∑ gãr, Œ 

Yea€thte;);  
-  10 cases of éllã alone, either followed by a subordinate clause (Plato Cra. 384c — 

Plato Cra. 415a — Plato Tht. 146b) or a vocative (Plato Tht. 143c — Plato Cra. 437d 
— Plato Tht. 166c — Plato Sph. 243e — Lysias 1,28), to which the following cases 
without editorial punctuation could be added: éll' o‰mai in Plato Tht. 180b and Plato 
Plt. 285d and 3 more cases of éllã followed by an oath or curse (Plato Tht. 185d 
ÉAllå må D€a, Œ S≈kratew, ... — Plato Tht. 161a éllå prÚw ye«n ... — Lysias 19,54 
éllå prÚw ye«n ÉOlump€vn, Œ êndrew dikasta€, ... ); 

-  13 cases of combinations of éllã + a /q/-particle, all followed by a vocative: 7 times 
éllå gãr (4 in Lysias); 2 times ÉAllå m°ntoi (both Plato Tht.); 1 case of ÉAllå d∞ta 
(Plato Cra. 410e), 1 of ÉAllå m¢n dÆ (Plato Cra. 428b), 1 of ÉAllå mÆn (Plato Tht. 
188a), and 1 of ÉAllã toi (Plato Tht. 171c);  

-  1 case of étãr (Plato Tht. 154d étãr, …w ¶oiken, ...);  
-  28 cases of combinations of ka€ with one or more /q/-particles, all followed by a 

vocative: 14 cases of ka‹ m¢n dÆ (2 in Plato), 5 cases of ka‹ mÆn (all in Plato), 5 cases of 
ka€toi (all in Lysias), 2 cases of ka‹ gãr (Plato Tht. 179e — Plato Sph. 259d), 1 of ka‹ 
går dÆ (Plato Tht. 203b) and 1 of ka‹ gãr toi (Lysias 30,4). To these one can add a 
case of ka€ alone followed by a curse, though no editorial punctuation occurs: Plato Tht. 
155c Ka‹ nØ toÁw yeoÊw ge, Œ S≈kratew, ... ; to these, cases may be added in which ka€ 
is followed by an oath or curse formula (whether this formula is taken as a separate 
colon or as forming one colon with the particle), e.g.: Plato Tht. 155c Ka‹ nØ toÁw 
yeoÊw ge, Œ S≈kratew, Íperfu«w …w yaumãzv t€ pot' §st‹ taËta, ... ; 

-  2 cases of îr' oÔn (Plato Cra. 389d — Plato Sph. 216a), 1 case of îrã ge (Plato Plt. 
267c) and 1 case of simple îra (Plato Tht. 202d) followed by a vocative; 1 case of 
simple îra followed by a subordinate clause (Plato Plt. 296d); to these the following 
two cases can be added in which simple îra is followed by an exclamation without 
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editorial punctuation: Plato Tht. 152c âAr' oÔn prÚw Xar€tvn ... — Plato Sph. 221d 
âAr' Œ prÚw ye«n ±gnoÆkamen téndrÚw tÚn êndra ˆnta suggen∞;  

-  6 cases of oÈkoËn followed either by a vocative (Plato Tht. 170a — Plato Tht. 183b), by 
a subordinate clause (Plato Cra. 407d — Plato Sph. 258a — Plato Plt. 259c), or a short 
parenthesis (Plato Tht. 195d "OÈkoËn," fhs€, ...);  

-  2 cases of e‰ta: Plato Tht. 149a E‰ta, Œ katag°laste, oÈk ékÆkoaw …w §g≈ efimi ÍÚw 
ma€aw ... — Lysias 12,26 E‰t' Œ sxetli≈tate pãntvn, ... (sic: no punctuation);  

-  1 case of toigãrtoi (Plato Tht. 174b Toigãrtoi, Œ f€le, ...), 1 case of m«n (Plato 244b 
m«n, Œ pa›, t‹ plhmmelÆsomen;), 1 case with oÈd° (Lysias 13,15 oÈd', Àw fas€ tinew, 
...) and even 1 case of ≥ followed by a curse, without editorial punctuation (Plato Sph. 
253c µ prÚw DiÚw §lãyomen efiw tØn t«n §leuy°rvn §mpesÒntew §pistÆmhn, ...).  

Word order considerations seem to indicate that these particles may be colon-autonomous in 
many other cases, in which editorial punctuation does not separate them from the following 
word, especially in those cases in which the particle has scope over (‘is the common ground 
for’) a complex structure. Cf. e.g. the following instances: Plato Cra. 406d OÈkoËn | tÚ m¢n 
ßteron ˆnoma aÈt∞w oÈ xalepÚn efipe›n di' ˘ ke›tai. — Lysias 3,44 oÈ går toË aÈtoË moi 
doke› e‰nai §rçn te ka‹ sukofante›n, éllå | tÚ m¢n t«n eÈhyest°rvn, | tÚ d¢ t«n 
panourgotãtvn. — Plato Cra. 386d OÈkoËn | efi | mÆte pçsi pãnta §st‹n ımo€vw ëma ka‹ 
ée€, | mÆte •kãstƒ fid€& ßkaston [t«n ˆntvn §st€n], | d∞lon dØ ˜ti ... — Lysias 12,82 éllå 
går | efi tå xrÆmata tå fanerå dhmeÊsaite, | kal«w ín ¶xoi ... 
Many more examples can be found in Fraenkel’s contributions, whenever he deals with what 
he calls ‘Kurzkola’ (see section 0.1.3 above). Of course, these fronted markers can in real 
life performance be realized as merged with the following colon (‘sandhi’).  
Note that ≥  and ka €  have a number of uses in which they cannot be expected to constitute a 
separate colon. The adverbial uses of ka€ can safely be viewed as prepositive (clinging to the 
word or constituent it applies to) and when it occurs as linking two closely related concepts 
(esp. in the collocation ... te ka€ ...) it is evidently non-autonomous as well (as in Plato Cra. 
396a ı êrxvn te ka‹ basileÁw t«n pãntvn). Likewise, ≥ can hardly be argued to be 
autonomous in Plato Plt. 286b =ñvn d' §n to›w §lãttosin ≤ mel°th pantÚw p°ri mçllon µ 
per‹ tå me€zv. Still, as has been argued by Fraenkel, even these particles in some cases have 
scope over complex structures and may then be argued to make up a separate colon, as in the 
following examples: Plato Cra. 387b-c PÒteron oÔn | √ ên tƒ dokª lekt°on e‰nai, | taÊt˙ 
l°gvn | Ùry«w l°jei, | µ | §ån m¢n √ p°fuke tå prãgmata l°gein te ka‹ l°gesyai ka‹ ⁄, | 
taÊt˙ ka‹ toÊtƒ l°g˙, | pl°on t° ti poiÆsei ka‹ §re›: | ín d¢ mÆ, | §jamartÆseta€ te ka‹ 
oÈd¢n poiÆsei; — Lysias 18,20 Ka‹ | efi m¢n •vrçte, | Œ êndrew dikasta€, | sƒzÒmena tª 
pÒlei tå ÍpÚ toÊtvn dhmeuÒmena, | suggn≈mhn ín e‡xomen: | nËn d' ... 

 (d)  Relatives, including subordinating conjunctions (complementizers, indirect interrogative 
pronouns and adverbs, etc.) can regularly make up a separate colon. Such segmentations 
often deviate considerably from punctuation practice, but actually yield plausible realization 
in a slow and deliberate tempo; even in English, in which relative pronouns and 
subordinating conjunctions can be expected to have less autonomy than the Greek 
counterpart, a word like ‘which’ or ‘if’ can easily be realized in a separate IU if heavily 
stressed and followed by a complex structure. The following examples illustrate cases in 
which the words under scrutiny are plausible cola.  
-  relative pronouns (fronted topics): Lysias 13,46 oÏw, | Œ êndrew dikasta€, | po€an 

tinå o‡esye gn≈mhn per‹ toÊtou ¶xein, µ po€an tinå ín c∞fon y°syai, ... — Plato Tht. 
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151a oÏw, | ˜tan pãlin ¶lyvsi deÒmenoi t∞w §m∞w sunous€aw ka‹ yaumastå dr«ntew, 
| §n€oiw m¢n | tÚ gignÒmenÒn moi daimÒnion épokvlÊei sune›nai, | §n€oiw d¢ §ò, | ka‹ 
pãlin otoi §pididÒasi. — Plato Tht. 163e àO dØ | e‰d° tiw, | m°mnhta€ pou §n€ote; — 
Plato Tht. 186c O d¢ | élhye€aw tiw étuxÆsei, | pot¢ toÊtou §pistÆmvn ¶stai; 

-  subordinating conjunctions: Plato Cra. 435b §pe€, | Œ b°ltiste, | efi 'y°leiw §p‹ tÚn 
ériymÚn §lye›n, pÒyen o‡ei ßjein ÙnÒmata ˜moia •n‹ •kãstƒ t«n ériym«n 
§penegke›n, ... — Lysias 13,50 "diÒti" | fhs€n | "¶doje télhy∞ efisagge›lai". — Plato 
Tht. 154c ÉEån m°n, | Œ S≈kratew, | tÚ dokoËn prÚw tØn nËn §r≈thsin épokr€nvmai, ... 
— Plato Cra. 403b ˜ti te gãr, | §peidån ëpaj tiw ≤m«n époyãn˙, ée‹ §ke› §stin, 
foboËntai, ka‹ ˜ti ≤ cuxØ gumnØ toË s≈matow par' §ke›non ép°rxetai, ka‹ toËto 
pefÒbhntai: 

The importance of these examples of autonomous /O/-introductives for the purposes of this 
study is evident: they show that some of these words can constitute separate cola in certain 
circumstances, which can serve as additional evidence when I will argue for such a status in 
cases where editorial punctuation practice does not create boundaries.  
 

(3)  /M/-mobiles can a priori be expected to be readily able to be autonomous. However, this 
class is not entirely homogeneous for the present purposes, in that it includes a wide range of 
non-lexicals (including ‘preferentials’). A few aspects of the behavior of these words 
(including the matter of autonomy) will be investigated in section 5 below.  
 

(4) Introductives and mobiles (but also prepositives) seem to be more autonomous if followed 
by a /q/-particle. One could say that these particles “make” the word they cling to 
phonologically and informationally “heavier”,81 but it is perhaps more correct to say that the 
particles only ‘mark’ (or ‘make explicit’) the particular reason why the word is 
informationally prominent in the context.  
 
 

 2.1 Introductivity 
 
/O/-introductives are defined as words that by virtue of their intrinsic lexical features are 
bound to take P1, as the result of grammatical rules and not as the result of some statistical 
tendency due to specific though frequent uses of these words (contrast below section 5, on 
‘preferentials’), i.e. the occurrence of an /O/-introductive (say: an interrogative) elsewhere 
than in P1 needs to be explained, whereas in the case of preferential mobiles the fact that 
these words occur so often in P1 needs an explanation. 
Three kinds of such words can be distinguished, according to the reason for which they are 
fronted, i.e. the specific function that causes their P1-tendency:  
(i)  words marking grammatical subordination: ‘relatives’, in the broad sense adopted 

here (following Dover), i.e. including relative adverbs and/or subordinating 
conjunctions;  

(ii)  words marking grammatical coordination: introductive connective particles, such as 
éllã, étãr, ≥, ka€, ka€toi, oÈd°, mhd°, oÎte, mÆte, oÎkoun, e‰ta; 

                                                             
81 For the issue of how phonological heaviness (“substance”) affects appositivity, see Devine & 
Stephens 1994, 346 et passim.  
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(iii)  illocutionary markers, indicating the kind of ‘speech act’ that is realized by the 
segment introduced by them: interrogatives and affirmatives (both the particles ∑, 
îra, oÈkoËn, m«n and the interrogative pronouns/adverbs), negatives, and vocative 
and exclamatory particles (here called ‘interjections’, for the sake of convenience but 
admittedly somewhat inappropriately).  

The position of all these introductives can easily be formulated in syntactic terms. However, 
for our purposes, what is important is the fact that the syntactic domains these words 
introduce as a rule coincide with ‘cola’, as opposed to e.g. the syntactic domains introduced 
by articles or prepositions, which -obviously- do not necessarily coincide with a colon.  
In this case the number of relevant occurrences is sufficiently high to allow for an indirect 
quantitative approach as described in section 1.2.2 above. Two probabilities can be 
compared:  
(i) the observed data in Table 2.1a here below are the number of occurrences of each 

sub-class of the /O/-introductives in P1 divided by the total number of occurrences of 
this word class;  

(ii)  the expected values are the number of words of any class occurring in P1 divided by 
the total number of words. 

If there is no significant difference between both values, the words classes under scrutiny 
can be argued to have no particular tendency towards P1.  

Table 2.1a: P1-tendencies of introductives 
 

 Plato Lysias Total 
Introductive 
particles 

2007/5571 (36.0%) 1494/3693 (40.5%) 3501/9264 (37.8%) 

ka€ 903 / 3691 (24.5%) 851 / 2521 (33.8%) 1754/6212 (28.2%) 
oÈd° / mhd° 81 / 235 (34.5%) 95 / 239 (39.7%) 176 / 474 (37.1%) 

≥ 200 / 657 (30.4%) 88 / 399 (22.1%) 288 / 1056 (27.3%) 
other 823 / 988 (83.3%) 460 / 534 (86.1%) 1283/1522 (84.3%) 

Interrogatives 831 / 1020 (81.4%) 178 / 215 (82.8%) 1009/1235 (81.7%) 
Simple negatives 722 / 1770 (40.8%) 615 / 1307 (47.1%) 1337/3077 (43.5%) 
Relatives 1403/3027 (46.3%) 1557/2755 (56.5%) 2960/5782 (51.2%) 
Interjections 667 / 680 (98.1%) 303 / 305 (99.3%) 970 / 985 (98.5%) 
    
/q/-particles and /p/-prepositives have been excluded  
 

expected    
[ X  11098 / 73404 (15.1%) 7516 / 56222 (13.4%) 18614/129626 (14.4%) 
    
any word = /X/ 
 

(1)  According to the criteria formulated in section 1.2.2 above all these words (except for ≥) 
show a considerable P1-tendency (as was to be expected), though to different extents. 
However, in all these cases, a more or less important number of exceptional instances 
remains to be dealt with.  

(a) The extremely high scores for what I have called ‘interjections’ (mostly Œ+vocative; 
nÆ/mã+accusative) are trivial and depend on orthographic convention (the only exceptions 
involve clusters of introductives, e.g. (ka‹) (na‹) må D€a). Note that -apart from punctuation 
conventions- the status of short parentheses (such as vocatives) is ambiguous: in some cases 
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they do not seem to have the status of a separate colon, but rather seem to show a particle-
like behavior themselves (see section 10.2.5 below).  

(b) The very high scores for the ‘other introductive particles’ (i.e. éllã, oÎkoun, etc.) are an 
obvious result of the fact that their specific function is to mark discourse segmentation and 
that they hence strongly correlate with punctuation; many of the exceptions are due to cases 
in which short constituents are coordinated by means of éllã (e.g. Plato Plt. 303b …w oÈk 
ˆntaw politikoÁw éllå stasiastikoÊw) in which case editors habitually do not punctuate.  

(c)  However, some highly frequent introductive particles quite often occur in a late position 
without being exceptional: ka €  and oÈd°/mhd°  both allow for two kinds of uses that do not 
immediately correlate with punctuation: (1) their so-called ‘adverbial use’, (2) their use as a 
coordinator between short constituents (as in X te ka‹ Y, or e.g. Plato Cra. 393d toË E ka‹ 
toË U ka‹ toË O ka‹ toË V). Likewise, ≥ is frequently used as a comparison marker and in 
that use mostly clings closely to the comparative (as in mçllon ≥).  

(d)  Interrogatives (both particles and pronouns and adverbs) deviate from the expected P1 in 
two obvious cases: (i) trivial is the case of indirect questions (e.g. Lysias 34,6 E‰ta 
toioÊtvn ≤m›n ÍparxÒntvn §rvt«si t€w ¶stai svthr€a tª pÒlei ...) in which editorial 
punctuation usually does not delimitate a separate segment (cf. (e) here below, on relatives); 
(ii) in many instances the interrogative clause starts with fronted material, which constitutes 
a separate colon; many cases of such fronting involve topics or markers (see paragraph (2) 
here below).  

(e)  In the case of the relatives (here including adverbial relatives and subordinating 
conjunctions), which almost by definition introduce a finite clause, a strong correlation with 
P1 defined in terms of the colon is to be expected. In spoken language, the beginnings of 
relative clauses quite often -but by no means always- coincide with intonation unit 
boundaries, though of course a distinction should be made between restrictive and non-
restrictive relative clauses, different kinds of adverbial clauses and complement clauses and 
perhaps also between final or internal positions of the respective clauses (for the complexity 
of such a categorization, see Croft 1995). Matters of actual phonetic realization set aside, for 
the purposes of our analysis it can be safely assumed that a finite clause introduced by a 
relative counts as a colon in the relevant sense. Orthographic convention is then a major, 
though trivial, factor.  

(f)  Note that the simple negatives, which at first sight and from the point of view of modern 
languages have no special connection with P1, show remarkably high scores for P1 (up to 
47% in Lysias). These scores can be considerably augmented if one takes into account the 
cases in which the negative introduces a separate colon (see here below).  
 

(2) As indicated already, a number of exceptions to the P1-rule for /O/-introductives is due to 
the fact that editorial punctuation does not coincide with the linguistically relevant 
segmentation into cola. In a considerable number of cases the introductive is preceded by 
one or more of the most common fronted constituents.  

(a) Most instances of ‘deferred’ interrogatives are preceded by either a fronted topic or a 
fronted marker: Plato Cra. 394c ka‹ "ÉArx°pol€w" ge | t«n m¢n grammãtvn | t€ §pikoinvne›; 
— Plato Cra. 410b ı d¢ dØ éØr | îrã ge, Œ ÑErmÒgenew, ˜ti a‡rei tå épÚ t∞w g∞w, "éØr" 
k°klhtai; µ ˜ti ée‹ =e›; — Plato Tht. 142c étår | p«w oÈk aÈtoË Megaro› kat°luen; — 
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Lysias 22,18 ka€toi | p«w ín oÈ yaumastÚn e‡h. — Plato Plt. 284e éllå | t€ dØ tÚ metå 
toËto;  

(b) Likewise, negatives are very often preceded by a fronted topic and then introduce the 
comment corresponding to this topic, which may in its turn be preceded by other fronted 
constituents (for ‘multiple fronting’, see section 10.2.4(6) below). This applies to the simple 
negatives, but also to oÎte and oÈd° (as well as to complex negatives like oÈde€w, see section 
5.1 below): Lysias 10,1 MartÊrvn m¢n | oÈk épor€an moi ¶sesyai dok« ... — Plato Tht. 
154d ≤ m¢n går gl«tta | én°legktow ≤m›n ¶stai, | ≤ d¢ frØn | oÈk én°legktow. — Lysias 
26,4 §g∆ d¢ | prÚw toÊtouw toÁw lÒgouw | oÈ xalepÚn o‰mai énteipe›n: — Plato Tht. 203b 
ka‹ går dÆ, | Œ S≈kratew, | tÒ te s›gma | t«n éf≈nvn §st€, | cÒfow tiw mÒnon, | oÂon 
surittoÊshw t∞w gl≈tthw: | toË d' aÔ b∞ta | oÎte fvnØ | oÎte cÒfow, | oÈd¢ t«n ple€stvn 
stoixe€vn. — Plato Sph. 253e ÉAllå mØn | tÒ ge dialektikÚn | oÈk êllƒ d≈seiw, | …w 
§gŸmai, | plØn t“ kayar«w te ka‹ dika€vw filosofoËnti.  

(c) Subordinate clauses introduced by relative pronouns, indirect interrogatives or 
subordinating conjunctions seem to be cola by default in that ên, ti and other postpositives 
invariably take P2 in the subordinate clause if they grammatically belong in it; in real life 
performance some of these subordinate clauses (especially complement clauses and relative 
clauses) may be realized in a single IU with the matrix verb resp. with the antecedent NP, 
but there seems to be no means to verify this in Greek written texts; hence, I will -trivially- 
assume that these clauses are autonomous cola.  
Still, one plausible exceptional pattern can be distinguished: when a complementizer 
introduces a complex structure (i.e. has scope over several cola) and the matrix verb is 
fronted along with the complementizer, it can be argued that matrix verb plus 
complementizer together constitute a separate colon, having scope over the same number of 
cola, as in the following examples (see also section 2.2 below):82 Lysias 18,20 nËn d' | 
§p€stasye ˜ti | tå m¢n aÈt«n ÍpÚ toÊtvn éfan€zetai, | tå d¢ polloË êjia ˆnta Ùl€gou 
piprãsketai. — Plato Tht. 199a BoÊlei oÔn l°gvmen ˜ti | t«n m¢n Ùnomãtvn oÈd¢n ≤m›n 
m°lei, ˜p˙ tiw xa€rei ßlkvn tÚ §p€stasyai ka‹ manyãnein, | §peidØ d¢ …risãmeya ßteron 
m°n ti tÚ kekt∞syai tØn §pistÆmhn, ßteron d¢ tÚ ¶xein, ˘ m°n tiw ¶kthtai mØ kekt∞syai 
édÊnatÒn famen e‰nai, Àste oÈd°pote sumba€nei ˜ tiw o‰den mØ efid°nai, ceud∞ m°ntoi 
dÒjan oÂÒn t' e‰nai per‹ aÈtoË labe›n; These complementizers introducing a complex 
subordinate clause of course still can be trivially argued to constitute separate cola on their 
own.  
 

(3)  For all /O/-introductives, many occurrences that do not take P1 are due to clusters of /O/-
introductives which in orthographic practice are almost never separated from each other:  
-  1931 strings of the form /O O/ occur in the corpus (1083 in Plato, 848 in Lysias), of 

which 1281 are of the form /[ O O/ (681 in Plato, 600 in Lysias);  
-  among these, 120 are of the form /O O O/ (66 in Plato, 54 in Lysias), of which 103 

actually /[ O O O/ (53 in Plato, 50 in Lysias).  

                                                             
82 Cf. also e.g. Plato Cra. 413e d∞lon oÔn ˜ti oÈ pãs˙ =oª ≤ §nant€a =oØ éndre€a §st€n, éllå tª 
parå tÚ d€kaion =eoÊs˙: ... . Examples with d∞lon as matrix predicate are interesting in this context 
because the collocation with ˜ti has become lexicalized as dhlonÒti, which proves that the collocation 
of a matrix predicate + the subordinating conjunction introducing its complement can form a close unit.  
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Table 2.1b splits up 1884 83 clusters of more than one /O/-introductive according to the 
different sub-types, as follows:  
-  all sequences are represented as combinations of two adjacent /O/, e.g. an occurrence of 

éll' oÈk efi counts as (i) an occurrence of an introductive particle + a simple negative; 
and (ii) an occurrence of a simple negative + a relative;  

-  the leftmost column indicates the preceding introductive and the top row the following 
introductive, e.g. there are 347 occurrences of the combination relative+simple negative 
in that order, and 70 occurrences of relative+relative.  

Table 2.1b: Clusters of introductives 
 

 oÈ/mÆ  relatives ka€ inter-
rogatives 

oÈd°/ 
mhd° 

≥  inter-
jections 

intro-
ductive 
particles 

total 

relatives 347 70 144 10 40 5 1  617 

ka€ 167 245  58 10  1 3 484 
introductive 
particles 

99 90 92 22 13 5 5  326 

interrogatives 100 25 46 7 3 1   182 
≥  53 57 32 30 2    174 
oÈ/mÆ  13 39 14 1   3  70 
oÈd°/mhd° 1 28       29 
interjections       2  2 

total 780 554 328 128 68 11 12 3 1884 
          

For the present purposes, no really insightful conclusions can be drawn from these data; still, 
the following facts can be noted:  
-  relatives are very prone to enter into a cluster, both following and preceding other 

introductives;  
-  negatives tend to follow rather than precede other introductives;  
-  introductive particles are overwhelmingly more frequent as the first member of a 

cluster, as compared with a later position, and do not cluster with each other, except for 
ka€, due to its ‘adverbial’ use;  

-  interjections are -unsurprisingly- never followed by another introductive;  
-  oÈd°/mhd° hardly ever precedes other introductives (except for relatives).  

A generalized treatment of all such clusters of introductives does not seem to be available, 
beyond a few rather loosely formulated observations:  
-  with sequences of relatives, an analysis in which every relative is colon-initial is in 

principle always possible, although of course in actual realization intonational sandhi 
may always occur; the choice for one analysis rather than another is trivial;  

                                                             
83 The difference between 1884 and the number 1931 above is due to (i) a different treatment of 
textcritical problems in the detailed calculation as compared to the gross one; (ii) a co-occurrence of a 
few idiosyncratic features of the coding system (see section 1.2.1 above). Most importantly, a few 
marginal sub-classes of the /O/-introductives (e.g. special uses of relatives such as …w and kayãper as 
comparison markers, and idiomatic use of oÂÒw te). In the detailed numbers of Table 2.2b, most dubious 
cases have been automatically omitted.  
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-  clusters of introductive particles can be expected to be more liable to formula-
formation (cf. the treatment of such clusters in Denniston 1934/1950 and see section 6.2 
below);  

-  special mention can be made of adverbial ka €  and oÈd°/mhd° , which can follow any 
word (incl. introductives) without there being any necessity to posit a segment 
boundary; thus several tens of instances of éllå ka‹ (cf. also the cluster ka‹ dØ ka€) 
and of relatives followed by ka€ (e.g. efi ka€ ..., but also cases like Plato Cra. 398a ˜ti 
ka‹ ≤mçw fhsin sidhroËn e‰nai g°now) can be retrieved;  

-  clusters involving illocutionary markers like âH ka€ and âAr' oÈ can be analyzed as 
unitary clusters but it is not a priori clear whether they should be analyzed as a separate 
colon or taken with the next colon, cf. e.g. Plato Tht. 171d âH ka‹ taÊt˙ ín mãlista 
·stasyai tÚn lÒgon, √ ≤me›w Ípegrãcamen bohyoËntew PrvtagÒr&, …w tå m¢n pollå 
√ doke›, taÊt˙ ka‹ ¶stin •kãstƒ, ... Plato Plt. 283d âAr' oÈ katå fÊsin doke› soi tÚ 
me›zon mhdenÚw •t°rou de›n me›zon l°gein µ toË §lãttonow, ka‹ toÎlatton aÔ toË 
me€zonow ¶latton, êllou d¢ mhdenÒw; In both cases one might argue that ka€ resp. oÈ 
can be interpreted so as to belong with the next constituent, but in other cases (see here 
below) the cluster as a whole seems to have a much wider scope.  

For instance, in Lysias 14,1 Àste ka‹ efi mÆ tiw fid€& édikoÊmenow Íp' aÈtoË tugxãnei, ..., 
‘Àste’ could easily be analyzed as a separate colon; for ka‹ efi mÆ (with adverbial ka€) an 
analysis as one cluster seems to inescapable (cf. a more or less exact parallel in Plato Tht. 
192e OÈkoËn ka‹ ì mØ o‰de, ...).  
Note however that the notion of scope -again- can play a decisive role in the argument: if an 
/O/-introductive occurring in a cluster has a wider scope than the following one, it becomes 
more plausible that the first one constitutes a separate colon, as in the following examples in 
which the first introductive obviously has scope over a larger discourse segment than the 
following one: Plato Cra. 391c ÉAll' | efi mØ aÔ se taËta ér°skei, | par' ÑOmÆrou xrØ 
manyãnein ka‹ parå t«n êllvn poiht«n. — Plato Tht. 171c OÈkoËn | §peidØ 
émfisbhte›tai ÍpÚ pãntvn, | oÈden‹ ín e‡h ≤ PrvtagÒrou ÉAlÆyeia élhyÆw, oÎte tin‹ 
êllƒ oÎt' aÈt“ §ke€nƒ. — Lysias 24,6 prÒsodow d° moi oÈk ¶stin êllh plØn taÊthw, | ∂n 
| §ån éf°lhsy° me, | kinduneÊsaim' ín ÍpÚ tª dusxerestãt˙ gen°syai tÊx˙. — Plato Sph. 
224b T∞w dØ cuxemporik∞w taÊthw | îr' oÈ | tÚ m¢n | §pideiktikØ dikaiÒtata l°goit' ên, | 
tÚ d¢ | gelo€ƒ m¢n oÈx ∏tton toË prÒsyen, | ˜mvw d¢ | mayhmãtvn oÔsan prçsin aÈtØn 
édelf“ tini t∞w prãjevw ÙnÒmati proseipe›n énãgkh;  
 
 

 2.2 Prepositivity  
 
Prepositivity is defined as the impossibility for a word to take P-ult. According to this 
definition, and as observed by Dover, both our /p/-prepositives (article and preposition) and 
some of our /O/-introductives could qualify as prepositive.  
 

(1) For our /p/-prepositives (article and prepositions) all exceptions are trivial category shifts:  
-  with the prepositions, there is the obvious exception of anastrophe, in which case the 

words in question should not be categorized as prepositions; 149 instances of 
anastrophe have been counted in the corpus (91 in Plato, 58 in Lysias), of which 26 in 
ultimate position (18 in Plato, 8 in Lysias);  
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-  with ı, ≤, tÒ, the corpus yields only 5 exceptions, all of which involve an idiomatic use 
of pronominal ı: 3 instances of idioms of the type tÚn ka‹ tÒn (Lysias 19,59; Lysias 
1,23; Plato Sph. 244e, a quotation of Parmenides), and 2 contrasts (Lysias 2,9 Íp¢r m¢n 
t«n,... Íp¢r d¢ t«n •t°rvn,... — Plato Tht. 166b mçllon d¢ tÚn e‰na€ tina éll' oÈx‹ 
toÊw); many occurrences of non-prepositive ı could be added to this list if one takes 
into account the instances of pronominal ı + particle, a combination that seems to have 
introductive status (e.g. Plato Tht. 193b oÎte gign≈skvn oÎte égno«n êmfv, oÎte tÚn 
m°n, tÚn d¢ oÈ gign≈skvn: ).  

 
(2) In the sense of Dover’s definition (prepositives are never clause-final), some introductives 

are prepositive.  

(a) However, the problem of what is to be considered the relevant segment is at issue. If one 
takes the colon as the relevant segment, many of the introductives can be (colon-) 
autonomous and hence non-prepositive:  
-  Interrogatives, negatives and introductive particles can be (colon-)autonomous (see 

section 2.0 above) and are hence -trivially- not inherently prepositive in the strict sense 
of Dover’s definition.  

-  Relatives (incl. subordinating conjunctions and indirect interrogatives) do regularly 
occur utterance-finally if they constitute by themselves an elliptical subordinated 
sentence (e.g. Plato Sph. 219e L°ge ˜p˙.). Furthermore, they occur at the end of a 
segment if the clause they introduce contains one or more embedded finite clauses or 
coordinated structures; in these cases punctuation practice fluctuates (probably 
reflecting plausible realization in performance): sometimes the relative is taken with the 
previous colon, esp. when this consists of a verbum dicendi or sentiendi, as in Lysias 
25,25 eÔ går e‡sesye ˜ti, ì m¢n otoi sumbouleÊousin, oÈdep≈pote Ím›n 
§lusit°lhsen, ... ; in other cases, the relative can be fully colon-autonomous (e.g. 
Lysias 2,81 o·tinew, §peidØ ynht«n svmãtvn ¶tuxon, éyãnaton mnÆmhn diå tØn 
éretØn aÍt«n kat°lipon:); see sections 2.0 and 2.1, and section 0.1.3 on Kurzkola.  

(b) Still, a number of /O/-introductives can be expected to be prepositive in the sense of 
‘clinging to the next regular word’ in at least some of their uses:  
-  Simple negatives can be argued to cling to a negated word, especially when they do not 

negate a proposition as a whole, but only a single notion in it (as in the English 
expression “non-autonomous”); cf. the notion of ‘special’ (as opposed to ‘nexal’) 
negatives or ‘word negatives’ (as opposed to ‘sentence negatives’) in Moorehouse 1959; 
also cf. the fact that oÈ is treated as a proclitic in traditional accentuation practice. This 
is evidently the case in expressions like tÚ mØ ˆn as a philosophical notion, but also in 
many other cases, like Lysias 22,17 nËn d¢ | p«w oÈ deinå ín dÒjaite poie›n, efi .... or 
Lysias 16,10 ÉEg∆ går | pr«ton m¢n | oÈs€aw moi oÈ poll∞w kataleifye€shw diå tåw 
sumforåw | ka‹ tåw toË patrÚw | ka‹ tåw t∞w pÒlevw, ... . As a matter of fact, the 
distinction between ‘nexal’ and ‘special’ negatives is a problematic one, as is also 
shown by the fact that even complex negatives like oÈde€w typically behave like any 
other negative (see section 5.1 below). The only clear cases of oÈ not clinging to the 
next word are those in which the negative is fronted and forms a separate colon (see 
section 2.0 above), and has scope over a complex sentence (often a rhetorical question), 
as in Lysias 29,3 oÈ | t«n m¢n Ímet°rvn ~ polit«n ~ aÈtÚn §jÆgage, | t«n d' aÍtoË 
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xrhmãtvn tam€an §po€hse, ka‹ tÚ teleuta›on triÆrarxon aÈtÚn kat°sthse; or in the 
combination âAr' oÈ discussed here above in section 2.1.  

-  The ‘adverbial’ uses of ka €  and oÈd°  can be expected to be prepositive with respect 
to the following word, as in the following examples: Plato Cra. 398a ˜ti ka‹ ≤mçw 
fhsin sidhroËn e‰nai g°now — Plato Cra. 429c PÒteron oÈd¢ ceÊdetai ˜tan tiw fª 
ÑErmog°nh aÈtÚn e‰nai; mØ går oÈd¢ toËto aÔ ¬, tÚ toËton fãnai ÑErmog°nh e‰nai, efi 
mØ ¶stin; — Plato Cra. 394e ... e‡te tiw tÊxh ¶yeto aÈt“ tÚ ˆnoma e‡te ka‹ poihtÆw 
tiw, ... — Plato Sph. 261b Yarre›n, Œ Yea€thte, xrØ tÚn ka‹ smikrÒn ti dunãmenon efiw 
tÚ prÒsyen ée‹ proÛ°nai.  

-  The subordinator …w  (which -according to traditional orthography- is always proclitic, 
even when it introduces a complex complement clause) is plausibly prepositive if it is a 
comparison marker introducing a simple constituent, as in Lysias 24,2 efi d' …w §xyrÚn 
•autoË me timvre›tai, | ceÊdetai. 

-  Trivially, interjections like Œ introducing a vocative and mã introducing an oath cling 
to the next word like a genuine prepositive.  

 
(3) Generally speaking, whether an introductive is realized as a prepositive, clinging to the 

following word, depends on its ‘heaviness’ in the context, which in turn can depend on 
performance factors such as tempo (see the discussion on sandhi in section 0.2.2 above).  
One of the factors which determine the heaviness of an /O/-introductive is its scope: if it has 
scope over a long or complex discourse segment, i.e. if it marks a relatively important 
boundary, it is more likely to be realized as an autonomous word; conversely, if it applies to 
only a very small discourse segment (or a mere word), it can show prepositive-like 
behavior.84 Likewise, in some circumstances even articles (normally always /p/-prepositive) 
seem to be heavier than would normally be the case. Especially articles introducing a 
participial (or infinitival) construction seem to behave not unlike relatives: they seem to be 
able to carry a clitic (see section 2.4.1 below) and even to have a certain degree of colon-
autonomy (see section 2.4.2 below).85  
 
 

 2.3 Postpositivity  
 
The class of postpositives is defined by their inability to take P1. Our corpus database shows 
only 9 exceptional instances.86  
                                                             
84 For instance, the particle éllã, which has been shown to be autonomous in many cases, is probably 
prepositive in Plato Sph. 267e ı går sofistØw | oÈk §n to›w efidÒsin ∑n | éll' §n to›w mimoum°noiw dÆ. 
Note that the collocation oÈk... éllã... here opposes two short constituents and that both introductives 
have scope over only these simple constituents.  
85 Also note that, as has been shown in section 2.0 above (esp. see Table 2.0c and 2.0d), the autonomy 
of some introductives increases considerably if they are followed by one or more /q/-particles. Thus, 
one might argue that prepositive behavior will be more common with simple introductives and colon-
autonomy more common with introductives which reinforced by /q/-particles. However, no definite rule 
can be posited. Devine & Stephens 1994 (346 et passim) focus exclusively on the phonological 
substance of the non-lexicals they investigate, without taking into account the morphological status and 
the discourse functions of the words under scrutiny; their results look dubious to me. See also section 
7.1(2) below. 
86 1 additional apparent case is due to an obvious haplography in the MS tradition, accordingly resolved 
by editorial conjecture (Plato Sph. 263d Per‹ dØ soË legÒmena, <legÒmena> m°ntoi yãtera …w tå aÈtå 
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(1) With the /q/-particles, which -plausibly- are never autonomous in Classical Greek, 

exceptions are limited to 2 cases of segment-initial aÔ, each following a short and idiomatic 
parenthesis, which might be considered postpositive itself: Plato Tht. 172a §ntaËy', e‡per 
pou, aÔ ımologÆsei sÊmboulÒn te sumboÊlou diaf°rein ...; — Plato Plt. 277d 
Parade€gmatow, Œ makãrie, aÔ moi ka‹ tÚ parãdeigma aÈtÚ ded°hken.  
 

(2)  As for the /r/-postpositives, matters are complicated by the systematic category shift due to 
the alternation of focal (mobile) and non-focal (/r/-postpositive) uses of orthographically 
indistinguishable forms.  

(a)  In the case of the initial indefinites, the instances are relatively few:  
-  in 4 of the 7 instances of initial indefinites, the opposition ‘something’ vs. ‘nothing’ is 

explicitly at issue and the word order is entirely unproblematic (Plato Tht. 163e; Plato 
Tht. 147b-c; Plato Tht. 160b; Plato Sph. 262e);  

-  in 1 other instance an ‘emphatic’ use of pot° (“will he EVER be ...?”) may be argued 
for: Plato Tht. 186c O d¢ élhye€aw tiw étuxÆsei, pot¢ toÊtou §pistÆmvn ¶stai; 
alternatively, one could argue for an interrogative reading (pÒte);  

-  2 more cases of segment-initial indefinites (which however again may be argued to be 
focal) follow short parentheses: Plato Sph. 244b m«n, Œ pa›, t‹ plhmmelÆsomen — 
Lysias 30,1 ÖHdh, Œ êndrew dikasta€, tin¢w efiw kr€sin katastãntew édike›n m¢n 
¶dojan, ...  

(b)  As for the personal pronouns and aÈt- , the matter of focality is more difficult to assess, 
because, obviously, both categories allow for a wide range of focal uses taking P1 (focalized 
pronouns can be shown to be preferential, see section 5.1 below). I will only discuss a few 
examples to illustrate the matter:  
-  There is a large number of instances of clearly focalized initial pronouns, often 

followed by a /q/-particle, and often at the beginning of an entire sentence (e.g. Lysias 
30,6 Ímçw to€nun xrÆ, Œ êndrew dikasta€, ... — Plato Tht. 195c SÁ d¢ dØ t€ 
dusxera€neiw;); these cases are unproblematic (see section 5.1 below, on 
‘preferentials’). 

-  In other cases, the pronouns are not followed by a particle, but are clearly contrasted, 
and hence focal (e.g. Plato Tht. 165a so‹ l°gv ˜p˙, µ YeaitÆtƒ).  

-  There is a mobile use of aÈt- that could be termed ‘correlative aÈt-’, and that consists 
in taking up the item referred to in a preceding relative clause (e.g. Lysias 12,100 ˜soi 
m¢n ín toÊtvn épochf€shsye, aÈt«n yãnaton katechfism°nouw ¶sesyai, ˜soi d' 
ín parå toÊtvn d€khn lãbvsin, Íp¢r aÈt«n <tås> timvr€aw pepoihm°nouw.),87 or 
announcing a following relative (e.g. Plato Tht. 208e ..., aÈtoË §pistÆmvn gegon∆w 
¶stai o prÒteron ∑n dojastÆw).88  

-  In other cases, however, segment initial pronouns seem to be non-focal. All of the 
plausible examples I found in the corpus, immediately follow a short parenthesis, 

                                                                                                                                                     
ka‹ mØ ˆnta …w ˆnta, ...); another textcritical problem occurs in Lysias 13,49: de› går aÈtÚn 
épode›jai …w oÈ katemÆnuse t«n éndr«n toÊtvn oÈd' a‡tiow aÈto›w §sti toË yanãtou. <éll' oÈ>k 
ín dÊnaito oÈd°pote [épode›jai].  
87 Cf. the ‘aÈtÒw in apodosi’ quoted by LSJ, s.v. aÈtÒw. 
88 For other issues concerning the problem of distinguishing between the different uses of aÈt- and 
their consequences for word order, see Chanet 2003.  
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which in many cases can be argued to have postpositive status itself and not to 
constitute a real segment boundary (e.g. Plato Plt. 268d ToËto to€nun, Œ S≈kratew, 
≤m›n poiht°on — Plato Plt. 258d De› ge mÆn, Œ S≈kratew, aÈtÚ e‰nai ka‹ sÒn [sc. 
¶rgon] — Plato Plt. 265e TaÊthn dØ de› kayãper tå ¶mprosyen, …w ¶oiken, ≤mçw d€xa 
diast°llein).  

 
 

 2.4 Interactions between prepositives and postpositives (/q/ vs/ /r/)  
 
The relevance of the distinction between /q/-postpositives and /r/-postpositives follows from 
the fact that it is involved in a few highly valid rules:  
(i) if several postpositives follow each other, /q/-particles always precede /r/-

postpositives (see section 3.1 below);  
(ii) Wackernagel’s Law has to be formulated differently for both classes, see section 4 

below);  
(iii) /q/-particles readily follow /p/-prepositives, whereas /r/-postpositives generally do not 

(with some exceptions). 

These rules can be summarized as follows: /p/-prepositives and /q/-particles are invisible for 
the position of /r/-postpositives (see section 7.1 below): /r/-postpositives need a ‘full word’ 
to cling to and /p/ and /q/ do not count as such. Rules (i) and (ii) will be treated below. In this 
section the interaction between both postpositive classes on the one hand and /p/-
prepositives on the other will be studied: /q/-particles can be immediately adjacent to an 
article, whereas /r/-postpositives as a rule cannot. The following table summarizes the 
general quantitative data concerning this matter.89  

Table 2.4a: /p q/; not /p r/  
 

 Plato Lysias Total 
/q/ 7880 4486 12366 

/p q/ 1346 824 2170 
/p q q/ 168 71 239 

/p q q q/ 4 0 4 
/r/ 2723 1292 4015 

/p r/ 35 3 38 
/p q r/ 22 3 25 

/p q q r/ 2 0 2 
    

Before going into details concerning the apparent exceptions to this rule, we can make a few 
general remarks at once:  
(i)  Apparent exceptions involving pou  are due to the fact that pou (like pote) often loses 

its status of /r/-indefinite and is then used as a /q/-particle; for the 10 cases with pou 
following /p (q...)/ (5 in the cluster gãr pou; 3 with m°n pou; 2 with m°n g° pou) this 
looks like an adequate explanation.  

                                                             
89 For the sake of completeness I add the data for the potentially /r/-postpositive classes coded /s/ and 
/t/, which, however, (as already stated) are not to be taken in absoluto, since they depend on circular 
criteria: the string /p s/ occurs 440 times in the corpus (139 in Plato, 301 in Lysias); the string /p t/ 
(philosophical uses of tÚ ˆn not counted) 20 times (14 in Plato, 6 in Lysias).  
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(ii)  For ên  the rule applies almost without exceptions. No occurrences have been found 
of the strings article+ên or preposition+ên. The sequence pronominal 
ı(+particle)+ên does seem to occur (cf. e.g. Aeschylus Supplices 1054 tÚ m¢n ín 
b°ltaton e‡h:), though only one occurrence can be found in the present corpus (with 
an intervening indefinite): Plato Plt. 261d TÆn ge mØn t«n z–vn g°nesin ka‹ trofØn 
tØn m°n tiw ín ‡doi monotrof€an oÔsan, tØn d¢... . This occurrence is easily 
explained by the formula tiw ín ‡doi (a variant of tiw ín e‡poi etc.), which as an 
epistemic quasi-parenthesis can occur immediately after anything. There remains one 
unexplained occurrence, in which tÒ cannot even be said to be pronominal (Plato 
Cra. 433c efi d¢ mÆ ti kal«w §t°yh, tÚ m¢n ín polÁ ‡svw §k proshkÒntvn e‡h 
grammãtvn ka‹ ımo€vn, e‡per ¶stai efik≈n, ¶xoi d' ên ti ka‹ oÈ pros∞kon ...).  

Two kinds of occurrences concerning the data in this table will be commented on within this 
section:  
(1) the exceptions to the rule that /r/ does not follow /p/, in section 2.4.1;  
(2) the quite frequent alternation of /p q M/ (e.g. Lysias 14,34 toÁw m¢n polem€ouw ...) and 

/p M q/ (Lysias 20,36 ÍpÚ t«n polem€vn m¢n ...), in section 2.4.2.  

As a corollary to these data, an interesting but at first sight enigmatic fact will be commented 
on:  
(3) strings of the form /p q M r/ and /p M q r/ are unexpectedly rare, in section 2.4.3.  
 

 2.4.1  /r/-postpositives following /p/-prepositives 
 
Only 55 apparently exceptional cases have been found involving ‘regular’ /r/-postpositives, 
though this number can be augmented by a large number of personal pronouns and forms of 
aÈt- that could be postpositive as well (/s/).  
 

(1) For the article the number of exceptions is rather small (cf. Marshall 1987, Rule XVIII): no 
occurrences of the string ‘ı + enclitic personal pronoun’ have been found in the corpus, and 
only 6 with the indefinite. In addition to this I have counted 8 occurrences of the string ‘ı + 
aÈt-’ except for those where the sense is ‘the same’, and only 4 with an oblique case of a 
personal pronoun (except for 9 cases with the emphatic §m-). If one also counts the 
occurrences of ı followed by an /r/-postpositive, but with one or more intervening /q/-
particles, 23 more instances can be added (among which 17 with an indefinite). Most of the 
41 instances are reducible to a limited number of cases.  

(a)  16 instances involve pronominal ı  and hence are not really counterexamples to our rule: 
among these, 8 are of the form ‘ı + one or more /q/-particles + an indefinite agreeing with 
ı’, e.g. Lysias 3,12 ka‹ ofl m°n tinew ... — Plato Cra. 413b ı m¢n går t€w fhsin ... ;90 in 
another 8 instances, pronominal ı is followed by a /q/-particle and a genitivus partitivus, 
either of a personal pronoun (2 occurrences) or of anaphoric aÈt- (6 occurrences), e.g. Plato 
                                                             
90 In Plato Cra. 424a the indefinite is present in the Codex Venetus but not in any of the other 
important codices: Ka‹ t€ ín fa€hw tÚn toËto dunãmenon, Àsper toÁw prot°rouw tÚn m¢n mousikÚn 
¶fhsya, tÚn d° [tina] grafikÒn. In one instance the indefinite adjective poiÒw (not explicitly studied 
here), followed by a form of tiw, seems to be mobile: Plato Tht. 182b m°mnhsai gãr pou §n to›w 
prÒsyen ˜ti oÏtvw §l°gomen, ©n mhd¢n aÈtÚ kay' aÍtÚ e‰nai, mhd' aÔ tÚ poioËn µ pãsxon, éll' §j 
émfot°rvn prÚw êllhla suggignom°nvn tåw afisyÆseiw ka‹ tå afisyhtå épot€ktonta tå m¢n poi' 
êtta g€gnesyai, tå d¢ afisyanÒmena.  
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Cra. 386c toÁw m¢n ≤m«n fron€mouw e‰nai, toÁw d¢ êfronaw — Plato Sph. 247c ... o· ge 
aÈt«n sparto€ te ka‹ aÈtÒxyonew ...; in the following instance an indefinite agrees with 
pronominal ı and is then followed by the genitive of aÈt-: Plato Cra. 430a µ tÚ m°n ti 
aÈt«n élhy°w, tÚ d¢ ceËdow; 2 occurrences imply pronominal ı followed by the dative of 
the personal pronoun ≤m- (Plato Sph. 254b; Plato Plt. 257d).  

(b) In 18 occurrences91 the article introduces a participial phrase (15 instances) or an 
infinitival phrase (3 instances); again the matter of focality is at issue:  
-  in some instances the word following the potential /r/-postpositive is clearly focal, and 

no conclusion with respect to the rule can be drawn, e.g.: Plato Sph. 237d: âAra tªde 
skop«n sÊmfhw, …w énãgkh tÒn ti l°gonta ßn g° ti l°gein; — Lysias 30,16 toË m¢n 
går Ímçw fuge›n m°row ti ka‹ otow sunebãleto, toË d¢ toËton katelye›n tÚ pl∞yow 
tÚ Ím°teron a‡tion §g°neto.  

-  in other cases, the pronouns may be genuinely non-focal, e.g. Plato Plt. 281e ... tåw d¢ 
aÈtå yerapeuoÊsaw ka‹ dhmiourgoÊsaw ... — Lysias 12,92 ... tåw Ím›n diå toÊtvn 
gegenhm°naw sumforåw ... .  

(c)  Note the following 4 instances involving an adnominal genitive of aÈt- in attributive 
position with respect to the noun modified by the article. A focal interpretation (“ipse”) 
would be convenient, but cannot always be proved: Plato Tht. 194a ... katå tØn aÈtoË 
a‡syhsin ... — Lysias 12,19 efiw tosaÊthn éplhst€an ka‹ afisxrok°rdeian éf€konto ka‹ 
toË trÒpou toË aÈt«n épÒdeijin §poiÆsanto: — Lysias 14,23 e‡ tiw Ím«n tÚn 
ÉAlkibiãdhn éji≈sei diå m¢n toÁw bohyoËntaw s–zesyai, diå d¢ tØn aÈtoË ponhr€an mØ 
épol°syai. — Lysias 29,12 mçllon d¢ prosepoioËnto pisteÊein to›w xrÆmasin µ 
dedi°nai tå aÈt«n èmartÆmata.  
 

(2) For the preposition the rule does not hold as absolutely as for the article. Marshall already 
noted the following (Marshall 1987, 30-31, Rule XIX): “A preposition is not directly 
followed by one of the postpositives studied [sc. our /r/-postpositives] unless the latter 
belongs to the prepositional phrase, (1) ên not so found at all, (2) aÈt- and m- not unless 
directly governed by the preposition, (3) tiw not unless directly governed or in agreement or 
a genitival relation (either direction) with the word which is so governed [...]”. Still, it 
remains to be explained why in this case a postpositive would not need a ‘real word’ to cling 
to; again, it seems useful to start from the distinction ‘focal’-‘non-focal’:  

(a)  The cases with a focal pronoun are not relevant for our word order rule: e.g. Plato Cra. 
392b éllå taËta m¢n ‡svw me€zv §st‹n µ kat' §m¢ ka‹ s¢ §jeure›n: — Lysias 12,26 
§peidØ d¢ §p‹ so‹ mÒnƒ §g°neto ka‹ s«sai Pol°marxon ka‹ mÆ, — Plato Cra. 412c ka‹ 
går dØ ka‹ ¶oike m°xri m°n tou ımologe›syai parå poll«n, — Plato Sph. 249c ˘w ín 
§pistÆmhn µ frÒnhsin µ noËn éfan€zvn fisxur€zhtai per€ tinow ıp˙oËn. In the last two 
cases, the enclitic spelling of the indefinites seems to be inappropriate (cf. the fact that the 
Codex Vindobonensis has toË in Plato Cra. 412c).  

(b)  In the cases with an unambiguously non-focal personal or indefinite pronoun the whole unit 
preposition+pronoun seems to have postpositive status and, as a unit, seems to obey the 
P2-rule:  

                                                             
91 Plus one overlapping with the previous category: Lysias 13,63: ofl d' aÈt«n perigenÒmenoi ka‹ 
svy°ntew, ... . 
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-  The only completely unambiguous cases are limited to 6 occurrences of prÒw me:92 
Plato Cra. 384a oÎte éposafe› oÈd¢n efirvneÊeta€ te prÒw me — Plato Tht. 145b …w eÔ 
‡syi ˜ti YeÒdvrow polloÁw dØ prÒw me §pain°saw j°nouw te ka‹ éstoÁw oÈd°na pv 
§pπnesen …w s¢ nundÆ. — Plato Tht. 151b-c: prosf°rou oÔn prÒw me …w prÚw ma€aw 
ÍÚn ka‹ aÈtÚn maieutikÒn ... — Plato Tht. 151c pollo‹ går ≥dh, Œ yaumãsie, prÒw me 
oÏtv diet°yhsan, ... — Plato Tht. 170d ÜOtan sÁ kr€naw ti parå saut“ prÒw me 
épofa€n˙ per€ tinow dÒjan, ... — Lysias 16,2 ka‹ e‡ tiw prÒw me tugxãnei éhd«w [µ 
kak«s] diake€menow ... .  

-  Many other cases with other pronouns can be added, e.g. Plato Tht. 195b F«men êra §n 
≤m›n ceude›w dÒjaw e‰nai; — Plato Sph. 232c L°getai goËn dØ per‹ aÈt«n taËta. — 
Lysias 6,13 Íme›w oÔn mØ boÊlesye efiw Ímçw tØn afit€an taÊthn peritr°cai, ... — 
Plato Sph. 244a ·na mØ dojãzvmen manyãnein m¢n tå legÒmena par' Ím«n, tÚ d¢ 
toÊtou g€gnhtai pçn toÈnant€on — Plato Tht. 171e efi d° pou ¶n tisi sugxvrÆsetai 
diaf°rein êllon êllou, ... . 

(c)  The configuration preposition+indefinite+noun is somewhat harder to evaluate as far as 
focality is concerned: though one might be tempted to speculate about a focal interpretation 
for the order prepositive+indefinite+noun and a non-focal one for 
prepositive+noun+indefinite, I could not find any regularities deciding between both orders, 
which seem to be freely available:  
-  with a substantival indefinite + a genitivus partitivus, compare e.g. Plato Sph. 218d 

(per€ tinow t«n faÊlvn) and Plato Tht. 188d (per‹ t«n ˆntvn tou);  
-  with an attributive indefinite, compare e.g. Plato Sph. 232a (prÒw tina t°xnhn) and 

Plato Cra. 397a (efiw tÊpon tinå).  
 

(3) The following conclusion can be formulated: prepositions and articles can generally 
speaking not serve as a host word for /r/-postpositives, because (i) they are phonetically and 
informationally not ‘heavy’ enough, and (ii) they constitute an uninterruptible unit with the 
main word they belong with. 
A few exceptions can be noted:  
-  in some cases ı is heavier than usual and may carry an /r/-postpositive: pronominal ı, 

the article introducing complex constituents, the article introducing participles or 
infinitives;  

-  the preposition is much more commonly followed by an /r/-pronoun if this pronoun is 
syntactically governed by the preposition or governed by a word governed by the 
preposition; two types of this collocation can be easily explained: (i) the pronoun is 
actually focal and in that case there is no issue since the pronoun is not to be considered 
postpositive, or (ii) the preposition forms a unit with /r/-pronoun, in which case this unit 
as a whole seems to have postpositive status; other cases of preposition+/r/-postpositive 
are less clear as far as the status of the constituent words are concerned.  

  

                                                             
92 Of course, even here textcritical considerations may throw doubts on the reading me instead of §m°.  
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 2.4.2 /p q M/ (ı m¢n de›na) vs. /p M q/ (ı de›na m°n ) 

 
Postpositive /q/-particles, as opposed to /r/-postpositives, readily follow /p/-prepositives. 
Still, an important number of cases occur in which the /q/-particle does not immediately 
follow the article or the preposition, but only the first mobile word of the NP or PP, as can 
be seen in the following table.93  

Table 2.4b: /p q M/ vs. /p M q/ 
 

 Plato Lysias Total 
/p q M/ 814 (64.1%) 565 (78.1%) 1379 (69.2%) 

/p q q M/ 109 (8.6%) 45 (6.2%) 154 (7.7%) 
/p q q q M/ 4 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 4 (0.2%) 

total /p q (q...) M/ 927 (73.0%) 610 (84.4%) 1537 (77.2%) 
/p M q/ 329 (25.9%) 108 (14.9%) 437 (21.9%) 

/p M q q/ 13 (1.0%) 5 (0.7%) 18 (0.9%) 
total /p M q (q...)/ 342 (27.0%) 113 (15.6%) 455 (22.8%) 

Total 1269 (100%) 723 (100%) 1992 (100%) 
    
The 4 cases with 3 /q/-particles following the /p/-prepositive are the following: Plato Tht. 171b (d° ge aÔ): 
pronominal; Plato Sph. 219e (d° ge mÆn); Plato Plt. 257d (m°n ge oÔn) pronominal; Plato Plt. 307e (m¢n går 
dÆ).  
The 18 cases in which a cluster of /q/ follows the mobile are the following: 4 times m¢n oÔn (Plato Tht. 165a; 
Plato Plt. 273b; Lysias 2,54; Lysias 32,26); 3 times d° ge (Plato Plt. 276c; Plato Plt. 278a; Plato Plt. 298e); 2 
times m¢n gãr (Lysias 7,37; Lysias 9,20); 2 times ge mÆn (Plato Plt. 265a; Plato Plt. 269d); d' oÔn (Lysias 
30,6); te oÔn (Plato Sph. 237b); ge aÔ (Plato Sph. 263e); to€nun aÔ (Plato Plt. 282c); te dÆ (Plato Plt. 307c); 
te aÔ (Plato Plt. 309a); d° te at Plato Tht. 207a is not relevant, because it involves a quotation from Hesiodus.  

Thus, the order /p q M/ is much more frequent than the order /p M q/, in both authors: 77% 
of the relevant occurrences have the form /p q (q...) M/ (up to 84% in Lysias). Note, 
however, that the scores for the string /p q (q...) M/ can be expected to be overestimated, due 
to the highly frequent sequence ‘pronominal ı+particle’, which can be followed by a mobile 
word that is not part of the same constituent (e.g. Plato Plt. 280b tØn m¢n diet°momen ép' 
aÈt∞w nundÆ ... — Plato Plt. 265b T“ t«n m¢n tØn g°nesin êkervn e‰nai, t«n d¢ 
kerasfÒron.).  
 

(1)  However, not all /q/-particles can be expected to behave in the same way. In the following 
table, the data have been spelled out for the different particles.  
 

                                                             
93 For similar data for Pindarus, Bacchylides, Homer and Herodotus (though based on a much smaller 
sample than the present one), cf. Hajdú 1989, 2-11.  
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Table 2.4c: /p q M/ vs. /p M q/ 
 

 Plato Lysias Total 

 /p q M/ /p M q/ %/p M q/ /p q M/ /p M q/ %/p M q/ /p q M/ /p M q/ %/p M q/ 

m°n 219 18 7.6% 196 28 12.5% 415 46 10.0% 

d° 312 31 9.0% 264 46 14.8% 567 77 12.0% 

goËn 5 1 16.7% 1 0 0.0% 6 1 14.3% 

m°ntoi 4 1 20.0% 2 0 0.0% 6 1 14.3% 

gãr 64 10 13.5% 28 21 42.9% 92 31 25.2% 

ge 73 31 29.8% 9 0 0.0% 82 31 27.4% 

te 94 97 50.8% 56 7 11.1% 150 104 40.9% 

oÔn 9 8 47.1% 4 2 33.3% 13 10 43.5% 

to€nun 10 15 60.0% 5 4 44.4% 15 19 55.9% 

mÆn 2 5 71.4% 0 0 - 2 5 71.4% 

dÆ 15 50 76.9% 0 1 100.0% 15 51 77.3% 

êra  2 21 91.3% 0 0 - 2 21 91.3% 

aÔ 1 39 97.5% 0 0 - 1 39 97.5% 

          
Particles that do not occur in the configurations under scrutiny have been omitted from the table.  
Likewise, the following particles have not been retained: toi (3 cases of /p q M/: Plato Tht. 190b, Plato Sph. 
230b, Plato Sph. 261c) and dÆpou (2 cases of /p M q/: Plato Cra. 394d, Plato Plt. 266a).  

Again the scores for /p q M/ (esp. with m°n and d°) has been overestimated because they 
include pronominal ı, but on the other hand the scores do not include the cases with a cluster 
of /q/ following /p/ (see Table 2.4c here above). It is interesting to note that the ranking of 
the particles according to their relative obedience to the rule is very much like the ones 
observed for other rules (see section 3.1 and section 4.1 below): purely connective particles, 
primarily marking boundaries in discourse structure, rank higher than ‘modal particles’ and 
focus-markers (cf. section 7.0(4) below).94  
 

(2)  Particularly interesting are cases in which both positions are present at once, i.e. in which 
one particle (or 2) immediately follows the article or the preposition and one or more follow 
the mobile: 25 examples of the pattern /p q M q/ occur (of which 23 in Plato, 2 being /p q M 
q q/), and 6 of the pattern /p q q M q/ (all in Plato). Of these 31 examples, 7 actually involve 
a pronominal ı probably constituting a separate colon and do not enter the present 
discussion.95 The remaining 24 cases all belong to a few specific types:  

(a) A first type involves a simple NP in which a first /q/-particle or cluster (most often a 
connective) immediately follows the article and a second one follows the noun: 
-  article+connective /q/-particle+mobile+aÔ : Plato Cra. 417e tÚ d¢ "blãpton" aÔ 

shma€nei "boulÒmenon ëptein", with as exact parallels Plato Tht. 166d — Plato Sph. 

                                                             
94 Again, a few marked differences can be observed between Plato and Lysias (see especially the scores 
for gãr and te; some other scores are too low to allow for a sensible interpretation); no insightful 
explanation occurred to me.  
95 E.g. Lysias 4,8 ≤ d¢ | tot¢ m¢n §m¢ per‹ polloË tot¢ d¢ toËtÒn fhsi poie›syai - Plato Sph. 228d TÚ 
d° ge | êgnoian m¢n kaloËsi ... — cf. also Lysias 4,8; Lysias 30,15; Plato Sph. 268b (twice); Plato Cra. 
413c; Plato Sph. 224b.  
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259b; see also: Plato Plt. 311b Tå d' éndre›ã ge aÔ 96 — Plato Sph. 219c TÚ dØ 
mayhmatikÚn aÔ);  

- article+connective /q/-particle+mobile+focus-particle: Plato Cra. 408a tÚ d¢ l°gein dÆ 
§stin "e‡rein" — Plato Tht. 198c TÚ d¢ ériyme›n ge — Plato Tht. 156e ı m¢n ÙfyalmÚw 
êra — Plato Sph. 239b TÚn m¢n to€nun §m° ge t€ tiw ín l°goi; (“But our friend ME, 
what could anyone say about him?”).  

(b) In a second type the article (or preposition) followed by a connective /q/-particle (or a cluster 
of /q/ involving a connective) introduces more complex or coordinated constituents, in 
which cases the /p/-prepositive may have become more autonomous than usual (cf. English 
“the ... REASONABLY good, but not VERY good pupils ...”):  
-  /p/+connective+/M/+te.. .ka € . . .  (with or without repetition of the /p/): Plato Cra. 392b 

ı d¢ SkamãndriÒw te ka‹ ı ÉAstuãnaj (parallels: Plato Cra. 406a tåw d¢ "MoÊsaw" te 
ka‹ ˜lvw tØn mousikØn — Plato Tht. 153a tÚ går yermÒn te ka‹ pËr — Plato Tht. 
161e tÚ d¢ dØ §mÒn te ka‹ t∞w §m∞w t°xnhw t∞w maieutik∞w — Plato Tht. 167c toÁw d° 
ge sofoÊw te ka‹ égayoÁw =Ætoraw — Plato Tht. 162b t“ d¢ dØ nevt°rƒ te ka‹ 
Ígrot°rƒ ˆnti — one instance involves a preposition instead of an article Plato Tht. 
152d §k d¢ dØ forçw te ka‹ kinÆsevw ka‹ krãsevw prÚw êllhla;  

-  also involving a coordinated NP, but of a more complex kind: Plato Cra. 424c pr«ton 
m¢n tå fvnÆenta ...¶peita ... tã te êfvna ka‹ êfyogga ... ka‹ tå aÔ fvnÆenta m¢n 
oÎ, oÈ m°ntoi ge êfyogga — Plato Plt. 310d ÑH d¢ afidoËw ge aÔ l€an plÆrhw cuxØ ka‹ 
ék°rastow tÒlmhw éndre€aw, ...;  

-  separate mention may be made of cases that can belong to one of the types mentioned 
here above, but which involve a participle introduced by the article in question: Plato 
Tht. 188e ÑO êra ßn g° ti ır«n ˆn ti ırò — Plato Tht. 191e ÑO to€nun §pistãmenow m¢n 
aÈtã, skop«n d° ti œn ırò µ ékoÊei — Plato Sph. 223a TÚ d¢ §paggellÒmenon m¢n …w 
éret∞w ßneka tåw ımil€aw poioÊmenon, misyÚn d¢ nÒmisma prattÒmenon, îra oÈ ... — 
Plato Sph. 226d t∞w d¢ kataleipoÊshw m¢n tÚ b°ltion diakr€sevw, tÚ d¢ xe›ron 
époballoÊshw ¶xv [sc. legÒmenon]. — Plato Plt. 282e tÚ m¢n étrãktƒ te straf¢n 
ka‹ stereÚn n∞ma genÒmenon — Plato Plt. 305e TØn d¢ pas«n te toÊtvn êrxousan 
ka‹ t«n nÒmvn ka‹ sumpãntvn t«n katå pÒlin §pimeloum°nhn ka‹ pãnta 
sunufa€nousan ÙryÒtata ... . For other indications that the article introducing a 
participle (or infinitive) is more autonomous (heavier) than usual, see section 2.4.1 here 
above. 

 
(3) Concerning the position of /q/-particles with respect to the combinations of prepositions, 

articles and nouns that they cling to, the following conclusions can be formulated:  
-  the order /p q M/ is very much more frequent than the order /p M q/;  
-  however, which order is most frequent depends heavily on the particular /q/-particle and 

is subject to difference from one author to the other: for m°n, d°, goËn and m°ntoi, less 
than 15% of the relevant occurrences presents the order /p M q/ (in both authors); for 
mÆn, dÆ, êra and aÔ (which hardly ever occur in the relevant configurations in Lysias), 
more than 70% of the occurrences have the form /p M q/; for gãr, ge, te, oÔn and 
to€nun, the picture is less clear;  

-  clusters of /q/-particles tend to occur in the configuration /p q (q...) M/;  

                                                             
96 Note that the presence of ge in this case -again- may be connected to the avoidance of hiatus.  
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-  configurations of the type /p q (q...) M q (q...)/ are restricted to a limited number of 
types.  

 
 2.4.3 The configuration /p (q...) M (q...) r/ 

 
In the light of the word order rules under scrutiny, it should be expected that the 
configuration /p q M r/ would be perfectly normal; however, it has already been observed by 
Marshall that “When a sentence opens with pqM where p is an article or preposition, q a 
connective or similar particle, and M a mobile, ên and tiw do not directly follow upon M, 
nor directly at the end of the whole articular phrase if it runs to more than just pqM [...]” 
(Marshall 1987, 28-29, Rule XVII).  
In our corpus, both /p q M r/ (23 cases in Plato, 6 in Lysias) and /p M q r/ (10 in Plato, 3 in 
Lysias, plus 1 case of /p M q q r/ in Plato) are rare, although the configuration /p M r/, 
without a /q/-particle is more common (131 in Plato, 61 in Lysias).  
 

(1)  Of the 43 apparent cases of the configuration under scrutiny 16 can immediately be 
discarded as irrelevant:97  

(a) 11 instances involve indefinite adverbs in a particle-like use: Plato Tht. 170c §j 
émfot°rvn gãr pou sumba€nei mØ ... — Plato Cra. 410b ofl går poihta€ pou tå pneÊmata 
"éÆtaw" kaloËsin: — Plato Tht. 147d §n d¢ taÊt˙ pvw §n°sxeto. — Plato Tht. 163a efiw 
går toËtÒ pou pçw ı lÒgow ≤m›n ¶teinen, — Plato Sph. 223e TÚ per‹ tØn cuxØn ‡svw 
égnooËmen, §pe‹ tÒ ge ßterÒn pou sun€emen. — Plato Sph. 238a T“ m¢n ˆnti pou 
prosg°noit' ên ti t«n ˆntvn ßteron. — Plato Plt. 275e P«w d' oÈk ∑n tÒ ge yerapeÊein 
pou pçsi koinÒn, — Plato Sph. 252c T“ te "e‰na€" pou per‹ pãnta énagkãzontai xr∞syai 
... — Plato Sph. 253a ka‹ går §ke€nvn tå m¢n énarmoste› pou prÚw êllhla, tå d¢ 
sunarmÒttei. — Plato Plt. 275d ToË tåw ég°law •kãstaw tr°fein to›w m¢n êlloiw pou 
pçsi m°testi nomeËsi, ... — Plato Cra. 415a tÚ går "m∞kÒw" pvw tÚ polÁ shma€nei: .98  

(b) 2 more instances involve a clearly focal pronoun: Plato Tht. 189a Ka‹ ı èptÒmenow dÆ tou 
•nÒw g° tou ëptetai ka‹ ˆntow, e‡per •nÒw; — Plato Sph. 236e ... ka‹ tÚ l°gein m¢n êtta, 
élhy∞ d¢ mÆ, pãnta taËtã §sti mestå épor€aw ... . 

(c) 3 more instances involve a pronominal ı  + particle, forming a separate colon: Plato Sph. 
263a TÚn m¢n [sc. lÒgon] ceud∞ pou [sc. fat°on], tÚn d¢ élhy∞. — Lysias 12,11 ı d' 
égapÆsein me ¶fasken, — Lysias 8,2 to›w d¢ boulo€mhn ín dÒjai mhd¢n édik«n toÊtouw 
ÍpÚ toÊtvn édike›syai prÒteron. The following example may be analyzed so as to belong 
to this class as well: Plato Sph. 229d T∞w §n to›w lÒgoiw didaskalik∞w ≤ m¢n traxut°ra tiw 
¶oiken ıdÚw e‰nai, tÚ d' ßteron aÈt∞w mÒrion leiÒteron.  
 

(2)  Of the remaining 26 cases many can be explained in more or less convincing ways by 
evoking factors that play similar roles elsewhere in this study:  

(a) 5 instances involve the formula moi doke› (Plato Cra. 403a ofl pollo‹ m°n moi dokoËsin ... 
— Plato Cra. 435d katå toËto dÆ moi doke›w l°gein …w ... — Lysias 12,2 toÈnant€on d° 

                                                             
97 One more apparent case is actually due to a textcritical problem: Plato Cra. 407d per‹ d¢ êllvn 
<œn> tinvn boÊlei prÒball° moi,  
98 To this an interesting case of a dative pronoun (coded /s/) in a particle-like function may be added: 
Plato Sph. 261c tÒ toi m°giston ≤m›n te›xow | Ωrhm°non ín e‡h,  
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moi dokoËmen pe€sesyai — Plato Sph. 223a tÚn går sofistÆn moi dokoËmen énhurhk°nai. 
1 more involves a comparable juridical formula: Lysias 12,47 prÚw m¢n oÔn toÊtouw 
tosaËta l°gv, toÁw d¢ mãrturãw moi kãlei.  

(b) In 3 more cases the article introduces a participial phrase, in which case we have observed 
elsewhere (sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 above) that the article does not behave as a canonical 
prepositive: Plato Tht. 189a Ka‹ ı êra ti ékoÊvn ßn g° ti ékoÊei ka‹ ¯n [ékoÊei]. — Plato 
Tht. 188e ÑO êra ßn g° ti ır«n ˆn ti ırò. — Plato Plt. 260b ÉAllå mØn to›w ge koinª ti 
prãttousin égaphtÚn ımonoe›n.99  

(c) 4 instances involve a first or second person personal pronoun in the dative case, which in 
some cases can be shown to behave not unlike /q/-particles (see section 7.0(4) below): 
Lysias 2,2 ˜mvw d¢ ı m¢n lÒgow moi per‹ toÊtvn, ı d' ég∆n oÈ prÚw tå toÊtvn ¶rga éllå 
prÚw toÁw prÒteron §p' aÈto›w efirhkÒtaw. — Plato Plt. 308e TaÈtÚn dÆ moi toËy' ≤ 
basilikØ fa€netai ... — Plato Plt. 282c TÚ sugkritikÚn to€nun aÔ soi ka‹ 
talasiourgikÚn ëma mÒrion, Œ S≈kratew, diairet°on, ... — Plato Tht. 161c Tå m¢n êlla 
moi pãnu ≤d°vw e‡rhken, ... . 

(d) In 9 occurrences, there is an attributive relation between the /r/-pronoun and the other 
words involved, in which case the configuration in question appears to be regular:  
-  either there is a genitival relation (either way) (Lysias 12,23 tÚn édelfÚn gãr mou, 

Àsper ka‹ prÒteron e‰pon, ÉEratosy°nhw ép°kteinen — Lysias 9,1 T€ pote 
dianohy°ntew ofl ént€dikoi toË m¢n prãgmatow parhmelÆkasi, tÚn d¢ trÒpon mou 
§pexe€rhsan diabãllein; — Lysias 13,13 prosiÒntew d' aÈt“ t«n te strathg«n 
tinew ka‹ t«n tajiãrxvn, — Plato Cra. 435b -tØn går sigÆn sou sugx≈rhsin yÆsv- 
— Plato Tht. 164b T«n édunãtvn dÆ ti sumba€nein fa€netai §ãn tiw §pistÆmhn ka‹ 
a‡syhsin taÈtÚn fª e‰nai. );  

-  or there is a simple attributive agreement relation between the indefinite and the word 
that precedes it (Plato Cra. 432b toË d¢ poioË tinow ka‹ sumpãshw efikÒnow mØ oÈx 
aÏth <¬> ≤ ÙryÒthw, — Plato Sph. 258e ≤me›w går per‹ m¢n §nant€ou tinÚw aÈt“ 
xa€rein pãlai l°gomen, — Plato Sph. 266d tÚ m¢n aÈt«n ˆn, tÚ d¢ ımoivmãtvn tin«n 
g°nnhma. — Plato Sph. 229e YEAI. TÚ po›on dØ toÊtvn •kãteron l°gomen; / JE. TÚ 
m¢n érxaioprep°w ti pãtrion, ... ).  

(e) 3 instances involve the collocations m¢n ín  or går ín , which may be argued to have the 
status of a formula (see section 6.2 below): Plato Cra. 419d §n d€k˙ m¢n ín "ßrpnoun" 
kaloÊmenon, ÍpÚ xrÒnou d¢ "terpnÚn" parhgm°non. — Plato Sph. 248d ténant€a går ín 
to›w ¶mprosyen l°goien — Lysias 25,3 ... (§k toÊtvn går ín mãlista xrhmat€zointo) ... . 

(f) The remaining 2 cases do not seem to fit any recognizable type: Plato Sph. 247a ÉAllå mØn 
tÒ ge dunatÒn tƒ parag€gnesyai ka‹ épog€gnesyai pãntvw e‰na€ ti fÆsousin. — Plato 
Cra. 440e Efiw aÔyiw to€nun me, Œ •ta›re, didãjeiw, §peidån ¥k˙w: ... .100  
 

(3)  As for the explanation of this curious phenomenon, Marshall simply posits a separate rule 
(see here above). As an explanation, this rule is obviously not insightful. Marshall then 
observes that configurations of the form /p q M/ tend to form a separate colon and that what 

                                                             
99 Cf. also Plato Sph. 245d-e Ka‹ to€nun êlla mur€a éperãntouw épor€aw ßkaston efilhfÚw fane›tai 
t“ tÚ ¯n e‡te dÊo tin¢ e‡te ©n mÒnon e‰nai l°gonti.  
100 Note that the Codex Vindobonensis ommits me in Plato Cra. 440e.  
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I call /r/-postpositives tend to occur in the trailing colon, which is still not very insightful an 
explanation. However, many of the strings under scrutiny can be shown to be fronted topics, 
in which case both the colon-status and the fact that ên and the other /r/-postpositives 
(except if grammatically belonging with the topic) do not belong to the topic-colon are 
insightfully explained. Also note that the most frequent particles are m°n and d°, which are -
at least as a tendency- related to topic function (see section 7.1 and 21.3(2) below).  
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 3. Postpositives I: clusters of postpositives 
 
Postpositives tend to cluster, i.e. sequences consisting of different postpositives are quite 
frequent, i.a. due to the fact that all these words tend towards P2, and as a consequence more 
than one postpositive can tend towards the same P2. Within such clusters postpositives tend 
to occur in a fixed order, according to the kind of postpositives involved (see Ruijgh 
1990/1996a and Wills 1993, both concerning Homeric Greek). This canonical order will be 
analyzed here in three steps, each formulated as a separate word order rule:  
(i) /q/ precede /r/ (section 3.1);  
(ii) if several /q/ follow each other, they occur in a canonical order (section 3.2);  
(iii) if several /r/ follow each other, the order ên < indefinite < personal pronoun/aÈt- 

prevails (section 3.3). 
 
 

 3.1 /q/-postpositives precede /r/-postpositives: /q r/, not /r q/  
 
If /q/-postpositives and /r/-postpositives cooccur in such a way that they have to be adjacent 
to one another, the /q/-particles always precede (cf. Marshall 1987, 26, Rule XIV). This rule 
is highly valid and genuine anomalies are readily perceived as such even by modern students 
of Greek.  

Table 3.1: /q r/ vs. /r q/ 
 

 Plato Lysias Total 
/q r/ 453 / 492 (92.1%) 193 / 202 (95.5%) 646 / 694 (93.1%) 
/r q/ 39 / 492 (7.9%) 8 / 202 (4.0%) 47 / 694 (6.8%)101 

    
 

(1)  The 47 apparent exceptions to the rule can mostly be reduced to a very few easily 
recognizable types.  

(a) A first series of apparent exceptions is due to the fact that some of the words involved are in 
fact not canonical members of the class they are supposed to belong to (category shift):  
-  5 instances are due to the tendency of the particle aÔ  to be the last postpositive in a 

cluster of postpositives (though aÔ is involved in some of the examples dealt with under 
the following headings as well): Plato Cra. 437c §j œn ofihye€h ín aÔ pãlin ... — Plato 
Sph. 225e Ka‹ <t€> tiw ín aÔ ... — Plato Sph. 230a e‡jas€ tinew aÔ lÒgon •auto›w 
dÒntew ≤gÆsasyai ... — Plato Plt. 262d µ tÚn ériymÒn tiw aÔ nom€zoi ... — Plato Cra. 
415d ka‹ ‡svw me aÔ fÆseiw plãttein ... ; the last case looks suspect.  

-  9 instances are due to an anomalous position of the indefinite pou /pot° , coded /r/ but 
often used as a /q/-particle losing its locative (resp. locative-temporal) sense. 1 case 

                                                             
101 It may be interesting to note which /q/-particles are ‘deferred’ by an intervening /r/-postpositive: 
oÔn 14 (8 in Plato), êra 11 (10 in Plato), aÔ 10 (all in Plato), m°ntoi 3 (all in Plato), ge 2 (all in Plato), 
dÆpou 2 (1 in Plato); m°n dÆ, gãr, mÆn, and dÆ each once in Plato. Of the 14 cases of ‘deferred’ oÔn, 7 
are of the form ín oÔn (among which 5 ‘interrogative + ín oÔn ’). Note that pure connectives hardly 
ever take a position after /r/. 
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actually involves oÈd°pote (Lysias 13,75), in 2 cases pot° follows a relative (Plato Cra. 
391b ¥tiw pot' aÔ §stin aÈtoË ≤ ÙryÒthw. — Plato Cra. 422a with a possibly focal 
pot°: éll' §ãn pot° ge lãbvmen ...), and in 6 cases pot° occurs in combination with an 
interrogative (Plato Sph. 221d T€na pot' oÔn dØ ... — Plato Sph. 233a T€ pot' oÔn ín 
e‡h ... — Plato Sph. 243d t€ pote êra ... — Plato Sph. 254e T€ pot' aÔ ...), 2 of which 
involve the combination interrogative+dÆ+pot° (=dÆpote?) (Plato Plt. 283b t€ dÆ pote 
oÔn ... — Plato Plt. 294c Diå t€ dÆ pot' oÔn ...). pot° is involved in some of the 
instances dealt with under the other headings as well.  

-  2 more instances are due to a focalized use of the indefinite (/M/ instead of /r/): Plato 
Tht. 147b-c tinÚw går §pistÆmhn épokr€netai oÈ toËt' §rvthye€w. — Plato Tht. 163e 
SV. PÒteron oÈdenÚw µ tinÒw ; YEAI. TinÚw dÆpou).  

(b) The 32 remaining apparent exceptions are mostly due to recognizable formulas and units: 
- relative+ên  (2 instances): Lysias 1,49 ˜ ti ín oÔn boÊlhtai xr∞syai, ... — Plato Cra. 

385d àO ín êra ßkastow fª ... ;  
-  relative+indefinite (4 instances): Plato Tht. 185a E‡ ti êra per‹ émfot°rvn dianoª, ... 

— Plato Plt. 296b ÖAn tiw êra ... — Plato Plt. 301b ... kên tiw êra ... — Plato Tht. 
174e ... Àw tiw êra ... ; 

-  negative+ên  (6 instances): Plato Tht. 154b ... oÈk ín aÔ ... — Plato Tht. 162a ... oÈk 
ín oÔn ... — Plato Tht. 178d ... OÈd' ín aÔ ... — Plato Tht. 193a oÈk ên pote aÔ ... — 
Lysias 31,28 oÈ går ín dÆpou ... ^ oÈk ín êra §t°yh;102 );  

-  interrogative+ín (+oÔn) (5 instances): Lysias 20,16 p«w ín oÔn oÈk ín deinå 
pãsxoimen ; — Lysias 1,45 t€ ín oÔn ... — Lysias 8,7 pÒyen ín oÔn ... — Lysias 19,33 
p«w ín oÔn ... — Plato Tht. 160d p«w ín oÔn ... ; 

-  êllow+tiw  (3 instances): Plato Tht. 189b ÖAllo ti êra §st‹ tÚ ceud∞ dojãzein toË 
tå mØ ˆnta dojãzein — Lysias 22,5 and Plato Cra. 401b, both ÖAllo ti oÔn ... ; 

-  negative+adverbial ti  (4 instances): Plato Sph. 255a ÉAll' oÎ ti mØn k€nhs€w ge ka‹ 
stãsiw oÎy' ßteron oÎte taÈtÒn §sti — Plato Tht. 187a ÉAll' oÎ ti m¢n dØ toÊtou ge 
ßneka ±rxÒmeya dialegÒmenoi — Plato Plt. 292e ... mÆ ti dØ basil∞w ge — Plato Tht. 
167a §pe‹ oÎ t€ ge ceud∞ dojãzontã t€w tina Ïsteron élhy∞ §po€hse dojãzein ; note 
the presence of ge in these 4 cases;  

-  adverb of degree + adverbial ti  (2 instances): Plato Cra. 386a oÈ pãnu ti m°ntoi moi 
doke› oÏtvw ¶xein — Plato Cra. 401d sxedÒn ti aÔ ... . 

(c) Only 6 occurrences cannot be reduced in a convincing way to an independently identifiable 
unit:  
-  2 cases involve ên immediately following the verb it modifies: Plato Plt. 278c 

Yaumãzoimen ín oÔn ...; — Plato Plt. 300d mimo›nt' ín m°ntoi pagkãkvw: ; for the 
possibly formulaic status of this collocation, see section 6.2 below; 

-  the remaining 4 cases all involve an indefinite immediately following the constituent it 
syntactically belongs with, either agreeing with this constituent: Plato Sph. 245d posÒn 
ti går ... — Plato Plt. 294a TrÒpon tinå m°ntoi ... , or in a genitival relation to it: Plato 
Tht. 209a T«n koin«n ti êra ... — Plato Tht. 181b po›Òn t€ pote êra ... . 

 

                                                             
102 In this quotation, the first of the two instances (the second takes up the first) shows that gãr can 
intrude between the two words constituting the unit oÈk ên.  
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(2) The data suggest that the rule ‘/q/-particles precede /r/-postpositives’ is highly valid. As will 
be argued below, invoking other data as well, the explanation may be that /q/-particles form 
an uninterruptible unit with their host word, or with an already composite word-like host 
unit. 
 
 

 3.2 Clusters of /q/-postpositives 
 

(1)  Clusters of immediately adjacent /q/-particles are quite common in Classical Greek, and 
especially so in Plato, as can be seen in the following table.103  

Table 3.2a: clusters of /q/-particles 
 

 Plato Lysias Total 
/q q/ 756 298 1054 

/q q q/ 17 0 17 
/q q q q/ 0 0 0 

    
The 17 strings of 3 /q/-particles are the following: går oÔn dÆ (6 times), d° ge aÔ (twice), m¢n går dÆ (twice), 
m°n ge dÆ, m°n ge oÔn, m¢n oÔn dÆ, m¢n oÔn êra, m¢n dØ aÔ, d° ge mÆn, per ge dÆ.  
 

(2)  It has been observed that, whenever /q/-particles cluster, their internal order is to a certain 
extent predictable. The following table represents the sequences of immediately adjacent /q/ 
occurring in the corpus, as follows:104 
-  All sequences are represented as combinations of two adjacent /q/, e.g. an occurrence of 

m¢n går oÔn, counts as (i) an occurrence of m¢n går and (ii) an occurrence of går oÔn. 
-  The leftmost column indicates the preceding particle and the top row the following 

particle; the particles have been arranged in the order suggested by their order of 
precedence in the particle chains found in the corpus. If this order were a fully fixed 
one, the triangle below the diagonal (indicated by “xxx”) would have been empty.  

-  The indefinite adverbs (p-) have been counted as /q/ in this table, though elsewhere in 
this study they are a priori counted with the indefinites; dÆ+pote has been considered as 
one word here (though not elsewhere in this study). 

-  Some (sequences of) particles have been omitted from the table: aÔ always comes last 
in a string of /q/;105 likewise per always clings very closely to the word to which it 
applies (in Classical Attic most often a relative) and always comes first if in 
combination with other particles; the combinations involving mÆn are limited to 16 
occurrences of ge mÆn 106; the combinations involving goËn are limited to 4 occurrences 

                                                             
103 Here the frequencies are sometimes much lower than in most other tables; extrapolatability may be 
less strong.  
104 The mode of presentation is taken over from “Table 1: Adjacent particle sequences in the Homeric 
corpus” in Wills 1993, 71. Cf. already Table 2.1b above. 
105 Except for one example of aÔ ge. Plato Plt. 307b Ka‹ mØn ıpÒtan aÔ ge émfÒtera g€gnhtai taËy' 
≤m›n êkaira, metabãllontew •kãtera aÈt«n c°gomen §p‹ ténant€a pãlin épon°montew to›w 
ÙnÒmasin. The matter of hiatus may be argued to play a role. For the fact that aÔ seems to be a 
marginal member of the class of /q/-particles, see also section 7.0(4).  
106 For the fact that some ‘modal’ particles due to their inherent semantic functions cannot combine 
with one another - especially mÆn is supposed not to combine with either dÆ, toi, or êra -, cf. 
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of goËn dÆ; leaving aside 5 cases of ka€toi ge and 1 case of oÎtoi dÆ, combinations 
involving toi are limited to 1 case of d° toi, 7 cases of gãr toi and 2 cases of g° toi; 
m°ntoi/mentên is twice preceded and twice followed by ge107 and once followed by 
êra.  

-  Collocations of not immediately adjacent particles (e.g. ge ... oÔn), as included in 
Denniston 1934/1950, could not be studied in the present study.  

Table 3.2b: clusters of /q/-particles 
 

 d° te m°n gãr to€nun oÔn ge dÆ- p- êra total 
d° xxx 1    23 99 43 10 9 185 
te  xxx  34 2 5 1 6 1 5 54 
m°n   xxx 145 48 272 11 53  16 545 
gãr    xxx  50  54 35  139 
to€nun     xxx      0 
oÔn      xxx  24 2  26 
ge       xxx 11 9  20 
dÆ/dÆp-    1  12 1 xxx  1 15 
p-      2 1  1 2 6 
êra          xxx 0 
total 0 1 0 180 50 364 113 191 58 33 990 
            

Exceptions to the rule represented by the table above are limited to 17 occurrences:  
-  the 1 occurrence of d° te is in a quotation from Hesiodus, at Plato Tht. 207a;  
-  on the 1 occurrence of dÆ gãr at Plato Plt. 264d-e, Burnet remarks in his apparatus 

criticus: “dØ seclusi: post går transp. al.”; the position of dÆ need not be a problem: 
d∞low seems to be one of the words that attracts dÆ (cf. Boessenkool 2000, 93, with 
reference to Plato R. 497c);  

-  the 1 occurrence of dÆ ge is Plato Plt. 294e;  
- the 1 occurrence involving two p-forms is Plato Tht. 199b, with pou and pote both 

indefinite adverbs;  
- of the 14 cases with an unexpectedly late oÔn, 12 involve the formulas ‘interrogative + 

dÆ(pote)’ or ‘interrogative + pote’ followed by oÔn; 2 more have ‘pãlin dÆ oÔn’; in 
the only occurrence of pou/pote followed by ge (Plato Cra. 422b), pote is clearly the 
indefinite adverb and focalized.  

 

(3)  It might be interesting to try and interpret the ‘ranking’ of the particles in Table 3.2b. 
Although a fully adequate classification of these particles is not available at present (see 
section 0.3.4 above) and hence cannot be invoked in an insightful account for the observed 
word order data, a general tendency can be perceived:  
-  purely connective particles (d°, but also the corresponsive particles m°n and te) tend to 

come first;  
-  essentially non-connective particles (‘focus-particles’ or ‘modal particles’: ge, dÆ, êra, 

pou) tend to come later on in the cluster;  

                                                                                                                                                     
Boessenkool 2000, 65-66: “Slechts twee partikels [sc. ‘modal’ particles] hebben een minder breed scala 
aan combinatiemogelijkheden, namelijk mên en toi”. 
107 On the thesis that Lysias, among other authors, would use m°ntoi ge instead of the more common 
m°ntoi ... ge in order to avoid hiatus after m°ntoi, see Blomqvist 1969, 30-32.  
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- the connective particles ‘with something extra’ (gãr, oÔn, to€nun) are between the two 
previous ones.  

 
(4)  It should be observed that many clusters only occur in very specific contexts. For instance, 

oÔn dÆ  only occurs in the following cases:  
-  14 out of 24 occurrences immediately follow an interrogative (cf. here above on dØ 

oÔn): Plato Cra. 392a — Plato Cra. 398a — Plato Cra. 409e T€ oÔn dÆ; — Plato Tht. 
165e t€n' oÔn dØ ı PrvtagÒraw, fa€hw ín ‡svw, lÒgon §p€kouron to›w aÍtoË §re›; — 
Plato Tht. 186d T€ oÔn dØ §ke€nƒ épod€dvw ˆnoma, t“ ırçn ékoÊein Ùsfra€nesyai 
cÊxesyai yerma€nesyai; — Plato Tht. 197b T€ oÔn dØ fÆseiw toËto §ke€nou 
diaf°rein; — Plato Sph. 221d T€na pot' oÔn dØ taÊthn; — Plato Sph. 246c P«w oÔn 
dØ lhcÒmeya; — Plato Sph. 248b T€n' oÔn dØ l°gousi lÒgon; — Plato Sph. 256c T€ 
oÔn dØ tÚ metå toËto; — Plato Sph. 261d TÚ po›on oÔn dØ per‹ t«n Ùnomãtvn 
Ípakoust°on; — Plato Plt. 262c Po›on oÔn dØ frãzeiw diairoum°nouw ≤mçw oÈk 
Ùry«w êrti drçn; — Plato Plt. 302b T€w oÔn dØ t«n oÈk Ùry«n politei«n toÊtvn 
¥kista xalepØ suz∞n, pas«n xalep«n oÈs«n, ka‹ t€w barutãth; — Plato Tht. 146a 
îr' oÔn dØ ¶xomen l°gein aÈtÒ; 

-  6 more occur in the cluster går oÔn dÆ: Plato Tht. 189b OÈ går oÔn dÆ. — Plato Tht. 
205d OÈ går oÔn dØ fa€netai. — Plato Plt. 306b pãnta går oÔn dØ éllÆloiw tã ge 
t∞w éret∞w mÒria l°geta€ pou f€lia. — Plato Plt. 269a L°getai går oÔn dØ ka‹ toËto. 
— Plato Plt. 303e L°getai går oÔn dØ taËta oÏtv g€gnesyai. — Plato Plt. 270b ¶sti 
går oÔn dØ toËt' aÈtÒ. ; 

-  the remaining 4 instances are the following: Plato Cra. 440d ‡svw m¢n oÔn dÆ, Œ 
KratÊle, oÏtvw ¶xei, ‡svw d¢ ka‹ oÎ. (note that this collocation involves the formulaic 
cluster m¢n oÔn) — Plato Tht. 195e ‡yi oÔn dÆ, sÁ épokr€nou. — Plato Sph. 254b ÜOt' 
oÔn dØ tå m¢n ≤m›n t«n gen«n …molÒghtai koinvne›n §y°lein éllÆloiw, tå d¢ mÆ, .... 
— Plato Plt. 269d étår oÔn dØ kekoin≈nhk° ge ka‹ s≈matow: . 

Similarly, some clusters are so frequent and have acquired a specific set of uses to such an 
extent that they can be regarded as lexicalized formulas. This is obviously the case with m¢n 
oÔn (see also Denniston’s treatment of the various combinations of particles, Denniston 
1934/1950, passim).  
 
 

 3.3 Clusters of /r/-postpositives  
 
Just like /q/-postpositives, /r/-postpositives tend to cluster: 242 clusters of 2 /r/-postpositives 
are found in the corpus (166 in Plato, 76 in Lysias); 11 clusters actually consist of 3 /r/ (8 in 
Plato, 3 in Lysias). As a general rule, the order of these words within these clusters can be 
formulated in the following rule:  

ên < indefinite < personal pronoun 

The quantitative data with respect to this rule are the following.  
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Table 3.3: clusters of /r/ 
 

 Plato Lysias Total 
ên + other /r/  107 / 134 (79.9%) 76 / 78 (97.4%) 183 / 212 (86.3%) 
other /r/ + ên 27 / 134 (20.1%) 2 / 78 (2.6%) 29 / 212 (13.7%) 
indefinite + /r/ (except ên) 67 / 81 (82.7%) 34 / 38 (89.5%) 101 / 119 (84.9%) 
/r/ (except ên) + indefinite 14 / 81 (17.3%) 4 / 38 (10.5%) 18 / 119 (15.1%) 
    

As can be seen in this table, there are only 47 exceptions to the rule, among which only 6 in 
Lysias:  

(a) 29 instances of an indefinite followed by ên:108  
-  16 instances involve a unit consisting of introductive+indefinite: 11 instances are of 

the form ‘interrogative+indefinite+ên’ (e.g. Plato Sph. 251d-e: toÊtvn, Œ Yea€thte, t€ 
pot' ín aÈtoÁw proaire›syai fÆsomen; Plato Sph. 220d µ t€ tiw ên, Œ Yea€thte, e‡poi 
kãllion;), 3 of the form ‘negative+indefinite+ên’ (e.g. Plato Tht. 166c µ …w fid€vn 
gignom°nvn oÈd°n ti ín mçllon tÚ fainÒmenon mÒnƒ §ke€nƒ g€gnoito, ...); 2 have 
‘relative+indefinite+ên’ (e.g. Plato Plt. 293c ... §n √ tiw ín eÍr€skoi toÁw êrxontaw 
élhy«w §pistÆmonaw ka‹ oÈ dokoËntaw mÒnon, ...);  

-  5 occurrences involve a lexical mobile word followed by the cluster pot' ín in which 
pote can be argued to be a /q/-particle (e.g. Plato Tht. 201c OÈk ên, ..., Ùryã pot' ín 
dikastØw êkrow §dÒjazen êneu §pistÆmhw: — Lysias 13,86 <oÈk> ofiÒmenoi ÉAgorãtƒ 
sumprãttein pot' ín diisxurizom°nƒ, ...);109  

-  2 occurrences involve ti as an adverb of degree, which use tends towards a /q/ status 
(Plato Tht. 148c ∏ttÒn ti ín o‡ei élhy∞ tÒnd' §pain°sai; — Plato Tht. 197a fa€netai 
gãr moi proÎrgou ti ín gen°syai.);  

-  3 instances involve the formula e‡poi tiw ên (Plato Sph. 229a; Plato Sph. 230a; Plato 
Plt. 291d; cf. also Plato Sph. 220, already quoted here above); 1 more eÏroi tiw ên 
(Plato Plt. 290e) and 1 tiw ín ‡doi (Plato Plt. 261d);  

-  1 occurrence involves the sequence ka€ tiw ín (Plato Plt. 310b Tå m¢n ploÊtou ka‹ 
dunãmevn §n to›w toioÊtoiw di≈gmata t€ ka€ tiw ín …w êjia lÒgou spoudãzoi 
memfÒmenow;), in which the indefinite is obviously focused (“anyone ever”).  

(b) 18 instances of a non-focal personal pronoun or non-focal aÈt- followed by an indefinite:110  
-  8 instances involve the dative of first person personal pronouns (5 moi, 3 ≤m›n; no 

second person pronouns have been retrieved), quite often even followed by p-indefinites 
in their particle-like use (Plato Sph. 237d Ka‹ toËto ≤m›n pou fanerÒn, …w ...); this 
phenomenon could be explained by the not infrequent use of first person datives as so-

                                                             
108 21 additional apparent exceptions in Lysias are entirely due to an orthographical convention used by 
the editor, though not by others (20 times ˜ ti ên, and Lysias 25,12 ény' ∏w tinow ín ...) and have not 
been counted. Potential occurrences of non-focal personal pronouns or anaphoric aÈt- followed by ên 
could not be searched for in a systematic way (see section 1.1 above); note however e.g. Plato Tht. 158e 
EmoË to€nun êkoue oÂa per‹ aÈt«n ín l°goien ... . In Plato Plt. 306d (âAr' oÔn dunatÚw aÈtÚ ín 
geno€mhn, Àsper ka‹ dianooËmai, diå lÒgvn §nde€jasya€ soi;) aÈtÚ can be said to be correlative 
(with the Àsper-clause) and hence focal (cf. section 2.3 above).  
109 Another 5 instances of pot' ín have already been included in the 11 instances of the unit 
‘interrogative + indefinite’.  
110 This number is of course not objective and reliable, because of the orthographical ambiguity 
between focal and non-focal; however, 6 instances involve the unambiguous m-forms of the first person 
singular. 
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called ‘dativi ethici’ and in a wide array of more or less similar uses in which the dative 
is not the complement of a verb nor a clear case of the ‘dativus commodi/incommodi’ 
(e.g. Plato Sph. 261e ¶sti går ≤m›n pou t«n tª fvnª per‹ tØn oÈs€an dhlvmãtvn 
dittÚn g°now); in such cases, the dative pronouns function much like /q/-particles; this 
/q/-like status may then have extended to uses that -grammatically speaking- are better 
analyzed as other kinds of datives (e.g. Lysias 1,15 pros°rxeta€ mo€ tiw presbËtiw 
ênyrvpow — see also Plato Cra. 428c; Plato Cra. 399e; Plato Cra. 428c; Plato Sph. 
254c; Lysias 3,19; Lysias 25,13);  

-  2 more instances involve a first person pronoun in the accusative followed by an 
indefinite: Plato Tht. 187c-d (Yrãttei m° pvw nËn te ka‹ êllote dØ pollãkiw) and 
Lysias 20,30, which, however, involves an editorial addition (de› ≤mçw <ti> pãsxein); 
note that the pronoun in both cases clings to the verb;  

-  8 more instances involve aÈt- preceding an indefinite, without there being any 
convincing explanation at hand: Plato Tht. 192c §ån êra §j aÈt«n ti mçllon mãyv: — 
Plato Sph. 233b sxolª pot' ín aÈto›w tiw xrÆmata didoÁw ≥yelen ín toÊtvn aÈt«n 
mayhtØw g€gnesyai. — Plato Sph. 235a GÒhta m¢n dØ ka‹ mimhtØn êra yet°on aÈtÒn 
tina. — Plato Sph. 242d poleme› d¢ éllÆloiw §n€ote aÈt«n êtta p˙, ... — Plato Sph. 
268c mimhtØw d' Ãn toË sofoË d∞lon ˜ti parvnÊmion aÈtoË ti lÆcetai, — Plato Plt. 
259d PrÒsexe dØ tÚn noËn ín êra §n aÈtª tina diafuØn katanoÆsvmen. — Plato 
Plt. 285e ˜tan aÈt«n tiw boulhyª t“ lÒgon afitoËnti per€ tou mØ metå pragmãtvn 
éllå xvr‹w lÒgou =&d€vw §nde€jasyai: ... — Plato Plt. 299a œn d' ín katachfisyª 
timçn ˜ti xrØ paye›n aÈt«n tinaw µ épot€nein.  

Although the rule ‘ên < indefinite < personal pronoun’ seems to be descriptively adequate, 
no theoretically satisfactory account for it is available. For Homeric Greek, Ruijgh simply 
invokes a ‘canonical order’, with reference to the one for French clitic pronouns (Ruijgh 
1990/1996a, 223-224; see also Wills 1993, 72).  
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 4. Postpositives II: the P2-rules (Wackernagel’s Law)  
 
As has been explained in the General Introduction (section 1.1 above), Wackernagel’s Law 
is a well-established and well-covered rule (both in Ancient Greek and other languages). In 
this section, I will investigate the P2 behavior of the two different classes (/q/ and /r/) that 
are supposed to be subject to this rule, according to the classification introduced in section 
1.1 above, and systematically review the apparent exceptions.  
Due to the very large number of relevant occurrences in the corpus, an indirect quantitative 
approach involving a comparison between an expected probability and an observed 
probability will be applied in this section, as described in section 1.2 above. Which value 
one needs to take as expected value depends on the zero-hypothesis chosen, which in its turn 
is a direct reflection of the claim one tries to corroborate (or rather: of the opposite of this 
claim).  
 
 

 4.1 The P2-rule for /q/-postpositives  
 
As a general fact, the P2-tendency for the /q/-particles (in the present corpus limited to êra, 
aÔ, gãr, ge, goËn, d°, dÆ, d∞yen, dÆpou, dÆpouyen, dÆpote, d∞ta, m°n, m°ntoi, ment' ên, 
mÆn, nu(n), oÔn, per, te, toi, to€nun) is well-established, but subject to a few factors causing 
apparent exceptions:  
-  in clusters of /q/-particles (see section 3.2 above) all particles obviously take the same 

P2;  
-  unit-formations may cause the /q/-particle to take P2 after a word-like unit instead of 

literally after the first orthographic word; a very common type of unit is the 
combination of an article or preposition and the noun or adjective which follows it (see 
section 2.4.2 above);  

-  /O/-introductives (esp. introductive particles) regularly precede the word or word-like 
unit after which a /q/-particle occurs.  

In this section I will investigate the impact of the various factors on the statistical P2-
tendencies of the /q/-particles, by discounting them from the bare figures. Furthermore, I will 
spell out the different tendencies for the different /q/-particles. Finally, I will review a few of 
the more common patterns in which the apparent ‘deferment’ of /q/-particles appears to be 
due to the fact that a colon boundary was not taken into account by editorial punctuation.  
 

(1)  /q/-particles in P2 
The hypothesis that it is a specific feature of /q/ to take P2 will be investigated by comparing 
it to the zero-hypothesis “all words have an equal probability to take P2”, in other words: the 
observed frequency of /q/-particles at P2 will be compared to the expected frequency if all 
words would have the same probability to take P2.  
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Table 4.1a: P2-tendency of /q/-particles 
 

 Plato Lysias Total 
P2: [ X q 4794 / 7880 (60.8%) 3115 / 4487 (69.4%) 7909 / 12367 (64.0%) 
P3: [ X X q 675 / 7880 (8.6%) 390 / 4487 (8.7%) 1065 / 12367 (8.6%) 
P4: [ X X X q 202 / 7880 (2.6%) 99 / 4487 (2.2%) 301 / 12367 (2.4%) 
P5: [ X X X X q 105 / 7880 (1.3%) 31 / 4487 (0.7%) 136 / 12367 (1.1%) 
    
every word except /q/-particles = /X/ 
 

expected    
P2: [ X X 10233 /73404 (13.9%) 7401 / 56222 (13.2%) 17634/129626 (13.6%) 
    
every word = /X/ 

The following observations can immediately be made:  
-  Not surprisingly, the data show that the hypothesis is confirmed: the P2-tendency of /q/-

particles is enormously stronger than the zero-hypothesis would predict (up to 56% 
difference) and more than 60% of the occurrences (almost 70% in Lysias) is 
straightforwardly accounted for by the rule.  

-  The next lines in the table show that an increase of the distance of a /q/-particle to the 
next punctuation mark on its left goes together with a decrease of probability for the 
resulting pattern.  

The apparent exceptions to the rule (36% of the total) are for the largest part limited to a few 
types.  
 

(2)  Clusters of /q/ 
A first obvious type of exception is due to the very frequent clusters of /q/-particles (see 
section 3.2 above). This clustering phenomenon accounts for the position of more than 8% 
of the remaining occurrences, as can be seen in the following table. 

Table 4.1b: /[ X q q (q...)/ 
 

 Plato Lysias Total 
[ X q q 698 / 7880 (8.9%) 287 / 4487 (6.4%) 985 / 12367 (8.0%) 
[ X q q q 16 / 7880 (0.2%) 0 / 4487 (0.0%) 16 / 12367 (0.1%) 
Total [ X q (q...) 714 / 7880 (9.1%) 287 / 4487 (6.4%) 1001/ 12367 (8.1%) 
    
 

(3)  Units 
As has already been shown in the above in connection with other word order rules, unit-
formation is a recurrent factor giving rise to apparently exceptional positions.  

(a) A number of apparent exceptions of this type are due to the presence of units of the forms 
article+mobile and preposition(+article)+mobile, as discussed above in section 2.4.2 and 
observable in the following cases : Plato Cra. 387a Katå tØn aÍt«n êra fÊsin ka‹ afl 
prãjeiw prãttontai, oÈ katå tØn ≤met°ran dÒjan. — Lysias 2,40 ... §klipÒntew m¢n tØn 
pÒlin, efiw tåw naËw d' §mbãntew, ... — Plato Tht. 165a Efiw tÚ koinÚn m¢n oÔn, épokrin°syv 
d¢ ı ne≈terow: — Plato Plt. 265a §n m°rei ge mØn d∞lon ˜ti dunatÒn. — Plato Cra. 384c 
efiw tÚ koinÚn d¢ katay°ntaw xrØ skope›n e‡te …w sÁ l°geiw ¶xei e‡te …w KratÊlow. — 
Lysias 16,10 prÚw tÚn édelfÚn d' oÏtvw §neimãmhn Àst' §ke›non pl°on ımologe›n ¶xein 
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§moË t«n patr–vn, ... — Plato Plt. 307a tÚ t∞w ±rema€aw aÔ gen°sevw e‰dow îr' oÈ 
pollãkiw §p˙n°kamen §n polla›w t«n prãjevn;  
This type of explanation straightforwardly accounts for more than 2% of the ‘deferred’ /q/-
particles, as can be seen in the following Table.  

Table 4.1c: /[ p (p..) M q (q...)/ 
 

 Plato Lysias Total 
/[ p p q (q...) 3 / 7880 (0.0%) 0 / 4487 (0.0%) 3 / 12367 (0.0%) 
/[ p M q (q...)/ 132 / 7880 (1.7%) 81 / 4487 (1.8%) 213 / 12367 (1.7%) 
/[ p p M q (q...)/ 21 / 7880 (0.3%) 4 / 4487 (0.1%) 25 / 12367 (0.2%) 
/[ p q (q...) M q/ 27 / 7880 (0.3%) 2 / 4487 (0.0%) 29 / 12367 (0.2%) 
Total  183 / 7880 (2.3%) 87 / 4487 (1.9%) 270 / 12367 (2.2%) 
    

The following observations concerning these data should be added:  
-  Some of the strings counted here above are not actually relevant instances of the 

phenomenon in question: within the string /p q M q/, the string /p q/ often corresponds 
to the combination of pronominal ı with m°n or d°, in which case the next mobile is in 
P1 of a next colon (see section 2.4.2).  

-  As has been noted above (section 2.4.2), some particles occur late in the unit more often 
than others.  

(b) Next, a number of cases involve units consisting of two mobile words, as in the following 
examples: Plato Tht. 145e (cf. Plato Plt. 292c): ToËt' aÈtÚ to€nun §st‹n ˘ épor« ... — Plato 
Sph. 263a SÚn ¶rgon dØ frãzein per‹ o t' §st‹ ka‹ ˜tou. — Plato Tht. 170e NØ tÚn D€a, Œ 
S≈kratew, mãla mur€oi d∞ta, fhs‹n ÜOmhrow, o· g° moi tå §j ényr≈pvn prãgmata 
par°xousin. — Plato Cra. 384a ..., oÎte éposafe› |oÈd¢n efirvneÊeta€ te prÒw me, ... It is 
impossible to estimate the number of occurrences of this type using the database available. 
 

(4)  /O/-introductives in P1 
Another type of exception involves /O/-introductives in P1, the ambiguous status of which 
has already been noted. Two interpretations are possible: either the introductive has to be 
considered as a prepositive, clinging to the following word, or it has to be considered as 
constituting a separate colon (see sections 2.0, 2.1 and 2.3 above). Whichever interpretation 
is the most plausible one in any particular instance, the fact that /q/-postpositives often do 
not occur literally in P2 is quite often due to the presence of one or more /O/-introductives in 
P1. This is evident from the examples below, which illustrate that this can occur with many 
types of /O/-introductive and many different /q/-particles: Lysias 34,9 nËn d°, §pe‹ §ke€nvn 
m¢n èpãntvn mãx˙ §sterÆmeya, ≤ d¢ patr‹w ≤m›n l°leiptai, ‡smen ˜ti ı k€ndunow otow 
mÒnow ¶xei tåw §lp€daw t∞w svthr€aw. — Plato Tht. 143a éll' §gracãmhn m¢n tÒt' eÈyÁw 
o‡kad' §ly∆n ÍpomnÆmata, Ïsteron d¢ katå sxolØn énamimn˙skÒmenow ¶grafon, ... — 
Plato Sph. 266c îr' oÈk aÈtØn m¢n ofik€an ofikodomikª fÆsomen poie›n, grafikª d° tin' 
•t°ran, ... — Plato Sph. 248c ˜ti gen°sei m¢n m°testi toË pãsxein ka‹ poie›n dunãmevw, ... 
. — Plato Sph. 240b OÈdam«w élhyinÒn ge, éll' §oikÚw m°n. — Plato Cra. 386a OÈ må tÚn 
D€a, éllå pollãkiw dØ aÈtÚ p°ponya, Àste moi doke›n pãnu ponhroÁw e‰na€ tinaw 
ényr≈pouw, ka‹ mãla suxnoÊw. — Lysias 32,21 oÈk êtopon gãr moi doke› ka‹ per‹ 
toÊtou mnhsy∞nai — Plato Cra. 394c ka‹ êlla pollã §stin ì oÈd¢n êll' µ basil°a 
shma€nei: ka‹ êlla ge aÔ strathgÒn oÂon [...]. ka‹ fiatrikã ge ßtera ... — Plato Plt. 283b 
Ka‹ yaumastÒn ge oÈd°n: ... — Plato Sph. 240b ÉAll' ¶sti ge mÆn pvw. — Lysias 3,30 ka‹ 
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tÒte m¢n êra, ·na mØ ... — Plato Sph. 258a Ka‹ tîlla dØ taÊt˙ l°jomen, ... — Plato Sph. 
255e OÈ stãsiw êr' §st€n. 

The following table gives an impression of the number of instances that may be explained by 
these considerations (more than 6%).  

Table 4.1d: P2-tendency of /q/-particles: /O/-introductives in P1 
 

 Plato Lysias Total 
/[ O M q/ 257 / 7880 (3.3%) 131 / 4487 (2.9%) 388 / 12367 (3.1%) 
/[ O p q/ 94 / 7880 (1.2%) 90 / 4487 (2.0%) 184 / 12367 (1.5%) 
/[ O p M q/  47 / 7880 (0.6%) 14 / 4487 (0.3%) 61 / 12367 (0.5%) 
/[ O O q/ 76 / 7880 (1.0%) 49 / 4487 (1.1%) 125 / 12367 (1.0%) 
Total /[ O X q/ 474 / 7880 (6.0%) 284 / 4487 (6.3%) 758 / 12367 (6.1%) 
    
 

(5) P2-tendency of /q/-particles: summary of the quantitative data 
If we take into account the types of apparent exceptions mentioned in (1), (2) and (3) above, 
the percentage of cases in which the P2-rule for /q/-particles applies increases considerably 
(from 64% to 80%), as can be seen in the following summary table.  

Table 4.1e: P2-tendency of /q/-particles (summary) 
 

 Plato Lysias Total 
[ X q 4794 / 7880 (60.8%) 3115 / 4487 (69.4%) 7909 / 12367 (64.0%) 
[ X q (q...) 714 / 7880 (9.1%) 287 / 4487 (6.4%) 1001 / 12367 (8.1%) 
[ p (p...) M q (q...)  183 / 7880 (2.3%) 87 / 4487 (1.9%) 270 / 12367 (2.2%) 
/[ O X q/ 474 / 7880 (6.0%) 284 / 4487 (6.3%) 758 / 12367 (6.1%) 
Total P2: 6165 / 7880 (78.2%) 3773 / 4487 (84.1%) 9938 / 12367 (80.4%) 
    

Thus, in more than 80% of all occurrences in the corpus, /q/-particles in fact are in a regular 
P2 of an orthographic segment; as we have seen in paragraph (4) here above, one should add 
a indefinite (but probably small) number of units which have escaped our sifting. This leaves 
us with a little less than 20% of occurrences to account for in other ways.  
 

(6) Different P2-tendencies for different /q/-particles 
It should be noted that not all /q/-particles tend towards P2 to the same degree. The details 
for the separate particles have been spelled out in the following table.  
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Table 4.1f: P2-tendency of different /q/-particles 
 

 Plato Lysias Total 

goËn  42 / 43 (97.7%) 7 / 7 (100%) 49 / 50 (98.0%) 
d° 1647 / 1699 (96.9%) 1637 / 1737 (94.2%) 3284 / 3436 (95.6%) 
m°ntoi 63 / 72 (87.5%) 19 / 19 (100%) 82 / 91 (90.1%) 
mÆn 179 / 206 (86.9%) 11 / 12 (91.7%) 190 / 218 (87.2%) 
toi 23 / 36 (63.9%) 105 / 113 (92.9%) 128 / 149 (85.9%) 
gãr 694 / 785 (88.4%) 474 / 613 (77.3%) 1168 / 1398 (83.5%) 
to€nun 120 / 172 (69.8%) 109 / 132 (82.6%) 229 / 304 (75.3%) 
per 126 / 197 (64.0%) 42 / 69 (60.9%) 168 / 266 (63.2%) 
dÆ 401 / 707 (56.7%) 19 / 53 (35.8%) 420 / 760 (55.3%) 
oÔn 279 / 555 (50.3%) 101 / 222 (45.5%) 380 / 777 (48.9%) 
m°n 521 / 1000 (52.1%) 442 / 996 (44.4%)  963 / 1996 (48.2%) 
êra 84 / 183 (45.9%) 4 / 9 (44.4%) 88 / 192 (45.8%) 
dÆpou 9 / 17 (52.9%) 0 / 13 (0.0%) 9 / 30 (30.0%) 
ge 277 / 895 (30.9%) 9 / 85 (10.6%) 286 / 980 (29.2%) 
te 267 / 1019 (26.2%) 132 / 438 (30.1%) 399 / 1457 (27.4%) 
aÔ 33 / 266 (12.4%) 2 / 3 (66.7%) 35 / 269 (13.0%) 
    
The following rare particles have been omitted from the table: dÆpouyen (once in Lysias, P2), ment' ên (11 
times in Plato, all P2), nun (once in Plato, P2), d∞ta (18 out of 21 P2; 1 out of 2 in Lysias), dÆyen (once in 
Plato, not P2). 

(a) The following basic facts can be observed:  
-  goËn, d°, m°ntoi, mÆn, and gãr occur in over 70% of the cases in P2 in both authors; 

to€nun comes very close to this;  
-  êra, m°n, oÔn, dÆ, and per all are in the range from 44% to 64%;  
-  ge, te and aÔ have P2-tendencies under 30%; dÆpou is rare in both authors and does not 

yield a clear picture.  

(b) Note that the ranking in this table shows some similarities (but also some salient differences) 
to the ones in Table 2.4c and Table 3.2b. For some particles the relatively weak P2-tendency 
can easily be explained by the data in these two tables:  
(i) by the fact that they tend to occur more often in the configuration /p M q/ (Table 

2.4c), many of which can be expected to occur at the beginning of a segment:111 most 
notably, 104 occurrences of te, 21 occurrences of êra, 39 of aÔ, 19 of to€nun, 5 of 
mÆn, 51 of dÆ;  

(ii)  by the fact that they tend to come later in clusters of /q/-particles, cf. Table 3.2b 
above:112  

- oÔn occurs late in a cluster 364 times; in 263 of these the cluster m¢n oÔn occurs in 
actual P2 and in 50 more the cluster går oÔn is in P2;  

- likewise, gãr occurs late in a cluster 180 times; in 141 of these the cluster m¢n gãr 
occurs in actual P2, in 34 the cluster te gãr is in P2;  

                                                             
111 It did not seem worthwhile to have the computer run a script for more than two hours, just to 
calculate these data. 
112 These clusters, of course, could not be reduced for the purposes of Table 4.1f. 
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-  dÆ occurs late in a cluster 191 times; in 41 of these går dÆ is in P2, in 42 d¢ dÆ is 
in P2, and in 45 more m¢n dÆ is in P2;  

-  48 occurrences of m¢n to€nun occur in P2;  
-  ge occurs late in a cluster 113 times; 95 cases of d° ge are in P2.  

(c) Conversely, the relatively strong tendency for some /q/-particles to occur in P2 may be due 
to the fact that they occur very often in a formula involving an /O/-introductive. The 
following table presents the percentage of occurrences of each particle under scrutiny in P2 
after an introductive in P1.  

Table 4.1g: /q/-particles in P2 following an /O/-introductive in P1: /[ O q/ 
 

 Plato Lysias Total 

[ O q 1583 / 7880 (20.1%) 863 / 4487 (19.2%) 2446 / 12367 (19.8%) 
[ O d° 308 / 1699 (18.1%) 233 / 1737 (13.4%) 541 / 3436 (15.7%) 
[ O gãr 263 / 785 (33.5%) 180 / 613 (29.4%) 443 / 1398 (31.7%) 
[ O oÔn 172 / 555 (31.0%) 43 / 222 (19.4%) 215 / 777 (27.7%) 
[ O dÆ 204 / 707 (28.9%) 9 / 53 (17.0%) 213 / 760 (28.0%) 
[ O te 120 / 1019 (11.8%) 76 / 438 (17.4%) 196 / 1457 (13.5%) 
[ O mÆn 158 / 206 (76.7%) 11 / 12 (91.7%) 169 / 218 (77.5%) 
[ O per 126 / 197 (64.0%) 42 / 69 (60.9%) 168 / 266 (63.2%) 
[ O m°n 52 / 1000 (5.2%) 114 / 996 (11.4%) 166 / 1996 (8.3%) 
[ O toi 17 / 36 (47.2%) 105 / 113 (92.9%) 122 / 149 (81.9%) 
[ O to€nun 28/ 172 (16.3%) 30 / 132 (22.7%) 58 / 304 (19.1%) 
[ O ge 37 / 895 (4.1%) 4/ 85 (4.7%) 41 / 980 (4.2%) 
[ O êra 31 / 183 (16.9%) 4 / 9 (44.4%) 35 / 192 (18.2%) 
[ O m°ntoi 28 / 72 (38.9%) 6 / 19 (31.6%) 34 / 91 (37.4%) 
[ O aÔ 22 / 266 (8.3%) 1 / 3 (33.3%) 23 / 269 (8.6%) 
[ O dÆpou 2 / 17 (11.8%) 0 / 13 (0.0%) 2 / 30 (6.7%) 
[ O goËn  1 / 43 (2.3%) 0 / 7 (0.0%) 1 / 50 (2.0%) 
    

If we compare these figures with the percentages for P2 in Table 4.1f above, the following 
salient facts can be observed:  
-  Almost 20% of the /q/-particles immediately follows an /O/-introductive in P1; since 

64% of the /q/-particles is literally in P2 (Table 4.2a), one out of three /q/-particles in P2 
occurs in this configuration.  

-  However, this need not be due to formulas in the strong sense of the word. Due to the 
inherent P1-tendency of /O/-introductives and the inherent P2-tendency of /q/-particles 
the collocation of both is bound to be frequent. Thus, for most of the particles the 
number of occurrences in the configuration /[ O q/ does not seem to be especially large.  

-  For some /q/-particles, however, the configuration /[ O q/ accounts for a more than 
substantial part of the occurrences in P2:  
-  mÆn: 169 out of the 190: most of them due to collocations like éllå mÆn and ka‹ 

mÆn; also note the fomulaic question T€ mÆn; in Plato;  
-  toi: 122 out of 128: most of them actually lexicalized collocations (114 times 

ka€toi, twice ≥toi, once oÎtoi), plus 3 times §pe€ toi, and twice éllã toi;  
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-  per: 168 out of 168: of which 165 due to the often lexicalized collocation relative + 
per, plus 3 cases of initial ka€per;113 

-  oÔn: 215 out of 380: 93 of the form interrogative pronoun + oÔn, 49 more of the 
form interrogative particle + oÔn, 50 of the form relative + oÔn (many of which 
efi/§ãn oÔn).  

(d) Thus, some of the basic facts concerning the differences between the P2-tendencies of the 
different /q/-particles can be readily accounted for by a few general considerations:  
-  d° (and to a lesser degree m°ntoi, oÔn, to€nun, gãr and goËn) have the specific function 

to mark important discourse boundaries (see section 21.3 below), which can be 
expected to be always marked by editorial punctuation; this fact straightforwardly 
accounts for the relatively high scores for these particles; the scores for oÔn which are -
from this point of view- unexpectedly low, can i.a. be due to the highly frequent cluster 
m¢n oÔn (see paragraph (b) here above);  

-  m°n and te, although they are primarily connectives (be it corresponsive ones), occur 
remarkably often in a late position; however, it is evident that both particles often 
introduce rather low-level structures which are often preceded by some common ground 
(see paragraph (7) here below); especially te (e.g. in the collocation ...te ...ka€...) can 
connect very short constituents which need not make up separate discourse segments;  

-  ge, per, dÆ, êra, toi and mÆn are not primarily connectives, and in se need not be 
expected to occur very often at major boundaries; the relatively high ranking of most 
notably mÆn (but also dÆ) can be accounted for by their very frequent appearance in 
clusters with introductives (see paragraph (c) here above);  

- aÔ again appears to be a marginal member of the class /q/, i.a due to the fact that it 
always comes last in a cluster of postpositives (see section 3 above).  

 
(7) Segmentation into cola 

Because many of the most frequent /q/-particles (m°n, d°, ...) have the specific function to 
mark discourse articulation, many of the cola in which these particles take P2 coincide with 
segments marked by editorial punctuation. Still, quite a number of these particles do not 
occur in P2 even if one takes into account the unit-formations mentioned above.  

(a) In most of these cases, corresponsive m°n is preceded by the common ground for both the 
m°n-part and the d°-part of the contrast, as in the following cases: Plato Tht. 150b Tª d° g' 
§mª t°xn˙ t∞w maieÊsevw | tå m¢n êlla Ípãrxei ˜sa §ke€naiw, diaf°rei d¢ ... — Plato Plt. 
279c-d ka‹ t«n émunthr€vn | tå m¢n élejifãrmaka ka‹ ye›a ka‹ ényr≈pina, tå d¢ 
problÆmata: t«n d¢ problhmãtvn | tå m¢n prÚw tÚn pÒlemon ıpl€smata, tå d¢ 
frãgmata: — Lysias 3,15 metå d¢ taËta | tÚ m¢n meirãkion efiw gnafe›on kat°fugen, 
otoi d¢ suneispesÒntew ∑gon aÈtÚn b€&, — Plato Tht. 205e ˘w ín l°g˙ | sullabØn m¢n 
gnvstÚn ka‹ =htÒn, | stoixe›on d¢ toÈnant€on. — Lysias 2,55 metå ple€stvn går pÒnvn 
ka‹ fanervtãtvn ég≈nvn ka‹ kall€stvn kindÊnvn | §leuy°ran m¢n §po€hsan tØn 
ÑEllãda, | meg€sthn d' ép°deijan tØn •aut«n patr€da, ...  

(b) Something similar can be observed for corresponsive te  (either in the pattern ...te ... ka€ or 
in the pattern ...te .... te): Plato Cra. 390a OÈkoËn oÏtvw éji≈seiw ka‹ tÚn nomoy°thn | tÒn 
te §nyãde | ka‹ tÚn §n to›w barbãroiw, — Plato Plt. 270d per‹ d¢ toÊtouw | êlla te 
payÆmata pollå ka‹ yaumastå ka‹ kainå sump€ptei, — Plato Cra. 390c T€w d¢ | t“ toË 
                                                             
113 See previous note; but Àsper has been treated as a single word.  
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nomoy°tou ¶rgƒ | §pistatÆsei° t' ín kãllista | ka‹ efirgasm°non kr€neie ka‹ §nyãde ka‹ 
§n to›w barbãroiw; îr' oÈx ˜sper xrÆsetai; — Lysias 12,64 nËn d¢ ır« | tãw te 
épolog€aw efiw §ke›non énaferom°naw, | toÊw t' §ke€nƒ sunÒntaw timçsyai peirvm°nouw 
Àsper poll«n égay«n afit€ou éll' oÈ megãlvn kak«n gegenhm°nou. — Lysias 31,25 ..., 
t«n aÈt«n ≤goum°nouw e‰nai | toÊw te kakoÁw timçn | ka‹ t«n égay«n émnhmone›n: — 
Plato Tht. 205c ka‹ aÏth dØ ≤ afit€a | êlogÒn te ka‹ êgnvston aÈtÚ poio›;114 
The second member of a ...te...te.... pattern (or even both members) can be left unmarked by 
editorial punctuation as well, as in the following examples: Plato Cra. 384a ..., oÎte 
éposafe› |oÈd¢n efirvneÊeta€ te prÒw me, ... — Plato Sph. 254a ... ßteron mØn trÒpon | ¥ te 
toË sofistoË xalepÒthw | ¥ te toÊtou. — Lysias 19,13 ı d¢ ır«n aÈtoÁw | Íp' §ke€nou te 
pepisteum°nouw | gegonÒtaw te §pieike›w | tª <te> pÒlei ¶n ge t“ tÒte xrÒnƒ ér°skontaw, ... 

(c) Particles which are not primarily connective (esp. ge,  dÆ, toi,  êra) yield a somewhat 
more complicated picture, in that they are not inherently connected to major discourse 
boundaries.115  
Some occurrences do not yield an immediately satisfactory analysis in terms of colon 
boundaries: Plato Sph. 224e ÖEti dØ skop«men e‡ tini toi“de |? pros°oiken êra tÚ nËn 
metadivkÒmenon g°now. — Plato Sph. 229a OÈkoËn | ka‹ per‹ m¢n Ïbrin ka‹ édik€an ka‹ 
deil€an | ≤ kolastikØ p°fuke | texn«n |? mãlista dØ pas«n prosÆkousa D€k˙. — Plato 
Plt. 299c gracãmenon efisãgein tÚn boulÒmenon oÂw ¶jestin |? efiw dÆ ti dikastÆrion: ... 
In the case of ge a number of occurrences might be analyzed as involving parenthetic or 
afterthought-like additions (‘at least as far as X is concerned’?) having colon-status (see 
section 10.2.5 below): Lysias 19,13 ı d¢ ır«n aÈtoÁw | Íp' §ke€nou te pepisteum°nouw | 
gegonÒtaw te §pieike›w | tª <te> pÒlei |? ¶n ge t“ tÒte xrÒnƒ |? ér°skontaw, ... — Lysias 
13,7 toÊtouw oÔn §boÊlonto |? èm«w g° pvw |? §kpod∆n poiÆsasyai, ·na =&d€vw ì 
boÊlointo diaprãttointo. — Plato Cra. 400b Pollaxª moi doke› |? toËtÒ ge: — Plato 
Cra. 419d pant‹ går d∞lon ˜ti | épÚ toË eÔ to›w prãgmasi tØn cuxØn sumf°resyai | 
toËto ¶labe tÚ ˆnoma, | "eÈferosÊnhn" |? tÒ ge d€kaion: 
Still, many occurrences can be accounted for by invoking colon boundaries of regular types: 
Plato Cra. 420a-b "¶rvw" d°, | ˜ti efisre› ¶jvyen | ka‹ oÈk ofike€a §st‹n ≤ =oØ aÏth t“ 
¶xonti | éll' §pe€saktow diå t«n Ùmmãtvn, | diå taËta | épÚ toË §sre›n | "¶srow" | tÒ ge 
palaiÚn §kale›to^t“ går oÔ ént‹ toË Œ §xr≈meya^ | nËn d' | "¶rvw" k°klhtai diå tØn 
toË Œ ént‹ toË oÔ metallagÆn. — Plato Sph. 229c T€ d¢ dØ | t“ t∞w didaskalik∞w êra 
m°rei t“ toËto épallãttonti lekt°on; — Plato Plt. 304c <TØn> efi de› manyãnein µ mØ | t∞w 
manyanom°nhw ka‹ didaskoÊshw êra | sÊ ge épofa€n˙ de›n ≤m›n êrxein; — Plato Sph. 
221d manyãnv går ˘ l°geiw, …w pantÚw de› toioËtow e‰nai | tÒ ge ˆnoma toËto ¶xvn. — 
Plato Plt. 285d âH pou | tÚn t∞w Ífantik∞w ge lÒgon aÈt∞w taÊthw ßneka yhreÊein | oÈde‹w 
ín §yelÆseien noËn ¶xvn: — Plato Tht. 190b ÉAnamimnπskou dØ efi p≈pot' e‰pew prÚw 
seautÚn ˜ti pantÚw mçllon | tÒ toi kalÚn | afisxrÒn §stin | µ | tÚ êdikon | d€kaion. — 
                                                             
114 In this case, however, the two members of the coordination need not make up two separate cola (see 
section 6.1 below).  
115 Also note that there seems to be a special relationship between these particles and (adverbial?) ka€ 
and oÈd°, in which case these particles come after the first mobile word in the expression, as illustrated 
by the following examples: Plato Cra. 386d ÉAllå mØn | oÈd¢ kat' EÈyÊdhmÒn ge | o‰mai | so‹ doke› 
pçsi pãnta ımo€vw e‰nai ëma ka‹ ée€: — Plato Cra. 394e Ka‹ t“ §k toË eÈseboËw êra genom°nƒ 
ésebe› tÚ toË g°nouw ˆnoma épodot°on. — Plato, Sph. 241d P«w går oÈ fa€netai | ka‹ tÚ legÒmenon 
dØ toËto tufl“; — Lysias 18,14 ka‹ per‹ toÊtvn dØ émfot°rvn ÉAyhna›oi, paranÒmvw feÊgontow 
toË aÈtoË éndrÒw, ténant€a sf€sin aÈto›w §chf€santo.  
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Plato Plt. 306a âH | xalepÚn §nde€jasyai prçgma | énagka›on êra g°gonen, …w fa€netai. 
— Plato Tht. 145b …w eÔ ‡syi ˜ti YeÒdvrow | polloÁw dØ prÒw me §pain°saw j°nouw te ka‹ 
éstoÁw | oÈd°na pv §pπnesen …w s¢ nundÆ. — Plato Tht. 156c ˜son m¢n oÔn bradÊ, §n t“ 
aÈt“ ka‹ prÚw tå plhsiãzonta tØn k€nhsin ‡sxei | ka‹ oÏtv dØ gennò, | tå d¢ genn≈mena | 
oÏtv dØ yãttv §st€n. — Plato Sph. 258a Ka‹ tîlla dØ | taÊt˙ l°jomen, | §pe€per ≤ 
yat°rou fÊsiw §fãnh t«n ˆntvn oÔsa, | §ke€nhw d¢ oÎshw | énãgkh dØ | ka‹ tå mÒria 
aÈt∞w | mhdenÚw ∏tton ˆnta tiy°nai. — Plato Sph. 267e ı går sofistØw | oÈk §n to›w 
efidÒsin ∑n | éll' §n to›w mimoum°noiw dÆ. — Plato Plt. 276c Metå taËta d° ge, | Œ 
S≈kratew, | îr' §nnooËmen ˜ti | prÚw aÈt“ dØ t“ t°lei | suxnÚn aÔ dihmartãneto;  
 
 

 4.2 The P2-rule for /r/-postpositives  
 
Whereas the P2-rule for /q/-particles has often been taken for granted, the /r/-postpositives 
have received a lot of attention in this respect (see e.g. Marshall 1987).  
 

(1)  Hypothesis 1: /r/ take P2 
The procedure is -at this stage- the same as with /q/-particles. However, two different 
expected probabilities may here be interesting as a basis for comparison:  
(i)  the probability for any word to take P2 (as in section 4.1 above);  
(ii)  the probability for /q/-particles to take P2 (as calculated in Table 4.1a above).  

The former expected probability expresses the zero-hypothesis “/r/-postpositives do not tend 
toward P2”; the latter expected probability expresses the zero-hypothesis “there is no 
difference in behavior between /q/-postpositives and /r/-postpositives as far as their P2-
tendency is concerned”.  

Table 4.2a: P2-tendency of /r/-postpositives (hypothesis 1) 
 

 Plato Lysias Total 
P2: [ X r 522 / 2722 (19.2%) 305 / 1292 (23.6%) 827 / 4014 (20.6%) 
P3: [ X X r 577 / 2722 (21.2%) 319 / 1292 (24.7%) 896 / 4014 (22.3%) 
P4: [ X X X r 294 / 2722 (10.8%) 151 / 1292 (11.7%) 445 / 4014 (11.1%) 
P5: [ X X X X r 216 / 2722 (7.9%) 110 / 1292 (8.5%) 326 / 4014 (8.1%) 
    
every word except /r/-clitics = /X/ 
 

expected 1    
P2: [ X X 10233 / 73404 (13.9%) 7401 / 56222 (13.2%) 17634 / 129626 (13.6%) 
    
every word = /X/ 
 

expected 2    
[ X q 4794 / 7880 (60.8%) 3115 / 4487 (69.4%) 7909 / 12367 (64.0%) 
    
cf. Table 4.1a  

The following observations can immediately be made:  
-  The probabilities for a /r/-postpositive to take P2 are significantly and considerably 

higher than those for ‘any X’ (+7%, up to +10% in Lysias): our class /r/ shows a P2-
tendency.  
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-  Still, the probabilities are enormously lower than the ones for a /q/-particle to take P2 (-
23%, -25% in Lysias): our class /r/ appears to be a different class indeed with respect to 
its P2-tendency.  

-  The gradual decrease of probability with an increase of the distance to the next 
punctuation mark to the left does not show up here.  

The latter two observations, as well as the -all in all- (unexpectedly?) low percentages, are 
indications that the P2-rule should be formulated differently for /r/ than for /q/.  
 

(2) Hypothesis 2: /r/ take P2, but /p/ and /q/ are invisible  
Two obvious reasons why /r/-postpositives do not literally take P2 are the following:  
-  in clusters of postpositives /r/-postpositives as a rule follow /q/-particles (see section 3.1 

above);  
-  /r/-postpositives do not (normally) follow /p/-prepositives (see section 2.4.1).  

For (i.a.) these reasons, it seems reasonable to formulate the hypothesis that /r/-postpositives 
do tend toward P2, but that /p/ and /q/ are invisible to this rule. Three different expected 
probabilities, corresponding to three different zero-hypotheses can be used here:  
(i)  the probability for any word to take P2, as a test for the P2-tendency of /r/-

postpositives in general (as in paragraph (1) here above);  
(ii)  the probability for /q/-particles to take P2, as a test for the difference between /q/-

particles and /r/-postpositives (as in paragraph (1) here above);  
(iii)  the data from Hypothesis 1 (Table 4.2a, here above), in order to test the hypothesis 

that the P2-rule for /r/-postpositives does not take into account /p/ and /q/ for the 
determination of P2. 

Table 4.2b: P2-tendency of /r/-postpositives (hypothesis 2), /p/ and /q/ invisible 
 

 Plato Lysias Total 
P2: [ X r 917 / 2722 (33.7%) 488 / 1292 (37.8%) 1405 / 4014 (35.0%) 
P3: [ X X r 480 / 2722 (17.6%) 267 / 1292 (20.7%) 747 / 4014 (18.6%) 
P4: [ X X X r 269 / 2722 (9.9%) 148 / 1292 (11.5%) 417 / 4014 (10.4%) 
P5: [ X X X X r 183 / 2722 (6.7%) 84 / 1292 (6.5%) 267 / 4014 (6.7%) 
    
/p/ and /q/ have been omitted 
every other word (except /r/-clitics) = /X/ 
 

expected 1    
P2: [ X X 10233/73404 (13.9%) 7401 / 56222 (13.2%) 17634 / 129626 (13.6%) 
    
 

expected 2    
[ X q 4794 / 7880 (60.8%) 3115 / 4487 (69.4%) 7909 / 12367 (64.0%) 

    
cf. Table 4.1a  
 

expected 3    
P2: [ X r (hyp. 1) 522 / 2549 (20.5%) 305 / 1213 (25.1%) 827 / 3762 (22.0%) 
    
cf. Table 4.2a 
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The omission of /p/ and /q/ from the corpus (i.e. the adoption of the hypothesis that these 
classes are invisible for determining the position of /r/) has had an important impact on the 
results:  
-  The observed probability for /r/ to take P2 (35%; up to 38% in Lysias) is now well 

above the expected probability for ‘any /X/’ (13.6%) and the scores have improved 
much as compared with hypothesis 1 (increase of 15%).  

-  Furthermore, the probabilities now gradually decrease with an increase of the distance 
to the segment boundary. Note, however, that almost 19% of the occurrences are in P3, 
which cannot be expected to be due to segmentation into cola, or -for that matter- to a 
purely random effect. A possible explanation for this may be that the word immediately 
preceding /r/ is often preceded by an /O/-introductive (see paragraph (4) here below).  

These results suggest that hypothesis 2 is correct, and I will henceforward adopt it (i.e. I will 
not count /p/ and /q/ in the following Tables). Still, the scores stay well below the scores for 
the /q/-particles (64%; a difference of -29%), and up to 60% of the occurrences do not 
literally obey the P2-rule. In the following paragraphs I will discuss the possible causes for 
these apparent exceptions.  
 

 (3) Clusters of /r/ 
As has been noted in section 3.3 above, 242 clusters of 2 /r/-postpositives are found in the 
corpus, of which 11 actually consist of 3 /r/. As has been argued for the /q/-particles, it is 
evident that the /r/ which are part of such a cluster all take ‘the same’ position as far as the 
word order rules under scrutiny are concerned. The following table presents the relevant 
data.  

Table 4.2c: P2-tendency of /r/-postpositives (hypothesis 2): clusters of /r/ reduced 
 

 Plato Lysias Total 
P2: [ X r 917 / 2722 (33.7%) 488 / 1292 (37.8%) 1405 / 4014 (35.0%) 
P2: [ X r r 71 / 2722 (2.6%) 33 / 1292 (2.6%) 104 / 4014 (2.6%) 
P2: [ X r r r 4 / 2722 (0.1%) 1 / 1292 (0.1%) 5 / 4014 (0.1%) 
Total [ X r (r...) 992 / 2722 (36.4%) 522 / 1292 (40.4%)  1514 / 4014 (37.7%) 
    
/p/ and /q/ have been omitted 
every other word (except /r/-clitics) = /X/ 

The number of occurrences accounted for by the P2-rule has thus increased by another 3%. 
This is much less, however, than was the case for the /q/-particles (+8.1%), which is an 
obvious reflection of the fact that clusters of /q/-particles are far more numerous than 
clusters of /r/-postpositives (cf. sections 3.2 and 3.3).  
 

(4) The interaction of /r/-postpositives with /O/-introductives 
An important factor causing /r/-postpositives not to occur at the expected P2 involves the 
fact that the word immediately preceding it is often preceded by an /O/-introductive, as 
suggested in paragraph (2) above on the basis of the large number of /r/ in P3 (cf. also Table 
4.1d above, for the fact that at least 6.1% of the cases of ‘deferred’ /q/-particles could be 
explained by this factor).  
The following data give an indication of the extent to which this factor may be determinant 
in accounting for the apparent ‘deferment’ of /r/-postpositives.  
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Table 4.2d: P2-tendency of /r/-postpositives (hypothesis 2): /O/-introductives in P1 
 

 Plato Lysias Total 
[ O M r (r...) 185 / 2722 (6.8%) 84 / 1292 (6.5%) 269 / 4014 (6.7%) 
[ O O M r (r...) 49 / 2722 (1.8%) 16 / 1292 (1.2%) 65 / 4014 (1.6%) 
[ O O O M r 3 / 2722 (0.1%) 1 / 1292 (0.1%) 4 / 4014 (0.1%) 
[ O O r (r...) 105 / 2722 (3.9%) 113 / 1292 (8.7%) 218 / 4014 (5.4%) 
[ O O O r (r...) 10 / 2722 (0.4%) 13 / 1292 (1.0%) 23 / 4014 (0.6%) 
[ O O O O r (r...)116 0 / 2722 (0.0%) 1 / 1292 (0.1%) 0 / 4014 (0.0%) 
Total [ O (O...) X r (r...) 352 / 2722 (12.9%) 228 / 1292 (17.6%) 579 / 4014 (14.4%) 
    
/p/ and /q/ have been omitted 

Thus, the number of /r/-postpositives which follow the P2-rule can be increased by no less 
than 14% (up to 18% in Lysias) if we take into account the status of /O/-introductives.  
A possibly important element in this matter is the fact that the succession of an /O/-
introductive and an immediately adjacent /r/-postpositive is subject to certain conditions, as 
was already observed by Marshall:  
(a)  Marshall 1987, 31-34, Rules XX-XXIII, in which it is stated that many introductive 

particles are not immediately followed by many /r/-postpositives;  
(b)  Marshall 1987, 23-26, Rules XI-XIII, in which it is observed that /r/-postpositives do 

not stand alone between various collocations of /O/-introductives, i.e. that 
configurations of the type /O r O/ are rare.  

On the other hand, a large number of very frequent occurrences of the string /O r/ are highly 
formulaic. I will now review the different cases which occur in the corpus.  

(a) A total of 1182 occurrences of the string /O/-introductive + /r/-prepositive can be retrieved 
from the corpus (732 in Plato, 456 in Lysias). 
The largest part of this number is constituted by a few highly frequent (often formulaic) 
collocations, accounting for 72.5% of the occurrences (=857 occurrences): 
-  relative + ên: 191 occurrences (143 in Plato, 48 in Lysias);  
-  relative + indefinite: 326 occurrences (160 in Plato, 166 in Lysias);  
-  interrogative + indefinite: 70 occurrences (62 in Plato, 8 in Lysias);  
-  interrogative + ên: 53 occurrences (22 in Plato, 31 in Lysias);  
-  simple negative + ên: 134 occurrences (57 in Plato, 77 in Lysias);  
-  simple negative + indefinite: 83 occurrences (63 in Plato, 20 in Lysias).  

Introductive particles are only rarely followed by an /r/-postpositive:  
-  introductive particle + ên: this collocation is very rare; not counting 34 cases of oÈd' ên 

or mhd' ên, which can be seen as variants of the formula simple negative + ên, it 
consists of only the following 17 instances: 1 case of oÎkoun ín (Plato Sph. 238a); 6 
cases of the collocation îr' ên (Plato Cra. 430b, Plato Cra. 432b, Plato Plt. 272b, Plato 
Plt. 283e, Plato Plt. 288c, Lysias 26,7); 10 cases of kên;  

-  introductive particle + personal pronoun: not counting 57 instances of the type ka€ 
moi/soi, only the following 8 cases can be retrieved: 6 instances of éllã moi (Plato 
Cra. 440d, Plato Tht. 151d and 4 instances involving the formula moi 
doke›w/dok«/doke›: Plato Cra. 401a, Plato Cra. 433b, Plato Tht. 183d, Plato Tht. 184d) 
and 2 instances involving the introductive ≥ (Plato Sph. 236d, Lysias 8,4);  

                                                             
116 Lysias 14,1 Àste ka‹ efi mÆ tiw fid€& édikoÊmenow Íp' aÈtoË tugxãnei, ... 
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-  introductive particle + indefinite: this combination is less rare, containing 53 examples 
of oÈd°/mhd°+indefinite (including the lexicalized or formulaic combinations with 
pot°, pv, and p≈pote), 48 cases of ≥ + indefinite, 16 cases of ka€ + indefinite, 29 cases 
with interrogative and other introductive particles (îrã pote, m«n ti, ∑ pou, ∑ mÆn, and 
a few examples with éllã).  

(b) As for the fact that /r/-postpositives rarely stand in between introductives, only 43 cases of 
the string /O r O/ have been found in the corpus (31 in Plato, 12 in Lysias).  
-  8 instances are not really relevant to the present purposes:  

-  2 occurrences can immediately be excluded: one (Lysias 4,10) is due to the 
editorial orthography ˜ ti for ˜ti; and in Plato Tht. 182a the expression poiÒn ti is 
used as an abstract noun, not as a real interrogative;  

- in 2 more cases the indefinite is clearly focal: Plato Cra. 421c Àw tinew ka‹ 
Ùnomãzousin aÈtÒ, — Plato Tht. 160b Àste e‡te tiw e‰na€ ti Ùnomãzei, tin‹ e‰nai 
µ tinÚw µ prÒw ti =ht°on aÈt“, e‡te g€gnesyai ... ;  

-  2 instances involve uses of oÂon  that are not introductive: Plato Sph. 241d MÆ me 
oÂon patralo€an Ípolãb˙w g€gnesya€ tina. — Plato Sph. 236d âAr' oÔn aÈtÚ 
gign≈skvn sÊmfhw, ≥ se oÂon =Êmh tiw ÍpÚ toË lÒgou suneiyism°non 
sunepespãsato prÚw tÚ taxÁ sumf∞sai;  

- 1 instance involves an idiomatic use of éllã , in which the particle is evidently not 
introductive: Lysias 10,15 §ãn pvw éllå nËn §p‹ toË bÆmatow paideuyª ... ;  

- 1 instance involves the formula t €  pote , in which pot° can be considered as a /q/-
particle rather than an /r/-postpositive (Lysias 31,10 t€ pote …w mØ §boulÒmeyã ge 
prãttontaw §po€hsen ên;).  

-  In 15 instances the second /O/-introductive in the string /O r O/ is ka € , in its adverbial 
use: Plato Cra. 395c OÂÒn pou ka‹ kat' §ke€nou l°getai ... — Plato Tht. 146c ên ti ka‹ 
èmãrtv ... — Plato Tht. 181c ên ti ka‹ d°˙ ... — Plato Tht. 186c oÂw ín ka‹ 
parag€gnhtai ... — Plato Cra. 407e §peidÆ me ka‹ oÎ fhsin KratÊlow ÑErmog°nh 
e‰nai. — Plato Sph. 217c oÂÒn pote ka‹ Parmen€d˙ ... — Plato Plt. 281d pr‹n ín ka‹ 
taÊtaw aÈt∞w pãsaw peri°lvmen; — Plato Sph. 241c §ãn p˙ ka‹ katå braxÁ 
paraspas≈meya oÏtvw fisxuroË lÒgou; — Plato Plt. 289c §n oÂw pou ka‹ manteÊomai 
... — Plato Plt. 294a ≥ ti ka‹ dusxera€neiw t«n lexy°ntvn: — Plato Plt. 295d ≥ ti ka‹ 
êllo ... — Lysias 1,42 t€ går ædein e‡ ti kéke›now e‰xe sidÆrion; — Lysias 19,5 pr‹n 
ín ka‹ ≤me›w e‡pvmen ... — Lysias 19,54 o„ ín ka‹ sivp«ntew §n ëpanti t“ b€ƒ 
par°xvsi s≈fronaw sfçw aÈtoÁw ka‹ dika€ouw. — Lysias 20,8 e‡ tiw ka‹ §boÊleto 
§nantioËsyai Íp¢r Ím«n, ... . 

-  In 11 instances the second /O/-introductive in the string /O r O/ is a negative, which 
then can often be interpreted as clinging closely to the word negated (like a /p/-
prepositive), rather than introducing the sentence at large: Plato Cra. 421c ˘ ín mØ 
gign≈skvmen ... — Plato Tht. 171c o ín mØ mãy˙ ... — Lysias 14,5 éllå ka‹ ıpÒsoi 
ín mØ par«sin §n tª pezª stratiò. — Plato Tht. 192a œn ti mØ afisyãnetai ... — 
Plato Tht. 167e ˜tan tiw mØ xvr‹w m¢n …w égvnizÒmenow tåw diatribåw poi∞tai, xvr‹w 
d¢ dialegÒmenow, ... — Plato Plt. 289b e‡ ti mØ m°ga l°lhyen, ... — Plato Plt. 310c e‡ 
ti mØ katå trÒpon prãttousin ... — Lysias 19,37 ka‹ e‡ tiw mØ kthsãmenow éllå 
parå toË patrÚw paralab∆n to›w pais‹ di°nemen, ... — Plato Cra. 427d Àste me mØ 
dÊnasyai efid°nai ... — Lysias 22,18 ka€toi p«w ín oÈ yaumastÚn e‡h ... — Plato Tht. 
187a ·na eÏrvmen t€ pot' oÈk ¶st' §pistÆmh, éllå t€ ¶stin ... . 
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-  3 instances involve the string Àsper ín efi  (Plato Cra. 395e; Plato Cra. 410b; Plato 
Cra. 430a) and 4 the string kín efi (Plato Sph. 256b; Plato Sph. 267d; Plato Sph. 224d; 
Plato Plt. 308c); one more involves t €  ín efi , introducing an elliptical question: Lysias 
12,34 F°re dÆ, t€ ín efi ka‹ édelfo‹ ˆntew §tÊxete aÈtoË µ ka‹ Íe›w; épochf€saisye;  

-  1 case involves the formula e‡ tiw : Lysias 23,11 e‡ tiw µ efiw §leuyer€an toËton 
<éfairo›to> µ êgoi fãskvn •autoË doËlon e‰nai ... ; note that tiw is fronted together 
with efi and that both words have scope over the members of a parallel structure.  

Summarizing the above data on the interaction /r/-postpositives with /O/-introductives, we 
can draw the following conclusions:  
-  some combinations of the type /O r/ are formulaic and frequent: relative + ên; relative + 

indefinite; interrogative + indefinite; interrogative + ên; simple negative + ên; simple 
negative + indefinite; these account for 72.5% of the occurrences of the string /O r/;  

-  all other combinations are very rare, and restricted to a very limited number of types; 
-  combinations of the type /O r O/ are almost exclusively limited to cases in which the 

second /O/ is ka€ or a negative.  
 

(5) Category-shifts: focal personal and indefinite pronouns and adverbs 
In sections 2.0, 2.3, 2.4 and 3.1 above, I have pointed out that in many cases an indefinite or 
a potentially postpositive personal pronoun is focalized and therefore not an instance of an 
/r/-postpositive but of a mobile word. In those cases, the word need not take P2. It is 
obviously impossible to estimate how many of the apparently exceptional cases are due to 
this factor.117  
 

(6)  Units 
Evidently, a large number of apparent exceptions to the P2-rule for /r/-postpositives can be 
due to units involving /p/-prepositives and /q/-particles, but these cases have already been 
eliminated in Table 4.2b above. The number of the other types of units which may account 
for ‘deferred’ /r/-postpositives is impossible to estimate. The following examples illustrate 
some of the possible types:  
-  in Plato Sph. 234a Paidiån l°geiw tinã, the expression paidiån l°geiw may be 

compared to pa€zeiw; however, one could also argue that the P1 of paidiån is a case of 
emphatic fronting;  

-  adverb (of degree or similar) + adjective: Plato Cra. 403e oÏtv kaloÊw tinaw, …w 
¶oiken, §p€statai lÒgouw l°gein ı ÜAidhw, — Plato Sph. 238d âAr' oÔn §ceusãmhn 
êrti l°gvn tØn meg€sthn épor€an §re›n aÈtoË p°ri, tÚ d¢ ¶ti me€zv tinå l°gein 
êllhn ¶xomen;  

-  adjective + noun: Plato Tht. 209e Efi tÚ lÒgon, Œ pa›, proslabe›n gn«nai keleÊei, 
éllå mØ dojãsai tØn diaforÒthta, ≤dÁ xr∞m' ín e‡h toË kall€stou t«n per‹ 
§pistÆmhw lÒgou. — Lysias 30,20 e‡w te tåw yus€aw tåw patr€ouw ín §jÆrkese ka‹ 

                                                             
117 An interesting example of focal indefinites is Plato Tht. 160a ÉAnãgkh d° ge | §m° te | tinÚw 
g€gnesyai, ˜tan afisyanÒmenow g€gnvmai: afisyanÒmenon gãr, | mhdenÚw d¢ afisyanÒmenon, édÊnaton 
g€gnesyai: | §ke›nÒ te | tin‹ g€gnesyai, ˜tan glukÁ µ pikrÚn ≥ ti toioËton g€gnhtai: glukÁ gãr, | 
mhden‹ d¢ glukÁ édÊnaton gen°syai. Both indefinites are clearly focal (‘something’-‘nothing’ 
contrast); if one takes into account the fact that §m° te and §ke›nÒ te are clearly fronted topics, the 
indefinites both take P1 in a separate colon (which is the position associated with focality); note that a 
‘blind’ search of the corpus would count these occurrences as cases of indefinites in P2.  
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tr€a tãlanta ín perieg°neto tª pÒlei. — Plato Sph. 223a toËt' oÔn ¶gvge efip∆n | tÚ 
pros∞kon ˆnom' ín ≤goËmai kale›n aÈtÒn. ; 

-  quantifier + noun (with or without articles and prepositions): Plato Tht. 153d efi d¢ 
sta€h toËto Àsper dey°n, pãnta xrÆmat' ín diafyare€h ka‹ g°noit' ín tÚ legÒmenon 
ênv kãtv pãnta; — Plato Sph. 220a Zƒoyhrik∞w d¢ | îr' oÈ | diploËn e‰dow ín 
l°goito §n d€k˙, — Lysias 30,20 e‡w te tåw yus€aw tåw patr€ouw ín §jÆrkese ka‹ tr€a 
tãlanta ín perieg°neto tª pÒlei ;  

-  noun + genitivus: Lysias 24,2 efi m¢n går | ßneka xrhmãtvn me sukofante›^: efi d' | …w 
§xyrÚn •autoË me timvre›tai, | ceÊdetai: ;118  

-  negative + verb: Plato Sph. 261b ka‹ p°raw, …w ¶oiken, oÈd¢n fanÆseta€ pote. ; 
-  modal verb + infinitive: Plato Cra. 413b flkan«w gãr m° fasi pepÊsyai [ékhko°nai] 

ka‹ §pixeiroËsin, boulÒmenoi épopimplãnai me, êllow êlla ≥dh l°gein, ka‹ oÈk°ti 
sumfvnoËsin ; 

-  attributive interrogative + noun: Plato Plt. 279a T€ d∞ta parãdeigmã tiw ên, ¶xon tØn 
aÈtØn politikª pragmate€an, smikrÒtaton paray°menow flkan«w ín eÏroi tÚ 
zhtoÊmenon; — Plato Sph. 242b F°re dÆ, | t€na érxÆn tiw ín êrjaito 
parakinduneutikoË lÒgou; . 

 
(7)  Different P2-tendencies for different /r/-postpositives 

As has been done for the /q/-particles, it may be interesting to see whether there are any 
differences between the different sub-types of /r/-postpositives as far as their P2-tendency is 
concerned.  

Table 4.2e: P2-tendency of different /r/-postpositives 
 

 Plato Lysias Total 
ên 308 / 739 (41.7%) 270 / 516 (52.3%) 578 / 1255 (46.1%) 
indefinites 479 / 1569 (30.5%) 186 / 490 (38.0%) 665 / 2059 (32.3%) 
personal pronouns 217 / 422 (51.4%) 131 / 326 (40.2%) 348 / 748 (46.5%) 
    
every word except /r/-clitics = /X/ 
clusters of /O/s have been reduced to single /X/  
/p/ and /q/ have been omitted 

For the generation of these data, clusters of /r/ could obviously not be reduced. Therefore, 
the following data should be taken into account:  
-  to the occurrences of indefinites at P2, 55 cases with an intervening ên should be added 

(34 in Plato, 21 in Lysias), and 4 cases with an intervening enclitic personal pronoun (3 
in Plato, 1 in Lysias); adding these occurrences to the score in the table yields a score of 
35.2% for the indefinites;  

-  to the occurrences of enclitic personal pronouns at P2, 9 cases with an intervening ên 
should be added (3 in Plato, 6 in Lysias), and 19 cases with an intervening indefinite; 
this yields a score of 50.2%).119  

These data show that among the /r/-postpositives, the P2-tendencies of the relevant personal 
pronouns and of ên are relatively strong and comparable to each other, whereas the 

                                                             
118 Note that …w as a comparison marker here seems to behave like a /p/-prepositive.  
119 Besides these additional occurrences 11 clusters of 3 /r/s could be taken into account.  
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indefinites are clearly less reliable in this respect. This may be an indication that they more 
often do not occupy P2. Two possible reasons for this behavior can be mentioned a priori:  
(i)  indefinites are more often focal than is commonly assumed;  
(ii)  in Classical Greek, indefinites can also obey other word order principles than the P2-

rule, even if they are non-focal, especially forming a unit with the NP they modify.  

Preference for this alternative positioning rule is indeed a priori more expectable for 
indefinites than for the other /r/-postpositives: whereas ên can be conceived as modifying 
not just the verb (i.e. the specific semantic content of the verb) but as modalizing the whole 
clause, and personal pronouns (except for attributive genitives) do not cling more closely to 
e.g. the verb or another NP than other NPs, indefinites have an attributive use in which they 
function within an NP that is not necessarily connected to the beginning of the clause or the 
colon (e.g. the NP need not be focal).  
 

(8)  Summary of the quantitative data 
In the previous paragraphs I have shown how the P2-rule accounts for the position of a fair 
number of /r/-postpositives, if we take a number a factors into account:  
-  the bare P2-rule without qualifications accounts for the position of only 20.6% of the 

occurrences of /r/-postpositives (Table 4.2a above);  
-  if we discount /p/-prepositives and /q/-particles, this number increases to 35.0% (Table 

4.2b);  
-  if we then reduce clusters of /r/-postpositives, the number increases to 37.7% (Table 

4.2c);  
-  taking into account the presence of /O/-introductives before the word or word-like unit 

preceding /r/ (Table 4.2d) increases the number with another 14.4%.  

(a) As can be seen in the following Table, the P2-rule thus accounts for the position of 52.1% of 
the occurrences of /r/-postpositives.  

Table 4.2f: /r/-postpositives in P2 (summary) 
 

 Plato Lysias Total 
[ X r (r...) 992 / 2722 (36.4%) 522 / 1292 (40.4%)  1514 / 4014 (37.7%) 
[ O (O...) X r (r...) 352 / 2722 (12.9%) 228 / 1292 (17.6%) 579 / 4014 (14.4%) 
Total P2 1344 / 2722 (49.4%) 750 / 1292 (58.0%) 2093 / 4014 (52.1%) 
    
/p/ and /q/ have been omitted 

(b) It has also been observed that a great many occurrences involve formulaic collocations of an 
/O/-introductive and a /r/-postpositive (see paragraph (4) above). 
The following table shows that more than 19% of the total number of /r/-postpositives 
actually take P2 after an /O/-introductive in P1.  
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Table 4.2g: /r/-postpositives in P2, /[ O r/ 
 

 Plato Lysias Total 
[ O r 436 / 2722 (16.0%) 266 / 1292 (20.6%) 702 / 4014 (17.5%) 
[ O r r 43 / 2722 (1.6%) 21 / 1292 (1.6%) 64 / 4014 (1.6%) 
[ O r r r 2 / 2722 (0.1%) 1 / 1292 (0.1%) 3 / 4014 (0.1%) 
Total /[ O r 481 / 2722 (17.7%) 288 / 1292 (22.3%) 769 / 4014 (19.2%) 
    
/p/ and /q/ have been omitted 
 

(9)  Segmentation into cola 
Segmentation into cola is a much more important factor in accounting for the position of /r/-
postpositives than it was for /q/-postpositives: since a considerable number of /q/-particles 
are connectives (having the function of marking segmentation), cola connected by /q/ much 
more often coincide with punctuation practice. Therefore, the P2-tendency of /r/-
postpositives is far more important in the context of the present study, because it provides us 
with a criterion for segmentation in contexts where no other such criterion is present, as in 
the following examples: Plato Sph. 265b ≤ gãr pou m€mhsiw | po€hs€w t€w §stin, efid≈lvn 
m°ntoi, fam°n, éll' oÈk aÈt«n •kãstvn: — Lysias 1,23 ka‹ ≤ yerãpaina | §pege€rasã me 
eÈyÁw | frãzei ˜ti ¶ndon §st€. — Plato Sph. 229d T∞w §n to›w lÒgoiw didaskalik∞w | ≤ m¢n 
| traxut°ra tiw ¶oiken ıdÚw e‰nai, | tÚ d' ßteron aÈt∞w mÒrion | leiÒteron. — Lysias 8,15 
otow d¢ | pãnt' ín mçllon dieprãtteto. — Plato Cra. 388b-c ÖOnoma êra | 
didaskalikÒn t€ §stin ˆrganon ka‹ diakritikÚn t∞w oÈs€aw | Àsper kerk‹w Ífãsmatow. 
— Plato Cra. 397b tå m¢n oÔn t«n ≤r≈vn ka‹ ényr≈pvn legÒmena ÙnÒmata | ‡svw ín 
≤mçw §japatÆseien: ... tå m¢n oÔn toiaËta | doke› moi xr∞nai §çn: — Plato Sph. 253e TÚn 
m¢n dØ filÒsofon | §n toioÊtƒ tin‹ tÒpƒ ka‹ nËn ka‹ ¶peita éneurÆsomen §ån zht«men, 
— Plato Tht. 144d-e fhs‹n går YeÒdvrow | ¶xein me so‹ ˜moion. — Plato Cra. 395a 
KinduneÊei går | toioËtÒw tiw e‰nai ı "ÉAgam°mnvn," — Plato Plt. 262a ka€ moi doke› | t«n 
m¢n ényr≈pvn | •t°ra tiw e‰nai, t«n d' aÔ yhr€vn | êllh trofÆ. — Plato Cra. 387b âAr' 
oÔn | oÈ ka‹ tÚ l°gein | m€a tiw t«n prãje≈n §stin; — Plato Plt. 285d âH pou | tÚn t∞w 
Ífantik∞w ge lÒgon aÈt∞w taÊthw ßneka yhreÊein | oÈde‹w ín §yelÆseien noËn ¶xvn: — 
Lysias 8,19 éllå ka‹ nËn | Íme›w me mÒnoi kak«w l°gete. — Plato Sph. 217d ÖEjesti 
to€nun | t«n parÒntvn | ˘n ín boulhyªw §kl°jasyai, | pãntew går | ÍpakoÊsonta€ soi 
prñvw: sumboÊlƒ mØn §mo‹ xr≈menow | t«n n°vn tinå aflrÆs˙, | Yea€thton tÒnde, | µ ka‹ 
t«n êllvn | e‡ t€w soi katå noËn.  
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 5. Special mobiles 
 
In section 1.1 above I adopted a categorization of the lexicon into introductives, prepositives, 
postpositives and mobiles. Mobiles were defined as words which can, in principle, occur 
anywhere in a discourse segment. However, this class -thus defined- is quite heterogeneous 
and contains i.a. a large number of non-lexicals. Therefore, a further categorization within 
the class of mobiles was introduced, yielding a classification through which most classes of 
non-lexicals can be studied separately. The following table summarizes the classification 
adopted in this study.  

Table 5a: non-lexical sub-classes of the class of /M/-mobiles 
 

Complex negatives oÈde€w..., mhde€w..., oÈd°terow..., oÈdamoË, oÈdamÒse, oÈdamÒyen, oÈdam«w, 
oÈdamª, oÈk°ti/mhk°ti 

Personal pronouns  
nominative §g≈, sÊ, ≤me›w, Íme›w, ... 

focalized  all personal pronouns in oblique cases, except those that are likely to be non-
focal (/r/, /s/)) 

aÈtÒw (ipse) aÈt- except “same” and potentially postpositive anaphoric use 
possessive §mÒw, sÒw, ≤m°terow, ...; éllÒtriow, ... 

reflexive •aut-, aÍt-, §maut-, s(e)aut-; also éllÆl-...  
Demonstratives ˜de..., oÍt-, taut-, toiout-, toiaut-, tosout-, tosaut-, toiÒsde, tosÒsde, 

§kei-, thlik-, thnik- (incl. adv.); §nyãde, §ntaËya, ¶nyen, §ny°nde, §nteËyen, 
tÒte, ¶mprosyen, prÒsyen, ¶peita 

Modal adverbs  
degree mçllon/mãlista, ∏tton/¥kista, pãnu, sfÒdra, sxedÒn, pantãpasin, ˜lvw, 

pãntvw, l€an, mÒliw, êgan, Ùl€gou, ... 
sentence adverbs ˜mvw, ‡svw, tãxa, komidª, ˆntvw, énamfisbhtÆtvw, ımologoum°nvw, 

diaferÒntvw, faner«w; êllvw, émfot°rvw, …saÊtvw, §nant€vw, étexn«w, 
¶rgƒ/lÒgƒ, ... 

spatio-temporal  aÔyiw, eÈyÊw, pãlin, énãpalin, ¶ti, pros°ti, ≥dh, nËn, nundÆ, êrti, nevst€, 
pãlai, ëma, paraxr∞ma, aÈt€ka, aÈtÒyi, aÈtoË, ımoË, pollãkiw, •kãstote, 
ée€, §n€ote, pantaxª, ... 

Quantifiers  
ordinals ordinals, incl. pr«tow..., prÒterow..., Ïsterow..., teleuta›ow... 

cardinals + quantifiers  
(‘all’, ‘some’, ‘a few’ + 

opposites) 

cardinals; pçw..., ëpaw...; polÊw...; ßkastow..., •kãterow...; ¶nioi...; Ùl€gow, 
§lãttvn...; mÒnow... 

‘Same’ ı aÈtÒw 
‘Other’ êllow..., ßterow..., ... 
  

Furthermore, proper names and verbs have been distinguished as separate classes (with 
separate codes for finite and infinite, e‰nai, fhm€ and o‰mai).  
 

(1)  Practical considerations played a considerable part in devising this categorization, so that 
this classification is not optimally insightful. At this point, it seems useful to indicate a few 
of the somewhat idiosyncratic features of the classification which has been adopted here (cf. 
already section 1.2.1 above):  
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(a) personal pronouns are coded in four different categories:  
-  personal pronouns in the nominative case are given a separate code and have been 

considered as /M/;  
-  non-focal personal pronouns which can be orthographically distinguished from 

focal ones have been considered a sub-class of /r/ (see Table 1.1 above);  
-  potentially non-focal personal pronouns which cannot be distinguished from focal 

ones on an orthographic basis have been considered a sub-class of /s/ (see Table 1.1 
above);  

-  personal pronouns of the previous class that are clearly focal in the context in 
which they occur (e.g. if followed by a /q/-particle or if clearly contrasted) are 
given a separate code and have been considered as /M/. 

(b) forms from the paradigm of aÈtÒw can be coded in the following four ways:  
-  forms of ı aÈtÒw is coded under the heading ‘the same’ and have been considered 

as /M/;  
-  nominatives of aÈtÒw (exc. ‘the same’) are give a separate code and have been 

considered as /M/;  
-  oblique cases of aÈt- which are potentially anaphoric and non-focal have been 

considered as a sub-class of /s/ (see Table 1.1 above);  
-  oblique cases of aÈt- which are probably focal have been given a separate code 

and have been considered as /M/.  

(c)  different kinds of negatives have been distinguished:  
-  oÈ/mÆ have been coded as a sub-class of the /O/-introductives (see Table 1.1 

above);  
-  oÎte/mÆte have been coded as two words: a simple negative and the /q/-particle te;  
-  oÈd°/mÆde have been coded as a subclass of the /O/-introductives, just like ka€;  
-  complex negatives like oÈd°n (see Table 5a here above) are coded as a sub-class of 

the /M/-mobiles.  
 

(2) In this section I will describe a few regularities in the behavior of the various sub-classes of 
the mobile class. It is a well-documented fact that some words, though technically speaking 
mobile, statistically tend to take P1 rather than other positions (Dover 1960/1968, 20-24; 
Morin 1961). In this section, three kinds of data will be presented:  
(i)  data concerning the possibility for the various classes within the class of mobiles to be 

autonomous (section 5.0);  
(ii) data concerning the P1-tendency of a whole range of non-lexicals, which may or may 

not be so-called ‘preferentials’ (section 5.1);  
(iii)  data concerning the behavior of verbs in general and the copula in particular (section 

5.2).  
 
 

 5.0 Autonomy  
 
The following table presents the data concerning the ability of the words in question to 
constitute a segment on their own. The same remarks as have been made in section 2.0 
concerning similar data on the other word classes apply here: obviously, traditional 
punctuation practice does not tend to yield single-word or otherwise very short segments. 
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Hence, the data here below can only be used as a starting point for showing that a word of 
this or that class can be autonomous.  

Table 5.0a: autonomy (mobiles) 
 

 Plato Lysias Total 
Complex negatives 35 / 465 (7.5%) 4 / 420 (1.0%) 39 / 885 (4.4%) 
Personal pronouns    

nominative 26 / 355 (7.3%) 29 / 402 (7.2%) 55 / 757 (7.3%) 
focalized  10 / 236 (4.2%) 10 / 320 (3.1%) 20 / 556 (3.6%) 

aÈtÒw (ipse) 2 / 403 (0.5%) 1 / 300 (0.3%) 3 / 703 (0.4%) 
possessive 0 / 82 (0.0%) 0 / 305 (0.0%) 0 / 387 (0.0%) 

reflexive 3 / 335 (0.9%) 0 / 326 (0.0%) 3 / 661 (0.5%) 
Demonstratives 88 / 2708 (3.2%) 23 / 2237 (1.0%) 111 / 4945 (2.2%) 
Modal adverbs    

degree 176 / 702 (25.1%) 0 / 269 (0.0%) 176 / 971 (18.1%) 
sentence adverbs 44 / 306 (14.4%) 8 / 102 (7.8%) 52 / 408 (12.7%) 
spatio-temporal  20 / 980 (2.0%) 18 / 425 (4.2%) 38 / 1405 (2.7%) 

Quantifiers    
ordinals 9 / 246 (3.7%) 7 / 251 (2.8%) 16 / 497 (3.2%) 

cardinals + quantifiers 16 / 1966 (0.8%)  4 / 1441 (0.3%) 20 / 3407 (0.6%) 
‘Same’ (ı aÈtÒw) 1 / 235 (0.4%) 0 / 140 (0.0%) 1 / 375 (0.3%) 
‘Other’ 11 / 905 (1.2%) 2 / 361 (0.6%) 13 / 1266 (1.0%) 
Verbs    

finite 332 / 7412 (4.5%) 97 / 6049 (1.6%) 429/13461 (3.2%) 
infinite 46 / 4940 (0.9%) 26 / 5611 (0.5%) 73 / 10551 (0.7%) 

Proper names 8 / 730 (1.1%) 12 / 711 (1.7%) 20 / 1441 (1.4%)  
‘Regular mobiles’ 
(except verbs) 

422/11468 (3.7%) 51 / 8560 (0.6%) 473/20028 (2.4%) 

    
/q/- particles and /p/-prepositives have been excluded  
 

expected    
[ X ] 781 / 73404 (1.1%) 89 / 56222 (0.2%) 870/129626 (0.7%) 
    
any word = /X/ 

As has been pointed out here above, the data as such cannot be expected to yield insightful 
results. Note, however, that almost all of the classes (except for possessives) do have 
autonomous uses and hence are not inherently appositive (contra Devine & Stephens 1994, 
who seem to consider each non-lexical as automatically appositive). The following 
observations can be made:  
-  the remarkable score for adverbs of degree in Plato (25.1%, as compared to 0.0% in 

Lysias) is due to short and formulaic answers of the type Pãnu m¢n oÔn;  
-  complex negatives, nominative and focused personal pronouns, demonstratives, modal 

adverbs, ordinals, finite verbs, and ‘regular mobiles’ all score well above the expected 
values;  

-  reflexives, aÈtÒw (‘ipse’), cardinal numbers, ‘same’ and ‘other’ have very low scores 
for autonomy, and possessives even happen not to occur segment-autonomously at all in 
the present corpus; note however that this does not mean that these words cannot be 
focal: cf. cases like Plato Plt. 258c ToËt' ≥dh sÚn o‰mai tÚ ¶rgon, Œ j°ne, éll' oÈk 
§mÚn g€gnetai. See also Plato Sph. 263a JE. SÚn ¶rgon dØ frãzein per‹ o t' §st‹ ka‹ 
˜tou. / YEAI. D∞lon ˜ti per‹ §moË te ka‹ §mÒw., in which it is clear that the possessives 
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carry the main point of the whole utterance, and hence can be considered as virtually 
autonomous.  

For some of these word classes, the scores would increase enormously if one would take 
colon boundaries into account:  

(a)  Demonstratives and personal pronouns (esp. nominatives), which are already relatively 
frequently in P1 in the corpus as it was punctuated in the editions used, are often fronted as a 
topic in a separate colon, or in a PP as a marker, as can be seen in the following examples: 
Lysias 8,15 otow d¢ | pãnt' ín mçllon dieprãtteto. — Lysias 26,7 §g∆ m¢n går | oÈk ín 
o‰mai. — Lysias 3,15 metå d¢ taËta | tÚ m¢n meirãkion | efiw gnafe›on kat°fugen, | otoi 
d¢ | suneispesÒntew | ∑gon aÈtÚn b€&, .... — Lysias 3,5 otow d¢ | b°ltistow ín e‡h ka‹ 
svfron°statow, — Plato Tht. 144a §g∆ m¢n | oÎt' ín ”Òmhn gen°syai oÎte ır« 
gignÒmenon: — Lysias 7,14 otow m°ntoi | oÈk ín ¶xoi épode›jai ... — Plato Plt. 294a 
taËta dØ | sugxvroËm°n pou; — Plato Cra. 413d Fa€n˙ moi, Œ S≈kratew, | taËta m¢n | 
ékhko°nai tou | ka‹ oÈk aÈtosxediãzein. — Plato Cra. 430b ^‡svw går | §g∆ |? oÈ 
manyãnv ëtta pot' ¶stin ì l°geiw, | sÁ d¢ | tãx' ín Ùry«w l°goiw^ — Plato Tht. 147d 
≤m›n oÔn | efis∞ly° ti toioËton, — Lysias 16,7 §m¢ to€nun | oÈde‹w ín épode€jeien | oÎt' 
épenexy°nta ÍpÚ t«n fulãrxvn | oÎte paradoy°nta to›w sund€koiw oÎte katãstasin 
katabalÒnta. — Plato Cra. 426b sÁ d' | ên ti ¶x˙w b°ltiÒn poyen labe›n, peirçsyai ka‹ 
§mo‹ metadidÒnai. — Plato Cra. 440c taËt' oÔn | pÒterÒn pote oÏtvw ¶xei µ §ke€nvw ... — 
Plato Sph. 263b ToÊtvn dØ | po›Òn tina •kãteron fat°on e‰nai; — Lysias 12,34 toËto 
m°ntoi | oÈ feÊgv, | éll' ımolog« soi, efi boÊlei, énteipe›n. — Plato Plt. 309a ..., toÊtvn | 
tåw m¢n §p‹ tØn éndre€an mçllon sunteinoÊsaw, oÂon sthmonofu¢w nom€sas' aÈt«n 
e‰nai tÚ stereÚn ∑yow, tåw d¢ ... . 

(b) Modal adverbs (in the present large sense of the term) and ordinals are often fronted as 
discourse markers in a separate colon: Plato Tht. 166b aÈt€ka går | doke›w tinã soi 
sugxvrÆsesyai mnÆmhn pare›na€ tƒ œn ¶paye, toioËtÒn ti oÔsan pãyow oÂon ˜te ¶pasxe, 
mhk°ti pãsxonti; — Plato Cra. 402e tãxa d¢ | oÈk ín toËto l°goi, | éll' ént‹ toË s›gma 
dÊo lãbda tÚ pr«ton §l°geto, — Plato Cra. 429d ˜mvw m°ntoi | efip° moi tosÒnde: — Plato 
Cra. 430b ^‡svw går | §g∆ |? oÈ manyãnv ëtta pot' ¶stin ì l°geiw, | sÁ d¢ | tãx' ín 
Ùry«w l°goiw^ — Plato Sph. 247d tãx' oÔn | ‡svw ín époro›en: — Lysias 18,17 nun‹ d¢ | 
pãntew ín ımologÆsaite ımÒnoian m°giston égayÚn e‰nai pÒlei, stãsin d¢ pãntvn 
kak«n afit€an, ... — Plato Tht. 169d nËn d¢ | tãx' ên tiw ≤mçw ékÊrouw tiye€h t∞w Íp¢r 
§ke€nou ımolog€aw. — Plato Tht. 178a ÖEti to€nun | §ny°nde ín mçllon pçw tiw 
ımologÆseien taÈtå taËta, efi ... — Plato Plt. 302a ˜mvw | ¶nia€ tinew aÈt«n | mÒnimo€ t° 
efisi | ka‹ oÈk énatr°pontai: — Lysias 13,50 pr«ton m¢n går | tå chf€smata aÈtoË tå §k 
t∞w boul∞w ka‹ <tÚ> toË dÆmou katamarture›, diarrÆdhn égoreÊonta "per‹ œn 
ÉAgÒratow kate€rhken". | ¶peita ... . 
 
 

 5.1 P1-tendencies of non-lexical mobiles (preferentials)  
 
Besides the distinction between prepositives, postpositives and mobiles (see section 1.1 
above), Dover’s Greek Word Order has also introduced the notion of ‘preferential mobile’, 
for those words which are “disproportionately common at the beginning of a clause - or 
more precisely, as near the beginning as p [prepositive, in Dover’s sense, i.e. incl. some /O/] 
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will allow them to get” (Dover 1960/1968, 20-24; see also Morin 1961). Most of the non-
lexical classes singled out in Table 5a here above are supposed to be preferential.  
The following table presents the data concerning the P1-tendencies of these non-lexicals in 
the present corpus. The scores for ‘regular mobiles’ and proper names have been added for 
comparison; for the P1-tendencies of verbs, see section 5.2 below. 

Table 5.1a: P1-tendencies for potentially preferential non-lexical /M/ 
 

 Plato Lysias Total 
Complex negatives 149 / 465 (32.0%) 139 / 420 (33.1%) 288 / 885 (32.5%) 
Personal pronouns    

nominative 155 / 355 (43.7%) 245 / 402 (60.9%) 400 / 757 (52.8%) 
focalized  102 / 236 (43.2%) 112 / 320 (35.0%) 214 / 556 (38.5%) 

aÈtÒw (ipse) 71 / 403 (17.6%) 66 / 300 (22.0%) 137 / 703 (19.5%) 
possessive 16 / 82 (19.5%) 43 / 305 (14.1%) 59 / 387 (15.2%) 

reflexive 23 / 335 (6.9%) 36 / 326 (11.0%) 59 / 661 (8.9%) 
Demonstratives 932 / 2708 (34.4%) 795 / 2237 (35.5%) 1727/4945 (34.9%) 
Modal adverbs    

degree 359 / 702 (51.1%) 72 / 269 (26.8%) 431 / 971 (44.4%) 
sentence adverbs 174 / 306 (56.9%) 73 / 102 (71.6%) 247 / 408 (60.5%) 
spatio-temporal  296 / 980 (30.2%) 204 / 425 (48.0%) 500 / 1405 (35.6%) 

Quantifiers    
ordinals 72 / 246 (29.3%) 124 / 251 (49.4%) 196 / 497 (39.4%) 

cardinals + 
quantifiers 

431 / 1966 (21.9%)  353 / 1441 (24.5%) 784 / 3407 (23.0%) 

‘Same’ (ı aÈtÒw) 38 / 235 (16.2%) 34 / 140 (24.2%) 72 / 375 (19.2%) 
‘Other’ 202 / 905 (22.3%) 84 / 361 (23.3%) 286 / 1266 (22.6%) 
Proper names 50 / 730 (6.8%) 110 / 711 (15.5%) 160 / 1440 (11.1%) 
‘Regular mobiles’ 
(except verbs) 

2027/11468 (17.7%) 860 / 8560 (10.0%) 2887/20028 (14.4%) 

    
/q/- particles and /p/-prepositives have been excluded  
 

expected    
P1: [ X 11098 / 73404 (15.1%) 7516 / 56222 (13.4%) 18614 / 129626 (14.4%) 
    
any word = /X/ 
 

(1)  First, it should be observed that, according to the data above, a few of the classes of non-
lexicals that have been investigated should not be considered as preferentials at all:  
-  the scores for reflexive personal pronouns (•aut-, aÍt-, §maut-, s(e)aut-and éllÆl-

...), possessive pronouns, aÈtÒw (“ipse”) and ı aÈtÒw... (“idem”) are too low or do not 
differ sufficiently (according to the criteria formulated above in section 1.2.2) from the 
expected frequencies for “any word X” to be considered preferentials;  

- the words for “other” (êllow..., ßterow... ) -though statistically ‘preferential’- show a 
relatively weak P1-tendency;  

-  it is nice to be able to observe that ‘regular /M/’ are fairly close to the expected value.  

The other non-lexicals show clear preferential tendencies, but to different extents. Here 
below, I will review the various categories under scrutiny. 
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(a) Personal and demonstrative pronouns and adverbs 
The strong P1-tendency of nominatives120 and clearly focal oblique cases of the personal 
pronouns as well as demonstratives can at least partly be due to the fact that they are 
frequently used as topics and are hence fronted. For examples, see the examples in section 
5.1.1 here above and the following additional examples: Plato Tht. 169d ToËde to€nun 
pr«ton pãlin éntilab≈meya oper tÚ prÒteron, ... — Lysias 10,22 Otow oÔn | ¶noxow 
m¢n Ãn tª afit€&, §lãttonow d¢ oÎshw aÈt“ t∞w sumforçw, oÈ mÒnon Íf' Ím«n ±leÆyh, 
éllå ka‹ tÚn marturÆsanta ±t€mvsen. §g∆ d¢ | ... — Lysias 9,19 O·de m¢n oÔn | §k pantÚw 
[toË] trÒpou proyumoËnta€ me tª d€k˙ èl«nai: Íme›w d¢ | mÆte ta›w toÊtvn diabola›w 
§pary°ntew §moË katachf€shsye, mÆte toÁw b°ltion ka‹ dika€vw bouleusam°nouw 
ékÊrouw katastÆshte. — Plato Plt. 258a §mo‹ m¢n oÔn | efiw aÔyiw, so‹ d¢ | nËn 
épokrin°syv.  
However, especially the demonstratives are often in P1 in a segment in which they are not 
the topic, as in the following examples: Lysias 4,10 ∂ pr«ton m¢n | toËt' ín kate›pen, — 
Plato Tht. 154e Pãnu m¢n oÔn ¶gvge | toËt' ín boulo€mhn. — Plato Sph. 257d ÖIyi nun | 
tÒde moi l°ge. — Lysias 8,16 toiaÊtaw profãseiw profasizÒmenoi | tÒte m¢n §k t∞w §m∞w 
ka‹ Yrasumãxou sunous€aw §st¢ fanero€, nËn d¢ ... — Plato Sph. 216a Katå tØn xy¢w 
ımolog€an, Œ S≈kratew, ¥komen | aÈto€ te kosm€vw | ka‹ tÒnde tinå j°non êgomen, ... — 
Plato Sph. 253e TÚn m¢n dØ filÒsofon | §n toioÊtƒ tin‹ tÒpƒ ka‹ nËn ka‹ ¶peita 
éneurÆsomen §ån zht«men, ... 
Especially note correlative constructions with the demonstrative in P1 of one of the 
members: Plato Sph. 233c DokoËsi går | o‰mai | prÚw taËta §pisthmÒnvw ¶xein aÈto‹ | 
prÚw ëper éntil°gousin. — Plato Plt. 265a Ka‹ mØn | §f' ˜ ge m°row | Àrmhken ≤m›n ı 
lÒgow, | §p' §ke›no | dÊo tin¢ kayorçn ıd∆ tetam°na fa€netai, ...  
Demonstrative adverbs often function just as the demonstrative pronouns, e.g. Lysias 28,6 
oÏtvw, Œ êndrew ÉAyhna›oi, §peidØ tãxista §n°plhnto ka‹ <t«n> Ímet°rvn ép°lausan, 
éllotr€ouw t∞w pÒlevw aÍtoÁw ≤gÆsanto. Some of these adverbs function as discourse 
markers, quite comparable to introductive particles, esp. ¶peita in enumerations or 
sequences of events (often correlative with pr«ton).  
Note that proper names do not infrequently function in similar ways, e.g. Plato Plt. 258a 
YeaitÆtƒ m¢n oÔn | aÈtÒw te sun°meija xy¢w diå lÒgvn ka‹ nËn ékÆkoa épokrinom°nou, 
Svkrãtouw d¢ | oÈd°tera: ... . The statistics do not reflect this use, due to other, even more 
frequent uses, most notably vocatives preceded by Œ.  

(b) Modal adverbs  
Under this heading, I distinguished three (not completely homogeneous) classes of non-
lexical adverbs, which are often fronted in some of their uses.  
Some spatio-temporal modal adverbs often function as a discourse marker, and are then 
very similar to introductive particles. Note the highly frequent use of nËn d° (e.g. 
introducing the counterpart to an irrealis, but also in other contrastive structures) and of ¶ti 
d¢ or ¶ti to€nun (e.g. in enumerations). Other such adverbs have comparable uses, although 
they are not always as easy to classify, e.g.: Plato Cra. 434b ÖHdh to€nun ka‹ sÁ koin≈n˙ 
toË lÒgou oper êrti ÑErmog°nhw. — Lysias 8,15 eÈyÁw d' §ke›now §p‹ tÚn MhnÒfilon 
§bãdize met' §moË. — Plato Tht. 192e OÈkoËn ka‹ ì mØ o‰de, pollãkiw m¢n ¶sti mhd¢ 
afisyãnesyai, pollãkiw d¢ afisyãnesyai mÒnon;  

                                                             
120 For some cases in which nominatives do seem to be non-focal, see Dik 2003.  
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Likewise, modal sentence-adverbs often function as a fronted discourse marker (see 
already section 5.1.1 here above): Plato Cra. 391a ‡svw m°ntoi | oÈ =ñdiÒn §stin oÏtvw 
§ja€fnhw peisy∞nai, ... — Lysias 6,12 ˜mvw m°ntoi | ·na mØ ÍpÚ toÊtou toioÊtou ˆntow 
prãgmat' ¶xoi, doÁw érgÊrion éphllãgh. — Plato Cra. 429d ˜mvw m°ntoi | efip° moi 
tosÒnde: — Plato Sph. 258a ÑOmo€vw êra | tÚ mØ m°ga ka‹ tÚ m°ga aÈtÚ e‰nai lekt°on; — 
Plato Sph. 261a Komidª d° ge, Œ j°ne, ¶oiken élhy¢w e‰nai tÚ per‹ tÚn sofistØn kat' 
érxåw lexy°n, ... — Plato Plt. 257a Tãxa d° [ge], Œ S≈kratew, ÙfeilÆseiw taÊthw 
triplas€an: ... . Note also the frequent use of some of these adverbs in short formulaic 
answers in Plato, like “Komidª m¢n oÔn.” (e.g. Plato Sph. 226a or Plato Plt. 293c), or 
“ÖIsvw.” (e.g. Plato Tht. 147a).  
As for the adverbs of degree, note the large difference between the scores of Lysias and 
Plato. The exceptionally high scores in Plato appear to be due to the highly frequent short 
and formulaic affirmative answers, like Pãnu m¢n oÔn, Pantãpasi m¢n oÔn and Pãnu ge, 
typical of Socratic dialogue.  

(c) Quantifiers 
The scores indicate that the cardinal numerals and words like pçw , Ùl €gow  and ¶nioi  
generally show a relatively weak preferential tendency. Except in counting, there is in fact 
no particular a priori reason why these words should be preferential (but see here below for 
the liability of these words to be subject to emphatic fronting). As for the ordinals, the 
scores are much higher, which can be explained by their frequent use as a discourse marker 
(e.g. in Pr«ton m¢n ...).  

(d) Complex negatives 
Complex negatives often behave like simple negatives, in that the negative element 
contained in them seems to function as an ‘illocutionary marker’ (see section 2.1 above and 
section 13.3.2(1c) below), i.e. they often introduce a segment the pragmatic function of 
which is to negate a certain fact: e.g. Lysias 22,17 efi m¢n går êllhn tinå épolog€an 
§poioËnto, oÈde‹w ín e‰xe to›w épochfisam°noiw §pitimçn: ... : nËn d¢ ... . In many cases 
in which the complex negative does not seem to take P1, a colon boundary could be invoked, 
e.g. Plato Tht. 158c ë te går nun‹ dieil°gmeya | oÈd¢n kvlÊei ka‹ §n t“ Ïpnƒ doke›n 
éllÆloiw dial°gesyai. This is, however, not always the case, e.g. Plato Cra. 434b OÈkoËn 
…saÊtvw ka‹ ÙnÒmata oÈk ên pote ˜moia g°noito oÈden€, efi mØ ... , where oÈden€ appears 
to behave as a ‘normal’ mobile.  
 

(2)  Some regular lexical mobile words may because of their meaning be especially liable to take 
P1, e.g. because they have an emotional overtone which has a correlation with emphatic 
fronting. I just mention the case of deinÒw :  
- The word deinÒn is often used in an impersonal construction, followed by a 

complement clause (often introduced by efi, but accusativus cum infinitivo and 
declarative finite complement clauses also occur), e.g. Plato Tht. 184d DeinÚn gãr pou, 
Œ pa›, efi polla€ tinew §n ≤m›n Àsper §n doure€oiw ·ppoiw afisyÆseiw §gkãyhntai, ... 
— Plato Tht. 195b DeinÒn te, Œ Yea€thte, …w élhy«w kinduneÊei ka‹ éhd¢w e‰nai 
énØr édol°sxhw. — Lysias 34,11 deinÚn går ín e‡h, Œ ÉAyhna›oi, efi, ... ; . This use 
has given rise to the full-blown formula deinÚn d° moi doke› e‰nai, efi ... in Lysias 
(Lysias 20,10 — Lysias 22,13; with a vocative: deinÚn d° moi doke› e‰nai, Œ êndrew 
dikasta€, efi ... in Lysias 30,32 and Lysias 15,7, deinÚn d° moi doke›, Œ êndrew 
dikasta€, e‰nai, efi ... in Lysias 14,17; with different complement clauses: Lysias 30,8 
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deinÚn d° moi doke› e‰nai [˜ti], efi ... — Lysias 7,29 DeinÚn d° moi doke› e‰nai Ímçw 
m°n, ... mÆy' …w §pergazÒmenon p≈pote zhmi«sa€ <me> ... ; an oblique version of the 
same formula is Lysias 3,17 deinÚn d¢ ≤ghsãmenow e‰nai ka‹ afisxrÚn periide›n oÏtvw 
énÒmvw ka‹ bia€vw Íbrisy°nta tÚn nean€skon, ... .  

-  Besides these more or less formulaic functions, deinÒw is also used as a regular 
adjective, in which function it also seems to tend towards P1: Plato Tht. 199c 
deinÒteron m°ntoi pãyow êllo parafa€nesya€ moi doke›. — Plato Sph. 249a DeinÚn 
mentên, Œ j°ne, lÒgon sugxvro›men. — Plato Tht. 173b Àsy' Ígi¢w oÈd¢n ¶xontew t∞w 
diano€aw efiw êndraw §k meirak€vn teleut«si, deino€ te ka‹ sofo‹ gegonÒtew, …w 
o‡ontai. — Lysias 20,36 deinå d' ín pãyoimen, efi ... — Lysias 28,15 ˜tan går 
≤ghs≈meya svthr€aw énteil∞fyai, deinÒtera ÍpÚ t«n ≤met°rvn érxÒntvn 
pãsxomen µ ÍpÚ t«n polem€vn. — Lysias 7,23 DeinÒtata oÔn pãsxv, ... — Lysias 
16,16 (efikÒtvw, Œ boulÆ: deinÚn går ∑n égapht«w Ùl€gƒ prÒteron sesvsm°nouw §f' 
ßteron k€ndunon fi°nai).  

Other words which may be expected to be liable to undergo emphatic fronting include 
quantifiers like polÊw and pçw and words like m°gaw as well as superlatives. However, there 
may be syntactic reasons for those words to occur more often in P1 as well, in that they are 
more liable to take what has been called a ‘predicative position’ (for a syntactic-semantic 
account for the word order of a whole range of non-lexicals, see Biraud 1991).  
 
 

 5.2 Verbs  
 
In the literature on word order, much attention has been given to the behavior of verbs. 
Suffice it here to just refer to a few issues in the context of which verbs have been discussed 
with respect to word order:  
(i)  an important issue has always been the debate on ‘basic word order’, i.e. whether 

Ancient Greek is basically a SOV (subject-object-verb), a SVO, or a VSO language 
(for references, see e.g. Cervin 1990);  

(ii)  according to Wackernagel (1892/1953), the verb in Proto-Indo-European was in 
general enclitic; in Greek, the copula (esp. the third persons of the present indicative) 
is supposed to be postpositive, as well as some forms of the present indicative of 
fhm€;  

(iii)  according to the Functional Grammar approach to Greek word order, as presented in 
Dik 1995 (and taken over in Rijksbaron & Slings & Stork & Wakker 2000, 146-150), 
the structure of the Ancient Greek clause provides for a specific slot for the verb after 
a Topic and a Focus slot (see section 0.3.1 above).  

In this section, the position of verbs will be investigated according to the same large-scale 
quantitative methodology already employed in the sections above. This investigation is an 
exploratory one: not much hinges on the results for the purposes at hand and no effort will 
be made to formulate definite conclusions, but since the data are readily available and may 
contribute to issues that are present in the literature, it seemed worthwhile to present them 
here.  
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 5.2.1 Verbs in P2 
 
Proto-Indo-European verbs are thought to have been postpositive, even enclitic 
(Wackernagel 1892/1953). For Greek, this postpositive status is assumed for at least some 
verb forms (the ones that are accentless according to traditional orthographic practice). If 
this is the case, verbs would tend towards P2 not unlike /r/-postpositives. This hypothesis is 
tested in the following table.  

Table 5.2a: P2-tendency of verbs 
 

 Plato Lysias Total 
verbs (exc. e‰nai)    

P2(finite) 1534 / 6666 (23.0%) 1050 / 5532 (19.0%) 2584 /12189 (21.2%) 
P2(infinite) 615 / 5301 (11.6%) 704 / 6091 (11.6%) 1319 /11392 (11.6%) 

e‰nai    
P2(finite) 210 / 938 (22.4%) 114 / 599 (19.0%) 324 / 1537 (21.1%) 

P2(infinite) 116 / 903 (12.8%) 55 / 567 (9.7%) 171 / 1470 (11.6%) 
    
every word except verbs = /X/ 
clusters of /O/s have been reduced to single /X/ 
/p/, /q/ and /r/ have been omitted 
 

expected    
P2: [ X X 10233 / 73404 (13.9%) 7401 / 56222 (13.2%) 17634 / 129626 (13.6%) 
    

Two interesting conclusions can be drawn from the above data:  
-  Finite verbs seem to have a P2-tendency, though much less so than regular /r/, despite 

the fact that /p/, /q/ and /r/ have been made invisible. 
-  Against expectations, the copula seems to behave just as any other verb.  
 

(1) Thus, the data in the corpus suggest that the predicted P2-tendency of verbs is not 
convincingly borne out in Greek. If there is still a considerable number of verbs in P2, this 
may be due to a more indirect discourse related factor instead of to an inherent feature of the 
Greek verb. Thus, the autonomy of verbs has been said to be intermediary between nouns 
and functors (Devine & Stephens 1994, 301-303), which is understandable from the fact that 
many verbs have relatively less informational content than the arguments of that verb. For 
instance, in “He took a knife”, the word “knife” is normally focused as being the most 
salient part of the whole clause, whereas the verb “take” -a typical low-content verb- is 
typically destressed (see also section 13.1.5 below). Given the fact that non-focal words in 
general (Dover’s ‘Concomitants’; see section 0.3.4 above) seem to tend toward P2, a certain 
P2-tendency for verbs can be predicted, but as a discourse-related contextually determined 
pattern and not as an inherent feature of the verb (for examples see also section 6.3 below).  
 

(2)  The postpositive-like behavior of some forms of e‰nai, if used as a copula, as well as of 
some forms of fhm€, is well-established in the literature and canonized by orthographic 
practice in that some of these forms are accentuated as enclitics.  
Still, this feature -rather unexpectedly- seems to have no bearing on the overall statistics for 
e‰nai in P2 in our corpus. This may be due to the high frequency of other uses of e‰nai (see 
section 5.2.2 here below), but also to a variety of other uncontrollable factors. Although the 
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present database might offer some possibilities for setting-up a separate investigation of the 
behavior of e‰nai and other ‘special’ verbs, this investigation would involve many factors 
which are well beyond the scope of the present section (for the difficulties of classifying the 
uses of e‰nai, see e.g. the discussion between Kahn 1973 and Ruijgh 1979).  
Consider e.g. the following examples, in which the copula seems to be in P2: 
-  In many cases a potentially postpositive verb appears in P2 of a colon preceded by a 

fronted topic: Plato Cra. 387c OÈkoËn | ka‹ tÚ Ùnomãzein | prçj€w [t€s] §stin, ... — 
Plato Cra. 388b-c ÖOnoma êra | didaskalikÒn t€ §stin ˆrganon ka‹ diakritikÚn t∞w 
oÈs€aw | Àsper kerk‹w Ífãsmatow. — Plato Sph. 265b ≤ gãr pou m€mhsiw | po€hs€w t€w 
§stin, efid≈lvn m°ntoi, fam°n, éll' oÈk aÈt«n •kãstvn: ∑ gãr; — Lysias 31,5 ÉEg∆ 
går | oÈk êllouw tinãw fhmi d€kaion e‰nai bouleÊein per‹ ≤m«n, µ toÁw prÚw t“ 
e‰nai pol€taw ka‹ §piyumoËntaw toÊtou. — Lysias 24,6 pa›dew d° moi | oÎpv efis‹n o· 
me yerapeÊsousi. — Plato Cra. 408a tÚ "e‡rein" | lÒgou xre€a §st€ — Plato Tht. 190b 
... oÈd' §n Ïpnƒ p≈pote §tÒlmhsaw efipe›n prÚw seautÚn …w pantãpasin êra | tå 
perittå | êrtiã §stin | ≥ ti êllo toioËton.  

-  In other cases, the copula appears in the same colon as what might be a fronted colon 
(topic or other): Plato Cra. 431a Tout€ §sti sÚn ˆnoma — Plato Cra. 383b OÈkoËn ka‹ 
to›w êlloiw ényr≈poiw pçsin, ˜per kaloËmen ˆnoma ßkaston, toËtÒ §stin •kãstƒ 
ˆnoma; — Plato Sph. 256c L°gvmen dØ pãlin: | ≤ k€nhs€w §stin ßteron toË •t°rou, | 
kayãper taÈtoË te ∑n êllo ka‹ t∞w stãsevw; — Plato Cra. 398a tekmÆrion d° mo€ 
§stin ˜ti ka‹ ≤mçw fhsin sidhroËn e‰nai g°now. — Plato Cra. 393b D€kaiÒn g° to€ 
§stin, …w §mo‹ fa€netai, tÚn l°ontow ¶kgonon l°onta kale›n ka‹ tÚn ·ppou ¶kgonon 
·ppon. — Plato Cra. 385c ÑO lÒgow d' §st‹n ı élhyØw | pÒteron m¢n ˜low élhyÆw, | tå 
mÒria d' aÈtoË | oÈk élhy∞; — Lysias 20,32 per‹ ≤m«n gãr §sti c∞fow Ím›n, ka‹ oÈ 
per‹ xrhmãtvn. In some of these cases (e.g. the last one quoted) one might wonder if 
§sti is not in fact in P1 of the next colon, as seems to be probable in Lysias 1,9 ofik€dion 
| ¶sti moi diploËn, ... . 

As a matter of policy, I will remark on the potentially postpositive status of §stin, efisin and 
other such forms whenever this seems plausible in a particular context, but will refrain from 
investigating the matter in a systematic way.  
 

 5.2.2 Verbs in P1 
 
VSO and VOS orders have received a lot of attention from the point of view of language 
typology and formal grammar. The matter of initial verbs in Ancient Greek has been studied 
from a basically grammatical and/or typological point of view but with some attention 
devoted to the discourse functions of this word order in e.g. Luraghi 1995 and Cuzzolin 
1997. Chapter 7 “Predicates can be Topics” of Dik 1995 specifically deals with verbs in -
what she calls- the Topic-slot of the clause.  
Let us first look at the quantitative data generated from the database in a now familiar way. 
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Table 5.2b: P1-tendency of verbs 
 

 Plato Lysias Total 
verbs (exc. e‰nai)    

P1(finite) 931 / 6666 (14.0%) 568 / 5532 (10.3%) 1499/12189 (12.3%) 
P1(infinite) 333 / 5301 (6.3%) 581 / 6091 (9.5%) 914 /11392 (8.0%) 

e‰nai    
P1(finite) 117 / 938 (12.5%) 15 / 599 (2.5%) 132 / 1537 (8.6%) 

P1(infinite) 23 / 903 (2.5%) 5 / 567 (0.9%) 28 / 1470 (1.9%) 
    
 

expected    
P1: [ X 11098 / 73404 (15.1%) 7516 / 56222 (13.4%) 18614 / 129626 (14.4%) 
    

It is evident from these data that verbs in general statistically do not tend toward P1 in 
Ancient Greek. A few remarks can be made on the basis of these results alone:  
- Infinite verbs are less frequent at P1 than finite verbs, especially with ‘to be’.  
-  The finite forms of ‘to be’ are only slightly less frequent at P1 than other verbs in Plato, 

but enormously less frequent in Lysias. A possible explanation may be that the 
‘existential use’ of ‘to be’ is much less common in Lysias, whereas the philosophical 
subject matter in Plato, in which the concept of ‘being’ is a central one, may have 
caused the verb ‘to be’ to be used more frequently in its non-copular functions.  

-  As usual, the fact that editorial punctuation cannot be expected to always coincide with 
colon boundaries has certainly had an influence on the data (underestimation of the 
frequencies). At least one such case should be mentioned: fronted topics or markers 
often constitute a separate colon, not delimited by punctuation; in many cases the verb 
has P1 in the next segment, e.g. in the following examples: Plato Plt. 294a taËta dØ | 
sugxvroËm°n pou; — Plato Cra. 413d Fa€n˙ moi, Œ S≈kratew, | taËta m¢n | 
ékhko°nai tou | ka‹ oÈk aÈtosxediãzein. — Plato Tht. 147d ≤m›n oÔn | efis∞ly° ti 
toioËton, — Plato Tht. 166b aÈt€ka går | doke›w tinã soi sugxvrÆsesyai mnÆmhn 
pare›na€ tƒ œn ¶paye, toioËtÒn ti oÔsan pãyow oÂon ˜te ¶pasxe, mhk°ti pãsxonti; 
— Plato Cra. 429d ˜mvw m°ntoi | efip° moi tosÒnde: — Plato Sph. 220b Ka‹ toË pthnoË 
mØn g°nouw | pçsa ≤m›n ≤ yÆra | l°geta€ poÊ tiw ÙrniyeutikÆ. — Lysias 1,23 ı d¢ 
ÉEratosy°nhw | Œ êndrew | efis°rxetai, | ka‹ ≤ yerãpaina | §pege€rasã me eÈyÁw | 
frãzei ˜ti ¶ndon §st€.  

In what follows, I will try and formulate a few regularities which can be observed in those 
cases in which the verb does occur in P1.  
 

(1) A few contributions have dealt specifically with verbs in P1 in Ancient Greek:  
(i)  In her article “The pragmatics of verb initial sentences in some ancient Indo-European 

languages” (Luraghi 1995), Silvia Luraghi specifically deals with the issue of initial 
verbs in Ancient Greek, while attempting to use discourse analytical notions. She 
distinguishes the following cases (Luraghi 1995, 379): descriptions of places; 
descriptions of accompanying circumstances (imperfect tense); sentences that provide 
confirmatory information as to the validity of a statement; presentative sentences; 
sentences which convey foregrounded information (aorist tense or historical present). 
Some aspects of Luraghi’s categorization of these uses are not really convincing: the 
notion that foregrounded information and backgrounded information gives rise to a verb 
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in P1 is puzzling; likewise, the notion of ‘description of places’ does not sound like an 
insightful discourse analytical category.  

(ii)  In the Functional Grammar approach to Greek word order, as introduced by Dik 1995, it 
has been argued that the Topic-slot in the structure of the clause can be occupied by the 
verb (see section 0.3.1 above). It should be noted, however, that Dik’s notion of Topic 
is fairly wide and in any case much wider than the notion of ‘topic’ used in the present 
study (see section 13.3.2(2) below).  

This section is not the proper place to discuss theoretical controversies; therefore, I will 
simply enumerate in a purely descriptive manner a few of the patterns dealt with by the 
authors quoted as well as a few patterns which emerged from the present research.  
 

(2)  First, one can distinguish a few classes of verbs or verb forms which can be expected to 
occur quite often in P1:  
(a)  Some verbs function as an illocutionary marker, i.e. they typically indicate the kind of 

speech act the segment in question is (wish, command, proposal, ...): imperatives, first 
person subjunctives ‘deliberationis’, optatives expressing a wish, and ‘performative’ 
verbs have a typical use as illocutionary markers; in Greek these illocutionary markers 
tend towards P1, for instance: Plato Cra. 392d Skop«men dØ diå t€ pote. — Plato Plt. 
263e peiray«men oÔn ≤me›w §jeulabe›syai pãny' ıpÒsa toiaËta. — Plato Tht. 143c 
ÉAllã, pa›, lab¢ tÚ bibl€on ka‹ l°ge. — Lysias 6,50 ÉAyhna›oi, mnÆsyhte tå 
pepoihm°na ÉAndok€d˙, §nyumÆyhte d¢ ka‹ t∞w •ort∞w, ... (a number of examples in 
the ensuing paragraph).  

(b)  Verba dicendi (Cuzzolin 1997, 92), verba percipiendi, verba sentiendi (incl. evidential 
expressions like doke› or ¶oike) are often fronted and followed by a complement clause, 
as in the following examples: Plato Cra. 408c O‰sya ˜ti ı lÒgow tÚ pçn shma€nei ka‹ 
kukle› ka‹ pole› ée€, ka‹ ¶sti diploËw, élhyÆw te ka‹ ceudÆw. — Plato Tht. 158e 
l°gousi d°, …w §g∆ o‰mai, oÏtvw §rvt«ntew: "âV Yea€thte, .... — Plato Cra. 423d 
ÖEoike to€nun oÈk §ãn tiw taËta mim∞tai, oÈd¢ per‹ taÊtaw tåw mimÆseiw ≤ t°xnh ≤ 
ÙnomastikØ e‰nai. — Plato Tht. 181a doke› oÔn moi toÁw •t°rouw prÒteron skept°on, 
§f' oÏsper …rmÆsamen, toÁw =°ontaw, ... 

(c)  In the same vein, many modal verbs like de›, énãgkh, xrÆ, etc. typically occur in P1: 
Plato Plt. 277a de› d¢ mØ so‹ mÒnƒ taËta, éllå kémo‹ metå soË koinª sundoke›n. — 
Lysias 15,10 xrØ d°, Œ êndrew dikasta€, Àsper otow émelÆsaw t∞w pÒlevw tØn 
aÍtoË svthr€an §sk°cato, oÏtvw Ímçw émelÆsantaw toÊtou tª pÒlei tå b°ltista 
chf€sasyai, ... 

For the fact that both verba dicendi etc. and the ‘modal’ verbs often function as ‘epistemic 
markers’ (or ‘evidentials’) or ‘illocutionary markers’ and then are fronted, see 13.3.2(1) 
below. Also note that in many cases in which these verbs take P1 they also are the common 
ground for a complex structure. 

 
(3)  In a number of occurrences of various types of verbs, discourse factors obviously determine 

the P1 of the verb. Thus, one can distinguish the following types of constructions:  

(a)  Presentative constructions have the function to introduce brand new information on to 
the discourse scene (cf. also section 21.2 below) and are cross-linguistically 
characterized by the fact that some low-content verb (typically “there is ...” / ¶sti ...”, 
but other ‘stage-setting’ verbs qualify as well) occurs early in the clause and the brand 
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new item later on. Thus, consider the following examples: Plato Sph. 261e ¶sti går 
≤m›n pou t«n tª fvnª per‹ tØn oÈs€an dhlvmãtvn dittÚn g°now is a regular 
presentative construction with ¶sti in P1. Likewise, the verb in Lysias 1,15 
pros°rxeta€ mo€ tiw presbËtiw ênyrvpow, though not semantically empty like ¶sti, 
occurs in a construction which serves to introduce a brand new character on the scene 
(see section 11.3.1 and section 17.2 below).121  

(b)  Other uses of clause-initial e‰nai have been described by Dover (1960/1968, 48-49 and 
52) and in a separate section in Dik 1995 (221-229). Most of these imply the same 
effect as the presentative construction: the introduction of a focused item is delayed 
until later in the segment by the fact that the semantically empty or low-content verb 
takes P1 in that segment. See, for instance, cases of ‘identifying’ constructions (“it is X 
who ...”) such as Lysias 1,16 "¶sti d'" ¶fh "ÉEratosy°nhw ÉO∞yen ı taËta prãttvn, ... 
(cf. section 17.2 below).  

(c)  A number of occurrences of initial verbs present ‘resumptive’ information, i.e. the verb 
reactivates information which was already accessible but needs to be reintroduced as a 
starting point for whatever ‘new’ information is going to be presented next (for the fact 
that resumptive elements are liable to be fronted, see already section 0.1.3 above); see 
Dik 1995, 209-215.  

In other cases the P1 of a verb in a particular segment may simply reflect some general 
discourse principles. Most importantly, there seems to be a general correlation between 
focus and P1 in Greek (cf. section 10.3 below). Thus, if a verb carries the main focus of a 
segment, it may naturally tend toward P1. This accounts for the cases in which the verb 
conveys ‘foregrounded information’ (Luraghi 1995), e.g. when the verb itself (as opposed to 
its arguments) carries the focus in the presentation of an action within a narrative sequence.  
 

 5.2.3 Verbs in P-ult 
 
A last possible position for verbs which can easily be investigated by means of the database 
is the final position in a segment, as can be seen in the following table.  
 

                                                             
121 Luraghi’s (1995) examples of verbs in P1 in the context of ‘descriptions of places’ could be 
analyzed in the same way. In X. An. 1.2.7-8, the description proceeds by the introduction of successive 
new items on the scene as one follows the course of the river; thus, the verb =e› can serve ad hoc as a 
low-content verb allowing for the introduction of the items along the course of the river: diå m°sou d¢ 
toË parade€sou | =e› ı Ma€androw potamÒw: afl d¢ phga‹ aÈtoË efisin §k t«n basile€vn: =e› d¢ ka‹ 
diå t∞w Kelain«n pÒlevw. ¶sti d¢ ka‹ megãlou basil°vw bas€leia §n Kelaina›w §rumnå §p‹ ta›w 
phga›w toË MarsÊou potamoË ÍpÚ tª ékropÒlei: =e› d¢ ka‹ otow diå t∞w pÒlevw | ka‹ §mbãllei 
efiw tÚn Ma€andron: Note that if one takes into account probable colon boundaries, the first occurrence 
of =e› as well as §mbãllei would also be in P1 and instances of the intended use. 
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Table 5.2c: P-ult-tendency of verbs 
 

 Plato Lysias Total 
verbs (exc. e‰nai)    

P-ult(finite) 2858 / 6666 (42.9%) 2390 / 5532 (43.2%) 5248 / 12189 (43.1%) 
P-ult(infinite) 1638 / 5301 (30.9%) 1987 / 6091 (32.6%) 3625 / 11392 (31.8%) 

e‰nai    
P-ult(finite) 282 / 938 (30.1%) 176 / 599 (29.4%) 458 / 1537 (29.8%) 

P-ult(infinite) 278 / 903 (30.8%) 165 / 567 (29.1%) 443 / 1470 (30.1%) 
    
every word except verbs = /X/ 
clusters of /O/s have been reduced to single /X/ 
/p/, /q/ and /r/ have been omitted122 
 

expected    
P-ult: X ] 11117 / 73404 (15.1%) 7518 / 56222 (13.4%) 18635 /129626 (14.4%) 
    
every word = /X/ 

A few very interesting observations can be made on the basis of these data:  
-  43% of the regular finite verbs occur in P-ult of a segment, which is a very high score; 

infinite verb forms are somewhat less frequent in this position but still obtain a 32% 
score;  

-  e‰nai is somewhat less frequent in this position but still has a frequency of 30%, both 
for finite forms and infinite forms;  

-  the scores are remarkably constant across authors (and editors).  

Among the data concerning the position of verbs presented in section 5.2, the P-ult tendency 
is -rather unexpectedly- the most visible tendency and a quite constant one across both 
authors.123 This result can obviously be related to the observations in terms of the ‘basic 
word order’ debate: according to the most reliable authors (see esp. Taylor 1990) the 
unmarked order in Ancient Greek is SOV (subject-object-verb).  
Apart from typological considerations, it should be observed that the verb is often the main 
nexus of the syntactic/semantic structure of a clause, i.e. it is the verb that makes the 
positions that the words occupy within a clause (as e.g. marked by the nominal cases) 
interpretable. Thus, the verb’s P-ult has the effect that the clause becomes interpretable only 
at the end, which implies that verbs in P-ult de facto function as a bracketing device (see 
sections 7.3 and 10.4 below).  
 

                                                             
122 The omission of /q/ and /r/ is motivated: a final verb only followed by an enclitic can reasonably be 
considered final, since it is a known fact that verbs statistically attract enclitics. The omission of /p/ and 
/O/ has only been operated so as to be able to use the same corpus as in the previous Tables, but this 
omission can be expected to have little influence on the scores.  
123 Of course, these scores include cases of autonomous verbs: 222 cases of segments consisting of 
only a finite verb occur in the corpus (192 in Plato) plus 56 cases with a finite verb followed by a /q/-
particle, including the following cases: (i) short formulaic answers like Fa€netai., ÉAnãgkh and 
ÖEoiken., but also replies which consist in resuming the verb of the previous sentence as in Plato Cra. 
407c SV. ÉAll' ·na mØ dÒj˙, tÚn ÖArh §r≈ta. / ERM. ÉErvt«. ; (ii) rest-cola in which the verb 
remains alone with its arguments and satellites forming separate cola as in Plato Tht. 199e ı d¢ dØ tØn 
énepisthmosÊnhn lab∆n ceud∞ m°n, fπw, dojãsei. ∑ gãr; (iii) fronted finite verbs followed by a 
complementizer, as in Lysias 5,4 ‡sasi går ˜ti, §ån <m¢n> ceudÒmenoi §legxy«sin, oÈd¢n me›zon t«n 
ÍparxÒntvn pe€sontai, §ån d¢ ... . 
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 6. Units and formulas (review) 
 
We have seen in the above that a number of apparent exceptions to otherwise valid word 
order rules were due to what we called units and formulas, i.e. to the fact that some 
collocations of orthographically defined words behave as a word-like whole rather than as 
separate words in some contexts. However, the scope of these phenomena is well beyond the 
mere explanation of word order phenomena in Greek: the fact that some collocations of 
several words seem to have the status of a more or less ready-made building block for 
discourse processing is a pervasive phenomenon. In this section, I offer a systematic review 
of the different types of such collocations that we encountered so far, as well as somme 
theoretical considerations concerning formulas and lexicalization.  
 
 

 6.0 Preliminary remarks  
 

(1) Traditional grammatical frameworks are based on a dichotomy between lexicon and 
grammar. The lexicon is most often conceived of as a depository of basic items 
(prototypically words and morphemes), whereas the grammar is a device that creatively 
combines these items into larger units. In some cases, however, this clear-cut dichotomy 
seems to falter: larger units than can be easily described as words cannot easily be accounted 
for by the ‘regular’ creative processes of syntax (e.g. idioms like “bite the dust”). Recent 
‘cognitive’ approaches to grammar tend to abandon the dichotomy between lexicon as 
storage and syntax as process altogether and postulate a continuum; according to this 
approach, any amount of structure can be stored as a single item if this is the most 
economical way to accommodate language use (for references and discussion, see Wray 
2002). Formulaic items may differ in various ways from each other:  
-  their morphosyntactic status may vary from a set of sentences to a combination of 

lexical nouns to a mere particle cluster;  
-  their degree of fixity may vary from templates in which slots can be filled creatively by 

an indefinite number of items (e.g. the ‘his way’ construction in English, as in “Babe 
Ruth homered his way into the hearts of America” and “He belched his way out of the 
restaurant”; cf. Jackendoff 1990, 211-223 et passim) to standard jokes/riddles/puns 
which may contain several lines or even speaker turns to which nothing can be changed;  

-  some formulas may be generally applicable across a wide range of contexts, but others 
may be linked to very specialized contexts.  

 
(2) For the purposes of a corpus-based analysis one has to formulate operational criteria as to 

what kinds of collocation can count as a formula. There is an obvious connection between 
the frequency of a certain combination and its chances to constitute a formula: highly 
frequent combinations are more likely to be lexicalized and such a lexicalization is also more 
‘useful’. Still, the frequency of a combination alone cannot be a sufficient criterion for 
formulaicity (for a critique of such approaches, see Wray 2002, 25-31):  
-  On the one hand, however large a corpus is, some formulaic items may occur not at all 

or only sporadically (for instance, if the context in which the collocation is definitely 
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formulaic is not represented in the corpus, e.g. short and idiomatic replies of the Pãnu 
m¢n oÔn type will not occur in a corpus consisting of monologue only).  

-  On the other hand, high-frequency words can cooccur quite frequently in a way that 
need not be due to lexicalization of any sort, but is simply due to the convergence of 
syntactic and/or discourse factors (e.g. a high frequency of collocations of the type ˘w d° 
can be due to the fact that both elements are highly frequent and that the P1-tendency of 
the first and the P2-tendency of the second as such make the collocation highly 
probable).  

Other criteria which may be an indication for the formulaic nature of a collocation are the 
following:  
-  if a substantial percentage of the occurrences of a word are part of a collocation of a 

certain type, this collocation can reasonably be argued to be formulaic;  
-  if a word occurring in a certain collocation has linguistic functions in that collocation 

which it does not have if it occurs elsewhere, the collocation is probably formulaic;  
-  if a certain collocation shows grammatical or semantic features which are otherwise not 

regular in the language (cf. e.g. the exceptions to the word order rules described in the 
above), this collocation is probably formulaic.  

 
(3) The formulaic character of a large part of actual language use has lately been receiving some 

attention in various subdomains of linguistics (for an overview, see Wray 2002): a 
substantial part of what anyone says or writes is not actually the result of ‘creatively’ 
combining words so as to make up utterances, but is made of ready-made building blocks. 
The importance of formulas and other more or less lexicalized units for word order in 
general has been stressed in the literature on Greek word order as well (see e.g. Dover 
1960/1968, 65-65). For the purposes of the quantitative analyses in Part I of this study, it is 
important to note that the significance of word order rules (or statistical tendencies in 
general) as investigated here above can be seriously overestimated if most of the occurrences 
which are supposed to corroborate this rule are actually part of formulaic collocations (see 
e.g. section 4.1, esp. the data in Tables 4.1f and 4.1g).  
 

(4) In the present section, as throughout this study, I will distinguish ‘units’ and formulas’. 
Although the differences are not clear-cut and both terms refer to cases of more or less 
accomplished lexicalization or grammaticalization, I will continue making the following 
distinction:  
-  units are the result of the coalescence between syntactically related words; the resulting 

unit shows word-like behavior; unit-formation can thus be conceived of as a productive 
morphological mechanism; 

-  formulas are by definition collocations of words which are stored as such and can serve 
as ready-made building blocks for discourse processing.  

 
 

 6.1 Units  
 
Units were defined as the product of a close coalescence between two or more words so that 
in a particular occurrence they behave as a single word.  
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It should be noted that non-lexicals seem to have a special status with respect to unit-
formation. Non-lexicals have been observed to tend to have less autonomy than lexical 
words. Furthermore, the collocation of a non-lexical with whatever word it modifies is 
typically grammaticalizable/lexicalizable, i.e. its function could be realized by a bound 
morpheme (affix, inflection, ...) as well). For instance, pçn, polÊ etc. are often used as 
prefixes; likewise tiw could have turned into (say) an indefinite article, which in turn might 
have become a bound morpheme (suffix, ending), etc.  
In this section I will distinguish different types of units according to their morphological 
structure:  
(1)  units consisting of prepositions, articles and/or /q/-particles on the one hand and mobiles 

on the other;  
(2)  units consisting of a non-lexical and a mobile word;  
(3)  units consisting of more than one lexical mobile;  
(4)  short coordinate structures;  
(5)  polyptosis. 
 

(1)  Units of the form /p M q (q...)/ or /p q (q...) M/  
Throughout the previous sections we have seen that the behavior of /p/-prepositives (article 
and prepositions) and of /q/-particles suggests that these words form a unit which cannot be 
interrupted by words not belonging to it. Thus e.g. /r/-postpositives cannot occur between the 
article and the first mobile of the constituent introduced by it (see section 2.4 above); 
likewise, /r/-postpositives never precede /q/-particles, i.e. never occur between a /q/-particle 
and the word it clings to (see section 3.1). For further discussion of this type of collocations, 
see section 7.1 below. 
 

(2) Units involving a non-lexical and a mobile 
Most units consist of two words which grammatically belong together; in a large number of 
cases this type of unit involves one or more non-lexicals (besides the prepositives and /q/-
particles mentioned here above). Here below I will just enumerate a few instances in which 
my analyses have led me to attribute unit-status to a certain type of collocations.  

(a) attributive non-lexical + noun 
A number of non-lexicals (relatives, interrogatives, quantifiers, demonstratives, possessives, 
words meaning ‘other’, etc.) can modify/specify a noun (or substantivized element) with 
which they form a NP; a number of these collocations can be shown to make up a unit so as 
to yield exceptions to word order rules (see especially section 4.1 and section 4.2), as can be 
seen in the following examples: Plato Sph. 233c Kay' ˜ntina trÒpon pot¢ dunato‹ to›w 
n°oiw dÒjan paraskeuãzein …w efis‹ pãnta pãntvn aÈto‹ sof≈tatoi. — Plato Sph. 242b 
t€na érxÆn tiw ín êrjaito parakinduneutikoË lÒgou; — Lysias 11,8 t€now §gklÆmatÒw 
moi ˆntow; — Lysias 4, 19 t€ kakÚn p≈pote ... — Plato Plt. 279a T€ d∞ta parãdeigmã tiw 
ên, ¶xon tØn aÈtØn politikª pragmate€an, smikrÒtaton paray°menow flkan«w ín eÏroi tÚ 
zhtoÊmenon; — Plato Sph. 242b F°re dÆ, t€na érxÆn tiw ín êrjaito parakinduneutikoË 
lÒgou; — Lysias 24,10 efikÚw gãr, Œ boulÆ, pãntaw toÁw ¶xontãw ti dustÊxhma toËto 
zhte›n ka‹ toËto filosofe›n, — Plato Tht. 153d efi d¢ sta€h toËto Àsper dey°n, pãnta 
xrÆmat' ín diafyare€h ka‹ g°noit' ín tÚ legÒmenon ênv kãtv pãnta; — Plato Sph. 263a 
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SÚn ¶rgon dØ frãzein per‹ o t' §st‹ ka‹ ˜tou. — Lysias 24,2 efi d' | …w §xyrÚn •autoË me 
timvre›tai, | ceÊdetai:124  
Sometimes both words in such a unit are non-lexical, as in the following examples: Plato 
Cra. 437c o‰mai d¢ | ka‹ êlla pÒll' ên tiw eÏroi efi pragmateÊoito, — Plato Tht. 145e (cf. 
Plato Plt. 292c) ToËt' aÈtÚ to€nun §st‹n ˘ épor« ... 

(b) negative + negated word  
Another frequent type of unit consists of a negative and the negated word, as illustrated by 
the following examples: Plato Cra. 384a ..., oÎte éposafe› |oÈd¢n efirvneÊeta€ te prÒw me, 
... — Plato Sph. 245c MØ ˆntow d° ge tÚ parãpan toË ˜lou, — Plato Sph. 261b ka‹ p°raw, 
…w ¶oiken, oÈd¢n fanÆseta€ pote. — Plato Cra. 436a îr' §nnoe›w ˜ti oÈ smikrÚw k€ndunÒw 
§stin §japathy∞nai; 125  

(c) adverb of degree or comparison + adjective, quantifier, ...  
The following examples illustrate units consisting of an adverb + the adjective or quantifier 
it modifies: Plato Tht. 170e NØ tÚn D€a, Œ S≈kratew, mãla mur€oi d∞ta, fhs‹n ÜOmhrow, o· 
g° moi tå §j ényr≈pvn prãgmata par°xousin. — Plato Cra. 403e oÏtv kaloÊw tinaw, …w 
¶oiken, §p€statai lÒgouw l°gein ı ÜAidhw, — Plato Sph. 238d âAr' oÔn §ceusãmhn êrti 
l°gvn tØn meg€sthn épor€an §re›n aÈtoË p°ri, tÚ d¢ ¶ti me€zv tinå l°gein êllhn ¶xomen;  

(d) reporting verb + complementizer  
In the context of the segmentation of discourse into cola, one is often tempted to take the 
collocation of a reporting verb (say: a verbum dicendi or percipiendi) and the 
complementizer which introduces its complement clause together and assign a separate 
colon to this unit, as in Plato Tht. 144a eÔ går ‡syi ˜ti | œn dØ p≈pote §n°tuxon ^ka‹ pãnu 
pollo›w peplhs€aka^ oÈd°na pv ºsyÒmhn oÏtv yaumast«w eÔ pefukÒta. or Plato Sph. 
266d-e T∞w to€nun efidvlourgik∞w | énamnhsy«men ˜ti | tÚ m¢n | efikastikÒn, | tÚ d¢ | 
fantastikÚn ¶mellen e‰nai g°now, | efi tÚ ceËdow ˆntvw ¯n ceËdow ka‹ t«n ˆntvn ßn ti 
fane€h pefukÒw. As a further support for this option one can mention the fact that at least 
one case of a full lexicalization of such a collocation exists in the form of dhlonÒti. 
Furthermore, it should be noted that the same type of collocation can readily occur in a 
single autonomous colon in the not infrequent case of elliptical complement clauses, such as 
L°ge ˜p˙. Similar remarks could be made for collocations like mçllon ≥.  

(e) nominal predicate + copula  
In the course of the analyses of running Greek text presented in section 11 below, a few 
occasions arose in which the most plausible analysis of the word order in certain passages 
implied that the copula (a participle in each of these cases) formed a word-like unit with its 
corresponding predicative adjective. See Lysias 1,16 ı går énØr ı Íbr€zvn efiw s¢ ka‹ tØn 
sØn guna›ka | §xyrÚw Ãn ≤m›n tugxãnei. (section 11.3.2(2a)) and several examples in Lysias 
1,22: ¶noxow m¢n Ãn tª afit€&, §lãttonow d¢ oÎshw aÈt“ t∞w sumforçw (section 11.4(1a) 
below) – meg€sthw d¢ oÎshw moi t∞w sumforçw, ... (section 11.4(2a) below). 
 

(3)  Units consisting of more than one lexical word 
In some collocations of more than one lexical word, these words are not as independent as in 
other collocations, which yields a number of apparently exceptional behaviors for such 
collocations. See e.g. Chafe 1994, 110-119 for the fact that some collocations of words, all 
                                                             
124 Note that …w as a comparison marker here seems to behave like a /p/-prepositive.  
125 This unit involves a negative but also a collocation of two regular mobile words.  
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of which convey ‘new’ information, do seem to occur within one IU, without a resulting 
violation of the constraint; also see Croft 1995, for the fact that whenever more than one GU 
cooccurs in an IU, the combination of these GUs typically is ‘grammaticalizable’.  

(a) Some of these collocations are fully lexicalized phrases such as eÔ o‰da, as in Plato Cra. 
391e EÔ o‰da m¢n oÔn ¶gvge ... . Others, however, are not as obvious and may allow for 
alternative analyses, as e.g. in Plato Sph. 234a Paidiån l°geiw tinã.: Paidiån l°geiw may 
be analyzed as a unit (meaning something like pa€zeiw) but one could also argue that the P1 
of Paidiån is a case of emphatic fronting. A number of more or less clear units are of the 
form attributive adjective (or similar) + noun: Plato Sph. 220a Zƒoyhrik∞w d¢ | îr' oÈ 
diploËn e‰dow ín l°goito §n d€k˙, — Plato Tht. 209e Efi tÚ lÒgon, Œ pa›, proslabe›n 
gn«nai keleÊei, éllå mØ dojãsai tØn diaforÒthta, ≤dÁ xr∞m' ín e‡h toË kall€stou 
t«n per‹ §pistÆmhw lÒgou. — Lysias 30,20 e‡w te tåw yus€aw tåw patr€ouw ín §jÆrkese 
ka‹ tr€a tãlanta ín perieg°neto tª pÒlei. — Plato Sph. 223a toËt' oÔn ¶gvge efip∆n | tÚ 
pros∞kon ˆnom' ín ≤goËmai kale›n aÈtÒn. — Plato Plt. 310a To›w d' eÈgen°si genom°noiw 
te §j érx∞w ≥yesi yrefye›s€ te katå fÊsin mÒnoiw diå nÒmvn §mfÊesyai ... — Plato Cra. 
436a îr' §nnoe›w ˜ti oÈ smikrÚw k€ndunÒw §stin §japathy∞nai;  

(b) An interesting line of inquiry may be to see whether some collocations of a low-content 
main verb and a more contentful infinitive or participle tend to show unit-like behavior, 
which might be expected from the fact that this kind of collocation is eminently 
‘grammaticalizable’ and in many languages has led to the formation of auxiliaries and 
eventually affix-formation etc. However, for most of the instances in which we might want 
to invoke unit-formation in order to explain the ‘deferment’ of a postpositive, we can also 
attribute the position of that postpositive to the fact that the infinitive or participle clause 
could be a separate colon. Thus, in Plato Cra. 413b flkan«w gãr m° fasi pepÊsyai 
[ékhko°nai] ka‹ §pixeiroËsin, boulÒmenoi épopimplãnai me, êllow êlla ≥dh l°gein, 
ka‹ oÈk°ti sumfvnoËsin and in Lysias 1,18 §ly∆n d¢ o‡kade | §k°leuon ékolouye›n moi 
tØn yerãpainan efiw tØn égorãn,... , we can either consider the combination of the 
potentially modal verbs boulÒmenoi resp. §k°leuon as forming a unit with the infinitive, or 
argue for the colon-status of the infinitival constituent.  

(c) Some apparent units get their unitary character from their function in the local context rather 
than from some generally available feature of the lexicon. Thus, in the following passage 
from Plato’s Sophista (Plato Sph. 231d-e) the six definitions of the sophist which had been 
proposed at that point in the dialogue are summarized; some of the expressions which 
constitute the definitions (italic in the quotation) can be argued to have unit status, as 
evidenced by the position of the postpositives in the fourth and sixth definition (Plato varies 
the formulations of the definitions: the other formulations are not pertinent):  

JE. ... dok« m¢n gãr, | tÚ pr«ton hÍr°yh n°vn ka‹ plous€vn ¶mmisyow yhreutÆw.  
YEAI. Na€.  
JE. TÚ d° ge deÊteron | ¶mporÒw tiw per‹ tå t∞w cux∞w mayÆmata.  
YEAI. Pãnu ge.  
JE. Tr€ton d¢ | îra oÈ per‹ aÈtå taËta kãphlow énefãnh;  
YEAI. Na€, | ka‹ t°tartÒn ge | aÈtop≈lhw per‹ tå mayÆmata ≤m›n <∑n>.  
JE. ÉOry«w §mnhmÒneusaw. | p°mpton d' | §g∆ peirãsomai mnhmoneÊein: | t∞w går 
égvnistik∞w per‹ lÒgouw ∑n tiw éylhtÆw, tØn §ristikØn t°xnhn éfvrism°now.  
YEAI. âHn går oÔn.  
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JE. TÒ ge mØn ßkton | émfisbhtÆsimon m°n, | ˜mvw d' | ¶yemen aÈt“ | 
sugxvrÆsantew | doj«n §mpod€vn mayÆmasin per‹ cuxØn kayartØn aÈtÚn 
e‰nai.126 
 

(4)  Short conjuncts and contrasts 
In the same vein as the previous type of units, we can distinguish collocations which consist 
of short conjoined constituents which in a particular context seem to behave as a unit (cf. 
Chafe 1994, 110-119) and very probably do not constitute more than one colon. This may be 
the case in the following instances: Plato Tht. 205c ka‹ aÏth dØ ≤ afit€a | êlogÒn te ka‹ 
êgnvston aÈtÚ poio›; — Plato Tht. 205d âH oÔn | êllh tiw | µ aÏth ≤ afit€a | toË monoeid°w 
te ka‹ ém°riston aÈtÚ e‰nai; — Plato Plt. 304c <TØn> efi de› manyãnein µ mØ | t∞w 
manyanom°nhw ka‹ didaskoÊshw êra | sÊ ge épofa€n˙ de›n ≤m›n êrxein; — Plato Sph. 
216c ofl mØ plast«w éll' ˆntvw filÒsofoi, — Plato Tht. 203c TÚ s›gma ka‹ tÚ Œ êra 
gign≈skei. Note that this expression occurs in a context in which “the first syllable of 
Socrates’ name” was already introduced.  
 

(5)  Polyptosis  
Polyptosis is a highly enigmatic feature of Ancient Greek word order: if different forms of 
the same word occur in the same clause they tend to be adjacent. This tendency has been 
observed to sometimes overrule word order rules (see e.g. Dover 1960/1968, 16-17, quoting 
A. Eu. 529 êllÉ êll& dÉ §foreÊei). 
This tendency apparently gives rise to (or is the result of) a bizarre kind of 
grammaticalization or lexicalization. In this respect, we can quote at least one instance in 
which the lexicalization has given rise to an orthographically canonized word: éllÆl-; but 
note that 31 collocations of two immediately adjacent forms of êllow or ßterow can be 
found in the corpus as well (e.g. Plato Cra. 413b êllow êlla, Plato Tht. 171d ßteron 
•t°rou), to which cases like the following can be added: Plato Sph. 258a yãteron yat°rou; 
— Plato Tht. 156b ka‹ ta›w êllaiw afisyÆsesi tå êlla afisyhtå suggen∞ gignÒmena.  

(a) Many non-lexical words occur in such ‘polyptotic adjacency’ configurations: Plato Tht. 
179c pçsan pantÚw — Plato Tht. 183a pãntvn ge pãntvw — Plato Tht. 205a pçn tå pãnta, 
Plato Sph. 228c pçsan pçn, Plato Sph. 233b pãnta pãntvn — Plato Sph. 234d-e pãnta 
pãnt˙, Plato Tht. 156c pantodapa›w pantodapã — Plato Tht. 185a •kãteron •kat°rou — 
Plato Sph. 248d oÈd°teron oÈdet°rou — Plato Sph. 259b mur€a §p‹ mur€oiw — Plato Tht. 
166b ... tÚn aÈtÚn tÚ aÈtÒ ...; Plato Tht. 196c ... tå aÈtå ı aÈtÚw ... ; Plato Tht. 205a ... §k 
toË aÈtoË tÚ aÈtÒ ... .127 — Plato Tht. 197b aÈtÚn aÈtÒ — Plato Tht. 197c aÈtÚn aÈtåw — 
Plato Tht. 197c aÈt“ per‹ aÈtåw — Plato Sph. 238a per‹ går aÈtØn aÈtoË. Note that the 
tendency for several forms of aÈt- to occur adjacently does not seem to take into account the 
several different uses of aÈt- (‘ipse’, ‘idem’, anaphoric): Plato Tht. 198b âH oÔn ı toioËtow 
ériymo› ên pot° ti µ aÈtÚw prÚw aÍtÚn aÈtå µ êllo ti t«n ¶jv ˜sa ¶xei ériymÒn; — 
                                                             
126 We might try to test the unit-status of the expressions by translating them into a language allowing 
for ad hoc nominal compounding such as German or Dutch, which yields somewhat bizarre constructs 
such as “zelfgemaakte denkproducten verkoper” (fourth definition) -which might be acceptable- and 
“zielenreiniger-van-belemmerende-opinies-door-gedachten” (sixth definition) - which does not really 
work. The question is whether Plato’s formulations were not perceived as having a similar bizarre 
flavor.  
127 Fully lexicalized forms are attested as well, cf. LSJ s.v. aÈtautÒyen and s.v. aÈtautoË (Doric for 
•autoË). 
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Plato Sph. 230b tiy°ntew d¢ §pideiknÊousin aÈtåw aÍta›w ëma per‹ t«n aÈt«n prÚw tå 
aÈtå katå taÈtå §nant€aw. — Plato Sph. 244d taÈtÒn ge aÈt“.128 — Plato Tht. 205a 
mhdamª mhd¢n, Plato Tht. 176c oÈdamª oÈdam«w, Plato Sph. 251e mhden‹ mhd¢n mhdem€an 
dÊnamin ¶xein koinvn€aw efiw mhd°n — Plato Sph. 249b mhden‹ per‹ mhdenÚw e‰nai 
mhdamoË. Likewise, one can subsume clusters of different kinds of negatives (as in Plato 
Tht. 155a œn pr«ton §piskopoËntew fÆsomen, | …w §g∆ o‰mai, | mhd°pote mhd¢n ín me›zon 
mhd¢ ¶latton gen°syai mÆte ˆgkƒ mÆte ériym“, ßvw ‡son e‡h aÈtÚ •aut“.) under the 
heading of polyptosis as well. 

(b) Many ‘lexical’ mobiles occur in similar collocations, as in the following examples: Plato 
Sph. 226d ˜moion éf' ımo€ou — Plato Sph. 244d tÚ ˆnoma ÙnÒmatow ˆnoma — Plato Sph. 
219d •kÒntvn prÚw •kÒntaw — Plato Sph. 221d téndrÚw tÚn êndra — Plato Tht. 172a 
sÊmboulÒn te sumboÊlou diaf°rein ka‹ pÒlevw dÒjan •t°ran •t°raw prÚw élÆyeian — 
Plato Tht. 177a kako‹ kako›w sunÒntew — Plato Tht. 181c x≈ran §k x≈raw — Plato Sph. 
267a fvnØn fvnª — Plato Plt. 300b èmartÆmatow èmãrthma — Plato Sph. 225a JE. T∞w 
to€nun maxhtik∞w t“ m¢n s≈mati prÚw s≈mata gignom°nƒ sxedÚn efikÚw ka‹ pr°pon ˆnoma 
l°gein ti toioËton tiyem°nouw oÂon biastikÒn. / YEAI. Na€. / JE. T“ d¢ lÒgoiw prÚw 
lÒgouw t€ tiw, Œ Yea€thte, êllo e‡p˙ plØn émfisbhthtikÒn;  

(c) Note that the immediate adjacency of contrasted words might be a reflection of a similar 
mechanism, as in the following examples: Plato Tht. 183e sumpros°meija går dØ t“ éndr‹ 
pãnu n°ow pãnu presbÊt˙ . — Lysias 8,16 xr∞n m¢n oÔn | tÒte me gign≈skein | 
ÙfeilÒmenÒn moi taËta paye›n, ˜te ka‹ prÚw §m¢ per‹ Ím«n aÈt«n §l°gete kak«w: ... 
 
 

 6.2 Formulaic patterns  
 
As has been noted in sections 0.1.2 and 1.2.3 above, the notion of ‘formula’ has been 
invoked in the literature in order to explain exceptions to word order rules, in that the 
collocations in question seem to behave as if their elements occur where they occur because 
their combination is more of a unit than the elements apart, for instance: relative+indefinite, 
relative+ên, oÈk ên, tãx' ên, interrogative+dÆ and some clusters of postpositives.  
In this section I will investigate a number of potentially formulaic collocations and try to 
evaluate their impact on the word order phenomena under scrutiny in this part of the study. 
The presentation of the relevant data will be organized according to the morphological form 
of the formulas under scrutiny: 
(1) formulas of the form X + ên; 
(2) formulas of the form X + indefinite; 
(3)  formulas of the form /O q/;  
(4)  clusters of non-lexicals of the same class; 
(5)  short (quasi-)parenthetic formulas.  

Whenever possible, I will start from quantitative data concerning strings which have been 
observed to behave like formulas in the previous sections. However, it has been pointed out 
already (see section 6.0(2) here above) that the mere frequency of these strings is not a 

                                                             
128 Thus, collocations of the interrogative t€w and the phonematically identical indefinite might be 
considered as the result of the polyptotic adjacency tendency, as in Plato Sph. 224c Ka‹ t€ tiw ín êllo 
ˆnoma efip∆n oÈk ín plhmmelo€h plØn tÚ nËn zhtoÊmenon aÈtÚ e‰nai tÚ sofistikÚn g°now; 
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sufficient criterion for formula-status. Therefore, I will try and adduce other criteria 
(exceptional word order patterns, specific uses, ...) as much as possible.  
 

(1)  Formulas of the form X + ên  

The following table summarizes the number of occurrences of potentially formulaic strings 
that involve ên following certain types of non-lexical items. 

Table 6.2a: X + ên 
 

 Plato Lysias Total 
relative + ên 143 48 191 
interr. pronoun (or adverb) + ên 22 31 53 
negative + ên 84 127 211 

simple negative+ên 57 77 134 
oÈd°/mhd°+ên 13 21 34 

complex negatives+ên 12 16 28 
oÎte/mÆte + ên 2 13 15 

modal sentence adverb+ên  19 6 25 
    

(a) relative + ên 
In a relative clause with a subjunctive verb and ên, that particle always immediately follows 
the introducing relative (Marshall 1987, Rule I; Marshall did not find any exceptions). Many 
combinations of this type have become a fully lexicalized item and have accordingly been 
canonized in traditional orthography (˜tan, §ãn (ên), ën ...); these cases do not show up in 
the database since they are treated as one word. Other combinations of a relative and ên are 
not spelled as one word (e.g. ˜w ín, ˜ti ín, ıpÒsa ín ...). Some /q/-particles sometimes 
come between the relative and ên (54 occurrences have been found in the corpus, e.g. Plato 
Cra. 386a -…w êra oÂa m¢n ín §mo‹ fa€nhtai tå prãgmata [e‰nai], | toiaËta m¢n ¶stin 
§mo€: | oÂa d' ín so€, toiaËta d¢ so€- and Lysias 29,10 ßvw går ín tå Ím°tera ¶xontew 
sf€sin aÈto›w suneid«sin, oÈd°pote Ím›n paÊsontai kakonooËntew), whereas in other 
cases the formula relative+ên appears to function as an uninterruptible unit, as in Lysias 
1,49 ˜ ti ín oÔn boÊlhtai xr∞syai, ... — Plato Cra. 385d àO ín êra ßkastow fª ... (cf. 
section 3.1 above).  

(b) interrogative + ên  
The formulaic nature of collocations of this type can be observed in the 5 occurrences of the 
collocation interrogative+ên+oÔn, which violates the normal order /q r/: Lysias 20,16 p«w 
ín oÔn oÈk ín deinå pãsxoimen ; — Lysias 1,45 t€ ín oÔn ... — Lysias 8,7 pÒyen ín oÔn ... 
— Lysias 19,33 p«w ín oÔn ... — Plato Tht. 160d p«w ín oÔn ... . (cf. section 3.1 above). 
However, the collocation interrogative + ên often involves a /q/-particle or pote preceding 
ên as well, as in the 5 instances of interrogative + pot' ín and the 39 examples of 
interrogative + /q/ + ên (incl. 7 cases with oÔn ên and 23 with går ên; note the interesting 
case Plato Sph. 233a P«w oÔn ên pot° tiw prÒw ge tÚn §pistãmenon aÈtÚw énepistÆmvn Ãn 
dÊnait' ín Ígi°w ti l°gvn énteipe›n; ).129  

                                                             
129 For the repeated ên, cf. also Plato Tht. 200d L°ge dÆ, | t€ ín aÈtÚ mãlista efipÒntew | ¥kist' ín 
≤m›n aÈto›w §nantivye›men;  
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(c) negative + ên 
Again, this formula is sometimes interrupted by some /q/-particles (39 occurrences, among 
which 9 occurrences of oÈ/mÆ går ên, 15 occurrences of oÎte/mÆte+ên), although some /q/-
particles follow the formula without interrupting it: Plato Tht. 154b ... oÈk ín aÔ ... — Plato 
Tht. 162a ... oÈk ín oÔn ... — Plato Tht. 178d ... OÈd' ín aÔ ... — Plato Tht. 193a oÈk ên 
pote aÔ ... — Lysias 31,28 oÈ går ín dÆpou ... ^ oÈk ín êra §t°yh; (cf. section 3.1 
above). Also note that while the collocation introductive particle + ên is in general quite 
rare, oÈd' ên or mhd' ên occur freely (see section 4.2 above).  

(d) modal adverb + ên 
The formulaic status of tãx' ên has already been noted in the literature (see e.g. Marshall 
1987, 12, with references to Dover and Fraenkel). Especially note the autonomous use of 
this formula as an answer (e.g. Plato Sph. 255c; Plato Sph. 257c; Plato Plt. 258b), but the 
collocation of ên with other modal adverbs (e.g. ‡svw ên, efikÒtvw ên, dikaiÒtat'ên) could 
count as well.  
Especially notable is the frequent collocation adverb of manner (not necessarily strictly 
modal)+ên+optative verb form, as in the following instances:  
-  dika €vw ín kalo›to (Plato Tht. 189c — Plato Cra. 408a — Plato Cra. 410b; cf. also 

Plato Sph. 250a dika€vw ín §pervthye›men);  
-  ≤d°vw ín punyano€mhn/puyo€mhn (Plato Sph. 216d — Plato Cra. 399c — Plato Tht. 

143e — Lysias 10,9 ≤d°vw d' ên sou puyo€mhn; cf. also Plato Cra. 384a ≤d°vw ín 
ékoÊsaimi — Plato Cra. 411a ≤d°vw ín yeasa€mhn)130; 

-  Kal«w ín ¶xoi  (e.g. Plato Sph. 219a — Lysias 12,82); 
-  Ùry«w/ÙryÒtat' ín kalo›to/l°goito/l°goien/prosagoreÊoimen/ (Plato Cra. 401c 

— Plato Cra. 405c131 — Plato Sph. 236c — Plato Plt. 268a); cf. also Plato Cra. 435c 
§pe‹ ‡svw katã ge tÚ dunatÚn kãllist' ín l°goito. and Plato Plt. 283c Ùry«w ín 
g€gnoito.  

An interesting example which illustrates the formulaic nature of dikaiÒtat' ín very well is 
Plato Sph. 219b sÊmpanta taËta | dikaiÒtat' ín | •n‹ prosagoreÊoit' ín ÙnÒmati. After 
the fronted topic sÊmpanta taËta, the formula is fronted as a marker, followed by the 
proper contents of the clause, in which ên is repeated after the verb it belongs with.132  
 

(2)  Formulas of the form X + indefinite 

The following table presents the number of occurrences of a series of potentially formulaic 
strings involving an indefinite.  

                                                             
130 But cf. also Plato Cra. 384a ¶ti ín ¥dion puyo€mhn.  
131 In Plato Cra. 405c the ‘formulaic’ order occurs in ÙryÒtat' ín kalo›to, but a few lines earlier a 
different order occurs in "ÉApoloÊvn" ín Ùry«w kalo›to.  
132 The example is interesting in other respects as well: see section 10.4 on bracketing. Also compare 
Plato Plt. 305e TØn d¢ pas«n te toÊtvn êrxousan ka‹ t«n nÒmvn ka‹ sumpãntvn t«n katå pÒlin 
§pimeloum°nhn ka‹ pãnta sunufa€nousan ÙryÒtata, toË koinoË tª klÆsei perilabÒntew tØn 
dÊnamin aÈt∞w, | prosagoreÊoimen |? dikaiÒtat' ên,…w ¶oike, politikÆn., in which ên does not 
follow the verb immediately, possibly due to the fact that dikaiÒtata here applies to politikÆn in a 
separate colon and that the formula is sufficiently strong to counter the tendency for ên not to occur 
later than immediately after its verb (cf. Marshall 35-167, Rule XXIV).  
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Table 6.2b: X + indefinite 
 

 Plato Lysias Total 
interr. pronoun (or adverb) + indefinite 160 166 326 
êllow + indefinite 91 22 113 
degree adverb + ti 16 4 20 
negative + indefinite 41 8 49 
    
 

(a) interrogative + indefinite 
A substantial part of the occurrences of this pattern are actually of the form interrogative + 
pote , in which case pote may be best regarded as /q/-particle rather than an indefinite, as in 
the following example in which the formula overrules the rule that ên does not follow an 
indefinite (see section 3.3): Plato Cra. 435e ÖExe dÆ, ‡dvmen t€w pot' ín e‡h ı trÒpow otow 
t∞w didaskal€aw t«n ˆntvn ˘n sÁ l°geiw nËn, ... — Plato Sph. 251d-e: toÊtvn, Œ 
Yea€thte, t€ pot' ín aÈtoÁw proaire›syai fÆsomen; — Plato Plt. 299e per‹ ëpanta taËta 
oÏtv prattÒmena | t€ pot' ín fane€h, katå suggrãmmata gignÒmena ka‹ mØ katå t°xnhn; 
In section 4.1, an example was noted in which pote was found in between two introductives 
in a way which would be irregular for indefinites (Lysias 31,10 t€ pote …w mØ §boulÒmeyã 
ge prãttontaw §po€hsen ên;). 
However, the collocation of an interrogative with tiw seems to be formulaic as well, as can 
be seen in the following examples (cf. section 3.3): — Plato Sph. 220d µ t€ tiw ên, Œ 
Yea€thte, e‡poi kãllion; — Plato Sph. 224c Ka‹ t€ tiw ín êllo ˆnoma efip∆n oÈk ín 
plhmmelo€h plØn tÚ nËn zhtoÊmenon aÈtÚ e‰nai tÚ sofistikÚn g°now; — Plato Sph. 239b 
TÚn m¢n to€nun §m° ge t€ tiw ín l°goi; — Lysias 13,46 oÏw, Œ êndrew dikasta€, po€an tinå 
o‡esye gn≈mhn per‹ toÊtou ¶xein, µ po€an tinå ín c∞fon y°syai, efi ... These collocations 
may be viewed as a special case of polyptosis as well.  

(b) relative + indefinite  
Again, some cases of this configuration are traditionally written as one word (˜stiw ...), 
others are not, e.g. ˜ti pot¢, efi/§ãn tiw, but all of these seem to be fully formulaic, as can be 
seen by the fact that they are able to overrule certain word order rules: Plato Tht. 185a E‡ ti 
êra per‹ émfot°rvn dianoª, ... — Plato Plt. 296b ÖAn tiw êra ... — Plato Plt. 301b ... kên 
tiw êra ... — Plato Tht. 174e ... Àw tiw êra ... (cf. section 3.1); — Plato Plt. 293c ... §n √ tiw 
ín eÍr€skoi toÁw êrxontaw élhy«w §pistÆmonaw ka‹ oÈ dokoËntaw mÒnon, ... (cf. section 
3.3); — Plato Plt. 264b TÒde, e‡ tinvn pollãkiw êra diakÆkoaw: (cf. section 4.1); — 
Lysias 23,11 e‡ tiw µ efiw §leuyer€an toËton <éfairo›to> µ êgoi fãskvn •autoË doËlon 
e‰nai ... (cf. section 4.2).  

(c) êllow + tiw 
113 occurrences of “other”, followed by an indefinite have been counted (91 in Plato, 22 in 
Lysias), some of which behave as a unit with respect to the position of /q/-particles (e.g. 
Plato Tht. 189b ÖAllo ti êra §st‹ tÚ ceud∞ dojãzein toË tå mØ ˆnta dojãzein — Lysias 
22,5 and Plato Cra. 401b, both ÖAllo ti oÔn ... ; see section 3.1 above).  

(d) negative + indefinite 
49 occurrences of simple negative followed by an indefinite are found (31 cases of oÎpv not 
counted); this number also includes mÆ p˙ and cases in which mÆ is a subordinating 
conjunction; to this a number of occurrences with other types of negatives should be added 
(53 instances of oÈd°/mÆde + indefinite; and 33 of complex negative + indefinite; however, 
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these numbers again include the particle-like indefinites pv, p≈pote and pote). The 
potentially formulaic character of this collocation can be seen in the lexicalized oÎtiw. In 
sections 3.1 and 3.3, a few instances were retrieved in which the combination negative + 
adverbial ti behaved as a unit: Plato Tht. 164e OÎ ti ên, o‰mai, Œ f€le,... — Plato Tht. 166c 
µ …w fid€vn gignom°nvn oÈd°n ti ín mçllon tÚ fainÒmenon mÒnƒ §ke€nƒ g€gnoito,...). — 
Plato Sph. 255a ÉAll' oÎ ti mØn k€nhs€w ge ka‹ stãsiw oÎy' ßteron oÎte taÈtÒn §sti — 
Plato Tht. 187a ÉAll' oÎ ti m¢n dØ toÊtou ge ßneka ±rxÒmeya dialegÒmenoi — Plato Plt. 
292e ... mÆ ti dØ basil∞w ge — Plato Tht. 167a §pe‹ oÎ t€ ge ceud∞ dojãzontã t€w tina 
Ïsteron élhy∞ §po€hse dojãzein.  

(e) adverb of degree + adverbial ti 
In expressions like oÈ pãnu ti and sxedÒn ti adverbial ti seems to cling to the preceding 
adverb in a unit-like way, as can be seen from the following examples (cf. also sections 3.1 
and 3.3): Plato Tht. 148c ∏ttÒn ti ín o‡ei élhy∞ tÒnd' §pain°sai; — Plato Cra. 386a oÈ 
pãnu ti m°ntoi moi doke› oÏtvw ¶xein — Plato Cra. 401d sxedÒn ti aÔ ... . 
 

(3)  Formulas of the form /O/-introductive + /q/-particle  

In section 4.1 above (cf. especially Table 4.1g and the ensuing comments) we observed that 
many of the occurrences of strings of the form /O q/ are formulaic and/or very frequent. Here 
below, I will spell out the details concerning the occurrences of this type of string, according 
to the different types involved. It should be noted from the outset that the relation between 
frequency and formulaicity is rather complex in this matter: some collocations of two high-
frequency items (e.g. relatives and d°) are frequent without therefore being formulaic; some 
collocations (e.g. collocations involving d∞ta) are quite rare, but are clearly formulaic.  

Table 6.2c: /O q/ 
 

 Plato Lysias Total 
relative + /q/ 850 532 1382 
simple negative + /q/ 323 360 683 
interrogative + /q/ 477 55 532 
ka€ + /q/ 156 152 308 
introductive particle + /q/ 73 28 101 
interrogative particle + /q/ 81 1 82 
oÈd°/mÆde + /q/ 27 11 38 
comparative marker + /q/ 28 2 32 
≥ + /q/ 11 0 11 
/O q/ 2063 1147 3210 
    

(a) interrogative pronoun/adverb + /q/-particle 
A considerable number of these formulas are actually short idiomatic formulaic questions 
(186 occurrences of the string [ (int) q ] are found in the corpus; none in Lysias). Not all 
combinations seem to have the same status:  
-  interrogative pronoun/adverb + d°  (172 occurrences): in many cases the collocations 

need not be considered idiomatic, in that the particle d° simply marks a discourse 
boundary and the segment it has scope over happens to start with a question; but there 
seems to be a fully formulaic idiomatic use of the question t€ d°; as an idiomatic 
rhetorical question as well, e.g. Plato Tht. 203c SV. TÚ s›gma ka‹ tÚ Œ êra gign≈skei. / 
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YEAI. Na€. / SV. T€ d'; •kãteron êr' égnoe› ka‹ oÈd°teron efid∆w émfÒtera 
gign≈skei; / YEAI. ÉAllå deinÚn ka‹ êlogon, Œ S≈kratew. ; 

-  the collocations interrogative pronoun/adverb + oÔn  (97 occurrences) and interrogative 
pronoun/adverb + gãr  (102 occurrences): again, some of the occurrences can be 
accounted for as a productive use of both components of the collocation, but the e.g. the 
expression p«w gãr; used as an affirmative answer is formulaic and in section 3.2 it has 
been shown that t€ oÔn dÆ and t€ dØ oÔn both seem to behave as formulas as far as word 
order is concerned;  

-  interrogative pronoun/adverb + dÆ  (99 occurrences): 52 of these are straightforwardly 
segment-autonomous (mostly T€ dÆ;); of the remaining 47, many are actually 
autonomous as well, e.g. Plato Tht. 147d TÚ po›on dÆ, Œ Yea€thte; — Plato Sph. 233a 
ToË dØ p°ri; the collocation looks formulaic at the beginning of more elaborate 
questions as well; 

-  interrogative pronoun/adverb + mÆn  (47 occurrences): 46 out of 47 occurrences of this 
formula are segment autonomous (mostly T€ mÆn;) the remaining one is Plato Tht. 162b 
ÉAllå t€ mØn doke›w, e‡per m°lloi°n moi §pitr°cein ka‹ pe€sesyai;  

-  interrogative pronoun/adverb + d∞ta  (6 occurrences): although in se not very frequent, 
the 6 occurrences of this formula (plus Plato Tht. 164c ) account for a substantial part of 
the 21 occurrences of the particle d∞ta in the corpus; moreover the only 2 occurrences 
of d∞ta in Lysias are of this form (Lysias 8,3 ^t€ d∞tã me kak«w tå m¢n l°gein tå d¢ 
poie›n §pixeire›te,. ... ; Lysias 8,17 katå t€ d∞ta taËta <oÈk> §fulattÒmhn;);  

-  the collocation interrogative pronoun/adverb + êra (3 occurrences) is too rare in the 
corpus to evaluate; the collocations interrogative pronoun/adverb + te (5 occurrences) 
and interrogative pronoun/adverb + aÔ (1 occurrence) do not look like formulas and can 
be accounted for as fortuitous collocations.  

(b) interrogative particle + /q/  
The only collocations of this type which are more or less frequent are interrogative particle + 
oÔn (49 occurrences; mostly âAr' oÔn, but also M«n oÔn, âH oÔn and a few cases of 
PÒteron oÔn) and interrogative particle + gãr (22 occurrences of the formulaic short 
question âH gãr;). The remainder consists of relatively rare collocations: 5 times îrã ge, 
twice oÈkoËn dÆ, once oÈkoËn aÔ and once îr' aÔ, once pÒteron d° and once pÒteron m°n.  

(c) introductive particle + /q/  
It has been shown in sections 2.1, 4.1 and 4.2 above that the collocations in which 
introductive particles can enter are highly restricted; hence most of the 99 collocations of the 
form introductive particle + postpositive particle can be expected to be formulaic:  
-  introductive particle + mÆn: all of the 40 occurrences are of the form éllå mÆn (except 

for Lysias 6,12 ∑ mÆn), typically forming a plausible fronted colon in themselves (most 
of which are followed by a constituent followed by ge);  

-  introductive particle + gãr: 25 occurrences of éllå gãr, again typically a separate 
fronted colon (several times followed by a vocative in Lysias);  

-  introductive particle + dÆ (15 occurrences): restricted to éllå dÆ, oÈkoËn/oÎkoun dÆ 
and étår dÆ, again often plausible cola;  

-  to these we must add 5 occurrences of éll' oÔn and 1 of étår oÔn dÆ, mostly followed 
by a constituent marked by ge; 5 occurrences of éllå m¢n dÆ; 4 occurrences of éllå 
m°ntoi; 2 occurrences of éllã toi; 1 occurrence of éll' êra; 1 of éllå d∞ta; most of 
these clusters seem to be separate cola; 
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-  finally, one occurrence of OÈkoËn aÔ and one occurrence of e‰ta d° have been 
retrieved.  

(d) ka€ + /q/  
One should first of all discount 114 occurrences of ka€toi and 4 of ka€per, which are fully 
lexicalized collocations; the remainder mainly consists of very frequent clusters which 
function as formulaic discourse markers (see Table 4.1g, and the comments made there): 71 
occurrences of ka‹ mÆn, 48 occurrences of ka‹ gãr, 31 of ka‹ dÆ (mostly ka‹ dØ ka€), 26 
occurrences of ka‹ m¢n dÆ; less frequent are ka‹ to€nun (4 occurrences), ka‹ aÔ (4 
occurrences), ka‹ m°ntoi (3 occurrences), ka‹ d∞ta (2 occurrences), ka‹ dÆpou (1 
occurrence). 

(e) simple negative + /q/  
First, we should discount 445 cases of oÎte/mÆte, which is a fully lexicalized collocation. 
The remainder consists of the following collocations, some of which can constitute 
autonomous idiomatic utterances:  
-  oÈ/mÆ + gãr (137 occurrences): many of these occurrences need not be actually 

formulaic and can be attributed to the fortuitous collocation of two high frequency 
words; note, however, that gãr readily interrupts the very strong formula oÈk ên (9 
occurrences of oÈ går ên); there are 10 cases in which oÈ/mÆ gãr constitutes an 
autonomous segment, mostly as a short idiomatic reply;  

-  oÈ/mÆ + to€nun (25 occurrences), oÈ/mÆ + m°ntoi (17occurrences) and oÈ/mÆ + mÆn (16 
occurrences) do not occur as a separate utterance; in many of the instances these 
clusters cooccur with a mobile followed by ge;  

-  oÈ/mÆ + oÔn (12 occurrences): the collocation oÈk oÔn (so written) only occurs in the 
Lysias edition used; the remainder consists of mÆ oÔn, which may be a fortuitous 
collocation;  

-  oÈ/mÆ + êra (11 occurrences): the formula oÈk êra can introduce both statements and 
questions (according to editorial punctuation, which may be based on arbitrary criteria); 
2 occurrences of efi mØ êra can be noted as well;  

-  oÈ/mÆ + d∞ta: 4 occurrences, in which the formula as such constitutes a short idiomatic 
answer;  

-  the remainder consists of rather rare collocations, none of which can constitute a 
separate utterance, though colon-autonomous occurrences can be found: oÈ/mÆ + aÔ (4 
occurrences); oÈ/mÆ + d° (3 occurrences); oÈ/mÆ + m¢n dÆ (3 occurrences); oÈ dÆpou (2 
times); oÈ dÆpouyen (1 occurrence); mÆ + dÆ (1 occurrence); mÆ + ge (1 occurrence); 1 
occurrence of the orthographically canonized unit OÎtoi.  

(f) relative + /q/  
Since relatives are highly frequent and have an obvious relation with major boundaries in 
discourse structure, they can be expected to cooccur with discourse markers such as m°n and 
d° and these collocations need not be really formulaic: relative + d° (376 occurrences), 
relative + m°n (197 occurrences), relative + oÔn (50 occurrences), relative + gãr (88 
occurrences), relative + to€nun (31 occurrences), relative + aÔ (13 occurrences), relative + 
m°ntoi (10 occurrences) need not occupy us here. 
The collocation relative + per (262 occurrences), however, seems to be formulaic, as can be 
deduced from the orthographic practice to treat it as a single word (note that Àsper has been 
coded as a single word in the database and is therefore not included in the count) and from 
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the fact that almost all occurrences of per are of this configuration. Likewise the collocation 
relative + te (191 occurrences) contains very many cases of the lexicalized e‡te.  
Most of the 72 instances of relative + dÆ may be fortuitous, but expressions like ˜yen dÆ and 
d€o dÆ may be compared to formulaic discourse markers like oÏtv dÆ (also note that in the 
case of §peidØ the collocation has been canonized). Likewise, in the 57 occurrences of 
relative + ge the particle does not seem to have acquired a special use. The remainder 
consists of the following collocations: relative + êra (32 occurrences), mostly efi/§ån êra 
and …w êra which may be formulaic and a few collocations which may be fortuitous; 3 
occurrences of §pe€ toi, which looks formulaic.  
 

(4)  Clusters  

(a) In section 3 above I have discussed clusters of postpositives; it has been noted throughout 
the discussion of various word order rules that some of these clusters can act as a formula, 
overruling otherwise operational word order rules: thus, one can retrieve 10 instances of potÉ 
ên (see section 3.3), 8 instances of ín oÔn (see section 3.1), and a number of instances of tiw 
ên (see section 3.3), which as such show exceptional word order. Furthermore, very frequent 
clusters involving a /q/-particle and ên (25 instances of m¢n ên; 81 instances of går ên), 
could be argued to be formuliac in se (see section 2.4). Some of these clusters are part of a 
larger formula, as in the case of t€ oÔn dÆ; 

(b) Likewise, in section 2.1 above, I have discussed the possible combinations of different /O/-
introductives. Again, some of these collocations can be argued to be formulaic, e.g. âH ka€ 
and âAr' oÈ. 
 

(5)  Short (quasi-)parenthetic formulas  

A number of formulaic expressions have been observed which do not occur at the beginning 
of a segment but seem to be parenthetical or at least quasi-parenthetical. Some of these 
overruled otherwise highly valid word order rules (see sections 2.4, 2.4.3, 3.3, and 4.2).  

(a) moi doke›  
The collocation moi + doke› often occurs in such a way that moi takes a position which is 
normally not taken by an /r/-postpositive, as can be seen in the following examples: Plato 
Cra. 420d TaËta ≥dh moi doke›w, Œ S≈kratew, puknÒtera §pãgein. — Plato Cra. 403a ofl 
pollo‹ m°n moi dokoËsin ... — Plato Cra. 435d katå toËto dÆ moi doke›w l°gein …w ... — 
Lysias 12,2 toÈnant€on d° moi dokoËmen pe€sesyai — Plato Sph. 223a tÚn går sofistÆn 
moi dokoËmen énhurhk°nai. — Plato Cra. 401a ÉAllã moi doke›w, Œ S≈kratew, metr€vw 
l°gein — Plato Cra. 433b ÉAllã moi doke›w ge, Œ S≈kratew, metr€vw l°gein — Plato Tht. 
183d ÉAllã moi dok«, Œ YeÒdvre, per€ ge œn keleÊei Yea€thtow oÈ pe€sesyai aÈt“. — 
Plato Tht. 184d ÉAllã moi doke› oÏtv mçllon µ §ke€nvw. 
This formula can also be part of larger formulas as in the case of deinÚn d° moi doke› e‰nai, 
efi ... , noted in section 5.1 above. Also note the pattern ka€ moi doke› (e.g. Plato Sph. 216b, 
Plato Sph. 229b, Plato Plt. 260c).  

(b) (ka€ +) moi + imperative  
A number of formulaic expressions involve moi in a not entirely regular position followed by 
an imperative:  
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-  in Plato and Lysias we find a few fairly frequent ‘interactional markers’ of this type: ka€ 
moi l°ge, ka€ moi toËto épokekr€syv, ka€ moi frãze (tÒde), Ka€ moi épÒkrinai 
(Lysias 13,32); 

-  in Lysias, we find a few formulas of this type which are specific to the context of a trial: 
Ka€ moi énãbhte toÊtvn mãrturew, Ka€ moi deËr' ‡te. Ka€ moi lab¢/énãgnvyi tÚn 
nÒmon, Ka€ moi kãlei tÚn taj€arxon, Ka€ moi énãbhte, Ka€ moi kãlei tÚn ka‹ tÒn, 
Ka€ moi §p€labe tÚ Ïdvr, etc. (see also Lysias 12,47 prÚw m¢n oÔn toÊtouw tosaËta 
l°gv, toÁw d¢ mãrturãw moi kãlei).  

(c) e‡poi tiw ên / tiw ín e‡poi  
The formula e‡poi tiw ên (Plato Sph. 229a; Plato Sph. 230a; Plato Plt. 291d) and variants 
like eÏroi tiw ên (Plato Plt. 290e) as well as the other word order in Plato Plt. 261d TÆn ge 
mØn t«n z–vn g°nesin ka‹ trofØn tØn m°n tiw ín ‡doi monotrof€an oÔsan, tØn d¢... 
accounts for a number of unusual word order patterns.  

For a number of (quasi-)parenthetical short expressions, such as vocatives, o‰mai, e‡per pou, 
which are most often formulaic as well, see section 10.2.5 below. 
 
 

 6.3 The position of ên  with respect to the verb  
 
According to some authors, the position of ên is determined by 2 different, competing 
tendencies: (1) the P2-tendency, (2) the tendency to form a unit with the verb it belongs with 
(see section 0.1.2 above). The first tendency has been documented here above, as well as the 
fact that ên tends to enter into formulas with certain introductives (most notably relatives 
and negatives). The second supposed tendency - which can be viewed as a plausible type of 
unit-formation - could not be systematically investigated in this study, but it seemed 
interesting to publish the available data for further research.  
 

(1)  Let us start by reviewing a number of data concerning the distribution of ên apart from its 
relation to the verb.  
In Table 4.2e above, it was shown that in 46.1% of the occurrences of ên (52.3% in Lysias) 
ên is in P2 with respect to a segment in the editions used. Furthermore, it was shown that for 
many of the remaining occurrences colon boundaries could be invoked. Thirdly, it was 
shown that ên is quite often involved in formulaic collocations; the following table reviews 
the relevant quantitative data.  

Table 6.3a: ên  occurring in a formula 
 

 Plato Lysias Total 

relative+ên 143 / 739 (19.4%) 48 / 516 (9.3%) 191 / 1255 (15.2%) 

simple negative+ên 57 / 739 (7.7%) 77 / 516 (14.9%) 134 / 1255 (10.7%) 

complex negative +ên 12 / 739 (1.6%) 16 / 516 (3.1%) 28 / 1255 (2.2%) 

interrogative+ên 22 / 739 (3.0%) 31 / 516 (6.0%) 53 / 1255 (4.2%) 

indefinite+ ên 27 / 739 (3.7%) 23 / 516 (4.5%) 50 / 1255 (4.0%)  

total ên occurring in a formula 261 / 739 (35.3%) 195 / 516 (37.8%) 456 / 1255 (36.3%) 
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According to the data in the table, more than 35% of the occurrences of ên are -at least 
partially- accounted for without invoking its relation to a verb. Also note that many of these 
formulas can be expected to occur in P1, with ên in P2. These data give an indication of 
their number.  
 

(2)  Next, we can look at the data which are of primary interest in the present section: the number 
of occurrences in which ên is adjacent to a verb. 

Table 6.3b: ên  adjacent to the verb 
 

 Plato Lysias Total 
finite verb + ên 93 / 739 (12.6%) 53 / 516 (10.3%) 146 / 1255 (11.6%) 
ên + finite verb 177 / 739 (24.0%) 131 / 516 (25.4%) 308 / 1255 (24.5%) 
total adjacent 270 / 739 (36.5%) 184 / 516 (35.7%) 454 / 1255 (36.2%) 

    
infinite verb + ên 21 / 739 (2.8%) 14 / 516 (2.7%) 35 / 1255 (2.8%) 
ên + infinite verb 38 / 739 (5.1%) 30 / 516 (5.8%) 68 / 1255 (5.4%) 
total adjacent  59 / 739 (8.0%) 44 / 739 (8.5%) 103 / 1255 (8.2%) 

As Table 6.3b shows, more than 36% of the occurrences of ên immediately precede or 
follow a finite verb, which is a quite considerable score. Note that the collocation ên+finite 
verb (in this order) is unexpectedly frequent and that in this order the postpositive particle 
cannot be said to cling phonologically to the verb it belongs with.133 These bare quantitative 
data suggest that the tendency for ên to be adjacent to a verb is of about the same order of 
strength as the other factors invoked here above.  
 

(3)  However, a number of occurrences of ên adjacent to a verb may be actually due to other 
factors, the adjacency of both words being the result of the fortuitous convergence of other 
tendencies.  
In the following tables data are presented that indicate how many cases of ên adjacent to a 
finite verb could be due to other factors:  
-  Table 6.3c shows how many cases of the collocation may be due to the fact that the verb 

happens to take P1, in which case the collocation is the result of the P2 tendency of the 
particle;  

-  Table 6.3d shows how many cases of ên followed by a verb involve a formula of the 
type X+ên as reviewed in Table 6.3a here above.  

Table 6.3c: verb+ên , with ên  in P2 
 

 Plato Lysias Total 
[ finite verb + ên 27 / 739 (3.7%) 13 / 516 (2.5%) 40 / 1255 (3.2%) 
[ infinite verb + ên 3 / 739 (0.4%) 4 / 516 (0.8%) 7 / 1255 (0.6%) 
 

                                                             
133 Unless one accepts the notion that postpositives in some cases show prepositive behavior (see 
Devine & Stephens 1994, 323-324). This possibility, if accepted (concessu non dato), would also apply 
to formulas like moi doke›. For a critique of Devine & Stephens’ methodology, see section 7.2(2a) 
below.  
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Table 6.3d: X+ên+verb, with ên  part of a formulaic string 
 

 Plato Lysias Total 
relative+ên+finite verb 57 / 739 (7.7%) 17 / 516 (3.3%) 74 / 1255 (5.9%) 
simple negative+ ên+ finite verb 14 / 739 (1.9%) 29 / 516 (5.6%) 43 / 1255 (3.4%) 
complex negative +ên+finite verb 7 / 739 (0.9%) 6 / 516 (1.2%) 13 / 1255 (1.0%) 
interrogative+ên +finite verb 2 / 739 (0.3%) 5 / 516 (1.0%) 7 / 1255 (0.6%) 
indefinite+ ên +finite verb 7 / 739 (0.9%) 13 / 516 (2.5%) 20 /1255 (1.6%) 
Total 87 / 739 (11.8%) 70 / 516 (13.6%) 157 / 1255 (12.5%) 

Summarizing, the following observations can be made:  
-  in 3.2% of the collocation of a verb and ên the finite verb is in P1;  
-  in 12.5% the position of ên could be determined by one of the well-known formulas 

involving ên;  
-  this leaves us with 25.3% of unambiguous cases of the tendency for ên to be 

immediately adjacent to the verb it belongs with.  

These data appear to indicate that the tendency for ên to cling to a verb is a genuinely 
primary factor. Still, alternative explanations for these data are of course still possible.  

(a) A number of verbs may actually be at P1 of a colon. This possibility has been put forward by 
Marshall, though not as a primary rule, but as an secondary explanation for those cases in 
which the rules he is trying to establish do not work. The following examples illustrate the 
kind of cases in which this analysis seems plausible: Plato Cra. 423c ToÁw tå prÒbata 
mimoum°nouw toÊtouw ka‹ toÁw élektruÒnaw ka‹ tå êlla z“a | énagkazo€mey' ín 
ımologe›n Ùnomãzein taËta ëper mimoËntai. — Plato Tht. 162b âAra | kín efiw 
Lakeda€mona §ly≈n, | Œ YeÒdvre, | prÚw tåw pala€straw | éjio›w ín êllouw ye≈menow 
gumnoÊw, §n€ouw faÊlouw, aÈtÚw mØ éntepideiknÊnai tÚ e‰dow parapoduÒmenow; — Plato 
Tht. 190c OÈkoËn | efi tÚ l°gein prÚw •autÚn | dojãzein §st€n, | oÈde‹w | émfÒterã ge l°gvn 
ka‹ dojãzvn [ka‹] §faptÒmenow émfo›n tª cuxª | e‡poi ín ka‹ dojãseien …w tÚ ßteron 
ßterÒn §stin.  

(b) Furthermore, the tendency for ên to precede the verb may be partly due to the fact that verbs 
(crosslinguistically) tend to be more often non-focal than other content words, and thus in 
Greek tend themselves towards P2 of the clause or the colon (see section 5.2.1 below), 
though following the regular postpositives including ên. A few recurrent types of non-focal 
verbs occurring just after ên in P2 can be distinguished: 
-  low-content verbs, which can be expected to be non-focal in many of their uses: Plato 

Tht. 145b EÔ ín ¶xoi, — Plato Plt. 276d oÈ går smikråw ín ¶xoi tmÆseiw ¶ti. — 
Lysias 10,2 suggn≈mhn ín e‰xon aÈt“ t«n efirhm°nvn — Lysias 18,20 suggn≈mhn ín 
e‡xomen: — Lysias 31,27 nÒmow ín ¶keito per‹ aÈtoË diarrÆdhn — Plato Tht. 184a 
énãji' ín pãyoi — Plato Sph. 223a toËt' oÔn ¶gvge efip∆n | tÚ pros∞kon ˆnom' ín 
≤goËmai kale›n aÈtÒn. — Plato Plt. 260b âAr' oÔn | sumpãshw t∞w gnvstik∞w | efi | tÚ 
m¢n §pitaktikÚn m°row, | tÚ d¢ kritikÚn diairoÊmenoi prose€poimen, | §mmel«w ín 
fa›men di˙r∞syai; — Plato Tht. 209e tufloË d¢ | parak°leusiw ín kalo›to 
dikaiÒteron: ; 

-  verbs that are readily inferable from another item in the segment (typically an argument 
of the verb): Lysias 24,11 efi går §kektÆmhn oÈs€an, | §p' éstrãbhw ín »xoÊmhn, ... 
(“ride a mule”) — Plato Cra. 430a pÒteron går | élhy∞ ín fy°gjaito taËta ı 
fyegjãmenow µ ceud∞; (“tell the truth”); 
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-  the verb is given or inferable in the local or less local discourse context: Plato Sph. 260a 
toÊtou går sterhy°ntew, tÚ m¢n m°giston, filosof€aw ín sterhye›men: — Plato Cra. 
438c E‰ta o‡ei §nant€a ín §t€yeto aÈtÚw aÍt“ ı ye€w, Ãn da€mvn tiw µ yeÒw; The 
notion of ‘giving names’ (t€yhmi) has been one of the key-notions throughout the 
dialogue. — Plato Tht. 191e ÑO to€nun §pistãmenow m¢n aÈtã, skop«n d° ti œn ırò µ 
ékoÊei, êyrei efi êra | toi“de trÒpƒ | ceud∞ ín dojãsai. (the notion of ‘mere 
opinion’, and especially false opinion, as opposed to ‘knowledge’ is obviously ‘given’ 
in the Theaetetus);  

-  in section 6.2 above it has been observed that strings of the form non-lexical adverb + 
ên + verb were quite numerous; many of these coincide with colon boundaries, which 
also results into one of the patterns under scrutiny: Plato Sph. 260b ÉAll' ‡svw tªd' 
•pÒmenow | =òst' ín mãyoiw. – Plato Tht. 168e oÈ poll«n toi Yea€thtow megãlouw 
p≈gvnaw §xÒntvn | êmeinon ín §pakolouyÆseie lÒgƒ diereunvm°nƒ; – Plato Tht. 
178e b°ltion ín prodojãsaiw — Plato Cra. 437c ì nom€zomen §p‹ to›w kak€stoiw 
ÙnÒmata e‰nai, ımoiÒtat' ín fa€noito to›w §p‹ to›w kall€stoiw.  

 
(4) Thus, the data confirm that there seems to be a tendency for ên to be adjacent to a verb 

(Table 6.3b). On the other hand, I have shown that in many of the cases in which ên is 
adjacent to a verb, this position can also be accounted for by invoking other factors.  
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 7. Word order and the lexicon (review and conclusions) 
 
So far, we have approached Ancient Greek word order in terms of (a) a number of lexical 
classes, and (b) segment boundaries as represented by editorial punctuation. One of the 
major interventions made in this part with respect to the existing literature on this aspect of 
Ancient Greek word order (especially the important monographs Dover 1960/1968 and 
Marshall 1987) is the introduction of two new word classes:  
(i)  within the traditional class of postpositives a distinction has been made between /q/-

particles on the one hand and /r/-pronouns and adverbs (plus the particle ên) on the 
other;  

(ii)  the class of /O/-introductives has been introduced, comprising some of the traditional 
prepositives and some traditional preferential mobiles, thus designating the article 
and the preposition as a separate class (/p/-prepositives).  

It has been shown that the introduction of these word classes yielded a more economical 
formulation of a number of word order rules. Furthermore, taking the colon instead of the 
clause as the proper domain for formulating notions like autonomy but also P1, P2 and P-ult, 
has had an important impact on our perception of the issues. In section 7 here below, I will 
try to sketch the overall picture which emerges from the findings of Part I and to formulate a 
few general conclusions which arise from this picture:  
-  Firstly, I will give a structured survey of the bulk of the rules examined in the above 

(section 7.0). 
-  Secondly, I will attempt to account for the various phenomena in which the 

appositivity-autonomy distinction plays a role, in terms of the phonological, 
morphological and morphosyntactic mechanisms that may underlie these phenomena 
(section 7.1).  

-  Thirdly, I will formulate a few consequences of the considerations in section 7.1 for the 
nature of the P1 and P2 rules (section 7.2).  

-  Then, I will try to assess the scope of the word order rules as far as discourse 
segmentation is concerned, i.e. to assess to what extent the segmentation of the text (as 
represented by editorial punctuation) converges with the presence of any of the lexical 
cues for P1, P2 or P-ult examined (section 7.3). 

 
 7.0 Summary of the word order rules and constraints  

 
I will first briefly summarize the various word order rules which were investigated in the 
above. I will distinguish the following types of rules:  
(1)  appositivity/autonomy constraints: some words and some collocations of words 

cannot be autonomous; some words cannot occur in P1 or in P-ult;  
(2)  adjacency constraints: words of certain classes cannot immediately follow words of 

certain classes;  
(3)  position rules: some words as a rule take a certain position within a segment.  

In section (4) here below, I will formulate a few remarks on some recurrent factors causing 
apparent exceptions to the rules. As for the formulation of the rules the following 
conventions should be noted:  
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-  the category /r/ in principle includes the category /s/, i.e. the category /r/ is supposed to 
include anaphoric aÈt- and the non-focal pronouns which are orthographically identical 
to their focalized counterparts (Ím›n, ≤mçw, ...); it should be remembered that the 
distinction between both categories has been introduced for practical and 
methodological reasons but has no theoretical impact whatsoever (see section 1 above);  

-  the relevant segment for determining P1, P2 and P-ult is in principle the colon; the 
operational formulation of predictions for the purpose of testing the proposed rules 
against the data in the database had to operate with editorial punctuation as the 
segmentation criterion; the divergence between the ‘natural’ segmentation of the 
discourse into cola and the conventional punctuation of the texts will not be dealt with 
here and constitutes the specific subject of Part II.  

 
 (1) Appositivity/autonomy constraints 

In the vein of Dover’s basic definitions of ‘prepositivity’, ‘postpositivity’ and ‘mobility’ 
(Dover 1960/1968; see section 1.1 above), a number of constraints have been investigated in 
the above as to whether words of a certain class could be autonomous, i.e. could constitute a 
segment on their own. A few major differences of the present account with respect to 
Dover’s classification should be kept in mind:  
-  the fact that autonomy is defined in terms of ‘colon’ rather than in terms of utterance 

resulted in a number of words which are not (utterance-) autonomous in Dover’s sense 
being (colon-)autonomous here; words which can be colon-autonomous (esp. 
introductives) can by definition not be appositive (i.c. prepositive); these considerations 
contributed to the introduction of the class of /O/-introductives as distinct from /p/-
prepositives (which are never colon-autonomous);  

-  the P1-criterion has been introduced as a primary factor: it has been argued that some 
words (interrogatives, relatives, simple negatives, coordinating particles, ...) as a rule 
(and not as a mere statistical tendency) are intrinsically linked to colon-initial position; 
this distinction also contributed to the definition of the class of /O/-introductives as 
distinct from the /p/-prepositives (which have no particular P1-tendency) and from the 
preferential mobiles (which can freely occur elsewhere in a colon);  

-  within the class of postpositives a distinction has been made between /q/-particles and 
/r/-postpositives; this yielded not only morphologically more natural classes, but also a 
more economical formulation of a number of word order rules.  
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Table 7.0a: appositivity/autonomy constaints (overview) 
 

 Rule section 
(1a) appositives (/p/, /q/, /r/) do not occur autonomously, nor combinations of these 2.0 
 Exceptions: category shifts  

-  /p/--> /M/: pronominal ı + m°n/d°;  
-  /r/ --> /M/; /r/ -->/q/ 
 

 

(1b) prepositives do not occur in P-ult 2.2 
 Exceptions: pronominal ı; anastrophic ‘prepositions’ 

 
 

(1c) postpositives do not occur in P1 2.3 
 Exceptions:  

-  category shifts in /r/ 
-  aÔ 
-  short parentheses 
 

 

(1d) the status of introductives is ambiguous: they can be colon-autonomous but can also 
behave like prepositives; a major factor in deciding between both possibilities is the 
scope of the introductive 

2.0 

   

It has been observed a number of times that the addition of a /q/-particle makes a word 
‘heavier’, i.e. more likely to be autonomous, especially in the case of introductives (see 
sections 2.0, 2.2, 6.2).  
 

 (2) Adjacency constraints  

Throughout the previous chapters it has been observed that a number of sequences of words 
of certain classes do not occur, due to a variety of causes. Most of these constraints do not 
have an immediate impact on the issue of segmentation which is the main issue in this part 
of the study. Still, they reveal a number of important factors which determine word order in 
general and thus have to be taken into account when assessing the word order of an actual 
stretch of text for the purposes of segmentation, and when trying to give a theoretical 
account of the word order rules in general (see section 7.1 below).  
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Table 7.0b: adjacency constaints (overview) 
 

 Rule section 
(2a) prepositives are not followed by an /r/-postpositive 2.4 
 Exceptions:  

-  ı introducing participial or infinitival clauses 
-  preposition + /r/ governed by that preposition 
 

 

(2b) in clusters of postpositives /q/-particles precede /r/-postpositives  3.1 
   
(2c) /q/-particles cluster in the following canonical order: per < d° < te < m°n < gãr < 

to€nun < oÔn < ge < mÆn/toi/m°ntoi < dÆ- < pou/pote... < êra 
3.2 

 Remarks: 
-  some combinations do not occur, are rare or occur only in formulaic contexts 
-  dÆ oÔn alternates with oÔn dÆ 
 

 

(2d) /r/-postpositives cluster in the following canonical order: ên < indefinite < 
personal pronoun 

3.3 

 Exceptions: category shifts:  
-  /r/ --> /q/: pou, pote, ...  
-  /r/ --> /M/: focal indefinites and personal pronouns 
 

 

(2e) the possible collocations of an introductive with a postpositive are limited to a 
few types:  

 

 -  relative/negative/interrogative + ên, relative/negative/interrogative + 
indefinite are formulaic 

4.2(4), 6.2(1-2) 

 -  many collocations of introductive + /q/-particle are formulaic; others are 
impossible 

4.1(6), 6.2(3) 

 -  introductive particles are not followed by /r/-postpositives (except for a few 
formulas and adverbial ka€ and oÈd°) 

 

4.2(4) 

(2f)  /r/-postpositives only rarely follow configurations of the type ‘prepositive + /q/-
particle + mobile’ or ‘prepositive + mobile + /q/-particle’ 

2.4.3 

 Exceptions:  
-  category shifts: /r/-->/q/ 
-  if the /r/-postpositive grammatically belongs with the combination of 

prepositive, particle and mobile, the configuration is freely available (e.g. if 
the /r/ is a genitivus) 

 

 

As for the somewhat strange rule (2f), it has been argued that it may be due to the fact that 
configurations of the form /p q M/ or /p M q/ are quite often fronted topic-cola, esp. with m°n 
and d° (which are the most frequent /q/), and as such are not likely to contain a /r/-
postpositive which grammatically does not belong within it.134 This account can be extended 
to pronominal ı m°n/d°, which typically constitute fronted topics and hence can be expected 
to typically constitute autonomous cola (see below, section 10.2.4).  
 

 (3) Position rules  

The word order rules predicting that a word of a certain class will occur in this or that 
position with respect to a segment boundary (instead of predicting that it will not occur in 
this or that configuration) are obviously the ones that are the most pertinent to the overall 
                                                             
134 If the /r/-postpositive does grammatically belong with the fronted topic, the configuration is regular, 
as in Lysias 12,23 tÚn édelfÚn gãr mou, Àsper ka‹ prÒteron e‰pon, ÉEratosy°nhw ép°kteinen.  
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aims of this study: following Fraenkel (and his successors), it is argued that whenever one of 
these position rules is not obeyed (according to the punctuation of the standard text edition), 
additional segmentation is plausible. 

Table 7.0c: position rules (overview) 
 

 Rule section 
(3a) /q/-particles take P2 after the first word of a colon 4.1 
 Exceptions:  

-  units (esp. prepositive + mobile);  
-  introductives can have prepositive-like behavior 
 

 
2.4.2, 4.2 

(3b) /r/-postpositives take P2 after the first non-appositive of a colon 4.2 
 Exceptions:  

-  category shifts: /r/-->/q/, /r/--->/M/ 
-  introductives can have prepositive-like behavior 
-  units 
 

 

(3c) introductives take P1 in a colon, but can be preceded by /p/-prepositives and /q/-
particles 

2.1 

 Exceptions: 
-  clusters of /O/ 
-  units: verb + complementizer 
-  ka€ in short coordinated expressions (esp. ...te ka€ ...); ≥ in mçllon ≥; adverbial ka€ 

and oÈd°; prepositive oÈ/mÆ 
 

 

(3d) preferential mobiles have typical uses which make them tend to take P1 
(demonstratives, focal personal pronouns (esp. nominative), modal adverbs, ordinals, 
complex negatives), but can be preceded by /p/-prepositives and /q/-particles 
 

5.1 

(3e) specific uses of the verb coincide with P1 (imperatives, modal verbs, reporting verbs, 
presentative constructions); there is a statistical tendency for verbs in general to take 
P-ult 
 

5.2 

The difference between rule (3a) and rule (3b) will be dealt with in section 7.1 below and 
has consequences for the formulation of Wackernagel’s Law in general (section 7.2). It can 
be observed that rules (3c) and (3d) are more important than hitherto assumed, in that the 
P1-tendency of words like negatives and demonstratives is a much more reliable factor than 
would be expected.  
 

 (4) Exceptions  

Throughout Part I a number of apparent exceptions has been shown to be due to the fact that 
editorial punctuation did not take into account certain linguistically relevant colon 
boundaries. At this point, we need not deal with this matter, which will be the topic of Part 
II here below. Likewise, the various kinds of unit-formation and formulaicity involved in 
the word order rules summarized here above have been dealt with in section 6 above.  

(a) category shifts  
A fair number of exceptions to the above word order rules has been observed to be due to the 
fact that some word forms do not always behave as canonical members of the class they 
were coded into. The following cases are the most frequent:  
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(i)  /p/ ---> /M/ 
 ı is a /p/-prepositive if it is used as an article, but is a (preferential) /M/-mobile in its 

pronominal uses (sections 2.2, 2.4, 2.4.1, 2.4.2, 4.1); furthermore, the article introducing 
participial constructions, infinitival clauses and other more complex constructions 
sometimes seem to behave more autonomously (sections 2.4.1, 2.4.2, 2.4.3);135  

(ii) /r/ ---> /q/ 
pou, pote, pv (etc.), adverbial ti, and datives of first and second personal pronouns, 
which have been coded as /r/-postpositives, quite frequently seemed to behave like /q/-
postpositives; this behavior corresponds to a particle-like function; see sections 2.4, 
2.4.3, 3.1, 3.3;  

(iii)  /r/ ---> /M/ 
 indefinites and personal pronouns behave like /r/-postpositives if non-focal but like /M/-

mobiles if focal; especially indefinites appear to be much more frequently focal than is 
suggested by editorial accentuation; see sections 2.0, 2.3, 2.4.1, 2.4.3, 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 4.2;  

(iv)  /O/ ---> /p/ 
 /O/-introductives have been observed to sometimes behave like /p/-prepositives in 

clinging closely to the next word, especially in the case of ‘adverbial’ ka€ and oÈd°, 
oÈ/mÆ negating a single constituent, and in the case of comparison markers such as …w 
when they introduce elliptic comparisons (often only a single NP); see sections 2.0, 2.1, 
2.2, 4.2.  

(b) the behavior of /O/-introductives  
It has been observed that any pattern which normally occurs immediately after a segment 
boundary can freely be preceded by an /O/-introductive (see sections 2.1, 4.1, 4.2). Two 
possible interpretations of this phenomenon have been proposed:  
-  on the one hand, the introductive may constitute a separate colon;  
-  on the other hand, the introductive may be in P1 of the colon under scrutiny and then 

behaves more or less like a prepositive.136  

In assessing the plausibility of a colon-autonomous /O/-introductive, the scope of the 
introductive is a crucial factor: if the introductive is the common basis for a complex 
structure consisting of several cola, it seems more likely to constitute a separate colon; if it 
has scope over only one colon, it can often be argued to belong within that colon (although 
even then formal factors, such as the presence of a parenthesis following the introductive, 
may be an indication for colon-autonomy). Another factor which seems to increase the 
plausibility of colon-autonomy is phonological and/or informational heaviness. 

                                                             
135 See also Plato Tht. 175b-c ÜOtan d° g° tina aÈtÒw, Œ f€le, •lkÊs˙ ênv, ka‹ §yelÆs˙ tiw aÈt“ 
§kb∞nai §k toË "T€ §g∆ s¢ édik« µ sÁ §m°"; and immediately afterwards µ §k toË "efi basileÁw 
eÈda€mvn," "kekthm°now t' aÔ xrus€on,". 
136 The behavior mentioned sub (iv) in paragraph (a) here above is not necessarily to be equated 
completely with the cases in which an introductive in P1 is merged with ensuing colon due to 
intonational sandhi: see e.g. Lysias 16,10 ÉEg∆ går | pr«ton m¢n | oÈs€aw moi oÈ poll∞w 
kataleifye€shw | diå tåw sumforåw | ka‹ tåw toË patrÚw | ka‹ tåw t∞w pÒlevw, ... where oÈ poll∞w 
plausibly is not in P1, nor a separate colon, and is simply a periphrastic word-like unit meaning ‘little’. 
Likewise, the prepositive behavior of the comparison marker …w in Lysias 24,2 efi d' | …w §xyrÚn 
•autoË me timvre›tai, | ceÊdetai is obviously not due to sandhi.  
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(c) differences between /q/-particles 
It has been observed that not all /q/-particles obey the rules concerning their typical behavior 
to the same extent. This observation is reflected by various types of quantitative data, which 
can be summarized in terms of rankings of the different /q/-particles as to the ‘typicality’ of 
their behavior.  
The following table summarizes the rankings resulting from the quantitative data concerning 
three aspects of the behavior of /q/-particles:  
-  the number of times they appear in the expected configuration ‘prepositive + mobile + 

/q/-particle’ as compared to the less ‘typical’ configuration ‘prepositive + mobile + /q/-
particle’;  

-  their canonical place in clusters of /q/-particles in order of precedence;  
-  the number of times they obey the P2-rule for /q/-particles as compared to the number 

of times they take a later position. 

Table 7.0d: differences between /q/-particles (overview) 
/p q M/ vs. /p M q/ 
(Table 2.4c) 

m°n, d°, goËn, m°ntoi, gãr, ge, te, oÔn, to€nun, mÆn, dÆ, êra, aÔ 

precedence in clusters 
(Table 3.2b) 

d°, te, m°n, gãr, to€nun, oÔn, ge, dÆ-, pou/pote..., êra, aÔ 

obedience to the P2-rule 
(Table 4.1f) 

goËn, d°, m°ntoi, mÆn, toi, gãr, to€nun, per, dÆ, oÔn, m°n, êra, dÆp-, ge, 
te, aÔ 

Before trying to interpret these facts, one should take into account a few factors which have 
systematically influenced and sometimes distorted these data:  
-  the large number of occurrences of m°n and te later than P2 are mostly due to a 

systematic divergence between obvious colon boundaries and editorial punctuation 
practice (see section 4.1(7));  

-  conversely, the unexpectedly large number of mÆn and toi (i.e. their early place in the 
ranking concerning P2) is mostly due to a number of formulas in which they 
immediately follow an introductive (see Table 4.1g and section 6.2(3));  

-  the data on clustering are not just the reflection of the ‘free’ behavior of these particles 
as such: on the one hand, they involve a large number of formulas (note especially a few 
enormously frequent collocations such as m¢n oÔn), and on the other hand, a large 
number of potential collocations do not occur or are very rare;  

-  the three types of data are not independent from each other: obviously, those instances 
of a particle in the configuration /p M q/ or in second or later position in a cluster do not 
take P2.  

Taking these facts into account, we can observe a few systematic convergences between the 
different rankings:  
-  aÔ is systematically the least typical of the /q/-postpositives (see also sections 2.3(1), 

2.4.2, 3.1, 3.2);  
-  non-connective particles such as ge, êra, dÆ and mÆn are less ‘typical’ 137 than /q/-

particles which have the primary function of marking discourse structure such as d°, 
gãr, m°ntoi and oÔn including the corresponsive structural markers m°n and te.  

                                                             
137 Although the matter could not be systematically studied within the scope of this part of the study, a 
few recurrent situations can be noted in which these particles showed behavior ‘atypical’ for /q/-
particles: (i) there seems to be a correlation between the occurrence of these particles and the 
occurrence of ka€ and oÈd°, yielding a a large number of constructions of the types ka€/oÈd° (mÆn) X 
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(d) unit-formation involving /r/-postpositives 
The tendency for some /r/-postpositives to constitute a unit with the word or constituent with 
which it grammatically belongs has been proposed as an alternative position rule for these 
postpositives (see sections 0.1.1). Thus, a large number of instances have been observed in 
which ên is adjacent to a verb (see especially section 6.3); in a number of cases, this 
tendency could be invoked as an explanation for exceptions to word order rules; see e.g. in 
section 3.1(1). A similar observation can be made concerning NPs involving an attributive 
tiw or an adnominal use of the genitivi tinow/mou/sou/...; see e.g. sections 2.4.1, 2.4.3(2), 
3.1(1).  
Another type of unit-formation involves the combination of a preposition + an /r/-pronoun, 
which have been observed to behave just like a simple /r/-postpositive (cf. section 2.4.1).  

(e) short parentheses 
Throughout Part I a number of apparent exceptions to various word order rules have been 
observed to involve short parentheses (sections 2.0, 2.1, 2.3, 2.4). These will be dealt with in 
section 10.2.5 below.  
 
 

 7.1 Appositivity: phonological and morphosyntactic considerations  
 
Many of the rules formulated in the above deal -directly or indirectly- with the ‘special’ 
behavior of appositives (prepositives and postpositives), i.e. words which cannot stand 
alone. In this section I will try to formulate a few generalizations so as to account for the 
phenomena connected to the notion of ‘appositivity’ in a theoretically more insightful way.  
In general linguistics, this kind of phenomena is mostly discussed under the heading of the 
behavior of ‘clitics’, which has yielded a very rich literature (for bibliographical surveys, see 
Nevis & Joseph & Wanner & Zwicky (eds.) 1994 and Janse 1994a; for an introduction to the 
issues, see e.g. Halpern 1998). In this field of research, the notion of ‘clitic’ is generally 
defined as a lexical item which behaves neither as a regular affix nor as an independent word 
or phrase, but it is immediately clear that this definition covers a rather heterogeneous class 
with many different sub-types. Furthermore, many problems arise as to the nature of the 
phenomena, i.e. as to whether cliticization is a morphological, syntactic or phonological 
matter. Despite the enormous amount of research, it is blatantly clear - even from a short 
survey article in a manual, such as Halpern’s article “Clitics” in Blackwell’s Handbook of 
Morphology (Halpern 1998)- that there is no such thing as a unified theory of clitics. Within 
the scope of this study it is not feasible to systematically link the findings in the above to the 
various -and often contradictory- propositions made in the clitics-research. I will, therefore, 

                                                                                                                                                     
ge/dÆ/êra (e.g. Plato Tht. 204d Ka‹ mØn | ka‹ ı toË stratop°dou ge | ka‹ tÚ stratÒpedon, | ka‹ pãnta 
tå toiaËta ımo€vw; and Plato Tht. 189a SV. Ka‹ ı êra ti ékoÊvn | ßn g° ti ékoÊei ka‹ ¯n [ékoÊei]. | 
YEAI. Na€. | SV. Ka‹ ı èptÒmenow dÆ tou •nÒw g° tou ëptetai ka‹ ˆntow, e‡per •nÒw; or Plato Cra. 
439e ÉAllå mØn | oÈd' ín gnvsye€h ge Íp' oÈdenÒw. or Plato Sph. 255a: ÉAll' | oÎ ti mØn k€nhs€w ge 
ka‹ stãsiw | oÎy' ßteron oÎte taÈtÒn §sti. ; this tendency may be part of a more general phenomenon 
in which these particles often occur after the main focus of the whole clause, which may be preceded by 
a number of fronted items; (ii) especially ge is quite often involved in short (quasi-)parenthetical, 
mostly concessive, expressions which seem to occur in the middle or at the end of an otherwise normal 
segment, as in Plato Cra. 420a-b "¶rvw" d°, | ˜ti efisre› ¶jvyen | ka‹ oÈk ofike€a §st‹n ≤ =oØ aÏth t“ 
¶xonti | éll' §pe€saktow diå t«n Ùmmãtvn, | diå taËta | épÚ toË §sre›n | "¶srow" tÒ ge palaiÚn 
§kale›to (see section 10.5 below). 
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confine myself to discussing in a rather general way the conclusions that can be drawn from 
the observations on Ancient Greek made above.  
 

(1)  A number of rules and constraints can be reformulated by postulating that certain types of 
words are ‘invisible’ for the purposes of word count, especially the fact that /p/-prepositives 
and /q/-particles do not count for calculating the P2 of /r/-postpositives (rule 3b) or the P1 of 
/O/-prepositives and preferentials (rule 3c and rule 3d). This notion of ‘invisibility’ is not 
completely ad hoc and has been used in the literature on clitics (also see e.g. the notion of 
“skipping” in Halpern 1998, 113). Still, this metaphor, though adequate as a descriptive 
device, does not in se constitute an insightful explanation and requires further interpretation 
in terms of more generally applicable theoretical notions. 

(a) A first step towards an interpretation of these phenomena may be to postulate that /r/-
postpositives need a ‘real word’ to cling to and that articles and prepositions as well as 
postpositive particles do not count as a ‘real word’ for this purpose.  
Of course, this notion of ‘real word’ requires further specification. As already suggested in 
passing in the above, the notion of ‘unit-formation’ may account for the status of /p/-
prepositives and /q/-particles, i.e. for their ‘invisibility’ for the purposes of some rules, as 
well as for their lack of autonomy in general: as a rule they form a word-like unit with the 
word they cling to. For the purpose of calculating the position of /r/-postpositives or words 
with a P1 tendency, this word-like unit is the relevant notion, rather than the orthographic 
notion of ‘word’, which includes articles, prepositions and particles. Under this assumption, 
a number of rules follow immediately:  
-  rule 3b, which states that /r/-postpositives take P2, but with the qualification that /p/ and 

/q/ do not count for position;  
-  similar qualifications to the P1-rules 3c and 3d concerning the P1 of /O/-introductives 

and preferentials;  
- rule 2a, which stipulates that /r/-postpositives do not follow /p/-prepositives (unless the 

combination ‘preposition + /r/-postpositive’ forms a unit itself); 
-  rule 2b, which stipulates that in clusters /q/-particles precede /r/-postpositives.  

(b) The notion that prepositives and the following word form a word-like unit can already be 
found in Dover 1960/1968 (15-16), but there it is remarked that “the placing of particles 
after the definite article or preposition is so fundamental a characteristic of Greek [...] that 
we do not reflect often enough how curious a phenomenon it is” (Dover 1960/1968, 16); 
Dover then offers an explanation in which this phenomenon is viewed as a compromise 
between (a) “the increasing tendency to treat pM as an indissoluble unit”, and (b) the fact 
that in the poetic language the later prepositives are (still) treated as full words, able to serve 
as a host for the postpositive particles.  
This explanation does not seem very plausible: it is hard to see how a feature of an archaic 
poetical language could counteract the development of such a “fundamental and 
characteristic” feature of every day speech; furthermore, this explanation does not explain 
why the phenomenon only applies to /q/-particles and not to /r/-pronouns, /r/ adverbs and -
for that matter- ên.  

(c) The observations made here seem to suggest a more plausible explanation of this 
phenomenon, i.e. that /q/-particles, like /p/-prepositives (the article and prepositions) and 
unlike /r/-postpositives, form an ‘indissoluble’ word-like unit with their host word. The 
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article, prepositions and /q/-particles lack the status of full words, entertaining an affix-like 
relation with their host, whereas the position of /r/-postpositives is governed by another 
mechanism. As will be argued here below, this view corresponds not only with (i) the 
observed facts in word order, but also with (ii) the syntactic-semantic function of the words 
under scrutiny.  
 

(2) It is clear that in these matters the distinction autonomy vs. appositivity is a central one: 
non-mobiles are (to different degrees) not as autonomous as full lexical words, at least in 
that their position in word order is determined with respect to the position of Mobiles. It 
follows that non-mobiles (typically) only function within a larger unit, built around a mobile 
word. However, the nature of this (non-)autonomy is not immediately clear:  
-  On the one hand, one might view the issue of appositivity/autonomy as a purely 

phonological matter: the relevant notion of word-like unit can be construed as a 
prosodic one, the relevant difference between appositives and mobiles can be viewed in 
terms of their phonetic ‘substance’, and the rules governing their behavior can be 
construed in phonological (prosodic) terms. 

-  On the other hand, as already suggested by the ‘affix-like behavior’ of /p/ and /q/ 
signalled above, one can also argue that -in at least some cases- the morphosyntactic 
features of the words under scrutiny are a factor in determining the position of the 
words, independently of their prosodic status.  

(a) From a purely phonological perspective, Devine & Stephens view the autonomy in question 
as ‘rhythmical autonomy’, and define the ‘appositive group’ mainly as a rhythmical unit 
(Devine & Stephens 1994, 285-375). But this phonological account of (lack of) autonomy 
does not account for the differences in behavior which have been observed between /q/-
particles and /r/-postpositives, nor for the differences between the ‘proclitic’ /O/-
introductives and the /p/-prepositives.138  

(b) The differences between both types of postpositives, as well as the status of /p/-prepositives, 
can perhaps be formulated more adequately in morphological terms. Thus, one can argue 

                                                             
138 Devine & Stephens (1994) rely heavily on metrical evidence and often treat this evidence as 
methodologically primary. This, however, creates methodological problems, especially in the use of 
their results for the present purposes. (i) Often their relying on metrical evidence as primary seems to 
simply beg the question: one wonders whether the metrical requirements they treat as given are really 
as secure as they pretend them to be: a postpositive particle standing alone after a supposed caesura for 
them gives rise to remarks on the possibility for some particles to be rhythmically autonomous (e.g. 
Devine & Stephens 1994, 312-313) or for a change in direction of clisis (e.g. Devine & Stephens 1994, 
312, 365), but it could easily be viewed as an argument against the fact that there is a caesura there. (ii) 
Equally unfortunately, these authors tend to work with only very rough morphological classifications 
(often no more than ‘lexical vs. nonlexical’) on the one hand, and with very fine-grained phonological 
classifications on the other (e.g. in terms of syllable weight); thus for instance in Devine & Stephens 
1994, 308-319, appositives are primarily classified in terms of the foots they represent (pyrrhic-shaped 
prepositives ...), without any distinction made within these classes between the morphological 
differences that are our primary concern; demonstratives (mobile in word order and very often 
focalized) and articles (/p/-prepositive) are treated under the same heading. (iii) Although they work 
with quantitative data as far as the phonological/metrical side of their research is concerned, Devine & 
Stephens illustrate their claims on syntactic and morphological points by means of purely anecdotal 
evidence, often just a few examples about which one cannot know to what degree they are 
representative in this respect. 
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that /p/-prepositives and /q/-particles have a status in between affixes and words, whereas /r/-
postpositives are morphologically full words: 
(i)  the fact that /p/-prepositives, /q/-postpositives and the /M/-mobiles or /O/-introductives 

which they cling to form an uninterruptible unit, suggests that /p/ and /q/ entertain an 
affix-like relation with their host-word;139 

(ii)  /r/-postpositives (except perhaps for ên and the indefinites in a particle-like function) 
function rather like a independent word (with an independent grammatical function) and 
their relationship with the host mobile or introductive (and its satellites) can be merely 
phonological.  

These observations correspond to the syntactico-semantic features of the words in question: 
whereas the postpositive pronouns and adverbs have syntactic functions that correspond to 
the ones that are also present in full words, this is not the case for either the /p/-prepositives 
and the /q/-particles:  
(i) Enclitic pronouns such as me can have the same grammatical and semantic functions as 

§m° or -for that matter- tÚn de›na. The only difference between the /r/-pronouns and 
their non-enclitic counterparts is that they are informationally and hence phonologically 
‘weak’, which gives rise to a loss of autonomy so that they need a ‘strong’ word to ‘lean 
on’ (to use the metaphor which the traditional notion of clisis suggests).140  

(ii) Articles, prepositions and /q/-particles have syntactico-semantic functions which are not 
usually performed by full words, and -in any case- cross-linguistically are often 
performed by affixes or inflectional features:  
-  the functions of the prepositions can obviously be compared to functions which can 

be fulfilled by morphologically marked nominal case (inflection, affixation, ...);  
-  the functions of articles can cross-linguistically be performed by affixes as well (cf. 

e.g. Swedish); 
-  at least the non-connective /q/-particles (ge, mÆn, êra, dÆ) mark various types of 

focus on the word (or constituent) they cling to,141 which in many languages can 
only be rendered by the prosodic realization of that word; for the other 
(‘connective’) /q/-particles, this link may be less clear, but see here below.142  

 
(3) Whereas the distinction drawn here above looks immediately plausible in the case of the 

postpositive pronouns and adverbs on the one hand, and the article, the preposition and the 
                                                             
139 It is understood that the ‘direction of clisis’, determining whether a word is prepositive or 
postpositive, must be lexically given.  
140 Note that those forms of /r/-postpositives which have acquired a particle-like function (i.e. which 
have uses that do not share the distribution of ‘strong’ forms, such as the dative case of first and second 
person pronouns, adverbial ti and indefinite adverbs such a pou, pv and pote) indeed show /q/-like 
behavior in word order. Also note that some other forms can -a priori- be argued to be liable to be 
grammaticalized into affixes: for instance, the attributive use of tiw or the genitivus of weak personal 
pronouns (mou, sou, ...) if used as an adnominal genitivus possessivus; in sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.3, it has 
been observed that these forms actually do seem to have the tendency to form a unit with the word they 
grammatically belong with, which may also account for the fact that the P2-tendency of tiw is 
significantly lower than the P2-tendency of the other /r/-postpositives (see section 4.2(7)).  
141 Something similar can be observed for /O/-particles with prepositive behavior: ‘adverbial’ ka€ and 
oÈd° are focus particles like ge, prepositive oÈ performs functions which resemble prefixes like é-, etc.  
142 It should be noted that the functions of the Greek particles are cross-linguistically often performed 
by affixes; cf. Kiefer 1998 on “evidential clitics” and “illocutionary act indicators” (complaint, different 
kinds of assertion), stressing the similarity with affixes.  
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focus-particles on the other, it looks somewhat problematic for (i) ên, which has been 
considered an /r/-postpositive in the above but which -unlike the other members of that 
class- does not share the syntactic functions of full forms, and (ii) the connective /q/-
particles, which -at first sight- have no privileged link with their host-word and evidently 
have scope over larger stretches of discourse than the single word.  
As for ên , one can easily argue that it does constitute a separate class indeed, and that the 
similarities with the other /r/-postpositives are fortuitous. However, it is clear that this 
particle has a different status than the /q/-particles: just like the other /r/-postpositives, it 
cannot follow /p/-prepositives (rule 2a), cannot precede /q/-particles (rule 2b; rule 3b) and it 
does not follow configurations of the type /p q M/ (rule 2f). Furthermore, ên shares with the 
other /r/-postpositives the tendency to form formulaic units with certain types of 
introductives (most notably relatives) and to avoid immediate adjacency with introductive 
particles. Also note that ên syntactically belongs to the sentence at large and not just with 
the verb, as can be seen from the fact that it can occur in elliptical autonomous utterances 
without a verb (e.g. P«w går ên;).  
As for the connective particles, much of the syntactic literature (e.g. Taylor 1990), as well 
as much of the literature on particles, seems to assume that connectives like d° pertain to the 
sentence at large (or at least to the discourse segment which it connects as a whole). 
However, the relation of these particles to the word they belong with is not fortuitous (cf. 
also Dik 1995, 38-51 on the correlation between various particles and various types of focus; 
see also Bakker 1993, for an account of the use of d° in terms of discourse boundaries and 
topic-switches):  
-  The corresponsive combination ...m°n.. .d°  marks a number of (broadly speaking) 

contrastive patterns, each particle having scope over one of the members of the contrast, 
but note that, even if both members are fairly complex, the particles cling to the item 
which carries the main contrastive focus. In one of the most typical uses of the particle 
combination, they mark two contrastive topics. For instance, in Lysias 3,15 tÚ m¢n 
meirãkion | efiw gnafe›on kat°fugen, | otoi d¢ | suneispesÒntew | ∑gon aÈtÚn b€&, | 
bo«nta ka‹ kekragÒta ka‹ marturÒmenon ... the contrast is built around two 
contrasted topic (“them” and “the boy”) and the particles cling to the topic-NPs.  

-  Non-corresponsive single d°  typically marks major boundaries in the development of 
discourse, and thus can have scope over very long stretches of discourse as a whole. 
Still, a similar observation as with ...m°n...d° can be made: a major boundary in 
discourse structure almost invariably coincides with some major change in the contents 
of the discourse scene; it is then typically the case that d° clings to the item which is 
either ‘new’ on the scene, or changes its status with respect to that scene. See, for 
instance, the following cases:  
-  In the etymological passages in Plato’s Cratylus the successive ‘lemmata’ are 

typically chained by means of d° attached to the lemma (e.g. "k°rdow" d¢ ... 
"LusiteloËn" d¢ ... etc. in Plato Cra. 416e-417b; cf. section 20 below).  

-  Likewise, narrative discourse is often structured so that various main agents 
succeed each other as the topic of a stretch of discourse. Again, a word introducing 
a new agent is often fronted with d° attached to it, as in Lysias 1,23 ı d' 
ÉEratosy°nhw, | Œ êndrew, | efis°rxetai, | ka‹ ≤ yerãpaina | §pege€rasã me eÈyÁw 
| frãzei ˜ti ¶ndon §st€. | kég∆ ..., where the major boundary expressed by d° 
coincides with the introduction of Eratosthenes (the main character next to the 
speaker) in the narrative foreground. Note that similar observations apply to ka€ in 
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this example, but with a different status of the boundary and -accordingly- a 
different status for the topics introduced by it (see section 15 below).  

- Similarly, d° can also occur as attached to an expression which already marks the 
transition to a new stage in the development of the discourse (as in expressions like 
metå d¢ taËta, ...).143  

This line of argument, if proven to be valid, will lead us to a conception in which all /q/-
particles, and a number of introductives when they behave like /p/-prepositives, -even if 
connective- are in fact focus-particles and form a word-like unit with a host word.144  
 

(4)  Insofar as the argument above is valid, the notion of autonomy cannot be construed as a 
homogeneous one: on the one hand, one can construe a scale of phonological autonomy 
(reflecting the informational salience of the words), on the other hand, a morphosyntactic 
one (reflecting the purely grammatical status of a word qua member of a morphological 
class):  

Figure 7.1: two autonomy scales 

morphosyntactic autonomy (grammatical function) 
affix   particle/article/preposition  full word (incl. /r/-clitics) 

- <---------------------------------------------------------------------------------> + 
non-word morphemes clitic word non-focal word  focal word 

phonological autonomy (word prosody) 

(a) The morphosyntactic scale is based on the ability for a word to form a constituent on its 
own, or rather to perform the functions which prototypical words perform (in a given 
language, i.c. Ancient Greek):  
-  by definition, an affix does not have the distribution of a full word and can only 

function in the context of a word;  
-  on the other end of the scale, full words (in a given language) belong to a limited 

number of categories (say: nouns, adjectives, verbs, adverbs, pronouns, ...) and as such 
can perform a set of grammatical functions according to the categories they belong to; 
enclitic pronouns in this sense -in principle- share the distribution of some types of full 
words;  

-  articles, prepositions and /q/-particles are somewhere in between these two poles, in 
that, on the one hand, their distribution is somewhat freer than prototypical affixes (cf. 
e.g. the word order variation between e.g. /p q M/ and /p M q/), but, on the other hand, 
can fulfil only a limited number of syntactic functions which are not typically 
performed by full words.  

An interesting element in this respect is that the ‘free’ word order of Ancient Greek - i.e. the 
fact that the positions of words cannot be straightforwardly predicted from their grammatical 
function - only applies to ‘full words’, whereas the positions of the ‘intermediate’ type of 
morphemes (/p/ and /q/) can readily be formulated in terms of the grammatical constituents 
they belong with. For instance, the position of articles and prepositions with respect to the 

                                                             
143 Similar observations can be made for the other connective /q/-particles m°ntoi, to€nun, goËn, etc., as 
well as for introductive particles showing /p/-like behavior such as ka€ or (sometimes) éllã.  
144 For a similar argument -if I understood it well-, see Fraser 2001, 159-160, on “cohesive 
focalisation”.  
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NP they introduce is one of the few fairly reliable syntactic word order rules in Ancient 
Greek grammar.  

(b) The prosodic scale for word autonomy is based on a different criterion: whether the 
morpheme is able to constitute a separate colon (or similar segment) on its own, or needs 
another item to ‘cling to’ in order to constitute such a segment.  
For some items this matter is straightforward:  
-  obviously, morphologically non-autonomous elements normally do not occur as 

separate segments;145 
-  clitics like the /r/-pronouns and /r/-adverbs in Ancient Greek, though syntactically full 

words, by definition cannot stand alone and differ only in this aspect from allomorphs 
which can stand alone (e.g. mou/§moË).  

However, the latter distinction is just a special case of a more general factor: the prosodic 
‘weight’ / ‘heaviness’ (and hence autonomy) of a word depends on its 
informational/pragmatic status, i.e. on whether it is focal or non-focal. Evidently, a non-focal 
word cannot constitute a separate IU146 and hence needs to take position with respect to a 
focal word within that IU. As has been shown by Dover (see section 0.3.4 aboveand section 
10.3 below), non-focal words (“Concomitants”) in general show a tendency to take P2 in a 
colon, (at least partly) as a consequence of the fact that focal words (“Nuclei”) tend toward 
P1 in a colon. Thus, the status of /r/-pronouns and adverbs as a morphosyntactically full 
word but which is pragmatically or cognitively non-focal and hence phonologically 
destressed is a lexicalization of the more basic distinction between focal and non-focal 
realization of a full word; likewise, their P2-tendency is a grammaticalization of the 
tendency for non-focal words to take P2.  

(c) Thus, both scales are not completely superposable, which corresponds to the fact that they 
reflect independent mechanisms and that the purely descriptive notions of appositivity and 
autonomy are heterogeneous.  
On the one hand, the extremities of both scales coincide in typical cases: the 
morphosyntactically non-autonomous affixes (as well as the not fully autonomous article 
and prepositions) are prosodically non-autonomous as well; the prosodically fully 
autonomous focal words typically belong to a morphosyntactically autonomous category.  
On the other hand, a somewhat more detailed look at the facts shows that both scales are 
essentially independent from each other: whereas the morphosyntactic status of an item is a 
purely lexical matter (i.e. remains constant for each morpheme, independent from its use in 
any particular context), the prosodic status of a word crucially involves its 
pragmatic/cognitive status in any particular context. Thus, nothing on the morphosyntactic 
scale corresponds to the prosodic distinction between focal and non-focal/destressed words, 
and the difference between clitic and non-clitic allomorphs (mou/§moË) can be argued to be 
non-existent from the latter point of view. Likewise, the morphosyntactically non-
autonomous status of articles, prepositions and particles (and even affixes) typically is 
reflected by their prosodic non-autonomy, but this tendency can at all times be reversed by 
particular pragmatico-cognitive factors such as scope over complex structures, emphatic 
                                                             
145 Still, it should be noted that in some -very specific and arguably rare- circumstances these items can 
ad hoc receive autonomy, for instance: articles having scope over complex structures (see section 2.4), 
very slow and emphatic speech in which every syllable can constitute a separate IU (“GET! OUT! OF! 
MY! KITchen!”), etc. 
146 Except for anomalies such as false starts.  
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effects, contrast, etc. This explains, for instance, the ambivalent status of /O/-particles, which 
seem to fluctuate between colon-autonomy and prepositive behavior, as well as the observed 
quasi-autonomy of articles introducing complex structures.  
 

(5)  Obviously, the above remarks do not exhaust the issues concerning the behavior of 
appositives/clitics in Ancient Greek. Furthermore, even those issues which have been dealt 
with remain problematic in many respects.147 Note that the further development of the lines 
of argument in the above would necessitate a reflection on the architecture of linguistic 
theory: the relative positions of morphology, syntax and phonology, as well as the place of 
pragmatic principles and the lexicon, are at issue. Within the scope of this study, the main 
focus is on issues concerning segmentation, and other aspects could only be dealt with 
insofar as they arose from and are suggested by the data investigated.  
 
 

 7.2 The P1-rules and the P2-rules reconsidered  
 
As explained in the General Introduction, one of the starting points of the present study was 
Wackernagel’s Law (i.e. the P2-rule for postpositives). In this context, my basic tenet 
concerning Ancient Greek word order was formulated: the ‘Colon Hypothesis’, i.e. the 
hypothesis that an account of Greek word order basically involves two levels: (i) the internal 
structure of the colon (including the P1 and P2-rules), and (ii) the mainly pragmatic 
structures determining the relative order of cola, which will be the subject matter of Part II 
of this study. However, the line of argument developed in section 7.1 has important 
consequences for the formulation of Wackernagel’s Law.  
 

(1)  A first important consequence is that we can now argue that the P2-rule is in fact the result 
of two different mechanisms:  
(i)  /r/-postpositives tend toward P2 in a colon; this may be due to the fact that they 

represent pragmatically/cognitively weak information and are therefore prosodically 
weakened forms; in Ancient Greek, these ‘weak’ words tend toward P2, possibly as a 
corollary to the fact that P1 within a colon is associated with focal status;148 

                                                             
147 For instance, nothing has been said about how exactly the quasi-morphological mechanisms giving 
rise to word-like units consisting of prepositives and autonomous words operate. Thus, it remains 
unclear which factors determine the alternation between /p q M/ and /p M q/, and why the formation of 
an ‘indissoluble’ word-like unit by the morphosyntactic coalescense of a prepositive + an autonomous 
word is regularly limited to the first mobile word of the resulting morphosyntactic constituent, so that 
an /r/-postpositive can take its regular P2 while interrupting an NP consisting of an article + an 
adjective + a noun, as in Lysias 31,26 êjion d¢ ka‹ tÒde §nyumhy∞nai, ˜ti efi m°n tiw froÊriÒn ti 
proÎdvken µ naËw µ stratÒpedÒn ti, §n ⁄ m°row ti §tÊgxane t«n polit«n ˆn, ta›w §sxãtaiw ín 
zhm€aiw §zhmioËto, otow d¢ prodoÁw ˜lhn tØn pÒlin oÈx ˜pvw <mØ> timvrhyÆsetai <éllå ka‹ ˜pvw 
timÆsetai> paraskeuãzetai. Likewise, the nature of the link between -especially connective- /q/-
particles and their host-constituent definitely requires further investigation, crucially involving a 
reexamination of the complex notion of ‘focus’ (see also section 21.4 below). Furthermore, the 
syntactic aspects of the behavior of /O/-introductives - especially important in the case of so-called 
‘wh-words’ (relatives and interrogatives) - has hardly been touched upon.  
148 Cf. the almost astrophysical metaphor according to which particularly ‘heavy’ words ‘attract’ 
enclitics, e.g. in Janse 1993a.  
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(ii)  the position of /q/-particles is a matter of their morphosyntactic coalescence with the 
word they cling to, 149 i.e. they take P2 within a word-like unit;150 if this unit-internal P2 
often coincides with P2 in a colon, this must be due to the fact that these word-like units 
tend toward P1.  

Thus, beyond the formation of word-like units, the matter of the (relevant aspects of the) 
internal structure of the colon can largely be reduced to the matter of the nature of the P1-
phenomenon. It has already been pointed out that P1 in a colon can be assumed to be 
associated with focal status: the word (or word-like unit) which carries the main point of the 
colon comes first.  
 

(2)  Starting from this account, we can now attempt to deal with a number of segment-initial 
patterns, some of which have been noted to be problematic.  

(a) The P1-rule as formulated above deals with the initial position within a colon. It applies to 
the constituent (word or word-like unit) which bears the primary focus of a colon. The 
particular type of focus borne by this constituent can be formally marked by either /q/-
particles or by a number of /O/-introductive particles. If /O/-particles function as focus-
markers, they coalesce with the focused constituent, in which case they show prepositive-
like behavior. For instance, the unit ‘adverbial ka€ + a mobile word’ is comparable to the 
unit ‘a mobile word + ge’, which corresponds with semantico-pragmatic functions of the 
particles in question. Likewise, negatives (whether simple or complex) appear in P1 of the 
colon (whether the first colon of the sentence or not). The P2-rule for /r/-postpositives 
postulates that /r/-postpositive take P2, in the sense that /r/-postpositives immediately follow 
whatever constituent takes P1 within a colon.  
I have argued in section 7.1 here above that connective /q/-particles can be considered as a 
type of focus-particles as well, in that they mark the fact that the word to which they are 
attached has a special relationship with the pragmatic function of the entire segment over 
which the connective has scope.151 The prototypical case is the coalescence of d° with the 
topic of the segment over which d° has scope, for instance in the case of the alternation of 
agents in narrative discourse; note that it can easily be argued that ‘connective’ ka€ can have 
similar functions in similar conditions.152 Cf. examples like ı d' ÉEratosy°nhw ... | ka‹ ≤ 

                                                             
149 This conclusion is at the exact opposite of Fraser’s proposal that the P2 tendency of particles is 
primarily a matter of the fact that they are phonologically clitic (Fraser 2001).  
150 For the fact that different types of clitics can have different types of domains of cliticization, see 
e.g. Halpern 1998, 121, n.18: “We will only consider clitics which are in second position with respect 
to the clause here; however, there are also examples of clitics in second position within other domains, 
such as possessive pronouns or determiners in 2P [=P2] of the noun phrase, prepositions in 2P [=P2] of 
the prepositional phrase, etc.”.  
151 Again, my conclusions are at the exact opposite of the proposals in Fraser 2001. Fraser seems to 
suggest that focus is primarily a matter of prosodic prominence and that the presence of “clitics” (he 
means: mostly particles) is thus actually a contributing factor to their focal status: “Rather than starting 
with a semantic or pragmatic categorization of the words in P1, their grammatical and textual functions 
may better be interpreted as deriving from their prominence, to which enclitics in P2 can be seen as 
contributing” (Fraser 2001, 140). I hope it is clear that -according to the present approach- it is the other 
way around: a certain item is focused for pragmatic reasons; this focal status is marked by (i) prosodic 
prominence, and/or (ii) appositive focus-markers. In a more theoretical vein, I would be very curious to 
see what a linguistic theory in which prosody underlies syntax and pragmatics would look like.  
152 For the fact that the distinction between adverbial ka€ and connective ka€ is not as clear-cut as is 
sometimes suggested, see e.g. Rijksbaron 1997b.  
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yerãpaina ... | kég∆ ... in Lysias 1,23. However, it has been noted that in such cases /r/-
postpositives do not immediately follow the constituent in P1, unless they grammatically 
belong to the constituent in P1 (rule 2f in section 7.0(2)). This is an indication for the fact 
that such constituents are somehow ‘outside’ the domain in which the /r/-postpositives take 
P2.  

(b) However, a number of elements with a P1-tendency (most notably ‘strong’ introductive 
particles, as well as constituents accompanied by connective /q/-particles) does not just tend 
toward P1 within a colon, but seems to tend toward the beginning of larger segments as well 
(say: the sentence or similar important discourse segments).153 This tendency is obviously of 
a different nature than the ‘P1 within the colon’ tendency discussed above. Furthermore, it 
has been noted that a number of /O/-introductives can be invisible for the sake of 
determining P2 for /r/-postpositives, which is an indication that these elements are ‘outside’ 
the relevant domain of cliticization as well.  
(i) Constituents accompanied by /q/-connectives or ka€, such as in the example ı d' 

ÉEratosy°nhw ... | ka‹ ≤ yerãpaina ... | kég∆ ... quoted above, are normally topicalized 
and fronted in a separate colon (see section 10.2.4(1) below); this accounts for the fact 
that they seem to be ‘outside’ the ensuing segment over which they have scope.  

(ii) Something similar goes for fronted markers such as oÈkoËn, étãr, éllã (whether or 
not followed by a /q/-particle), or ˜mvw, metå d¢ taËta, etc., if they mark a major 
discourse boundary: they too occur -under any analysis- outside the proper domain for 
determining P2, and can be argued to constitute a separate fronted colon. As in the case 
of the fronted topics, the scope of these markers over a longer discourse segment is at 
issue.  

Thus, in the case of both fronted topics and fronted markers, the fact that they occur in a 
separate fronted colon which has scope over one or (typically) more ensuing cola accounts 
for the fact that they (1) are not (normally) followed by an /r/-postpositive, and (2) often do 
not count for calculating the P2 in which a postpositive is expected to occur.154  
Furthermore, assuming that the account for the behavior of markers and topics (as well as 
other fronted elements) in terms of the fact that they constitute separate (fronted) cola is 
basically correct, it follows that the order in which they occur within the sentence should be 
discussed in terms of ‘colon order’, rather than in terms of ‘word order’: their functions as 
well as their position is then a matter of the way discourse is organized as a sequence of 
cola, rather than a matter of the syntactic structure of the clause. A pragmatic account of the 
way the order of cola is determined by patterns which are largely independent of the 
syntactic structure of the clause (most of these patterns will be shown to be indifferently 

                                                             
153 Of course, the boundaries of clauses, sentences and paragraphs almost necessarily coincide with 
colon boundaries.  
154 In actual realization, especially in faster tempos or more casual styles of performance, these fronted 
elements may, of course, be subject to different degrees of merger with the following colon 
(‘intonational sandhi’). For the /O/-introductives, this has been repeatedly pointed out in the above, but 
the same thing goes for topics as well. For instance, in cases like Plato Sph. 251d µ pãnta efiw taÈtÚn 
sunagãgvmen …w dunatå §pikoinvne›n éllÆloiw; µ tå m°n, tå d¢ mÆ; it is quite probable that tå d¢ 
mÆ is realized without any pause and under a single intonation contour (i.e. that tå d¢, though formally 
a fronted topic, is not strongly demarkated from mÆ). The result is that the two possible statuses of /O/-
introductives (either fronted in a separate colon or /p/-like behavior), as noted in the above, are in 
practice often indistinguishable.  
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clausal, sub-clausal as well as supra-clausal) will be the specific subject matter of Part III of 
this study.  
 

(3)  Again, it should be emphasized that the only aim of the speculations here above is to pursue 
a few specific lines of thought suggested by the findings in Part I and that they, as such, by 
no means constitute a general account of the issues at hand. Obviously, such a general 
account of Ancient Greek word order is well beyond the scope of this study, in which -it 
should be remembered- word order is only an issue insofar as it bears upon discourse 
segmentation. Still, despite these obvious limitations, I hope and also believe that I have 
shown -at least- that a number of factors that are often neglected or underestimated when 
discussing issues in Greek word order should be taken into account.155 Most importantly, I 
have argued that the matter of segmentation into cola bears upon the issues of autonomy and 
appositivity as well as on issues which are usually dealt with in terms of the order of 
constituents within the sentence or the clause.  
 
 

 7.3 Segment contours: the scope of the P1 and P-ult rules  
 
So far, the association of lexical classes with certain positions within a segment has been 
investigated from the point of view of the lexicon: the general question asked was to what 
extent the occurrence of a word of certain class predicts the presence of a boundary to its left 
or right. However, this type of question in se does not tell us anything about the importance 
or scope of the rules under scrutiny: even if -for instance- one discovered a 100% correlation 
between the occurrence of a word of type Z and the occurrence of a boundary after the third 
word to its right, this rule could be a perfectly marginal one if it applied only to 0.5% of the 
boundaries.   
In order to assess the scope of the word order rules under scrutiny, the converse question can 
be asked: to what extent does the presence of a boundary coincide with the occurrence of a 
word of one of the types under scrutiny? In this section I will present a number of data which 
compare the total number of segment boundaries in the corpus with the number of words of 
a certain class in P1, P2 or P-ult. The corpus consists of about 18671 segments, as delimited 
by editorial punctuation (11149 in Plato; 7522 in Lysias); all percentages will be calculated 
with these numbers as a denominator.  
It would have been interesting to be able to also investigate the contours of the segments as a 
whole, taking into account both beginning and ending at once (see also section 10.4 below, 
on ‘bracketing’), but due to obvious limitations of the database, I will have to discuss 
segment beginnings and segment endings separately.  
 

 (1) Beginning of segment 

I will start from the most general data concerning the patterns which can occur in P1 of a 
segment, i.e. the distribution of the general classes /O/, /p/, /q/, /r/ and /M/.  
 

                                                             
155 For in some ways similar observations on the complexity of the issues related to the behavior of 
clitics in Ancient Greek, see also a number of publications by Mark Janse (i.a. Janse 1993a, 1993b, 
1997a, 1997b, 1998b, 2000).  
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Table 7.3a: words in P1 per lexical class (% of segment-beginnings) 
 

 Plato Lysias Total 
[ O 5039 (45.2%) 3619 (48.1%) 8658 (46.4%) 
[ p 1681 (15.1%) 940 (12.5%) 2621 (14.0%) 
[ M 4247 (38.1%) 2931 (39.0%) 7178 (38.4%) 
[ t 146 (1.3%) 20 (0.3%) 166 (0.9%) 
    

Concerning these -quite general- data the following observations can be made:  
-  obviously, the postpositives (/q/, /r/ and /s/) do not occur in P1 (except for the very few -

often only apparent- exceptions discussed in section 2.3);  
-  more than 46% of the segments starts with an introductive, i.e. there is very strong 

correlation between segment boundaries and the presence of an introductive;  
-  as expected, only a small number of forms of the potentially enclitic verb forms coded 

/t/ (mostly forms of e‰nai) occur in P1;  
-  the occurrence of /p/ in P1 is fortuitous (/p/-prepositives do not particularly tend 

towards P1), except for pronominal ı + m°n/d°;  
-  the percentages concerning /M/ are in se not insightful, in that a large number of 

preferentials is subsumed under this heading. 

In the remainder of this paragraph, I will spell out some of the details concerning these data. 

(a) First, I will present the details concerning the most salient results of the above table, i.e. the 
data concerning the different sub-classes of /O/.  

Table 7.3b: /O/-introductives in P1 (% of segment-beginnings) 
 

 Plato Lysias Total 
Introductive particles 1731 (15.5%) 1487 (19.8%) 3218 (17.2%) 

ka€ 904 (8.1%) 851 (11.3%) 1755 (9.4%) 
oÈd° / mÆde 81 (0.7%) 95 (1.3%) 176 (0.9%) 

≥ 200 (1.8%) 88 (1.2%) 288 (1.5%) 
other 546 (4.9%) 453 (6.0%) 999 (5.4%) 

Interrogatives 956 (8.6%) 131 (1.7%) 1087 (5.8%) 
pronouns/adverbs 678 (6.1%) 122 (1.6%) 800 (4.3%) 

particles 278 (2.5%) 9 (0.1%) 287 (1.5%) 
Simple negatives 412 (3.7%) 349 (4.6%) 761 (4.1%) 
Relatives 1406 (12.6%) 1558 (20.7%) 2964 (15.9%) 
Interjections 199 (1.8%) 7 (0.1%) 206 (1.1%) 
Total /O/ 4704 (42.2%) 3532 (47.0%) 8236 (44.1%) 
    
N.B.: the relatively large difference between total /O/ here as compared with the previous table is due to the 
fact that some ‘special’ or ‘dubious’ cases of /O/-introductives have not been retained here (e.g. …w as a 
comparison-marker, oÂon in the expression oÂon te etc.); however, it can be seen that this difference results in 
a mere 2.3% difference for the present purposes.  

Unsurprisingly, due to the high frequency of these words, as well as to the fact that editorial 
punctuation tends to focus on clause boundaries, the introductive particles and the relatives 
(incl. subordinating conjunctions) alone already account for 33% of the total number of 
segment boundaries.  

(b) To the number of introductives in P1, one can add the following ‘preferential mobiles’ (cf. 
Table 5.1a above; only those ‘special mobiles’ with a clear P1-tendency have been retained).  
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Table 7.3c: preferential mobiles in P1 (% of segment-beginnings) 
 

 Plato Lysias Total 
Complex negatives 116 (1.0%) 85 (1.1%) 201 (1.1%) 
Personal pronouns 145 (1.3%) 212 (2.8%) 357 (1.9%) 

nominative 84 (0.8%) 158 (2.1%) 242 (1.3%) 
focalized  61 (0.5%) 54 (0.7%) 115 (0.6%) 

Demonstratives 548 (4.9%) 360 (4.8%) 908 (4.9%) 
Modal adverbs 596 (5.3%) 237 (3.2%) 833 (4.5%) 

degree 275 (2.5%) 33 (0.4%) 308 (1.6%) 
sentence adverbs 141 (1.3%) 61 (0.8%) 202 (1.1%) 
spatio-temporal  180 (1.6%) 143 (1.9%) 323 (1.7%) 

Ordinals 43 (0.4%) 75 (1.0%) 118 (0.6%) 
Total preferentials 1448 (13.0%) 969 (12.9%) 2417 (12.9%) 
    

(c) The following table summarizes the data concerning these types of words which as such tend 
towards P1. 

Table 7.3d: summary: introductives and special mobiles in P1  
(% of segment-beginnings) 

 
 Plato Lysias Total 
Total /O/ 4704 (42.2%) 3532 (47.0%) 8236 (44.1%) 
Total preferentials 1448 (13.0%) 969 (12.9%) 2417 (12.9%) 
Total 6152 (55.2%) 4501 (59.8%) 10653 (57.1%) 
    

It can be seen that 57% of the segments begins with a word which by virtue of its lexical 
features tends towards P1 (60% in Lysias).  

(d) Next, I will look into the issue as to how many of the segments actually start with a mobile 
which has no intrinsic connection with P1, i.e. those mobiles which are not preferential.  

Table 7.3e: non-preferential mobiles in P1 (% of segment-beginnings)  
 

 Plato Lysias Total 
verbs (exc. e‰nai) 1269 (11.4%) 1154 (15.3%) 2423 (13.0%) 

P1(finite) 935 (8.4%) 572 (7.6%) 1507 (8.1%) 
P1(infinite) 334 (3.0%) 582 (7.7%) 916 (4.9%) 

e‰nai 141 (1.3%) 20 (0.3%) 161 (0.9%) 
P1(finite) 117 (1.0%) 15 (0.2%) 132 (0.7%) 

P1(infinite) 24 (0.2%) 5 (0.1%) 29 (0.2%) 
Total verbs 1410 (12.6%) 1174 (15.6%) 2584 (13.8%) 
‘Regular mobiles’ 
(except verbs) 

1180 (10.6%) 472 (6.3%) 1652 (8.8%) 

      Total non-preferential 
mobiles 

2590 (23.2%) 1646 (21.9%) 4236 (22.6%) 

      

Only a relatively small proportion (about 22%) of the segments starts with a non-preferential 
mobile; even if one adds the 14% of segments starting with a prepositive, this is a 
remarkably low score, especially if one takes into account the fact that this score can be 
argued to be overstated in that some of the words in question actually do have a link with P1 
when they occur in that position:  
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-  a large number of the /p/ and /M/ in P1 can be expected to be followed by a /q/-particle 
(see Table 7.3f here below), which -according to the argument in section 7.1 and 7.2 
above- yields an expression which is inherently linked with P1, on a par with the /O/-
introductives;  

-  the scores for ‘verbs in P1’ include a number of verbs which intrinsically tend to P1 as 
well (imperatives, verba dicendi, modals ...).  

(e) It has been argued in section 7.2 above that the P2-rule for /q/-particles is in fact a type of 
P1-rule. Therefore, we can examine the data for the /O/-introductives in P1 and those for /q/-
particles in P2 together.  

Table 7.3f: the P1-rule (summary): introductives in P1; /q/-particles in P2  
(% of segment-beginnings) 

 
 Plato Lysias Total 

[ p q 935 (8.4%) 549 (7.3%) 1484 (7.9%) 
[ p M q 123 (1.1%) 77 (1.0%) 200 (1.1%) 
[ M q 2199 (19.7%) 1692 (22.5%) 3891 (20.8%) 
[ O 5039 (45.2%) 3619 (48.1%) 8658 (46.4%) 

Total 8296 (74.4%) 5937 (78.9%) 14233 (76.2%) 
    

The P2-rule for /q/-particles and the P1-rule for /O/-introductives thus accounts for 76.2% of 
the initial segment boundaries in the text editions; to this one should add a number of 
‘preferentials’ (see above), many of which, however, will already be included in the 
percentage for /[ M q/ in this table.  
 

 (2) End of segment 

Although a number of word order rules examined in the above involved the left boundary of 
a segment, except for the test for prepositivity in section 2.2 and the exploratory 
investigations on the position of verbs in section 5.2, none of the word order rules examined 
involved the right boundary of a segment (P-ult). Still, a number of expectations can be 
formulated on the basis of the known rules:  
-  /p/-prepositives by definition do not take P-ult;  
-  /O/-introductives -due to their P1-tendency- will not tend towards P-ult;  
-  the P2-tendency of postpositives, combined with the fact that editorial punctuation 

practice seems to avoid very short segments, yields the prediction that the number of 
segments ending in a postpositive will be relatively small.  

The following table shows that these expectations are largely borne out.  

Table 7.3g: words per lexical class in P-ult (% of segment-endings) 
 

 Plato Lysias Total 
O ] 494 (4.4%) 76 (1.0%) 570 (3.1%) 
M ] 8912 (79.9%) 6769 (90.0%) 15681 (84.0%) 
q ] 780 (7.0%) 81 (1.1%) 861 (4.6%) 
r ] 206 (1.8%) 62 (0.8%) 268 (1.4%) 
    

An overwhelming majority of segments in the corpus (84%; 90% in Lysias) ends in a 
Mobile. The marked difference between Plato and Lysias is obviously due to the fact that 
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Platonic dialogue presents much more very short utterances, which increases the probability 
for a postpositive to take P-ult. In section 5.2 above, it has been shown that verbs show a 
considerable tendency towards P-ult. Most of the other sub-classes of the class of /M/-
mobiles have been shown to be preferential and thus can be expected to be only marginally 
or fortuitously present at P-ult (except for ‘special’ constructions, such as cataphoric 
demonstratives). It can thus be predicted that the non-preferential mobiles will account for 
the overwhelming majority of segment endings. This can be seen from the following table.  

Table 7.3h: non-preferential mobiles in P-ult (%) of segment-endings) 
 

 Plato Lysias Total 
verbs (exc. e‰nai) 4232 (38.0%) 4293 (57.1%) 8525 (45.7%) 

P1(finite) 2642 (23.7%) 2326 (30.9%) 4968 (26.6%) 
P1(infinite) 1590 (14.3%) 1967 (26.1%) 3557 (19.1%) 

e‰nai 524 (4.7%) 338 (4.5%) 862 (4.6%) 
P1(finite) 254 (2.3%) 175 (2.3%) 429 (2.3%) 

P1(infinite) 270 (2.4%) 163 (2.2%) 433 (2.3%) 
Total Verbs 4756 (42.7%) 4631 (61.6%) 9387 (50.3%) 
‘Regular mobiles’ 
(except verbs) 

3013 (27.0%) 1894 (25.2%) 4907 (26.3%) 

       Total non-preferential 
mobiles 

7769 (69.7%) 6525 (86.8%) 14294 (76.6%) 

    

The most remarkable fact displayed in this table is that 50% of all segments ends in a verb 
(62% in Lysias). Another 26% ends in a regular mobile. To the enormous score for the verbs 
one could add a number of cases in which the verb is immediately followed by a postpositive 
(however, this would amount to only a few percents, cf. Table 5.2c above). 
 

 (3) Final remarks  

The data presented in section 7.3 show that the P1-rules (including the P2-rule for /q/-
particles) represent important factors indeed. Still, it should be kept in mind that these data 
only show a convergence between the position of a certain word and conventional editorial 
punctuation. Since the criteria adopted in punctuation practice are obviously not independent 
from the ones taken into account here (both heavily depend on syntactic factors, most 
importantly clause-hood), it is impossible to assess the extrapolatibility of these data towards 
a colon-based segmentation.  
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 8. Conclusions to Part I  
 
Part I here above mainly consisted of an exploration of the corpus in terms of the word order 
patterns that occur in it, especially -but not exclusively- insofar as these patterns teach us 
something about discourse segmentation.156  
 
 

 8.1 Categorization of the lexicon  
 
At the beginning of Part I (section 1.1 and section 2), I introduced the notions of ‘autonomy’ 
and ‘appositivity’, ‘prepositivity’ and ‘postpositivity’, and ‘introductivity’, and adopted a 
categorization of the lexicon based on these notions:  

Table 8.1: lexical classes (review) 
 

class definition subclasses 
/O/-introductives words that have an intrinsic 

connection to P1 
 

introductive particles;  relatives (incl. indeclinables, 
i.e. relative adverbs and subordinating 
conjunctions); interrogatives; simple negatives; 
interjections  

/p/-prepositives words that cannot take P-ult and 
immediately precede the 
expression they syntactically 
belong with  

the article; prepositions 
 

/q/-postpositives words that cannot take P1 and 
tend towards P2, without 
qualification  

postpositive particles 

/r/-postpositives 
 

words that cannot take P1 and 
tend towards P2, if one does not 
count /p/ and /q/ for position  

the modal particle ên; non-focalized personal 
pronouns and indefinites (pronouns and adverbs); 
potentially also the copula and (other) enclitic verb-
forms 

/M/-mobiles words that in principle can occur 
in any position 

all other words 

   

This categorization worked quite well as a starting point for our analyses, although in some 
cases it proved to be more practical to work with sub-classes of these very broad classes. 
Thus, the modal particle ên could be viewed as forming a class on its own, separate from 
other /r/; likewise, the class of /O/-introductives is quite heterogeneous and in some cases it 
is necessary to formulate rules in terms of the subclasses of /O/ (introductive particles vs. 
relatives vs. interrogatives vs. negatives).  
Throughout Part I, the issue as to what type of segment boundaries should be taken into 
account for P1, P2 and P-ult was a central one, not only because discourse segmentation 
happens to be the main topic of this study, but also because the very definition of the word 
classes involve segment boundaries.  
 

                                                             
156 The Index of Tables towards the end of this book may also be useful for readers who wish to have 
easy access to a large number of detailed data contained in Part I. 
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 8.2 Word order rules 
 
The main bulk of Part I consisted in detailed investigation of a large number of word order 
patterns, described in terms of a limited number of ‘word order rules’. Since these word 
order rules have already been reviewed (with cross-references) in section 7.0 above, I will 
limit myself here to a summary overview. 
 

(1)  Appositivity/autonomy constraints 
A first type of rule predicts that certain words will not occur in certain positions with respect 
to discourse boundaries:  
 Rule 
(1a) appositives (/p/, /q/, /r/) do not occur autonomously, nor combinations of these 
(1b) prepositives do not occur in P-ult 
(1c) postpositives do not occur in P1 
(1d) the status of introductives is ambiguous: they can be colon-autonomous but can also behave like 

prepositives; a major factor in deciding between both possibilities is the scope of the introductive 
 

(2)  Adjacency constraints 
A second type of rule predicts the relative order in which certain types of words will occur, 
in that certain collocations will not occur:  
 Rule 
(2a) prepositives are not followed by an /r/-postpositive 
(2b) in clusters of postpositives /q/-particles precede /r/-postpositives  
(2c) /q/-particles cluster in the following canonical order: per < d° < te < m°n < gãr < to€nun < oÔn < 

ge < mÆn/toi/m°ntoi < dÆ- < pou/pote... < êra 
(2d) /r/-postpositives cluster in the following canonical order: ên < indefinite < personal pronoun 
(2e) the possible collocations of an introductive with a postpositive are limited to a few types 
(2f)  /r/-postpositives only rarely follow configurations of the type ‘prepositive + /q/-particle + mobile’ 

or ‘prepositive + mobile + /q/-particle’ 
 

(3)  Position rules 
The third type of rule is ‘positive’ and predicts that certain types of words will have to take 
this or that position within the colon: 
 Rule 
(3a) /q/-particles take P2 after the first word of a colon 
(3b) /r/-postpositives take P2 after the first non-appositive of a colon 
(3c) introductives take P1 in a colon, but can be preceded by /p/-prepositives and /q/-particles 
(3d) preferential mobiles have typical uses which make them tend to take P1 (demonstratives, focal 

personal pronouns (esp. nominative), modal adverbs, ordinals, complex negatives), but can be 
preceded by /p/-prepositives and /q/-particles  

(3e) specific uses of the verb coincide with P1 (imperatives, modal verbs, reporting verbs, presentative 
constructions); there is a statistical tendency for verbs in general to take P-ult  

 
(4)  Apparent exceptions  

Throughout Part I, we have been able to observe that most apparent ‘exceptions’ can be 
systematically reduced to a limited number of types, each of which gives an insightful 
explanation for the behavior observed and shows that the deviations from the rules above are 
only apparent. I briefly mention the following types and refer to 7.0(4) for a more exhaustive 
overview with cross-references:  
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-  category shifts: what looks like ‘the same word’ actually systematically behaves in 
more than one way, according to its functions, e.g. ı may function as the article, in 
which case it is a /p/-prepositive, or as a pronoun (in combinations such as ı m°n / ı d°) 
in which case it is an /O/-introductive; indefinites may be focal or not; some non-focal 
indefinites may function as regular /r/-pronouns or as /q/-particles in some of their uses 
(e.g. pou, pote, ‘dativus ethicus’); etc.;  

-  units: some groups of orthographic words behave as if they were a single word with 
respect to the word order rules above; these word-like units appear to belong to a few 
types that are plausible cases of lexicalization;  

-  formulas: in many apparently exceptional cases the words under scrutiny appear within 
patterns that are sufficiently lexicalized to overrule otherwise valid word order rules.  

 
 

 8.3 Mechanisms underlying Ancient Greek word order  
 
The word order rules summarized here above are obviously purely descriptive. I made an 
attempt at a more insightful reformulation of these ‘rules’ in section 7.1 and 7.2.  
 

(1)  First, I have shown that the phenomenon of appositivity (including both prepositivity and 
postpositivity) can best be viewed in terms of two different scales of autonomy:  

(i)  a morphosyntactic scale of autonomy, on which /p/-prepositives (the article and the 
prepositions) and /q/-postpositive particles occupy an intermediate position between 
affixes (fully non-autonomous) and full words (fully non-autonomous);  

(ii)  a phonological scale of autonomy, on which words that are less prominent in the local 
context (including /r/-postpositives) occupy a position in between fully non-autonomous 
items (such as affixes and (normally) prepositions and articles) and fully autonomous 
focused full words.  

The difference between these scales straightforwardly accounts for the observed differences 
in behavior between /q/-postpositives and /r/-postpositives, and the similarities between /p/-
prepositives and /q/-postpositives as far as their behavior in word order are concerned (e.g. 
their invisibility for a number of other word order rules). 
 

(2)  Then, I have pointed out that these scales can be interpreted so as to reflect different 
underlying mechanisms:  
(i)  scale (i) can be interpreted in terms of morphosyntactic mechanisms that give rise to 

word-like units: articles, prepositions and particles that syntactically and semantically 
belong with a full word will form a word-like unit with that word; 

(ii) scale (ii) concerns altogether different mechanisms, in that /r/-postpositives are 
morphosyntactically speaking full words (note that every /r/-postpositive 157 has a fully 
autonomous counterpart), which due to their pragmatic or cognitive status in the local 
context lost their prosodic prominence and autonomy. 

                                                             
157 Except for the modal particle ên, about which we already noted that it is sui generis in other 
respects as well.  
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These results have in their turn a number of consequences for the linguistic status of the P2-
rules (Wackernagel’s Law) and the P1-rule: 
-  The internal structure of the (start of the) colon is determined by 2 prosodic rules:  

-  a P1-rule requiring that the colon start with a prominent full word (or word-like 
unit), certain types of focused items being preferential (introductives, units 
involving introductives, ‘preferential mobiles’, ...); 

-  a P2-rule requiring that /r/-postpositives immediately follow P1.  
-  The observed P2-tendency for /q/-particles is not a genuine P2-rule at all, but the result 

of (i) the fact that /q/-particles are focus-markers (i.e. they are a formal reflection of fact 
that the unit to which they are attached has a certain type of focus) and (ii) the fact that 
such focused units are subject to the P1-rule.  

 
(3)  I have also pointed out that a number of word order phenomena, in the traditional sense of 

the term, do not seem to be the result of ‘word order rules’ at all (cf. section 7.2(2) above). 
Whereas the order of the items within the colon obviously involves purely linguistic 
(morphosyntactic and prosodic) factors applicable to lexical items (‘words’), it can (and 
will) be argued that the order of the cola within the encompassing structure of the discourse 
is not a matter of the syntactic distribution lexical items. In Part III below I try to show that 
the order of cola/IUs is best described in terms of pragmatic mechanisms that are of the same 
type as those that give rise to any coherent human behavior (including non-verbal action).  
 

(4)  Summarizing, I argued that what is traditionally called ‘word order’ is actually the result of 3 
different and independent mechanisms:  
-  morphosyntactic mechanisms forming word-like units;  
-  prosodic mechanisms determining the internal structure of cola; 
-  pragmatic mechanisms determining the order of the cola within discourse.  
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Part II: Discourse segmentation 
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 9. Introduction to Part II 
 
The aim of the investigations in Part I was to provide us with an empirical background for 
the formulation of a number of criteria for the segmentation of Ancient Greek texts into cola, 
although my investigations on various word order phenomena often lead me beyond this 
aim.  
In Part II, I focus more strictly on the overall aim of this study and try to bring together a 
number of observations made throughout Part I, as well as a number of elements introduced 
in the General Introduction, so as to obtain a set of operational segmentation criteria which 
can be put to work when analyzing continuous Ancient Greek text. The overall purpose is a 
practical one: to demonstrate how the Colon Hypothesis can be integrated into our practice 
of analyzing, interpreting and simply reading Ancient Greek texts.  
 
 

 9.1 Implementing the Colon Hypothesis: towards a more ‘natural’ way of 
reading and interpreting Ancient Greek  
 
The Colon Hypothesis, as introduced in sections 0.1.5 and 0.3.1(d) above, has been 
presented as primarily a hypothesis on Ancient Greek word order, explaining a number of 
word order phenomena that cannot be explained by other relevant factors. However, this 
hypothesis at the same time implies an important claim about Ancient Greek discourse as 
such, independently from issues of word order: it is claimed that Greek discourse, which the 
printed text is supposed to convey, essentially comes in cola, whether the word order 
phenomena dealt with in Part I are present in any particular case or not.  
If the Colon Hypothesis is correct, Ancient Greek texts were written to be read in cola, i.e. 
the ‘normal’ or ‘natural’ way to read Ancient Greek texts essentially involves reading them 
as a sequence of cola, in exactly the same way that spoken discourse necessarily comes in 
IUs. In section 0.3.2 above I already pointed out that this is coherent with what is known 
about the ways in which literary texts were produced and consumed/performed in Antiquity.  
However, since the written texts, as they are transmitted, do not directly convey the 
underlying segmentation into cola, ‘reconstructing’ this segmentation becomes a practical 
issue: how can we more or less reliably infer discourse segmentation from the written texts? 
If Ancient Greek texts are actually produced colon by colon, it can be expected that the 
written reflection of this discourse shows some formal traces of the production process. We 
have already seen that this is the case: a number of word order rules appears to apply to the 
colon, which allows us to infer colon boundaries whenever these word order phenomena 
occur. Furthermore, it should be possible to extrapolate from cases in which word order cues 
offer us formal evidence for segmentation to cases in which the formal cues are not present 
but which exhibit similar discourse patterns otherwise. In developing such a colon typology 
we can also use the literature on intonation in contemporary spoken discourse (cf. section 0.2 
above).  
This is then my aim in the present Part II of this book: to give an overview of the different 
kinds of segmentation criteria that are available to us, to demonstrate how these criteria can 
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be used when analyzing actual Greek texts, and to illustrate how this type of analysis affects 
the way we actually read the texts.  
 
 

 9.2 Approach  
 
Whereas in Part I above (as well as in Part III below) there was some room for theoretical 
considerations, Part II is almost entirely of a practical nature: the purpose is to demonstrate 
the practice of analyzing Ancient Greek text as a sequence of cola. 
 

(1)  First, I will give as systematic an overview as possible of the different formal criteria that 
can serve as evidence for the presence of a colon boundary (section 10).  
My account is geared at providing us with an overview of the various considerations that 
proved to be useful in the actual practice of ‘reconstructing’ the segmentation of running 
Greek text. It is in the first place based on two main sources:  
(i)  the word order rules investigated in Part I (the aim here is to reformulate these 

observations as criteria for positing one or more colon boundaries);  
(ii)  the grammatical IU typologies discussed in section 0.2 of the General Introduction (in 

many cases echoing the earlier efforts by mainly Fraenkel; cf. section 0.1.3 above). 

Apart from these two types of criteria I also discuss a number of other word order cues that 
can play a role in the course of the analyses, most notably focus, insofar as it affects the 
internal word order of the colon, and a number of discourse-related and rhetorical word 
order patterns that can provide us with additional clues as to the presence of colon 
boundaries. As the focus is on the practicalities of using formal criteria (most of which were 
already discussed in the above) to infer colon boundaries, I will mainly proceed by quoting a 
large number of examples in which the various types of evidence corroborate each other. 
 

(2)  The proof of the pudding is in the eating. In section 11 I apply the set of criteria discussed in 
section 10 to running Greek text in the form of an analysis of a number of excerpts taken 
from the corpus. As many aspects of the text as possible are taken into account.  
The purpose is to show how a practical implementation of the Colon Hypothesis fits in with 
the traditional ‘holistic’ approach of Classical scholarship (the same goes for the analyses in 
terms of discourse coherence in Part III), opens the door to a discourse analytical approach 
to a large array of phenomena, and can change our way of reading Ancient Greek texts as 
such by highlighting its ‘oral’ characteristics.  
For practical reasons (section 10 is rather long), I postpone my overview of the 
methodological considerations concerning the approach taken in section 11 until a few 
introductory paragraphs (11.0) to that section itself. For a summary assessment of this 
method I refer to the conclusion formulated in section 12. 
 
 

 9.3 Outline of Part II  
 
The main body of this Part consists of two rather long sections followed by a conclusion:  
-  In section 10 I attempt to formulate a number of formal criteria for the segmentation of 

Ancient Greek text into cola, mainly on the basis of the various types of formal 
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phenomena that involve colon/IU boundaries, as we encountered them in both the 
General Introduction and Part I. 

-  In section 11 I put these criteria to work by applying them to six excerpts taken from the 
corpus. The emphasis is on the practicalities of segmenting actual text, including its 
trivial and less trivial problems. I also offer an experimental attempt at translating the 
excerpts while respecting the segmentation into cola. 

-  In section 12, the conclusion to Part II, I try to briefly assess the results of the 
segmentation practice presented in this Part.  
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 10. Criteria for the segmentation of Ancient Greek discourse 
 
As discussed here above, the purpose of section 10 is to give a systematic overview of the 
various factors (criteria) that need to be taken into account in the practice of ‘reconstructing’ 
the segmentation into cola underlying Ancient Greek texts. The following types of 
segmentation criteria will be dealt with:  
(1)  in section 10.1, a number of lexical criteria will be derived directly from the word 

order rules examined throughout Part I and summarized in section 7;  
(2)  in section 10.2, a typology of cola in formal grammatical terms in the line of 

Fraenkel’s typology (as summarily outlined and critically discussed in section 0.1 
above) will be developed in the light of the results in Part I and the findings of the 
research on IUs discussed in section 0.2;  

(3)  in section 10.3, I briefly discuss focus as a factor in Ancient Greek word order, 
especially at the level of the word order within the colon;158  

(4)  in section 10.4, a few additional cues for segmentation will be briefly discussed, 
namely a few types of ‘bracketing phenomena’: (i) some of the effects of the P-ult of 
verbs; (ii) a few traditional ‘figures of speech’ (wide hyperbaton, chiasmus, ...) which 
have for an effect that one or more discourse segments are formally delimited.  

Section 10.5 consists of a summary review of the criteria discussed throughout section 10, 
specifically geared at the practical applications in section 11.  
 
 

 10.1 Lexical segmentation criteria  
 
The position rules summarized in section 7.0(3) can be immediately reformulated as 
segmentation criteria:  
-  insofar as a P1-rule is valid, the presence of a word or word-like unit with a P1-

tendency allows for postulating a segment boundary immediately to its left;  
-  insofar as a P2-rule is valid, the presence of a word (or expression) with a P2-tendency 

allows for postulating a segment boundary before the word or word-like unit preceding 
it.  

Of course, the main problem is to know which types of collocations have the relevant status 
of a word-like unit. Furthermore, a few factors that systematically cause apparent exceptions 
will be simply understood throughout the exposition:  
-  /q/-particles and /r/-postpositives occurring in a cluster of /q/s and/or /r/s count as taking 

the same P2;  
-  /O/-introductives have an ambiguous status, in that they often do not interfere with the 

determination of P2, either because they behave like a /p/-prepositive, clinging to the 
next word (or word-like unit), or because they constitute a separate colon (which may or 
may not be merged with the following colon due to intonational sandhi).  

                                                             
158 Although this does not constitute a formal criterium for segmentation as such, it is an important 
factor in the analysis of the internal structure of the colon, and as such will show up time and time again 
in the analyses.  
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Since the phenomena under scrutiny have been extensively dealt with throughout Part I, I 
will here only illustrate the kind of patterns that may occur just after a colon boundary 
without going into details about the possible exceptions and theoretical issues concerning 
these patterns. Furthermore, the enumerations will be only illustrative in that my browsing 
the database has not yielded all the patterns, which are theoretically possible.  
I will successively deal with the following types of criteria:  
(1)  the position of /q/-particles, taking P2 within a word-like unit which in its turn tends 

towards P1 in a colon;  
(2)  the position of /r/-postpositives, taking P2 within a colon, immediately after the first 

word or word-like unit in that colon;  
(3)  the position of /O/-introductives and preferential mobiles, which for various reasons 

tend toward P1 in a colon.  
 

 10.1.1 The position of /q/-postpositives  
 
According to the line of argument developed in section 7.2 above the position of /q/-particles 
is determined by two independent principles:  
-  /q/-particles form a word-like unit built around a full word; 
-  a word-like unit in which /q/-particles occur tends toward P1. 

Thus, the beginning of segment in which a /q/-particle takes P2 can have the following 
forms:  

(a) /q/ after the first word (whatever its status): 
  
[ p q Plato Sph. 221b sumpãshw går t°xnhw | tÚ m¢n ¥misu m°row kthtikÚn ∑n, ... – Plato Sph. 219c tå 

d¢ ˆnta ka‹ gegonÒta | tå m¢n xeiroËtai lÒgoiw ka‹ prãjesi, tå d¢ to›w xeiroum°noiw oÈk 
§pitr°pei, ... 

[ M q Plato Sph. 245a ÉAllå mØn (|) tÒ ge memerism°non | pãyow m¢n toË •nÚw ¶xein §p‹ to›w m°resi 
pçsin oÈd¢n épokvlÊei, ... – Lysias 9,13 Svstrãtƒ går f€low §genÒmhn | prÒteron m¢n t∞w 
toÊtvn ¶xyraw, | efid∆w d¢ per‹ tØn pÒlin êjion lÒgou gegenhm°non. – Lysias 12,4 OÍmÚw patØr 
K°falow | §pe€syh m¢n ÍpÚ Perikl°ouw efiw taÊthn tØn g∞n éfik°syai, ... – Lysias 12,44 ... ˜pvw 
(|) mÆt' égayÚn mhd¢n chfie›sye | poll«n te §ndee›w ¶sesye. – Plato Tht. 145b …w eÔ ‡syi ˜ti 
YeÒdvrow | polloÁw dØ prÒw me §pain°saw | j°nouw te ka‹ éstoÁw | oÈd°na pv §pπnesen …w s¢ 
nundÆ.  

[ O q Plato Cra. 385c ÑO lÒgow d' §st‹n ı élhyØw | pÒteron m¢n ˜low élhyÆw, | tå mÒria d' aÈtoË oÈk 
élhy∞; – Lysias 33,4 ka‹ taËta | efi m¢n di' ésy°neian §pãsxomen, | st°rgein ín ∑n énãgkh tØn 
tÊxhn: – Plato Plt. 306a TØn dØ basilikØn sumplokÆn, …w ¶oike, lekt°on | po€a t° §sti | ka‹ t€ni 
trÒpƒ sumpl°kousa | po›on ≤m›n Ïfasma épod€dvsin.  
 

(b) /q/ after a cluster of /p/-prepositives:  
  
[ p p q Plato Plt. 262c §n t“ m¢n oÔn paresthkÒti ... – Lysias 25,27 pçsi går ≥dh fanerÒn §stin ˜ti | diå 

toÁw m¢n éd€kvw politeuom°nouw §n tª Ùligarx€& (|) dhmokrat€a g€gnetai, | diå d¢ toÁw §n tª 
dhmokrat€& sukofantoËntaw (|) Ùligarx€a d‹w kat°sth.  
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(c) /q/ after the first /M/-mobile or /O/-introductive, preceded by /p/-prepositives:  
  
[ p M q Lysias 13,67 ı d¢ ßterow | efiw KÒrinyon m¢n §nteuyen‹ éndrãpodon §jÆgagen, | §ke›yen d¢ 

... – Lysias 30,19 énagrãcaw går ple€v t«n prostaxy°ntvn | a‡tiow geg°nhsai tå 
prosiÒnta xrÆmata | efiw taËta m¢n énal€skesyai, | §n d¢ ta›w patr€oiw yus€aiw 
§pile€pein.  

[ p p M q Lysias 23,13 §n tª éntvmos€& går t∞w d€khw ∂n ... – Plato Plt. 264a àHn d° ge yhreÊomen 
§pistÆmhn, §n to›w ≤m°roiw ∑n te ka‹ ¶stin, | §p‹ to›w égela€oiw mØn zhtht°a yr°mmasin.  

[ p O q Plato Cra. 388c T“ t€now d¢ ¶rgƒ ı truphtØw kal«w xrÆsetai ˜tan t“ trupãnƒ xr∞tai; 
Plato Sph. 233c DokoËsi går | o‰mai | prÚw taËta §pisthmÒnvw ¶xein aÈto‹ | prÚw ëper 
éntil°gousin. – Plato Plt. 265a Ka‹ mØn | §f' ˜ ge m°row | Àrmhken ≤m›n ı lÒgow, | §p' 
§ke›no | dÊo tin¢ kayorçn ıd∆ tetam°na fa€netai, ...  
 

 (d) /q/ after a unit involving more than one mobile: 
  
[ M M q Plato Cra. 384a ..., oÎte éposafe› |oÈd¢n efirvneÊeta€ te prÒw me, ... – Plato Tht. 170e NØ 

tÚn D€a, Œ S≈kratew, | mãla mur€oi d∞ta, fhs‹n ÜOmhrow, o· g° moi tå §j ényr≈pvn 
prãgmata par°xousin. – Plato Sph. 263a SÚn ¶rgon dØ frãzein per‹ o t' §st‹ ka‹ ˜tou.  

[ p p M M q Plato Sph. 250c Katå tØn aÍtoË fÊsin êra tÚ ¯n oÎte ßsthken oÎte kine›tai.  
 

(e) these patterns may be preceded by /O/-introductives, the status of which is ambiguous:  
  
[ O M q  Plato Cra. 387e Ka‹ ˘ ¶dei dØ Ùnomãzein, | ¶dei tƒ Ùnomãzein; – Lysias 3,22 ÉEtÒlmhse går 

efipe›n ?| …w ?| aÈtÚw m¢n triakos€aw draxmåw ¶dvke YeodÒtƒ, | sunyÆkaw prÚw aÈtÚn 
poihsãmenow, | §g∆ d' ... – Plato Tht. 159b L°gvmen dØ | §m° te ka‹ s¢ ka‹ tîlla ≥dh | katå 
tÚn aÈtÚn lÒgon, | Svkrãth Ígia€nonta | ka‹ Svkrãth aÔ ésyenoËnta.  

[ O p q Plato Cra. 391d d∞lon går dØ ?| ˜ti ?| o· ge yeo‹ aÈtå kaloËsin prÚw ÙryÒthta ëper ¶sti 
fÊsei ÙnÒmata: – Lysias 14,41 Sk°casyai d¢ xrÆ, Œ êndrew dikasta€, | diå t€ ên tiw 
toioÊtvn éndr«n fe€saito; pÒteron ?| …w ?| prÚw m¢n tØn pÒlin dedustuxÆkasin, | êllvw 
d¢ kÒsmio€ efisi ka‹ svfrÒnvw bebi≈kasin; 

[ O p M q Plato Cra. 386d ÉAllå mØn | oÈd¢ kat' EÈyÊdhmÒn ge o‰mai so‹ doke› pçsi pãnta ımo€vw 
e‰nai ëma ka‹ ée€:  

[ O q p M q Plato Sph. 249a ÉAllå | taËta m¢n émfÒtera §nÒnt' aÈt“ l°gomen, oÈ mØn §n cuxª ge 
fÆsomen aÈtÚ ¶xein aÈtã;  

[ O p p p M q Plato Sph. 262d ka‹ per‹ tå t∞w fvn∞w aÔ shme›a ...  
 

The number of problematic occurrences is rather limited and restricted to problems about the 
status of /O/-introductives and the position of non-connective particles and te (both types of 
problems often coincide).  
 

 10.1.2 The position of /r/-postpositives  
 
In section 7.2 it has been argued that the position of /r/-postpositives is determined by a 
genuine P2-rule, i.e. that non-focal indefinites and personal pronouns, as well as ên, 
immediately follow the first word or word-like unit in the colon. This notion of word-like 
unit especially includes patterns involving a mobile or introductive plus one or more articles, 
prepositions or particles.  
A few quite general factors giving rise to apparent exceptions should be mentioned from the 
outset:  
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-  pou, pote, pv, pvpote, adverbial ti, datives of first and second person pronouns can 
have particle-like functions, in which case they present /q/-like behavior;  

-  the combination of a preposition plus a /r/-pronoun behaves like a simple /r/-pronoun.  

The following patterns involving an /r/-postpositive can be observed immediately after a 
colon boundary:  

(a) /r/ after the first word: 
  
[ M r Plato Sph. 260b ÉAll' ‡svw | tªd' •pÒmenow | =òst' ín mãyoiw. – Plato Tht. 210ab oÎte êra 

a‡syhsiw, Œ Yea€thte, | oÎte dÒja élhyØw | oÎte met' élhyoËw dÒjhw lÒgow prosgignÒmenow | 
§pistÆmh ín e‡h. – Plato Tht. 205c Pantãpasi dÆ, Œ Yea€thte, | katå tÚn nËn lÒgon | m€a tiw 
fid°a ém°ristow | sullabØ ín e‡h. – Plato Tht. 145b …w eÔ ‡syi ˜ti YeÒdvrow | polloÁw dØ 
prÒw me §pain°saw | j°nouw te ka‹ éstoÁw | oÈd°na pv §pπnesen …w s¢ nundÆ. – Plato Cra. 
392c PÒteron oÔn afl guna›kew §n ta›w pÒlesin | fronim≈tera€ soi dokoËsin e‰nai µ ofl 
êndrew, …w tÚ ˜lon efipe›n g°now; – Lysias 12,28 ÖEti d¢ | to›w m¢n êlloiw ÉAyhna€oiw | flkanÆ 
moi doke› prÒfasiw e‰nai | t«n gegenhm°nvn efiw toÁw triãkonta énaf°rein tØn afit€an:  

[ O r Plato Cra. 398c ı d¢ dØ "¥rvw" | t€ ín e‡h; – Lysias 19,60 §n •bdomÆkonta d¢ ¶tesin | oÈd' ín 
eÂw lãyoi ponhrÚw \n. – Plato, Tht. 205b OÈkoËn §l°gomen ˜ti | o ín m°rh ¬, | tÚ ˜lon te ka‹ 
pçn tå pãnta m°rh ¶stai;  

(b) /r/ after a unit consisting of a /M/-mobile or /O/-introductive plus one or more /p/-
prepositives and/or /q/-postpositives:  
  
[ p M r  Lysias 24,11 §p' éstrãbhw ín »xoÊmhn, ... – Plato Sph. 257c ÑH yat°rou moi fÊsiw fa€netai 

katakekermat€syai kayãper §pistÆmh.  
[ p p M r Lysias 1,19 ka‹ tÒte ≥dh | prÚw tå gÒnatã mou pesoËsa,  
[ M q r Lysias 34,11 deinÚn går ín e‡h, Œ ÉAyhna›oi, efi ... – Plato Tht. 151b taËta dÆ soi, Œ êriste, 

ßneka toËde §mÆkuna: ... – Plato Sph. 233c DojastikØn êra tinå per‹ pãntvn §pistÆmhn ı 
sofistØw ≤m›n éll' oÈk élÆyeian ¶xvn énap°fantai.  

[ M q p r Plato Tht. 145b …w eÔ ‡syi ˜ti YeÒdvrow | polloÁw dØ prÒw me §pain°saw | j°nouw te ka‹ 
éstoÁw | oÈd°na pv §pπnesen …w s¢ nundÆ.  

[ p q M r 
(rare) 

Plato Cra. 435b tØn går sigÆn sou sugx≈rhsin yÆsv  

[ p M q r 
(rare) 

Lysias 12,23 tÚn édelfÚn gãr mou, Àsper ka‹ prÒteron e‰pon, ÉEratosy°nhw ép°kteinen  
Plato Cra. 440e Efiw aÔyiw to€nun me, Œ •ta›re, didãjeiw, §peidån ¥k˙w:  

[ p q p M r 
(rare) 

Plato Sph. 254b per‹ d¢ toË sofistoË pou d∞lon …w ... 

[ p O r Plato Cra. 386c ... tÚ oÂa ín dokª •kãstƒ toiaËta ka‹ e‰nai ... – Plato Sph. 227d Kay' ıpo›' 
ín Ífhgª peirãsoma€ soi sunt°mnein. 

[ O q r Plato Sph. 237e ... oÈd¢ l°gein fat°on, ˜w g' ín §pixeirª mØ ¯n fy°ggesyai; – Lysias 15,3 t€ d' 
ín a‡sxion ¶yow µ deinÒteron prçgma toÊtou <§n> tª pÒlei g°noito, ... 

[ p O q r Lysias 20,7 par' œn d' ín mØ kerda€nvsin, édikoËntaw épofa€nousi. – Lysias 24,24 diå t€ 
går ín ka‹ tÊxoimi toioÊtvn Ím«n; 
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(c) /r/ after a unit consisting of /M/+/M/ (plus one or more /p/ and/or /q/):  
  
[ M M r Plato Cra. 385e F°re dØ ‡dvmen, Œ ÑErmÒgenew, | pÒteron ka‹ tå ˆnta | oÏtvw ¶xein soi 

fa€netai, ... – Plato Sph. 220a Zƒoyhrik∞w d¢ | îr' oÈ | diploËn e‰dow ín l°goito §n d€k˙, 
... 

[ p M M r  Plato Sph. 223a toËt' oÔn ¶gvge efip∆n | tÚ pros∞kon ˆnom' ín ≤goËmai kale›n aÈtÒn. 
[ p q p M p M r Lysias 30,20 e‡w te tåw yus€aw tåw patr€ouw ín §jÆrkese | ka‹ tr€a tãlanta ín 

perieg°neto tª pÒlei. 
[ M M q p r  Plato Cra. 384a ..., oÎte éposafe› |oÈd¢n efirvneÊeta€ te prÒw me, ... 

 

(d) these patterns may be preceded by /O/-introductives, the status of which is ambiguous:  
  
[ O M r Plato Plt. 284c oÈ går dØ dunatÒn ge | oÎte politikÚn | oÎt' êllon tinå t«n per‹ tåw 

prãjeiw §pistÆmona énamfisbhtÆtvw gegon°nai toÊtou mØ sunomologhy°ntow.  
[ O p M r Plato Tht. 209d Per‹ tØn diaforÒthta êra | ka‹ ≤ ÙryØ dÒja ín e‡h •kãstou p°ri. – 

Plato Cra. 390a §ãnte §nyãde | §ãnte §n barbãroiw tiw poiª 
[ O p O r Plato Sph. 240c Pª | ka‹ tÚ po›Òn ti foboÊmenow | oÏtv l°geiw;  
[ O M M r Lysias 30,20 e‡w te tåw yus€aw tåw patr€ouw ín §jÆrkese | ka‹ tr€a tãlanta ín 

perieg°neto tª pÒlei. 
[ O q M r Plato Cra. 416a-b TÚ m¢n to€nun "afisxrÚn" | ka‹ dØ katãdhlÒn moi fa€netai ˘ noe›:  

 

The position of /r/-postpositives is a much more important criterion for the purposes of 
segmentation than the previous one: the occurrence of, most notably, connective /q/-particles 
coincides much more often with editorial punctuation and clause-boundaries, whereas the 
position of ên and non-focal pronouns and adverbs often is the only formal indication for 
clause-internal boundaries.  
 

 10.1.3 The P1-criterion  
 
In sections 2.1 and 5.1 I have shown that a number of words show a strong tendency towards 
the first position in a colon (rules 3c and 3d in section 7.0(3)). In some cases (relatives, 
interrogatives) this tendency is unsurprising and the exploitation of this tendency as a 
segmentation criterion is trivially straightforward. In other cases (negatives, adverbial ka€, 
demonstratives) the very fact and especially the reliability of the P1-criterion may be 
unexpected.  
It is understood that any of the words under scrutiny can be preceded by one or more /p/-
prepositives (which may be followed by /q/-postpositives), as in the following profiles:  
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/O/-introductives and preferentials preceded by /p/-prepositives and /q/-particles:159 
  
[ p O Lysias 27,8 oÈ går otoi êkrito€ efisi, | per‹ œn ín Íme›w | efidÒtew tå praxy°nta | chf€shsye, | 

éll' o·tinew ín | ÍpÚ t«n §xyr«n diablhy°ntew | per‹ œn Íme›w mØ ‡ste, | ékroãsevw mØ 
tÊxvsi. – Plato Sph. 250d ÜOti toË mØ ˆntow §rvthy°ntew toÎnoma | §f' ˜ti pot¢ de› f°rein, | 
pãs˙ sunesxÒmeya épor€&. m°mnhsai; – Lysias 3,17 otoi d°, | di' ˜ ti m¢n toiaËta 
parenÒmoun efiw §ke›non, | oÈk ±y°lhsan efipe›n §rvthy°ntew, ... – Lysias 8,9 p«w går oÈk ‡ste | 
prÚw ˘n §l°gete tÚn lÒgon; – Plato Sph. 230-231 toÁw taÊt˙ xrvm°nouw tª t°xn˙ | t€naw 
fÆsomen; §g∆ m¢n går foboËmai sofiståw fãnai. – Lysias 16,6 §n toÊtƒ går | pollo‹ m¢n t«n 
ımologoÊntvn flppeÊein | oÈk ¶neisin, | ¶nioi d¢ t«n épodhmoÊntvn | §ggegramm°noi efis€n. 

[ p p O Lysias 31,6 d∞lo€ efisin ˜ti | <=&d€vs> ín par°ntew tÚ t∞w pÒlevw koinÚn égayÚn §p‹ tÚ •aut«n 
‡dion k°rdow ¶lyoien | diå tÚ mØ tØn pÒlin éllå tØn oÈs€an patr€da •auto›w ≤ge›syai.  
Plato Cra. 406a ¶oiken oÔn | prÚw tÚ mØ traxÁ toË ≥yous éll' ¥merÒn te ka‹ le›on | "Lhy∆" 
kekl∞syai ÍpÚ t«n toËto kaloÊntvn. – Plato Cra. 400b ÉAllå dØ | tÚ metå toËto | p«w f«men 
¶xein;  

[ p q O Plato Tht. 183d ÉAllã moi dok«, | Œ YeÒdvre, | per€ ge œn keleÊei Yea€thtow | oÈ pe€sesyai 
aÈt“. – Lysias 22,10 per‹ går œn efisi nÒmoi diarrÆdhn gegramm°noi, | p«w oÈ xrØ didÒnai 
d€khn ka‹ toÁw mØ peiyom°nouw ka‹ toÁw keleÊontaw toÊtoiw ténant€a prãttein; – Lysias 1,15 
Metå d¢ taËta, | Œ êndrew, | xrÒnou metajÁ diagenom°nou | ka‹ §moË polÁ époleleimm°nou 
t«n §mautoË kak«n, | pros°rxeta€ mo€ tiw presbËtiw ênyrvpow, ... 
 

Furthermore, it should be noted that /O/-introductives tend to cluster, in which case it is not 
always easy to decide whether successive introductives form a unit or are autonomous, 
although some regularities can be tentatively formulated (see section 2.1(3) above).  
Because the P1-rules are more heterogeneous and less clear-cut (i.e. subject to more 
qualifications) than the P2-rules discussed in the above, it seemed useful to review and 
illustrate a few different cases at this point, insofar as they concern the issue of 
segmentation. I will first discuss the behavior of the different types of /O/-introductives, and 
then the different types of preferential mobiles.  
 

 (1) /O/-introductives 

/O/-introductives have been defined as words which -in Ancient Greek- have an intrinsic 
bond with P1. For the relatives, interrogatives and many introductive particles, this bond has 
a more or less exact counterpart in the modern standard average European languages, but for 
the negatives and for adverbial ka€ and oÈd°, it may be somewhat more surprising. Also note 
the fact that many of these words seem to be more frequently colon-autonomous than would 
be expected for their counterparts in e.g. English.  

(a) relatives (incl. subordinating conjunctions and indirect interrogatives)  
The P1-tendency of relatives is trivially unproblematic if one accepts that a finite clause 
always constitutes a separate segment. In any case, /r/-postpositives pertaining to the 
contents of a clause introduced by a relative (in the broad sense) take P2 within that clause, 
often entering in a formulaic collocation with the relative. Thus, there are no possible formal 
criteria, which can prove that a subordinate finite clause in Greek does not constitute a 
separate segment (although in actual realization, intonational sandhi can of course be 
possible in some cases). Therefore, I will here limit myself to mentioning a number of 
instances in which a relative may not be in P1. 

                                                             
159 For the sake of ease of presentation, the siglum /O/ here includes preferential mobiles. 
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(i)  A relative may be preceded by a /p/-prepositive (see here above), but this may also 
include adverbial ka €  or oÈd°  (also note the collocation éllã ka€ + relative): Plato 
Cra. 383b "OÎkoun so€ ge," ∑ d' ˜w, "ˆnoma ÑErmog°nhw, | oÈd¢ ín pãntew kal«sin 
ênyrvpoi." — Lysias 26,19 éllå |? ka‹ ˘ êlogon doke› e‰nai parã tisin, ˜pvw 
pot¢ pollo‹ ˆntew Íp' Ùl€gvn t«n §n Peiraie› ≤ttÆyhsan, oÈdamÒyen êlloyen µ 
§k t∞w toÊtvn prono€aw geg°nhtai: — Lysias 3,47 Àste dika€vw ín Íf' Ím«n ka‹ 
ÍpÚ t«n êllvn §lehye€hn, | oÈ mÒnon e‡ ti pãyoimi | œn S€mvn boÊletai, | éllå 
ka‹ ˜ti ±nagkãsyhn §k toioÊtvn pragmãtvn efiw toioÊtouw ég«naw katast∞nai. 
— Plato Tht. 148e âAra |? ka‹ ˜ti §pithdeÊv tØn aÈtØn t°xnhn |? ékÆkoaw; 

(ii)  A relative (especially used as an indirect interrogative) can on its own represent an 
elliptic subordinated clause, in which case it can best be analyzed as belonging with 
the matrix verb: Plato Plt. 294a o‰sy' ˜p˙; — Plato Sph. 219e L°ge ˜p˙.160 

(iii)  Comparison markers such as …w have preposition-like uses which need not occur in 
P1 of a colon: Plato Sph. 239a toËto prosãptvn | oÈx …w •n‹ dielegÒmhn; — Lysias 
24,2 efi d' …w §xyrÚn •autoË me timvre›tai, | ceÊdetai. 

(iv)  A complementizer can often best be taken with the matrix ‘reporting’ verb instead of 
with the subordinate, especially if the matrix verb is fronted and the combination 
verb+complementizer has scope over a complex subordinate clause: Lysias 18,20 nËn 
d' | §p€stasye ˜ti | tå m¢n aÈt«n ÍpÚ toÊtvn éfan€zetai, | tå d¢ polloË êjia ˆnta 
Ùl€gou piprãsketai. — Plato Tht. 199a BoÊlei oÔn l°gvmen ˜ti | t«n m¢n 
Ùnomãtvn oÈd¢n ≤m›n m°lei, ˜p˙ tiw xa€rei ßlkvn tÚ §p€stasyai ka‹ manyãnein, | 
§peidØ d¢ …risãmeya ßteron m°n ti tÚ kekt∞syai tØn §pistÆmhn, ßteron d¢ tÚ 
¶xein, ˘ m°n tiw ¶kthtai mØ kekt∞syai édÊnatÒn famen e‰nai, Àste oÈd°pote 
sumba€nei ˜ tiw o‰den mØ efid°nai, ceud∞ m°ntoi dÒjan oÂÒn t' e‰nai per‹ aÈtoË 
labe›n;  

Furthermore, it has been observed that - as opposed to what one might think on a priori 
grounds - relatives can readily be autonomous in Ancient Greek (Plato Sph. 220b YEAI. 
Katå po›a; / JE. Kay' ì | tÚ m¢n ßrkesin aÈtÒyen poie›tai tØn yÆran, tÚ d¢ plhgª.; for 
some more examples, see section 10.2.4(1) below).  

(b) interrogatives (pronouns/adverbs and particles): 
If interrogatives are not in P1 of the clause, they are typically preceded by a fronted element, 
which may constitute a separate colon.  
(i)  This fronted element may be a marker: Plato Tht. 142c étår | p«w oÈk aÈtoË 

Megaro› kat°luen; — Lysias 22,18 ka€toi | p«w ín oÈ yaumastÚn e‡h. — Plato Plt. 
284e éllå | t€ dØ tÚ metå toËto;  

(ii)  The interrogative may also be preceded by a fronted topic NP, which constitutes a 
separate topic-colon: Plato Cra. 394c ka‹ "ÉArx°pol€w" ge | t«n m¢n grammãtvn | t€ 
§pikoinvne›; — Plato Cra. 410b ı d¢ dØ éØr | îrã ge, Œ ÑErmÒgenew, ˜ti a‡rei tå 
épÚ t∞w g∞w, "éØr" k°klhtai; µ ˜ti ée‹ =e›; — Lysias 21,8 ka€toi |? oÏtv 
pareskeuasm°nhn | triÆrh |? pÒsa o‡esye énhlvk°nai xrÆmata;161 — Plato Plt. 
310b Tå m¢n ploÊtou ka‹ dunãmevn §n to›w toioÊtoiw di≈gmata | t€ ka€ tiw ín …w 

                                                             
160 Cf. also Aristophanes Nubes 1172-1175 nËn m°n g' fide›n e‰ pr«ton §jarnhtikÚw kéntilogikÒw, 
ka‹ toËto toÈpix≈rion étexn«w §panye›, tÚ "t€ l°geiw sÊ;" ka‹ doke›n édikoËnt' édike›syai, ka‹ 
kakourgoËnt', o‰d' ˜ti. and Aristophanes Ranae 599-601 ÜOde m¢n oÔn, µn xrhstÚn ¬ ti, taËt' 
éfaire›syai pãlin peirãseta€ m' eÔ o‰d' ˜ti.  
161 For the position of triÆrh, cf. Plato Cra. 409d ¶xoiw ín efipe›n |? pËr | katå t€na trÒpon kale›tai;  
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êjia lÒgou spoudãzoi memfÒmenow; — Plato Sph. 230e toÁw taÊt˙ xrvm°nouw tª 
t°xn˙ | t€naw fÆsomen; — Plato Sph. 220b taÊthn aÔ tØn yÆran | îr' oÈk ín katå 
m°gista m°rh dÊo di°loimen; — Plato Tht. 209d TÚ oÔn proslabe›n lÒgon tª Ùryª 
dÒj˙ | t€ ín ¶ti e‡h; — Plato Plt. 264e tÚ politikÚn | ∑ per‹ tÚ pezÚn zhtht°on; — 
Plato Sph. 250a E‰en dÆ, | k€nhsin ka‹ stãsin | îr' oÈk §nanti≈tata l°geiw 
éllÆloi ... 

(iii) Alternatively, it may also be preceded by a fronted PP: Plato Sph. 244b parå t«n ©n 
tÚ pçn legÒntvn | îr' oÈ peust°on efiw dÊnamin t€ pote l°gousi tÚ ˆn; — Plato Sph. 
257e katå toËton tÚn lÒgon | îra mçllon m¢n tÚ kalÚn ≤m›n §sti t«n ˆntvn, 
∏tton d¢ tÚ mØ kalÒn; — Plato Sph. 253b per‹ toÁw t«n Ùj°vn ka‹ bar°vn 
fyÒggouw | îr' oÈx oÏtvw;  

(iv) It may also be preceded by more than one fronted constituent, as in the following 
examples: Plato Plt. 309d-e éndre€a cuxØ | lambanom°nh t∞w toiaÊthw élhye€aw | 
îr' oÈx ≤meroËtai ka‹ t«n dika€vn mãlista oÏtv koinvne›n ín §yelÆseien, | mØ 
metalaboËsa d¢ | épokline› mçllon prÚw yhri≈dh tinå fÊsin; — Plato Cra. 400b 
ÉAllå dØ | tÚ metå toËto | p«w f«men ¶xein;  

(v)  Also note conjoined interrogative expressions, in which case connective ka€ may 
precede the second interrogative: Plato Sph. 237b-c ... , t€ dokoËmen ín | efiw t€ ka‹ §p‹ 
po›on aÈtÒn te kataxrÆsasyai ka‹ t“ punyanom°nƒ deiknÊnai; — Plato Sph. 
219a P«w ka‹ t€ni; — Plato Sph. 226e Po›a ka‹ t€ni;  

(c) introductive particles 
The introductive particles constitute perhaps the most heterogeneous among the classes 
under scrutiny in the section, in that their behavior in word order may vary from sub-class to 
sub-class, as well as from one use to the other within a sub-class: 
(i)  ‘Strong’ introductive particles like étãr, oÈkoËn, and (frequently) éllã often 

mark major discourse boundaries and are always in P1 of the segment over which 
they have scope. Furthermore, they are often autonomous if they have scope over a 
long and/or complex segment, a fortiori if combined with a /q/-particle (éllå mÆn, 
ka‹ mÆn, ...); in some cases, a similar treatment of simple ka€ or ≥ can be argued for. 
All these cases are unproblematic. For examples, see section 10.2.4(3) below.  

(ii)  Connective ka €  (especially in the collocation ...te ka€...), oÈd°, ≥ ,162 and sometimes 
éllã, occur in short conjunctions, of which the members need not constitute 
separate cola, as is plausible in the following instances: Plato Cra. 396a ı êrxvn te 
ka‹ basileÁw t«n pãntvn — Plato Tht. 205c ka‹ aÏth dØ ≤ afit€a | êlogÒn te ka‹ 
êgnvston aÈtÚ poio›; — Plato Tht. 205d âH oÔn | êllh tiw | µ aÏth ≤ afit€a | toË 
monoeid°w te ka‹ ém°riston aÈtÚ e‰nai; — Plato Plt. 304c <TØn> efi de› manyãnein µ 
mØ | t∞w manyanom°nhw ka‹ didaskoÊshw êra | sÊ ge épofa€n˙ de›n ≤m›n êrxein; 
— Plato Sph. 216c ofl mØ plast«w éll' ˆntvw filÒsofoi, — Plato Plt. 303b …w oÈk 
ˆntaw politikoÁw éllå stasiastikoÊw — Plato Plt. 292c ToËt' aÈtÚ to€nun | îr' 
§nnooËmen, ˜ti | tÚn ˜ron | oÈk Ùl€gouw oÈd¢ polloÊw, | oÈd¢ tÚ •koÊsion oÈd¢ tÚ 
ékoÊsion, | oÈd¢ pen€an oÈd¢ ploËton |? g€gnesyai per‹ aÈt«n xre≈n, | éllã tina 
§pistÆmhn, e‡per ékolouyÆsomen to›w prÒsyen; 

(iii) Adverbial ka €  and oÈd°/mÆde  typically cling to the word they belong with in a 
prepositive-like way, but still quite often occur in P1 (see also the examples with 

                                                             
162 Also note the collocation mçllon ≥, as in Plato Plt. 286b =ñvn d' §n to›w §lãttosin ≤ mel°th 
pantÚw p°ri mçllon µ per‹ tå me€zv. 
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ka€+relative in paragraph (a) here above): Lysias 8,9 ... (jumba€nei går | ka‹ taËta 
to›w prÚ toË ka‹ §mo‹ shme›a taËta m¢n §ke€nvn §st€n, §ke›na d¢ toÊtvn flkanã) ... 
— Lysias 9,5 époroÊmenow d¢ ka‹ sumbouleuÒmenÒw tini t«n polit«n t€ xrÆsvmai 
t“ prãgmati, | §puyÒmhn …w |? ka‹ dÆsein me épeilo›en, l°gontew ˜ti oÈd¢n §lãttv 
xrÒnon Kallikrãtouw PolÊainow §ndhmo€h. — Plato Cra. 394e ... e‡te tiw tÊxh 
¶yeto aÈt“ tÚ ˆnoma e‡te ka‹ poihtÆw tiw, ... — Plato Cra. 398a ˜ti ka‹ ≤mçw fhsin 
sidhroËn e‰nai g°now — Plato Cra. 429c PÒteron oÈd¢ ceÊdetai ˜tan tiw fª 
ÑErmog°nh aÈtÚn e‰nai; mØ går oÈd¢ toËto aÔ ¬, tÚ toËton fãnai ÑErmog°nh e‰nai, 
efi mØ ¶stin; — Plato Plt. 310b Tå m¢n ploÊtou ka‹ dunãmevn §n to›w toioÊtoiw 
di≈gmata | t€ ka€ tiw ín …w êjia lÒgou spoudãzoi memfÒmenow;163 — Plato Sph. 
239a •nÚw går e‡dei | ka‹ katå taÊthn ín tØn prÒsrhsin prosagoreÊoito. — Plato 
Sph. 261b Yarre›n, Œ Yea€thte, xrØ tÚn ka‹ smikrÒn ti dunãmenon efiw tÚ prÒsyen 
ée‹ proÛ°nai. — Plato Tht. 209d Per‹ tØn diaforÒthta êra | ka‹ ≤ ÙryØ dÒja ín 
e‡h •kãstou p°ri.  

(d) simple negatives 
The P1-tendency of simple negatives proved to be remarkably reliable, and can be used as 
segmentation criterion.  
(i)  In some cases in which a negative has scope over a longer or complex stretch of 

discourse, it seems to constitute a separate colon. This is typically the case in the 
context of a question or rhetorical question (“isn’t it true that ...”); oÈk is then used 
like oÈkoËn in such contexts: Plato Tht. 205a Pãlin dÆ, ˜per êrti §pexe€roun, oÈk, 
e‡per ≤ sullabØ mØ tå stoixe›ã §stin, énãgkh aÈtØn mØ …w m°rh ¶xein •aut∞w tå 
stoixe›a, µ taÈtÚn oÔsan aÈto›w ımo€vw §ke€noiw gnvstØn e‰nai; — Plato Sph. 
257b-c OÈk êr', §nant€on ˜tan épÒfasiw l°ghtai shma€nein, sugxvrhsÒmeya, 
tosoËton d¢ mÒnon, ˜ti t«n êllvn t‹ mhnÊei tÚ mØ ka‹ tÚ oÌ protiy°mena t«n 
§piÒntvn Ùnomãtvn, mçllon d¢ t«n pragmãtvn per‹ ëtt' ín k°htai tå 
§pifyeggÒmena Ïsteron t∞w épofãsevw ÙnÒmata. 

 Also note similar behavior of the combination îra+oÈ : Plato Cra. 431d îra oÈ | 
katå tÚn aÈtÚn lÒgon, | ín m¢n pãnta épod“ tå prosÆkonta, | kalØ ≤ efik∆n ¶stai 
| -toËto d' §st‹n ˆnoma- | §ån d¢ smikrå §lle€p˙ µ prostiyª §n€ote, | efik∆n m¢n 
genÆsetai, | kalØ d¢ oÎ;  

(ii)  More frequently, the negative appears to belong within the ensuing colon, preceding 
the focused negated constituent (potentially the whole clause), in which case it may 
sometimes show /p/-like behavior: Lysias 7,23 ka‹ toÊtou m¢n | oÈ yaumãzv: | oÈ 
går dÆpou sukofant«n ëma toioÊtvn te lÒgvn éporÆsei ka‹ martÊrvn: | Ímçw d' 
| oÈk éji« tØn aÈtØn toÊtƒ gn≈mhn ¶xein. — Lysias 10,1 MartÊrvn m¢n | oÈk 
épor€an moi ¶sesyai dok« ... — Lysias 26,4 §g∆ d¢ | prÚw toÊtouw toÁw lÒgouw | oÈ 
xalepÚn o‰mai énteipe›n: — Plato Plt. 287d êneu går toÊtvn | oÈk ên pote g°noito 
pÒliw | oÈd¢ politikÆ, | toÊtvn d' aÔ basilik∞w ¶rgon t°xnhw | oÈd°n pou yÆsomen. 
— Plato Sph. 218c tÚ d¢ fËlon ˘ nËn §pinooËmen zhte›n | oÈ pãntvn =òston 
sullabe›n t€ pot' ¶stin, ı sofistÆw: — Plato Sph. 239a toËto prosãptvn | oÈx …w 
•n‹ dielegÒmhn; — Plato Sph. 253e ÉAllå mØn | tÒ ge dialektikÚn | oÈk êllƒ 
d≈seiw, | …w §gŸmai, | plØn t“ kayar«w te ka‹ dika€vw filosofoËnti. — Plato Tht. 
154d ≤ m¢n går gl«tta | én°legktow ≤m›n ¶stai, | ≤ d¢ frØn | oÈk én°legktow. — 

                                                             
163 tiw is evidently focal.  
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Plato Tht. 183d ÉAllã moi dok«, | Œ YeÒdvre, | per€ ge œn keleÊei Yea€thtow | oÈ 
pe€sesyai aÈt“. — Plato Tht. 203b ka‹ går dÆ, | Œ S≈kratew, | tÒ te s›gma | t«n 
éf≈nvn §st€, | cÒfow tiw mÒnon, | oÂon surittoÊshw t∞w gl≈tthw: | toË d' aÔ b∞ta | 
oÎte fvnØ | oÎte cÒfow, | oÈd¢ t«n ple€stvn stoixe€vn. 

Still, it has been noted that in some -all in all relatively rare- cases oÈ clings to a word which 
does not seem to occur in P1 (as in Lysias 16,10 oÈs€aw moi oÈ poll∞w kataleifye€shw | 
diå tåw sumforåw | ka‹ tåw toË patrÚw | ka‹ tåw t∞w pÒlevw, ... ).  
 

 (2) Preferential /M/-mobiles  

As opposed to the /O/-introductives, there does not seem to be an intrinsic, lexically given, 
bond between P1 and the preferentials; rather, the frequency of a number of uses of these 
words makes them statistically tend toward P1, though in other uses they can behave as 
regular mobiles.  

(a) complex negatives 
Complex negatives can behave like regular mobiles,164 but quite often they take P1 like 
simple negatives, the only difference being that the unit ‘negative + focused word’ has been 
lexicalized: Plato Plt. 287d êneu går toÊtvn | oÈk ên pote g°noito pÒliw | oÈd¢ politikÆ, | 
toÊtvn d' aÔ basilik∞w ¶rgon t°xnhw | oÈd°n pou yÆsomen. — Plato Tht. 158c ë te går 
nun‹ dieil°gmeya | oÈd¢n kvlÊei ka‹ §n t“ Ïpnƒ doke›n éllÆloiw dial°gesyai. — Plato 
Tht. 199a BoÊlei oÔn l°gvmen ˜ti | t«n m¢n Ùnomãtvn | oÈd¢n ≤m›n m°lei, ˜p˙ tiw xa€rei 
ßlkvn tÚ §p€stasyai ka‹ manyãnein, | §peidØ d¢ …risãmeya ßteron m°n ti tÚ kekt∞syai 
tØn §pistÆmhn, ßteron d¢ tÚ ¶xein, ... — Lysias 6,7 ... ˘w t°xnhn taÊthn ¶xei, | toÁw m¢n 
§xyroÁw | mhd¢n poie›n kakÒn, | toÁw d¢ f€louw | ˜ ti ín dÊnhtai kakÒn. — Plato Plt. 287d 
êneu går toÊtvn | oÈk ên pote g°noito pÒliw | oÈd¢ politikÆ, | toÊtvn d' aÔ basilik∞w 
¶rgon t°xnhw | oÈd°n pou yÆsomen. — Lysias 27,16 eÔ efidÒtew ˜ti | §n m¢n tª cÆfƒ | oÈd¢n 
êllo poie›te | µ Ùneid€zete to›w édikoËsin, | §n d¢ t“ timÆmati | timvre›sye toÁw 
§jamartãnontaw. 

(b) personal pronouns 
The P1-tendency of the personal pronouns under scrutiny is an obvious consequence of their 
focal status (their non-focal counterparts are assumed to be /r/-postpositives). However, in 
most of the cases in which these pronouns take P1, they function as a fronted topic-NP, in 
which case they typically constitute a separate topic-colon (for examples, see section 
10.2.4(1)). Still, in a number of examples, focal personal pronouns occur in P1 of a colon 
which is not a fronted topic-NP: Lysias 21,17 Àst' | oÈk ín efikÒtvw | ßtero€ me 
§jaitÆsainto par' Ím«n, | éllå | ka‹ e‡ tiw t«n §m«n f€lvn toioËton ég«na ±gvn€zeto, | 
Ímçw ín ±j€oun | §mo‹ doËnai tØn xãrin, | ka‹ efi par' êlloiw §kindÊneuon, | Ímçw e‰nai 
toÁw deom°nouw Íp¢r §moË. — Plato Tht. 160a ÉAnãgkh d° ge | §m° te | tinÚw g€gnesyai, 
˜tan afisyanÒmenow g€gnvmai: | afisyanÒmenon gãr, | mhdenÚw d¢ afisyanÒmenon, édÊnaton 
g€gnesyai: | §ke›nÒ te tin‹ g€gnesyai, ˜tan glukÁ µ pikrÚn ≥ ti toioËton g€gnhtai: | glukÁ 
gãr, | mhden‹ d¢ glukÁ édÊnaton gen°syai. — Plato Tht. 181b Skept°on ín e‡h | soË ge 
oÏtv proyumoum°nou. 

                                                             
164 Thus, in Plato Tht. 175d ... g°lvta | Yrñttaiw m¢n | oÈ par°xei | oÈd' êllƒ épaideÊtƒ oÈden€, ... 
— Lysias 20,14 ka‹ otow m¢n | oÎt' efip∆n gn≈mhn oÈdem€an, | oÎte pl°on Ùkt∆ ≤mer«n §ly∆n efiw tÚ 
bouleutÆrion Œfle xrÆmata tosaËta: ... Note the fact that these colon-final negatives almost always 
co-occur with a colon-initial negative.  
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(c) demonstratives 
The demonstratives, like the personal pronouns, have a few very frequent uses in which they 
constitute a separate fronted colon (or are part of such a colon):  

(i)  Some uses of the demonstrative pronouns and adverbs are similar to the ones noted 
for the focal personal pronouns (in fact in Greek they seem to function as the focal 
third person personal pronoun). Thus, they often function as (part of) a fronted topic-
NP (for examples, see section 10.2.4(1)).  

(ii)  Likewise, the demonstrative adverbs (e.g. oÏtvw), but also prepositional 
constructions involving a demonstrative (e.g. metå d¢ taËta), can be fronted as a 
discourse marker in a separate colon (for examples, see section 10.2.4(1)).  

However, demonstratives can also be used in other functions, which likewise make them 
tend toward P1:  

(iii)  Another use of the demonstratives in which they are typically in P1 is their 
correlative use. As opposed to the previously noted uses, in this case they need not 
constitute a separate fronted colon. The correlative use of the demonstratives is akin 
to their cataphoric use, and the line between both is not always easy to draw.165 
Examples: Plato Sph. 233c DokoËsi går | o‰mai | prÚw taËta §pisthmÒnvw ¶xein 
aÈto‹ | prÚw ëper éntil°gousin. — Plato Plt. 265a Ka‹ mØn | §f' ˜ ge m°row | 
Àrmhken ≤m›n ı lÒgow, | §p' §ke›no | dÊo tin¢ kayorçn ıd∆ tetam°na fa€netai, ... 
— Plato Plt. 265a ¶jestin oÔn | ıpot°ran ín boulhy«men, | taÊthn poreuy∞nai. — 
Lysias 18,24 ..., ≤ghsam°nouw | toÊtouw ín §n dhmokrat€& dika€vw eÔ pãsxein Íf' 
Ím«n, o·per §n Ùligarx€& t«n sumfor«n met°sxon tÚ m°row. — Plato Tht. 178a 
ÖEti to€nun | §ny°nde ín mçllon pçw tiw ımologÆseien taÈtå taËta, | efi per‹ 
pantÒw tiw toË e‡douw §rvt–h §n ⁄ ka‹ tÚ »f°limon tugxãnei ˆn: — Lysias 4,10 ∂ | 
pr«ton m¢n | toËt' ín kate›pen, | pÒtera koinØ ≤m›n ∑n | µ fid€a toÊtou, ka‹ pÒtera 
... — Plato Cra. 419d "eÈfrosÊnh" d¢ | oÈd¢n prosde›tai toË diÒti =hy∞nai: | 
pant‹ går d∞lon ˜ti | épÚ toË eÔ to›w prãgmasi tØn cuxØn sumf°resyai | toËto 
¶labe tÚ ˆnoma, | "eÈferosÊnhn" tÒ ge d€kaion: — Plato Sph. 257b-c OÈk êr', 
§nant€on ˜tan épÒfasiw l°ghtai shma€nein, sugxvrhsÒmeya, tosoËton d¢ mÒnon, 
˜ti t«n êllvn t‹ mhnÊei tÚ mØ ka‹ tÚ oÌ protiy°mena t«n §piÒntvn Ùnomãtvn, 
mçllon d¢ t«n pragmãtvn per‹ ëtt' ín k°htai tå §pifyeggÒmena Ïsteron t∞w 
épofãsevw ÙnÒmata. 

(iv)  Besides these specific uses, demonstratives also often are in P1, simply because they 
are liable to carry the focus of a segment: Plato Cra. 405b OÈkoËn | ı kaya€rvn yeÚw 
ka‹ ı époloÊvn te ka‹ épolÊvn t«n toioÊtvn kak«n | otow ín e‡h; — Plato Tht. 
210a lÒgou går prÒslhciw | toËt' ín e‡h kat' §ke›non. — Lysias 2,1 diå toËto | 
ka‹ ≤ pÒliw moi doke›, | pronooum°nh t«n §nyãde legÒntvn, | §j Ùl€gou tØn 
prÒstajin poie›syai, ≤goum°nh | oÏtvw ín mãlista | suggn≈mhw aÈtoÁw parå t«n 
ékousãntvn tugxãnein. — Plato Cra. 424a ToËto ¶moige doke›, Œ S≈kratew, ˜per 
pãlai zhtoËmen, | otow ín e‰nai ı ÙnomastikÒw. — Plato Sph. 239a •nÚw går e‡dei 
| ka‹ katå taÊthn ín tØn prÒsrhsin prosagoreÊoito. — Plato Tht. 154e Pãnu m¢n 
oÔn ¶gvge | toËt' ín boulo€mhn. 

                                                             
165 It has been noted that in some of their cataphoric uses demonstratives may take P-ult, but this need 
not be always the case, as can be seen form the examples quoted here.  
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(d) ‘modal’ adverbs and ordinals 
Ordinals and a few sub-classes of the class of -what I have called- ‘modal adverbs’ quite 
often take P1 due to the fact that they often function as a fronted discourse marker (for 
examples, see section 10.2.4 below):  
(i)  Thus, spatio-temporal modal adverbs often have functions which resemble the 

functions of introductive particles (nËn d°, ¶ti d°, eÈyÁw d°, ≥dh to€nun, pãlin...);  
(ii)  As for the ordinals, one can especially note the highly frequent pr«ton m¢n (oÔn), 

with a similar function as the above;  
(iii)  Likewise, ‘modal sentence adverbs’ like ‡svw, ˜mvw, tãxa etc. often constitute 

separate fronted marker-cola.  

Still, these kinds of words also occur quite frequently in P1 of a colon which does not mark a 
major boundary: Lysias 12,88 ka€toi | otoi m¢n | svy°ntew | pãlin ín dÊnainto tØn pÒlin 
épol°sai: — Plato Plt. 260c TØn §pitaktikØn dØ t°xnhn | pãlin ín e‡h yeat°on e‡ p˙ 
di°sthken. — Plato Cra. 384a efi oÔn p˙ ¶xeiw sumbale›n tØn KratÊlou mante€an, ≤d°vw 
ín ékoÊsaimi: mçllon d¢ | aÈt“ soi | ˜p˙ doke› [¶xein] per‹ Ùnomãtvn ÙryÒthtow | ¶ti ín 
¥dion puyo€mhn, | e‡ soi boulom°nƒ [§st€n]. — Plato Cra. 397b tå m¢n oÔn t«n ≤r≈vn ka‹ 
ényr≈pvn legÒmena ÙnÒmata | ‡svw ín ≤mçw §japatÆseien: — Plato Cra. 430b ^‡svw 
går §g∆ | oÈ manyãnv ëtta pot' ¶stin ì l°geiw, | sÁ d¢ | tãx' ín Ùry«w l°goiw^ — Plato 
Tht. 169d nËn d¢ | tãx' ên tiw ≤mçw ékÊrouw tiye€h t∞w Íp¢r §ke€nou ımolog€aw. — Lysias 
9,11 efi d' oÔn | §zhm€vsan m¢n o·de proshkÒntvw, | §kÊrvsan d' §n Ím›n tØn §pibolÆn, | 
t«n tami«n éf°ntvn | efikÒtvw ín toË §gklÆmatow éphllagm°now e‡hn.  
 
 

 10.2 Grammatical segmentation criteria  
 
The segmentation criteria formulated here above are based on the position of particular 
words in a running text, which in principle does not even have to be grammatically analyzed. 
Often these criteria did not tell us anything about the status of the colon, which resulted from 
their application.  
In this section I will take up the issue of the colon typology in grammatical terms, making 
use of (i) Fraenkel’s typology as discussed in section 0.1.3, (ii) the observations on the 
relation between grammatical constituency and segmentation into intonation units, as 
reviewed in section 0.2.4, and (iii) various elements which have turned up in the course of 
the investigations in Part I of this study.  
The following types of cola will be investigated:  
(1)  clauses and clause-like grammatical units built around a verb, including participial 

and to a lesser extent infinitive clauses (esp. accusativus cum infinitivo), typically 
constitute autonomous cola (section 10.2.1);  

(2)  coordinate, correlative and otherwise parallel units constitute autonomous cola 
(section 10.2.2);  

(3)  parentheses, appositions and other grammatically non-integrated materials constitute 
separate cola (section 10.2.3);  

(4)  fronted constituents typically constitute autonomous cola (section 10.2.4); different 
sub-types will be investigated (fronted NPs, fronted PPs, fronted adverbs and 
discourse markers, fronted verbs, ...).  
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In section 10.2.5, I will then discuss a few cases in which the segmentation criteria do not 
yield cola of a readily recognizable type.  
This typology has some interest in itself, but in the context of this study its main aim is to 
provide us with a few additional segmentation criteria. For this purpose, I will have to make 
a methodologically awkward but necessary move: following Fraenkel, I will start from cases 
in which lexical cues indicate that a grammatical unit of a certain type constitutes an 
autonomous colon, and on that basis I will argue that similar units in similar contexts are 
autonomous as well, even if no lexical features for this segmentation happen to occur.  
In this respect, it should be noted that the application of a segmentation criterion always 
concerns at least two cola, for instance:  
-  a segment is fronted with respect to another segment, which ipso facto will have 

segment-status itself;  
-  a parallel structure in itself concerns at least two cola, but often the common ground for 

both has colon-status as well;  
-  furthermore, each segment of the types mentioned can consist of more than one colon 

(e.g. each member of a contrast quite often consists of a fronted contrasted topic-NP 
followed by an equally contrasted comment on this topic).  

Thus, in many cases, the presence of one segment boundary entails the presence of other 
boundaries, so that the application of one criterion corroborates the applicability of another 
one. Consider, for instance, the following examples:  
-  In Lysias 1,25 §g∆ d', | Œ êndrew, | patãjaw | katabãllv aÈtÒn, ..., the position of the 

pronoun aÈtÒn ascertains the boundary before katabãllv; the position of the vocative 
legitimates the boundary between §g∆ d' and patãjaw. The two established strictly 
formal criteria yield a segmentation into four cola, which can be shown to belong to 
readily recognizable types: §g∆ d' is a fronted topic-NP (typically followed by a 
connective /q/-particle); patãjaw is a participium coniunctum plausibly presenting a 
separate/autonomous action (“I hit him”); the main predicate katabãllv aÈtÒn (“and I 
throw him down on the floor”) can likewise be considered as constituting a separate 
action by the topic/agent as well. Thus, the various types of cola corroborate each other.  

-  In Lysias 3,8 §peidØ d¢ aÈtÚn ±munãmhn, | §kståw | ¶ball° me l€yoiw. | ka‹ | §moË m¢n | 
èmartãnei, | ÉAristokr€tou d°, | ˘w par' §m¢ ∑lye met' aÈtoË, | bal∆n l€yƒ | 
suntr€bei tÚ m°tvpon., the position of me and the syntactic right boundary of the 
subordinate clause introduced by §peidØ corroborate the fact that §kståw is an 
autonomous participle. The position of m¢n and the fact that ka€ has scope over the 
parallel m°n-d° structure are indications for the colon-status of ka€. The right boundary 
of the non-restrictive relative clause introduced by ˘w indicates that ÉAristokr€tou d° 
must be a fronted topic-NP, which makes it probable that the same thing goes for its 
counterpart §moË m¢n. The left boundary of the relative clause as well as the 
autonomous status of the action expressed by bal∆n l€yƒ (cf. patãjaw in the previous 
example) make it probable that this participle is autonomous as well, etc.  

 
 10.2.1 Verb-centered clauses  

 
The observation that the finite clause is the prototypical autonomous discourse segment has 
been the starting point (and often the tacit presupposition) of the research on both intonation 
units (see section 0.2 above) and Ancient Greek word order (see sections 0.1 and 0.3.1 
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above). Thus, the traditional formulation of the word order rules examined throughout Part I 
(most notably Wackernagel’s P2-law) has always operated with clause-boundaries or even 
sentence-boundaries, as defined by the presence of a finite verb as the syntactically 
dominating predicate.  
For Ancient Greek, it has been observed that cola (as operationally defined by the P2-rule) 
coincide quite often with other verb-centered ‘clause-like’ constituents. Thus, the following 
types distinguished by Fraenkel (see section 0.1.3) involve verbal clauses:  
-  Type A: participia absoluta; 
-  Type B: participia coniuncta; 
-  Type D: various infinitival and similar constructions. 

In this section I will illustrate the following segmentation criteria: 
(1) main finite clauses almost always coincide with autonomous segments;  
(2)  subordinate finite clauses coincide with autonomous segments, especially adverbial 

clause, but others as well; 
(3)  non-complement participial clauses are always autonomous segments;  
(4)  infinitival or participial complement clauses may be autonomous (especially if 

complex).  
 

 (1) Main finite clauses and subordinate finite clauses  

Research into recorded speech has shown that (i) IUs only rarely consist of more than one 
main finite clause, and (ii) finite subordinate clauses rarely do not make up a separate IU. 
For Ancient Greek, however, cases in which this would not be the case obviously cannot be 
ascertained, even when in many cases merger with the matrix clause seems plausible: most 
of the most reliable formal criteria for segmentation are trivially exceptionless in the case of 
finite clauses. Thus, if a postpositive occurs, it takes P2 within the finite clause domain; 
relatives invariably take P1 in the finite clause they introduced, etc.166  
Unsurprisingly, the boundaries of finite clauses, both main finite clauses and subordinate 
finite clauses, which were the domain to which Wackernagel’s Law originally applied, are 
apparently unproblematic: Lysias 26,7 îr' ín Ùl€ga toiaËta §n t“ §niaut“ diaprãjasyai; 
| §g∆ m¢n går oÈk ín o‰mai. — Plato Cra. 388e SV. Nomoy°tou êra ¶rgƒ xrÆsetai ı 
didaskalikÚw ˜tan ÙnÒmati xr∞tai; / ERM. Doke› moi. — Plato Tht. 143d Efi m¢n t«n §n 
KurÆn˙ mçllon §khdÒmhn, | Œ YeÒdvre, | tå §ke› ên se ka‹ per‹ §ke€nvn énhr≈tvn, ... — 
Plato Tht. 159c ÜOtan dØ o‰non p€nv Ígia€nvn, | ≤dÊw moi fa€netai ka‹ glukÊw; — Plato 
Tht. 183d ÉAllã moi dok«, | Œ YeÒdvre, | per€ ge œn keleÊei Yea€thtow | oÈ pe€sesyai 
aÈt“. 
Of course, finite clauses (both main and subordinate) can readily be broken into several cola. 
Also note the fact that in the case of complement-clauses the complementizer can in some 
cases be argued to merge with the matrix predicate, rather than with the complement clause 
(e.g. Lysias 18,20 nËn d' | §p€stasye ˜ti | tå m¢n aÈt«n ÍpÚ toÊtvn éfan€zetai, | tå d¢ 
polloË êjia ˆnta Ùl€gou piprãsketai - see above).  
 

                                                             
166 It would be interesting to look into extraposition phenomena like prolepsis from the point of view of 
segmentation adopted here. However, this is not possible within the scope of the present study, if only 
because the present database does not yield a readily available corpus concerning this matter.  
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 (2) Participial clauses  

Participles are fairly autonomous in Greek (for a morphosyntactic account of the autonomy 
of participles, see Scheppers 1999). They have many uses (esp. participium coniunctum and 
genitivus absolutus) that are comparable to main finite clauses in modern languages. In 
section 21.1(3) below, I will argue that the alternation of participles and finite verbs is 
actually a rather superficial feature of discourse, comparable to (prosodic and/or syntactic) 
sentence closure as it is observed in discourse analytical approaches to spontaneous speech. 
It should be noted that the asyndetic sequences of participles typical of Greek discourse 
provide us with a very reliable and pervasive syntactic segmentation criterion.  

(a) genitivus absolutus (Fraenkel’s ‘type A’) 
Lysias 14,27 teleutÆsantow d' §ke€nou | §rastØw genÒmenow | ÉArxebiãdhw aÈtÚn 
§lÊsato. — Lysias 1,15 Metå d¢ taËta, | Œ êndrew, | xrÒnou metajÁ diagenom°nou | ka‹ 
§moË polÁ époleleimm°nou t«n §mautoË kak«n, | pros°rxeta€ mo€ tiw presbËtiw 
ênyrvpow, — Lysias 16,10 ÉEg∆ går | pr«ton m¢n | oÈs€aw moi oÈ poll∞w kataleifye€shw 
| diå tåw sumforåw | ka‹ tåw toË patrÚw | ka‹ tåw t∞w pÒlevw, | dÊo m¢n édelfåw §j°dvka 
| §pidoÁw triãkonta mnçw •kat°r&, | ... — Lysias 3,16 sundramÒntvn d¢ ényr≈pvn 
poll«n | ka‹ éganaktoÊntvn t“ prãgmati | ka‹ deinå faskÒntvn e‰nai tå gignÒmena, | 
t«n m¢n legom°nvn oÈd¢n §frÒntizon, ... — Lysias 1,22 toÊtƒ | ≤l€ou dedukÒtow | fiÒnti §j 
égroË | épÆnthsa ... — Plato, Sph. 260c MØ meignum°nou m¢n aÈtoË toÊtoiw | énagka›on 
élhy∞ pãnt' e‰nai, | meignum°nou d¢ | dÒja te ceudØw g€gnetai ka‹ lÒgow: — Lysias 9,11 
efi d' oÔn | §zhm€vsan m¢n o·de proshkÒntvw, | §kÊrvsan d' §n Ím›n tØn §pibolÆn, | t«n 
tami«n éf°ntvn | efikÒtvw ín toË §gklÆmatow éphllagm°now e‡hn.  

(b) participium coniunctum (Fraenkel’s ‘type B’) 
Lysias 3,8 §kkal°saw gãr me ¶ndoyen, | §peidØ tãxista §j∞lyon, | eÈyÊw me tÊptein 
§pexe€rhsen: | §peidØ d¢ aÈtÚn ±munãmhn, | §kståw | ¶ball° me l€yoiw. | ka‹ | §moË m¢n | 
èmartãnei, | ÉAristokr€tou d°, | ˘w par' §m¢ ∑lye met' aÈtoË, | bal∆n l€yƒ | suntr€bei tÚ 
m°tvpon. — Lysias 9,21 t€ni går §pary°nta §lp€di | de› me sumpoliteÊesyai, ... — Lysias 
14,27 teleutÆsantow d' §ke€nou | §rastØw genÒmenow | ÉArxebiãdhw aÈtÚn §lÊsato. — 
Lysias 16,10 ÉEg∆ går | pr«ton m¢n | oÈs€aw moi oÈ poll∞w kataleifye€shw | diå tåw 
sumforåw | ka‹ tåw toË patrÚw | ka‹ tåw t∞w pÒlevw, | dÊo m¢n édelfåw §j°dvka | §pidoÁw 
triãkonta mnçw •kat°r&, | ... — Lysias 18,4 ≤tthm°nvn går §n <tª> naumax€& | strathgÚw 
Íf' Ím«n Ωrhm°now, | ka‹ parakaloÊmenow met°xein t∞w Ùligarx€aw ÍpÚ t«n 
§pibouleuÒntvn t“ plÆyei, | oÈk ±y°lhsen aÈto›w pe€yesyai, — Plato Sph. 217d 
sumboÊlƒ mØn §mo‹ xr≈menow | t«n n°vn tinå aflrÆs˙, | Yea€thton tÒnde, | µ ka‹ t«n 
êllvn | e‡ t€w soi katå noËn. — Plato Sph. 239a toËto prosãptvn | oÈx …w •n‹ 
dielegÒmhn; — Plato Sph. 249-250 SkÒpei dØ saf°steron efi | tå nËn sunomologoËntew | 
dika€vw ín §pervthye›men ëper aÈto‹ tÒte ±rvt«men toÁw l°gontaw e‰nai tÚ pçn yermÚn 
ka‹ cuxrÒn. — Plato Sph. 260b ÉAll' ‡svw | tªd' •pÒmenow | =òst' ín mãyoiw. — Plato 
Tht. 155c mhd¢n d¢ épollÁw toË ˆgkou | oÈk ên pote §gignÒmhn §lãttvn.  
 

 (3) Infinitival clauses  

Some uses of infinitives (esp. accusativus cum infinitivo with verba dicendi, sentiendi, etc.) 
constitute autonomous clauses as well: Lysias 1,4 ≤goËmai d°, Œ êndrew, | toËtÒ me de›n 
§pide›jai, | …w §mo€xeuen ÉEratosy°nhw tØn guna›ka tØn §mØn ... — Lysias 2,1 diå toËto | 
ka‹ ≤ pÒliw moi doke›, | pronooum°nh t«n §nyãde legÒntvn, | §j Ùl€gou tØn prÒstajin 
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poie›syai, | ≤goum°nh | oÏtvw ín mãlista | suggn≈mhw aÈtoÁw parå t«n ékousãntvn 
tugxãnein. — Lysias 8,16 xr∞n m¢n oÔn | tÒte me gign≈skein | ÙfeilÒmenÒn moi taËta 
paye›n, ˜te ka‹ prÚw §m¢ per‹ Ím«n aÈt«n §l°gete kak«w: — Plato Sph. 219a M°yodon 
mØn aÈtÚn §lp€zv ka‹ lÒgon | oÈk énepitÆdeion ≤m›n ¶xein prÚw ˘ boulÒmeya. — Plato 
Sph. 245a TÚ d¢ peponyÚw taËta | îr' oÈk édÊnaton | aÈtÒ ge tÚ ©n aÈtÚ e‰nai; — Plato 
Sph. 258a Ka‹ tîlla dØ | taÊt˙ l°jomen, | §pe€per ≤ yat°rou fÊsiw §fãnh t«n ˆntvn 
oÔsa, | §ke€nhw d¢ oÎshw | énãgkh dØ | ka‹ tå mÒria aÈt∞w mhdenÚw ∏tton ˆnta tiy°nai. — 
Plato Tht. 144d-e fhs‹n går YeÒdvrow | ¶xein me so‹ ˜moion. — Plato Tht. 159a ÉAdÊnaton 
to€nun | taÈtÒn ti ¶xein | µ §n dunãmei | µ §n êllƒ ıtƒoËn, | ˜tan ¬ komidª ßteron. — 
Plato Tht. 183a de› d¢ | oÈd¢ toËto <tÚ> "oÏtv" l°gein | ^oÈd¢ går ín ¶ti kino›to <tÚ> 
"oÏtv" ^ | oÈd' aÔ "mØ oÏtv" | ^oÈd¢ går toËto k€nhsiw^ | éllã tin' êllhn fvnØn 
yet°on to›w tÚn lÒgon toËton l°gousin, ... 
Also note constructions with an article: Lysias 30,16 toË m¢n går Ímçw fuge›n | m°row ti ka‹ 
otow sunebãleto, | toË d¢ toËton katelye›n | tÚ pl∞yow tÚ Ím°teron a‡tion §g°neto. 
 

 (4) Non-autonomous participial and infinitival clauses  

In some cases, the overall word order suggests that the infinitive is plausibly part of the same 
colon as its matrix verb: Lysias 3,8 §kkal°saw gãr me ¶ndoyen, | §peidØ tãxista §j∞lyon, | 
eÈyÊw me tÊptein §pexe€rhsen: — Lysias 1,19 §peidØ d¢ §g∆ §mnÆsyhn ÉEratosy°nouw 
prÚw aÈtÆn, ka‹ e‰pon ˜ti otow ı foit«n e‡h prÚw tØn guna›ka, §jeplãgh | ≤ghsam°nh me 
pãnta ékrib«w §gnvk°nai. — Lysias 12,28 ÖEti d¢ | to›w m¢n êlloiw ÉAyhna€oiw | flkanÆ 
moi doke› prÒfasiw e‰nai | t«n gegenhm°nvn | efiw toÁw triãkonta énaf°rein tØn afit€an: | 
aÈtoÁw d¢ toÁw triãkonta, | §ån efiw sfçw aÈtoÁw énaf°rvsi, | p«w Ímçw efikÚw 
épod°xesyai; — Lysias 2,77 oÈ går §lanyãnomen ≤mçw aÈtoÁw ?| ˆntew ynhto€: — Plato 
Cra. 384b ka‹ dØ ka‹ tÚ per‹ t«n Ùnomãtvn | oÈ smikrÚn tugxãnei ¯n mãyhma. — Lysias 
29,1 ˘ kémo‹ doke› oÈdenÚw ¶latton e‰nai tekmÆrion t∞w épograf∞w ˜ti élhyØw oÔsa 
tugxãnei: — Lysias 12,34 t€ ín efi ka‹ édelfo‹ ˆntew §tÊxete aÈtoË µ ka‹ Íe›w; — Lysias 
1,16 ı går énØr ı Íbr€zvn efiw s¢ ka‹ tØn sØn guna›ka | §xyrÚw Ãn ≤m›n tugxãnei.  
One would expect that infinitival and participial constructions which express the contents of 
a reporting verb (verbum dicendi/sentiendi/percipiendi) are more likely to be autonomous 
than infinitives with modal verbs (see the examples with tugxãnv and lanyãnv here 
above), but this expectation is not completely borne out by the facts, as can be seen from the 
many examples in which matrix predicates like xrÆ or fa€netai are fronted, with the 
infinitive(s) constituting an autonomous segment (see section 10.2.4(4) below).167  
 

 10.2.2 Parallelism: coordinate, corresponsive and correlative structures  
 
It has been observed in connection with the correlation between grammatical constituency 
and segmentation into IUs in spontaneous speech that coordinate members only rarely occur 
within the same IU (see section 0.2.4(3), on Croft 1995’s ‘parallelism constraint’).  
Likewise, parallel structures do not seem to occur in a single colon. Hence, the members of 
contrastive structures, coordinated structures and correlative structures constitute separate 

                                                             
167 Note that even a verb like lanyãnv allows for a colon-autonomous participle construction, as in 
Plato Tht. 176-177 ..., ÍpÚ ±liyiÒthtÒw te ka‹ t∞w §sxãthw éno€aw | lanyãnousi | t“ m¢n ımoioÊmenoi 
diå tåw éd€kouw prãjeiw, | t“ d¢ énomoioÊmenoi. (with complex participle, however) - Lysias 6,34 ..., 
efiw oÓw nËn èmartãnvn | oÈ lanyãnei, | éll' ëma §jelegxyÆseta€ te ka‹ d≈sei d€khn.  
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cola.168 Note that the common ground for the different parallel members often constitutes a 
separate colon (often fronted) as well. Since these phenomena are enormously frequent and 
all in all rather unproblematic, it will suffice to quote only a few examples: Plato Sph. 267d-
e ˜mvw d°, | kín efi tolmhrÒteron efir∞syai, | diagn≈sevw ßneka | tØn m¢n metå dÒjhw 
m€mhsin | dojomimhtikØn prose€pvmen, | tØn d¢ met' §pistÆmhw | flstorikÆn tina m€mhsin. 
— Lysias 4,8 ≤ d¢ | tot¢ m¢n | §m¢ per‹ polloË | tot¢ d¢ | toËtÒn fhsi poie›syai — Plato 
Tht. 203b ka‹ går dÆ, | Œ S≈kratew, | tÒ te s›gma | t«n éf≈nvn §st€, | cÒfow tiw mÒnon, | 
oÂon surittoÊshw t∞w gl≈tthw: | toË d' aÔ b∞ta | oÎte fvnØ | oÎte cÒfow, | oÈd¢ t«n 
ple€stvn stoixe€vn. — Plato Plt. 309d-e éndre€a cuxØ | lambanom°nh t∞w toiaÊthw 
élhye€aw | îr' oÈx ≤meroËtai ka‹ t«n dika€vn mãlista oÏtv koinvne›n ín §yelÆseien, | 
mØ metalaboËsa d¢ | épokline› mçllon prÚw yhri≈dh tinå fÊsin; — Plato Cra. 398a 
ÜOti o‰mai §g∆ | l°gein aÈtÚn tÚ xrusoËn g°now | oÈk §k xrusoË pefukÚw | éll' égayÒn te 
ka‹ kalÒn. — Plato Sph. 233c DokoËsi går | o‰mai | prÚw taËta §pisthmÒnvw ¶xein aÈto‹ | 
prÚw ëper éntil°gousin. — Plato Plt. 265a Ka‹ mØn | §f' ˜ ge m°row | Àrmhken ≤m›n ı 
lÒgow, | §p' §ke›no | dÊo tin¢ kayorçn ıd∆ tetam°na fa€netai, ...  
Note that these kinds of pattern in Greek can be freely embedded in one another, as in the 
following examples. In Lysias 16,10 we see, for instance, how the parallelism between 
“prÚw tÚn édelfÚn” and “prÚw toÁw êllouw ëpantaw” (connected by ka‹) is interwoven 
with the contrast between the “sisters” and the “brother” (connected by ...m°n...d°) and how 
the correlative structure oÏtvw... Àste... is twice embedded within an encompassing 
parallelism:  

ÉEg∆ går | pr«ton m¢n | oÈs€aw moi oÈ poll∞w kataleifye€shw |  
diå tåw sumforåw | ka‹ tåw toË patrÚw | ka‹ tåw t∞w pÒlevw, |  

dÊo m¢n édelfåw §j°dvka | §pidoÁw triãkonta mnçw •kat°r&, |  
prÚw tÚn édelfÚn d' |  

oÏtvw §neimãmhn |  
Àst' §ke›non pl°on ımologe›n ¶xein §moË t«n patr–vn, |  

ka‹ prÚw toÁw êllouw ëpantaw |  
oÏtvw beb€vka |  
Àste mhdep≈pot° moi mhd¢ prÚw ßna mhd¢n ¶gklhma gen°syai.  

Similarly, Lysias 10,22 shows several levels of embedding contrasts and parallelisms in each 
other (cf. sections 11.4 and 18 below for further analysis): 

Otow oÔn |  
¶noxow m¢n Ãn tª afit€&, |  
§lãttonow d¢ oÎshw aÈt“ t∞w sumforçw,  

oÈ mÒnon Íf' Ím«n ±leÆyh,  
éllå ka‹ tÚn marturÆsanta ±t€mvsen.  

§g∆ d¢ ... 
 

                                                             
168 For the present purposes the syntactic asymmetry between members of a correlative structure -as 
compared with the syntactic symmetry between coordinated parallel members- is not an issue.  
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 10.2.3 Syntactically non-integrated constituents  
 
It can be expected on general grounds (e.g. on the basis of the fact that IUs/cola tend to 
coincide with grammatical units) that constituents which syntactically do not belong with 
their grammatical surroundings will constitute separate segments.  
 

 (1) Parentheses  

Prototypical parentheses are full finite main clauses (in Greek often introduced by gãr) 
inserted within a clause or sentence which continues after the parenthesis as if it had not 
occurred: Lysias 1,9 Pr«ton m¢n oÔn, | Œ êndrew, | (de› går ka‹ taËy' Ím›n dihgÆsasyai) 
ofik€dion ¶sti moi diploËn, ... — Lysias 1,16 "EÈf€lhte" | ¶fh | "mhdemiò polupragmosÊn˙ 
| proselhluy°nai me nÒmize prÚw s°: — Plato Cra. 417d ÜOsa m¢n épÒfhsin aÈt«n, Àw g° 
moi doke›, oÈd¢n de› taËta dieji°nai. — Plato Tht. 183a de› d¢ | oÈd¢ toËto <tÚ> "oÏtv" 
l°gein | ^oÈd¢ går ín ¶ti kino›to <tÚ> "oÏtv" ^ | oÈd' aÔ "mØ oÏtv" | ^oÈd¢ går toËto 
k€nhsiw^ | éllã tin' êllhn fvnØn yet°on to›w tÚn lÒgon toËton l°gousin, ... — Plato 
Cra. 431d îra oÈ | katå tÚn aÈtÚn lÒgon, | ín m¢n pãnta épod“ tå prosÆkonta, | kalØ ≤ 
efik∆n ¶stai | ^toËto d' §st‹n ˆnoma^ | §ån d¢ smikrå §lle€p˙ µ prostiyª §n€ote, | 
efik∆n m¢n genÆsetai, | kalØ d¢ oÎ; — Plato Cra. 420a-b "¶rvw" d°, | ˜ti efisre› ¶jvyen | 
ka‹ oÈk ofike€a §st‹n ≤ =oØ aÏth t“ ¶xonti | éll' §pe€saktow diå t«n Ùmmãtvn, | diå 
taËta | épÚ toË §sre›n | "¶srow" tÒ ge palaiÚn §kale›to | -t“ går oÔ ént‹ toË Œ 
§xr≈meya- | nËn d' | "¶rvw" k°klhtai diå tØn toË Œ ént‹ toË oÔ metallagÆn. 
Non-restrictive relative clauses often perform similar functions, as in the following example: 
Plato Sph. 219a-b Gevrg€a m¢n | ka‹ ˜sh per‹ tÚ ynhtÚn pçn s«ma yerape€a, | tÒ te aÔ 
per‹ tÚ sÊnyeton ka‹ plastÒn, |˘ dØ skeËow »nomãkamen, | ¥ te mimhtikÆ, | sÊmpanta 
taËta | dikaiÒtat' ín | •n‹ prosagoreÊoit' ín ÙnÒmati.  

 
 (2) Appositions (including extrapositions, afterthoughts, resumptives)  

Grammatical units smaller than the clause can occur in a fairly loose syntactic connection to 
their surroundings as well. Different types of appositions can be distinguished, which, 
however, have in common the fact that they occupy a syntactic position which is already 
occupied by another item:169  
(i)  The most common type of apposition is the one in which a constituent is followed by 

an explicitating or disambiguating afterthought, as in the following cases: Plato Sph. 
218c tÚ d¢ fËlon ˘ nËn §pinooËmen zhte›n | oÈ pãntvn =òston sullabe›n t€ pot' 
¶stin, ı sofistÆw: — Plato Sph. 217d ÖEjesti to€nun | t«n parÒntvn | ˘n ín 
boulhyªw §kl°jasyai, | pãntew går | ÍpakoÊsonta€ soi prñvw: | sumboÊlƒ mØn 
§mo‹ xr≈menow | t«n n°vn tinå aflrÆs˙, |Yea€thton tÒnde, | µ ka‹ t«n êllvn | e‡ t€w 
soi katå noËn. — Plato Cra. 428e-429a SV. T€naw; KR. OÏsper sÁ kat' érxåw 
¶legew, | toÁw nomoy°taw. — Plato Cra. 390b T€w oÔn ı gnvsÒmenow efi tÚ pros∞kon 
e‰dow kerk€dow §n ıpoiƒoËn jÊlƒ ke›tai; ı poiÆsaw, ı t°ktvn, µ ı xrhsÒmenow [ı] 
Ífãnthw; — Plato Cra. 437b ¶ti to€nun | ≤ "émay€a" ka‹ ≤ "ékolas€a" | 
paraplhs€a toÊtoiw fa€netai: | ≤ m¢n går | toË ëma ye“ fiÒntow pore€a fa€netai, | 
≤ "émay€a," | ≤ d' "ékolas€a" | pantãpasin ékolouy€a to›w prãgmasi fa€netai.  

                                                             
169 Cf. my attempt at formulating a definition of the notion of ‘apposition’ in Scheppers 2002.  
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A similar afterthought-like effect can be observed in the following example, in which 
the word order suggest that taÊthn, although -unlike the appositions above- not 
overtly present in the first colon, seems to be added after the closure of that segment: 
Plato Sph. 253c T€n' oÔn aÔ [nËn] proseroËmen, | Œ Yea€thte, |taÊthn; (“What shall 
we call it, Theaetetus? That science, I mean.”).170 

 Some types of cataphora have a similar afterthought-like effect: Lysias 3,25 efiw toËto 
d' ¥kei tÒlmhw | Àste | oÈk §jarke› | per‹ toÊtou mÒnon aÈt“ ceÊsasyai, | per‹ 
toË dedvk°nai tÚ érgÊrion, | éllå ka‹ kekom€syai fhs€: 

(ii)  The converse effect can be noted in cases where a more complex formulation of a 
content (e.g. an enumeration) is resumed or summarized in a simpler anaphoric one: 
Plato Sph. 219a-b Gevrg€a m¢n | ka‹ ˜sh per‹ tÚ ynhtÚn pçn s«ma yerape€a, | tÒ te 
aÔ per‹ tÚ sÊnyeton ka‹ plastÒn, |˘ dØ skeËow »nomãkamen, | ¥ te mimhtikÆ, | 
sÊmpanta taËta | dikaiÒtat' ín | •n‹ prosagoreÊoit' ín ÙnÒmati. — Plato Cra. 
417b ÖEoiken, Œ ÑErmÒgenew, | oÈx‹ kayãper ofl kãphloi aÈt“ xr«ntai, | §ån tÚ 
énãlvma épolÊ˙, | oÈ taÊt˙ | l°gein moi doke› tÚ "lusiteloËn," | éll' ˜ti ... 

 
 (3) Short (quasi-)parentheses (vocatives, ¶fh , etc.)  

Some types of expressions have a frequent and idiomatic use as a parenthesis, most notably 
the following:  
-  vocatives;  
-  oath-formulas;  
-  some forms of reporting verbs (¶fh, o‰mai, ...) 171 and other epistemic or modal 

expressions (…w ¶oiken, efi doke›, efi boÊlei...);  
It has been observed - already by Fraenkel (see section 0.1.2 above) - that in very many 
cases these short parenthetical expressions occur on the boundary between ‘natural’ cola: 
Lysias 1,15 Metå d¢ taËta, | Œ êndrew, | xrÒnou metajÁ diagenom°nou |ka‹ §moË polÁ 
époleleimm°nou t«n §mautoË kak«n, | pros°rxeta€ mo€ tiw presbËtiw ênyrvpow, ... — 
Lysias 34,3 §g∆ m¢n oÔn, | Œ ÉAyhna›oi, | <oÎte oÈs€&> oÎte g°nei épelaunÒmenow, | éll' 
émfÒtera t«n éntilegÒntvn prÒterow \n, | ≤goËmai ... — Lysias 13,43 Otoi m¢n to€nun, | 
Œ êndrew ÉAyhna›oi, | Íp' ÉAgorãtou épograf°ntew | ép°yanon: — Lysias 1,23 ı d¢ 
ÉEratosy°nhw | Œ êndrew | efis°rxetai, | ka‹ ≤ yerãpaina | §pege€rasã me eÈyÁw | frãzei 
˜ti ¶ndon §st€. — Lysias 1,9 Pr«ton m¢n oÔn, | Œ êndrew, (de› går ka‹ taËy' Ím›n 
dihgÆsasyai) ofik€dion ¶sti moi diploËn, ... — Plato Tht. 170a OÈkoËn, | Œ PrvtagÒra, | 
ka‹ ≤me›w ényr≈pou, mçllon d¢ pãntvn ényr≈pvn dÒjaw l°gomen, — Plato Sph. 265a ≤ 
gãr pou m€mhsiw | po€hs€w t€w §stin, | efid≈lvn m°ntoi, | fam°n, | éll' oÈk aÈt«n •kãstvn: 
∑ gãr; — Plato Plt. 260a ToÊtƒ d° ge o‰mai prosÆkei kr€nanti | mØ t°low ¶xein | mhd' 
éphllãxyai, | kayãper ı logistØw épÆllakto, | prostãttein d¢ •kãstoiw t«n §rgat«n | 
tÒ ge prÒsforon | ßvw ín épergãsvntai tÚ prostaxy°n. — Plato Tht. 154d EÔ ge | nØ tØn 
ÜHran, | Œ f€le, | ka‹ ye€vw. | étãr, | …w ¶oiken, | §ån épokr€n˙ ˜ti ¶stin, | EÈrip€deiÒn ti 
sumbÆsetai: — Plato Tht. 164a Ka‹ §g≈, | nØ tÚn D€a, | ÍpopteÊv, | oÈ mØn flkan«w ge 
                                                             
170 One might even argue for an analysis in which taÊthn is an apposition with respect to a zero direct 
object, although this may be less plausible from a syntactic point of view.  
171 Of course, these verb forms need not always be used parenthetically: Plato Sph. 224d Tr€ton d° g' | 
o‰ma€ se, | kín e‡ tiw aÈtoË kayidrum°now §n pÒlei, tå m¢n »noÊmenow, tå d¢ ka‹ tektainÒmenow 
aÈtÚw mayÆmata per‹ tå aÈtå taËta ka‹ pvl«n, §k toÊtou tÚ z∞n proutãjato, kale›n oÈd¢n êllo 
plØn ˜per nundÆ.  
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sunno«: ... — Lysias 6,7 Àste | må tÚn D€a | oÈ =ñdiÒn §stin Ím›n aÈt“ oÈd¢n 
xarisam°noiw parå tÚ d€kaion laye›n toÁw ÜEllhnaw. — Plato Tht. 184a ÉAllå xrÆ, | efi 
doke›, | oÏtv poie›n. 
However, some aspects of the behavior of these expressions seem to be anomalous; I will 
deal with this problem in section 10.2.5 below.  
 

 10.2.4 Fronting 
 
Throughout the discussion of Fraenkel’s colon typology, many examples have shown up in 
which the ‘deferment’ of a postpositive was due to the fact that one (or more than one) colon 
appeared to the left of the segment in which the postpositive took its regular P2.  
In this context I introduced -in a rather loose way- the term ‘fronting’, as a cover term for 
any phenomenon in which a constituent occurs to the left of the segment which constitutes 
the -somehow- ‘central’ part of a clause, sentence or similar construction.172 Fronting can 
most easily be recognized with respect to the position of the segment which contains the 
main finite verb: any element which syntactically belongs to the clause, but occurs to the left 
of the segment in which the main verb occurs will be called ‘fronted’.173 For instance, the 
following typical cases can be distinguished as diagnostic for fronting:  
(i) The most obvious cases of fronting are the ones in which a constituent (or 

constituents) precede a word that is in some way necessarily clause initial, esp. 
interrogatives: Plato Cra. 410b ı d¢ dØ éØr | îrã ge, Œ ÑErmÒgenew, ˜ti a‡rei tå épÚ 
t∞w g∞w, "éØr" k°klhtai; µ ˜ti ée‹ =e›; — Plato Cra. 400b ÉAllå dØ | tÚ metå toËto 
| p«w f«men ¶xein; 

(ii)  Equally easy to recognize are cases in which the segment with the main verb is 
preceded by either subordinate finite clauses or autonomous participles. These 
subordinates and/or participles as well as any constituent preceding them can be 
considered as fronted, for instance: Lysias 1,15 Metå d¢ taËta, | Œ êndrew, | xrÒnou 
metajÁ diagenom°nou |ka‹ §moË polÁ époleleimm°nou t«n §mautoË kak«n, | 
pros°rxeta€ mo€ tiw presbËtiw ênyrvpow, ... — Lysias 1,23 ka‹ ≤ yerãpaina | 

                                                             
172 Thus, ‘fronting’ covers what has been called ‘preposing’ (without anaphoric pronoun, e.g. “A bran 
muffin I can give you”) as well as what has been called ‘left-dislocation’ (e.g. “Gallstones, you have 
them out and they’re out”); cf. Ward & Birner 2001. Note that in Greek the matter is less clear-cut than 
in e.g. English: whereas in English the fronted constituent in both examples takes a clearly non-
canonical place in word order, the ‘free word order’ of Greek simply does not yield a canonical word 
order. Likewise, due to the rich morphology of Greek, the anaphoric pronouns which are distinctive of 
left-dislocation, simply need not appear at all.  
173 Note that ‘fronting’ is a notion that must be defined in syntactic terms: it must mean that a 
constituent which syntactically belongs with a clause/sentence is ‘moved’ to the left boundary of this 
clause/sentence. Thus, the very notion of ‘fronting’ implies a ‘home’ location for constituents. Since in 
the context of the present discourse analytic approach no theoretical syntactic framework has been 
adopted in which such a ‘home’ can be defined and -hence- no reliable criterion can be formulated for 
what the ‘left boundary’ of this home domain is, the notion will be used merely descriptively.  
Also note the unavoidable circularity in this account: in order to be able to formulate the notion of 
fronting (used as a criterion for segmentation) I already have to introduce the notion of ‘segment’. 
However, for the present purposes, this circularity is rather harmless. We do have external criteria for 
determining segmentation (the P1 and P2-rules as well as the other grammatical criteria introduced in 
this section). If I can show that in many cases (for instance) an NP occurring to the left of the main verb 
occurs in a separate colon (according to any of the other criteria), this yields a descriptively applicable 
colon-type, which can be extended to cases where no other criteria are available.  
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§pege€rasã me eÈyÁw | frãzei ˜ti ¶ndon §st€. — Lysias 6,12 ˜mvw m°ntoi | ·na mØ 
ÍpÚ toÊtou toioÊtou ˆntow prãgmat' ¶xoi, | doÁw érgÊrion éphllãgh. 

(iii) Similarly, if the main part of a clause consists of a parallel structure, any constituent 
occurring to the left of it can be considered as fronted: Lysias 4,8 ≤ d¢ | tot¢ m¢n §m¢ 
per‹ polloË | tot¢ d¢ toËtÒn fhsi poie›syai — Lysias 10,22 Otow oÔn | ¶noxow 
m¢n Ãn tª afit€&, §lãttonow d¢ oÎshw aÈt“ t∞w sumforçw, | oÈ mÒnon Íf' Ím«n 
±leÆyh, | éllå ka‹ tÚn marturÆsanta ±t€mvsen. — Lysias 1,25 kéke›now | 
édike›n m¢n …molÒgei, | ±ntebÒlei d¢ ka‹ flk°teue mØ épokte›nai éll' érgÊrion 
prãjasyai. 

(iv)  In a number of cases, formal criteria (the presence of a short parenthesis, the 
application of a P2-rule or P1-rule...) are the only indications for the fact that a 
constituent is fronted: Lysias 1,23 ı d¢ ÉEratosy°nhw | Œ êndrew | efis°rxetai, — 
Lysias 26,7 §g∆ m¢n går | oÈk ín o‰mai. 

Although I introduced the notion of fronting in terms of the left boundary of the segment in 
which the main verb occurs, it is intuitively evident that in some cases the finite verb is 
fronted itself, for instance as the common ground for a complex structure. Typically, these 
fronted verbs do not carry the main point of the sentence (reporting verbs, modal verbs, etc.); 
see paragraph (4) here below.  
It is important to note that fronted materials typically have pragmatic functions that are 
readily recognizable in terms of the ‘Thematization Principle’ (cf. section 13.1.2 below): 
they serve as ‘guideposts’ for the contents which follow, whether they have ‘topic’-function, 
‘marker’-function, or ‘setting’-function and thus fit in the general discourse strategy which 
consists in first setting up a frame and then filling in its contents (see section 13.3.2 below).  
 

 (1) Fronted Noun Phrases (NPs)  

A first highly common type of fronting involves fronted NPs. These NPs typically have a 
easily recognizable function, namely Topic.174 The notion of ‘topic’ in the relevant sense 
will be dealt with more extensively in section 13.3.2(2) below; suffice it here to characterize 
it informally as ‘the item which the ensuing discourse is about’. Often, topic-NPs coincide 
with grammatical subjects, but other argument NPs qualify equally well (cf. section 21.2 
below). Note that all morphological types of NPs can perform this function: full NPs, 
complex NPs (incl. substantivized infinitives etc.), pronouns (incl. relatives), etc. Also recall 
that fronted topic NPs are quite often accompanied by a /q/-particle (most often d°, or m°n, 
but other connectives qualify equally well); see section 7.1 above.175  

                                                             
174 For similar observations on fronted topics in separate cola, cf. also Slings 1997a, Slings 2002a and 
Slings 2002b, although Slings’ approach is embedded in the clause-based Functional Grammar 
approach of Dik 1995. With hindsight it seems strange that this very frequent and ‘natural’ type has not 
been recognized as such by Fraenkel and his successors. Note that what has become the emblematic 
‘textbook-example’ of a colon boundary is of this type: Hdt. 1,10,2 ka‹ ≤ gunØ | §porò min §jiÒnta 
(quoted in Dover 1960/1968, 17; Ruijgh 1990/1996a; the example even furnishes the title “‘En de 
vrouw, die ziet hem weggaan’. Orale strategieën in de taal van Herodotus” for Slings 2002a).  
175 Note that an obvious petitio principii can arise concerning the application of the criterion of the 
fronted NP: can a fronted NP ever be shown not to be a separate colon? Also note that Dik’s basic 
clause pattern (see section 0.3.1 above), with a Topic-slot in P1 of the clause, is descriptively equivalent 
to the observation that fronted topics are often fronted.  
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(a) Fronted nominative NPs 
A first series of examples illustrates various types of fronted nominative NPs: Lysias 1,23 ı 
d¢ ÉEratosy°nhw | Œ êndrew | efis°rxetai, | ka‹ ≤ yerãpaina | §pege€rasã me eÈyÁw | 
frãzei ˜ti ¶ndon §st€. — Lysias 1,24 ofl m¢n pr«toi efisiÒntew | ¶ti e‡domen aÈtÚn 
katake€menon parå tª gunaik€, | ofl d' Ïsteron | §n tª kl€n˙ gumnÚn •sthkÒta. — Plato 
Plt. 291d Tr€ton d¢ sx∞ma polite€aw | oÈx ≤ toË plÆyouw érxÆ, | dhmokrat€a toÎnoma 
klhye›sa; — Plato Cra. 417 "k°rdow" d¢ | nË ént‹ toË d°lta épodidÒnti §w tÚ ˆnoma | 
dhlo› ˘ boÊletai: .... "LusiteloËn" d¢ | t€ dÆ; — Plato Sph. 220b Ka‹ toË pthnoË mØn 
g°nouw | pçsa ≤m›n ≤ yÆra | l°geta€ poÊ tiw ÙrniyeutikÆ. — Plato Sph. 245a TÚ d¢ 
peponyÚw taËta | îr' oÈk édÊnaton | aÈtÒ ge tÚ ©n aÈtÚ e‰nai; — Plato Sph. 253d TÚ 
katå g°nh diaire›syai | ka‹ | mÆte taÈtÚn e‰dow ßteron ≤gÆsasyai | mÆte ßteron ¯n 
taÈtÚn | m«n oÈ t∞w dialektik∞w fÆsomen §pistÆmhw e‰nai; — Plato Sph. 255c tÚ yãteron 
| îra ≤m›n lekt°on p°mpton; — Plato Sph. 262a TÚ m¢n §p‹ ta›w prãjesin ¯n dÆlvma | 
=∞mã pou l°gomen.  
The following examples illustrate fronted nominative pronouns: Lysias 3,37 otoi d¢ | 
§ke›nÒn te ∑gon b€& | ka‹ §m¢ ¶tupton. — Lysias 9,19 O·de m¢n oÔn | §k pantÚw [toË] 
trÒpou proyumoËnta€ me tª d€k˙ èl«nai: Íme›w d¢ | mÆte ta›w toÊtvn diabola›w 
§pary°ntew §moË katachf€shsye, mÆte toÁw b°ltion ka‹ dika€vw bouleusam°nouw 
ékÊrouw katastÆshte. — Lysias 10,22 Otow oÔn | ¶noxow m¢n Ãn tª afit€&, §lãttonow d¢ 
oÎshw aÈt“ t∞w sumforçw, oÈ mÒnon Íf' Ím«n ±leÆyh, éllå ka‹ tÚn marturÆsanta 
±t€mvsen. §g∆ d¢ | ... — Lysias 1,25 §g∆ d', | Œ êndrew, | patãjaw | katabãllv aÈtÒn, ... 
— Lysias 1,25 kéke›now | édike›n m¢n …molÒgei, | ±ntebÒlei d¢ ka‹ flk°teue mØ épokte›nai 
éll' érgÊrion prãjasyai. — Lysias 12,8-9 §g∆ d¢ | Pe€svna m¢n ±r≈tvn | efi boÊloitÒ 
me s«sai | xrÆmata lab≈n: | ı d' ¶fasken, | efi pollå e‡h. — Lysias 13,43 Otoi m¢n 
to€nun, | Œ êndrew ÉAyhna›oi, | Íp' ÉAgorãtou épograf°ntew | ép°yanon: — Lysias 26,7 
§g∆ m¢n går | oÈk ín o‰mai. — Lysias 34,3 §g∆ m¢n oÔn, | Œ ÉAyhna›oi, | <oÎte oÈs€&> oÎte 
g°nei épelaunÒmenow, | éll' émfÒtera t«n éntilegÒntvn prÒterow \n, | ≤goËmai ... — 
Plato Tht. 145e ToËto d¢ | m«n diaf°rei ti §pistÆmhw;  

(b) Fronted oblique NPs 
The next series of examples show that NP-fronting is not restricted to nominative NPs: Plato 
Cra. 400b ÉAllå dØ | tÚ metå toËto | p«w f«men ¶xein; — Plato Sph. 220c KÊrtouw dØ | 
ka‹ d€ktua | ka‹ brÒxouw | ka‹ pÒrkouw | ka‹ tå toiaËta | m«n êllo ti plØn ßrkh xrØ 
prosagoreÊein; — Plato Plt. 292c ToËt' aÈtÚ to€nun | îr' §nnooËmen, ˜ti tÚn ˜ron oÈk 
Ùl€gouw oÈd¢ polloÊw, oÈd¢ tÚ •koÊsion oÈd¢ tÚ ékoÊsion, oÈd¢ pen€an oÈd¢ ploËton 
g€gnesyai per‹ aÈt«n xre≈n, éllã tina §pistÆmhn, e‡per ékolouyÆsomen to›w prÒsyen; 
— Plato Cra. 403b So‹ d¢ | p«w fa€netai, | Œ S≈kratew; — Lysias 13,46 oÏw, | Œ êndrew 
dikasta€, | po€an tinå o‡esye gn≈mhn per‹ toÊtou ¶xein, µ po€an tinå ín c∞fon y°syai, ... 
— Plato Tht. 151a oÏw, | ˜tan pãlin ¶lyvsi deÒmenoi t∞w §m∞w sunous€aw ka‹ yaumastå 
dr«ntew, | §n€oiw m¢n | tÚ gignÒmenÒn moi daimÒnion épokvlÊei sune›nai, | §n€oiw d¢ §ò, | 
ka‹ pãlin otoi §pididÒasi. — Plato Tht. 163e àO dØ | e‰d° tiw, | m°mnhta€ pou §n€ote; — 
Plato Tht. 186c O d¢ | élhye€aw tiw étuxÆsei, | pot¢ toÊtou §pistÆmvn ¶stai; 
Especially note the case of fronted genitives (many of which are genitivi partitivi): Plato 
Sph. 219d Kthtik∞w d¢ | îr' oÈ dÊo e‡dh; — Plato Sph. 220a Zƒoyhrik∞w d¢ | îr' oÈ 
diploËn e‰dow ín l°goito §n d€k˙, — Plato Sph. 225a T∞w kthtik∞w | égvnistikÆ ti m°row 
≤m›n ∑n. — Plato Sph. 224b T∞w dØ cuxemporik∞w taÊthw | îr' oÈ | tÚ m¢n §pideiktikØ 
dikaiÒtata l°goit' ên, tÚ d¢ .... — Lysias 10,1 MartÊrvn m¢n | oÈk épor€an moi ¶sesyai 
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dok«, Œ êndrew dikasta€: — Lysias 3,16 t«n m¢n legom°nvn | oÈd¢n §frÒntizon, ... — 
Plato Sph. 220b Ka‹ toË pthnoË mØn g°nouw | pçsa ≤m›n ≤ yÆra | l°geta€ poÊ tiw 
ÙrniyeutikÆ. 
 

 (2) Fronted Prepositional Phrases (PPs)  

Fraenkel’s typology already mentioned PPs as a separate colon-type (type D). When 
examining his examples, we noticed that most of these were somehow fronted. The 
functions of these fronted PPs may vary: some of them constitute discourse markers (e.g. 
Metå d¢ taËta, ...), but a construction like per€ + genitivus typically introduces a topic, still 
others introduce ‘settings’: Lysias 3,15 metå d¢ taËta | tÚ m¢n meirãkion | efiw gnafe›on 
kat°fugen, | otoi d¢ | suneispesÒntew | ∑gon aÈtÚn b€&, .... — Lysias 1,15 Metå d¢ 
taËta, | Œ êndrew, | xrÒnou metajÁ diagenom°nou |ka‹ §moË polÁ époleleimm°nou t«n 
§mautoË kak«n, | pros°rxeta€ mo€ tiw presbËtiw ênyrvpow, ... — Plato Cra. 392e diå 
taËta dÆ, | …w ¶oiken, | Ùry«w ¶xei kale›n tÚn toË svt∞row ÍÚn ÉAstuãnakta ... — Plato 
Cra. 408d per‹ t«n toi«nde d¢ | t€ se kvlÊei dielye›n, | oÂon ≤l€ou te ka‹ selÆnhw ka‹ 
êstrvn ka‹ g∞w ka‹ afiy°row ka‹ é°row ka‹ purÚw ka‹ Ïdatow ka‹ …r«n ka‹ §niautoË; — 
Plato Sph. 234e per‹ d' oÔn toË sofistoË | tÒde moi l°ge: — Plato Tht. 183d ÉAllã moi 
dok«, | Œ YeÒdvre, | per€ ge œn keleÊei Yea€thtow | oÈ pe€sesyai aÈt“. — Plato Sph. 216a 
Katå tØn xy¢w ımolog€an, Œ S≈kratew, ¥komen | aÈto€ te kosm€vw | ka‹ tÒnde tinå j°non 
êgomen, ... — Lysias 3,45 §n Kor€nyƒ gãr, | §peidØ Ïsteron ∑lye t∞w prÚw toÁw polem€ouw 
mãxhw | ka‹ t∞w efiw Kor≈neian strate€aw, | §mãxeto t“ tajiãrxƒ Lãxhti | ka‹ ¶tupten 
aÈtÒn, — Lysias 1,7 §n m¢n oÔn t“ pr≈tƒ xrÒnƒ, | Œ ÉAyhna›oi, | pas«n ∑n belt€sth: — 
Lysias 10,1 §n §ke€nƒ går t“ ég«ni | tÚn pat°ra m' ¶fasken épekton°nai tÚn §mautoË. — 
Lysias 14,23 §k går t«n êllvn t«n toÊtƒ pepragm°nvn | dika€vw ín aÈtoË yãnaton 
katachf€zoisye. — Lysias 27,16 eÔ efidÒtew ˜ti | §n m¢n tª cÆfƒ | oÈd¢n êllo poie›te | µ 
Ùneid€zete to›w édikoËsin, | §n d¢ t“ timÆmati | timvre›sye toÁw §jamartãnontaw.  
 

 (3) Fronted markers  

Throughout Part I, it has been shown that introductive particles, as well as sentence adverbs, 
often can be argued to be fronted in a separate colon, especially if followed by a /q/-particle, 
and especially if they have scope over complex structures. The following examples illustrate 
this pattern.  

(a) Modal sentence adverbs 
Lysias 6,12 ˜mvw m°ntoi | ·na mØ ÍpÚ toÊtou toioÊtou ˆntow prãgmat' ¶xoi, doÁw 
érgÊrion éphllãgh. — Plato Cra. 391a ‡svw m°ntoi | oÈ =ñdiÒn §stin oÏtvw §ja€fnhw 
peisy∞nai, ... — Plato Cra. 429d ˜mvw m°ntoi | efip° moi tosÒnde: — Plato Plt. 257a Tãxa 
d° [ge], Œ S≈kratew, ÙfeilÆseiw taÊthw triplas€an: ... — Plato Sph. 258a ÑOmo€vw êra | 
tÚ mØ m°ga ka‹ tÚ m°ga aÈtÚ e‰nai lekt°on; — Plato Sph. 261a Komidª d° ge, | Œ j°ne, 
¶oiken élhy¢w e‰nai tÚ per‹ tÚn sofistØn kat' érxåw lexy°n, ... — Plato Plt. 282e ‡svw 
går | ı diorismÚw | ¶gkairow ên soi g°noito. 

(b) Spatio-temporal modal adverbs 
Lysias 8,15 eÈyÁw d' §ke›now §p‹ tÚn MhnÒfilon §bãdize met' §moË. — Lysias 24,3 ≥dh 
to€nun, | Œ boulÆ, | d∞lÒw §sti fyon«n, ... . — Plato Cra. 434b ÖHdh to€nun | ka‹ sÁ 
koin≈n˙ toË lÒgou oper êrti ÑErmog°nhw. — Lysias 18,20 nËn d' | §p€stasye ˜ti | tå m¢n 
aÈt«n ÍpÚ toÊtvn éfan€zetai, | tå d¢ polloË êjia ˆnta Ùl€gou piprãsketai. — Lysias 
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22,17 nËn d¢ | p«w oÈ deinå ín dÒjaite poie›n, efi .... — Lysias 34,9 nËn d°, | §pe‹ §ke€nvn 
m¢n èpãntvn mãx˙ §sterÆmeya, ≤ d¢ patr‹w ≤m›n l°leiptai, ‡smen ˜ti ı k€ndunow otow 
mÒnow ¶xei tåw §lp€daw t∞w svthr€aw. — Plato Cra. 420a-b "¶rvw" d°, | ˜ti efisre› ¶jvyen | 
ka‹ oÈk ofike€a §st‹n ≤ =oØ aÏth t“ ¶xonti | éll' §pe€saktow diå t«n Ùmmãtvn, | diå 
taËta | épÚ toË §sre›n | "¶srow" tÒ ge palaiÚn §kale›to | ^t“ går oÔ ént‹ toË Œ 
§xr≈meya^ | nËn d' | "¶rvw" k°klhtai diå tØn toË Œ ént‹ toË oÔ metallagÆn. — Plato 
Sph. 261c nËn d' | §pe€, | »gay°, | toËto ˘ l°geiw diapep°rantai, tÒ toi m°giston ≤m›n 
te›xow Ωrhm°non ín e‡h, tå d' êlla ≥dh =ñv ka‹ smikrÒtera. — Plato Tht. 143d nËn d¢ | 
∏tton går §ke€nouw µ toÊsde fil«, ... . — Plato Tht. 169d nËn d¢ | tãx' ên tiw ≤mçw 
ékÊrouw tiye€h t∞w Íp¢r §ke€nou ımolog€aw. — Plato Sph. 261c nËn d' | §pe€, | »gay°, | 
toËto ˘ l°geiw diapep°rantai, tÒ toi m°giston ≤m›n te›xow Ωrhm°non ín e‡h, tå d' êlla 
≥dh =ñv ka‹ smikrÒtera. — Plato Tht. 143d nËn d¢ | ∏tton går §ke€nouw µ toÊsde fil«, ...  

 (c) Other adverbs used as discourse markers 
Lysias 1,9 Pr«ton m¢n oÔn, | Œ êndrew, | (de› går ka‹ taËy' Ím›n dihgÆsasyai) | ofik€dion 
¶sti moi diploËn, — Lysias 1,9 Pr«ton m¢n oÔn, | Œ êndrew, (de› går ka‹ taËy' Ím›n 
dihgÆsasyai) ofik€dion ¶sti moi diploËn, ... — Lysias 1,3 oÏtvw, | Œ êndrew, | taÊthn tØn 
Ïbrin ëpantew ênyrvpoi deinotãthn ≤goËntai ... — Lysias 28,6 oÏtvw, | Œ êndrew 
ÉAyhna›oi, | §peidØ tãxista §n°plhnto ka‹ <t«n> Ímet°rvn ép°lausan, éllotr€ouw t∞w 
pÒlevw aÍtoÁw ≤gÆsanto.  

(d) Introductive particles  
Lysias 3,26 éllå gãr, | Œ boulÆ, pãnta aÈt“ taËta sÊgkeitai — Lysias 3,44 oÈ går toË 
aÈtoË moi doke› e‰nai §rçn te ka‹ sukofante›n, éllå | tÚ m¢n t«n eÈhyest°rvn, | tÚ d¢ 
t«n panourgotãtvn. — Lysias 7,33 ka€toi | pãntew ín ımologÆsaite dikaiÒteron e‰nai 
to›w megãloiw xr∞syai tekmhr€oiw per‹ t«n megãlvn, ... — Lysias 12,82 éllå går | efi tå 
xrÆmata tå fanerå dhmeÊsaite, | kal«w ín ¶xoi ... — Plato Cra. 400b ÉAllå dØ | tÚ metå 
toËto | p«w f«men ¶xein; — Plato Tht. 155c Ka‹ | nØ toÁw yeoÊw ge, Œ S≈kratew, Íperfu«w 
…w yaumãzv t€ pot' §st‹ taËta, .. — Plato Plt. 265a Ka‹ mØn | §f' ˜ ge m°row | Àrmhken 
≤m›n ı lÒgow, | §p' §ke›no | dÊo tin¢ kayorçn ıd∆ tetam°na fa€netai, ... — Plato Cra. 
386d OÈkoËn | efi | mÆte pçsi pãnta §st‹n ımo€vw ëma ka‹ ée€, | mÆte •kãstƒ fid€& ßkaston 
[t«n ˆntvn §st€n], | d∞lon dØ ˜ti ... — Plato Cra. 406d OÈkoËn | tÚ m¢n ßteron ˆnoma 
aÈt∞w | oÈ xalepÚn efipe›n di' ˘ ke›tai. — Plato Tht. 170a OÈkoËn, | Œ PrvtagÒra, | ka‹ 
≤me›w ényr≈pou, mçllon d¢ pãntvn ényr≈pvn dÒjaw l°gomen, — Plato Tht. 183b 
OÈkoËn, | Œ YeÒdvre, | toË te soË •ta€rou éphllãgmeya, ka‹ oÎpv sugxvroËmen aÈt“ 
pãnt' êndra pãntvn xrhmãtvn m°tron e‰nai, ín mØ frÒnimÒw tiw ¬: — Plato Tht. 192e 
OÈkoËn | ka‹ ì mØ o‰de, | pollãkiw m¢n ¶sti mhd¢ afisyãnesyai, pollãkiw d¢ afisyãnesyai 
mÒnon; — Plato Tht. 149a E‰ta, | Œ katag°laste, oÈk ékÆkoaw …w §g≈ efimi ÍÚw ma€aw 
mãla genna€aw te ka‹ blosurçw, Fainar°thw; — Plato Sph. 261c nËn d' | §pe€, | »gay°, | 
toËto ˘ l°geiw diapep°rantai, tÒ toi m°giston ≤m›n te›xow Ωrhm°non ín e‡h, tå d' êlla 
≥dh =ñv ka‹ smikrÒtera. — Plato Cra. 435b §pe€, | Œ b°ltiste, | efi 'y°leiw §p‹ tÚn 
ériymÚn §lye›n, pÒyen o‡ei ßjein ÙnÒmata ˜moia •n‹ •kãstƒ t«n ériym«n §penegke›n, ... 
— Lysias 6,38 …w oÔn oÈd¢n prosÆkei ÉAndok€d˙ t«n sunyhk«n, | per‹ toÊtou l°jv, | 
oÎte | må tÚn D€a | t«n prÚw Lakedaimon€ouw, ìw Íme›w sun°yesye, | oÎte | œn prÚw toÁw §n 
[t“] êstei ofl §k Peirai«w. 

 (e) Subordinating conjunctions and complementizers 
Lysias 24,2 efi m¢n går | ßneka xrhmãtvn me sukofante›^: efi d' | …w §xyrÚn •autoË me 
timvre›tai, | ceÊdetai: — Lysias 13,50 "diÒti" fhs€n "¶doje télhy∞ efisagge›lai". — 
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Lysias 32,18 Àste, Œ êndrew dikasta€, mhd°na t«n parÒntvn dÊnasyai fy°gjasyai, — 
Lysias 21,17 Àst' | oÈk ín efikÒtvw | ßtero€ me §jaitÆsainto par' Ím«n, | éllå | ka‹ e‡ tiw 
t«n §m«n f€lvn toioËton ég«na ±gvn€zeto, | Ímçw ín ±j€oun | §mo‹ doËnai tØn xãrin, | 
ka‹ efi par' êlloiw §kindÊneuon, | Ímçw e‰nai toÁw deom°nouw Íp¢r §moË. — Lysias 3,40 
˜ti m¢n oÔn, | Œ boulÆ, oÈdenÚw a‡tiÒw efimi t«n gegenhm°nvn, flkan«w épodede›xyai 
nom€zv — Lysias 17,10 ÜOti m°n, | Œ êndrew dikasta€, | oÈ parå tÚ d€kaion | éji« moi 
chf€sasyai tÚ diad€kasma, | éll' | aÈtÚw tª pÒlei pollå t«n §mautoË éfe‹w | toËto |? 
éji« moi épodoy∞nai, | épod°deiktai. — Plato Tht. 154c ÉEån m°n, | Œ S≈kratew, | tÚ 
dokoËn prÚw tØn nËn §r≈thsin épokr€nvmai, ... — Plato Cra. 403b ˜ti te gãr, | §peidån 
ëpaj tiw ≤m«n époyãn˙, ée‹ §ke› §stin, foboËntai, ka‹ ˜ti ≤ cuxØ gumnØ toË s≈matow 
par' §ke›non ép°rxetai, ka‹ toËto pefÒbhntai: — Plato Tht. 208c OÂon, | efi boÊlei, | 
≤l€ou p°ri | flkanÚn o‰ma€ soi e‰nai épod°jasyai, ˜ti tÚ lamprÒtatÒn §sti t«n katå tÚn 
oÈranÚn fiÒntvn per‹ g∞n. 

 (f) Illocutionary markers: interrogatives, negatives and assertives  
Plato Cra. 438c PÒtera, Œ êriste, tå §p‹ tØn stãsin êgonta µ tå §p‹ tØn forãn; — Plato 
Tht. 200 PÒteron, Œ b°ltistoi, émfot°raw tiw efid≈w, §pistÆmhn te ka‹ énepisthmosÊnhn, 
∂n o‰den, •t°ran aÈtØn o‡eta€ tina e‰nai œn o‰den; ... — Plato Sph. 257e katå toËton tÚn 
lÒgon | îra | mçllon m¢n tÚ kalÚn ≤m›n §sti t«n ˆntvn, ∏tton d¢ tÚ mØ kalÒn; — Plato 
Plt. 262b P«w, Œ j°ne, l°geiw toËto; — Plato Tht. 202d âAr', Œ Yea€thte, nËn oÏtv tªde tª 
≤m°r& efilÆfamen ˘ pãlai ka‹ pollo‹ t«n sof«n zhtoËntew pr‹n eÍre›n kategÆrasan; 
— Plato Sph. 221d âAr' | Œ prÚw ye«n ±gnoÆkamen téndrÚw tÚn êndra ˆnta suggen∞; — 
Plato Plt. 285d âH pou | tÚn t∞w Ífantik∞w ge lÒgon | aÈt∞w taÊthw ßneka yhreÊein | 
oÈde‹w ín §yelÆseien noËn ¶xvn: — Lysias 21,17 Àst' | oÈk ín efikÒtvw | ßtero€ me 
§jaitÆsainto par' Ím«n, | éllå | ka‹ e‡ tiw t«n §m«n f€lvn toioËton ég«na ±gvn€zeto, | 
Ímçw ín ±j€oun | §mo‹ doËnai tØn xãrin, | ka‹ efi par' êlloiw §kindÊneuon, | Ímçw e‰nai 
toÁw deom°nouw Íp¢r §moË.  
 

 (4) Fronted verbs  

It has already been pointed out in section 5.2.2 above that a number of verb forms can be 
expected to take P1 in a colon in certain specific uses. Some of these can be shown to 
regularly occur in a separate fronted colon, especially if they introduce a complement clause 
(which may be complex). I will just mention two obvious classes in which this pattern is 
quite usual.  

(a) Modal verbs 
A number of verbs (or verb-like predicates) have the function of marking the epistemic 
and/or illocutionary status of the contents of their complement clause (whether it is 
something that really happened, something probable, wished for, ...). These verbs are very 
frequently fronted in a separate colon (not unlike some markers which have similar 
functions, see paragraph (3) here above): Plato Cra. 417b ÖEoiken, | Œ ÑErmÒgenew, | ... , oÈ 
taÊt˙ l°gein moi doke› tÚ "lusiteloËn," éll' ˜ti ... — Plato Tht. 183a de› d¢ | oÈd¢ toËto 
<tÚ> "oÏtv" l°gein | ^oÈd¢ går ín ¶ti kino›to <tÚ> "oÏtv" ^ | oÈd' aÔ "mØ oÏtv" | ^oÈd¢ 
går toËto k€nhsiw^ | éllã tin' êllhn fvnØn yet°on to›w tÚn lÒgon toËton l°gousin, ... 
— Lysias 13,3 de› d' Ímçw, | Œ êndrew ÉAyhna›oi, §j érx∞w t«n pragmãtvn èpãntvn 
ékoËsai, ... — Lysias 25,23 xrØ to€nun, | Œ êndrew dikasta€, | to›w prÒteron gegenhm°noiw 
parade€gmasi xrvm°nouw bouleÊesyai per‹ t«n mellÒntvn ¶sesyai, — Plato Plt. 265a 
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¶jestin oÔn | ıpot°ran ín boulhy«men, | taÊthn poreuy∞nai. — Plato Tht. 186e OÈk êr' 
ín e‡h pot°, | Œ Yea€thte, a‡syhs€w te ka‹ §pistÆmh taÈtÒn. — Plato Cra. 421d e‡h m¢n 
oÔn | ‡svw ên ti tª élhye€& ka‹ toioËton aÈt«n, | e‡h d¢ | kín ÍpÚ palaiÒthtow tå pr«ta 
t«n Ùnomãtvn éneÊreta e‰nai: 

(b) Reporting and/or epistemic verbs 
Another type of verbs which can be expected to very frequently constitute a fronted colon is 
the class of reporting verbs (verba dicendi, percipiendi, sentiendi...). These verbs can be 
accompanied by the reporting subject (which, however, may also be fronted as a topic-
NP):176 Lysias 1,4 ≤goËmai d°, | Œ êndrew, | toËtÒ me de›n §pide›jai, | …w §mo€xeuen 
ÉEratosy°nhw tØn guna›ka tØn §mØn ... — Plato Tht. 144d-e fhs‹n går YeÒdvrow | ¶xein 
me so‹ ˜moion. — Plato Sph. 266d-e T∞w to€nun efidvlourgik∞w | énamnhsy«men ˜ti | tÚ 
m¢n | efikastikÒn, | tÚ d¢ | fantastikÚn ¶mellen e‰nai g°now, | efi tÚ ceËdow ˆntvw ¯n 
ceËdow ka‹ t«n ˆntvn ßn ti fane€h pefukÒw. — Plato Tht. 158e l°gousi d°, | …w §g∆ o‰mai, 
| oÏtvw §rvt«ntew: "âV Yea€thte, .... — Lysias 25,25 eÔ går e‡sesye ˜ti, ì m¢n otoi 
sumbouleÊousin, oÈdep≈pote Ím›n §lusit°lhsen, ... — Lysias 2,1 diå toËto | ka‹ ≤ 
pÒliw moi doke›, | pronooum°nh t«n §nyãde legÒntvn, | §j Ùl€gou tØn prÒstajin 
poie›syai, | ≤goum°nh | oÏtvw ín mãlista | suggn≈mhw aÈtoÁw parå t«n ékousãntvn 
tugxãnein. — Plato Cra. 418a y°asai, | Œ ÑErmÒgenew, | …w §g∆ élhy∞ l°gv | l°gvn ˜ti ... 
— Lysias 1,30 ÉAkoÊete, | Œ êndrew, | ˜ti aÈt“ t“ dikasthr€ƒ t“ §j ÉAre€ou pãgou ... 
diarrÆdhn e‡rhtai ... (cf. Lysias 1,32 ÉAkoÊete, Œ êndrew, ˜ti keleÊei, ... — Lysias 14,6 
— Lysias 19,58) — Lysias 1,21 §peidØ d¢ pãnta e‡rhto aÈtª, e‰pon §g≈, "˜pvw to€nun 
taËta mhde‹w ényr≈pvn peÊsetai: ... — Plato Cra. 409d ¶xoiw ín efipe›n |? pËr | katå 
t€na trÒpon kale›tai; 
Of course, besides these specific cases, verbs may be fronted for other reasons as well, for 
instance in the following cases:  
-  In a number of cases a verbal constituent is fronted for the sake of emphasis (see here 

below), as in Plato Sph. 239d skope›n oÔn, | Œ Yea€thte, | xrØ | t€ tiw t“ nean€& prÚw tÚ 
§rvt≈menon épokrine›tai. or Plato Sph. 233d Lãbvmen to€nun | saf°sterÒn ti 
parãdeigma per‹ toÊtvn.177 It has already been noted that imperatives, first person 
subjunctives ‘deliberationis’, etc. tend towards P1. In many cases these verb forms also 
are autonomous.  

-  Among the autonomous participles reviewed in section 10.2.1 above, the majority is 
fronted with respect to the segment containing the main verb as in Plato Cra. 388b 
Kerk€zontew d¢ | t€ dr«men; and Plato Plt. 291d Tre›w d' oÔsai | m«n oÈ p°nte trÒpon 
tinå g€gnontai, dÊ' §j •aut«n êlla prÚw aÍta›w ÙnÒmata t€ktousai;  

 
 (5) Other types of fronting (especially emphatic fronting)  

In a number of cases a fronted constituent does not seem to have the usual ‘thematic’ or 
‘guidepost’-like function which it has in most of the cases discussed in the above, but 

                                                             
176 Cf. also a complex combination of two reporting verbs, fronted together in Plato Sph. 251e Ka‹ 
tiy«m°n ge aÈtoÁw l°gein, | efi boÊlei, | pr«ton | mhden‹ mhd¢n mhdem€an dÊnamin ¶xein koinvn€aw 
efiw mhd°n. Here as well, the fronted part sets up frame which is filled in by the more contentful 
complement clause.  
177 Cf. Plato Sph. 261c LÒgon dØ pr«ton ka‹ dÒjan, kayãper §rrÆyh nundÆ, lãbvmen, ·na 
§narg°steron épologis≈meya pÒteron ... . Note that the same form in a similar sense is colon-
autonomous in this example as well.  
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appears to contain the most salient information of the entire segment, after which much less 
salient (often given) elements are added in a separate colon or separate cola. In section 
13.3.3 I will discuss the pragmatic and/or cognitive aspects of this discourse strategy, which 
is the converse of the usual thematization-strategy to which most types of fronting 
correspond. Here, I will simply enumerate a few cases in which ‘emphatic fronting’ seems to 
occur.  

(i)  In some cases of emphatic fronting there seems to be a lexico-semantic factor 
involved, in that some words seem to have a lexically determined emotional overtone 
which makes them liable to be used emphatically, for instance words expressing a 
negative or positive value, extreme points of some scale (e.g. superlatives), etc. (see 
already section 5.1(2)): Lysias 6,20 §lp€zv m¢n oÔn aÈtÚn | ka‹ d≈sein d€khn, | 
yaumãsion d¢ | oÈd¢n ên moi g°noito. — Plato Tht. 185d ÑUp°reu, | Œ Yea€thte, | 
ékolouye›w, | ka‹ ¶stin ì §rvt« aÈtå taËta. — Plato Tht. 154d EÔ ge | nØ tØn 
ÜHran, | Œ f€le, | ka‹ ye€vw. | étãr, | …w ¶oiken, | §ån épokr€n˙ ˜ti ¶stin, | 
EÈrip€deiÒn ti sumbÆsetai: — Plato Tht. 163e ÉAllå deinÒn, | Œ S≈kratew, | toËtÒ 
ge fãnai;  

(ii) In other cases the emphasis on the fronted word or constituent is determined by the 
usual contextual features. In many cases the fronted constituent is contrastive, but 
other types of focus can give rise to fronting as well.  

 A typical case of a fronted contrastive element involves negated information. The 
speaker first negates what s/he thinks the addressee might have in mind, and only 
then -the most urgent business being finished- adds e.g. the topic and/or the reasons 
for his/her saying what s/he says: Lysias 1,16 "EÈf€lhte" | ¶fh | "mhdemiò 
polupragmosÊn˙ | proselhluy°nai me nÒmize prÚw s°: ...". For further analysis of 
this very clear and interesting case, see section 17.2 below. — Lysias 17,10 ÜOti m°n, 
| Œ êndrew dikasta€, | oÈ parå tÚ d€kaion | éji« moi chf€sasyai tÚ diad€kasma, | 
éll' | aÈtÚw tª pÒlei pollå t«n §mautoË éfe‹w | toËto |? éji« moi épodoy∞nai, | 
épod°deiktai. 

 Other types of contrast qualify equally well. In Plato Tht. 207c YEAI. OÈkoËn eÔ 
doke› soi, Œ S≈kratew; / SV. Efi so€, Œ •ta›re, doke›, ... Socrates replaces 
Theaetetus’ notion that Socrates is the one who has to agree is by the notion that 
Theaetetus himself has to agree. In Plato Sph. 257b-c, the highly counter-
presuppositional notion of ‘opposite’ (the -at this point in the dialogue- novel idea 
that “negative equals opposite” is at issue) is fronted, even extraposed out of the 
subordinate ˜tan-clause: OÈk êr', §nant€on ˜tan épÒfasiw l°ghtai shma€nein, 
sugxvrhsÒmeya, tosoËton d¢ mÒnon, ˜ti t«n êllvn t‹ mhnÊei tÚ mØ ka‹ tÚ oÌ 
protiy°mena t«n §piÒntvn Ùnomãtvn, mçllon d¢ t«n pragmãtvn per‹ ëtt' ín 
k°htai tå §pifyeggÒmena Ïsteron t∞w épofãsevw ÙnÒmata. 

 Finally, note the following example of a brand-new (non-contrastive) focused 
element which is fronted: Lysias 1,16 "¶sti d'" ¶fh "ÉEratosy°nhw ÉO∞yen | ı taËta 
prãttvn, ... .178 Note that the topic (in the sense of ‘what the segment is about’) of 
this segment is ı taËta prãttvn and that Eratosthenes’ name is the single most 
important information that the old woman informer has to give to Euphiletus (see 
section 17.2). Obviously, the ‘first set up a frame, then fill it out’-strategy is not 

                                                             
178 For the position of ¶fh, see section 10.5(2) below.  
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followed here; on the contrary, in this stretch of discourse -as it is presented- the most 
salient and new information “it is Eratosthenes” is ‘spilled’ first, after which what this 
is all about has to be added.  

One more type of fronting has to be mentioned, which may be related to emphatic fronting: 
as has already been noted by Fraenkel (see Table 0.1b, type E2), elements of a question (or 
another type of remark) by a first speaker which are echoed by the reply by a second speaker 
often are fronted, as in the following cases: Plato Tht. 186e SV. T€ oÔn dØ §ke€nƒ épod€dvw 
ˆnoma, t“ ırçn ékoÊein Ùsfra€nesyai cÊxesyai yerma€nesyai; / YEAI. Afisyãnesyai |? 
¶gvge: | t€ går êllo; — Plato Plt. 265a NE. SV. T€ d°; émfot°raw édÊnaton; / JE. ÜAma g', 
Œ yaumast°: §n m°rei ge mØn | d∞lon ˜ti dunatÒn. / NE. SV. ÉEn m°rei to€nun |? ¶gvge | 
émfot°raw aflroËmai.179 
 

 (6) Complex or multiple fronting  
Ancient Greek -unlike English- allows for multiple fronting, i.e. for the accumulation of 
constituents of the types mentioned in this section at the left boundary of a major discourse 
segment. In such a case, the left-most fronted segment can be expected to have scope over 
the following one, etc. For instance, a sentence can start with fronted marker, followed by a 
fronted topic, followed by a fronted sub-topic, having scope over a parallel structure in 
which each member in its turn starts with a fronted marker, etc. The fact that English -
generally speaking- does not allow for multiple fronting is one of the obvious difficulties of 
translating Greek discourse into English (for examples and discussion, see sections 11 and 
12 below).  
Consider the following examples:  

(i) Plato Tht. 210b OÈkoËn | taËta m¢n pãnta | ≤ maieutikØ ≤m›n t°xnh | énemia›ã 
fhsi gegen∞syai | ka‹ oÈk êjia trof∞w;  

 The fact that the last two cola are really separate segments is ascertained by (a) the P2 
of fhsi and the P1 of ka€ oÈk, and (b) the fact that both cola are members of a 
contrastive structure. This complex VP is preceded by a fronted subject ≤ maieutikØ 
≤m›n t°xnh, the segmentation of which is also ascertained by the P2 of ≤m›n. This 
fronted subject is in its turn preceded by another fronted argument-NP taËta m¢n 
pãnta, with m¢n in P2. The whole is introduced by a fronted marker OÈkoËn, having 
scope over the whole clause (and possibly beyond).  

(ii)  Plato Sph. 224b T∞w dØ cuxemporik∞w taÊthw | îr' oÈ | tÚ m¢n | §pideiktikØ 
dikaiÒtata l°goit' ên, | tÚ d¢ | gelo€on m¢n |? oÈx ∏tton toË prÒsyen, | ˜mvw d¢ | 
mayhmãtvn oÔsan prçsin |? aÈtØn |? édelf“ tini t∞w prãjevw ÙnÒmati 
proseipe›n énãgkh;  

 The first colon T∞w dØ cuxemporik∞w taÊthw is an obvious fronted topic NP, 
preceding the fronted question-marker îr' oÈ, both fronted with respect to the main 
clause proper (starting with tÚ m¢n). The main clause proper is in its turn dominated 
by the binary contrast tÚ m¢n-tÚ d¢. Within both contrasted members, tÚ m¢n resp. tÚ 
d¢ again are fronted topic-NPs. Within the member introduced by tÚ d¢ a parallel 
m°n-d° structure is generated. Again, the constituents which carry m°n and d° may be 
argued to constitute separate fronted cola.  

                                                             
179 For the status of ¶gvge in both examples, see section 10.5(2c) below.  
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(iii)  Lysias 8,15 metå toËto | AÈtokrãthw | §moË parÒntow | Yrasumãxƒ ¶legen | 
EÈruptÒlemon aÈt“ m°mfesyai, | fãskonta | kak«w ékoÊein Íp' aÈtoË:  

 In this example hardly any lexical cues appear which ascertain the colon-status of the 
three cola preceding the segment with the main finite verb. Still, the fact that §moË 
parÒntow (note the preferential pronoun in P1) is a genitivus absolutus is a strong 
indication for its status as a fronted participle clause. In that case, metå toËto 
AÈtokrãthw is evidently best analyzed as consisting of two fronted cola as well: 
metå toËto is a PP with an obvious marker status; AÈtokrãthw, being the subject of 
the clause, belongs to a readily recognizable type of fronted NPs as well.  

 
 10.2.5 Problems: rest-cola and short parentheses  

 
In some cases the strict application of one or more of the established segmentation criteria 
yields -besides a number of ‘regular’ cola- a colon which does not seem to belong to any 
recognizable type. I have pointed out in section 0.2.4 that a similar phenomenon has been 
observed in the literature on intonation (cf. e.g. Cruttenden 1986/1997, 72). Here, I will 
review two types of contexts in which rest-cola seem to occur:  
(1) parallel structures determining the colon-status of their members, but leaving items 

outside these members ‘stranded’ (cf. the example in Cruttenden 1986/1997, 72: “I 
quite like HIM | but I LOATHE | and DETEST | his FATHER”180); 

(2) the intrusion of short parentheses within what would otherwise be regular cola.  
 

 (1) Rest-cola due to parallel structures  

First, a slightly problematic aspect concerning the common grounds for parallel structures 
should be noted: if two conjoints have an element in common which is not repeated in the 
members, there are various possibilities as to the position of this common ground:  
(i)  the common ground may be fronted in a separate colon, as in Lysias 16,19 Àste oÈk 

êjion ép' ˆcevw, | Œ boulÆ, oÎte file›n oÎte mise›n oÈd°na, éll' §k t«n ¶rgvn 
skope›n, and many other examples quoted in the above;  

(ii)  a common element may be placed in or after the first member (in that case, the 
second member is in a way elliptical), as in Plato Sph. 262a OÈkoËn | §j Ùnomãtvn 
m¢n mÒnvn sunex«w legom°nvn | oÈk ¶sti pot¢ lÒgow, | oÈd' aÔ =hmãtvn xvr‹w 
Ùnomãtvn lexy°ntvn.  

(iii)  a common element may be placed in or after the second member (in that case, the 
first member is in a way elliptical), as in Lysias 13,90 efi m¢n oÔn | otow m¢n §n êstei 
| ≤me›w d' §n Peiraie› ∑men, | e‰xon <ên> tina lÒgon aÈt“ afl suny∞kai: | nËn d¢ | 
ka‹ otow §n Peiraie› ∑n | ka‹ §g∆ | ka‹ DionÊsiow | ka‹ otoi ëpantew ofl toËton 
timvroÊmenoi: ... .181 

The question as to the reasons for this alternation need not occupy us here. Suffice it to note 
the following effect:  

                                                             
180 I have not taken over Cruttenden’s specific transcription conventions.  
181 Also note the interesting case Lysias 4,8 ≤ d¢ | tot¢ m¢n | §m¢ per‹ polloË | tot¢ d¢ | toËtÒn fhsi 
poie›syai ..., in which the subject of the main finite verb (≤ d¢) is fronted, and part of the remaining 
common ground (per‹ polloË) occurs in the first member and part of it (fhsi poie›syai) in the 
second.  
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-  If the common element is in or after the first member, there is already an effect of 
closure after the first member, which can be interpreted as such; this makes the whole 
structure easier to process in real time.182  

-  If the common element is in or after the second member, this yields a more integrated 
structure in which syntactic closure occurs at the end of the parallel structure, i.e. the 
whole structure must be planned before uttering it and this closure must be waited for 
by the addressee (‘bracketing’, see section 10.4 here below).  

More pertinent to the present discussion is the matter of the status of the ‘common elements’ 
in cases (ii) and (iii): one can often not know for certain whether the common element 
constitutes a separate colon or not (hence the qualification ‘in or after’ in my description of 
the phenomena under scrutiny):  
-  Plato Plt. 292c ToËt' aÈtÚ to€nun | îr' §nnooËmen, ˜ti | tÚn ˜ron | oÈk Ùl€gouw oÈd¢ 

polloÊw, | oÈd¢ tÚ •koÊsion oÈd¢ tÚ ékoÊsion, | oÈd¢ pen€an oÈd¢ ploËton |? 
g€gnesyai per‹ aÈt«n xre≈n, | éllã tina §pistÆmhn, e‡per ékolouyÆsomen to›w 
prÒsyen; After the fronted topic (also common ground), the three pairs of contrasted 
notions which make up the first member of the ‘oÈk X éllã Y’ pattern are followed by 
g€gnesyai per‹ aÈt«n xre≈n, which is common to both members. The position of per‹ 
aÈt«n might be an indication for the colon-status of this common element, which 
however as such does not look like a ‘normal’ segment.  

-  Likewise, in the following examples, the verb prose€pvmen resp. ékhkÒate is common 
to both members of the m°n-d° resp. ka€-ka€ pattern: Plato Sph. 267d-e ˜mvw d°, | kín efi 
tolmhrÒteron efir∞syai, | diagn≈sevw ßneka | tØn m¢n metå dÒjhw m€mhsin | 
dojomimhtikØn prose€pvmen, | tØn d¢ met' §pistÆmhw | flstorikÆn tina m€mhsin. In this 
case, colon-status does not look plausible at all; — Lysias 3,21 Tå m¢n oÔn gegenhm°na 
| ka‹ §moË | ka‹ t«n martÊrvn |? ékhkÒate: ... 

 
 (2) Segmentation problems involving short (quasi-)parenthetical expressions  

The fact that short parentheses like vocatives, ¶fh or …w ¶oike quite often occur on the 
boundary between two natural cola (typically after the first natural colon of a major 
segment) has already been noted by (i.a.) Fraenkel and has been illustrated in section 10.2.3 
above. However, in some cases adopting the position of such a parenthetical expression as a 
criterion for segmentation yields awkward-looking rest-cola.  

(a) I will first review a number of types of cases in which the position of the (quasi-) parenthesis 
is - at least at first sight- problematic:  

(i)  It has already been noted throughout Part I that some of the expressions under 
scrutiny appear to break word order rules in that the right boundary of the quasi-
parenthesis is followed by a postpositive: Plato Plt. 277d Parade€gmatow, Œ 
makãrie, aÔ moi | ka‹ tÚ parãdeigma aÈtÚ ded°hken. — Plato Tht. 172a §ntaËy', 
e‡per pou, aÔ ımologÆsei sÊmboulÒn te sumboÊlou diaf°rein ...; — Plato Plt. 
268d ToËto to€nun, Œ S≈kratew, ≤m›n poiht°on — Plato Plt. 258d De› ge mÆn, Œ 
S≈kratew, aÈtÚ e‰nai ka‹ sÒn [sc. ¶rgon] — Plato Plt. 265e TaÊthn dØ | de› | 
kayãper tå ¶mprosyen, …w ¶oiken, ≤mçw d€xa diast°llein. 

                                                             
182 Note that the second (or later) member sometimes even looks like an afterthought-like addition, as 
in Plato Tht. 203b ka‹ går dÆ, | Œ S≈kratew, | tÒ te s›gma | t«n éf≈nvn §st€, | cÒfow tiw mÒnon, | oÂon 
surittoÊshw t∞w gl≈tthw: | toË d' aÔ b∞ta | oÎte fvnØ | oÎte cÒfow, | oÈd¢ t«n ple€stvn stoixe€vn. 
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(ii)  In the following two examples a NP with an article is interrupted so as to leave the 
noun stranded in an unusual way: Plato Sph. 223b Katå dØ tÚn nËn, Œ Yea€thte, 
lÒgon, | …w ¶oiken, | ... — Plato Sph. 242b dok« m¢n går | tÆnd', Œ pa›, tØn ıdÚn | 
énagkaioãthn ≤m›n e‰nai tr°pesyai.  

(iii) In the next series of examples a vocative interrupts a potential formulaic unit: Lysias 
14,17 deinÚn d° moi doke›, Œ êndrew dikasta€, e‰nai, efi ... (established formula 
interrupted by vocative; e‰nai would be a bizarre rest-colon); — Plato Sph. 232e Ka‹ 
poll«n ge, Œ makãrie, •t°rvn. (potential unit interrupted); — Plato Sph. 225a T“ d¢ 
lÒgoiw prÚw lÒgouw | t€ tiw, Œ Yea€thte, êllo e‡p˙ plØn émfisbhthtikÒn; 
(formulaic unit indefinite + êllow interrupted) — Plato Sph. 236e ˜pvw går efipÒnta 
xrØ ceud∞ l°gein µ dojãzein ˆntvw e‰nai, ka‹ toËto fyegjãmenon §nantiolog€& 
mØ sun°xesyai, pantãpasin, Œ Yea€thte, xalepÒn. (potential formulaic unit adverb 
degree + adjective interrupted); — Plato Sph. 216c toËto m°ntoi kinduneÊei tÚ g°now 
| oÈ polÊ ti =òon …w ¶pow efipe›n e‰nai diakr€nein | µ tÚ toË yeoË: (e‰nai looks 
rather unlikely in P1 of a new colon); — Plato Tht. 207c Efi so€, Œ •ta›re, doke›, ... 
(formulaic unit interrupted).  

(iv)  In the following series of examples, a single word is stranded without a recognizable 
reason for its colon-autonomy: Plato Cra. 398e PÒyen, |? »gay°, |? ¶xv; 183 — Plato 
Plt. 280a Po€vn, |? efip°, |? suggen«n; — Lysias 26,4 §g∆ d¢ | prÚw toÊtouw toÁw 
lÒgouw | oÈ xalepÚn |? o‰mai |? énteipe›n: — Lysias 12,34 toËto m°ntoi | oÈ feÊgv, 
| éll' ımolog« soi, |? efi boÊlei, |? énteipe›n. — Plato Tht. 161a ÉAn°jetai, |? Œ 
S≈kratew, |? Yea€thtow: ... — Lysias 12,1 OÈk êrjasya€ moi doke› êporon e‰nai, |? 
Œ êndrew dikasta€, |? t∞w kathgor€aw, | éllå paÊsasyai l°gonti:  

(b) I propose to take into consideration two -at first sight- different elements that may help to 
explain the phenomena under scrutiny.  

(i)  A first possible element of an explanation for this type of behavior may be to 
postulate that this kind of short idiomatic parentheses does not always have to occur 
on a natural colon boundary, but occasionally can interrupt the current colon, which 
then can continue as if the parenthesis had not been there. This account does not look 
implausible in the light of English constructions like “This is a case of - what one 
might be tempted to call - pathological nonsense” or “What - I am asking- is this?”. 
An interesting parallel can be drawn with the functions of pauses (including filled 
pauses):  
- like pauses, these markers occur at natural boundaries;  
-  like pauses they can occur in the middle of an IU/colon and signal emphasis on 

the following or preceding word (cf. Fraenkel’s observations referred to in 
section 0.1.1; cf. also Cruttenden 1986/1997, 30-32, on pauses occurring before 
words of high lexical content).  

 Thus, the difference between a ‘hesitance pause’ (or -which comes down to the same 
thing- a (filled) pause for the sake of emphasis), a filled pause (“uh”), a pause filled 
with a lexical filler like ‘you know’, and the occurrence of one of the expressions 

                                                             
183 For other examples with fronted interrogatives, see also Plato Cra. 438c PÒtera, Œ êriste, tå §p‹ 
tØn stãsin êgonta µ tå §p‹ tØn forãn; - Plato Tht. 200a - Plato Plt. 257c - Plato Plt. 262b. 
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under scrutiny is only a matter of degree.184 This account looks attractive in many of 
the cases quoted here above. See also, for instance, the following examples:  
-  Lysias 1,16 "¶sti d'" ¶fh "ÉEratosy°nhw ÉO∞yen | ı taËta prãttvn, ... , 

already quoted for the emphatic fronting of ¶sti d' ÉEratosy°nhw ÉO∞yen: the 
position of ¶fh has the same effect as an IU-internal pause before an high-
content constituent (cf. also a suspense-pause as in “and the winner is ...”); 

- Plato Plt. 305e TØn d¢ | pas«n te toÊtvn êrxousan | ka‹ t«n nÒmvn ka‹ 
sumpãntvn t«n katå pÒlin §pimeloum°nhn | ka‹ pãnta sunufa€nousan 
ÙryÒtata, | toË koinoË tª klÆsei perilabÒntew tØn dÊnamin aÈt∞w, 
|prosagoreÊoimen dikaiÒtat' ên, …w ¶oike, politikÆn. Here, the position of …w 
¶oike clearly contributes to the emphasis on the word politikÆn, which conveys 
the most salient (new) information in the clause anyway.  

(ii)  A second element which seems to be relevant, is the point made about ‘emphatic 
fronting’ in section 10.2.4(5) above: in some cases the most salient part of a segment 
can be fronted in a separate colon, after which less salient information is simply 
added in a kind of rest-colon. In that case, the kind of parenthetical expressions can 
readily follow the fronted colon.  

Note that both accounts need not be mutually exclusive and can be a matter of degree. In a 
slow and deliberate performance the emphatically fronted constituents are likely to be 
realized as a separate IU185 and the added low-content information in another IU. In a less 
ponderous performance the two elements are likely to be merged in a single IU, and the 
potentially intervening quasi-parenthesis is a priori likely to undergo sandhi as well.  
Furthermore, it should be noted that the expressions under scrutiny are likely to acquire a 
particle-like use themselves.186 Accordingly, the behavior noted in the above can be 
interpreted as being related to the P2-tendency of regular particles. For instance, the oath-
formula (and perhaps also the vocative) in Plato Tht. 154d EÔ ge | nØ tØn ÜHran, | Œ f€le, | 
ka‹ ye€vw can be understood as a device that highlights the strong emphasis on EÔ ge. 
Similarly the vocatives or other interactional expressions following fronted interrogatives 
can be interpreted as a focus-marker not so different from e.g. d∞ta (e.g. in Plato Cra. 398e 
PÒyen, »gay°, ¶xv; and Plato Plt. 280a Po€vn, efip°, suggen«n;).  

(c) As a corollary to the above remarks (assuming that they are basically correct), an interesting 
possible extension of this account can be formulated concerning the behavior of constituents 
marked by the particle ge .  
One can argue a priori that the basic function of ge as a focus-particle which narrows down 
the referential scope of what is currently said to at least the item to which it belongs makes it 
particularly suited to accompany mitigating epistemic markers, not unlike o‰mai or …w efikÒw. 
This use can be seen in expressions like EfikÒw ge and ÖEmoige doke› as short answers to a 

                                                             
184 Note that this account makes cognitive sense as well: the fact that these idiomatic expressions are 
formulaic and can be expected to require only a small processing effort makes them likely to pop up 
any time they are needed.  
185 Remember that in emphatic realizations even single syllables can get ad hoc IU status (cf. 
Cruttenden 1986/1997, 68). 
186 Cf. the particle-like behavior of what were originally full-blown curses in English and Dutch 
(“Damn good coffee.”; “Het is godverdomme toch niet waar zeker!”). Also cf. the behavior of quasi-
parentheses like “of course”, “naturally”, “you know” or “again” which may be realized as fully 
parenthetical IUs but can also readily occur in the middle of an IU.  
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question (see also ÖEgvge as a slightly mitigated yes-answer to a question such as “do you 
think/agree/know that ...?”). This type of expression can also be used in (quasi-)parenthetical 
expressions and tags: Plato Cra. 389b PrÚw §ke›no, ¶moige doke›. — Plato Cra. 437d 
OÎkoun | efikÒw ge. — Plato Cra. 416a ÖAtopÒn ti | nØ D€a | ¶moige doke› | ka‹ xalepÚn 
sumbale›n. — Plato Tht. 184c Di' œn ßkasta afisyanÒmeya, | ¶moige doke›, | Œ S≈kratew, | 
mçllon µ oÂw.  
Starting from these observations, we can tentatively argue that many more of the 
constituents accompanied by ge have a similar quasi-parenthetical function, and behave like 
the quasi-parenthetical expressions discussed here above. This might account for a large 
number of cases in which ge does not take P2 within a ‘natural’ colon (see Table 4.2f and 
section 4.2(7)):  

(i)  Some expressions are by virtue of their lexical content liable to function as modal 
markers, cf. the expressions of the type efikÒw ge and ¶moige doke› mentioned here 
above, but see also e.g. Lysias 13,7 toÊtouw oÔn §boÊlonto |? èm«w g° pvw |? 
§kpod∆n poiÆsasyai, ·na =&d€vw ì boÊlointo diaprãttointo. 

(ii)  In other cases a similar mitigating function can be attributed to expressions consisting 
of ‘regular’ lexical content, which, however, in the context has a mitigating or 
concessive function, and accordingly behaves like a quasi-parenthesis, often 
occurring after a focused item in P1 or as a tag after a salient and fronted content:187 
Plato Cra. 400b Pollaxª moi doke› | toËtÒ ge: — Plato Cra. 406d ÉAllå mØn | oÈd' 
ÉAyhnçw | ÉAyhna›Òw g' \n, | Œ S≈kratew, | §pilÆs˙, | oÈd' ÑHfa€stou te ka‹ 
ÖArevw. — Lysias 19,13 ı d¢ ır«n aÈtoÁw | Íp' §ke€nou te pepisteum°nouw | 
gegonÒtaw te §pieike›w | tª <te> pÒlei |? ¶n ge t“ tÒte xrÒnƒ |? ér°skontaw, ... — 
Plato Cra. 420a-b "¶rvw" d°, | ˜ti efisre› ¶jvyen | ka‹ oÈk ofike€a §st‹n ≤ =oØ aÏth 
t“ ¶xonti | éll' §pe€saktow diå t«n Ùmmãtvn, | diå taËta | épÚ toË §sre›n | 
"¶srow" |? tÒ ge palaiÚn |? §kale›to 

(iii)  In this respect, special mention can be made of ¶gvge which often occurs exactly in 
the position described in the above (after a focused item in P1), which may be 
compared to expressions like “as far as I’m concerned”. In some cases a (quasi-) 
parenthetic status looks plausible, in others a P2 position after an emphatic fronted 
constituent seems to be a better option: Plato Tht. 209a ÙryØn |? ¶gvge |? ¶xvn dÒjan 
per‹ soË, | §ån m¢n proslãbv tÚn sÚn lÒgon, | gign≈skv dÆ se, | efi d¢ mÆ, | dojãzv 
mÒnon.188 — Plato Cra. 384d-e efi d° p˙ êll˙ ¶xei, | ßtoimow |?¶gvge |? ka‹ 
manyãnein | ka‹ ékoÊein | oÈ mÒnon parå KratÊlou, | éllå ka‹ par' êllou 
ıtouoËn. — Plato Plt. 265a ÉEn m°rei to€nun |? ¶gvge |? émfot°raw aflroËmai. — 
Lysias 13,49 Yaumãzv d' |? ¶gvge, | Œ êndrew dikasta€, ˜ t€ pote tolmÆsei prÚw 
Ímçw épologe›syai: — Plato Tht. 208e NËn d∞ta, | Œ Yea€thte, | pantãpasin |? 
¶gvge, | §peidØ §ggÁw Àsper skiagrafÆmatow g°gona toË legom°nou, | sun€hmi 

                                                             
187 In some cases ge accompanies not a mitigating expression but an apposition with a ‘regular’ 
afterthought function, in which case the constituent is probably a regular separate colon of one of the 
types mentioned in section 10.2.3 above, for instance: Plato Plt. 296d-e ÉAll' îra, ..., toËton de› ka‹ 
per‹ taËta tÚn ˜ron e‰nai | tÒn ge élhyin≈taton | Ùry∞w pÒlevw dioikÆsevw, ˘n ı sofÚw ka‹ égayÚw 
énØr dioikÆsei tÚ t«n érxom°nvn; - Plato Cra. 419d pant‹ går d∞lon ˜ti | épÚ toË eÔ to›w prãgmasi 
tØn cuxØn sumf°resyai | toËto ¶labe tÚ ˆnoma, | "eÈferosÊnhn" |? tÒ ge d€kaion:  
188 The position of the low-content verb ¶xvn makes the colon boundary just before it highly 
improbable.  
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oÈd¢ smikrÒn: — Plato Tht. 201a OÈdam«w | ¶gvge |? o‰mai, | éllå pe›sai m°n. — 
Plato Tht. 200d oÈ går ¶xv |? ¶gvge |? êllo oÈd°n. — Plato Tht. 186e SV. T€ oÔn dØ 
§ke€nƒ épod€dvw ˆnoma, t“ ırçn ékoÊein Ùsfra€nesyai cÊxesyai yerma€nesyai; / 
YEAI. Afisyãnesyai | ¶gvge: | t€ går êllo; — Plato Tht. 154d Pãnu m¢n oÔn |? 
¶gvge | toËt' ín boulo€mhn.  

(d) Finally, we can try to interpret some of the anomalous behaviors of the expression moi 
doke›  in the same vein.189 In the following examples it can be seen that the expression 
either occurs right after the boundary of a regular fronted colon or in between a 
salient/emphatic constituent in P1 and less salient information following it:  

(i)  In a first series of examples, moi doke› is involved in an exception to various word 
order rules (see especially section 2.4.3): Plato Cra. 403a ofl pollo‹ m°n |? moi 
dokoËsin |? Ípolambãnein tÚ éid¢w proseir∞syai t“ ÙnÒmati toÊtƒ, ka‹ 
foboÊmenoi tÚ ˆnoma | "PloÊtvna" | kaloËsin aÈtÒn. — Plato Cra. 435d katå 
toËto dÆ |? moi doke›w |? l°gein …w ... — Lysias 12,2 toÈnant€on d° |? moi dokoËmen 
|? pe€sesyai — Plato Sph. 223a tÚn går sofistÆn | moi dokoËmen |? énhurhk°nai. 
— Plato Cra. 386a oÈ pãnu ti m°ntoi |? moi doke› |? oÏtvw ¶xein .  

(ii) In the following two examples, moi takes a regular position, but note the fact that the 
entire expression follows a fairly emphatic (negated) notion in P1 and that it is 
integrated within the first member of a parallel structure: Lysias 12,1 OÈk êrjasya€ 
|? moi doke› |? êporon e‰nai, Œ êndrew dikasta€, t∞w kathgor€aw, éllå paÊsasyai 
l°gonti: — Lysias 3,44 oÈ går toË aÈtoË |? moi doke› |? e‰nai | §rçn te ka‹ 
sukofante›n, | éllå | tÚ m¢n t«n eÈhyest°rvn, | tÚ d¢ t«n panourgotãtvn. 

 
 

 10.3 Focus and the internal structure of the colon 
 
Another important factor for the analysis of word order in terms of the Colon Hypothesis is 
focus (cf. section 0.3.4(1) above, for a very summary introduction and some references to 
the literature):  
-  Focus determines whether a large number of personal pronouns and indefinites are /r/-

postpositive or /M/-mobile, which in turn determines their status in terms of mobility 
and postpositivity and hence their position within the colon.  

-  Focus also determines the distribution of Mobile words within the colon, which has 
implications for the segmentation issue (see below). 

For the present purposes, i.e. concerning focus-related aspects of Ancient Greek word order 
and their implications for discourse segmentation, I will take the account in Dover 
1960/1968, 32-65 (briefly introduced in section 0.3.4(1) above) as a starting point, either to 
follow it and build on it, or in some cases also to propose an alternative analysis for some 
less felicitous aspects of Dover’s account. 
 

                                                             
189 We have observed features of formulaicity and of a quasi-parenthetical status for expressions like 
tiw ín e‡poi as well, but the examples in the present corpus do not fit the pattern under scrutiny here.  
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(1)  Dover starts his account of what is here called focus from the notions of ‘predictability’ and 
‘dispensability’:  
-  predictability: by this term Dover means something very close to the notion of ‘given 

vs. new’ as it is understood in the more recent discourse analytical literature (see section 
0.2.3(1) above); 

-  dispensability: Dover intends this concept to be taken quite literally (especially in 
Ancient Greek): ‘dispensable’ words can be left out of an utterance without destroying 
its comprehensibility (sometimes grammatical adjustments would be necessary, of 
course).190 

A combination of these two parameters gives rise to a distinction that can be applied to 
individual words for the purposes of the analysis of word order in a running text, alongside 
the notions of prepositive, postpositive and introductive: 
-  Nuclei (=focused words): a word is a Nucleus if it is indispensable for the sense of the 

utterance in which it occurs and cannot be predicted from the context. 
-  Concomitants (=non-focal words): a word is Concomitant if it is either dispensable or 

predicatble (or both, of course). 
 

(2)  Dover’s analyses in terms of the Nucleus-Concomitant distinction lead in the first place to 
the formulation of a very important observation for our purposes. Dover comes to the 
conclusion that Concomitants often behave like postpositives, i.e. in such a way that the 
relative order of Nuclei and Concomitants is such that Concomitants typically follow the 
first Nucleus of a sentence/clause/colon (Dover 1960/1968, 41-46: “Treatment of 
Concomitants as postpositives”).191 In the light of our findings in the course of Part I of this 
study (especially section 7.2 above), these observations of Dover’s can easily be 
reformulated in terms of the Colon Hypothesis: 
 The P2-rule for Concomitants: unfocused words (Concomitants) tend toward P2 in the 

colon.192 

 The P1-rule for Nuclei: P1 in the colon is reserved for focused words or word-like 
units (with the necessary but familiar provisos concerning units, as already explained in 
section 7.2 above).193  

These rules have important consequences for the purposes of the segmentation of Greek 
texts into cola: whenever we posit the presence of a colon boundary on the basis of any of 
the criteria discussed in Part II so far, the word (or word-like unit) that is in P1 in the colon 
thus distinguished should be interpretable as focused. If this is not the case, something is 

                                                             
190 Dover’s examples include constructions with a low-content verb like ‘to have’ + its direct object, or 
a verb of position + a Place-complement, in which the argument is almost always carrying the main 
focus and the verb is merely there in order to meet syntactic requirements. For a very similar exercise, 
see section 13.1.5 above. 
191 It is not entirely clear from Dover’s account which kind of segment he sees as the relevant domain 
for this and other rules. However, this ambiguity seems to be a problem throughout Dover 1960/1968 
and related contributions. As explained throughout section 0.1, this issue was the starting point for the 
research published in this book.  
192 This tendency is obviously related to the P2-rule for non-focal pronouns and indefinites, and the 
latter may be viewed as a fully grammaticalized version of the former: /r/-postpositives (except for the 
particle ên) are all unfocused allomorphs of lexemes having also a full (=Mobile) allomorph.  
193 For the relation between P1 and focal status, cf. e.g. Janse 1991a and Fraser 2001. 
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wrong with our reading of the text (either with our segmentation into cola, or with our 
assessment of the status of individual words in terms of focality). 
 

(3) Apart from the above observations concerning their P2-tendency, Dover also mentions a 
number of seemingly different types of behavior by Concomitants.194 I will briefly review 
Dover’s observations on the patterns in which Concomitants seemingly do not behave like 
postpositives, and try to show that these patterns can be accounted for in other ways.  

(i)  Treatment of Concomitants as prepositives (Dover 1960/1968, 48-49):  
Under this heading Dover mentions a number of uses of various low-content verbs 
occurring in P1. According to his ‘dispensability’ criterium, these words are indeed 
Concomitant. However, most of the instances Dover quotes are cases of ‘modal’, 
‘epistemic’ or ‘reporting’ verbs (‘think’, ‘seem’, ‘want’, ‘be willing’, ‘say’, and also 
‘hope’, ‘know’; doke›, nom€zv, ...).195 We have seen in section 10.2.4(4) above, that 
these types of verbs are quite likely to be fronted in a separate colon (cf. also 13.3.2(1) 
below on epistemic or illocutionary markers). Dover’s intuition about these verbs can 
then also be accounted for: these fronted markers (as any other type of marker) are quite 
prone to merge with the following IU, depending on various performance factors 
(intonational sandhi). 

(ii)  Treatment of Concomitants as preferentials (Dover 1960/1968, 49-53):196 
Most of Dover’s examples concern demonstratives or other referential NPs used 
anaphorically (which therefore, according to Dover, are predictable and hence 
Concomitant) and he makes special reference to ‘antithesis’ (including listings). Most of 
these examples are obviously fronted NPs (hence Dover’s assessment of them as 
‘preferential’). Again, we can refer to the fact that these types of fronted NPs typically 
make up a separate colon in which they are, of course, focused (again, intonational 
sandhi may or may not not occur in actual performance).  
Dover also mentions similar ‘preferential’ behavior by “words which have some 
emotional force”, and quotes the example of words meaning ‘a lot’ or ‘all’. I find it hard 
to conceive how these words could not be focal. As for their behavior in word order, I 
have already pointed out that these words do tend towards P1, either in a separate 
fronted colon or not.197   

Note that the difference between the account I propose here above and Dover’s mostly boil 
down to the fact that Dover does not segment as often as I do here and does not view this 
segmentation as an essential feature of discourse. In ways that strongly remind us of the 
issue of what domain is the relevant one for the definition of (for instance) autonomy (see 
section 1.1(2a) above), the notion of ‘dispensability’ is a relative one as well. Many of the 
                                                             
194 Dover’s account of Concomitant groups (Dover 1960/1968, 46-47) is almost trivial at this point and 
will not be discussed any further: predictably, Concomitants tend to cluster after a Nucleus, just like 
postpositives do.  
195 Dover also mentions ‘to be’, but I think he is wrong to include the use he has in mind (he only 
quotes §sti in Hdt. 3,81,2) within this otherwise homogeneous set.  
196 Under this heading, Dover also mentions a few cases in which only part of the word (or word-like 
unit) under scrutiny is predictable or dispensable (for instance focus on the tense of the verb or on the 
preposition in a PP). It seems obvious to me that these words or units should be viewed as focused.  
197 For the P1-tendency of quantifiers, see section 5.1(1c) above. For the tendency towards P1 (whether 
in a separate fronted colon or not) of such ‘emphatic’ words, see 5.1(2) above. For emphatic fronting 
see section 10.2.4(5) above. 
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words Dover views as Concomitant because they are dispensable from the point of view of 
the overall contents of the discourse, are not dispensable if viewed in terms of the way 
discourse is structured colon per colon. Thus, I argue Dover’s criteria for focus (Nucleus-
hood) are too limiting: a strict application of his criteria yields a number of Concomitants 
that can be argued to be actually focused. I come back to these issues in section 21.4 below. 
 

(4) This leaves us with the issue of the distribution of Nuclei, i.e. the way they are distributed 
over clauses which contain more than one Nucleus (Dover 1960/1968, 53-63). However, 
Dover has little to say about this -apparently problematic- matter, apart from a few 
interesting remarks on formulaic patterns. As this matter is best discussed in terms of colon-
order, I will leave this aspect for further discussion in Part III (see especially sections 
13.1.4, 13.1.5 and 21.4 below). 
 

(5)  For the purposes of my analyses in section 11 and Part III below, the most important focus-
related aspect is the P1-rule for focused words and word-like units and the P2-rule for 
unfocused items, as discussed in paragraph (2) here above. As for the nature of focus, I will 
stick to (i) New focus and (ii) Contrastive focus as the two broad types of Focus, as this 
distinction was introduced in section 0.3.2. In the course of Part III, I will also formulate a 
number of theoretical remarks concerning the ways in which the various types of Focus can 
be related to the pragmatic structure of discourse and the pragmatic functions of individual 
cola. Sections 13.1.5 and 21.4 specifically deal with focus. 
 
 

 10.4 Discourse-related and rhetorical aspects of Ancient Greek word order 
 
In this section, I briefly mention a number of aspects of Ancient Greek word order that 
proved to be relevant for the purposes of my analyses below, but that did not fit in in any of 
the previous sections. Still, the various phenomena discussed below can neatly be tied 
together as illustrations of what Kurzová (1988) called ‘bracketing phenomena’.  
 

 10.4.0 Bracketing phenomena (‘positional frames’) 
 
In her article “Morphological semantics in the non-formalized sentence structure of Greek” 
(Kurzová 1988), Helena Kurzová argues that, due to the high degree of autonomy of the 
word and the fact that the functions of the nominal cases are often semantic rather than 
syntactic in Ancient Greek, the syntactic relations are somewhat underdetermined in the 
surface structure. In this context, she introduces the notion that -in order to compensate for 
that morphosyntactic underdetermination- Greek discourse is characterized by a number of 
‘bracketing’ phenomena or ‘positional frames’ by means of which the position of certain 
items indicate the boundaries of grammatical (but -so I argue- also pragmatic) units, thus 
making clear ‘what belongs with what’.  
The intended devices comprise a whole range of rather heterogeneous phenomena, including 
the following ones:  
-  the variety and frequency of particles in Ancient Greek (plus the fact that they either 

occur at P1 or at P2 of a segment) can be viewed as a systemic compensation for 
syntactic underdetermination;  
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-  the abundance of formulaic and stereotyped patterns, especially of correlative or 
corresponsive patterns (as described in traditional grammars), are obvious positional 
frames as well;  

-  word order phenomena such as the P2 and P1 rules in general, but also hyperbaton and 
the fact that verbs often take P-ult, are formal expressions of discourse segmentation;198  

-  the flourishing of rhetorical devices such as homoeoteleuton and ‘anaphora’ (in the 
sense of ‘beginning with the same word’), parisosis, and period- and cyclus-formation 
(see section 10.4.4 here below) can be interpreted in the same vein.  

These positional frames are in se relevant for the purpose of discourse segmentation, in that 
they can provide us with additional cues for segmenting the text, even in the absence of 
other criteria. Furthermore, they illustrate the fact that the P1, P2 and P-ult word order rules 
are part of a much wider set of mechanisms that together characterize Ancient Greek from a 
typological point of view (cf. section 7.3 above).  
 

 10.4.1 Verbs in P-ult 
 
It has already been pointed out in section 5.2 above that verbs have a special syntactico-
semantic status, which implies that they often ‘keep the syntactic structure of a clause 
together’ by assigning syntactico-semantic functions to the other constituents that make up 
that clause. This fact implies that, in real time processing, the functions of the various 
constituents cannot be interpreted before the verb has been uttered. Hence, the -highly 
frequent- occurrence of a verb in P-ult has de facto a bracketing effect. This is especially the 
case in subordinate final clauses, where the start of the clause is marked by the relative in P1 
as well. This can be seen in the following examples:  
-  Plato Cra. 403b ˜ti te gãr, | §peidån ëpaj tiw ≤m«n époyãn˙, | ée‹ §ke› §stin, 

foboËntai, ka‹ ˜ti ≤ cuxØ gumnØ toË s≈matow par' §ke›non ép°rxetai, ka‹ toËto 
pefÒbhntai: ... . Note the embedding of two subordinate clauses in each other and the 
fact that the verbs in all five the finite clauses occur in P-ult of their clause.  

- Lysias 32,19 ÉAji« to€nun, | Œ êndrew dikasta€, | t“ logism“ pros°xein tÚn noËn, | 
·na | toÁw m¢n nean€skouw | diå tÚ m°geyow t«n sumfor«n §leÆshte, | toËton d' 
ëpasi to›w pol€taiw êjion Ùrg∞w ≤gÆshsye. In this case the similarity of the endings 
and the entirely parallel construction of both members of the ·na clause contribute to 
the bracketing effect, beyond the mere ‘verb in P-ult’-effect (see section 10.4.3 below).  

-  Lysias 17,10 ÜOti m°n, | Œ êndrew dikasta€, | oÈ parå tÚ d€kaion | éji« moi 
chf€sasyai tÚ diad€kasma, | éll' | aÈtÚw tª pÒlei pollå t«n §mautoË éfe‹w | toËto 
|? éji« moi épodoy∞nai, | épod°deiktai. The two consecutive verb forms épodoy∞nai 
and épod°deiktai (which do not belong together, as is clear from the fact that, in the 
real time development of the discourse, épodoy∞nai has already received an 
interpretation by the fact that it is immediately preceded by the matrix predicate éji« 
with which it forms a kind of unit) results in bracketing of both the subordinate and the 
main clause.  

 A similar effect as of a relative in P1 and the verb in P-ult can be observed with infinitival 
clauses introduced by the article, as in Lysias 1,1 Per‹ polloË ín poihsa€mhn, Œ êndrew, 

                                                             
198 In the vein of Kurzová’s argument, the very abundance of words (note especially the particles) 
which obey these rules is significant as well. 
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tÚ toioÊtouw Ímçw §mo‹ dikaståw per‹ toÊtou toË prãgmatow gen°syai, oÂo€per ín Ím›n 
aÈto›w e‡hte toiaËta peponyÒtew:  
 

 10.4.2 Wide hyperbaton  
 
A second type of bracketing effect occurs when the first and the last word of a segment 
syntactically belong closely together, most notably if they are linked by an agreement 
relation. This effect can be seen in the following cases: Lysias 9,21 t€ni går §pary°nta 
§lp€di | de› me sumpoliteÊesyai, ... (the bracketed segment coincides with an autonomous 
participle and is also ascertained by the position of me) — Lysias 10,26 t€w går ín §mo‹ 
me€zvn taÊthw g°noito sumforã, | per‹ toioÊtou patrÚw | oÏtvw afisxråw afit€aw 
ékhkoÒti; — Lysias 31,19 éllå | kín ıstisoËn parag°nhtai t«n édikhy°ntvn, | m°ga 
aÈtÚ ≤gÆsasye e‰nai, (here, the nominal part of the predicate and the copula are separated 
by the rest of the contents of the segment) — Plato Cra. 402c tÚ m°ntoi t∞w ThyÊow |? oÈk 
§nno« ˆnoma | t€ boÊletai. — Plato Cra. 414a Ka‹ mØn aÈtÒ ge tÚ "yãllein" | tØn aÎjhn 
moi doke› épeikãzein tØn t«n n°vn, | ˜ti taxe›a ka‹ §jaifnid€a g€gnetai. — Plato Cra. 
413e §ån oÔn tiw §j°l˙ tÚ d°lta toË ÙnÒmatow t∞w éndre€aw, aÈtÚ mhnÊei tÚ ¶rgon | tÚ 
ˆnoma ≤ "énre€a." — Plato Plt. 309c Pr«ton m¢n | katå tÚ suggen¢w | tÚ éeigen¢w ¯n t∞w 
cux∞w aÈt«n m°row | ye€ƒ sunarmosam°nh desm“, | metå d¢ tÚ ye›on | tÚ zƒogen¢w aÈt«n 
aÔyiw | ényrvp€noiw. — Plato Sph. 216c toËto m°ntoi kinduneÊei tÚ g°now | oÈ polÊ ti 
=òon …w ¶pow efipe›n e‰nai diakr€nein µ tÚ toË yeoË: — Plato Sph. 219b sÊmpanta taËta | 
dikaiÒtat' ín | •n‹ prosagoreÊoit' ín ÙnÒmati. — Plato Sph. 223b Katå dØ tÚn nËn, Œ 
Yea€thte, lÒgon, | …w ¶oiken, | ≤ t°xnhw ofikeivtik∞w, <xeirvtik∞s>, [kthtik∞w,] 
yhreutik∞w, zƒoyhr€aw, [pezoyhr€aw,] xersa€aw, [≤meroyhrik∞w,] ényrvpoyhr€aw, 
<piyanoyhr€as>, fidioyhr€aw, [misyarnik∞w,] nomismatopvlik∞w, dojopaideutik∞w, n°vn 
plous€vn ka‹ §ndÒjvn gignom°nh yÆra | prosrht°on, | …w ı nËn lÒgow ≤m›n sumba€nei, | 
sofistikÆ. (very spectacular bracketing between article and noun). — Plato Sph. 235a : 
GÒhta m¢n dØ ka‹ mimhtØn êra | yet°on aÈtÒn tina. — Plato Sph. 245d-e Ka‹ to€nun êlla 
mur€a éperãntouw épor€aw ßkaston efilhfÚw fane›tai | t“ tÚ ¯n e‡te dÊo tin¢ e‡te ©n 
mÒnon e‰nai l°gonti. — Plato Tht. 184a ka€ moi §fãnh | bãyow ti ¶xein pantãpasi 
genna›on. — Plato Tht. 196b OÈkoËn | efiw toÁw pr≈touw pãlin énÆkei lÒgouw; — Plato 
Cra. 409e §nno« går ˜ti | pollå ofl ÜEllhnew ÙnÒmata | êllvw te ka‹ ofl ÍpÚ to›w 
barbãroiw ofikoËntew | parå t«n barbãrvn efilÆfasin.  
These bracketing phenomena need not be and probably are not all due to the same causes 
(note however that the word in P1 is quite often emphatic199). Within the scope of this study 
it is not possible to offer a proper analysis of the mechanisms involved. Suffice it to note that 
-at least in the cases quoted here above- the position of the parts of a split constituents seems 
to coincide with P1 resp. P-ult in a natural segment (potentially consisting of more than one 
colon).  
 

 10.4.3 Parallelism and chiasmus 
 
Thirdly, various types of rhetorical parallelisms (and the formal features linked to these) can 
be counted among the bracketing phenomena as well.  
                                                             
199 For a syntactic account of hyperbaton, which crucally involves the notion of focus, see Devine & 
Stephens 2000.  
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(a)  Thus, a number of the types of patterns discussed in section 10.2.2 above are characterized 
by various kinds of parallel wordings in the different members.  

-  Plato Cra. 437b  
 ¶ti to€nun |  
 ≤ "émay€a" ka‹ ≤ "ékolas€a" | paraplhs€a toÊtoiw fa€netai: |  
 ≤ m¢n går | toË ëma ye“ fiÒntow pore€a fa€netai, | ≤ "émay€a," |  
 ≤ d' "ékolas€a" | pantãpasin ékolouy€a to›w prãgmasi fa€netai. 
-  Plato Plt. 263a  
 ≤me›w m¢n | ka‹ nËn |  
 makrot°ran toË d°ontow épÚ toË protey°ntow lÒgou peplanÆmeya, |  
 sÁ d¢ |  
 ¶ti pl°on ≤mçw keleÊeiw planhy∞nai.  
Note that chiasmus involves at least one boundary between two corresponding segments: 
Plato Tht. 187c duo›n ˆntoin fid°ain dÒjhw, | toË m¢n élhyinoË, | ceudoËw d¢ toË •t°rou, | 
tØn élhy∞ dÒjan §pistÆmhn ır€z˙; – Plato Sph. 217b ı d¢ |taÈtå ëper ?| prÚw s¢ nËn | ka‹ 
tÒte §skÆpteto prÚw ≤mçw: – Lysias 2,40 ... §klipÒntew m¢n tØn pÒlin, efiw tåw naËw d' 
§mbãntew, ...  

(b) It is worthwhile to briefly discuss Slings’ account of the nature of chiasmus, as it proved to 
be a useful device for the purpose of my analyses in section 11 here below and throughout 
Part III of this study. Slings offers a primarily cognitive explanation for the difference 
between parallelism (‘antithesis’ in his terms) and chiasmus (Slings 1997a, 184-192). 
Consider the following example.  

Example 10.4.3 (Slings 1997a, 186) 
Question 
Answer 

How do you like European cities?  
(a) Rome is nice, Paris is awful. 
(b) Rome I actually like a lot, but a city I really hate is Paris.  
(c) Rome is nice, awful is Paris.  

Slings starts from the following observation: “When the four constituents A - B, A’ - B’ are 
relatively simple in form, and not too unpredictable or focal qua content, parallel order is the 
rule; as they become more complicated, chiastic order becomes more likely” (Slings 1997a, 
186), as illustrated by the example here above. Note that answer (c) in the example is an 
illustration of a case which is simple and chiastic, which -according to Slings- explains the 
fact that it sounds ‘unnatural’.200 
Following Slings, one can explain this observation as follows. The question introduces the 
general topic of ‘European cities’, which makes a whole range of possible sub-topics 
accessible (‘inferable’). Therefore, it is ‘natural’ (i.e. it is predictable from the Thematization 
Principle) that, at the moment the answer is formulated, one of these sub-topics is introduced 
as a Theme (i.c. Rome). In answer (a) nothing prevents the repetition of the same pattern for 
the next sub-topic ‘Paris’. In answer (b), however, the formulation of the Comment on 
‘Rome’ is somewhat more complex in that it involves the introduction of additional items 
beyond the inferable ‘liking’ - ‘not liking’: (i) the degree of liking (‘liking a lot’) and (ii) the 
                                                             
200 I need not go into Slings’ remarks on the ‘natural vs. literary’ opposition here. Still, I think one 
should take into account the fact that the ‘unnatural’ flavor of (c) in English can have to do with the fact 
that postposition of the subject is highly marked in English, which need not be the case in a free word 
order language like Greek.  
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person of the speaker himself (‘I’). The formulation of this comment induces the speaker to 
derive a new Theme (‘what I hate’), which is apparently cognitively more readily inferable 
at that moment as compared to ‘Paris’, since the super-topic ‘European cities’ is by now 
somewhat more remote. Furthermore, it seems to be a general fact that first persons are more 
likely topics than third persons.201 My analyses in section 11 and throughout Part III below 
will present a number of Ancient Greek examples in which this type of cognitive account is 
applicable.  

(c)  Another phenomenon that has been described as a ‘figure of speech’, but that can easily been 
described in terms of ‘natural’ discourse mechanisms, is the cyclus. For an account in the 
same general vein as Slings’ cognitive account of chiasmus, see section 20.2(2c).  
 

 10.4.4 Excursus: a note on ‘colon’ and ‘periodos’ in Aristotle Rhetorica 1409-1410 and the 
issue of ‘naturalness’ vs. ‘rhetorical engineering’ 
 

(1)  In the context of her exposition on ‘bracketing’ (see section 10.4.0 above), Kurzová refers to 
Aristotle’s distinction between l°jiw efirom°nh (‘continuous/strung-on/running speech’) and 
l°jiw katestramm°nh (‘turned-round/rounded-off’ speech), the latter being characterized by 
the ‘periodos’ device. Aristotle’s remark that the former is “unpleasant because it is 
unlimited, for all like to foresee the end” -according to Kurzová- can be interpreted in 
connection with the fact that in Greek semantics is underdetermined by morphosyntax. 
Likewise, the functions of the ‘periodic’ devices can be interpreted as ‘positional frames’ or 
‘bracketing devices’ on a par with the other features mentioned.  
Interestingly, the notion of ‘colon’ -in a sense akin to the present one- first showed up in 
Aristotle Rhetorica 1409-1410, in connection with the notion of ‘period’ (per €odow). 
Colon (k«lon) is there defined as one of the parts of a periodos: as opposed to later authors 
(Demetrius, Dionysius Halicarnasseus, Hermogenes, etc.), Aristotle appears to conceive of 
the colon as intrinsically a member of a periodos (for an analysis of these concepts in 
different authors from Aristotle onwards, see Scheppers 1993). 
 

(2) What is most interesting for the present purposes, is that periodos-status, and hence colon-
status (in the Aristotelian sense), can but need not depend on the normal factors determining 
discourse structure, as described in the above and throughout Part III.  

(a) Among the different types of periodos-formation the following ones appear to be motivated 
by ‘natural’ discourse patterns:  
-  l°jiw di˙rhm°nh  (“dividing speech”), which corresponds to simply parallel 

enumeration or listing, as in the example pollãkiw §yaÊmasa t«n tåw panhgÊreiw 
sunagagÒntvn ka‹ toÁw gumnikoÁw ég«naw katasthsãntvn (“I have often admired 
those who organize panegyric festivals and institute athletic contests”);  

- l°jiw éntikeim°nh (“opposing speech”) or ‘antithesis’, which corresponds to what at 
present is analyzed in terms of ‘contrastive patterns’. Aristotle gives a number of 
examples of clear contrasts (often double contrasts) e.g. µ z«ntaw ßjein µ 
teleutÆsantaw katale€cein (“either in order to hold it while being alive or to leave it 
having died”). There are a few interesting cases in which the members are contrastive, 

                                                             
201 Also note the fact that this pattern makes ‘Paris’ rhematic with respect to the pattern as whole, and 
so can become a likely topic for the ensuing discourse.  
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but not syntactically symmetric, e.g. ka‹ fÊsei pol€taw ˆntaw nÒmƒ t∞w pÒlevw 
st°resyai (“even if citizens by nature, to be deprived of their city by law”).202  

(b) Next, Aristotle presents a few patterns in which the periodos-status is based on purely formal 
features of the discourse:  
-  par €svsiw : the two cola have equal length (probably in metrical terms, i.e. in terms of 

syllables); Aristotle does not quote any examples;  
-  paromo €vsiw : the two cola have a similar beginning or a similar ending 

(ımoiot°leuton); beginnings and endings may be similar in purely phonetic terms (as in 
dvrhto€ t' §p°lonto parãrrhto€ t' §p°essin:) or in morpho-lexical terms (as in éjio› 
d¢ stay∞nai xalkoËw, oÈk êjiow Ãn xalkoË;).  

Often, the ‘cola’ in Aristotle’s examples coincide with ‘natural’ discourse units, but 
sometimes the colon-status seems to depend only on the formal effects of parhomoiosis, as 
in the following interesting example: égrÚn går ¶laben érgÚn par' aÈtoË (“land they took 
unworked from him”); in this case nothing except for the phonetic similarity of égrÚn 
(“land”) and érgÚn (“unworked”) would motivate a segmentation into two cola. Also 
interesting in this respect are what Aristotle calls ‘false contrasts’ (ceude›w éntiy°seiw), in 
which the form is antithetical, which however does not coincide with any substantial 
contrast, e.g. tÒka m¢n §n tÆnvn §g∆n ∑n, tÒka d¢ parå tÆnoiw §g≈n.203  
 

(3)  The cases mentioned under (2b) here above seem to suggest the relative independence of at 
least some formal rhetorical patterns from pragmatically and cognitively ‘natural’ ones.  
The fact that there exist patterns that establish a formal (prosodic, phonematic or syntactic-
semantic) regularity that is independent of the mechanisms underlying everyday speech is 
quite conspicuous in poetry (rhyme, alliteration, meter, syntactic-semantic rhythm prescribed 
by the overall structure of e.g. the sonnet or the ballad, etc.). Likewise, the establishment of 
similar formal patterns has become almost a sport in certain exponents of Ancient Greek 
rhetoric (Gorgias, Isocrates, ...), and is noticeable in some passages of less conspicuously 
rhetorical authors (typically so in the exordium and peroratio of speeches, but also in other 
‘climactic’ or ‘emotional’ parts (cf. my analysis of Lysias 10,22 in section 11.4 and section 
18 below).204 
Still, the influence of alternative factors need not be the result of rhetorical or literary 
sophistication: assonance, alliteration, rhyme, verse-like rhythm, and anaphora are not absent 
from everyday speech. Thus, Sacks has observed (under the heading ‘poetics’; Sacks 1992b, 
                                                             
202 In the course of my analyses in section 11 and throughout Part III below, we will encounter 
numerous examples suggesting that Ancient Greek is very prone to make contrasts where we would not 
spontaneously see them. Aristotle appears to have been aware of the the fact that this tendency is 
remarkable.  
203 According to the segmentation criteria adopted in the above, a segmentation into three cola might 
be argued for, if érgÚn (‘unworked’) is viewed as parenthetic (which is not necessary); but a 
segmentation into two cola looks awkward. Should one suppose that colon-status in Aristotle does not 
imply segmentation in the present sense? Still, we can perhaps argue that in actual realization the 
phonological similarity which constitutes the effect would be highlighted by giving the two words ad 
hoc focal status, normally associated with P1. This may then give rise to an ad hoc segmentation into 
two cola (not unlike some effects in versification or song-writing).  
204 Thus, the deviation from ‘regular pragmatics’ in favor of formal (rhetorical or poetic) patterns is (at 
least partly) genre-specific, which suggests that these aspects should -indirectly- be recuperated in a full 
pragmatic account of the specific features of these genres (for the importance of ‘genre’ within a 
pragmatic account of discourse structure, see section 13.2(11) and section 13.3.5 below).  
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passim) that in everyday spontaneous conversation phonological and semantic patterns occur 
such as are usually only discussed in connection with poetry, suggesting e.g. that the choice 
between ‘cause’ and ‘because’ might be linked to the alliterative pattern in “Cause it comes 
from cold water” (Sacks 1992b, 321) or observing that -in a single stretch of spontaneous 
conversation- an extraordinary number of semantically and phonetically similar words (“... 
depressing ... disgusting ... decline ... degenerate ... decrepit ...”) occurred (Sacks 1992b, 
340-342). In many cases these ‘poetic’ patterns can be argued to constitute a factor in the 
production of discourse that is independent from pragmatics. Possibly, the patterns in 
question are the result of some basic features of human cognition, which can be formulated 
e.g. in terms of the ways in which lexical items are stocked in and/or retrieved from long 
term memory. 
Although a lot could (and probably needs to) be said about the matter, it is not possible to 
discuss the theoretical status of ‘naturalness’ vs. ‘engineering’ within the context of this 
study. Here I simply use these terms as a convenient label to distinguish a number of 
phenomena that can be described by means of a few basic mechanisms underlying 
spontaneous speech from other phenomena that apparently are the consequence of different 
mechanisms. 
 
 

 10.5 Review of the segmentation criteria 
 
In view of the practical applications in section 11 below, it seemed useful to very briefly 
review the various factors and criteria discussed in the above in terms of how they can be 
used for the purposes of segmentation.  
 

(1)  Major grammatical and discourse boundaries (incl. structural discourse markers)  

First of all, it should be pointed out that a number of colon boundaries are more or less self-
evident because they coincide with major discourse boundaries. Thus, the beginning and the 
end of such traditional divisions as ‘chapters’, ‘paragraphs’, ‘sentences’, etc. (see also the 
genre specific macro-structures of narratives and speeches discussed in section 13.3.5 
below) will obviously and trivially be quite reliable cues for the presence of colon 
boundaries.  
In dialogues an additional type of segmentation occurs in the shape of speaker turns (see also 
section 13.3.4 below). Although it is possible in principle, and it actually occurs sometimes 
in some genres of spontaneous conversation (though not as often as one might expect),205 
that one participant interrupts another participant in the middle of an IU/colon, turn-
transitions can for all practical purposes be considered as reliable evidence for colon 
boundaries in Platonic dialogue.206  
                                                             
205 For the fact that even spontaneous conversation typically follows the ‘no gap, no overlap’ rule (cf. 
e.g. Sacks 1992b, 410-415) and its theoretical consequences, see Scheppers 2004a; cf. also section 
13.3.4 below.  
206 Although the boundaries between e.g. sentences and speaker turns are reliable criteria for the 
purposes of segmentation at the level of the colon, it may be useful to already point that they need not 
coincide with major boundaries in terms of the pragmatic structure of discourse: throughout Part III of 
this study it will become clear that grammatical structure and turn-taking are fairly superficial features 
of discourse with respect to the underlying pragmatic structure. For instance, (i) the scope of Topics or 
markers can extend beyond the sentence in which they are syntactically integrated and (ii) turn-
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Many discourse markers have the specific function of marking the segmentation of the 
discourse. In Ancient Greek, these markers often are subject to either the P1-rule (/O/-
introductive particles and some preferential /M/-mobiles) or the P2-rule (/q/-particles). See 
also section 21.3 below.  
 

(2)  The internal structure of the colon (incl. the P2- and P1-rules)  

A number of formal word order phenomena (as studied in Part I) can serve as criteria for 
segmentation into cola, in that certain types of words take a certain position within the colon, 
by virtue of their inherent lexical features:  
-  /q/-particles (êra, aÔ, gãr, ge, goËn, da€, d°, dÆ, d∞yen, dÆpou, dÆpouyen, dÆpote, 

d∞ta, m°n, m°ntoi, ment' ên, mÆn, nu(n), oÔn, per, te, toi, to€nun) take P2, in that they 
form a word-like unit with the first word(s) in a colon (various types of unit-formation 
are possible). See section 10.1.1 above. 

-  /r/-postpositives (the modal particle ên; non-focalized indefinites (pronouns and 
adverbs); non-focalized personal pronouns (oblique cases); the oblique cases of aÈtÒw 
in the anaphoric sense; in some cases the copula) take P2 in a colon, i.e. come after the 
first ‘full’ word or word-like unit of a colon. See section 10.1.2 above. As the /r/-
postpositive (unfocused) allomorphs of some of these words are orthographically 
indistinguishable from the /M/-mobile focused allomorphs, there are cases in which the 
issue arises as to whether these words are or are not to be read as /r/-postpositives.  

-  /O/-introductives (introductive particles: éllã, étãr, ≥, ka€, ka€toi, oÈd°, mhd°, oÎte, 
mÆte, oÎkoun, e‰ta, ∑, îra, oÈkoËn, m«n; relatives (incl. indeclinables, i.e. relative 
adverbs and subordinating conjunctions); interrogatives; negatives oÈ(k/x), mÆ; 
interjections: Œ + voc.; nÆ, mã +acc.; na€...) take P1 in a colon. Note that /O/-
introductives may or may not count for determining P1: some /O/-introductives (e.g. 
negatives, adverbial ka€, …) seem to sometimes behave like a /p/-prepositive with 
respect to the word they cling to. Furthermore, most of these words can either make up 
a separate colon on their own or take P1 in the following colon. The difference between 
both options can often not be made in any non-trivial way. See section 10.1.3(1) above. 

The position of /M/-mobiles within the colon is mainly determined by focus: full lexical 
items tend toward P1 when they are focused (see section 10.3). We also observed a 
statistical tendency for some types of words (‘preferential’ /M/-mobiles) to take P1. This is 
the case for focalized personal pronouns (esp. nominatives) and demonstratives, modal 
adverbs, complex negatives and some quantifiers (see section 10.1.3(2) above). In some 
cases (focused pronouns), this statistical tendency is best understood in terms of the fact that 
these words are typically focused and therefore tend towards P1. In other cases (modal 
adverbs, complex negatives), the P1 tendency appears to be akin to the behavior of /O/-
introductives: these preferentials share a number of uses with /O/-introductives. In these 
cases it can be expected that their behavior with respect to word order will be subject to the 
same qualifications as the /O/-introductives as well.  
 

                                                                                                                                                     
transitions can occur at very low-level discourse boundaries, whereas major boundaries can occur 
within single speaker turns.  
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(3)  The typology of cola (syntactic criteria)  

Some grammatical constituents as a rule constitute separate discourse segments (which may 
have an internal structure comprising more than one colon):  

(i)  Verb-centered constituents / clauses: 
-  finite clauses (main clauses or subordinate clauses),207 see section 10.2.1(1);  
-  participial clauses (genitivus absolutus, participium coniunctum), see section 

10.2.1(2);  
-  some types of infinitival constructions; see section 10.2.1(3) above.  

(ii) The different members of coordinated, correlative and parallel structures; see section 
10.2.2. Some traditional rhetorical patterns (periodos, chiasmus, antithesis, …) yield 
similar segmentation criteria; see section 10.4. 

(iii)  Parentheses, afterthoughts, and other syntactically non-integrated elements; see section 
10.2.3. However, some short and formulaic parentheses show idiosyncratic behaviors in 
that they can occur within what would otherwise be a ‘natural’ colon. In these cases, 
they take P2 within that colon. 

(iv)  Fronted elements (see section 10.2.4 above): fronted argument NPs (and complement 
clauses); fronted PPs as Setting or Marker; fronted markers (incl. verbs which function 
as illocutionary or epistemic markers). Highly salient words may also be subject to 
‘emphatic fronting’. Note that the scope of these fronted elements is often a criterion for 
considering them as a separate colon or not.  

 
 

                                                             
207 Note that some argument clauses may be more plausibly realized within the same IU as the matrix 
verb and some relative clauses may be more plausibly realized in the same IU as their antecedents. 
These features can be observed in recorded speech, but are not accessible in an Ancient Greek corpus.  
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 11. Segmentation of Ancient Greek text into cola  
 
The proof of the pudding is in the eating. The segmentation criteria reviewed in the above 
are meant to be applied to continuous stretches of Greek text. After a brief mainly 
methodological introduction (section 11.0), this section presents more or less detailed 
analyses of a few excerpts from my Ancient Greek corpus, using the various analytical 
devices so far presented in this book. 
 

 11.0 Introduction 
 
Before embarking on the analyses that make up the main body of section 11, I would first 
like to briefly discuss (1) a few methodological matters concerning the actual application of 
the segmentation criteria summarily formulated in section 10.5 here above; (2) my choice of 
excerpts for the purposes of analysis; (3) the translation practice adopted; (4) the 
practicalities of the presentation of my analyses throughout section 11.  
 

 (1) Applying the segmentation criteria 

The segmentation criteria discussed in the previous section are meant to be applied to actual 
Ancient Greek discourse. However, most of them do not allow for a sufficient degree of 
formalization to make them unambiguously and ‘blindly’ applicable. Thus, we have noted a 
number of systematically ambiguous cases (e.g. the issue of the status of /O/-introductives, 
the status of short parentheses and rest-cola, etc.). These systematically ambiguous cases are 
theoretically very interesting but - by virtue of the fact that the different accounts which they 
can yield are systematically indistinguishable in practice - they are trivial for the purposes of 
actual analysis. If, for instance, in a large number of cases there is no way of determining 
whether ka€ is prepositive or constitutes a separate colon, or whether a constituent 
accompanied by ge is in P1 of a separate colon or not, it is not interesting to go to great 
lengths in order to motivate the choice for one option or the other every time the problem 
occurs.  
More in general, the criteria for segmentation developed in the above should be used as 
evidence for the presence of boundaries and applied with common sense and in the light of 
what is plausible within the context of the overall practice of the analysis of Ancient Greek 
discourse, which obviously involves other aspects as well.  
Suffice it here to enumerate a few general methodological and practical matters involved in 
the approach adopted:  

(i)  As has already been pointed out here above, the hypothetical boundary resulting from 
the application of a segmentation criterion should not be viewed as an isolated 
phenomenon (see also the beginning of section 10.2 above). Typically, the adoption 
of a boundary is the result of the convergence of different criteria (including the 
pragmatic criteria developed in Part III), which corroborate each other.  

(ii)  A colon boundary can be posited whenever the formal criteria allow for 
segmentation, and not only when they force us to. This yields a ‘maximal’ 
segmentation, which can be interpreted as corresponding to the fact that I will make 
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abstraction from the possibility that in actual realization two or more potential cola 
can be merged (‘sandhi’); see section 0.3.2 above.  

(iii) Thus, the segmentation of a text that results from the ‘maximal’ application of our 
criteria can be viewed as corresponding to a rather slow and very deliberate 
performance of this text. The practice of trying to read a segmented text aloud, slowly 
and deliberately, proved to be a valuable heuristic at the start of an actual analysis, as 
well as a good way of assessing the plausibility of any particular segmentation.  

In the remainder of this section, I will present an application of the criteria mentioned here 
above to a few excerpts from the corpus. These examples are intended to illustrate the 
method outlined in the above.  
 

 (2) Choice of excerpts 

The excerpts I will introduce here are those I will also use in order to discuss issues of 
discourse coherence in Part III. My choice of excerpts has been determined by practical 
considerations: I have tried to select a set of excerpts that together display as wide an array 
of ‘interesting’ aspects as possible. Thus, the selection is as varied as possible in terms of 
discourse genre (narrative vs. argumentative, monologue vs. dialogue, …). At the same time, 
I made my selection so as to allow me to present the various aspects I intended to discuss in 
a somewhat ‘didactic’ fashion, i.e. starting from rather simple and easily recognizable 
patterns and turning to more complex ones as I go along. 
 

 (3) Translations 

I will present two different translations for each of the texts analyzed: (i) a standard 
translation, taken from the respective “Loeb” editions, as quoted on the “Perseus” website 
(see section (2c) of the Preface); (ii) an experimental translation of my own, specifically 
produced for the purposes of the analysis at hand. 
As far as my own ‘experimental’ translation is concerned, the experiment consisted in trying 
to conserve the segmentation of the original as scrupulously as possible: the contents of each 
colon of the segmented Greek text are translated in such a way that the English equivalent 
could plausibly function as an IU in spoken English discourse. I did not make any efforts to 
clean up the results of this translation exercise so as to make up an acceptable “literary” style 
of translating Greek. I will offer some comments on the results of this experiment in section 
12, the conclusion to Part II of this book. 
 

 (4) Presentation 

(a) The ways in which the analyses below are being presented has been determined by a number 
of different considerations of a purely practical nature.  
First of all, ensuring a basic level of readability made it necessary to cut up the text of the 
excerpts into manageable segments (of –say– a few lines of printed text or between 5 and 15 
cola per segment). Of course, I tried to make this segmentation more or less follow the 
‘natural’ syntactic and discourse structure, but some arbitrariness was unavoidable.  
Secondly, the same excerpts had to be used again in Part III for a quite different type of 
analysis. For the purposes of cross-reference between the present section and the 
corresponding sections in Part III, I had to make sure that the numbering of the cola was the 
same in both cases. However, both types of analysis have their own methodological and 
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practical requirements and it was sometimes necessary to make ‘inelegant’ compromises 
(e.g. numbering 27a, 27b instead of 27, 28) in order to suit the purposes of both 
presentations of the same text at once. These idiosyncratic features do not have any 
consequences for the gist of the argument.  
Likewise, the order in which I present the excerpts is the one in which I will present them 
again in Part III, and makes sense in the context of the outline of the latter Part of this book: 
excerpts showing relatively simple discourse patterns are presented first and more complex 
ones later. 

(b) My presentation of each excerpt contains (i) an introductory paragraph, in which the context 
of the excerpt is briefly sketched, just enough to come to a minimal understanding of the text 
(for a more extensive analysis of each excerpt within its context, I can refer to the 
corresponding sections in Part III), followed by (ii) a variable number of segments (see (a) 
here above) with an analysis. My analysis of each of these segments will follow a similar 
structure: 

(i)  The Greek text followed by a standard translation (see section (3) here above).  

(ii)  A table consisting of 4 columns in which the segmented text is presented with the 
criteria that gave rise to the segmentation:  
-  column 2 presents the Greek text segmented into cola (numbered in column 1 for 

ease of reference), each colon occupying a row, not unlike Chafe’s way of 
presenting the different IUs making up a stretch of recorded speech;  

-  column 3 enumerates the various word order phenomena that can be used as 
evidence/criteria for a colon boundary at the left of the segment, as investigated in 
section 10.1 and reviewed in section 10.5(2);  

-  column 4 characterizes the colon in terms of the types investigated in section 10.2 
and reviewed in 10.5(3). 

 Each table is followed by a brief commentary in which various aspects of the 
segmentation are elaborated upon. 

(iii)  An experimental colon per colon translation of the segmented text, again presented in 
the shape of a table (column 1 colon numbers; column 2 segmented text; column 3 
translation). It seemed useful to sometimes add a brief comment on certain aspects of 
some of the translations. 

(c) It is not my aim to present a full commentary on all the relevant aspects of each of the 
excerpts, which would soon enough become quite repetitive. I have tried instead to present 
the various issues involved in the practice of segmenting Greek text as didactically as 
possible by spreading out what I have to say about these issues over the different comments 
on the different excerpts below. On the other hand, I do sometimes comment on issues 
concerning the excerpts under scrutiny that are not strictly limited to word order and 
segmentation-related aspects. In these cases, it is my purpose to illustrate how the analytical 
tools presented in this study have their natural habitat within the context of a ‘classical’ 
philological approach to Ancient Greek texts. 
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 11.1 Lysias 1,23[b] 
 
This excerpt is taken from the narratio of Lysias’ speech On the murder of Eratosthenes 
(Lysias 1), in which a certain Euphiletus defends himself in his trial for having killed his 
wife’s lover Eratosthenes. The excerpt starts at the moment in Euphiletus’ story when 
Eratosthenes enters his house on what is going to be “the last night” for the latter (for a more 
elaborate account of the context see section 14 below). The excerpt has been selected 
because it provides us with a very simple and ‘clean’ example for the purposes of the types 
of analysis at hand. 
 

(1) ı d¢ ÉEratosy°nhw, Œ êndrew, efis°rxetai, ka‹ ≤ yerãpaina §pege€rasã me eÈyÁw frãzei 
˜ti ¶ndon §st€. 
Standard ‘Loeb’ translation: Eratosthenes, sirs, entered, and the maid-servant roused me at 
once, and told me that he was in the house. 

(a)  Application of the formal segmentation criteria: 
  left boundary colon type 
1 ı d¢ 

ÉEratosy°nhw,  
d¢ /q/ in P2  fronted subject NP 

 
2 Œ êndrew,   parenthesis (vocative) 
3 efis°rxetai,  main clause minus fronted subject NP 
4 ka‹ ≤ yerãpaina ka‹ /O/ in P1 fronted subject NP (ka‹ has the same scope as this topic) 
5 §pege€rasã me 

eÈyÁw  
me /r/ in P2 autonomous participle clause (participium coniunctum) 

6 frãzei  main clause minus fronted subject NP, complement 
clause and autonomous participle clause 

7 ˜ti ¶ndon §st€.  ˜ti complementizer 
/O/ in P1 

finite complement clause 

Obviously, the segmentation of this segment does not present many problems: formal 
features provide evidence for a segmentation that yields perfectly acceptable cola, reflecting 
well-attested colon types. Note, however, the following details:  
- The vocative in colon 2 can be read as part of colon 1 without any further consequences.  
-  The word eÈyÁw in colon 5 can be read as belonging either to §pege€rasã me (“she 

immediately wakes me up and lets me know…”) or to frãzei (“and she wakes me up 
and immediately lets me know…”).208 My data on the behavior of ‘modal adverbs’ of 
this type (see section 5.1(1b) above) do not offer conclusive evidence either way, 
especially because eÈyÁw does not function as a discourse marker here (in which case 
the word would have been subject to the P1-rule).  

-  The word ˜ti in colon 7 can alternatively be taken with the matrix verb frãzei; again, 
nothing much hinges on this choice. 

                                                             
208 The translations of both the Budé-series (Lysias & Gernet (ed. & trad.) & Bizos (ed. & trad.) 1924, 
34: “la servante me réveille aussitôt: « Il est là », me dit-elle” and the Loeb series, quoted above (“the 
maid-servant roused me at once, and told me”), agree on this point. Also note that the original meaning 
of frãzv, mostly denoting non-verbal ways of communicating something (cf. the first meanings 
mentioned in both Chantraine 1968/2009, lemma frãzv: “ « faire comprendre, indiquer » par des 
signes […] ou par la parole” and LSJ, 1952-1953, lemma frãzv: “point out, show (never say, tell, in 
Hom. acc. to Aristarch.) […]”), is quite appropriate in this context: it’s easy to imagine the maid using 
gestures and facial expressions to inform Euphiletus, rather than plain speech. Neither of both 
translations quoted here above take this point into account.  
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This part of the present excerpt (as well as the rest of it analyzed below) exemplifies one of 
the most basic ways of structuring an Ancient Greek narrative in its simplest form: the 
speaker first introduces an agent, typically taking the grammatical shape of a fronted 
subject NP, and then produces one or more actions in which this agent is the protagonist, 
taking the shape of a string of verb-centered clauses, most typically a number of participia 
aoristi followed by a main finite verb (for an account of this pattern, see section 21.1(3) 
below). The omnipresence of this pattern in Ancient Greek narrative will allow us to argue 
for a segmentation in which the fronted subject is in a separate colon even in the absence of 
formal criteria for such a segmentation.  

(b)  Segmented text with translation:  
1 ı d¢ ÉEratosy°nhw,  And Eratosthenes, 
2 Œ êndrew,  gentlemen,  
3 efis°rxetai, he enters.  
4 ka‹ ≤ yerãpaina And the maid, 
5 §pege€rasã me eÈyÁw  she immediately wakes me up,  
6 frãzei and she let’s me know 
7 ˜ti ¶ndon §st€.  he’s in. 
 

(2) kég∆ efip∆n §ke€n˙ §pimele›syai t∞w yÊraw, katabåw sivpª §j°rxomai, ka‹ éfiknoËmai 
…w tÚn ka‹ tÒn, ka‹ toÁw m¢n <oÈk> ¶ndon kat°labon, toÁw d¢ oÈd' §pidhmoËntaw hron. 
Standard ‘Loeb’ translation: Bidding her look after the door, I descended and went out in 
silence; I called on one friend and another, and found some of them at home, while others 
were out of town. 

(a)  Application of the segmentation criteria:  
  left boundary colon type 
8 kég∆ ka‹ /O/ in P1; §g∆ nominative 

personal pronoun preferential 
/M/ in P1 

fronted subject NP (ka‹ has the same 
scope as this topic) 

9 efip∆n §ke€n˙ §pimele›syai 
t∞w yÊraw,  

 autonomous participle clause 
(participium coniunctum) 

10 katabåw sivpª   autonomous participle clause 
(participium coniunctum) 

11 §j°rxomai,   main clause minus fronted subject 
NP and minus autonomous participle 
clauses 

12 ka‹ éfiknoËmai …w tÚn 
ka‹ tÒn, 

ka‹ /O/ in P1 main clause minus fronted subject 
NP 

13 ka‹ ka‹ /O/ in P1 marker with scope over complex 
structure 14-17 

14 toÁw m¢n  m¢n /q/ in P2 fronted argument NP; parallel to 16 
15 <oÈk> ¶ndon kat°labon,  oÈk /O/ in P1 (if one accepts 

Reiske’s conjecture) 
main clause minus fronted subject 
NP and minus fronted argument NP; 
parallel to 17 

16 toÁw d¢  d¢ /q/ in P2 fronted argument NP; parallel to 14 
17 oÈd' §pidhmoËntaw hron.  adverbial oÈd' not necessarily 

subject to P1-rule 
main clause minus fronted subject 
NP and fronted argument NP; 
parallel to 15 

The same pattern ‘fronted subject NP + string of verb-centered clauses’ that we observed 
in the previous segment of the same excerpt continues here: colon 8 is fronted with respect 
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to cola 9-17. Again, we notice consecutive actions expressed by participia aoristi (colon 9 “I 
tell her to watch the door” and colon 10 “I go downstairs”) followed by a main finite verb, in 
this case several ones connected by ka€: colon 11 “I go outside”, colon 12 “I call on such 
and such” and cola 14-17 “I didn’t find all of them at home”. Cola 14-17 consist in turn of 
two main finite clauses, each preceded by a fronted NP (direct object) and connected by 
...m°n...d°.  
Although the main lines of the segmentation are clear, the following details may be useful to 
mention:  
-  Not all occurrences of ka €  in this segment have been treated the same way; most of 

these differences are, however, entirely trivial:  
-  in colon 13, ka€ makes up a separate colon of its own; this segmentation makes 

sense in that the marker has scope over a complex parallel structure (cola 14-17); 
of course, this does not preclude that the marker can be realized in the same IU as 
the following one in actual performance (‘intonational sandhi’; see section 0.2.2(3) 
above);  

-  the occurrences of ka€ in colon 8 (kég∆) and in colon 12 do not necessitate such 
segmentation: in both cases the scope of the marker coincides entirely with the 
scope of the rest of the colon; 

-  the occurrence in the lexicalized unit tÚn ka‹ tÒn in colon 12 is obviously not 
subject to the P1-rule and has no consequences for the purpose of segmentation 
into cola. 

-  The colon-autonomous status of the participial clauses in cola 9 and 10 is not 
supported by any formal word order criteria; however, their function within the 
grammatical structure (qua non-complement participia coniuncta) and the discursive 
structure of the excerpt (qua separate actions within the plot) is sufficient evidence for 
the segmentation into cola adopted; the participle §pidhmoËntaw cannot be viewed as a 
separate action within the plot and is most naturally read as part of colon 17.  

-  If one accepts Reiske’s editorial addition of oÈk in colon 15,209 it constitutes a formal 
criterion for the segmentation adopted; however, even if one rejects the conjecture, the 
status of toÁw m¢n as a separate colon is sufficiently warranted by the parallelism with 
colon 16.  

                                                             
209 This is one of the many examples in which schoolmaster-philologists (in this case J.J. Reiske) 
indulge in ‘correcting’ Lysias for not conforming to their own stylistic ideals (see also section 
11.3.2(4a) below)), even without the slightest support from the manuscript tradition. Of course, “I could 
not get hold of some of them, and others I found to be not even in town” (conjecture) makes the ‘no 
premeditation (prÒnoia)’ point ‘even better’ than “some of them I could get hold of, others I found to 
be not even in town” (manuscript readings) and makes it easier to account for oÈd'/“not even”; one can 
also adduce the fact that in Lysias 1,41 the text does follow Reiske’s recommendation; but see Sanders 
2008 for a very thorough refutation of these arguments. For a discussion of the the pros and cons, see 
Todd 2007, 118 and Sanders 2008; after a very detailed and thorough investigation of all the relevant 
aspects, Sanders comes to the conclusion that the manuscript reading “paints a much more credible 
picture” than the alternatives proposed by various scholars. One wonders why later editors (but not the 
recent Oxford edition Lysias & Carey (ed.) 2007) deem it useful to take on board this type of 
conjectures in their reading of the text itself (as opposed to just mentioning them in the apparatus 
criticus). See also section 1.2.1(3) (footnote), for the extent to which editorial emendation affects the 
Lysias text. I will follow the reading of the manuscripts in what follows. 
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-  There is a minor problem with the boundary between colon 10 and colon 11: sivpª 
(“silently”) can be read with either ‘I go downstairs’ in colon 10 or with ‘I go outside’ 
in colon 11 (cf. a similar problem with eÈyÁw in cola 5-6 above).210  

(b)  Segmented text with translation:  
8 kég∆ And I, 
9 efip∆n §ke€n˙ §pimele›syai t∞w yÊraw,  I tell her to watch the door, 
10 katabåw sivpª  I go downstairs in silence, 
11 §j°rxomai,  and I go outside,  
12 ka‹ éfiknoËmai …w tÚn ka‹ tÒn, and I go and call on such and such, 
13 ka‹ and 
14 toÁw m¢n  some of them 
15 ¶ndon kat°labon,  I could get hold of at their homes,  
16 toÁw d¢  and others 
17 oÈd' §pidhmoËntaw hron.  I found to be not even in town. 

The specific exercise of translating colon per colon inherently leads to a proliferation of 
pronouns in English: in fact, the subject pronouns code information that in Greek is coded in 
the morphological features of the verbs. However, in this particular case (in which the 
subject does not change throughout the excerpt), English does allow for non-repetition in 
certain cases. I have chosen to consistently use pronominal subjects so as to not be forced to 
make arbitrary decisions.  
 
 

 11.2 Lysias 3,15-17  
 
In this excerpt, taken from the narratio of the speech Against Simon, the anonymous speaker 
relates an episode in a series of streetfights he has had with Simon over a boy named 
Theodotus (for a more elaborate account of the context see the beginning of section 16 
below).  
 

(1)  metå d¢ taËta tÚ m¢n meirãkion efiw gnafe›on kat°fugen, otoi d¢ suneispesÒntew ∑gon 
aÈtÚn b€&, bo«nta ka‹ kekragÒta ka‹ marturÒmenon.  
Standard ‘Loeb’ translation: After this the boy took refuge in a fuller's shop; but these men 
dashed in after him and laid violent hands on him, while he shouted and cried out and called 
the bystanders to witness. 

                                                             
210 This time the translations of the Budé-series and the Loeb-series do not agree: “”[…] je descends 
sans bruit, je sors et je vais chez différents amis” (Lysias & Gernet (ed. & trad.) & Bizos (ed. & trad.) 
1924, 34) vs. “I descended and went out in silence; I called on one friend and another” (Lamb’s 
translation, already quoted above). 
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(a)  Application of the segmentation criteria:  
  left boundary colon type 

1 metå d¢ taËta d¢ /q/ in P2; taËta preferential /M/ 
in P1 (not counting /p/ and /q/) 
 

fronted PP (marker); scope over (at least) 
the parallel structure cola 2-3 - cola 4-9 

2 tÚ m¢n meirãkion m¢n /q/ in P2 fronted subject NP; parallel to 4 
3 efiw gnafe›on 

kat°fugen, 
 main finite clause minus fronted topic (2); 

parallel to 6 
4 otoi d¢ d¢ /q/ in P2; otoi preferential /M/ 

in P1 
fronted subject NP; parallel to 2 

5 suneispesÒntew  autonomous participle clause 
6 ∑gon aÈtÚn b€&, anaphoric aÈtÚn potential /r/-

postpositive in its regular P2 
main finite clause minus fronted topic (2); 
parallel to 3 

7 bo«nta  autonomous participle; coordinated with 8 
and 9  

8 ka‹ kekragÒta ka‹ /O/ in P1 autonomous participle; coordinated with 7 
and 9  

9 ka‹ marturÒmenon. ka‹ /O/ in P1 autonomous participle; coordinated with 7 
and 8  

Cola 2-3 and cola 4-6 present the now familiar pattern ‘fronted subject/topic - main finite 
clause minus fronted topic’. In this case, both fronted topics, “the boy” in colon 2 and “those 
people” (= Simon’s gang) in colon 4, are presented as being in a binary contrastive 
relationship, as indicated by ...m°n...d°. Note that binary contrasts between agents, both 
fronted, is a pervasive pattern in Ancient Greek narrative, whereas this strategy is almost 
non-existent in similar genres in modern languages. 

The colon-autonomous status of the participle (aoristus!) in colon 5 is warranted by the 
formal criterion of the P2-position of anaphoric aÈtÚn in colon 6, but also by the fact that it 
presents a separate action within the on-going plot. All of these patterns were already present 
in the previous excerpt.  

Two ‘new’, though very common, patterns can be observed here:  
-  Colon 1 is a fronted PP of a very common type (see section 10.2.4(2)); its colon-

autonomy is ascertained by the position of m°n in colon 2 and by the fact that it has 
scope over at least cola 2-9. 

-  The three postposed participles in cola 7-9, linked by ka€, can plausibly read as 
separate cola in that they constitute a parallel structure, but also because the “shouting”, 
“crying out” and “calling for witnesses” by the boy cannot be viewed as forming as 
syntactic or semantic whole with the “dragging along” in colon 6.  
However, the discourse functions of these participles (praesens and perfectum, not 
aoristus) are obviously different from the functions of the participles we met so far: they 
do not constitute a separate step in the development of plot, but rather offer a 
description of the boy’s behavior while he’s being pushed around. Also note that this 
description follows the finite verb, whereas the participles in the previous cases 
followed it. For a fuller treatment of these observations, see section 21.1.  
Finally, it is quite possible that in a faster-paced performance the phonological 
boundaries between these three parallel cola may get somewhat blurred (‘intonational 
sandhi’). 
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 (b)  Segmented text with translation:  
1 metå d¢ taËta  After that,  
2 tÚ m¢n meirãkion  the boy  
3 efiw gnafe›on kat°fugen,  he took refuge in a fuller’s shop. 
4 otoi d¢  But those men,  
5 suneispesÒntew  they all burst in,  
6 ∑gon aÈtÚn b€&,  and proceeded to drag him along violently,  
7 bo«nta  while he was shouting,  
8 ka‹ kekragÒta  and crying out,  
9 ka‹ marturÒmenon.  and calling for witnesses.  

It may be useful to briefly point out a few semantic aspects of the excerpt and its translation 
that are not directly related to the segmentation into cola (although they may be important 
for our understanding of the action and hence for our analyses in section 16 below).  
First, there is the double prefix in suneispesÒntew : whereas efis- is easy enough to 
understand (they burst ‘into’ the fuller’s shop), it may be interesting to point out that sun- 
appears to convey a certain notion of ‘simultaneity’: the various members of the gang all get 
there together (the word ‘all’ in Lamb’s translation is a good enough way to convey this); 
one might also think of a quasi-simultaneity with the boy’s entry (which seems to be 
intended by Lamb’s formula ‘dashed in after him’, which -however- is perhaps too explicit 
as a translation of the Greek text).  
Next, there is an issue concerning Lamb’s translation of ∑gon aÈtÚn b€&. Lamb’s formula 
‘laid violent hands on him’ suggests something that happened within the confines of the 
fuller’s shop and does not imply any notion of direction. This does not adequately convey 
the basic semantics of the verb, nor the action that is depicted in the context of the narrative. 
In fact, the gang proceeds to take the boy along with them (for the use of the imperfect tense, 
see section 21.1(2)), as is confirmed by the fact that after the episode at the fuller’s shop, the 
story suddenly shifts to the next scene ‘near Lampon’s house’ (see colon 18 below). This 
interpretation also sticks more closely to the semantics of the verb êgv : all of the uses 
stipulated in e.g. LSJ suggest taking an animal or a person along with oneself (in a certain 
direction). 
 

(2)  sundramÒntvn d¢ ényr≈pvn poll«n ka‹ éganaktoÊntvn t“ prãgmati ka‹ deinå 
faskÒntvn e‰nai tå gignÒmena, t«n m¢n legom°nvn oÈd¢n §frÒntizon, MÒlvna d¢ tÚn 
gnaf°a ka‹ êllouw tinåw §pamÊnein §pixeiroËntaw sun°kocan.  
Standard ‘Loeb’ translation: A crowd of people came running up, and protested against their 
action, which they declared a monstrous proceeding: these men gave no heed to anything 
that was said, but gave a severe beating to Molon the fuller and some others who were 
endeavoring to protect the lad. 

(a)  Application of the segmentation criteria:  
  left boundary colon type 

10 sundramÒntvn d¢ ényr≈pvn 
poll«n 

d¢ /q/ in P2;  
 

autonomous participle (genitivus 
absolutus); parallel to 11 and 12 

11 ka‹ éganaktoÊntvn t“ 
prãgmati 

ka‹ /O/ in P1 autonomous participle (genitivus 
absolutus); parallel to 10 and 12 

12 ka‹ deinå faskÒntvn e‰nai 
tå gignÒmena, 

ka‹ /O/ in P1 autonomous participle (genitivus 
absolutus); parallel to 10 and 11  
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13 t«n m¢n legom°nvn m¢n /q/ in P2 fronted NP 
14 oÈd¢n §frÒntizon, complex negative oÈd¢n 

preferential /M/ in P1 
main finite clause (subject 
implicit); parallel to 17 

15 MÒlvna d¢ tÚn gnaf°a  d¢ /q/ in P2 fronted argument NP 
16 ka‹ êllouw tinåw ka‹ /O/ in P1; tinåw /r/ in P2 

(ka‹ not counting for position) 
 

16a §pamÊnein §pixeiroËntaw  autonomous (?) participle 
17 sun°kocan.  main finite verb; parallel to 14 

The overall structure of the segment is transparent:  
-  The grammatical subject is still “those people” (see colon 4 above). 
-  Cola 10-12: three coordinated autonomous participles (genitivi absoluti).  
-  Cola 13-14: a first main finite clause (minus subject), coordinated to cola 15-17. The 

boundary between colon 13 and colon 14 can be supported by (a) the P1 of the complex 
negative oÈd¢n and (b) the parallelism with cola 15-17. Colon 13 is then of the type 
‘fronted argument’. 

-  Cola 15-17: A second main finite clause (minus subject), coordinated to cola 13-14. 
Cola 15-16 constitute a fronted argument with respect to the main finite verb in colon 
17. 

The details of the segmentation of cola 15-16 are somewhat ambiguous. Several 
interpretations of the participle clause §pamÊnein §pixeiroËntaw are possible:  
(i)  one can read it as an autonomous clause (“while they were trying to protect the boy”), 

referring either to êllouw tinåw alone, or more likely to both Molon and “some other 
people”;  

(ii) alternatively, it may be read as specifying the “other people” in colon 16 (“and some 
others trying to protect the boy”). 

Although the difference is a non-trivial one (syntactically, pragmatically, and as far as 
segmentation into cola is concerned), no formal features of the text can help us decide 
between both interpretations. In what follows, I will adopt interpretation (ii). 

(b)  Segmented text with translation:  
10 sundramÒntvn d¢ ényr≈pvn poll«n  And a crowd of people gathered around,  
11 ka‹ éganaktoÊntvn t“ prãgmati  and they were protesting against the whole thing,  
12 ka‹ deinå faskÒntvn e‰nai tå gignÒmena,  and saying that it was awful what was happening:  
13 t«n m¢n legom°nvn  of everything that was being said,  
14 oÈd¢n §frÒntizon,  they didn’t worry about any of it,  
15 MÒlvna d¢ tÚn gnaf°a  and Molon the fuller 
16 ka‹ êllouw tinåw §pamÊnein §pixeiroËntaw  and some others trying to protect the boy,  
17 sun°kocan.  they beat them up.  

I have tried to convey the alternation between aoristus and praesens in cola 10-13. For an 
interpretation, see section 16.2(1) below (comments on nodes K and I).  
 

(3)  ≥dh d¢ aÈto›w oÔsi parå tØn Lãmpvnow ofik€an §g∆ mÒnow bad€zvn §ntuxãnv, deinÚn d¢ 
≤ghsãmenow e‰nai ka‹ afisxrÚn periide›n oÏtvw énÒmvw ka‹ bia€vw Íbrisy°nta tÚn 
nean€skon, §pilambãnomai aÈtoË.  
Standard ‘Loeb’ translation: They had already got as far as Lampon's when I, walking by 
myself, met with them; and considering it a monstrous and shameful thing to stand by and 
see the young fellow subjected to such lawless and violent outrage, I seized hold of him. 
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(a)  Application of the segmentation criteria:  
  left boundary colon type 
18 ≥dh d¢ aÈto›w oÔsi parå 

tØn Lãmpvnow ofik€an 
aÈto›w (plausibly anaphoric) /r/ in P2; 
≥dh ‘spatio-temporal modal adverb’ 
(preferential /M/) in P1 

participle clause (fronted) 

19 §g∆  §g∆ nominative personal pronoun 
(preferential /M/) in P1 

fronted subject NP 

20 mÒnow bad€zvn  autonomous participle clause 
21 §ntuxãnv,  main finite clause minus 

fronted subject 
22a deinÚn d¢ ≤ghsãmenow e‰nai d¢ /q/ in P2; for the P1-tendency of 

deinÚn see section 5.1.2 
 

22b ka‹ afisxrÚn  
 

segmentation doubtful 

23 periide›n colon 22 autonomous infinitival clause  
24 oÏtvw énÒmvw ka‹ bia€vw 

Íbrisy°nta tÚn nean€skon, 
oÏtvw demonstrative (preferential 
/M/) in P1 

participle clause 

25 §pilambãnomai aÈtoË. anaphoric aÈtoË /r/ in P2. 
 

main finite clause, minus 
fronted subject (colon 19) 

The segment starts with a fronted participle clause (colon 18). Although grammatically (i.e. 
as far the dative case is concerned) aÈto›w is an argument/complement of §ntuxãnv (colon 
21), the participle clause itself is not an argument of this verb and is autonomous in that it 
expresses the situation (‘setting’, see section 12.2.3 below) in which the event expressed by 
the main verb occurred.211  
After that, we recognize the familiar pattern consisting of a fronted subject NP (colon 19) 
followed by (in this case) two main finite clauses (cola 20-21 and cola 22-25), coupled by 
d°, each of which containing a participial clause (colon 20 resp. cola 22-24) followed by a 
main finite verb:  
- The segment cola 19-21 as a whole is a main finite clause, minus the anaphoric 

complement aÈto›w expressed in colon 18. The proposed segmentation is supported by 
the fact that mÒnow bad€zvn is an autonomous participle clause (i.e. not an 
argument/complement of the main verb), and can hence best be analyzed as a 
backgrounded segment (slightly parenthetical?). 

-  The internal structure of cola 22-25 is somewhat problematic:  
-  One might choose to separate ka‹ afisxrÚn as a separate colon (of the afterthought 

type?), but it seems more natural to consider deinÚn ka‹ afisxrÚn as a simple 
coordination of two quasi-synonyms within the same colon (not unlike énÒmvw ka‹ 
bia€vw in colon 24); in that case the P1 of the first member of the coordination and 
the P-ult of the second member constitute a bracketing effect (‘hyperbaton’?) at 
the colon level.  

-  Cola 23-24 together constitute an infinitival clause, which can plausibly be 
separated as an autonomous segment. In that case, colon 23 is a separate colon as 
well, of the not unfamiliar type ‘fronted epistemic verbs’ (see section 10.2.4(4b) 

                                                             
211 As for the use of aÈto›w in colon 18, I will assume that it is anaphoric, referring back to the party 
consisting of the gang and the boy that apparently left together from the fuller’s shop (cf. what has been 
said about the semantics of ∑gon in colon 6 (section 11.1(1b)). One might want to argue that aÈto›w is 
focused because it refers to the gang plus the boy instead of just the otoi that beat up Molon in the 
previous colon. However, the word order suggests a non-focal use of aÈto›w.  
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above). Colon 24 is a participle clause; however, it is syntactically not completely 
autonomous, in that at least the accusative case of tÚn nean€skon depends on 
periide›n. If one chooses to analyze it as a separate colon, periide›n  is colon-
autonomous as well, which is not implausible: the verb is semantically strong 
(“stand by and watch”) and conveys a contrastive attitude with respect to the 
situation presented in colon 24.  

(b)  Segmented text with translation:  
18 ≥dh d¢ aÈto›w oÔsi parå tØn Lãmpvnow 

ofik€an  
And they are already near Lampon’s house,  

19 §g∆  when I,  
20 mÒnow bad€zvn  walking by myself,  
21 §ntuxãnv,  encounter them.  
22 deinÚn d¢ ≤ghsãmenow e‰nai ka‹ afisxrÚn  And considering it a monstrous and shameful 

thing  
23 periide›n  to stand by and watch  
24 oÏtvw énÒmvw ka‹ bia€vw Íbrisy°nta tÚn 

nean€skon,  
while the boy was being brutalized so lawlessly 
and violently, 

25 §pilambãnomai aÈtoË.  I grab hold of him.  
 

(4)  otoi d°, di' ˜ ti m¢n toiaËta parenÒmoun efiw §ke›non, oÈk ±y°lhsan efipe›n §rvthy°ntew, 
éf°menoi d¢ toË nean€skou ¶tupton §m°.  
Standard ‘Loeb’ translation: They, when asked why they were treating him in such lawless 
fashion, refused to answer, but letting the young fellow go they began to beat me. 

(a)  Application of the segmentation criteria:  
  left boundary colon type 
26 otoi d°, d° is a /q/ in P2; otoi 

demonstrative nominative pronoun 
in P1 

fronted subject NP 

27 di' ˜ ti m¢n toiaËta 
parenÒmoun efiw 
§ke›non, 

˜ti /O/ in P1 (the preposition 
forms a unit with the /O/-
introductive ˜ti, which is regular); 
m¢n /q/ in P2 

fronted complement finite clause 

28 oÈk ±y°lhsan efipe›n  oÈk /O/ in P1 main finite clause, minus fronted 
subject NP (26) and minus fronted 
fronted complement finite clause (27) 

29 §rvthy°ntew,  autonomous participle 
30 éf°menoi d¢ toË 

nean€skou  
d¢ /q/ in P2 autonomous participle 

31 ¶tupton §m°.  main finite clause minus fronted subject 
NP (26); coordinated with 28 

The overall structure of this segment is clear: a fronted subject (colon 26), followed by two 
main finite clauses (cola 27-29 resp. cola 30-31) coupled by . . .m°n.. .d° . The internal 
structure of cola 30-31 is familiar: two consecutive actions, of which the first is expressed by 
a participium aoristi and the second by a main finite verb.  
The internal structure of cola 27-29 is somewhat more intricate. The fronted subordinate 
finite clause “why they were doing such lawless things to him” in colon 27 can be read as 
being a complement of “they did not want to say” and “they were asked” and is fronted with 
respect to both.  
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The status of the postposed participle §rvthy°ntew (colon 29) is somewhat doubtful. 
Although “they were asked for the reasons of their behavior” does perhaps evocate a 
different action than “they did not want to say”, the order in which both actions are 
presented suggests a different function than the participia aoristi we encountered so far (e.g. 
also éf°menoi in colon 30): it clearly does not present a step in the chronological sequence 
of the plot.  

(b)  Segmented text with translation:  
26 otoi d°,  And those men,  
27 di' ˜ ti m¢n toiaËta parenÒmoun efiw 

§ke›non, 
as for the reason why they were doing such lawless 
things to that boy,  

28 oÈk ±y°lhsan efipe›n  they didn’t want to say why, 
29 §rvthy°ntew,  when they were asked for it, 
30 éf°menoi d¢ toË nean€skou  and they let the lad go 
31 ¶tupton §m°.  and proceeded to beat me. 

The translation of cola 27-29 is somewhat awkward. This is obviously due to the fact that 
English does not allow for multiple fronting as easily as Ancient Greek. 
 
 

 11.3 Lysias 1,15-17  
 
The following excerpt is taken from the same speech On the murder of Eratosthenes as the 
one analyzed in section 11.1 above. I selected it because, while being essentially narrative 
like the previous excerpts, it shows a number of additional features that seemed interesting 
for the purposes of analysis in Part III below. For purely practical reasons, I divided the 
excerpt into 3 parts, coinciding with the traditional division into paragraphs. 
 

 11.3.1 Lysias 1,15 
 

(1)  Metå d¢ taËta, Œ êndrew, xrÒnou metajÁ diagenom°nou ka‹ §moË polÁ époleleimm°nou 
t«n §mautoË kak«n, pros°rxeta€ mo€ tiw presbËtiw ênyrvpow, ÍpÚ gunaikÚw 
Ípopemfye›sa ∂n §ke›now §mo€xeuen, …w §g∆ Ïsteron ≥kouon: 
Standard ‘Loeb’ translation: After this, sirs, an interval occurred in which I was left quite 
unaware of my own injuries; I was then accosted by a certain old female, who was secretly 
sent by a woman with whom that man was having an intrigue, as I heard later.  

(a)  Application of the segmentation criteria:  
  left boundary colon type 
1 Metå d¢ taËta, d¢ /q/ in P2 fronted PP 
2 Œ êndrew, Œ /O/ in P1 parenthesis 
3 xrÒnou metajÁ 

diagenom°nou 
 autonomous participle (fronted 

genitivus absolutus); parallel 
with colon 4 

4 ka‹ §moË polÁ 
époleleimm°nou t«n 
§mautoË kak«n, 

ka‹ /O/ in P1; 
§moË focused pronoun preferential 
/M/ in P1 (not counting ka‹) 

autonomous participle (fronted 
genitivus absolutus); parallel 
with colon 4 

5 pros°rxeta€ mo€ tiw 
presbËtiw ênyrvpow, 

mo€ and tiw /r/ in P2; colon 4 
autonomous participle 

main clause 

6 ÍpÚ gunaikÚw 
Ípopemfye›sa 

 autonomous participle 
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7 ∂n §ke›now §mo€xeuen, ∂n /O/ in P1; §ke›now focused 
pronoun preferential /M/ in P1 (not 
counting the relative) 

relative clause 

8 …w §g∆ Ïsteron ≥kouon: …w /O/ in P1; §g∆ focused pronoun 
preferential /M/ in P1 (not counting 
the subordinator) 

finite adverbial clause as 
afterthought 

This segment starts off with a fronted PP of a readily recognizable type: it serves as a 
discourse marker marking the start of a new episode in the narrative and has a wide scope 
over the whole episode (for the extent of this scope, see section 17.1 below). This marker is 
then followed by a vocative, setting the marker apart as a separate colon and highlighting the 
fact that it marks an important boundary (for the functions of vocatives in discourse 
structure, see section 14.5 below).  
After these markers, the whole segment consists of only verb-centered clauses, whether 
finite or participial, grammatically built around the main clause in colon 5.  
It may be interesting to also discuss the internal structure of a few of the cola in this segment 
in terms of the word order of the /M/-mobiles.  

-  Let us take look at the pronouns §moË (colon 4), §ke›now (colon 7) and §g∆ (colon 8). 
Each of these can be categorized as a “preferential” Mobile (see section 5.1): because 
they typically will only be used when they represent focal information (§moË because 
its non-focal allomorph would be mou; §ke›now and §g∆ because they are nominatives), 
they are expected to occur as early as possible in the colon (i.e. in P1). If one allows for 
the fact that /O/-introductives necessarily take precedence over other words tending 
towards P1, this expectation is borne out by the facts.  
However, one may want to ask why these pronouns represent focused information (as 
they apparently do) in the local context of this excerpt. Both Euphiletus (“I”) and 
Eratosthenes (“that man”) are obviously ‘given’ throughout the speech, so cognitive 
‘new-ness’ can hardly be invoked as the relevant type of focus. In that case, the focal 
status of these pronouns must be due to some type of contrastive focus. We might want 
to speculate that the contrast ‘I, Euphiletus’ – ‘he, Eratosthenes’ is pervasive throughout 
the speech and is reflected in the language whenever it occurs (including in cases in 
which present-day English discourse would not normally show formal features of 
contrast).  

-  This segment also offers an opportunity to discuss the various positions that the verbs 
can take within the colon in which they occur:  
-  In colon 3, colon 6, colon and colon 8 the verb is in the last position of the colon 

(P-ult), the statistically most ‘normal’ position for a verb in Greek (see section 
5.2.3 and section 7.3(2)).  

-  In colon 5 the verb pros°rxetai is in P1, which is quite normal, as this clause 
functions as a kind of presentative construction (see section 5.2.2(3) above). Note 
that verbs with meanings like ‘to come’ often function as a ‘staging’ device. In this 
case the old woman literally walks onto the stage of the discourse.  

-  The position of époleleimm°nou in colon 4 is a little less easy to characterize: 
perhaps it suffices to point out that the verb is the least focused item in the colon 
and hence takes a position after the preferentials §moË and polÁ. 
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(b)  Segmented text with translation:  
1 Metå d¢ taËta,  After this,  
2 Œ êndrew,  Gentlemen,  
3 xrÒnou metajÁ diagenom°nou  some time passed in between,  
4 ka‹ §moË polÁ époleleimm°nou t«n 

§mautoË kak«n,  
and I was left quite unaware of the bad things that 
were happening to me,  

5 pros°rxeta€ mo€ tiw presbËtiw ênyrvpow,  when an old creature comes up to me,  
6 ÍpÚ gunaikÚw Ípopemfye›sa  she was secretly sent by a woman 
7 ∂n §ke›now §mo€xeuen,  he was having an affair with,  
8 …w §g∆ Ïsteron ≥kouon:  as I heard later on.  
 

(2)  aÏth d¢ Ùrgizom°nh ka‹ édike›syai nom€zousa, ˜ti oÈk°ti ımo€vw §fo€ta par' aÈtÆn, 
§fÊlatten ßvw §jhËren ˜ ti e‡h tÚ a‡tion. 
Standard ‘Loeb’ translation: This woman was angry with him and felt herself wronged, 
because he no longer visited her so regularly, and she was keeping a watch on him until she 
should discover what was the cause. 

(a)  Application of the segmentation criteria:  
  left boundary colon type 
9 aÏth d¢  d¢ /q/ in P2;  

demonstrative preferential /M/ in P1 
fronted subject NP 

10 Ùrgizom°nh   autonomous participle;  
coordinated with colon 11 

11 ka‹ édike›syai 
nom€zousa, 

ka‹ /O/ in P1 autonomous participle;  
coordinated with colon 10 

12 ˜ti oÈk°ti ımo€vw 
§fo€ta par' aÈtÆn, 

˜ti /O/ in P1; oÈk°ti complex negative 
preferential /M/ in P1 (except for ˜ti) 

adverbial (or complement: see 
discussion) finite clause 

13 §fÊlatten colon 12 finite clause main clause (minus fronted 
subject) 

14 ßvw §jhËren ßvw /O/ in P1 finite clause 
15 ˜ ti e‡h tÚ a‡tion. ˜ ti /O/ in P1 finite clause 

The segmentation of this excerpt itself only shows patterns that we already discussed in the 
above and does not show any special issues. Perhaps the most interesting aspect of this 
excerpt is the internal structure of colon 12:  

-  The positions of ˜ti and oÈk°ti are completely predictable:  
-  ˜ti is an /O/-introductive that takes precedence over any other competitors for P1;  
-  oÈk°ti is technically a preferential /M/-mobile, but being a negative its inherent 

link with P1 is quite reliable.  

-  The order of the other words within the colon has to be analyzed in terms of focus:  
-  The position of ımo€vw, right after the negative, indicates that the negative applies 

to this word and that it is thereby focused (‘not as often any more’).  
-  The position of the verb, in P2 after the first fully lexical and focused word, 

indicates that it is non-focal (as verbs quite often are).  
-  The position of par' aÈtÆn might seem unexpected at first sight in that the 

anaphoric use of aÈt- can be expected to be postpositive. However, the pronoun is 
apparently focal in this case (‘herself’), otherwise it would occur in P2, before 
§fo€ta. This focus on ‘her/herself’ can perhaps be explained in terms of a contrast 
with respect to Euphiletus’ wife whom he does still frequently visit. It has already 
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been noted that Ancient Greek culture seem to be very prone to see contrasts where 
we would not spontaneously see them.  

(b)  Segmented text with translation:  
9 aÏth d¢  And that woman,  
10 Ùrgizom°nh  she was angry 
11 ka‹ édike›syai nom€zousa,  and felt she was wronged 
12 ˜ti oÈk°ti ımo€vw §fo€ta par' 

aÈtÆn,  
because he wasn’t visiting her regularly anymore like 
before.  

13 §fÊlatten  So she was keeping an eye on him 
14 ßvw §jhËren  until she found out 
15 ˜ ti e‡h tÚ a‡tion.  what was the reason. 
 

 11.3.2 Lysias 1,16 
 

 (1)  proselyoËsa oÔn moi §ggÁw ≤ ênyrvpow t∞w ofik€aw t∞w §m∞w §pithroËsa,  
Standard ‘Loeb’ translation: So the old creature accosted me where she was on the look-out, 
near my house, and said, […] 

(a)  Application of the segmentation criteria:  
  left boundary colon type 

1 proselyoËsa 
oÔn moi  

oÔn /q/ in /P2; moi 
/r/ in P2 

autonomous participle clause (minus non-argument 
prepositional phrase of place cola 2 and 4) 

2 §ggÁw  non-argument prepositional phrase; interrupted by 
parenthesis colon 3 

3 ≤ ênyrvpow  parenthesis (afterthought) 
4 t∞w ofik€aw t∞w 

§m∞w 
 rest-colon of colon 2; non-argument prepositional 

phrase; interrupted by parenthesis colon 3. 
5 §pithroËsa,  autonomous participle clause 

The word order of this segment is highly marked, not to say messy. In any case, it consists 
grammatically of two participle phrases (proselyoËsa moi and §pithroËsa) leading up to 
two main clauses consisting of directly reported speech introduced by ¶fh (the two other 
sections of the paragraph). It is not immediately self-evident how some of the other elements 
in the segment have to be situated with respect to these participles: the position of ≤ 
ênyrvpow, the common subject of both participles and both occurrences of ¶fh, is highly 
marked. Furthermore, due to this messy word order the grammatical function of §ggÁw and 
the genitive phrase t∞w ofik€aw t∞w §m∞w may at first sight be somewhat obscure as well.  
The only grammatically plausible analysis for the genitive t∞w ofik€aw t∞w §m∞w in colon 4 is 
to have it belong with §ggÁw in colon 2. As this fact appears to be inescapable, ≤ ênyrvpow 
(colon 3) has to be interpreted as an afterthought-like parenthesis, motivated by the fact that 
the last person mentioned by Euphiletus was not the old woman but the woman who sent 
her. The speaker noticed that the participle proselyoËsa oÔn moi (colon 1) was potentially 
ambiguous and added the disambiguating afterthought as a parenthesis the very moment it 
occurred to him, thereby violently interrupting the grammatical unit §ggÁw t∞w ofik€aw t∞w 
§m∞w.212 The segmentation into 4 cola (cola 1-4) of what could have been a single colon is 
then largely due to this intrusion.  

                                                             
212 Cf. Lysias & Groeneboom (ed. & comm.) 1924, 73: “[...] het is alsof Euphiletus, die doet als sprak 
hij zonder veel voorbereiding, onder het spreken zijn woorden verduidelijkt en praeciseert door een 
bijna parenthetische invoeging van ≤ ênyrvpow”; Groeneboom adds a reference to Thuc. II, 65. Dover 
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(b)  Segmented text with translation:  
1 proselyoËsa oÔn moi  So she came up to me 
2 §ggÁw  near  
3 ≤ ênyrvpow  - I mean the creature - 
4 t∞w ofik€aw t∞w §m∞w  near my house  
5 §pithroËsa,  - she had been on the look-out -  
 

(2)  "EÈf€lhte" ¶fh "mhdemiò polupragmosÊn˙ proselhluy°nai me nÒmize prÚw s°: ı går 
énØr ı Íbr€zvn efiw s¢ ka‹ tØn sØn guna›ka §xyrÚw Ãn ≤m›n tugxãnei.  
Standard ‘Loeb’ translation: —“Euphiletus, do not think it is from any meddlesomeness that 
I have approached you; for the man who is working both your and your wife's dishonor 
happens to be our enemy. […”] 

(a)  Application of the segmentation criteria:  
  left boundary colon type 
6a "EÈf€lhte"  fronted vocative (interactional marker) 
6b ¶fh  short parenthesis; alternatively in P2 of 

colon 6 
7 "mhdemiò 

polupragmosÊn˙ 
complex negative 
preferential /M/ in P1 

fronted non-argument adverbial 

8 proselhluy°nai me 
nÒmize prÚw s°: 

me /r/ at P2 finite main clause minus fronted non-
argument 

9 ı går énØr går /q/ in P2 fronted subject 
10a ı Íbr€zvn  participial clause (// relative clause); scope 

over parallel structure 10b-10c 
10b efiw s¢   parallel/coordinated to to 10c 
10c ka‹ tØn sØn guna›ka ka‹ /O/ in P1 parallel/coordinated to to 10b 
11 §xyrÚw Ãn ≤m›n tugxãnei see commentary below finite main clause minus fronted subject 

Let us first look at a few segmentation issues as such:  
-  The issue as to whether there is a colon boundary between 6a and 6b is a trivial one: 

¶fh  can be viewed as separate colon or as being in P2 of the previous colon (see 
section 10.2.5(2) above; cf. also colon 18 here below).  

-  The right boundary of colon 7 is warranted by the /r/-postpositive in P2 of colon 8, as it 
would be very unlikely that “mhdemiò polupragmosÊn˙ proselhluy°nai” would 
constitute a word-like unit: “no meddlesomeness” might make up such a unit but a unit 
“to-come-out-of-(no)-meddlesomeness” would be very unlikely. Colon 7 is then 
evidently fronted but equally evidently does not have a topic function and may be 
analyzed as some kind of ‘emphatic fronting’; for a more detailed account I refer to 
section 16.1(2) below.  

-  The issue as to whether there are any boundaries between 10a, 10b and 10c is again 
trivial: depending on the tempo of delivery, intonational sandhi may or may not apply to 
the quite simple parallel cola; it might even be possible to let cola 9 and 10 merge.  

Next, it is worthwhile to take a closer look at the internal structures of a few cola in this 
excerpt that show some interesting word order features. 
                                                                                                                                                     
(1960/1968, 46) seems to find it a sufficient explanation to consider ≤ ênyrvpow as ‘given’ 
(“Concomitant”) and therefore taking P2 in the colon introduced by §ggÁw; however, it seems obvious 
to me that, pragmatically speaking, the only possible function which ≤ ênyrvpow can have is to clarify 
a possible ambiguity between two female referents, in which case an afterthought analysis (implying a 
separate colon) is more natural. See also Todd 2007, 108.  
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As for the word order within colon 8 we observe the following:  
-  The unemphatic pronoun me is in its expected P2 position. As ‘I/me’ can be expected to 

be only rarely ‘new’ in any real-life context and as the speaker here does not seem to 
imply any contrast between herself and anybody else, this unemphatic/non-focal status 
is quite unsurprising. 

-  The imperative nÒmize can then be analyzed as ‘Concomitant’/unfocused, as is 
suggested by the fact that it takes P2, immediately following the /r/-postpositive.  

-  The fact that the verb proselhluy°nai is in P1 suggests that it is focused. Likewise, 
prÚw s° must be focused, otherwise it would have taken P2, before nÒmize. Compare 
this analysis to the most ‘normal’ rendering of the English “Don’t think I came up to 
you …”: obviously, the stressed syllables will be ‘up’ and ‘you’, which corresponds to 
what is suggested by the word order of the Greek text.  

Although the boundaries of colon 11 as such are not doubtful because of the overall pattern 
in which it has its place, its internal structure shows a few difficulties, the main one being 
the position of ≤m›n:  
-  We may read ≤m›n as focused, in which case it is a regular /M/-mobile. The focus on 

≤m›n might be explained by a contrast between ‘us’ (≤m›n in colon 11) and ‘you’ (s¢ 
and sØn in cola 10a-10b): “he happens to be (also) an enemy of US”.213  

-  If ≤m›n is unfocused, it has to be read as an /r/-postpositive in P2. Note that, even if we 
would accept that the proper position of Ãn as a copula would be P2 (but we didn’t find 
any convincing evidence for this tendency in the statistics presented in section 5.2.1 
above, especially not in the case of non-finite verb forms), we would still expect the 
verb to come after the pronoun (cf. the examples quoted in 5.2.1(2)). However, several 
parallel cases in Lysias 10,22 (see my analysis in 11.4 below) suggest that we can also 
read the combination of §xyrÚw (nominal part of the predicate) + Ãn (copula) as a unit.  

(b)  Segmented text with translation:  
6 "EÈf€lhte" ¶fh  “Euphiletus”, she said,  
7 "mhdemiò polupragmosÊn˙  “don’t think it’s out of meddlesomeness 
8 proselhluy°nai me nÒmize prÚw s°:  that I have come up to you.  
9 ı går énØr  Because the man 
10 ı Íbr€zvn efiw s¢ ka‹ tØn sØn guna›ka  who does wrong to you and your wife 
11 §xyrÚw Ãn ≤m›n tugxãnei.  happens to be our enemy.  

Note that the beginning of this segment shows some interesting features from a cognitive 
point of view. The oratio recta starts with the vocative (without the customary and polite Œ!) 
in fronted position (as opposed to the second position it usually takes). This looks like a very 
abrupt way to start a conversation on the street. However, this is perhaps in line with 
circumstances: for the old woman’s purposes, it would be perhaps counterproductive to 
formally and publically address Euphiletus; one might even surmise that she would try to 
conceal the fact that she was talking to him at all and quickly whispered something to him. 
In any case, the abrupt beginning of the conversation can be connected to the fact that the 
first thing the old woman says (after the address) is ‘it’s not out of meddlesomeness’, 
because that would exactly be the first thought that Euphiletus would have when he was 
addressed in this way by an old woman. 
                                                             
213 An interpretation according to which ‘us’ would include Euphiletus (implying that colon 11 means 
‘he happens to be our common enemy’) is very unlikely in the light of the fact that Euphiletus is singled 
out very explicitly in the previous colon by means of second person pronouns.  
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Also observe the position of nÒmize  in colon 8, as opposed to the position of “don’t think” 
in colon 7 in my English translation. The P2 position of nÒmize, just after the /r/-postpositive 
me and so coming in between proselhluy°nai and its complement prÚw s°, is in 
accordance with its non-focal character as a mere illocutionary marker. The illocutionary 
force of a negative imperative was already expressed by the mÆ in mhdemiò; in the English 
translation it proved to be impossible to separate the negation and the imperative. In both the 
Ancient Greek text and its present English translation, the elements can thus be argued to 
occupy their least marked positions. 
 

(3) §ån oÔn lãb˙w tØn yerãpainan tØn efiw égorån bad€zousan ka‹ diakonoËsan Ím›n 
ëpanta peÊs˙".  
Standard ‘Loeb’ translation: “[…] If, therefore, you take the servant-girl who goes to market 
and waits on you, and torture her, you will learn all.” 

(a)  Application of the segmentation criteria:  
  left boundary colon type 
12 §ån oÔn  §ån /O/ in P1; 

oÔn /q/ in P2  
scope over coordinated elements (13-16) 

13 lãb˙w tØn yerãpainan  finite VP minus coordinate participial clauses (14-
15); coordinated to 16 

14 tØn efiw égorån bad€zousan  participial clause; coordinated to 15 
15 ka‹ diakonoËsan Ím›n ka‹ /O/ in P1; 

Ím›n /r/ in P2 
participial clause ; coordinated to 14 

16 ka‹ basan€s˙w, ka‹ /O/ in P1 finite VP coordinated to colon 13-15 
17 ëpanta peÊs˙".  finite main clause 

Except for the /r/-postpositive Ím›n in colon 15 and the two cases of ka‹, this excerpt hardly 
presents any cases of the lexical criteria for segmentation investigated in Part I of this study. 
Still, the segmentation of the excerpt is quite straightforward: the rule that parallel structures 
cannot normally occur within a single colon IU (see section 10.2.2 and section 0.2.4(3) on 
the ‘parallelism constraint’) accounts for all the colon boundaries. Colon 12 is a ‘rest-
colon’: the marker has scope over two coordinated VPs (13-15 and 16) and thus can be 
realized as a separate IU/colon. Of course, intonational sandhi can apply to some of the 
boundaries: for instance, colon 12 may be merged with colon 13 in actual performance, but 
this is a trivial issue for all practical purposes.  

(b)  Segmented text with translation:  
12 §ån oÔn  So,  
13 lãb˙w tØn yerãpainan if you take your servant-girl, 
14 tØn efiw égorån bad€zousan  the one that goes to the market 
15 ka‹ diakonoËsan Ím›n  and waits on you,  
16 ka‹ basan€s˙w,  and if you torture her,  
17 ëpanta peÊs˙".  you will find out everything”. 
 

(4)  "¶sti d'" ¶fh "ÉEratosy°nhw ÉO∞yen ı taËta prãttvn, ˘w oÈ mÒnon tØn sØn guna›ka 
di°fyarken éllå ka‹ êllaw pollãw: taÊthn går [tØn] t°xnhn ¶xei". 
Standard ‘Loeb’ translation: “It is,” she said, “Eratosthenes of Oe who is doing this; he has 
debauched not only your wife, but many others besides; he makes an art of it.” 
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(a)  Application of the segmentation criteria:  
  left boundary colon type 
18a "¶sti d'" d° /q/ at P1; ¶sti no P2-tendency 

expected (not a ‘normal’ copula) 
segmentation doubtful (see 
discussion below) 

18b ¶fh  short parenthesis; segmentation 
doubtful (see discussion below) 

18c "ÉEratosy°nhw ÉO∞yen  segmentation doubtful (see 
discussion below) 

19 ı taËta prãttvn, taËta demonstrative preferential 
/M/ in P1 (except for /p/-
prepositive ı) 

participle clause; extraposed 
subject (afterthought), see 
discussion below 

20 ˘w ˘w /O/ at P1 fronted subject; scope over parallel 
structures  

21 oÈ mÒnon tØn sØn 
guna›ka di°fyarken 

oÈ mÒnon /O/-unit at P1  finite clause (minus fronted subject 
NP); parallelism with 22 

22 éllå ka‹ êllaw 
pollãw:  

éllå ka‹ /O/-unit at P1 parallelism with 21 

23 taÊthn går [tØn] 
t°xnhn ¶xei".214 

går /q/ in P2; taÊthn 
demonstrative preferential /M/ in 
P1 

main finite clause 

Colon 18a-c shows a number of interesting features as far as word order and segmentation 
are concerned:  
-  In this occurrence, ¶sti  is not used as a regular copula (between ‘definite’ subject and 

‘predicative’ predicate) but indicates the identity between the definite subject ı taËta 
prãttvn and equally definite proper name; the fact that it does not take P2 is therefore 
not unexpected.  

-  Concerning the status of ¶fh  I have already noted that short parentheses of this type 
often seem to interrupt what looks like a plausible colon and that in these cases they 
occupy P2 in that colon (section 10.2.5(2)). I also compared the effect of these 
interruptions in actual performance with the effect that ‘hesitation’ pauses can have if 
they occur within an IU, i.e. to make the reader wait for a high-content constituent (cf. 
also a suspense-pause as in “and the winner is ...”). This interpretation is quite plausible 
in the present context.  

-  It is unlikely that segments 18a-c would be realized as 3 separate IUs, which would not 
correspond to any readily recognizable types. In what follows I will assume that they 
actually constitute a single colon, following the analysis here above.  

As for the encompassing pattern from which colon 18 and colon 19 derive their discourse 
functions, it is obvious that this pattern is in a way the opposite of the now familiar topic-
comment pattern: the main message (“it’s Eratosthenes”) is already given in the first part of 
the pattern (colon 18) and the topic (also the grammatical subject) is added afterwards as a 
kind of afterthought (for further discussion see section 17.2(3)).  

                                                             
214 The editorial conjecture in colon 23 is yet another case (cf. footnote to section 11.1(2a) above) in 
which a philologist, this time Bekker, proposes an emendation of the Lysias text without any support 
from the manuscript readings, just because he thinks his reading is somehow ‘better’ than the text of the 
tradition. Todd apparently finds this practice acceptable: “taÊthn går [tØn] t°xnhn ¶xei (‘he makes a 
hobby of it’). The meaning of the manuscripts would be, ‘he has this profession’; Bekker’s emendation 
makes the phrase far more effective: ‘he has this as a profession’ or ‘he makes this his profession’” 
(Todd 2007, 110). 
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The segmentation and word order in cola 20-23 is rather straightforward. Note the internal 
structure of colon 21 and colon 22: in both cases the colon starts with a lexicalized cluster of 
introductives (oÈ mÒnon resp. éllå ka‹), plausibly followed by the focused (contrastive) 
information that constitutes the main point of each colon (“your wife” vs. “plenty of other 
women”).  

(b)  Segmented text with translation:  
18 "¶sti d'" ¶fh "ÉEratosy°nhw ÉO∞yen  “It is … Eratosthenes of Oë”, she said, 
19 ı taËta prãttvn,  “who does all that.  
20 ˘w  He’s the one  
21 oÈ mÒnon tØn sØn guna›ka di°fyarken  who ruined not only your wife 
22 éllå ka‹ êllaw pollãw:  but plenty of others as well:  
23 taÊthn går [tØn] t°xnhn ¶xei".  He has this trade, you see”.  

It may be useful to mention a few issues concerning the details of this translation:  
-  Putting “she said” after “it is” in colon 18 (cf. the Loeb translation quoted above) might 

at first sight seem to closely reflect the word order of the original, but I would like to 
argue that this is perhaps actually not the case: whereas in Ancient Greek it can be 
shown that P2 within a colon is one of the unmarked positions for short parentheses 
such as ¶fh, it remains to be seen whether the same position is equally unmarked in 
modern English usage.  

-  I chose not to follow the unfounded conjecture “tØn” (see footnote above) and 
translated accordingly.  

 
 11.3.3 Lysias 1,17 

 
(1)  taËta efipoËsa, Œ êndrew, §ke€nh m¢n éphllãgh, §g∆ d' eÈy°vw §tarattÒmhn, ka‹ pãnta 

mou efiw tØn gn≈mhn efisπei, ka‹ mestÚw ∑n Ípoc€aw,  
Standard ‘Loeb’ translation: With these words, sirs, she took herself off; I was at once 
perturbed; all that had happened came into my mind, and I was filled with suspicion,— [...] 

(a)  Application of the segmentation criteria:  
  left boundary colon type 
1 taËta efipoËsa, taËta preferential /M/ in P1 participial clause (fronted) 
2 Œ êndrew,  short parenthesis (vocative) 
3 §ke€nh m¢n  m¢n /q/ in P2; §ke€nh preferential /M/ in 

P2 
fronted subject; parallelism 
(contrast) with 5  

4 éphllãgh,  main finite clause minus fronted 
subject; parallel to 6 

5 §g∆ d' d° /q/ in P2; §g∆ preferential /M/ in P2 fronted subject; parallelism 
(contrast) with 3 

6 eÈy°vw §tarattÒmhn,  main finite clause minus fronted 
subject; parallel to 4 

7 ka‹  ka‹ /O/ in P1 scope over complex structure 8-
9 

8 pãnta mou efiw tØn 
gn≈mhn efisπei, 

mou /r/ in P2 main finite clause; coordinated 
to 9 

9 ka‹ mestÚw ∑n Ípoc€aw, ka‹ /O/ in P1; ∑n used as copula in P2 
(not counting ka‹ for position)  

main finite clause; coordinated 
to 8 
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All the patterns in this segment are familiar:  
-  The excerpt starts off with a fronted resumptive participial clause (cf. the first colon of 

Lysias 1,16 proselyoËsa oÔn moi ktl). 
-  The rest of the excerpt consists of a contrastive pattern: two contrastive fronted topics 

(the old woman in colon 3 and Euphiletus in colon 5), followed by events in which the 
respective topics are the main agents. Although “§g∆” in colon 5 is grammatically 
speaking the subject of §tarattÒmhn in colon 6 but not of efisπei in colon 8, it can be 
safely assumed that the scope of this topic goes beyond colon 6 (see section 17.3). 

 (b)  Segmented text with translation:  
1 taËta efipoËsa,  That’s what she said,  
2 Œ êndrew,  Gentlemen,  
3 §ke€nh m¢n  and the woman  
4 éphllãgh,  she took herself off 
5 §g∆ d'  and I  
6 eÈy°vw §tarattÒmhn,  I was suddenly worried 
7 ka‹  and  
8 pãnta mou efiw tØn gn≈mhn efisπei,  everything came into my mind  
9 ka‹ mestÚw ∑n Ípoc€aw,  and I was full of suspicion. 
 

(2)  §nyumoÊmenow m¢n …w épeklπsyhn §n t“ dvmat€ƒ, énamimn˙skÒmenow d¢ ˜ti §n §ke€n˙ tª 
nukt‹ §cÒfei ≤ m°taulow yÊra ka‹ ≤ aÎleiow, ˘ oÈd°pote §g°neto, ¶doj° t° moi ≤ gunØ 
§cimuyi«syai. 
Standard ‘Loeb’ translation: […] reflecting first how I was shut up in my chamber, and then 
remembering how on that night the inner and outer doors made a noise, which had never 
occurred before, and how it struck me that my wife had put on powder.  

(a)  Application of the segmentation criteria:  
  left boundary colon type 
10 §nyumoÊmenow m¢n m¢n /q/ in P2 autonomous participle clause minus finite 

complement clause; parallel to 12 
11 …w épeklπsyhn §n t“ 

dvmat€ƒ, 
…w /O/ in P1 finite complement clause;  

12a énamimn˙skÒmenow d¢ d¢ /q/ in P2 autonomous participle clause minus finite 
complement clause; parallel to 10 

12b ˜ti  scope over complex structure 13-17; can 
trivially be analyzed as clinging to verbum 
sentiendi 

13 §n §ke€n˙ tª nukt‹   fronted non-argument prepositional phrase 
(adverbial of time); scope over complex 
structure (14-16 or 14-17?) 

14 §cÒfei ≤ m°taulow yÊra  finite clause minus fronted non-argument 
prepositional phrase (13) and coordinated 
second subject (15) 

15 ka‹ ≤ aÎleiow,  ka‹ /O/ in P1 coordinated with 14 
16 ˘ oÈd°pote §g°neto,  ˜ /O/ in P1; oÈd°pote 

complex negative in 
P1 

relative finite clause; parenthetical 

17 ¶doj° t° moi ≤ gunØ 
§cimuyi«syai. 

te /q/ in P2; moi /r/ in 
P2 

finite clause; coordinated to 13-16 (or 14-16?) 

The segmentation of the text into cola is rather straightforward, except for a trivial issue 
concerning the status of the complementizer ˜ti (colon 12b): since ˜ti has scope over a 
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complex structure (cola 13-17) it may form a separate colon; however, this type of colon is 
particularly prone to intonational sandhi and hence easily merges with either the following 
or the preceding colon; since it has exactly the same scope as the matrix verb 
énamimn˙skÒmenow (colon 12a), I will henceforward assume they are in the same colon 12. 
For …w in colon 11 the scope is not an issue and the complementizer is therefore taken with 
the clause it introduces.  
The overall structure of the discourse is more or less clear: two contrastive, or at least 
parallel,215 participle clauses are each followed by a finite complement clause (11 resp. 13-
17). The internal structure of the second complement clause, most notably the scope of colon 
13, is somewhat problematic (see section 17.3) but does not present any issues as far as word 
order and segmentation are concerned. 

(b)  Segmented text with translation:  
10 §nyumoÊmenow m¢n  I thought of  
11 …w épeklπsyhn §n t“ dvmat€ƒ,  how I had been locked up in my room.  
12 énamimn˙skÒmenow d¢ ˜ti  And I remembered that 
13 §n §ke€n˙ tª nukt‹  on that night 
14 §cÒfei ≤ m°taulow yÊra  the inner door had made a noise,  
15 ka‹ ≤ aÎleiow,  and the outer one,  
16 ˘ oÈd°pote §g°neto,  which had never happened,  
17 ¶doj° t° moi ≤ gunØ §cimuyi«syai.  and that my wife seemed to have put on powder.  
 

(3)  taËtã mou pãnta efiw tØn gn≈mhn efisπei, ka‹ mestÚw ∑n Ípoc€aw.  
Standard ‘Loeb’ translation: All these things came into my mind, and I was filled with 
suspicion.  

(a)  Application of the segmentation criteria:  
  left boundary colon type 
18 taËtã mou pãnta efiw tØn 

gn≈mhn efisπei, 
mou /r/ in P2; taËta preferential /M/ in P1 full finite main clause; 

coordinated to 19 
19 ka‹ mestÚw ∑n Ípoc€aw ka‹ /O/ in P1; ∑n used as copula in P2 (not 

counting ka‹ for position) 
finite main clause; 
coordinated to 18 

The quasi-repetition of cola 8-9 in these two cola (the only difference is the presence of 
taËta the second time) is a brilliant illustration of Lysias’ art of highly effective use of the 
resources of everyday speech. Also note that a comparison between colon 18 and colon 8 
yields a textbook minimal pair illustrating Wackernagel’s Law: mou automatically takes its 
‘normal’ P2 in both cases, although they are obviously meant to be an echo to each other. 

(b)  Segmented text with translation:  
18 taËtã mou pãnta efiw tØn gn≈mhn efisπei,  All that came into my mind,  
19 ka‹ mestÚw ∑n Ípoc€aw.  and I was full of suspicion. 
 
 

                                                             
215 The fact that the participle clauses are linked by...m°n ...d° suggests that they are contrasted in the 
Greek text, although a native speaker of a modern standard average european language would probably 
not be inclined to view these contents as contrasted in any real sense.  
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 11.4 Lysias 10,22  
 
The following excerpt has been selected because it presents a number of discourse patterns 
that are quite different from the ones we encountered in the previous excerpts. It is taken 
from the argumentatio of Lysias’ speech Against Theomnestus, in which an anonymous 
speaker accuses a certain Theomnestus of slander because Theomnestus had accused him of 
parricide. For a summary overview of the rather complicated context of the excerpt I refer to 
section 18 below. 
 

(1)  Otow oÔn ¶noxow m¢n Ãn tª afit€&, §lãttonow d¢ oÎshw aÈt“ t∞w sumforçw, oÈ mÒnon Íf' 
Ím«n ±leÆyh, éllå ka‹ tÚn marturÆsanta ±t€mvsen.  
Standard ‘Loeb’ translation: Now this man, on a charge which was well-founded, but which 
involved less disaster to him, obtained not only your pity, but even the disfranchisement of 
the witness for the prosecution.  

(a)  Application of the segmentation criteria:  
  left boundary colon type 
1 Otow oÔn oÔn /q/-particle in P2; otow 

demonstrative preferential /M/ in P1 
fronted subject NP; parallel to 
colon 6; scope over cola 2-5 

2 ¶noxow m¢n Ãn tª afit€&, m¢n /q/ in P2  autonomous participle clause 
(participium coniunctum); parallel 
to 3 

3 §lãttonow d¢ oÎshw 
aÈt“ t∞w sumforçw, 

d¢ /q/ in P2; anaphoric aÈt“ 
potential /r/-postpositive (see 
commentary) 

autonomous participle clause 
(genitivus absolutus); parallel to 2 

4 oÈ mÒnon Íf' Ím«n 
±leÆyh, 

oÈ (or rather the unit oÈ mÒnon) in 
P1; N.B.: Íf' Ím«n focal (not in P2) 

main finite clause minus fronted 
subject; parallel to 5  

5 éllå ka‹ tÚn 
marturÆsanta 
±t€mvsen. 

éllå and ka‹ /O/ (or rather the unit 
éllå ka‹) in P1  

main finite clause minus fronted 
subject; parallel to 6  

The segmentation of this excerpt, as it stands, is quite straightforward at first sight: it 
consists of a full grammatical sentence, with a fronted subject, followed by two participle 
clauses linked by . . .m°n.. .d° , and two main finite clauses linked by oÈ mÒnon.. .  éllå 
ka‹.. .  . However, on closer inspection, the internal structure of cola 2-3, and especially 
colon 3, is not entirely clear:  
-  The first issue is whether aÈt“ is focused or not. One might want to argue that aÈt“ is 

focused because there is a contrast between the contents of colon 3 “the disaster is less 
for him” and the exact echo of these contents in colon 13 “the disaster will be enormous 
for me”. However, this is not necessarily a valid argument for the focality of aÈt“: 
colon 3 is under the scope of otow in colon 1 and therefore eminently ‘given’ in the 
local context; within the local context of the contrast between colon 2 and colon 3 no 
contrast between “him/Theomnestus” and “I/the speaker” is implied. Furthermore, in 
colon 13 the postpositive status of moi is not in doubt, which suggests that this is also 
the case for aÈt“ in colon 3.  

-  If aÈt“ is unfocused, it is an /r/-postpositive and the P2-rule must apply to it. In that 
case, the status of oÎshw becomes an issue: even if the participle could be viewed as 
postpositive (but see my remarks concerning a similar case in section 11.3.2(2)), it 
would still be expected that aÈt“ preceded the participle. One might also argue for an 
analysis in which §lãttonow d¢ would make up a separate colon, due to ‘emphatic 
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fronting’, but in that case the fact that the participle would be in P1 is problematic. 
Perhaps the most elegant solution is to surmise that the combination of the nominal part 
of the predicate §lãttonow + the copula oÎshw makes up a word-like unit. A similar 
analysis would then also apply to colon 2 and colon 13.  

Note that the word order suggests that Íf' Ím«n in colon 4 and tÚn marturÆsanta in colon 
5 are both focused, as if they were contrasted contents, which is not really the case.216 For 
further discussion of the very artificial ‘rhetorical’ use of contrasts in this excerpt, see 
section 18 below. 

(b)  Segmented text with translation:  
1  Otow oÔn  Now this man,  
2 ¶noxow m¢n Ãn tª afit€&,  who is liable to the charge,  
3 §lãttonow d¢ oÎshw aÈt“ t∞w sumforçw,  although it involved less disaster to him,  
4 oÈ mÒnon Íf' Ím«n ±leÆyh,  obtained not only your pity,  
5 éllå ka‹ tÚn marturÆsanta ±t€mvsen.  but even the disfranchisement of the witness for 

the prosecution. 
 

(2)  §g∆ d¢ •vrak∆w m¢n §ke›no toËton poiÆsanta ˘ ka‹ Íme›w ‡ste, aÈtÚw d¢ s≈saw tØn 
ésp€da, ékhko∆w d¢ oÏtvw énÒsion ka‹ deinÚn prçgma, meg€sthw d¢ oÎshw moi t∞w 
sumforçw, efi épofeÊjetai, toÊtƒ d' oÈdenÚw éj€aw, efi kakhgor€aw èl≈setai, oÈk êra 
d€khn par' aÈtoË lÆcomai; 
Standard ‘Loeb’ translation: But I, who have seen him do that which you likewise know, who 
have saved my own shield, who have been accused of a proceeding thus unholy and 
monstrous, and whose disaster will be overwhelming if he is acquitted, while his will be 
inconsiderable if he is convicted of slander, — am I not to obtain satisfaction from him?  

(a)  Application of the segmentation criteria:  
  left boundary colon type 
6 §g∆ d¢ d¢ /q/-particle in P2; §g∆ nominative 

personal pronoun preferential /M/ in 
P1 

fronted subject NP; parallel to colon 1; 
scope over cola 7-17 

7 •vrak∆w m¢n m¢n /q/-particle in P2 fronted verbum percipiendi (epistemic 
marker?); parallel to colon 11; scope over 
correlative structure 8-9 (or even 8-10, 
see my analysis in section 18 below)  

8 §ke›no toËton 
poiÆsanta 

§ke›no demonstrative (preferential 
/M/) in P1 

participle clause 

9 ˘ ka‹ Íme›w ‡ste, ˘ relative (/O/) in P1; focused 
nominative Íme›w 

subordinate finite clause 

10 aÈtÚw d¢ s≈saw 
tØn ésp€da, 

d¢ /q/-particle in P1 participle clause 

                                                             
216 In the case of Íf' Ím«n, the information cannot be really considered ‘new’ either. Note, however, 
that NPs and PPs are generally speaking more likely to carry the focus within a VP than the verb itself.  
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11 ékhko∆w d¢  d¢ /q/-particle in P2 fronted verbum percipiendi (epistemic 
marker?); parallel to colon 7 

12 oÏtvw énÒsion 
ka‹ deinÚn 
prçgma, 

oÏtvw demonstrative (preferential) 
in P1 

segmentation doubtful: non-fronted 
argument NP (but colon 11 probably 
autonomous) 

13 meg€sthw d¢ oÎshw 
moi t∞w 
sumforçw, 

d¢ /q/ in P2; moi /r/ in P2 (see 
commentary below) 

participle clause (genitivus absolutus): 
parallel to 15 

14 efi épofeÊjetai, efi /O/ in P1 subordinate finite clause 
15 toÊtƒ d' oÈdenÚw 

éj€aw, 
toÊtƒ demonstrative (preferential 
/M/) in P1; oÈdenÚw complex 
negative (preferential /M/) in P1 (?) 

elliptical participle clause (genitivus 
absolutus); parallel to 13 

16 efi kakhgor€aw 
èl≈setai, 

efi /O/ in P1 subordinate finite clause 

17 oÈk êra d€khn 
par' aÈtoË 
lÆcomai; 

oÈk /O/-introductive in P1; êra /q/-
particle in P2; anaphoric aÈtoË 
plausibly /r/ in P2 after the first /M/, 
not counting the negative 

main finite clause, minus fronted subject 
(colon 6) 

The overall grammatical structure of this segment is quite clear, at least formally (for 
difficulties concerning the interpretation of the contents and of the pragmatics, see section 18 
below):  
-  colon 6: a fronted topic NP (parallel to colon 1);  
-  two parallel participle clauses (participia coniuncta agreeing with the subject/topic): 

cola 7-10 resp. cola 11-12;  
-  another two parallel participle clauses (genitivi absoluti): cola 13-14 resp. cola 15-16;  
-  colon 17: the main finite VP.  

As for the additional colon boundaries within these segments and the internal structures of 
these cola, a number of issues need to be pointed out. The highly contrived rhetorical 
parallelisms yield a large number of segmentation cues, but the very artificial nature of 
these parallelisms often make it difficult to come to a ‘natural’ interpretation in cognitive 
terms and in terms of the usual colon types:  
-  Colon 7 and colon 11 are obviously parallel to each other. Although verba percipiendi 

are quite regularly fronted with respect to the complement clauses that they introduce 
(in which case they can function as an ‘epistemic marker’ with respect to the contents of 
the complement clauses), this is not really the case here, especially not in the case of 
colon 11: ékhko∆w is used in its technical sense of ‘being accused’ and arguably does 
not even function as a verbum percipiendi at all (also note that its complement is not a 
clause but an NP characterizing the accusation that the speaker faces).217 Still, the 
autonomous status of colon 7 is warranted by the fact that it does introduce a 
complement clause and has scope over a complex structure. It can then be argued that 
the very conspicuous parallelism between 7 and 11 is sufficient for attributing a similar 
autonomous status to colon 11. This analysis is corroborated by the word order in colon 
12: oÏtvw  can be expected to take P1 in a colon (especially when it expresses strong 
emotional emphasis); if there was no boundary between colon 11 and colon 12 one 
would expect the verb to be concomitant and to occur later in the colon.  

-  The boundary between colon 8 and colon 9 is warranted by the correlative pattern 
§ke›no... ˘... . Note that the cataphoric function of §ke›no makes it precede toËton in 

                                                             
217 Cf. Aristotle’s notion of ‘false contrasts’ (ceude›w éntiy°seiw); see section 10.4.4(2b). 
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the internal structure of colon 8. Likewise, the word-like unit ka‹ Íme›w in colon 9 
(adverbial ka€ being a focus marker) would tend towards P1, but obviously has to be 
preceded by the relative.218  

-  The segment consisting of cola 13-16 is articulated by a parallel (contrastive) relation 
between cola 13-14 and 15-16, which -as far as the contents are concerned- coincides 
with a contrast between the speaker’s and his opponent’s respective situations 
(meg€sthw t∞w sumforçw vs. oÈdenÚw éj€aw), according to the speaker.  
The internal structures of colon 13 and colon 15 are interesting. First, there is an issue 
concerning the segmentation itself. One might want to use the position of moi in colon 
13 to warrant a boundary between meg€sthw d¢ and oÎshw moi t∞w sumforçw. In that 
case, a similar boundary can be postulated between toÊtƒ d' and oÈdenÚw éj€aw in 
colon 15 (in the latter case this boundary could be corroborated by the fact that the 
negative oÈdenÚw would be in its expected P1). The resulting cola meg€sthw d¢ and 
toÊtƒ d' could then be viewed as the result of some kind of ‘emphatic fronting’. 
However, in that case the copula oÎshw would be in P1, which would look awkward. In 
what follows I will simply assume the analysis argued for with respect to cola 2-3 
above: I will read the combination meg€sthw + oÎshw (nominal predicate + copula) as a 
word-like unit and consider cola 13 and 15 as single cola, of the familiar ‘genitivus 
absolutus’ type.  
Next, we need to discuss the internal word order within colon 13 and colon 15: (i) there 
is an obvious chiasmus ‘enormous - for me’ vs. ‘for him - inconsiderable’; (ii) the 
following issue arises: why is moi unfocused, whereas its counterpart toÊtƒ is focused? 
Both these aspects of the word order in these cola can be explained by referring to 
cognitive factors similar (but not identical!) to the ones that play a role in Sling’s 
account of chiasmus (see section 10.4.3 above). At the moment colon 13 is uttered, the 
information conveyed by moi is highly ‘given’ (note that this colon is under the scope of 
the topic §g∆ in colon 6) and there is no reason for it to be focused in the local context. 
Furthermore, the superlative notion of ‘enormous’ is quite prone to be put in P1 in 
Ancient Greek. At the moment the second member of the contrast needs to be produced, 
the notion of ‘inconsiderable’ is -cognitively speaking- already less salient because it is 
predictable from the notion of ‘enormous’ in the first member. The major contrastive 
focus is therefore on “him” (as opposed to “me”), especially because the local context is 
still under the scope of §g∆ in colon 6 as the general topic of the whole 
segment/sentence under scrutiny.  

-  The word order within colon 17 (oÈk êra d€khn par' aÈtoË lÆcomai;) is a canonical 
illustration of a number of regular word order phenomena as studied in Part I above:  
-  oÈk is /O/-introductive, and therefore tends towards P1 in the colon; in many of its 

uses it is also prepositive/proclitic, and therefore clings to the next Mobile word 
(which would in this case be d€khn); however, in this case it introduces a negative 
rhetorical question and has wide scope, in which case it might be argued to not be 
prepositive after all; 

                                                             
218 Also note the quasi-chiastic pattern between colon 8 and colon 10: “§ke›no (object) toËton (subject) 
poiÆsanta (verb)” vs. “aÈtÚw (subject) s≈saw (verb) tØn ésp€da (object)”. The word order is quite 
natural and does not require any explanations involving rhetorical engineering. As already indicated, 
the P1 of §ke›no is easily explained by its cataphoric function within the correlative structure §ke›no... 
˘... , whereas the P1 of aÈtÚw is quite predictable due to the contrastive focus it carries (cf. what is said 
below about the status of moi and toÊtƒ in cola 13 and 15).  
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-  êra is a /q/-particle, clinging to the very first word of the colon, forming a unit 
with that first word (or with that first word and the following one); oÈk êra in this 
kind of use is a plausible formula (cf. 6.2(3e) above); 

-  d€khn is the first full word in the colon and therefore probably focused, which is 
quite plausible as it is the argument of a low-content verb (lÆcomai);  

-  par' aÈtoË is a word-like unit consisting of a /p/-prepositive preposition + an /r/-
postpositive unfocused pronoun; the whole unit is postpositive and prosodically 
clings to the first full word of the colon;  

-  the verb lÆcomai is a /M/-mobile; as a low-content verb it is non-focal and 
immediately follows the /r/-postpositive.  

(b) Segmented text with translation:  
6 §g∆ d¢  But I,  
7 •vrak∆w m¢n  I who have seen  
8 §ke›no toËton poiÆsanta  that he did that  
9 ˘ ka‹ Íme›w ‡ste,  which you likewise know,  
10 aÈtÚw d¢ s≈saw tØn ésp€da,  while I saved my own shield,  
11 ékhko∆w d¢  I who have been accused  
12 oÏtvw énÒsion ka‹ deinÚn prçgma,  of a proceeding so unholy and monstrous,  
13 meg€sthw d¢ oÎshw moi t∞w sumforçw, although the disaster will be enormous for me 
14 efi épofeÊjetai,  if he is acquitted,  
15 toÊtƒ d' oÈdenÚw éj€aw, while for him it will be inconsiderable 
16 efi kakhgor€aw èl≈setai,  if he is convicted of slander,  
17 oÈk êra d€khn par' aÈtoË lÆcomai;  - am I not to obtain satisfaction from him? 

The specific exercise of retaining the segmentation of the original proved rather difficult: 
due to the relative poverty in particles and the fact that the possible uses of participles in 
English are highly restricted, the contrast relations marked by ...m°n...d° or simple d° could 
not be rendered without artifice. The solutions I have chosen, involving a relative clause for 
the participia coniuncta (colon 2 resp. cola 7-10) and concessive clauses for some of the 
contrasted participles (‘although...’ in colon 3 and colon 13, ‘while...’ in colon 10 and colon 
15) are ad hoc but seemed to allow me to retain the parallelisms of the original and avoid too 
awkward an anacoluthon in colon 17. 
It looks like these difficulties point towards a cultural difference (on top of the purely 
linguistic differences) between the Ancient text and modern usage: this particular type of 
formal speech is (or has become) completely foreign to present-day spoken (and even 
written) English.  
 
 

 11.5 Plato Sph. 216d-217e  
 
This excerpt is taken from the very beginning of Plato’s Sophista and displays a number of 
interesting conversational patterns (see section 19 below). As compared to the previous 
excerpts, one more obvious segmentation criterion can be added: the boundaries between the 
turns that the various speakers take are quite reliable for the segmentation into cola (if not 
for the more macrostructural aspects of discourse).  
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(1)  SV.toË m°ntoi j°nou ≤m›n ≤d°vw ín punyano€mhn, efi f€lon aÈt“, t€ taËy' ofl per‹ tÚn 
§ke› tÒpon ≤goËnto ka‹ »nÒmazon.  
Standard ‘Loeb’ translation: Socrates: But I should like to ask our stranger here, if 
agreeable to him, what people in his country thought about these matters, and what names 
they used.  

(a)  Application of the segmentation criteria:  
  left boundary colon type 
1 toË m°ntoi j°nou ≤m›n  m°ntoi /q/ in P2; ≤m›n /r/ in P2 (?) fronted argument NP 
2 ≤d°vw ín punyano€mhn, ín /r/ in P2 main finite clause minus fronted NP 

(colon 1) and minus finite 
complement clause (colon 4) 

3 efi f€lon aÈt“, efi /O/ in P1; aÈt“ (potential /r/-
postpositive) in P2 (efi does not 
count for position) 

parenthetical finite subordinate 
clause 

4 t€ taËy' ofl per‹ tÚn §ke› 
tÒpon ≤goËnto ka‹ 
»nÒmazon. 

t€ /O/ in P1  finite complement clause 
 

As far as the segmentation into cola is concerned, this excerpt does not present any serious 
problems: the word order cues are abundant and quite clear and yield cola of readily 
recognizable types.  
However, the following details are perhaps worth noting:  
-  Colon 1: it is unusual for a /r/-postpositive to come at the end of a fronted constituent of 

the form /p q M r/ (see section 2.4.3 above), but this dativus does not have a clear 
syntactico-semantic function, which often gives rise to /q/-particle-like behavior (see 
e.g. 3.3(b)). 

-  Colon 2: the boundary between cola 1 and 2 is somewhat arguable: ≤d°vw ín 
punyano€mhn is arguably a formula, in which case the position of ín need not 
necessarily be evidence for a boundary between colon 1 and colon 2, but as the ‘normal’ 
segmentation criteria give rise to cola of readily recognizable types, I will not take that 
possibility into account in what follows. 

-  Colon 4: ka‹ »nÒmazon need not be taken as a separate segment, despite the presence 
of ka‹ and the resulting parallelism: ≤goËnto ka‹ »nÒmazon may be counted as a 
contextually motivated unit, especially as both verbs have all their complements in 
common; the alternative segmentation can, of course, trivially be substituted. 

(b)  Segmented text with translation:  
  SV.  Socrates 
1 toË m°ntoi j°nou ≤m›n  But from our stranger here,  
2 ≤d°vw ín punyano€mhn,  I would like to find out,  
3 efi f€lon aÈt“,  if that is o.k. with him,  
4 t€ taËy' ofl per‹ tÚn §ke› tÒpon ≤goËnto ka‹ 

»nÒmazon.  
what the people in his country thought of these 
things and what they called them.  

The translation of colon 4 is somewhat problematic in that it does not sound like a plausible 
single IU: I have not been able to find a natural-sounding English translation in which the 
two verbs involved have the same syntactic valence (“what they considered and called these 
things” sounds awkward to me). 
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(2)  YEO. Tå po›a dÆ; 
 SV. SofistÆn, politikÒn, filÒsofon. 

Standard ‘Loeb’ translation: Theodorus ���: What matters do you mean? Socrates ���: Sophist, 
statesman, philosopher. 

(a)  Application of the segmentation criteria:  
  left boundary colon type 
5 Tå po›a dÆ; dÆ /q/ in P2, with article+po›a as a 

unit; po›a /O/ at P1 
full separate turn; elliptical main clause 

6a SofistÆn,  elliptical main clause; parallel to 6b and 6c 
6b politikÒn,   elliptical main clause; parallel to 6a and 6c 
6c filÒsofon.   elliptical main clause; parallel to 6a and 6b 
 
This excerpt consists of 2 complete speaker turns, each corresponding to syntactically 
autonomous (though elliptical) main clauses. Cola 6a-c consist of 3 nouns in asyndeton and 
are plausibly realized as 3 IUs.  

(b)  Segmented text with translation:  
 YEO.  Theodorus 
5 Tå po›a dÆ;  What kind of things?  
 SV.  Socrates  
6 SofistÆn, politikÒn, filÒsofon.  Sophist, statesman, philosopher.  
 

(3)  YEO. T€ d¢ mãlista ka‹ tÚ po›Òn ti per‹ aÈt«n diaporhye‹w §r°syai dienoÆyhw;  
SV. TÒde: pÒteron ©n pãnta taËta §nÒmizon µ dÊo, µ kayãper tå ÙnÒmata tr€a, tr€a 
ka‹ tå g°nh diairoÊmenoi kay' ©n ˆnoma [g°nos] •kãstƒ pros∞pton; 
Standard ‘Loeb’ translation: Theodorus ���: What particular difficulty and what kind of 
difficulty in regard to them is it about which you had in mind to ask? Socrates ���: It is this: Did 
they consider all these one, or two, or, as there are three names, did they divide them into 
three classes and ascribe to each a class, corresponding to a single name?[219] 

(a) Application of the segmentation criteria:  
  left boundary colon type 
7 T€ d¢ mãlista d¢ /q/ in P2; interrogative 

/O/ in P1  
fronted illocutionary 
marker 

8 ka‹ tÚ po›Òn ti per‹ aÈt«n diaporhye‹w ka‹ /O/ in P1; interrogative 
po›Òn /O/ in P1 (not 
counting ka‹); ti /r/ in P2 

participial clause; 
parenthesis (see 
commentary below) 

9 §r°syai dienoÆyhw;  rest-colon due to intrusion 
of parenthesis colon 8 

                                                             
219 Albini’s edition, as used throughout this study, follows Schleiermacher’s unfounded conjecture to 
eliminate the word g°now. In what follows I will simply follow the manuscripts’ (and Lamb’s) reading, 
keeping the word in the text.  
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10 TÒde: tÒde cataphoric 
demonstrative (preferential 
/M/) in P1 

elliptical main clause 

11 pÒteron ©n pãnta taËta §nÒmizon pÒteron /O/ in P1 finite clause 
12 µ dÊo, µ /O/ in P1 elliptical finite clause 

(parallel to 11 and 13-16) 
13 µ µ /O/ in P1 marker with scope over 

coordinated constituent 
with complex internal 
structure 14-16 

14 kayãper tå ÙnÒmata tr€a,  kayãper /O/ in P1 elliptical finite clause 
15 tr€a ka‹ tå g°nh diairoÊmenoi   autonomous participle 

clause 
16 kay' ©n ˆnoma g°now •kãstƒ pros∞pton; ©n numeral preferential /M/ 

in P1 (preposition /p/ not 
counted) 

finite clause (minus 
participle clause 14-15) 

This excerpt consists of 2 complete speaker turns:  
-  cola 7-9, consisting of one main finite clause;  
-  cola 10-16, consisting of an elliptical main finite clause (colon 10: TÒde [sc. §r°syai 

dienoÆyhn]) and three parallel subordinate clauses (second one elliptical). 
The structure of cola 7-9 is difficult, involving both a syntactic problem and a segmentation 
problem. Consider the following three possibilities:  
(i)  T€ d¢ mãlista ka‹ tÚ po›Òn ti per‹ aÈt«n diaporhye‹w | §r°syai dienoÆyhw; 

According to this possibility, the two interrogative expressions syntactically belong 
with the participle, and §r°syai has no overt direct object. This possibility can be 
excluded because Theodorus’ question seems to be “What did you want to ask 
specifically?”, and not “Because of what problem did you want to ask something?”, 
as can be seen from the answer that Socrates actually gives. 

(ii)  T€ d¢ mãlista ka‹ tÚ po›Òn ti per‹ aÈt«n | diaporhye‹w | §r°syai dienoÆyhw; 
According to this possibility, the two interrogative expressions again are coordinated 
(perhaps a ‘politeness’ device?) but are the object of §r°syai, the autonomous 
participle not having a direct object (which is perfectly possible with this verb). 
Although this is not impossible, it should be noted that TÒde only answers the 
question with T€ d¢ mãlista (and not the one with tÚ po›Òn ti) and that the position 
of per‹ aÈt«n may then be a little bit awkward.  

(iii)  T€ d¢ mãlista | ka‹ tÚ po›Òn ti per‹ aÈt«n diaporhye‹w | §r°syai dienoÆyhw; The 
first interrogative belongs with §r°syai and the second one with the participle. This 
is the possibility adopted here. Colon 8 is then afterthought-like addition, possibly 
even a parenthetic one (note that the primary ‘additive’ value of ka€ is compatible 
with a parenthetic function). Colon 7 is an illocutionary marker of a frequent type 
(interrogative pronouns or particles can readily be separated from the contents of the 
question they introduce). 

The segmentation of cola 10-16 is rather straightforward, but note the chiastic word order in 
cola 11-12 and cola 14-15. Slings’ cognitive explanation (see section 10.4.3 above; cf. also 
section 11.4(2a) here above) applies quite neatly.  
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(b) Segmented text with translation:  
 YEO.  Theodorus 
7 T€ d¢ mãlista  What exactly is it 
8 ka‹ tÚ po›Òn ti per‹ aÈt«n diaporhye‹w  -and what kind of problem about them did you have?-  
9 §r°syai dienoÆyhw;  that you had in mind to ask? 
 SV.  Socrates  
10 TÒde:  It’s this:  
11 pÒteron ©n pãnta taËta §nÒmizon  did they consider all these as one thing,  
12 µ dÊo,  or two,  
13 µ  or did they,  
14 kayãper tå ÙnÒmata tr€a,  just as there are three names,  
15 tr€a ka‹ tå g°nh diairoÊmenoi  divide them into three kinds as well,  
16 kay' ©n ˆnoma g°now •kãstƒ pros∞pton;  and assign a kind to each corresponding to one name?  

The translation of colon 8 is rather awkward, but so is the syntax of the original Greek. 
Although the colon is syntactically more thoroughly integrated into the main clause in Greek 
than in my English translation (participle clause vs. main finite clause), its more or less 
parenthetical status allows for the fully parenthetical solution I have chosen for my 
translation.  
 

(4)  YEO. ÉAll' oÈde€w, …w §gŸmai, fyÒnow aÈt“ dielye›n aÈtã: µ p«w, Œ j°ne, l°gvmen; 
Standard ‘Loeb’ translation: Theodorus ���: I think he has no objection to talking about them. 
What do you say, stranger? 

(a)  Application of the segmentation criteria:  
  left boundary colon type 
17 ÉAll' 

oÈde€w,  
ÉAll' introductive particle /O/ in P1; 
complex negative in P1 (/O/-particle 
not counted) 

fronted negative (illocutionary marker)  

18 …w §gŸmai,  …w /O/ in P1 parenthesis  
19 fyÒnow 

aÈt“  
anaphoric aÈt“ /r/ in P2 main clause minus fronted negative 

(colon 17) and minus infinitival 
complement clause (colon 20) 

20 dielye›n 
aÈtã: 

anaphoric aÈtã /r/ in P2 infinitival complement clause 

21a µ p«w,  µ introductive particle /O/ in P1; p«w 
interrogative /O/ in P1 

rest-colon (or illocutionary marker?); 
main finite clause 20a-c interrupted by 
short parenthesis 21b 

21b Œ j°ne,   short parenthesis (vocative) 
21c l°gvmen;   rest colon; main finite clause 20a-c 

interrupted by short parenthesis 21b 

This segment coincides with a complete speaker turn, consisting of two main finite clauses 
(cola 17-20 resp. 21a-c).  
As for cola 17-20, the usual segmentation criteria apply in a quite straightforward fashion: in 
both colon 19 and colon 20 anaphoric aÈt- is in P2 of what could be a colon of an easily 
recognizable type. The only potential issue concerns the status of colon 18: should we read 
this short parenthesis as (i) a separate colon, or as (ii) taking P2 in a larger segment 17-19 
ÉAll' oÈde€w fyÒnow aÈt“? Solution (ii) is not entirely impossible in that the combination 
complex negative + noun is a plausible unit, but it is problematic to consider oÈde€w fyÒnow 
as a unit for the purposes of the position of aÈt“, but at the same time allow for the fact this 
unit (?) is interrupted by a parenthesis. In any case, solution (ii) is not a necessary one, as 
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solution (i) is perfectly acceptable (the fronted negative in colon 17 is a well-established type 
of colon).  
As for colon 21, Œ j°ne can be (i) read as a separate colon but can be (ii) viewed as 
postpositive as well. In the first case, l°gvmen would be a rather awkward rest-colon. The 
issue is in the end a trivial one.  

(b) Segmented text with translation:  
 YEO.  Theodorus 
17 ÉAll' oÈde€w,  No,  
18 …w §gŸmai,  I think,  
19 fyÒnow aÈt“  he will have no objection 
20 dielye›n aÈtã:  to talk about that.  
21 µ p«w, Œ j°ne, l°gvmen;  Or what shall we say, stranger?  

For the translation of colon 17 as ‘No’, I can refer to its status as an illocutionary marker. 
Theodorus seems to respond politely to Socrates’ polite “efi f€lon aÈt“,” in colon 3, which 
at least formally leaves the opening for the Stranger to decline the invitation to reply to 
Socrates’ questions. For further analysis (incl. the function of the particle ÉAll'), cf. section 
19.2(3a).  
 

(5)  JE. OÏtvw, Œ YeÒdvre. fyÒnow m¢n går oÈde‹w oÈd¢ xalepÚn efipe›n ˜ti ge tr€' ≤goËnto: 
kay' ßkaston mØn dior€sasyai saf«w t€ pot' ¶stin, oÈ smikrÚn oÈd¢ =ñdion ¶rgon. 
Standard ‘Loeb’ translation: Stranger ���: Just what you did, Theodorus; for I have no 
objection, and it is not difficult to say that they considered them three. But it is no small or 
easy task to define clearly the nature of each. 

(a)  Application of the segmentation criteria:  
  left boundary colon type 
22a OÏtvw, beginning of a separate turn; OÏtvw 

demonstrative preferential /M/ in P1 
elliptical main finite clause 

22b Œ YeÒdvre.   short parenthesis (vocative); 
alternatively in P2 of previous 
colon 

23 fyÒnow m¢n går 
oÈde‹w 

m¢n and går /q/-particles in P2 main clause 

24 oÈd¢ xalepÚn 
efipe›n 

oÈd¢ introductive particle /O/ in P1 main clause (minus finite 
complement clause) 

25 ˜ti ge tr€' ≤goËnto: ˜ti /O/ in P1; ge /q/ in P2 finite complement clause 
26 kay' ßkaston mØn 

dior€sasyai saf«w  
mØn /q/-particle in P2 (preposition + 
mobile unit) 

fronted infinitival clause (minus 
finite complement clause) 

27 t€ pot' ¶stin,  t€ /O/-introductive in P1; pot' /r/-
postpositive (or /q/-particle?) in P2 
(t€ pot' is a formula) 

finite complement clause 

28 oÈ smikrÚn  oÈ /O/ in P1 nominal predicate of a main 
clause (minus fronted subject);  
coordinated with 29 

29 oÈd¢ =ñdion ¶rgon.  oÈd° /O/ in P1 nominal predicate of a main 
clause (minus fronted subject); 
coordinated with 28 

The segmentation of this excerpt does not present any particular difficulties (as always, the 
vocative in colon 22 can trivially be considered as a separate colon or as clinging to the 
previous colon) and its overall syntactic structure is obvious as well:  
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-  colon 22 is a full main clause, though elliptical;  
-  cola 23-25 make up a complex main clause (nominal predicates), consisting of two 

coordinated main clauses (colon 23 and cola 24-25), connected by ...m°n... (oÈ)d°... ; 
however, for the scope of m°n see below; colon 25 is a finite complement clause 
depending on efipe›n in colon 24;  

-  cola 26-29 again make up a complex full main clause (introduced by mØn in colon 26), 
consisting of two coordinated nominal predicates colon 28 and colon 29 and a fronted 
infinitival clause (cola 26-27) as their subject; colon 27 is a finite complement clause 
depending on dior€sasyai in colon 26. 

Anticipating slightly on the analyses in Part III, I would like to already point out that there 
are a few issues concerning the scope and the function of a number of particles in this 
excerpt:  
-  concerning the scope of the particle m¢n in colon 23: on the one hand, it seems to 

announce oÈd¢ in colon 24 on the other hand it might also correspond to mØn in colon 
26;  

-  concerning går in colon 24: it is probable at first sight that this particle marks the fact 
that what follows explains why the Stranger said “yes” to Theodorus’ previous 
question; however, it remains to be seen what the exact scope of the particle is and 
whether this scope coincides with the scope of the particle m¢n with which it makes up a 
cluster;  

-  concerning ge in colon 25, see (b) here below.  

For further analysis of the issues concerning m¢n, går and mØn, I refer to section 19.2(3b) 
below. 

(b)  Segmented text with translation:  
 JE.  Stranger  
22 OÏtvw, Œ YeÒdvre.  Just as you said, Theodorus.  
23 fyÒnow m¢n går oÈde‹w  No objection indeed,  
24 oÈd¢ xalepÚn efipe›n  and it isn’t hard to say  
25 ˜ti ge tr€' ≤goËnto:  that they actually did consider them three.  
26 kay' ßkaston mØn dior€sasyai saf«w  But to define each of them clearly  
27 t€ pot' ¶stin,  as to what they are,  
28 oÈ smikrÚn  that is not a small,  
29 oÈd¢ =ñdion ¶rgon. nor an easy task. 

It may be interesting to focus on a detail concerning colon 25. The particle ge  marks the fact 
that a choice is made between three available options (cf. cola 11-16 above: are the sophist, 
the statesman and the philosopher 1, 2 or 3 different things?), picking one of these.220 Note, 
however, that ge is attached to ˜ti and not to tr€a, which suggests that the focus is wide, i.e. 
on the whole clause; this is what I tried to convey in my translation.  
 
 
                                                             
220 Denniston makes the following remark concerning this occurrence: “[…] ge, while not falling under 
any of the above [sc. ‘emphatic’] categories, may be regarded as epexegetic […] (ge gives the effect of 
a slight pause after efipe›n: ‘I do not grudge the answer, that they considered them to be three’.)” 
(Denniston 1934/1950, 140). This remark does not make sense to me: to me, it seems obvious that this 
use is (what Denniston would call) ‘limitative’ (Denniston 1934/1950, 140 seqq.). Furthermore, the 
matter of the ‘slight pause’ looks completely ad hoc: if there is a slight pause between efipe›n and ˜ti, 
this pause would not be “the effect” of the particle. 
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 11.6 Plato Cra. 416e-417b 
 

(1)  SV. T€ oÔn ¶ti ≤m›n loipÚn t«n toioÊtvn;  
ERM. TaËta tå per‹ tÚ égayÒn te ka‹ kalÒn, sumf°rontã te ka‹ lusiteloËnta ka‹ 
»f°lima ka‹ kerdal°a ka‹ ténant€a toÊtvn.  
Standard ‘Loeb’ translation: Socrates ���: What further words of this sort are left for us? 
Hermogenes ���: Those that are related to the good and the beautiful, such as συμφέροντα 
(advantageous), λυσιτελοῦντα (profitable), ὠφέλιμα (useful), κερδαλέα (gainful), and 
their opposites. 

(a)  Application of the segmentation criteria:  
  left boundary colon type 
1 T€ oÔn beginning of turn; T€ /O/ in P1; 

oÔn /q/ in P2  
fronted illocutionary marker 

2 ¶ti ≤m›n loipÚn t«n 
toioÊtvn; 

≤m›n probable /r/ in P2; ¶ti 
spatio-temporal modal adverb 
preferential /M/ in P1 

main clause minus fronted 
illocutionary marker 

3 TaËta tå per‹ tÚ égayÒn te 
ka‹ kalÒn,  

taËta cataphoric demonstrative 
preferential /M/ in P1 

elliptical main clause; 
cataphoric expression has 
scope over cola 4-5 

4 sumf°rontã te ka‹ 
lusiteloËnta ka‹ »f°lima 
ka‹ kerdal°a 

te /q/ in P2 complex NP coordinated to 
colon 5 

5 ka‹ ténant€a toÊtvn.  ka‹ /O/ in P1 NP coordinated to colon 4 
(see commentary) 

The segment cola 1-2 as a whole coincides with a full turn. The segmentation into two cola 
is supported by the P2 of ≤m›n (there is no particular reason why this first person dative 
should be focalized) and by the P1 of ¶ti. Colon 1 is then of a recognizable type (see section 
10.2.4 above).  
The internal structure of the next turn (cola 3-5) is somewhat more intricate: 
- égayÒn te ka‹ kalÒn in colon 3 could be analyzed as two coordinated cola (in which 

case the remaining words in the colon would plausibly require additional segmentation 
as well, with at least TaËta as a separate colon). Note, however, that the coordination 
of égayÒw and kalÒw is a lexicalized one (cf. kalokégay€a), which easily explains the 
syntactic integration of the two members of the coordination into one syntactic unit that 
is hard to cut up into separate cola. Furthermore, this is the general description of what 
follows and not the actual ‘lemmata’: kalÒn and égayÒn are as such not dealt with 
below.  

- One might trivially want to consider the four items (an actual list of lemmata dealt with 
below) linked by ...te ka€ ... ka€... ka€... in colon 4 as four separate cola but this is not 
necessary and would not have any further consequences.  

-  Colon 5 (“and their opposites”) stands apart from the list in colon 4, if only in 
formulation (obviously the etymology of the words “ténant€a toÊtvn” is not at issue). 
Also note the fact that toÊtvn anaphorically refers to the items in colon 4 as a whole. 
Thus, one can argue that tå per‹ tÚ égayÒn te ka‹ kalÒn only applies to the list of 
lemmata in colon 4, in which case colon 4 is subordinated to colon 3, and colon 5 is 
coordinated to cola 3-4. Also note the fact that both tå per‹ tÚ égayÒn te ka‹ kalÒn 
and ténant€a toÊtvn are introduced by an article and both are abstract paraphrases, 
whereas the list in colon 4 consists of actual lemma-words without the article.  
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 (b)  Segmented text with translation:  
  SV.  Socrates 
1 T€ oÔn  Well, 
2 ¶ti ≤m›n loipÚn t«n toioÊtvn;  what further words have we left of this kind?  
 ERM.  Hermogenes 
3 TaËta tå per‹ tÚ égayÒn te ka‹ kalÒn, Those related to the good and the beautiful:  
4 sumf°rontã te ka‹ lusiteloËnta ka‹ 

»f°lima ka‹ kerdal°a  
‘advantageous’ and ‘profitable’ and ‘useful’ and 
‘gainful’,  

5 ka‹ ténant€a toÊtvn.  and their opposites.  
 

(2)  SV. OÈkoËn tÚ m¢n "sumf°ron" ≥dh pou kín sÁ eÏroiw §k t«n prÒteron §piskop«n: t∞w 
går §pistÆmhw édelfÒn ti fa€netai.  
Standard ‘Loeb’ translation: Socrates: ���You might by this time be able to find the meaning of 
συμφέροντα by yourself in the light of the previous explanations, for it appears to be own 
brother to ἐπιστήμη. 

(a)  Application of the segmentation criteria:  
  left boundary colon type 
6 OÈkoËn  fronted strong discourse 

marker; wide scope (see 
commentary) 

7 tÚ m¢n "sumf°ron" m¢n /q/ in P2 fronted topic NP 
8 ≥dh pou kín sÁ eÏroiw see commentary below main finite clause minus 

fronted NP 
9 §k t«n prÒteron §piskop«n:  autonomous participle 

clause 
10 t∞w går §pistÆmhw går /q/ in P2 fronted argument NP 

(topic?)  
11 édelfÒn ti fa€netai.  ti /r/ in P2 main finite clause minus 

fronted NP 

The overall structure of the excerpt is straightforward:  
-  colon 6 consists of a fronted marker, that evidently has a wide scope, at least over the 

entire segment discussed here (for further analysis, see section 20.2(init));  
-  colon 7 is a fronted argument NP (obviously a topic, in that it is one of the lemmata to 

be explained), which has semantic scope cola 8-11:221 semantically, it is the direct 
object of eÏroiw in colon 8 and the subject of fa€netai in colon 11; 

-  cola 8-9 make up a first finite main clause that consists of (i) the VP of the main finite 
clause, and (ii) a non-argument participial clause (participium coniunctum, agreeing 
with the subject of the finite clause);  

-  cola 10-11 make up a second finite main clause, again consisting of a fronted NP 
(referring back to a previous lemma; see the commentary in section 20.1(1)) and finite 
VP. 

The excerpt does not present any issues as far as the word order phenomena studied here are 
concerned, except perhaps the interesting internal structure of colon 8. Let us first review the 
lexical aspects of the word order:  
-  ≥dh is -what I have called- a ‘spatio-temporal modal adverb’. This type of words shows 

a quite marked tendency towards P1, at least in some of its uses. 

                                                             
221 Pragmatically speaking, its scope is wider (over cola 8-18); see section 20.2 below. 
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-  pou is, qua indefinite adverb, in principle an /r/-positive and can hence be expected to 
occur after the first full word (or word-like unit). However, it does not mean 
“somewhere” in this case and in its particle-like uses it also behaves more like a /q/-
particle. 

-  kín sÁ: the ka€ in kín is here ‘adverbial’ and marks the focus on sÁ (“you too”); the 
ên, qua /r/-postpositive, in would be expected in P2, but ka€+ên is an established 
formula, which might yield at first sight unusual word order patterns.  

-  The verb eÏroiw is at its canonical P-ult; it is not properly speaking a ‘low-content 
verb’, but is not the most focused word in the colon either.  

According to the basic word order rules, as studied in Part I, the position of ên is potentially 
irregular: it would be expected that ên would immediately follow pou after the first full 
word ≥dh. But, then again, the order of ka€+ên is formulaic: if ka€ and ên co-occur within 
the same colon it is very likely that they will occur in that order. The unit kín (with 
adverbial ka€) as a whole can thus be considered as prepositive with respect to sÁ. In that 
case, the question is why kín sÁ, qua most focused element in the colon, would not take P1. 
However, if this were the case, one wonders where pou would have ended up: pou could not 
cling to ≥dh if ≥dh were not in P1.  
One might, of course, also argue for a boundary before kín, with (adverbial) ka€ in P1 and 
/r/-postpositive in P2. This is not impossible either: ≥dh pou would then be a fronted marker, 
of a not completely impossible type. In an actual performance this marker would be very 
likely to merge with the ensuing colon (intonational sandhi).  
This instance closely reminds of the ambiguous status of /O/-introductives, as noted 
throughout Part I: /O/-introductives can either function as ‘full words’ in P1 or be 
prepositive with respect to such a ‘full word’. Of course, the difference between /O/-
introductives and ‘preferential’ Mobiles is the product of mainly methodological 
considerations, allowing us to construe a workable categorization of the lexicon for the 
purposes of statistical analysis. It may well be argued that preferentials like the present type 
of ‘modal adverbs’ actually are introductive in the particle-like uses in which they are 
clearly ‘preferential’.  
In any case, the present order looks like a very normal one, whether or not there is a 
boundary. 

(b)  Segmented text with translation:  
 SV.  Socrates 
6 OÈkoËn  Well. 
7 tÚ m¢n "sumf°ron"  As for ‘sumf°ron’ (‘advantageous’),  
8 ≥dh pou kín sÁ eÏroiw  you too might now find out about it,  
9 §k t«n prÒteron §piskop«n: if you look at what we said before.  
10 t∞w går §pistÆmhw  Because §pistÆmh (‘knowledge’) 
11 édelfÒn ti fa€netai.  it looks somewhat akin to. 
 

(3)  oÈd¢n går êllo dhlo› µ tØn ëma forån t∞w cux∞w metå t«n pragmãtvn, ka‹ tå ÍpÚ toË 
toioÊtou prattÒmena "sumf°rontã" te ka‹ "sÊmfora" kekl∞syai épÚ toË 
sumperif°resyai. ÖEoike. 
Standard ‘Loeb’ translation: It means nothing else but the motion (φορά) of the soul in 
company with the world, and naturally things which are done by such a power are called 
συμφέροντα and σύμφορα because they are carried round with (συμπεριφέρεσθαι) the 
world. 
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(a)  Application of the segmentation criteria:  

This segment of the excerpt shows a number of problems. First, there is a textcritical 
problem in establishing the correct reading in cola 14-18:  
(i) Plato & Burnet (ed.) 1900 and Plato & Duke (ed.) & Hicken (ed.) & Nicoll (ed.) & 

Robinson (ed.) & Strachan (ed.) 1995 read ¶oike as part of the previous sentence; 
their critical apparatuses mention that the codex Bodleianus omits the verb 
altogether;222  

(ii)  Plato & Méridier (ed. & trad.) 1931 and Plato & Dalimier (trad. & comm.) 1998 read 
ÖEoike as a separate turn by Hermogenes, following Stallbaum; Plato & Méridier (ed. 
& trad.) 1931 mentions that the codex Vindobonensis reads “sumperif°resyai : 
¶oiken”.223  

Furthermore, the syntax is somewhat unclear, in both readings.224 The main problem is the 
status of the infinitive kekl∞syai; a number of options can be taken into consideration:  
-  Option 1: the infinitive kekl∞syai is a complement clause of dhlo› in colon 12. dhlo› 

then has two different constructions, implying two incompatible interpretations of the 
verb dhlÒv: “word X means Y” and “word X shows that Y”. In that case reading (i) is 
impossible, but reading (ii) yields a possible interpretation in which épÚ toË 
sumperif°resyai would be a kind of afterthought. Note, however, that even if one 
accepts this syntax, the meaning is dubious: “the word "sumf°ron" shows that what is 
realized by something like that is called sumf°ronta” (?).  

-  Option 2: if we adopt reading (i), tå ÍpÚ toË toioÊtou prattÒmena could be the subject 
of a ‘personal construction’ of the verb ¶oike + the infinitive (“the things realized by 
something like that are evidently called sumf°ronta and sÊmfora”). However, in that 
case the PP épÚ toË sumperif°resyai is not interpretable in that position: if it 
followed ¶oike, the syntax of the ¶oike and the infinitive would be clear and épÚ toË 

                                                             
222 The reading of the Bodleianus is probably not the original one (a later addition of ¶oike is 
improbable as compared with a later omission) and will not be discussed any further.  
223 The fact that neither of the two Oxford editions mentions the different reading of the codex 
Vindobonensis is remarkable.  
224 Omitting ÖEoike gives rise to the same problems of interpretation as considering it a separate turn. I 
will therefore not discuss this possibility separately. 

  left boundary colon type 
12 oÈd¢n går êllo dhlo› går a /q/-particle in P2; 

oÈd¢n complex negative 
(preferential /M/) in P1 

1st member of correlative structure 
‘oÈd¢n êllo ...’ - ‘µ ...’ 

13 µ tØn ëma forån t∞w cux∞w 
metå t«n pragmãtvn,  

µ /O/ in P1 2nd member of correlative structure 
‘oÈd¢n êllo ...’ - ‘µ ...’ 

14 ka‹  ka€ /O/ in P1 marker: scope over 15-17 
15 tå ÍpÚ toË toioÊtou 

prattÒmena  
 participial clause; fronted subject 

NP of infinitival clause 
16 "sumf°rontã" te ka‹ 

"sÊmfora" kekl∞syai  
 predicate of infinitival clause 

17 épÚ toË sumperif°resyai.   nominal predicate of main clause 
(fronted subject = 16-17) 

18 ÖEoike.  main finite clause;  
separate turn 
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sumperif°resyai would be a kind of afterthought. But in the transmitted order this 
interpretation is impossible.  

-  Option 3: we might try to interpret kekl∞syai as being somehow the main verb of an 
independent clause (but how?), or we could even argue for a conjecture in which the 
infinitive is changed into a finite verb (e.g. k°klhtai). In that case, reading (ii) would 
be perfectly acceptable and épÚ toË sumperif°resyai could -again- be interpreted as a 
kind of afterthought. However, the infinitive as the predicate of a main clause is 
syntactically hard to accept and the conjecture k°klhtai would be a very drastic choice 
for an unattested lectio facilior.  

-  Option 4: alternatively, the infinitival clause tå ÍpÚ toË toioÊtou prattÒmena 
"sumf°rontã" te ka‹ "sÊmfora" kekl∞syai as a whole could be construed as the 
subject of either the VP épÚ toË sumperif°resyai ¶oike (reading (i)), or of a verbless 
predicate épÚ toË sumperif°resyai (reading (ii)), just as in the very next sentence 
(cola 19-20). In that case épÚ toË sumperif°resyai (with or without ¶oike) is not an 
afterthought-like addition, but the very predicate of the clause.  

Option 1 does not yield an acceptable interpretation and options 2 and 3 are not compatible 
with either reading of the text. In the following analysis I will therefore adopt option 4 for 
the syntax: it yields an acceptable interpretation (see section 20.1(1) below) and does not 
require alterations of the transmitted text. Under this interpretation the two readings of the 
text are still possible; however, the position of ¶oike is awkward in reading (i) and the codex 
Vindobonensis supports reading (ii), which has been adopted here.225  

As for the segmentation into cola, the only difficulties are related to the syntactic 
awkwardness of cola 14-18:  
-  If we read épÚ toË sumperif°resyai as the main predicate of the clause made up of 

cola 15-17 (as we decided to do in the above), it is very likely to make up a separate 
colon, because the complex subject of the clause (cola 15-16) would be very likely to be 
‘fronted’ (see also the parallel case cola 19-20 below).  

-  The colon status of tå ÍpÚ toË toioÊtou prattÒmena (colon 15) is somewhat doubtful. 
However, the fact that it contains a participial VP (analogous to an English relative 
clause) and that it can be read as a fronted subject of the infinitival clause (colon 16) 
may be sufficient to postulate a boundary. Alternatively, one might choose to read cola 
15-16 as a single (though very long and complex) colon. In any case, the highly 
contrived (perhaps deliberately difficult) way of formulating the contents in this excerpt 
allows for atypical colon shapes, as the result of a certain degree of rhetorical 
engineering.  

-  The segmentation of cola 15-17 adopted above automatically entails that ka‹ in colon 
14 has to be considered an independent colon as well (scope over 15-17). 

 (b)  Segmented text with translation:  
12 oÈd¢n går êllo dhlo›  It means nothing else 
13 µ tØn ëma forån t∞w cux∞w metå t«n 

pragmãtvn, 
but the ‘motion of the soul in company with 
things’ 

14 ka‹ and 
15 tå ÍpÚ toË toioÊtou prattÒmena (the fact) that what is realized by such a 

situation 
                                                             
225 I have to admit that the passage remains somewhat problematic. Most importantly, one would 
expect the infinitival clause to be preceded by tÒ in the present interpretation.  
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16 "sumf°rontã" te ka‹ "sÊmfora" kekl∞syai  is called sumf°ronta and sÊmfora,  
17 épÚ toË sumperif°resyai.  is from sumperif°resyai (‘moving around 

together’).  
 ERM. Hermogenes  
18 ÖEoike.  So it seems.  
 

(4)  SV. TÚ d° ge "kerdal°on" épÚ toË k°rdouw.  
Standard ‘Loeb’ translation: Socrates: But κερδαλέον is from κέρδος (gain). 

(a)  Application of the segmentation criteria:  
  left boundary colon type 
19 TÚ d° ge "kerdal°on". cluster of /q/-particles d° ge in P2 fronted subject NP 
20 épÚ toË k°rdouw.   predicate of main clause 

Cola 19-20 make up an independent main clause, either a nominal clause or an elliptical one. 
The segmentation into 2 separate cola is not supported by any formal word order 
phenomena, but is highly plausible if one compares this clause with very many fronted NPs 
involving an article and /q/-particle (esp. m°n and d°): cf. within the present excerpt, the 
colon-status of the topics colon 2 and cola 15-16.  

(b)  Segmented text with translation:  
 SV.  Socrates 
19 TÚ d° ge "kerdal°on"  And ‘kerdal°on’  
20 épÚ toË k°rdouw.  is from ‘k°rdow’.  
 

(5)  "k°rdow" d¢ nË ént‹ toË d°lta épodidÒnti §w tÚ ˆnoma dhlo› ˘ boÊletai: tÚ går égayÚn 
kat' êllon trÒpon Ùnomãzei.  
Standard ‘Loeb’ translation: If you restore nu in the word κέρδος in place of the delta, the 
meaning is plain; it signifies good, but in another way.  

(a)  Application of the segmentation criteria:  
  left boundary colon type 
21 "k°rdow" d¢  d¢ /q/ in P2 fronted topic/subject NP 
22 nË ént‹ toË d°lta 

épodidÒnti §w tÚ ˆnoma  
 autonomous participle clause 

23a dhlo›   main finite clause minus fronted subject NP 
(and minus complement clause, if one would 
want to consider it as a separate segment) 

23b ˘ boÊletai: ˘ /O/ in P1 finite complement clause 
24 tÚ går égayÚn  går /q/ in P2 fronted topic NP 
25 kat' êllon trÒpon 

Ùnomãzei. 
 main finite clause minus fronted NP 

Cola 21-23 make up an independent main clause. The segmentation into three cola is 
warranted by the fact that colon 22 is an autonomous participle clause. Colon 21 is an 
obvious fronted topic, functioning in the context of this excerpt as a lemma in the list of 
lemmata that Socrates is ‘explaining’. One can distinguish the relative finite complement 
clause ˘ boÊletai as a separate colon; this segmentation would not have any further 
consequences.  
Cola 24-25 make up another independent main clause. As was the case for cola 19-20, the 
segmentation into two separate cola is not supported by any formal word order phenomena, 
but cf. e.g. the exactly analogous case of cola 10-11.  
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(b)  Segmented text with translation:  
21 "k°rdow" d¢  And ‘k°rdow’,  
22 nË ént‹ toË d°lta épodidÒnti §w tÚ ˆnoma  if you put a nu instead of the delta in this name,  
23 dhlo› ˘ boÊletai:  it shows what it means:  
24 tÚ går égayÚn  “good”,  
25 kat' êllon trÒpon Ùnomãzei.  that’s what it names in a different way.  
 

(6)  ˜ti går kerãnnutai §w pãnta diejiÒn, taÊthn aÈtoË tØn dÊnamin §ponomãzvn ¶yeto 
toÎnoma: d°lta <d'> §nye‹w ént‹ toË nË "k°rdow" §fy°gjato. 
Standard ‘Loeb’ translation: Because it passes through and is mingled (κεράννυται) with 
all things, he who named it gave it this name which indicates that function; but he inserted a 
delta instead of nu and said κέρδος. 

(a)  Application of the segmentation criteria:  
  left boundary colon type 
26 ˜ti går kerãnnutai  går /q/ in P2; ˜ti /O/-

introductive in P1 
finite adverbial clause 

27 §w pãnta diejiÒn,   autonomous participle 
clause 

28 taÊthn aÈtoË tØn dÊnamin 
§ponomãzvn  

anaphoric aÈtoË /r/ in P2; 
taÊthn demonstrative 
(preferential /M/) in P1 

autonomous participle 
clause 

29 ¶yeto toÎnoma:   main finite clause 
30 d°lta <d'> §nye‹w ént‹ toË nË  /q/ d° in P2 (if the editorial 

conjecture is accepted) 
autonomous participle 
clause 

31 "k°rdow" §fy°gjato.   main finite clause 

The overall syntactic structure of the excerpt is clear:  
-  Cola 26-29 make up an independent main clause, including a subordinate finite 

adverbial clause (cola 26-27) and an autonomous participle clause (colon 28). Colon 27 
has been separated from colon 26 because it is an autonomous participle clause within 
the subordinate finite clause.  

-  Cola 30-31 make up another independent main clause, consisting of an autonomous 
participle clause (colon 30) and the finite clause itself (colon 31).  

-  If one accepts the editorial conjecture in colon 30 (adding d'), the two main finite 
clauses are linked by the particle d° in colon 31. The use of d° (if accepted) fits well 
with Socrates’ quasi-narrative account of the etymology of k°rdow: note that the naming 
in cola 28-29 (at that stage the name is apparently k°rnow) is one step in sequence of 
actions by the namegiver; changing the N into D and pronouncing the word as k°rdow 
are the next steps (see also section 20.2(2c) below).  

-  For the consequences of the syntactic issue concerning the grammatical subject switch 
between cola 26-27 (the subject is the lemma k°rdow in colon 21) and cola 28-31 (the 
grammatical subject is the hypothetical ‘namegiver’), see section 20.2(2c) below.  

The only segmentation issue in this excerpt involves the syntactic function of §w pãnta: does 
§w pãnta belong with kerãnnutai (colon 26) or with diejiÒn (colon 27)? The potential (and 
all in all rather weak) tendency of quantifiers like pçw toward P1 can obviously not be used 
as a conclusive argument for the latter. The LSJ lemma kerãnnumi does not mention parallel 
passages in which this verb is construed with the preposition §w, whereas the lemma di°jeimi 
does mention Hdt. 2.148 as well as occurrences involving different complements denoting a 
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‘direction’. However, these facts need not be a conclusive argument either. But within the 
context of this passage, it is clear that the point is not so much that it is mingled ‘into 
everything’ but that it is ‘mingled’, i.e. Socrates wants to link k°rdow with kerãnnumi. The 
postposed participle clause (present tense!) is then best interpreted as an explanation of 
what he means by kerãnnutai. 

(b)  Segmented text with translation:  
26 ˜ti går kerãnnutai  Because it gets ‘mingled’ (kerãnnutai), 
27 §w pãnta diejiÒn,  when passing through everything,  
28 taÊthn aÈtoË tØn dÊnamin §ponomãzvn wanting to name this function of it,  
29 ¶yeto toÎnoma:  one gave it this name.  
30 d°lta <d'> §nye‹w ént‹ toË nË  And by inserting a delta instead of the nu,  
31 "k°rdow" §fy°gjato.  one pronounced ‘k°rdow’.  
 

(7)  ERM. "LusiteloËn" d¢ t€ dÆ;  
Standard ‘Loeb’ translation: Hermogenes ���: And what is λυσιτελοῦν? 

(a)  Application of the segmentation criteria:  
  left boundary colon type 
32 "LusiteloËn" d¢  d¢ /q/ in P2 fronted topic/subject  
33 t€ dÆ;  t€ /O/ in P1 elliptical main finite clause minus fronted topic/subject 
 
The segment as a whole is a full turn. The segmentation is based on the fact that the 
interrogative t€ takes P1 and the /q/-particle dÆ takes P2. Colon 32 is an obvious fronted 
subject/topic.  

(b)  Segmented text with translation:  
 ERM.  Hermogenes 
32 "LusiteloËn" d¢  And ‘lusiteloËn’,  
33 t€ dÆ; what about it? 
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 12. Conclusions to Part II  
 
In Part I the Colon Hypothesis was mainly dealt with as a hypothesis on Ancient Greek word 
order, i.e. we used the hypothesis to explain certain word order phenomena. In Part II we 
viewed the same Colon Hypothesis as a hypothesis on the nature of Ancient Greek texts and 
attempted to turn it into a practical method for the ‘reconstruction’ of the ‘natural’ 
segmentation of Ancient Greek underlying the written texts. For that purpose, we used the 
same relationship between segmentation and word order as in Part I, but -so to speak- in the 
opposite direction: this time, we took the word order phenomena (as well as other criteria) as 
a starting point for segmenting running Greek texts into cola.  
 
 

 12.1  The Colon Hypothesis and the practice of segmentation 
 

(1)  Section 10 consisted in a systematic overview of a rather heterogeneous set of phenomena 
that could serve as formal criteria for the segmentation of Ancient Greek text into cola. We 
used two main sources:  
(i)  On the one hand, we took a number of word order phenomena into consideration that 

can be used as evidence for the presence of colon boundaries, most notably the 
relatively reliable word order rules that apply to certain lexical categories (see section 
10.1, based on Part I of this study), but also focus-related word order phenomena (see 
section 10.3) and other cognitive aspects of word order.  

(ii)  On the other hand, we made use of a provisional and purely practical colon typology in 
mostly grammatical terms (see section 10.2), based on what is known about the 
typology of IUs and the results of applying the word order rules already mentioned sub 
(i).  

It is important to mention that the application of any of these segmentation criteria typically 
yields not just a single boundary, but typically entails a number of consequences with 
respect to other boundaries (see the beginning of section 10.2 for a few examples).  
 

(2)  In section 11 we applied this set of segmentation criteria to a number of excerpts of running 
Greek texts, taken from the corpus. For a few methodological remarks concerning this type 
of practice-oriented analysis, I refer back to section 11.0(1). In any case, it should be clear 
from these practical applications that the segmentation method proposed in this study cannot 
be viewed as an algorithm that can be applied blindly. On the contrary, I have tried to make 
it clear that the analytical tools introduced here are and should be embedded in a rather 
traditional ‘holistic’ approach to the texts, typical of the tradition of Classical scholarship. 
However, I have also tried to show that these ‘new’ (?) tools allow us to integrate a set of 
concepts and techniques taken from more recent approaches into our analytical toolbox, 
allowing for a much more detailed analysis of a number of aspects of the texts. 
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 12.2  On translating segmented Greek 
 
Although the matter of translation itself is not a main issue in this study, it may be useful to 
take into consideration the specific effects that arise when attempting to preserve the 
segmentation of the original Greek in the English translation, as applied throughout section 
11 here above:  
-  This way of translating is only possible if one allows the translations to have a ‘speech-

like’ flavor (as opposed to the ‘literary’ or at least ‘written’ flavor of traditional 
translations) and it’s easy to see that the excerpts as I presented them here immediately 
create an impression of spoken narrative, rather than of written prose (for similar 
observations, see Dover 1997, 69-71; Slings 2002a; Slings 2002b). 

-  The English translation is more ‘wordy’ than the Greek original: Greek seems to allow 
for a greater autonomy of constituents that do not have the status of a finite clause 
(including even single words).226 Thus, the fact that my English translation has many 
more pronouns than the Greek original should not be considered a defect: these 
pronouns almost exactly correspond to the agreement in case, person etc. that is coded 
in Greek morphology.  

-  For methodological reasons (see section 11.0(1) above), I have segmented whenever the 
segmentation criteria adopted allowed to do so. An actual realization in which every 
colon corresponds to a separate IU (i.e. a realization in which no intonational sandhi 
occurs) works best in a rather slow tempo; thus, my translations often only are plausible 
or even acceptable if one reads them aloud very deliberately and slowly. Faster 
performances would obviously involve numerous case of intonational sandhi. 

Of course, this exercise was intended to serve the specific purposes of this study, and I 
obviously do not want to make the claim that this style of translating is in general superior to 
other styles serving other purposes. Still, it may be worthwhile to take the above remarks 
into account as a starting point for a reflection on the consequences of the present approach 
for the practice of translating these texts into modern languages, in which the differences 
between speech and writing are much more salient.  
 
 

 12.3  Final remarks 
 
In the end, my main purpose in this Part II of the book was to demonstrate a way of reading 
Ancient Greek literature as much closer to spoken discourse than is usually the case. 
Although this ‘oral’ approach as such is -generally speaking- not exactly new (‘orality’ has 
been a buzzword for a long time), I have argued that this crucially involves reading Greek as 
essentially a string of IUs/cola and tried to illustrate how this approach, if taken seriously, 
requires us to incorporate a large number of aspects of the text/discourse into our analyses, 
which may involve a very detailed reading/analysis of the text. This type of reading/analysis 
also opens the door for applying discourse analytical approaches, as applied to spontaneous 
speech, to Greek texts, as will be illustrated in Part III.  
 

                                                             
226 This relative autonomy of the Greek word has been noted from the point of view of grammatical 
typology as well, for inatnce by Kurzová 1988 (see section 10.4.0).  
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 13.  Introduction to Part III 
 
The starting point and the guiding principle of this book is the Colon Hypothesis, which 
posits that the colon is the elementary discourse unit. After having dealt with a number of 
mostly lexical, prosodic, grammatical and cognitive aspects of the notion of colon in Part I 
and Part II, I will focus on the colon as a pragmatic unit in Part III. As already briefly 
explained in section 0.2.5 above, this means that I will describe discourse segments in terms 
of their pragmatic functions, i.e. in terms of the kind of contribution they make to the overall 
structure of the discourse they are a part of. In other words, my account of the pragmatic 
function of discourse segments boils down to an account of the different structural relations 
(between these segments) that make up the coherence of the discourse.227 As announced in 
section 0.3.3, I adopt the simple device of a tree structure as a working model for the 
analysis of pragmatic relations between successive segments of both discourse and non-
verbal behavior. For the sake of ease of reference, I will call this working model the 
P(ragmatic)-tree model. In section 13 I try to give as summary an account as I can228 of the 
specific features of this approach.229 
 

 13.1 A structural and radically pragmatic approach to discourse coherence 
 
In this introductory section, I address aspects of the theoretical and methodological 
reasoning behind the analytical and conceptual tools that make up the P-tree working model 
(see also Scheppers 2003 and Scheppers 2004a).  
 

 13.1.1  Coherence as structure: the P(ragmatic)-tree device 
 

(1)  Pragmatically speaking, discourse is a specific kind of human action. Discourse and non-
verbal behavior have in common that they ‘make sense’, i.e. they are not perceived as a 
random succession of elementary units, but as an interpretable whole in which every unit has 
a particular point.230 In this section I am proposing a working model for the analysis of 
discourse qua ‘sensible’ behavior, arguing as follows: 

                                                             
227 In terms of the issues of Ancient Greek word order, as I reformulated them in section 8.3 above, this 
means that Part III will address the issue of the order of cola within discourse in pragmatic and 
discourse analytical terms.  
228 Section 13 was the most problematic section in terms of my difficulties in reworking the material of 
Scheppers 2004t into this book, as briefly mentioned in section (4) of the Preface: the contents of over 
200 pages of the original text had to be condensed in about 40 pages, while still offering a sufficient 
background for the analyses in the rest of Part III. Most importantly, extensive references to analyses of 
transcriptions of recorded spontaneous speech had to be eliminated almost completely. 
229 Throughout this section, I will use footnotes to discuss convergences and divergences between the 
present approach and other approaches to discourse coherence, most importantly Rhetorical Structure 
Theory (RST), Polanyi’s Linguistic Discourse Model and Relevance Theory (RT). For references, see 
section 0.3.3(3) above.  
230 Note that, pragmatically speaking, verbal and non-verbal behavior can often also de facto perform 
similar and sometimes interchangeable functions (compare ‘pointing at something’ and ‘mentioning 
something’, ‘hitting someone’ and ‘insulting someone’, ‘showing someone how to do something’ and 
‘explaining someone how to do it’, etc.). Also note that complex actions can involve both verbal and 
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(i) The sense of a complex action is a matter of its internal coherence.  
(ii) The coherence of a complex action depends on the specific cohesive relations between 

its segments and, conversely, the ‘point’ (the pragmatic function) of an action segment 
depends on the specific cohesive relations it has with other segments of the same 
complex action. 

(iii) Cohesion is a matter of articulation, i.e. a process of hierarchical structuration in which 
several consecutive low level segments together give rise to higher level segments, 
which in turn give rise to still higher level segments, etc.  

Articulation (of whatever kind) can by definition be represented graphically by means of a 
tree: any segment beyond the elementary unit then corresponds to a node in such a tree (a P-
tree). With this the basic operations that constitute the P-tree model as a working model 
have already been made available:  
-  the successive elementary actions that make up the action under analysis follow each 

other from left to right at the bottom line of the P-tree,231 and correspond to its extreme 
branches;  

-  two adjacent segments give rise to a node (a P-node) if they cohere directly; otherwise, 
a segment coheres with its neighbors indirectly, through higher P-nodes. 

 
(2)  Experience has shown that the easiest way to introduce the general functioning of the P-tree 

model is to start from a non-verbal example (see also Scheppers 2003 and Scheppers 2004a). 
Observe e.g. someone doing the dishes. Understanding what he is doing implies minimally 
that we perceive the cohesion of the successive actions that make up his behavior. Figure 
13.1.1 is a (partial) representation of the cohesive relations between the successive 
elementary actions that we perceive as he proceeds, and between the successive more 
complex actions constituted by these elementary actions. At the ‘bottom’ of the tree (i.e. at 
the level of its extreme branches), here presented vertically, a series of elementary actions is 
represented as they succeed each other in real time.  

(a) In a top-down reading of the resulting P-tree, several ‘chapters’ -so to speak- can be 
distinguished: ‘preparations’, ‘washing up’, ‘drying’, and ‘clearing up’. Each chapter 
consists of several ‘paragraphs’: ‘preparations’ consists of ‘arranging the dishes’ and 
‘preparing the sink’. ‘Preparing the sink’ then consists of ‘fetching the dishpan with the 
materials to do the dishes’, ‘arranging the materials’ and ‘filling the dishpan’; and so on, 
until the level of the elementary action, i.e. the action to which we cannot attribute any 
internal pragmatic structure, is reached, e.g. ‘reaching for the knob of the cupboard door’.232  
  

                                                                                                                                                     
non-verbal behavior (e.g. asking “Pass me that plate, will you?” while doing the dishes). Cf. 
Edmondson 1981, 33-38. See also Schegloff 2007, 1-2 and 7-9.   
231 For graphic reasons - most importantly in order to stick to Chafe’s lay-out (see section 0.2.1 above), 
in which successive IUs follow each other vertically, each IU occupying a separate line - my trees will 
be tilted so that the bottom line of the tree is represented vertically.  
232 The P-tree model thus shares some of its functions with constructs like ‘Plan’ and ‘Script’ (Schank 
and Abelson 1977) or ‘Macrostructure’ (van Dijk 1980), in that all of these are intended to describe 
how a complex action is related to its components. Cf. also Hurley 1998, 356-359, on the related 
(though not identical) notions of ‘basic type’ (of acts) and ‘basic intention’. 
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Figure 13.1.1: P-tree ‘doing the dishes’ 
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(b) The model allows for a description of effects that are usually accounted for in terms of the 
vague and metaphysically charged concept of ‘intentionality’ (cf. Anscombe 1976; 
Wittgenstein 1989, 343 and passim). In the case of discourse, the question as to ‘why’ a 
speaker says what he says is usually answered by evoking ‘extralinguistic’ or ‘prelinguistic 
intentions’, etc. As has been shown by Ferrara (1985), this conception of intentionality 
implies a hierarchy of goals and sub-goals, each pragmatically distinct segment (“speech 
act”) corresponding to one distinct “extra-illocutionary goal” (cf. also Grosz & Sidner 1986, 
178-179). P-trees, as representations of the hierarchical structure of coherent behavior, can 
be expected to provide a hierarchy of the appropriate kind. However, ‘because’ or ‘in order 
to’ can at least partially233 be accounted for in terms of the properties of the pragmatic 
structure of the behavior itself. The ‘reason for’ or ‘the sense of’ a segment (its ‘point’) is 
then equal to its relevance for the action at large, i.e. to the specific contribution it makes. 
More specifically, the precise pragmatic point of a segment depends on the properties of the 
chain of higher (‘dominating’) P-nodes. If the question is “why does X reach for the knob on 
the cupboard door?”, a perfectly good answer might be “to open the cupboard, in order to 
take out the dishpan, in order to prepare the sink, because he is doing the dishes”. This is 
exactly the kind of answer that can be represented by the dominance relations in a P-tree.  
The same theoretical constructs thus account for two important aspects at once: (i) the 
cohesion between the segments; (ii) the point of these segments, i.e. the reason for their very 
occurrence.  

(c)  There is a clear limit to the applicability of the model, which coincides with the line between 
coherence and non-coherence. If the model works well, this implies that, whenever no 
suitable analysis for a string of segments is possible, and only then, this string must be 
perceived as in some way non-coherent (cf. Mey 1993, 223-227, on ‘insertion sequences’ 
and ‘repairs’; Grosz & Sidner 1986, 192). Note that these notions apply to non-verbal action 
as well as to discourse. Compare the following instances: ‘X takes a match in order to heat 
water for dish washing’ (coherent), and ‘X takes a match to light a cigarette, having a break 
while the cutlery is soaking in the dishpan’ (non-coherent).  
Suppose that while doing the dishes, you engage in a conversation (“Did you hear about 
John? ...”). Obviously, this conversation will develop independently from the dishwashing, 
in other words its coherence will imply an independent P-tree. On the other hand, if you ask 
someone “Pass me that plate, will you?”, this utterance will be coherent with the dish 
washing but not with the conversation about John. Thus, not all actions by a single agent (or 
by two or more co-present and interacting agents) that can be ordered in linear time are 
necessarily coherent with each other. Besides cases in which agents engage in several 
mutually non-cohering actions at once, non-coherence also covers different kinds of 
intrusions, including catastrophic ones: obviously, whatever you do when an elephant 
crashes through the ceiling while you are doing the dishes will not be coherent with the 
actions that constituted your dishwashing behavior.  
However, some kinds of action segments, although evidently part of the same encompassing 
action as the surrounding segments, still resist an elegant analysis in terms of P-tree 
relations. Three general types can be distinguished here:  
(i)  ‘fragmentary’ segments (cf. Chafe 1994, 63-64), constituting successive attempts to 

make the same point, including failed attempts that end up ‘beside the point’;  
                                                             
233 For a number of not straightforwardly pragmatic aspects of discourse structure, see section 13.3.6 
below. 
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(ii)  ‘parentheses’ and afterthoughts (including macrostructural digression), consisting of 
backgrounded information that is inserted between regular segments;  

(iii)  repairs, in which the point made in a previous segment is ‘erased’ or mitigated and 
replaced by a more suitable one (repairs often have the form of an afterthought, 
although the point made in a repair need not consist of background information).  

Any more or less extended stretch of spontaneous action (including discourse) is likely to 
contain a number of such phenomena. These phenomena are inherently perceived as 
somehow non-coherent, or rather paracoherent, and thus could be considered as lying by 
definition outside the immediate scope of the model, just as e.g. metalinguistic apposition 
cannot, and need not, be accounted for by regular syntactic structures (see Scheppers 
2002).234  
 

 13.1.2  The pragmatic structure of discourse: tree geometry (adjacency, dominance, scope), 
iconicity, thematization, node-types 
 

 (1)  Let us first look at a few very simple (constructed235) examples of a P-tree analysis of a 
stretch of spoken discourse.  

Example 13.1.2a: P-tree of a constructed example  
 

 
 
Intuitively, the only possible way to articulate the three segments of this utterance consists in 
taking the last two together and making the first segment cohere with the resulting node 
rather than with any of the two taken separately: IUs 2 and 3 are of the same type (both are 
main finite clauses, expressing similar contents) and the function of IU1 is the same with 
respect to the other two IUs, both grammatically (“John” is the subject) and pragmatically 
(IUs 2 and 3 are ‘about John’). This is what is represented by the above P-tree.  
Example 13.1.2b here below (which one may read as the continuation of Example 
13.1.2a236) is equally straightforward. The marker “and then” in IU8 obviously belongs with 
IU9; this is represented by node E. IUs 5, 6 and 7 and the segment made up of IUs 8-9 
represent similar and parallel contributions to the overall structure of the discourse; this fact 
is represented by node D. The fronted marker in IU4 appears to introduce IUs 5-9 
collectively, rather than for instance IU5 alone. This is represented by node E.  

                                                             
234 Still, it can be shown that paracoherent segments are dependent (‘parasitic’) on the overall 
pragmatic structure of the discourse: they can be represented as repeated realizations (reformulations, 
corrections, explicitations or elaborations) of some item that is directly motivated by its position in a P-
tree. The parallel with grammatical apposition suggests the term ‘pragmatic apposition’ for these cases. 
Of course, paracoherent segments can present fully coherent internal structures. 
235 Using real data for the purposes of this section would have taken more space than this book allows 
for. 
236 For the relation between the two stretches of discourse, see 13.3.3 below. 
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 1. ...	  Jóhn	  

B	


 2. ...	  hè’s	  no	  héro	    

 3. ..	  he’s	  just	  crázy.	  
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Example 13.1.2b: P-tree of a constructed example 
 

 
The bare geometrical structure of a P-tree, as introduced so far, already represents some 
pragmatically relevant features of the discourse at hand.  

(a)  One formal relation between actions of which the relevance is immediately evident is 
adjacency: the mere fact that two actions immediately follow each other is a very strong 
indication that they pragmatically belong together (cf. Sacks 1992b, 521-569). However, it is 
also clear that adjacency is not always a reliable criterion for pragmatic structure: (i) two 
adjacent segments may cohere only indirectly; (ii) two segments that together do constitute a 
complex action of an immediately higher level can be interrupted by a segment that does not 
belong to this complex action (non-coherence, paracoherence). These considerations give 
rise to a notion of relative structural distance between action segments that belong to the 
same complex action. This notion of distance cannot be calculated one-dimensionally in 
terms of the linear succession of the actions, but has to take into account the hierarchical 
structure into which these actions fit, beyond mere adjacency. In the examples quoted here 
above, IU7 and IU8 are immediately adjacent, but their structural distance requires the 
intermediate hierarchical levels of nodes E and D to account for the fact that they belong to 
the same discourse.  

(b)  As has already been pointed out, the notion of dominance (the relation between any non-
elementary node and its daughters) in a P-tree is readily interpretable as well: a dominating 
node determines the pragmatic function of the daughter nodes, i.e. the reason why this action 
is performed at the moment it is performed. In example 13.1.2b, the point of IU5 (“he got 
up”) and IU6 (“he went to the kitchen”) depends on the fact that they are successive actions 
(node E), performed by the same agent (say: John), within the context of a succession of 
events that make up a coherent story. This P-tree can obviously be expanded so as to 
represent an encompassing context. For instance, the point of the story may be to offer 
evidence for the claim that John is crazy (for this type of relation, see 13.3.3 below). And the 
point of this claim may in its turn depend on an encompassing structure about ‘heroism’ or 
about John, etc. 

(c)  These very simple examples already allow for the introduction of one more important 
notion: scope. The scope of a certain relation (node) is the amount of text it structures and 
the scope of a certain segment is the amount of text the specific pragmatic function of this 
segment (as determined by its dominating node) applies to. In the example above, the notion 
of scope applies in the following cases:  
-  node A trivially corresponds to the syntactic scope of the subject “John” over the 2 

finite clauses IU2 and IU3; if we read IUs 4-9 as the continuation of IUs 1-3, the P-tree 

C	
 4. Because	  lìke	  .	  the	  òther	  dáy,	  

D	


 5. ..	  he	  got	  úp,	  

 6. ..	  he	  went	  to	  the	  kítchen,

 7.	  ..	  he	  took	  a	  knífe,	    

E	

 8. .	  and	  thén,	  

 9. .	  he	  actually	  kílled	  the	  párrot.	  
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will have to be construed in such a way that IU1 has scope over the whole stretch IU2-
IU9 (cf. section 13.3.3(3) below);  

-  the marker IU4 has scope over IUs 5-9 as a whole, which corresponds to the fact that it 
marks (a.o.) that the whole segment is an anecdote (“the other day”) that is evidence 
(“because”) for a previous claim (that John is crazy); likewise, IU8 has scope over IU9, 
indicating that the IU9 is the next (and in this case climactic) event of the story. 

On the other hand, it is intuitively hard to construe a scope-relation between colon 2 and 
colon 3, or between IUs 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8-9. Obviously, scope (in het sense of ‘segment X 
having scope over segment Y’) is linked to a certain asymmetry between the left branch and 
the right branch of the dominating node, as will become clear later on.  
 

(2)  A first pervasive principle in the construction of discourse is what can be called the Iconicity 
Principle:  

The Iconicity Principle  
The order in which elements occur (as well as other aspects of discourse) is often 
regulated by principles of a not strictly linguistic nature, i.e. by non- or extra-
linguistic features of the contents of the discourse. 

Perhaps the most obvious type of iconicity in discourse structure is the temporal iconicity in 
a chronologically structured narrative. This principle then accounts for the adjacency 
relations between the segments that present the successive events that make up the narrative 
plot. In example 13.1.2b, IUs 5-9 represent a series of events. It is crucial to the 
understanding of this excerpt that these events are construed as succeeding each other in 
time, in exactly the order in which they occur in the discourse. The understanding of what 
happens in the story does not depend on pragmatic mechanisms that are proper to discourse 
but on the very same principles that would have made the events understandable if they were 
perceived in another way, e.g. de visu. For instance, understanding my verbal account of 
someone doing the dishes in section 13.1.1 requires an understanding of the real-life 
practice.237  
 

(3)  Most importantly, the model also allows for a more general formulation of what has been 
called ‘thematization’ (Brown & Yule 1983, 125-152).  
The notions of ‘frame’ or ‘guidepost’ are suitable metaphors for the type of function 
intended. Thus, discussing the functions of ‘preposed adverbial clauses’, Chafe (1984, 444-
445) suggests that such fronted non-argument clauses typically function “as a kind of 
“guidepost” to information flow, signaling a path or orientation in terms of which the 
following information is to be understood”. Chafe then says that the same function applies to 
what I call ‘structural markers’ (“anyway”, “however”) and quotes “Meanwhile, back at the 
ranch” as a guidepost par excellence. This guidepost strategy is then identified as one of the 
manifestations of a “more general strategy of providing a frame before providing the 
contents of the frame”. The ‘frame’-segment can be called ‘Theme’ and the corresponding 
more salient part ‘Rheme’, as follows.  

                                                             
237 Similarly, a less obvious kind of spatio-temporal iconicity can play a role in the structure of 
discourse, e.g. in a description of the contents of a room, the successive items typically occur in the 
order in which one sees them if one ‘goes over the room’, following the continuous movement of the 
observer/describer’s body and eyes. 
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The Thematization Principle  
The leftmost branch (the Theme) of a node typically consists of material that can 
readily be linked with the current context: (i) ‘given’ or presupposed material, 
assuring continuity; (ii) regulatory devices, shifting devices, presentative and staging 
devices, explicitly marking (relative) discontinuity. The Theme serves as an ‘anchor’ 
or ‘frame’ for the Rheme.  
Conversely, the rightmost branch of a node (its Rheme), typically represents the 
main point of the entire node.  

The Thematization Principle represents a pervasive dynamic towards the right branch of 
every node, as in Chafe’s “light starting point” and “heavy added information” constraints 
(Chafe 1987, 36-38; cf. also Halliday 1985, 38-40): structural cohesion is mainly assured 
through the left branches of the nodes, and ‘new’, ‘counterpresuppositional’ and otherwise 
salient contents are typically introduced in the right branches. In the present formulation, 
thematization is recursive: the internal structure of a Theme or a Rheme is in its turn subject 
to the Thematization Principle (cf. Halliday 1985, 56-61). 
In example 13.1.2a, which is quoted out of context, ‘John’ must in any case be sufficiently 
identifiable at the time of utterance in order to be able to serve as the anchor for the next two 
IUs. Note that the Thematization Principle is in a way applicable to the internal structure of 
IUs 2 and 3 as well. The very fact that it is said that John is not a hero implies in some way 
the presupposition that he is one; accordingly, this presupposed content is presented in the 
left branch of Node B. The main point of the utterance at large, the alternative thesis about 
John (that he is crazy), is then produced in the right branch.  
Nodes C and E in example 13.1.2b are obvious examples of thematization: the markers in 
IU4 and IU8 do not contain any actual substance and serve merely as a ‘frame’ for the 
segments they have scope over, indicating the function of these segments with respect to 
encompassing context.  
 

(4)  In order to construe the pragmatic sense of a sequence of segments, it is not sufficient to 
have access to the contents of its individual parts and to construe their mutual relations as 
represented by a bare P-tree, one needs to account for the specific nature of their pragmatic 
relation as well. In the dish washing example, understanding what the agent is doing depends 
on our ability to recognize a number of fairly basic types of human action (‘grabbing 
something’, ‘going somewhere’, ...), as well as an overall understanding of what it is to ‘get 
something out of a cupboard’, and ultimately also understanding what ‘dishwashing’ is (for 
the notion of action-type, see section 13.1.3 below). Likewise, our making sense of 
discourse depends on our recognizing the structural patterns that constitute it as a coherent 
whole (cf. already section 0.2.5(2) above). For instance, we understand Example 13.1.2b as a 
story. This implies (at least) that we understand that the relation expressed by node D link up 
several events in chronological order. I will call this type of pattern a ‘Plot’ relation (see 
section 13.3.3 below). Likewise, the specific Theme-Rheme relation exemplified by node A 
as discussed above, is recurrent and of an easily recognizable type (‘Topic-Comment’; see 
section 13.3.2(2) below), and the relations represented by nodes C and E are of the very 
common ‘Marker-Content’ type. Thus, the concept of ‘node-type’ is an essential ingredient 
to the P-tree working model and developing a typology of coherence relations / node-types is 
a necessary component of our approach. This will be the specific topic of sections 13.2 and 
13.3 below.  
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 13.1.3  Pragmatic relevance and the notion of ‘scene’  
 
So far, it has been shown how the P-tree model can account for structural aspects of 
discourse, as well as for the specific pragmatic functions of segments qua actions. Now it 
will be argued that a P-tree also represents the distribution of content items over the different 
segments in terms of the relevance of the items to the segments. The following claim 
summarizes this aspect of our approach.  

 The Pragmatic Relevance Principle:  
-  an action inherently implies a ‘scene’ in which specific items are related to each 

other according to the role they have in this action; 
-  the presence of items on this scene is pragmatically motivated by their pragmatic 

relevance (i.e. their relevance with respect to the action segment at hand);  
-  what items occur, when they occur, where they occur with respect to the 

foreground of the scene at hand, and how they occur (i.e. in what specific role) are 
all closely related aspects of their pragmatic relevance;238 

-  speaker and addressee as structural features of the discourse scene are subject to the 
Pragmatic Relevance Principle.  

In order to explain the above claims, I would like to go back to the dishwashing example 
used in the above. At the moment one washes up plate X, this particular item is prominently 
present on the dishwashing scene. As soon as it has been washed, however, it does not take 
part in the action any longer. It disappears -so to speak- from the scene as no longer relevant. 
At the same moment, other items are implied by the action at hand, albeit more in the 
background of the scene, such as the dishcloth, the sink, or the dishpan with the detergent 
and the hot water. These items, as well as e.g. the kitchen floor, remain in their specific ways 
relevant throughout the dish washing. Note that e.g. the pictures on the kitchen wall, 
although ‘physically’ present, are not relevant to the action at hand and thus are (normally) 
not present on the dishwashing scene.  
 

(1)  This summary account of the notion of ‘scene’ already allows for a description of some 
pertinent aspects of the relevance of specific items with respect to the action at hand.  

(a) First, the relevance of items with respect to a complex action at large can be described in 
terms of the ‘global-local’ distinction. Some items are only locally relevant to rather low-
level segments (e.g. plate X), whereas others are globally relevant throughout larger 
segments (e.g. the water). This aspect is straightforwardly linked to the dominance relations 
of a P-tree: ‘globally relevant’ means ‘implied by a high P-node’; ‘locally relevant’ equals 

                                                             
238 The notion of ‘item’ has to be taken in a very broad sense, not only referring to the prototypical 
correlates of ‘referential expressions’, but also to e.g. predicates. For the fact that linguistic data 
necessitate a rich and untraditional ontology, cf. the ‘abstract entities’ of Asher 1993. The present 
pragmatico-phenomenological observations agree with Asher in their relativistic (Asher’s use of the 
term ‘reductionist’ is -I think- infelicitous) and dynamic stance in metaphysics (Asher 1993, 387-419), 
without sharing his speaker-based mentalism or representationalism. Here, the focus is on the 
interrelation of cognitive content and action, as reflected in the not discourse-specific notion of ‘scene’, 
which suggests an altogether different metaphysics. Note the affinities of the present discussion with 
the notions of ‘Sprachspiel’ and ‘Lebensform’, as introduced in Wittgenstein’s Philosophische 
Untersuchungen (Wittgenstein 1989, 250, §23 and passim). For further discussion, see Scheppers 
2004a). 
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‘implied only by a lower node’. For the purposes of the analysis of discourse, this notion has 
obvious implications related to the scope of (for instance) Topics: throughout the segment 
over which a topic has scope, the Topic-item will be in the center of the local scene and 
hence will have all the formal features associated with ‘given-ness’ (see e.g. the remarks on 
focus in section 18.2(3) below). 

(b) Second, the scene associated with each action segment is structured by ‘background-
foreground’ relations between the items involved. Every segment, especially at the level of 
the elementary action, is characterized by the fact that (ex hypothesi) one item is ‘maximally 
foregrounded’ or ‘in focus’ (e.g. plate X at the moment it is being washed). Other items are 
present (the dishcloth, ...), but more in the background as compared with the one in focus. 
For the implications of this notion of ‘foreground’ with respect to ‘focus’ as a linguistic 
concept, see section 13.1.5 below. 

(c) Besides these two formal aspects, the different items that constitute a scene are relevant in 
qualitatively different ways, i.e. they have qualitatively different pragmatic functions. The 
approach suggested here is a more technical implementation of the point made by Heidegger 
when he distinguished ‘Vorhandenheit’ and ‘Zuhandenheit’ as two radically different ways 
of being available to human consciousness (Heidegger 1926/1976, 90-97, and passim). Here, 
however, I argue for a much more differentiated conception. For example, thinking of the 
dishcloth, it is tempting to coin a notion of ‘Inhandenheit’ to indicate the very specific way 
in which a tool is present at the moment it is used in the kind of action that it is designed for. 
In the same train of thought, the water in the dishpan, the sink and the hot water tap, and the 
kitchen floor, are all -in different and specific ways- present in the background of the dish 
washing scene.  
There are a few immediate implications for discourse analysis. First, the Iconicity Principle 
predicts that the idiosyncratic features of, for instance, ‘doing the dishes’ or ‘a trial’ (cf. 
section 14 below) will fully apply to discourse describing such an action, i.e. the items that 
will appear on the discourse scene will be understood in terms of the action at hand. Second, 
various types of discourse (qua verbal action) have idiosyncratic features as well: 
understanding a story requires recognizing a narrative pattern as such; a fortiori, 
understanding discourse genres that are linked to less universal practices (say: a scientific 
article) requires for the reader to be familiar with this type of discourse, including a number 
of highly specific argumentative patterns.  
 

(2)  The matter of the qualitatively different specific functions of items in terms of their 
relevance to the action in which they are involved is related to the issue of the type-token 
distinction as applied to behavior. All tokens of dishwashing behavior -as opposed to other 
kinds of behavior- have many features in common, so that an action-type ‘doing the dishes’ 
can be construed so as to account for the fact that any particular token can be recognized as a 
case of ‘doing the dishes’ in the first place. Devices like Schank and Abelson’s ‘Script’ 
(Schank & Abelson 1977) can be interpreted as attempts to tackle this issue. Whatever the 
approach chosen turns out to be, an action-type -possibly containing different sub-types- will 
have to involve ‘slots’ for the different items that are involved in the actions, as well as the 
relations that exist between them. For instance, ‘doing the dishes’ obviously and minimally 
involves the category of ‘dirty dishes’ (with a set of sub-categories: glasses, pots, plates, ...) 
as well as devices for washing them (in the example -as in many others- hot water, detergent, 
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a tile, a dishcloth, etc., but other sub-types of ‘doing the dishes’ exist, involving other 
washing devices such as sand, a dishwashing machine, ...).  
Thus, the action-type already specifies some of the overall pragmatic ‘space-like’ relations 
between the items that are present on the action-scene by virtue of their being relevant to the 
action (cf. also what is said about discourse genres in section 13.2(11) below). In the case of 
non-verbal motor-action, this notion of ‘space’ is quite close to the common sense notion, as 
perceived through vision, motor and kinesthetic or proprioceptive perception. In other cases 
(e.g. discourse involving abstract notions), ‘space’ should be interpreted more abstractly or 
‘metaphorically’.239 
 

(3)  Thus, the present working model represents a rather holistic approach to discourse, in which 
the relevant data are not limited to the strictly linguistic items included in the ‘text’.240 On 
the contrary, I argue that the contents (objects, events, persons) involved in an action or in 
discourse cannot legitimately be separated from the pragmatic structure in which they occur. 
It is not possible to develop these lines of thought any further within the scope of this book, 
but it may be useful to point out that this kind of holistic approach has for a consequence that 
the distinction between text and context tends to become completely blurred and in the end 
irrelevant.241 

                                                             
239 For the general fact that motor-visual-kinaesthetic space is somehow cognitively most basic, and 
more abstract cognition is grounded in spatial metaphor, see Lakoff & Johnson 1980; Lakoff 1987.  
240 For a similarly holistic approach, see also the notion of ‘pragmatic act’ as developed by Jacob Mey 
(see Mey 1998a; Mey 2001, 206-235). This author has drawn my attention to this affinity between the 
model developed here and his own ‘pragmatic act’ device (Mey, personal communication 2002). 
241 Note that in the present approach ‘relevance’ is defined in terms of coherence, whereas according to 
Relevance Theory (RT), as introduced in Sperber & Wilson 1986/1995 and used in the critique on 
coherence-based approaches to discourse (Wilson 1998; Blakemore 2001; see also Moneva-Ruiz 2010 
for overview of recent debates), coherence effects are derived from ‘relevance’.  
In fact, hardly any of the basic presuppositions of the RT approach are shared by the present approach. 
The present approach evidently does not rely on a strict delimitation between communicative behavior 
and non-communicative behavior, and emphasizes the common features of understanding either 
discourse or any other action. Moreover, the concept of ‘ostensive communication’, crucial to RT, 
relies heavily on a naive view on ‘intention’, which is apparently conceived of as an irreducible 
property of the functioning of the agent as a psychological/cognitive subject. In the above, it has been 
argued that intention can be construed as a matter of (or at the very least crucially involves) the internal 
structure of the actions themselves; hence, the self-understanding of an agent requires the same 
mechanisms as the understanding of an agent by an observer (see also Scheppers 2004a). Next, 
according to RT, the ‘communicative’ interaction between ‘speaker’ and ‘hearer’ is viewed as a matter 
of the transfer of ‘information’, which apparently has a status independent of the pragmatics of the 
interaction. In the above, it is argued that this interaction is mediated by the pragmatic structure of the 
discourse as a type of behavior itself, and that the appearance of cognitive contents on the discourse 
scene is in its turn determined by this pragmatic structure, in the same way that any other action implies 
the successive presence of various items. Furthermore, the very definition of Sperber and Wilson’s 
Relevance Principle requires a strict separation of the information which makes up the text and its 
context; although this context is of course conceived of as being dynamic and including the previous 
co-text -otherwise analysis would become impossible-, it is viewed as an ultimately irreducible ground 
and its structure is not subjected to any analysis. Here I try to argue that the relevant context is an 
integral part of the pragmatic structure underlying discourse or any other action.  
Summarizing, one could say that Relevance Theory, as compared with the present approach, offers a 
rather traditional depragmaticized view on cognition, based on the notions of ‘subject’ and 
‘information’. Still, as compared with other approaches, it shows some affinities with the present 
approach, in that it is relatively ‘holistic’, including non-verbal cognition in the theory. Furthermore, 
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 13.1.4  The ‘Pragmatics First’ claim; the relationship between pragmatic structure and 
linguistic form; syntactic sandhi 
 
As for the theoretical and methodological status of the type of structure that is represented 
by a P-tree, the following claim is assumed throughout this study and constitutes one of its 
basic tenets: 

The ‘Pragmatics First’ claim: 
P-structure, as a ‘central’ level of cognition (i.e. common to all kinds of sensible 
behavior), underlies the other, more specific, levels of linguistic structure. 

 
(1)  On the one hand, this claim explicitly states the specificity of the present approach as 

compared with clause-based ‘grammatical’ approaches. In the latter approaches, the 
syntactic/semantic structure is invariably construed as basic and the segmentation of 
discourse as well as other pragmatic features (such as word order and focus) as a matter of 
‘packaging’, ‘staging’, ‘linearizing’ or ‘formatting’ this basic syntactic-semantic content. 
Our approach starts from the assumption that pragmatic structure includes the contents 
involved in it (see the Pragmatic Relevance principle in section 13.1.3 above) and that 
syntax (as well as phonology) is a more superficial aspect of discourse.  

 
(2)  On the other hand, the Pragmatics First claim also predicts that, generally speaking, the 

prosodic and syntactic structures of discourse reflect its P-tree structure. By making the link 
between the theoretical constructs introduced above and formal linguistic phenomena, this 
homology makes the model descriptively operational.242 This homology can be interpreted 
in cognitive terms (see section 0.2.3 above): if discourse is processed from one IU to the 
next, its syntactic coding is processed chunk by chunk as well. If this is correct, grammatical 
locality (i.e. the fact that constituents that grammatically belong together tend to not be 
interrupted by constituents that do not belong there) is grounded in an underlying discourse 
principle of a cognitive nature. This accounts for the homology at the level of the elementary 
discourse unit (colon/IU). However, the scope of syntactic articulation, although limited (if 
not in principle, then in practice), is somewhat broader than the scope of intonation, i.e. 
articulation through syntactic means can extend over longer stretches of discourse. Syntactic 
structure would then be expected to reflect the pragmatic articulation of the P-tree. Indeed, 
syntactic constituency and discourse articulation as a rule do show a certain degree of 
homology (cf. Chafe 1980, 20-29; Chafe 1987, 40-47; Croft 1995; see sections 0.2.4 and 
10.2 above), in that syntactically coherent elements always presuppose some kind of 
pragmatic coherence, and pragmatically defined units typically coincide with grammatical 
units:  

                                                                                                                                                     
‘Relevance’ as a technical concept obviously is not completely unrelated to the general notion of 
‘relevance’ as it is used here, and by making this concept a central one, both approaches distinguish 
themselves from (i.a.) approaches based on the notion of ‘truth’. 
242 Remember that, within the present approach, the grammatical status of cola or IUs (and of higher 
level segments) in se is not a main concern. The different functions of the segments are discussed in 
pragmatic terms. Still, there is an obvious interest in investigating the way grammatical structure 
interacts with pragmatic structure (cf. e.g. the different contributions to Ochs & Schegloff & Thompson 
(eds.) 1996 and Haiman & Thompson (eds.) 1988). This is especially the case if one studies Ancient 
Greek, for which intonation is not directly available. Syntactic structure may then offer additional 
formal criteria for segmentation (see section 10.2 above). 
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- a pragmatically elementary segment (IU/colon) corresponds to a full grammatical 
constituent (cf. ‘the full GU condition’ in Croft 1995, see section 0.2.4 above);  

-  a syntactic sentence, as defined by the presence of a subject and a main finite verb, 
corresponds to a pragmatically relevant segment;  

-  grammatically ‘dislocated’ constituents, whether right-dislocated or left-dislocated 
(fronted), and syntactically non-integrated elements (parentheses, appositions, ...) make 
up separate segments;  

-  syntactically parallel constituents make up separate pragmatically motivated segments. 

Still, anomalies occur with respect to the expected ‘natural’ pragmatics-syntax 
correspondence, in that the syntactic structure locally often does not correspond completely 
to the pragmatic principles of articulation (cf. Chafe 1980, 29-32). These anomalies have to 
be accounted for in a principled way.  
 

(3)  Some anomalies with respect to the expected homology between P-trees and syntax are 
related to the fact that the scope of syntactic structures is limited. Often a marker or a Topic 
is syntactically integrated in a particular sentence, although -pragmatically speaking- it has 
scope over a much larger segment of which that sentence is only the first part. In the same 
vein of thought of the notion of ‘intonational sandhi’ (as introduced in section 0.2.2(3) 
above), I will call this phenomenon ‘syntactic sandhi’.  
Let us first consider a ‘sandhi’ version of Example 13.1.2a: “Jóhn’s no hèro | . he’s just 
crázy.” “John” is here syntactically integrated with the first branch of the contrast, but 
functions as the Topic with respect to the Contrast node as a whole. The anomaly becomes 
more complicated when the Topic, Marker or Setting has scope over longer segments. 
Suppose this example continued with the story in Example 13.1.2b (“Because lìke . the òther 
dáy, | .. he got úp, | .. he went to the kítchen, | ... he took a knífe, | . and thén, | . he actually 
kílled the párrot”). The anaphoric pronouns then refer to John, who is the Topic/agent 
throughout the whole story. “John” is then syntactically integrated with the very first IU of 
what is only the very first part of a complex P-tree pattern. Should the word “John” be 
analyzed as a separate segment, which is the Theme of a Topic-Comment node dominating 
the whole of this complex structure? This would give rise to a gross anomaly with respect to 
the ‘normal’ syntax-pragmatics homology.243  
Likewise, discourse markers like ‘and’ and ‘but’ can make up a separate IU and then are the 
Theme-branch of a Marker-Content node, indicating the scope of the marker. Alternatively, 
they can take P1 in the first IU of the segment over which they have scope. This case would 
be analogous to the cases of Topic-sandhi discussed here above. However, cases of marker-
sandhi can be found which show the extra complication that, according to the transcription, 
the marker seems to be intonationally merged with the left branch of the Contrast, for 
instance: Chafe 1994, 208 (= Example 0.2c) “.. I’m wálking =, .. like bàck to my hóuse and, 
[...]” – Chafe 1987 (see Scheppers 2003) “... It’s fúnny though, ... I dó think that makes a 
dífference .. but, [...]”. In the second case, the simple marker “but” has scope over an entire 
anecdote, but the intonation merges it with the last IU of the left branch of the node it marks, 
which is an obvious anomaly.  

                                                             
243 For a similarly complicated anomaly, in which the scope of a Setting does not coincide with its 
grammatical dependence, and a problem of Topic-scope related to it, see my analysis of Lysias 3,15-17 
in section 16 below (cola 18-19).  
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No a priori solution for this type of anomalies is available. In the case of an analysis that 
follows the syntactic structure more closely, additional argumentation will be necessary in 
order to explain the topic continuity, or the exact status of the Contrast marker. However, 
since pragmatics is epistemologically prior in the P-tree framework, ‘maximal’ segmentation 
and articulation purely based on scope are licensed, even when this goes counter to the 
‘normal’ pragmatics-syntax-prosody homology (cf. Polanyi 2001, 267). Sandhi could be a 
workable explanatory device for cases in which such anomalies occur, although the limits to 
its applicability are as yet not clear. The P-tree model at least has the merit that it allows for 
the formulation of the problem as a technical matter. But especially in the case of 
spontaneous speech, the general operationality of the P-tree model is not challenged by these 
occasional anomalies. 
 

 13.1.5  Focus and pragmatic structure 
 
In section 0.3.4 and section 10.3 above, I have already briefly introduced the notion of 
‘focus’, as it is understood here: some words (or constituents) within an IU are ‘focalized’, 
i.e. they have special phonological prominence, as compared to other less prominent or even 
destressed words. As focus-related issues will show up throughout the analyses in sections 
15-20 below, it seemed useful to very briefly discuss the ways in which P-tree structure 
determines focus, without being able to go beyond a highly simplified, intuitive and 
programmatic account within the scope of this section.  
 

(1)  In section 13.3.3 above, I already pointed out that focus can be seen as inherently linked to 
the background-foreground structure on the local level of a certain action segment. For 
instance, plate A is maximally foregrounded (in focus) throughout the action segment in 
which it is washed, and then disappears into the background. This holistic conception of 
pragmatic structure as including the scene that comes with it should be applied to discourse 
as well. Thus, discourse will be viewed as inherently implying a structured scene on which 
items continuously come to the foreground and disappear into the background (the letter of 
the text is then only the tip of the iceberg). Linguistic focus should then be understood as a 
direct reflection of the fact that an item is on the foreground of the local scene because it is 
directly linked to the pragmatic point of the IU in which it occurs.244  

 
(2)  As far as the specific functions of focus as a linguistic phenomenon are concerned, the 

relevant literature distinguishes two general types of focus: (a) ‘contrastive’ focus and (b) 
                                                             
244 If focus is a direct reflection of the pragmatic function of an IU, it is to be expected that, as a rule, 
exactly one focalized item per IU will occur (cf. Chafe 1987, 31-36; Chafe 1994, 108-119). It follows 
that we can argue a priori that the presence of focal prominence on more than one item within what 
appears to be one IU can be a criterion for assuming that sandhi has occurred and that two 
pragmatically distinct segments have merged. However, complex focalizations can be engendered by 
other circumstances as well: for instance, the co-occurrence of a contrastive focus and a new focus 
within a single IU or the expression of a single new focus by more than one focalized word need not 
depend on sandhi (see Chafe 1987, 34-37). In Example 13.1.2b, the ‘one focused item per IU’ 
prediction is in general borne out. One exception has to be noted: “he kílled the párrot” (IU9), in which 
both the verb and its direct object are focused; obviously, both words together represent a single point 
(the relevant event); the difference with the other segments in the example is that in this case the verb 
(‘kill’) is not a low-content verb which can be inferred just by making the link between the object and 
the agent. 
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‘new’ focus (for references, see section 0.3.4). Both kinds can be shown to be directly 
related to P-nodes, in that the constituents that bear the focus have a more privileged relation 
with the pragmatic function of the IU as defined by its position in a P-tree (see already 
Scheppers 1997).  

(a) The familiar Example 13.1.2a “1. ... Jóhn | 2. ... hè’s no héro | 3. .. he’s just crázy.” is a 
straightforward illustration of contrastive focus. The primary accent (a pitch deviation 
accompanied by loudness or lengthening) on “hero” and “crazy” indicates a contrastive 
focus, which directly reflects the function of the Contrast node B itself. As for the focus on 
“John” in IU1, this prominence is clearly motivated by the fact that it is the very point of this 
segment to introduce this item (the point of the introduction of this Topic depends on the 
nodes dominating node A). The privileged relation of focused words with the P-node - i.e. 
the fact that the P-nodes primarily select focused words, and that unfocused words are much 
less directly determined by pragmatic structure - can be seen from the fact that in some way 
the mere utterance of the focused words could still be interpretable (e.g. with exaggerated 
intonation): “John? Hero? Crazy!”.245 

(b) Likewise, ‘new’ focus is typically borne by those items that the IU in which they occur has 
the very function to introduce, e.g. as a branch of a sequence of events. Consider Example 
13.1.2b (“4. Because lìke . the òther dáy, | 5. .. he got úp, | 6. .. he went to the kítchen, | 7. ... 
he took a knífe, | 8. . and thén, | 9. . he actually kílled the párrot”). The point of IUs 5, 6, 7 
and 9 is to introduce a series of events as required by the dominating Plot sequence 
(represented by node D in the P-tree). One might expect that in this case the point of the IUs 
would reflect into focus on the verbs, since the event-status of the segments is a matter of the 
semantic structure of the verbs. Note however that in IU7 and IU9 the most prominent stress 
is not on the verb but on the direct object of the verb (and in IU 6 on an argument PP). This 
can be explained by the general rule that the phonological prominence of (one of the 
syllables of) an argument of the verb can be an indication for ‘wide focus’ on the whole of 
the event represented by the VP that it is an argument of. This rule can be given a functional 
interpretation as well: verbs in general and especially verbs like ‘get’, ‘go’, and ‘take’, are 
relatively low-content as compared to typical nouns (see sections 5.2.1 and 6.3(3b) above). 
Furthermore, the basic action-types presented by these verbs (moving, taking objects, ...) are 
somehow presupposed by any Plot as a sequence of actions, i.e. the verbs alone 
underdetermine the specific events implied in this specific Plot. Thus, the arguments of the 
verbs presented by the focused NPs are more closely related to the specific points made than 
the verbs themselves. Note that in the one case in which the verb is not a predictable low-
content verb (“killed” in IU6) the verb does carry a primary accent.  
Again, the link between P-structure and focus can be demonstrated by leaving out the non-
focused items: “John?246 Up, kitchen, knife, killed parrot” is more or less easily interpretable 
as such. Within the context of a Plot structure and with a given agent, the introduction of the 
new item ‘kitchen’ (semantically a Place) implies that the agent moves to this Place, and the 

                                                             
245 Cf. Dover’s notion of ‘dispensability’ (see section 10.3 above).  
246 In Example 13.1.2b as quoted, the Topic/agent is not specified. However, the use of the destressed 
pronoun ‘he’ implies that it was introduced in the previous context. 
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introduction of an object like ‘knife’ implies that he somehow gets ‘control’ over it and in 
the case of a knife the most obvious way of controlling it is taking it in one’s hands.247  
 

 13.1.6  Final remarks  
 
Section 13.1 introduced a number of conceptual tools that will receive a more concrete 
implementation in the remainder of section 13 and will be exploited in the course of the 
analyses throughout Part III of this study. At least part of the more theoretical aspects 
touched upon in the above clearly fall outside the scope of this book on Ancient Greek, and 
could not be properly developed here. Still, it was impossible to leave these aspects out of 
the book, because they constitute the general framework underlying the approach of more 
practical and technical issues, as will be demonstrated throughout Part III.  
 
 

 13.2 Criteria for distinguishing coherence relations 
 
It has been pointed out in section 13.1.2(4) above that we need a typology of coherence 
relations in order to make the P-tree model a viable tool for the analysis of discourse. Before 
giving an outline of such a typology in a descriptive manner in section 13.3, I will first 
discuss a few of the parameters that must/can be taken into account in the construction of 
such a typology.  
 

 (1) pragmatic vs. semantic vs. syntactic 

In the literature, coherence relations between segments are sometimes categorized according 
to whether they are semantic or pragmatic by nature (e.g. Sanders 1997 and the references 
quoted there; for an overview of various classifications involving distinctions of this type, 
see Kroon 1995, 7-33).248  
A relation is called semantic if it reflects a ‘real world’ relation between the contents of the 
related segments; it is called pragmatic if it holds between the ‘speech acts’ of the segments. 
The following examples (and the paraphrases) illustrate the intended distinction (Sanders 
1997, 127), example (a1) under interpretation (a3) representing a semantic relation, and 
example (b1) under interpretation (b2) representing a pragmatic relation:  

(a1)  Theo was exhausted because he had run to the university.  
(a2) ?  The fact that Theo had been running causes my claim that he was exhausted.  
(a3)  The fact that Theo had been running causes the fact that he was exhausted.  

(b1)  Theo was exhausted, because he was gasping for breath.  
(b2)  The fact that Theo was gasping for breath causes my claim that he was exhausted.  
(b3) ?  The fact that Theo was gasping for breath causes the fact that he was exhausted.  

                                                             
247 For this abstract semantic notion of ‘control’, see Scheppers 2002; an alternative interpretation of 
‘control’ would be ‘perceptual’ (e.g. ‘see’); however, this would not fit in with the ensuing (and 
previous) context, involving nothing but proper ‘actions’.  
248 See also the distinction in Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) between ‘Presentational Relations’ 
and ‘Subject-Matter Relations’ (see e.g. Mann 1999/2005-2010). The kind of heterogeneity that is 
being criticized here is even more salient in RST because of the introduction of a third broad class of 
‘Multinuclear Relations’ which is based on a purely structural distinction (cf. the notion of 
‘symmetrical relations’, section 13.2(1) here below).  
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This distinction may be a relevant aspect in a description of the uses of ‘because’. However, 
as far as the coherence of discourse is concerned, even in the cases where there is a 
‘semantic’ causal relationship between the segments, the coherence between them is 
primarily pragmatic: the question is why the semantic relation is expressed in the first place, 
in this case why the cause is mentioned; and this is a matter of pragmatics. In the examples 
above an adequate account of the pragmatic coherence relations does not have to mention 
‘cause’ at all: in the case of (a1), supposing that it answers a question like “Why is Theo 
exhausted?”, a Topic-Comment relation holds between both segments; example (b1) 
exemplifies a completely different type of relation: the speaker states a claim and then 
elaborates this claim by specifying on the basis of what he makes it.  
Likewise, the relations between segments (esp. on the lower levels) obviously can be 
described in syntactic terms as well: the grammatical status of the segments, the structural 
distance between them in terms of the argument vs. non-argument distinction, the syntactic 
relations between them in terms of coordination and different kinds of subordination, etc. 
(see also section 0.2.4 above) are all relevant factors that have to be dealt with. Still, it is 
evident from the outset that a one-to-one relation between syntax and pragmatics is not to be 
expected: the same grammatical patterns may reflect quite different pragmatic structures, as 
can already be seen from the examples quoted here above.  
It is a specific feature of the approach adopted here that it proposes a homogeneously 
pragmatic typology of discourse coherence relation. Of course, semantic differences can be 
superposed on the pragmatic ones that are the main concern of this study, and syntactic 
considerations will play a major role in the actual analysis of the data.  

 
 (2) binary vs. n-ary 

An obvious parameter is constituted by the number of segments that are related by the node 
in question. Especially the distinction between relations that involve only two daughters vs. 
ones that involve more than two daughters seems to be useful, for instance: 
-  Topic-Comment, Marker-Content, Setting-Event and Contrast relations inherently 

imply only two segments;  
-  the overall macro-structure of many different discourse genres (incl. spontaneous 

narratives such as anecdotes, fictional stories, jokes as well as e.g. scientific articles 
present a ternary pattern (introduction-body-coda);  

-  Lists, Plots and other sequences are indefinitely expandable.  

It is mathematically always possible to reduce n-ary relations to a complex of binary 
structures.249 Although such a policy may raise in se interesting issues, it will not be adopted 
here: whenever a recurrent pattern involving more than one segment is observed, and the 
relations between these segments are not obviously recognizable as of one of the known 
types, a more than binary node type will be introduced. For instance in the recurrent case of 
Contrasted Topics and Contrasted Comments, the pattern involving 4 segments will be 

                                                             
249 For the mathematical features of trees in general, an extensive terminology has been developed 
within the Chomskyan tradition in linguistics (adjacency, dominance, c-command, ...). Although some 
of these concepts might have been useful for my purposes, I have refrained from using these terms 
beyond the most obvious ones, mostly for the sake of transparency. Note by the way that the functions 
of tree-graphs in the present approach are very different from the use made of this graphic device in 
Generative Grammar. Obviously, the concept of ‘transformation’ (‘movement’) is completely 
incompatible with the present approach. 
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broken down into a dominating Contrast node and 2 Topic-Comment nodes; in the case of a 
narrative pattern introduction-narration-coda, a separate node type involving 3 daughters 
will be introduced.  
 

 (3) micro-structure vs. macro-structure 

Most approaches to discourse imply a fixed set of types of segments of different levels, such 
as the IU, the clause, the sentence, the paragraph. The existence of these fixed levels is often 
presupposed and taken as a starting point for investigating the features that can be ascribed 
to these types of segments. In the context of the present approach, no fixed set of 
pragmatically relevant segments will be presupposed beyond the elementary one. On the 
contrary, we will be able to observe that the recursive application of the same relations is 
sufficient to account for the effects that are usually ascribed to the levels of articulation 
mentioned above. Still, some structural patterns appear to be more typical of micro-structure 
(say: at the level of the sentence or paragraph). For instance, Topic-Comment patterns 
coincide quite often with sentences or paragraphs and are less typical of the macro-structural 
organization of longer stretches of discourse. Other patterns typically imply larger structures, 
obviously so in the case of genre-specific macro-structures like ‘exordium-narratio-
argumentatio-peroratio’, characteristic of the overall structure of a forensic speech.  
 

 (4) ± symmetrical 

P-nodes can be distinguished as to whether their branches have similar pragmatic functions 
with respect to the nodes (‘symmetrical’), or contribute in completely different ways to their 
overall effect (‘asymmetrical’). Note that segments can be (a)symmetrical in several ways 
(for instance along the lines of the semantic-syntactic-pragmatic distinction introduced in (1) 
here above), but the symmetry intended here is pragmatic. Thus, two adjacent syntactically 
and semantically symmetrical segments under the same P-node can but need not be 
pragmatically symmetrical. For instance, two main finite clauses (syntactically symmetrical) 
can present successive events under the same Plot-node (pragmatically symmetrical) or the 
second one can present ‘evidence’ for the first one (pragmatically asymmetrical).  
Still, the contents of the respective segments in a symmetrical relation are typically of the 
same semantic/ontological type e.g. object-object-object in a List of objects, or event-event-
event in a narrative Plot sequence, whereas asymmetrical relations often imply ontologically 
different contents, e.g. ‘a person’-‘an action/event’ in some Topic-Comment nodes, ‘a 
contentless marker’-‘an event’ in some Marker-Content nodes, etc. This is not always the 
case, however: both the Setting and the Event of a Setting-Event pattern may consist of 
events; an event may be the Topic of a Topic-Comment pattern, etc.  

 
 (5) ± Theme-Rheme  

Thematization as a general principle underlying discourse structuration has been argued to 
be a pervasive one, in that it can apply to highly divergent types of structural patterns, 
including symmetrical ones (see section 13.1.2(3) here above). In the latter case, the 
Thematization Principle determines the order in which two (or more) items which have a 
similar function within the discourse are presented: the cognitively most accessible one first 
and/or the one that is most relevant for the overall discourse last. Still, some highly frequent 
asymmetrical patterns are qua node types completely determined by the Thematization 
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Principle, in that they have for a specific function to generate specific Theme-Rheme 
relations (e.g. Marker-Content, Topic-Comment, Setting-Event; see section 13.3.2).  
However, some asymmetrical patterns of discourse structuration differ from the previous 
ones in that the main point of the P-node is already made in the left hand segment and the 
right hand segment seems to adduce only secondary additional information (cf. the formula 
‘thought-afterthought’, Mann & Thompson 1988, 271), in which case the coherence 
relations are clearly non-thematizing (see section 13.3.3).  
 

 (6) backgrounding vs. foregrounding 

This criterion applies to the function of the contents presented in the branches of the node 
with respect to the overall contents of the encompassing structure. In the literature (see e.g. 
various contributions to Tomlin (ed.) 1987), the distinction has been applied mainly to 
narrative structures and used to distinguish (i) information which helps to develop the plot in 
that it presents events in their temporal order, from (ii) information which does not and 
serves other purposes, which are subordinated to the development of the plot. In the present 
approach, a somewhat wider implementation of the distinction is construed, which includes 
the quoted one. In section 13.1.3 above, I introduced the notion that every pragmatic 
structure (whether verbal or not) implies a ‘scene’, in which the items involved in the action 
are organized in a quasi-spatial way according to their relevance with respect to the action at 
hand. The background-foreground distinction can then be construed as a property of a scene. 
For the present purposes, a somewhat informal conception of the distinction background-
foreground will suffice (cf. section 13.1.5 above): the contents which are the most crucially 
and specifically relevant to the point of the segment at hand are maximally foregrounded 
(‘in focus’) in that segment; the other contents are more or less in the background with 
respect to these focused contents.  
The foreground-background distinction is thus conceived as a relative one, i.e. in terms of 
the ‘distance’ of an item to the item that is maximally in the foreground (‘in the spotlight’, 
‘in focus’). In many cases (esp. prototypical narratives and descriptions), these notions can 
be interpreted almost literally, in terms of spatial relations. In other cases (e.g. involving 
abstract contents), a more metaphorical reading is necessary.  
 

 (7) ± content-inheritance / ± content-percolation 

A potentially very important parameter for distinguishing P-nodes depends on whether or 
not the contents of the daughter-nodes climb up into the tree, i.e. are relevant with respect to 
the dominating node and hence for the overall structure. This bottom-up relation between the 
contents of a lower level segment and the higher level segments corresponding to 
dominating nodes will here be called ‘content-inheritance’ (cf. e.g. the notion of ‘feature 
inheritance’ in Polanyi 2001), e.g.:  
-  a Marker has no substantial contents and hence obviously does not contribute to the 

contents of the dominating node; cf. the notions of ‘regulatory IU’ in Chafe 1994, 63-64 
and ‘discourse operator’ in Polanyi 2001;  

-  a Topic is by definition a constitutive and central element of the overall contents of the 
entire segment dominated by the Topic-Comment node;  

-  the items successively introduced by a symmetrical relation of the ‘List’-type add up so 
as to form a set in the contents of the overall segment;  
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-  a descriptive digression in a narrative by definition does not add any contents which are 
crucial to the overall structure; likewise, an explanation to a claim can be argued not to 
contribute information relevant to the overall discourse at large which was not already 
present in the claim itself (for the notions ‘globally’ vs. ‘locally’ relevant, see section 
13.1.3 above); thus, this parameter can constitute a defining criterion for the notion 
‘pragmatic subordination’ (see section 13.3.3 below).250  

It may be interesting to also take into account the converse top-down notion, which can be 
called ‘content-percolation’:  
-  In some cases, features of the scene which corresponds to a high level node (e.g. a 

complete Lysias speech) are readily available throughout the discourse, including in low 
level patterns, e.g. the ‘oppositeness’ (see (9) here below) between prosecutor and 
defendant in a forensic speech is reiterated as Contrast relations (e.g. otoi - §g≈) 
throughout such a speech.  

-  In other cases, some features of the overall scene are not available at the local level, e.g. 
obviously so in many cases of quoted speech (the embedded speaker is not always 
supposed to know what the superordinate speaker knows).251  

 
 (8) ± about 

‘Aboutness’, which in this study is the defining feature of Topic-hood (see section 13.3.2(2) 
below), is an intuitively strong notion, which is, however, hard to formalize. Some 
prototypical (and highly frequent) cases are easily characterized in terms of ‘aboutness’, e.g. 
whenever a segment consists of the mere introduction of a person, and the ensuing segment 
presents one or more events in which this person is the central agent; or whenever an object, 
a concept or a person is introduced, after which some characteristics of this person, concept 
or object are discussed. Other situations are less clear. For instance, it is not a priori clear 
whether the evidence that is presented for a claim is ‘about’ this claim; likewise, one might 
in some cases want to analyze a series of events as being said about the ‘period’ in which 
they occurred, rather than analyzing the segment “at that time, ...” as a mere discourse 
marker or the temporal ‘Setting’ in which these events take place, etc.  
In the present study I adopt the following working definition: For a discourse segment to be 
‘about’ some item means that this item is somehow ‘central’ in the ‘scene’ which 
corresponds to this segment and that the other items occurring are ‘anchored’ to this 
item.252  
 

                                                             
250 Note that the background-foreground distinction plays a role in the matter of content-inheritance, 
e.g. the contents introduced in the ‘setting’ branch of Setting-Event node do affect the scene which 
corresponds to the dominating node, but only the background of this scene.  
251 An interesting corollary to this parameter is the distinction ‘spatio-temporal succession vs. co-
presence’, depending on whether the contents of the segments are to be interpreted as being co-present 
on the local discourse scene, or as succeeding each other in time. See my account of contrast in 
paragraph (9) here below.  
252 It follows from this definition that Topic-hood will typically be reflected in the syntactic-semantic 
function of the Topic: if the Topic by definition plays an important role in the ensuing Comment, this 
role will typically be coded in the linguistic form of the Comment and the Topic will typically (but not 
necessarily) have a grammatical function in this Comment, typically an argument of the verb, most 
typically the most prominent argument function, i.e. the function of grammatical subject (see section 
21.2 below). 
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 (9) ± contrastive 

Contrastiveness is a notion having a scope of application that extends beyond the 
structuration of discourse, i.e. items can be contrastive even if the contrast between them is 
not the main point of the discourse pattern they occur in. Most notably, the notion is used for 
the description of focus-phenomena that are not due to cognitive New-ness.253  
The prototypical case 254 of a contrastive relation between discourse segments is the binary 
symmetrical type of relation between two elements that are of the same general type 
(ontologically as well as formally) in which two items are placed opposite each other in the 
local context, i.e. there is no background-foreground relation between them: both items are 
co-present and equally (but often successively) foregrounded with respect to the 
encompassing segment dominated by the Contrast node. The notion of ‘oppositeness’ should 
here be taken in its widest possible sense (i.e. it does not necessarily suggest polar 
opposition, nor just spatial oppositeness). It is meant to cover not only mutually exclusive 
alternatives but also some kinds of comparison, and the pairwise alternation of the different 
agents in a story (as in “and then, HE did this ..., but SHE did that ...”).  
The traditional term ‘contrast’ coincides by and large with the intended phenomena, though 
contrastiveness is not confined to cases in which the presentation of the contrast between 
two elements is the very point of the segments in question (see section 13.3.1(1) below).  

 
 (10) intra-speaker vs. cross-speaker  

P-trees are not inherently linked to the activity of one agent/speaker (think, for instance, of 
several agents doing the dishes together). The structure of dialogue has been the specific 
subject matter of Conversation Analysis since the seminal work of Harvey Sacks from the 
mid 1960s onwards.255 In conversation analysis, the basic notion ‘adjacency pair’ is 
“defined as two subsequent utterances constituting a conversational exchange” (Mey 1993, 
243). Adjacency pairs are in fact particularly good examples of what the P-node concept is 
intended to describe. In the case of e.g. a question-answer node, it is quite evident that the 
pragmatic functions of both the question branch and the answer branch are to be understood 
in terms of their mutual relation. In fact, in the case of a simple “yes” answer, its relation to 
the question is the only clue towards its interpretation at all. Likewise, many genres of 
                                                             
253 Myhill & Xing also introduce the notion of ‘implicit contrast (or listing)’: “In a number of cases it is 
clear that a clause has a contrastive or listing function even though there is no overt clause with which it 
stands in a contrastive or listing relationship” (Myhill & Xing 1996, 320). Two clear cases can be 
mentioned: (a) those involving an explicit particle with a meaning like “even” which is associated with 
contrast or listing; (b) those involving a choice by the subject (as can be made explicit by a particle like 
‘only’).  
254 Various criteria have been proposed in order to distinguish between subtypes of Contrast. See e.g. 
Chafe 1976 and Myhill & Xing 1996, 313-315.  
255 See e.g. Sacks 1992a and 1992b, a posthumously published bundle of (edited) transcriptions of 
lectures held by Harvey Sacks from 1964 to 1972, in which the ‘birth’ and early development of 
Conversation Analysis as a discipline can -so to speak- be witnessed in situ. For the first authoritative 
handbook on Conversational Analysis, written by one of the pioneers of the discipline, see Schegloff 
2007. Much of the early work in Conversation Analysis was concerned with the specific interactional 
features of conversation, such as turn-taking and the relevance of the sociological roles of the different 
participants, mostly to the expense of more general discourse features of conversation. However, 
although this bias is still present in the literature, conversational data are more and more frequently 
discussed in general discourse analytical and pragmatic terms (see e.g. Chafe 1997; Linell & Korolija 
1997 and other contributions to Givón (ed.) 1997; several sections in Mey 1993 and Mey 2001). 
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everyday conversation (think of the many more or less ritualized kinds of small-talk) are 
organized according to stereotyped macro-patterns that closely resemble the nodes 
determining the macrostructural organization of monologic discourse genres. Within the 
present approach, I will analyze dialogue in terms of P-tree patterns, on a par with 
monologic discourse. Interestingly, monologue and dialogue can be observed not to differ 
much structurally, which can give rise to far-reaching theoretical consequences (see 
Scheppers 2004a and section 13.3.4 below).  

 
 (11) genre-specificness 

The notion of ‘genre’ has a wide range of applications in many branches of linguistics (e.g. 
sociolinguistics, linguistics applied to language teaching, pragmatics, discourse analysis and 
related disciplines; see e.g. Ferguson 1985; Ferguson 1994; Swales 1990; Bex 1996). In 
these linguistic disciplines, the notion of ‘genre’ as it is used in literary theory in order to 
characterize types of literary products such as the novel, the sonnet, etc., is extended to all 
possible types of linguistic behavior, from academic articles and contributions to colloquia 
to patient-doctor interactions and teenage small-talk over the phone.  
As a theoretical concept, ‘genre’ serves as an interface between several linguistic and non-
linguistic (contextual) features of language behavior.256 The definition of a particular genre 
will include both features of the non-linguistic context in which the behavior belonging to 
the genre takes place and features of the discourse (‘text’) itself (cf. e.g. Martin 2001, 44-
47):  

(i) non-linguistic (‘contextual’) features: the social, physical and communicative setting in 
which the discourse takes place (fortuitous encounter on the street, family dinner table, 
academic colloquium, business meeting, a doctor’s surgery, ...); the items in the 
physical setting that are available for reference (not only by virtue of their physical 
presence but also by virtue of their relevance/acceptability/appropriateness/suitability in 
the discourse context); the role, status, power, communicative purposes, etc. of the 
participants, e.g. the roles of patient and doctor are inherent features of the discourse 
genre(s) that are typical in a medical context: these roles are not features of the 
participants in the interaction in se but of the type of interaction (‘genre’) itself (the very 
same persons may engage in quite different interactions as well, e.g. as friends);  

(ii) linguistic (‘textual’) features: topic selection (‘what is talked about’ (and what not) 
obviously determines the lexical and semantic aspects of a discourse); ‘register’ or 
‘style’ (according to the genre of the discourse, different varieties of the same language 
are appropriate). 

Classifications of the different types of discourse genres necessarily will be based on several 
parameters, including the distinction ‘monologue-dialogue’, the traditional opposition 
‘written vs. spoken’ (the ‘medium’ parameter), the difference ‘narrative-expository’, and the 
‘formal-informal’ distinction.  
What is important here is that the genre of which an actual stretch of discourse is an instance 
obviously determines its macro-structure, as well as the types of more micro-structural 
patterns that will be most likely to occur. The very fact that a stretch of discourse is a 
scientific article, a joke, a stretch of small-talk over the telephone, or an interview for the 
television news, obviously determines its overall structure. Thus, some patterns of discourse 
                                                             
256 Cf. the holistic notion of ‘action type’ introduced in section 13.1.3 above. 
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structure, such as can be analyzed by means of the P-tree device, are specific to certain 
genres (see section 13.3.5 below).  
 
 

 13.3 Patterns of discourse structure: a provisional typology of coherence 
relations 
 
The parameters enumerated in section 13.2 here above, as such do not yet constitute an 
operational typology of structural discourse coherence relations or P-nodes. Ideally, 
questions like the following should be asked about every relation between two or more 
segments which is encountered in the data: is it a symmetrical or an asymmetrical relation? 
does the Thematization Principle apply? is the higher order segment represented by the node 
under scrutiny ‘about’ what is presented in one of the daughter segments? are the items in 
the different segments co-present or do they succeed each other? etc. This procedure would 
then automatically result in a typology of relations. However, it is clear from the outset that 
(i) such a typology would be a multi-dimensional one, giving rise to an indefinite number of 
types defined according to all possible combinations of parameters; (ii) in many cases the 
criteria -as they stand- are not sufficiently formalized to decide between different options.  
For these reasons, I adopt an -admittedly- methodologically less rigorous approach: during 
the analysis of the data, some recurrent and easily recognizable patterns were indexed and 
classified according to the criteria that seemed to be most salient for their distinctiveness. It 
should be understood from the outset that the classification adopted is a compromise 
solution. On the one hand, a completely flat enumeration of types would have implied a high 
degree of redundancy and a lack of insightfulness in the presentation. On the other hand, any 
more articulated presentation inherently implies the choice of some criteria as more 
constitutive of the classification to the expense of others, which has for a consequence that 
some distinctions and similarities between types will always be stressed as compared to 
others, with some infelicities as a necessary result.  
For the purposes of the presentation in this section and as a starting point for my analyses 
throughout Part III, I adopt a classification with the following broad outlines:  
(1)  symmetrical relations (section 13.3.1): relations in which both branches present 

contents with a similar function with respect to the encompassing structure (most 
importantly: Plot sequences, Contrasts, Lists, Chains);  

(2)  Theme-Rheme relations (section 13.3.2): asymmetrical relations for which the 
Thematization Principle is constitutive (Marker-Content, Topic-Comment, Setting-
Event);  

(3)  elaboration/subordination relations (section 13.3.3): asymmetrical relations which do 
not obey the Thematization Principle and in which the mother node inherits all its 
information from its left branch;257  

                                                             
257 The outline of the present typology has a more or less close resemblance to some existing 
typologies: the distinctions made here are similar to the ternary distinction between ‘coordination’ (= 
±‘symmetrical’), ‘binary structures’ (= ±‘asymmetrical’) and ‘subordination’, introduced in Polanyi 
1988 and Polanyi 2001; the symmetrical-asymmetrical distinction partially coincides with the 
distinction between Nucleus-Satellite relations and Multinuclear relations in Rhetorical Structure 
Theory (Mann & Thompson 1988, 265-271).  
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(4)  genre-specific macro-structures (section 13.3.4): discourse patterns that are 
immediately related to the specific features of the discourse genre to which the 
discourse at hand belongs;  

(5)  cross-speaker coherence relations (section 13.3.5): conversational patterns that 
involve more than one speaker; these relations will be shown to be classifiable 
according to the same broad classes as monologic discourse, as discussed under (1), (2), 
(3) and (4).  

 
 13.3.1 Symmetrical patterns 

 
Symmetrical relations are defined by the fact that the different segments that they relate all 
have a similar pragmatic function, i.e. that they all contribute in a similar way to the overall 
structure of the discourse. I will distinguish three different types of symmetrical relations: 
(1) Contrasts; (2) Lists and Chains; (3) Plots. 
 

 (1) Contrasts 

The coherence relations that the notion ‘Contrast node’ is intended to characterize can be 
defined by means of the following distinctive features:258  
- It is an inherently binary type of symmetrical nodes (having all the features 

characteristic of symmetrical nodes; see above).  
- The relation between the two items on the discourse scene is one of ‘oppositeness’, i.e. 

one is not more in the background than the other.  
- This implies that the items presented in both branches are in some sense co-present on 

the discourse scene.  

 (a) One way of classifying different kinds of phenomena that are here subsumed under the 
notion of ‘contrast’ concerns the pragmatic functions of the segments in terms of the 
coherence relations that dominate them. Such a classification is implied by the typology of 
Rhetorical Structure Theory, which is based on the ‘perlocutionary effects’ of the coherence 
relations, i.e. on the ways the speaker’s utterances affect the addressee. Thus, the RST 
relation ‘Antithesis’ implies contrasted contents, but differs from the plain ‘Contrast’ 
relation as to their perlocutionary effect:  
- ‘Contrast’: the situations in both Nuclei are contrastive (comparable in some respects, 

different in others); by the Writer’s presenting the Satellite, the Reader recognizes the 
comparability and the difference(s) yielded by the comparison;  

-  ‘Antithesis’: the Writer has positive regard for the situation presented in the Nucleus of 
the relation; Nucleus and Satellite are contrasted; the contrast between Nucleus and 
Satellite implies that one cannot have positive regard for both Nucleus and Satellite; by 
the Writer’s presenting the Satellite, the Reader’s regard for the Nucleus is increased.259  

                                                             
258 Cf. the definition for the ‘Contrast’ relation in Mann 1999/2005-2010: “Constraints on each pair of 
[Nuclei]: no more than two nuclei; the situations in these two nuclei are (a) comprehended as the same 
in many respects (b) comprehended as different in a few respects and (c) compared with respect to one 
or more of these differences. Intention of [the Writer]: [the Reader] recognizes the comparability and 
the difference(s) yielded by the comparison [...]”.  
259 Note that, according to RST, both the ‘Antithesis’ and the ‘Concession’ relations (as opposed to the 
‘Contrast’ relation), are defined as Nucleus-Satellite relations (i.e. asymmetrical ones), and both have 
for a perlocutionary effect to “increase [the Reader’s] positive regard for [the Nucleuas]”. Still, 
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(b) RST’s distinctions (esp. the exact functions of the different criteria adopted) are obviously 
messy, but it has to be admitted that ‘contrastive’ relations in general are not as easy to 
analyze as they look. For the present purposes, it will suffice to enumerate a few recurrent 
types. A wide range of constructions are contrastive in that they imply the ‘oppositeness’ of 
two items on the local discourse scene because they involve a choice or a comparison 
between alternatives, for instance: (i) either X, or Y; (ii) neither X, nor Y; (iii) more X than 
Y; (iv) rather X than Y; (v) not X, but Y; (vi) not only X, but also Y; (vii) like X, so Y.  
Many of these cases of Contrast have idiosyncratic pragmatic features, which make them at 
least atypical instances of the symmetrical kind of relations. Thus, e.g. the negative-positive 
types (v) and (vi) have for an effect that the main point of the contrast is the second member, 
which suggest an analysis in terms of a Theme-Rheme relation rather than as a symmetrical 
relation (the contribution of both members to the overall discourse cannot be said to be 
similar); note also the similarity of the negative-positive relations to ‘restatements’ or even 
‘repairs’, in that the second member sometimes seems to replace the first member. Likewise, 
comparisons of the type (vii) belong, at least formally, to a broad set of syntactically 
correlative constructions, of which the pragmatic function is not always easy to describe. 
 

 (2) Lists and Chains  

A number of clearly symmetrical relations are less specifically structured than Contrasts and 
Plots. The features that these relations have in common are the following:  
-  They are symmetrical relations, in that their branches have similar functions with 

respect to the encompassing structure.  
-  They are not inherently binary (like Plot sequences and unlike Contrasts).  
-  The items in the different branches do not inherently imply a temporal succession (like 

Contrasts, unlike Plot sequences).  

I will distinguish the following types:  
(a)  lists of items which are enumerated and form a contextually defined set (i.e. constitute 

one complex item on the discourse scene);260  
(b)  chains of segments which have a similar status with respect to the overall structure of 

the discourse, but which need not constitute a set as far as the ontological status of their 
contents is concerned, for instance ‘Topic-Chains’ (in which the discourse structure is 
determined by the successive introduction of a series of Topics), or ‘Argument-Chains’ 
(in defending a certain claim, many different types of support for that claim may be 
adduced: narratives exposing the different relevant facts, examples and testimonies for 
some point, credentials for the speaker, rhetorical devices aiming at obtaining the 
sympathy of the audience, attacks aimed at the opponent, etc.);261  

                                                                                                                                                     
‘Antithesis’ is explicitly said to be a “subtype of Contrast” but not ‘Concession’ (Mann & Thompson 
1988, 253).  
260 Cf. the definition for the ‘List’ relation in Mann 1999/2005-2010: “Constraints on each pair of 
[Nuclei]: an item comparable to others linked to it by the List relation. Intention of [the Writer]: [the 
Reader] recognizes the comparability of the linked items [...]”. Note that the criterion which constitutes 
the set can be a fairly general one (cf. e.g. the list of ‘cosmological’ terms in Plato Cra. 408d: per‹ t«n 
toi«nde d¢ | t€ se kvlÊei dielye›n, | oÂon | ≤l€ou te | ka‹ selÆnhw | ka‹ êstrvn | ka‹ g∞w | ka‹ afiy°row 
| ka‹ é°row | ka‹ purÚw | ka‹ Ïdatow | ka‹ …r«n | ka‹ §niautoË;). 
261 Cf. the very amusing definition for the ‘Joint’ relation in Mann 1999/2005-2010: “Constraints on 
each pair of [Nuclei]: None. Intention of [the Writer]: None” [sic!].  
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(c)  appositional sequences, in which different formulations of a single point are juxtaposed 
(this includes repairs).262  

 
 (3) Plots 

The criteria for categorizing a coherence relation as a Plot sequence are the following:263  
-  The relation is a symmetrical one, i.e. the branches all contribute in a similar way to the 

overall Plot structure. More specifically, the different branches consist of events, which 
together constitute a narrative development.  

-  The events that make up the branches of the Plot-node succeed each other in linear 
time.264  

 (a)  Note that ‘storyhood’ implies a number of idiosyncratic features that make it not so easy to 
define the plot relation according to formal criteria. Thus, chronological succession is not 
sufficient for a sequence of events to make up a plot: it is hard to perceive “Caesar 
conquered Gaul, and then Elvis came to Memphis and finally I woke up” as a story in any 
real sense of the term. The problem is not (only) the distance between the events in real time, 
nor the lack of coherence in the set of main agents (cf. the fact that “Bill woke up, he took a 
spoon, he brushed his teeth, he read the word ‘the’ in the paper” is hardly a story either). In 
terms of the approach adopted here, the key point seems to be that it has to be possible to 
perceive the actions that make up a plot-sequence as part of an encompassing action of a 
recognizable type. 

(b) Also note that a story does not usually consist of a flat structure consisting of a single plot 
relation. Typically, plot relations are embedded in each other in actual narrative discourse. 
For instance, a longer narrative will typically consist of several episodes, each of which 
includes one or more plot nodes in its internal structure, linked by an encompassing Plot 
node. Typically, such sub-plots will be introduced by a Theme, whether a Setting, a Topic 
(typically the main agent of the sequence of actions) or a mere Marker (e.g. “and then, ...”). 
Sections 14 to 17 will abundantly illustrate this type of pattern.  
 

 13.3.2 Theme-Rheme patterns 
 
Some of the most common patterns of discourse structure are more or less highly specific 
implementations of the general Theme-Rheme relation, in that the node types that 
correspond to these patterns have the main point of the node at the right branch, whereas the 
contents of the left branch have the specific function to clear the ground for the 
interpretation of this main point. In this section I will distinguish between 3 types:  

                                                             
262 Cf. the definition for the ‘Multinuclear Restatement’ relation in Mann 1999/2005-2010: 
“Constraints on each pair of [Nuclei]: An item is primarily a reexpression of one linked to it; the items 
are of comparable importance to the purposes of [the Writer]. Intention of [the Writer]: [the Reader] 
recognizes the reexpression by the linked items [...]”.  
263 Cf. the definition for the ‘Sequence’ relation in Mann 1999/2005-2010: “Constraints on each pair of 
[Nuclei]: There is a succession relationship between the situations in the nuclei. Intention of [the 
Writer]: [the Reader] recognizes the succession relationships among the nuclei”.  
264 Note that events can be linked by symmetrical relations which however do not constitute a plot: 
enumerations of events are not plots.  
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(1)  Marker-Content; 
(2)  Topic-Comment; 
(3)  Setting-Event. 

What these relations have in common is that the Themes have for a function to articulate the 
discourse, i.e. to indicate boundaries between larger segments. Hence, the specific Theme-
Rheme patterns typically occur whenever there is a discontinuity in the flow of discourse 
(e.g. Topic-switches, Setting-switches).265  
 

 (1) Marker – Content 

The most extreme case of thematization, in which the Theme is merely structural and does 
not present any actual contents, can be found in the node type Marker-Content. The left 
branch of this node type has a ‘regulatory’ function (Chafe 1994, 63-64) in that it does not 
make a proper contribution to the overall development of the discourse contents, but only 
situates the contents that follow with respect to the context; in this sense what I call a 
‘Marker’ has been called a ‘discourse operator’: rather than being a direct contribution to the 
contents of the discourse, it is an instruction as to how to integrate the ensuing content with 
respect to the overall contents of the discourse (cf. e.g. Polanyi 2001).266  
Marker-Content relations can be characterized as follows:  
-  Marker-Content relations are clearly asymmetrical, in that the contribution made by the 

two branches is very different: whereas the right branch of the node can present 
information (of which the pragmatic function can be of any type at all), the Marker 
branch by definition does not present any substantial contents;  

- Marker-Content nodes represent Theme-Rheme relations: the most important/relevant 
(i.c. the only relevant) content is presented in the right branch, whereas the left branch 
has for a function to assure the continuity or mark the discontinuity between the present 
segment and the previous one; as in the case of other Theme-Rheme relations, Marker 
segments have scope over their corresponding Content-branch;  

-  the mother node by definition does not inherit any of the contents of the left branch; 
therefore, Markers are in a way ‘permeable’ as far as content inheritance is concerned, 
i.e. whether or not a segment is introduced by a separate Marker segment, does not 
change its relations with dominating and adjacent nodes.  

In connection with the lack of substantial content of Markers, it can be observed that they 
are often made up of ‘non-lexical’ words or expressions: particles, modal adverbs, modal 
verbs, formulaic expressions, etc. Although this node type is quite common in the shape of 
very short markers (a single IU, often one word or one expression, such as “but, ...”, “first of 
all, ...”, “and then, ...”), some kinds of more elaborate introductory sections can function as a 
Marker as well, e.g. when a guest lecturer addresses the audience and thanks the host for his 

                                                             
265 Note that Themes do not necessarily coincide with background-information: Markers, not 
presenting any elements that are relevant to the overall contents of the segment they introduce, can 
hardly be said to constitute a background at all; Topics (e.g. main agents in a Plot) are typically the 
most salient item on the local discourse scene, i.e. they are in the spotlight throughout the segment in 
which they are the Topic. 
266 Note that Polanyi (1988; 2001) takes the proposition as her basic unit for analysis and hence does 
not take discourse operators into account as proper structural elements of the discourse; therefore, she 
does not need a coherence relation corresponding to my ‘Marker-Content relation’. Here, however, the 
IU/colon is taken as the basic unit, and the point of every IU/colon has to be accounted for.  
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invitation etc., before starting his actual talk. Many so-called ‘pre-sequences’ (cf. e.g. Mey 
1993, 221-223; see also section 13.3.4(1b) below) come under this kind of node.  
Different types of markers can be distinguished according to the different types of regulatory 
function they fulfill. I will distinguish the following types: 

(a) structural markers:  
Structural markers situate the content they introduce with respect to the previous and 
following discourse (co-text). This kind of marker is obviously the most important type 
for the present purposes, in that it is often directly connected to the coherence relations 
at hand. For instance, markers like “and, ...”, “and then ...”, and sometimes “so, ...” 
mark different steps in a Plot sequence in English speech; likewise, some particles in 
Ancient Greek having a similar function can have colon status (sometimes ka€(toi) and 
e‰ta). More frequently, resumptive devices involving an anaphoric pronoun are used 
with a similar function, e.g. PPs like metå d¢ taËta,	  ...	  (e.g. Lysias 1,15), or resumptive 
participles with a pronoun taËta efipoËsa, ... (Lysias 1,17) or without a pronoun 
proselyoËsa oÔn moi	  §ggÁw ≤ ênyrvpow t∞w ofik€aw t∞w §m∞w	  (Lysias 1,16).267 Other 
marker-segments mark steps in non-narrative sequences (argumentative sequences, 
Lists, etc.). A quite explicit device consists of counting the steps, more or less 
consistently: “First (of all), ... ; secondly/next, ...; thirdly, ...” (pr«ton m¢n oÔn, ... , ¶ti 
d¢, ... , ¶peita, ... ). Other more specific structural markers often have autonomous 
segment status: some Contrast-markers like éllã alone, éllå mÆn, étãr, nËn d°, etc.; 
markers indicating specific ‘logical’ relations between different elements in an 
argumentative discourse (so, ...; because, ...; oÈkoËn, ...; Àste,	   ... ; nËn d¢,	   ...	   ;	   ≥dh 
to€nun,	   ...,	  etc.).268 Also note the existence of macro-structural markers, marking the 
beginning of a stretch of discourse of a particular genre (cf. Chafe 1980, 17): “Like one 
day ...” (anecdote); “Once upon a time” (fairy tale); “Have you heard this one?” (joke); 
“Ladies and Gentlemen” (speech before audience); “Hello. Hello. Hi. Hi.” 
(conversation); etc.269 Cf. section 13.3.4 and 13.3.5 below. 

(b) interactional markers:  
Interactional markers situate the Content with respect to the relations between speaker 
and addressee(s), e.g.: vocatives, greetings, attention-getters like ‘“Hey”, phatic fillers 
like “you know what I mean?”, etc.; various other attention-getters, including explicit 
requests for attention as in expressions like “Look, what you need to know is ...” or 
Lysias 19,34 F°re prÚw ye«n ÉOlump€vn: | oÏtv går skope›te, Œ <êndres> dikasta€	  ;	  
requests for participation “Now, what do YOU say?” or Plato Sph. 257d ÖIyi nun | tÒde 
moi l°ge.	   ; introductions of the participants, either by the speaker himself, or by some 
other participant; various introductory segments to monologic stretches of discourse, in 
which the speaker addresses his audience, tries to capture their attention or sympathy, 
explains the reasons for his taking the floor, etc.  

(c) illocutionary markers:  
Illocutionary markers situate the content that they mark with respect to the kind of 

                                                             
267 For an analysis of the passage Lysias 1,15-17, see section 17 below.  
268 Note especially the fact that in Greek some markers that are traditionally considered as 
subordinating conjunctions (prototypically marking Setting-Event patterns), can constitute 
autonomous cola as well (e.g. §pe€, ... ; efi m¢n går, ... ; diÒti, ...; Àste, ... ; etc.). 
269 Note that many of these markers are ‘interactional markers’ as well as structural markers marking 
the genre-specific macro-structure of a discourse.  
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speech act (question, assertion, complaint, order, ...) the speaker intends to perform by 
uttering the content in question. Some of these markers have autonomous colon-status, 
for instance:  
-  interrogative markers: “Isn’t it true that ...?”, “What, I ask, is ...?”, “Can I ask you 

something?”, etc.;  
-  negatives/assertives: “It is (not) the case, that ...”, “Frankly, ...”, etc. 
-  directive markers (imperatives, deliberatives, ...): “Let’s do this, ...”, “Know what 

you should do? ...”, etc.  

 Note that in Greek many of these markers can be expressed by single words 
(interrogative pronouns or particles, fronted verbs, etc.), whereas in English such 
fronted constituents typically have to be fleshed out.  

(d) epistemic markers (‘evidentials’):  
Epistemic markers (evidentials) situate the Content with respect to its epistemic status, 
i.e. how it is known (seen, heard, said, ...), whether it is (just) the opinion of a certain 
person, how certain it is (probable, necessary, ...).  
The most obvious kinds of epistemic markers consist of modal expressions (incl. 
modal adverbs and modal verbs): “maybe, ...”, “certainly...”, “no doubt, ...”, “in 
principle, ...”, etc. all can be used as the Theme of a Marker-Content pattern, as well as 
their Greek counterparts, such as d∞lon ˜ti ..., efikÒtvw ..., lÒgƒ/¶rgƒ...,	  etc. Especially 
in Greek, modal verbs like xrÆ, de›, ¶oike	  often occur in such a pattern. ‘Evaluative’ 
expressions may be subsumed under this heading as well: “wouldn’t it be nice, if ...”; ‘it 
would be a terrible thing, if ...” (cf. Greek dikaiÒtat' ín, kal«w ín ¶xoi, etc.).  
The pattern in which a reporting verb (verbum dicendi, verbum sentiendi/percipiendi) 
introduces a reported content (complement clause or quoted direct speech) can be 
viewed as a special case of the ‘evidential’ type of a Marker-Content pattern (contra e.g. 
Polanyi 2001, who invariably analyzes reported contents as pragmatically 
subordinated). Evidence for this analysis may be that the reporting part can often be left 
out completely (as in telling a joke, or in dialogues in novels), or integrated in the 
complement as in the case of ¶fh (“she said”) after the first colon/IU of an oratio recta. 
On the other hand, it should be noted that the ‘reporting’ part is not always contentless, 
in that the fact that someone speaks may itself be relevant, e.g. as one of the events in a 
Plot sequence; the reporting segment can also involve the introduction of a new 
agent/Topic. These factors might be arguments for distinguishing the reporting-
reported pattern as sui generis.  

 
 (2) Topic – Comment  

The term ‘topic’ (as well as the term ‘theme’, the use of which in the literature overlaps with 
‘topic’) covers many different notions, according to the different approaches in which it 
plays a role (for an overview see van Kuppevelt 1998; Brown & Yule 1983, 68-124). For the 
present purposes it will suffice to summarily indicate the way the term is used here:  
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-  The main criterion for Topic-hood is ‘aboutness’: the Topic is the central item around 
which the ensuing discourse is built or which is the central item in the ensuing 
Comment (cf. also Bakker 1993).270  

-  The Topic-Comment relation is thus inherently asymmetrical, in that the pattern is a 
canonical example of the Theme-Rheme relation. Once introduced, the Topic of a 
segment, the item that the segment is ‘about’, functions as the item that the contents of 
the Comment branch are anchored to (cf. Chafe 1976; Brown & Yule 1983, 68-73).271 

-  It follows from our definition of ‘aboutness’ that in terms of content-inheritance the 
Topic-item is necessarily a constitutive element of the overall contents of the mother 
node.  

(a)  Note that Topic-hood is not studied here as such, i.e. the question as to which item any given 
stretch of discourse ‘is about’, is not a main concern in this study. Rather, the notion of 
‘Topic’ comes into play as one of the parts of a Topic-Comment relation, and will only be 
taken into account insofar as the Topic-Comment relation is used as a strategy for structuring 
the discourse, i.e. in terms of the relation between segments A and B, where A introduces an 
item about which B presents the information that is the main point of the higher order 
segment A+B. What is important for the present purposes is the relation between two 
discourse segments and their respective pragmatic functions, rather than the status of the 
items that occur in these segments per se.272 Note that the Topic-Comment pattern is only 
one strategy for organizing the discourse, and that in many cases other strategies can be 
adopted, sometimes even exactly the converse Comment-Topic strategy, resulting in a very 
different overall effect (see section 13.3.3 below).  

(b)  In the present approach, a Topic is not inherently linked to some predetermined discourse 
unit. In particular it is not construed in terms of the sentence or clause: Topics can have (and 
often do have) scope over segments that encompass more than one clause, and conversely a 
sentence (though typically not a clause) can be structured so as to contain several (e.g. 
                                                             
270 The central role of the Topic in the Comment is often coded in the syntax and the semantics of the 
discourse, in that the role which the Topic-item plays often coincides with the fact that it is an argument 
of the verb(s) in the Comment (see section 21.2 below).  
271 Topic-hood (in the present sense, i.e. defined in terms of aboutness) is independent from 
givenness and presupposition. It is true that in many cases a stretch of discourse is construed around a 
Topic-item when this Topic is somehow accessible (‘known’, ‘old’, ‘given’ ...) to the participants 
(speaker(s)/writer and addressee(s)/reader) at the moment of its occurrence in the discourse (cf. the 
Thematization Principle, section 13.1.2). Still, a Topic-Comment relation typically occurs when there is 
a Topic-switch (i.e. the Topic changes). This ‘new’ Topic may very well be ‘New’ in the cognitive 
sense of the term. Note that the term ‘theme’ (which in the literature is often used in ways that overlap 
with some uses of the term ‘topic’) has been given a different function in this study: any left branch of 
any node, except for subordinating and some types of symmetrical nodes, has been called Theme (see 
section 13.1.2 above), without further qualification, whereas ‘aboutness’ is criterial for Topic-hood. 
Also note that the very common notion that topics are at the ‘background’ with respect to their 
comment (see e.g. Schiffrin 1992) seems to be simply wrong, at least if one accepts the present 
definition of ‘aboutness’: how can the item which is central in the comment be in the background? 
272 This conception of Topic should therefore not be confounded with the notion of ‘discourse topic’ 
defined as an abstract representation of the overall contents of a longer segment (as in Chafe 2001; 
Brown & Yule 1983, 71-73). The notion of ‘Topic’ will here only be used insofar as it is overtly 
present in the discourse: in the present study, I will not deal with so-called ‘discourse topics’ as abstract 
or implicit features of the contents of stretch of discourse, as is the case in Chafe 2001 or van Kuppevelt 
1995 and van Kuppevelt 1998 (the latter author postulates a question-answer structure underlying any 
discourse).  
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Contrasting) Topic-Comment nodes. Still, the very definition of Topic-hood implies that 
there will be a certain correlation with the syntax into which it reflects (see section 21.2 
below).  

(c)  Semantically, the Topic of a segment can be constituted by items of different ontological 
statuses, which yields similar but not identical patterns, often according to the genre in 
which they occur. Some of the most common of these patterns are the following:  
-  the Topic can be the main agent of the event or series of events presented in the segment 

(in narrative genres);  
-  the Topic can be a person, object or event that is characterized in the corresponding 

Comment (in descriptive and expository genres);  
-  the Topic of a segment can be its general issue, definiendum, main problem, etc. (in 

expository and argumentative genres). 
 

 (3) Setting – Event  

Another sub-type of the thematizing kind of asymmetrical node could be labeled Setting-
Event. The following defining features distinguish the Setting-Event pattern from other 
patterns: 
- The Setting-Event relation is defined as an asymmetrical relation. However, because 

both the ‘Setting’ part and the ‘Event’ part can (and often do) consist of items with a 
similar ontological status (events or states), the only way of distinguishing this pattern 
from e.g. a Plot sequence is by the different contribution they make to the overall 
structure.  

- It is a clear case of a Theme-Rheme relation in that the main point of the overall 
segment is situated in the right branch of the node. More specifically, the thematic 
branch presents the background against which the Event that is the main point of the 
segment takes place.  

- As opposed to Markers, Settings do present substantial contents. However, as opposed 
to symmetrical relations, content-inheritance by definition only affects the background 
of the scene. 

Although the above definition is intuitively clear enough to make the notion useful for the 
purposes of analysis, the semantic implementations of this pattern are quite heterogeneous. 
For instance, the Theme can represent the following kinds of Settings:  
-  the general spatio-temporal ‘circumstances’ in which the Event takes place;  
-  the ‘cause(s)’ of which the ‘Event’ is the result;  
-  the conditional (possibly unreal) circumstances in which the Event may take, could 

take, or might have taken place;  
-  the reasons why a claim is made, the motive for an action, etc.273 
 

                                                             
273 Depending on the purposes of the analysis, one might wish to distinguish a large number of sub-
types of the Setting-Event pattern. For instance, an analysis of the patterns that make up 
expository/argumentative genres would obviously require a detailed account of the idiosyncratic 
features of hypothetical, causal, etc. settings.  
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 13.3.3 Pragmatic subordination: Elaboration patterns 
 
The broad classes ‘symmetrical relations’ and ‘Theme-Rheme relations’ as discussed in the 
previous sections are fairly easy to recognize and distinguish (at least in more or less typical 
cases), and allow for the description of a large number of discourse coherence phenomena. 
Still, a wide array of recurrent relations between two discourse segments clearly does not fit 
in either of these classes. These relations present the following features:  
- They are not symmetrical: the segments involved do not contribute in the same way to 

the overall discourse structure.  
-  They are anti-thematic: the main point of the overall segment resides in the left branch 

of the node.  
-  They do not suppose content-inheritance: the information presented in the left branch of 

the node seems to already contain the contents that are relevant with respect to the 
dominating P-tree structure.  

Interestingly, whenever a binary relation between segments is neither symmetrical nor 
Theme-Rheme an afterthought or subordination effect can be observed, i.e. one perceives 
that the main point made in the second segment was already made in the first segment, either 
because the second segment only disambiguates some element of the first one or because it 
presents only additional information which supports that main point (cf. the formula 
‘thought-afterthought’, Mann & Thompson 1988, 271).274 
 

 (1)  Although afterthoughts and digressive patterns may be the consequence of cognitive 
dysfluencies (paracoherence), a wide range of such patterns look entirely regular and have 
pragmatic functions that can be constitutive of discourse structure on a par with symmetrical 
and thematizing relations. Typically, this is the case whenever a proposition (a claim, an 
event in a Plot sequence, ...), introduced first, already constitutes a self-contained point with 
respect to the encompassing structure, and the adjacent segment only offers an elaboration 
(evidence, example, elucidation, ...) of this point.275  

                                                             
274 Polanyi defines what she calls ‘subordination’ in terms of content-inheritance: “the mother node 
inherits all the information of its left daughter; the right daughter has no impact whatsoever” (Polanyi 
2001, 269). The patterns which she classifies under the heading of ‘subordination’ are however highly 
heterogeneous, including not only elaborations, digressions, asides, appositives and interruptions, but 
also direct discourse, as well as syntactically defined elements such as sentential subordination and 
appositive or parenthetic elements (Polanyi 2001, 268-270). Note that Polanyi’s subordination analysis 
of some of the patterns quoted can immediately be criticized as infelicitous. At least some (non-
coherent) intrusions are evidently not part of the current discourse and need not be assigned a node. 
Quoted direct discourse (or indirect discourse for that matter) can and often does contain the main point 
of the segment consisting of the ‘reporting’ part and the ‘reported part’ and hence can be analyzed as a 
Theme-Rheme relation (see section 13.3.2(1d) above). Likewise, the idea that syntactic subordination 
ipso facto implies pragmatic subordination appears to be also incorrect, as in the cases of Topic-
Comment relations with a subordinate clause as comment (see section 21.2(g) below). 
275 Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST), which focuses primarily on written text (with apparently a 
certain bias towards expository texts), distinguishes a wide array of relations of this type. These 
relations are -in RST terminology- of the Nucleus-Satellite type, with a canonical order ‘Nucleus first - 
Satellite second’. This corresponds more or less exactly to ‘Elaboration’ in the present terminology. For 
the present purposes, I can rely on the RST classification for giving an overview of the possible 
functions of such subordination nodes. I will quote from the list in Mann 1999/2005-2010, taking over 
the following abbreviations: N = Nucleus; S = Satellite; W = Writer (including ‘speakers’); R = Reader 
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Suffice it here to briefly sketch a few elements that have to be taken into account in a 
description of subordination relations within the context of the P-tree model. Subordination 
relations can have different but related pragmatic functions with respect to the segment to 
which they are adjoined. Consider e.g. the following broad classes:  
(i)  clarification of the point: including disambiguation of (something in) that point, an 

explanation of (something in) that point, giving more details about or simply describing 
(some items involved in) that point;  

(ii)  enhancement of the point: including evidence for the point, credentials for speaker in 
uttering the point, etc.  

In some cases (e.g. some types of descriptive afterthought-like segments) the link with the 
overall structure can be fairly loose, whereas in other cases (e.g. arguments for a claim) the 
pragmatic relevance of the subordinated segment, as well as its contribution to the 
development of the overall structure of the discourse, is quite evident. Note that even the 
difference between these two broad types is not entirely clear-cut: e.g. ‘giving examples’ can 
fit in either category.  
 
 
 
 

                                                                                                                                                     
(including the addressee of oral speech). I will quote from the ‘constraints on N+S’ part of the 
definitions. 
On the ‘Subject-matter’ level, RST distinguishes a few different relations which may qualify as 
‘subordination’ patterns, most notably the following ones: Elaboration (S presents “additional detail” 
about N); Evaluation (“S relates N to degree of W’s positive regard towards N”); Interpretation (“S 
relates N to framework of ideas not involved in N itself and not concerned with W’s positive regard”). 
Alongside these relations, RST distinguishes a few types which are defined in purely semantic terms, 
e.g. Purpose, Unconditional (“N does not depend on S”), Non-volitional and Volitional Cause, Non-
volitional and Volitional Result. For the present purposes all of these can easily be subsumed under 
other headings, e.g. under some general definition of the Elaboration type. As is already indicated by 
RST’s notion of “Subject-matter Relation” itself, the features which distinguish these types among each 
other often do not tell us anything about the pragmatic point which is made by the second member (i.c. 
the Satellite) of the relation.  
Among the ‘Presentational relations’, RST distinguishes a few different relations that can qualify as 
‘subordination’ relations in the present sense: Evidence (“R’s comprehending S increases R’s belief of 
N”); Justify (“R’s comprehending S increases R’s readiness to accept W’s right to present N”); 
Motivation (“Comprehending S increases R’s desire to perform action in N”). These relations can be 
viewed as ‘pragmatic’ in the present sense: they offer an answer to the question as to why the speaker 
utters the ‘Satellite’ segment by specifying the relation between the point of this segment and the point 
made by the corresponding ‘Nucleus’ segment.  
RST’s distinctions, as briefly introduced here above, do not seem to capture the common features of the 
patterns under scrutiny: it is not clear from the definitions that in all the cases quoted the main point of 
the overall Nucleus+Satellite pattern is already made in the first segment, and that this pattern has a 
distinctive effect as compared with e.g. (what I call) Setting-Event patterns. Especially, the common 
features between the ‘subject-matter’ relations and the ‘presentational’ relations is not formulated; thus, 
it is not clear at all what the specifically pragmatic function of the ‘subject-matter’ relations may be. 
Furthermore, it should be noted that the difference between the ‘intentions of W’ and the ‘constraints 
on N+S’ (not quoted here above: see Mann 1999/2005-2010) are often curiously vacuous, which is 
another clear indication that something has gone wrong with the formulation of the definitory 
parameters and criteria in RST. 
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(2) I propose to use the term ‘Elaboration’ as a generic term for ‘regular’ subordinating 
coherence relations and to distinguish a few sub-types, without any claim to exhaustivity:  
-  Disambiguation, incl. e.g. Comment-Topic patterns;276  
-  Description, incl. especially descriptive elaborations of some point in a narrative 

structure;  
-  Exemplification;  
-  Argumentation, covering i.a. RST’s ‘Evidence’, ‘Justify’, and ‘Motivation’ relations;  
-  Explanation, implying a briefly formulated ‘main point’ (claim, proposition, ...), which 

is explained in the elaboration.  
 

(3) Subordinating relations present a number of methodological problems for the P-tree 
working model. In order to illustrate the issues, I would like to come back to the constructed 
examples I introduced in section 13.1.2 above. Let us suppose that Example 13.1.2b 
(“Because lìke . the òther dáy, | .. he got úp, | .. he went to the kítchen, | ... he took a knífe, | . 
and thén, | . he actually kílled the párrot”) immediately follows the claim that John is not a 
hero but just crazy in Example 13.1.2a. The most obvious way to read the whole stretch of 
discourse would be to interpret the story about what John did to the parrot the other day as 
evidence for or an illustration of the claim(s) about John in Example 13.2.1a.  
In terms of P-trees (see Example 13.3.3 below), it is obvious that John, qua fronted Topic, 
will have scope over the rest of the IUs in the example (node A). Then, we have to decide 
whether the anecdote is an elaboration on (i) the claim that John is crazy (IU3), or 
alternatively (ii) the claim that he’s not a hero, but crazy. Without further context it is not 
possible to decide between both interpretations, but let us suppose that we decide for 
interpretation (ii). In that case we need to link the contrast represented by node B with the 
node dominating the entire anecdote (node C). Node X represents this elaboration relation 
between the claim and the evidence for that claim.277  
 

                                                             
276 Comment-Topic patterns are not uncommon and sometimes are grammaticalized in constructions 
of the “It’s X, who did it” type. Cf. cases with an afterthought which disambiguates a fronted Topic, as 
in Plato Sph. 218c tÚ d¢ fËlon ˘ nËn §pinooËmen zhte›n | oÈ pãntvn =òston sullabe›n | t€ pot' 
¶stin, | ı sofistÆw: ...: in this case the Topic is first introduced in a regular Thematic position, 
followed by its corresponding Comment (“As for the tribe we now intend to search for, it is not the 
easiest thing in the world to grasp what it is”), after which the abstractly formulated Topic is 
disambiguated by an afterthought, which is grammatically an apposition, either to the topicalized 
subject of the whole sentence (tÚ d¢ fËlon ˘ nËn §pinooËmen zhte›n) or -which ultimately comes 
down to the same thing- to the zero-subject of the complement clause. Cf. also cases of emphatic 
fronting of the predicate/Comment, due to its emotional salience (“but it is a terrible thing ...”), as in 
Plato Tht. 163e ÉAllå deinÒn, Œ S≈kratew, | toËtÒ ge fãnai. See also sections 17.2(2), 19.2(3a) and 
20.2(2b) below for further examples. 
277 Note that stories are actually quite typically framed as ‘an explanation of’, ‘evidence for’ or ‘an 
example of’ a preceding claim. Cf. the anecdote analyzed in Scheppers 2003, in which the story itself is 
an example that serves as counter-evidence (“... It’s fúnny though, ... I dó think that makes a dífference 
.. but,”) for the claim of the previous speaker that interaction is important in teaching. Cf. also the use 
of the particle gãr at the beginning of the narratio of a speech (see section 21.3(2d) below). It may be 
interesting to do further research into the kinship between ternary intro-body-coda macro-structures 
(narrative or otherwise) and claim-elaboration-(restatement of the claim) patterns. Cf. also my analysis 
of cyclical patterns in a cognitive vein in sections 17.3 and 20.2(2c) below. 
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Example 13.3.3: P-tree of a constructed example 

 
However, there are a few disadvantages to this graphical representation of subordinating 
relations in a P-tree:  
-  P-trees straightforwardly reflect the Thematization Principle (cf. section 13.1.2 above) 

and the right-most branches of every node can be read as containing the most rhematic 
material in any stretch of discourse, except for subordinating relations. In the tree here 
above, the Thematization Principle would predict that John’s killing the parrot would be 
more rhematic than the claim that he’s crazy. However, under the given interpretation 
this is not the case: the story with the parrot is supposed to be evidence for the claim 
itself. The fact that subordinating relations are counter-thematic prevents the P-tree 
from remaining a straightforward representation of the Thematization Principle. 

-  More seriously, dominance relation P-trees are supposed to represent the ‘intentionality’ 
or ‘pragmatic sense’ of the discourse (see sections 13.1.1(2b) and 13.1.2(1b) above). 
Whenever subordinating relations intervene within a P-tree, this is not really the case 
anymore. In the example here above the negative-positive contrast between the claim 
that John would be a hero and the claim that he is actually crazy is (under the given 
interpretation) obviously not uttered ‘in order to’ present evidence about this claim 
(node X). Thus (as already stated above), elaboration nodes stand apart from other 
nodes in that they inherit all their contents from their left branch and none from their 
right branch. This makes it far more difficult to ‘read’ the tree graphs in a 
straightforward fashion.  

Thus, the fact that nodes in a P-tree represent elaboration relations in exactly the same way 
as any other coherence relation, reduces the readability of the trees considerably.278 Of 

                                                             
278 Note that a similar remark could be made with respect to regular Marker-Content nodes, in that in 
these cases there is no content-inheritance either (cf. the fact that e.g. Polanyi (2001) does not represent 
‘discourse operators’ in her trees), but in the case of Marker-Content nodes at least the Thematization 
principle is preserved.  

A	
 1. ... Jóhn 

X
B	


 2. ... hè’s no héro 	


 3. .. he’s just crázy.	


C	


 4. Because lìke . the òther dáy, 

D	


 5. .. he got úp, 

 6. .. he went to the kítchen,

 7. .. he took a knífe, 	


E	


 8. . and thén, 

 9. . he actually kílled the párrot. 
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course, one could choose to use different graphical devices (curved or dotted lines etc. 279) to 
differentiate elaborations from other relations, but this would make the production of the 
graphs considerably more difficult. For the present purposes, it should suffice to have noted 
the problem. 
 

 13.3.4 Cross-speaker patterns 
 

(1) As a starting point for the analysis of conversational discourse (see section 13.2(10) above), 
it has been observed that conversation is not unordered, but can be analyzed in terms of 
recognizable and iterable patterns, just like monologic discourse.  
Some of these patterns are typical of conversation in that they involve factors that are not 
present in strictly monologic discourse. Thus, in most types of conversation, not more than 
one participant can speak at the same time if the conversation is going to be coherent (for the 
‘one speaker at a time’ rule, see Sacks 1992a, 624-640). This fact gives rise to the notion of 
‘floor’: a participant who wants to speak first needs to ‘take’ or somehow ‘get’ the floor, i.e. 
the other participants have to recognize him as ‘the one who is speaking’.280 Thus, one of the 
principal structural features of dialogue is turn-taking, i.e. the fact that different speakers 
succeed each other on the floor.281 

(a) Obviously, the different turns that constitute a dialogue can have an internal structure, which 
is a monologic one and can be analyzed by means of the criteria introduced so far. Beyond 
this turn-internal structure, different kinds of specific cross-speaker coherence relations, 
called adjacency pairs (see e.g. Mey 2001, 157-163; Schegloff 2007, 13-27), have been 
identified, for instance: question - answer; greeting - greeting; request (or order) - 
compliance (or refusal);282 proposal – acceptance (or rejection); apology – acceptance (or 
rejection). Typical of adjacency pairs is the fact that, given the occurrence of the first part of 
a pair, the second pair is immediately relevant and expectable to such a degree that whatever 
occurs just after an identifiable first part will by default be interpreted as the corresponding 
second part; the absence of such a second part is noticeable and has very definite pragmatic 
effects, e.g. the first part may be repeated or the very absence of an overt second part may be 
interpreted in such a way that it constitutes a second part in itself (Mey 2001, 158).283  
                                                             
279 Such a mode of presentation, with the extrinsic device of the curved lines indicating the links 
between paracoherent or subordinated segments and those regular segments to which they are adjoined, 
would be almost fully equivalent with the so-called ‘flow-model’ introduced in Chafe 1996: what is 
here represented by the regular P-tree nodes, corresponds to the embedded bozes in Chafe’s model. The 
links indicated by the curved or dotted lines would correspond to the side-steps in Chafe’s model. 
Chafe’s model is, thus, somewhat more flexible than the P-tree model, in that it can readily represent 
links between non-adjacent side-structures, but this need not be a methodological advantage, in that it 
puts less rigorous constraints on possible structures.  
280 This type of conversation need not be the only one possible: for the phenomenon of ‘anarchic 
conversation’, cf. Mey 2001, 341 (n. 73).  
281 Furthermore, conversation gives rise to much more frequent disfluencies than monologue, due to 
misunderstandings, conflicts over who is going to get the floor, difficulties on settling on a topic which 
is convenient to all parties, etc. Obviously, the chances for disfluencies of a non-pragmatic (cognitive) 
nature increase considerably with the number of participants. Accordingly, much more elaborate 
regulatory segments are necessary in order to assure the coherence of the discourse.  
282 Note that ‘compliance’ typically consists of, or at least involves, non-verbal action.  
283 Note that the classical speech act theory is not sufficient to account for the pragmatic functions of 
adjacency pairs. Thus, what looks like a question (even with the performative “I ask you ...”) can have 
many different functions (see Mey 2001, 162-163 and 212-217).  
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(b)  Although the concept of ‘adjacency pair’ is one of its most generally known achievements, 
Conversation Analysis has recovered other structural patterns of dialogic discourse that go 
beyond the binary adjacency pair. Schegloff (2007) calls this ‘expansions’.  
Two of these patterns, ‘pre-sequences’ (cf. Schegloff 2007, 28-57 on ‘pre-expansions’) and 
‘insertion sequences’ (cf. Schegloff 2007, 97-114 on ‘insert expansions’), are parasitic on 
other patterns, in that the function of the segments involved is pragmatically dependent on 
the overall structure of e.g. an adjacency pair:  
-  Pre-sequences are initiated by a speaker who intends to realize the first part of an 

adjacency pair, but first wants to ‘clear the ground’ by a preparatory exchange, e.g. “Do 
you have a minute?”, introducing a question or a request, or “Are you doing something 
tonight?”, introducing an invitation; or “It’s cold in here, isn’t it?”, introducing a 
proposal to close the window. Note that some first segments which look as if they 
initiate pre-sequences can suffice to do the job of the expected ensuing adjacency pair 
(e.g. asking “Do you have pork chops?” in a butcher’s shop, is often interpreted as an 
expression of the wish to buy some); this kind of effect seems to be culture-specific (see 
Mey 2001, 145). For examples of elaborate pre-expansions on what basically is a rather 
simple Question-Answer pair, see the excerpt from Plato’s Sophista analyzed in section 
19 below (Plato Sph. 216d-217e).  

-  Insertion-sequences occur when speaker A has initiated an adjacency pair, but speaker 
B defers the second part by first engaging in an inserted exchange, e.g. “Are you doing 
something tonight? - Why? - Just asking. - Nope”. 

 
(2) Whereas all the patterns mentioned so far involved the specifically conversational aspect of 

the turn-transitions between different participants, it is evident that most types of 
conversation also imply structural patterns which have to do with the development of the 
contents at hand, which may to a certain extent be independent from turn-taking patterns (cf. 
Sacks 1992b, 561-569, on the distinction between ‘pair organization vs. topical 
organization’). For instance, the structure of a discussion will show patterns which closely 
remind us of monologic expository discourse such as Topic-Chains involving sub-Topic 
patterns, argumentative patterns, etc. Likewise, different participants in a conversation can 
contribute to the development of a single story, which will still be characterized by the basic 
overall narrative structures as discussed in section 13.3.5 below, including the introduction-
body-coda structure and the Plot sequence patterns constitutive of a narrative.284  
Despite the obvious specific features of dialogue, one can observe many structural 
parallelisms between monologue and dialogue. Interestingly, monologue and dialogue do not 
seem to differ much structurally: both can be represented by a P-tree representing the 
relations between the different segments that make up the conversation. Furthermore, quite 
comparable, if not the same, structural patterns and principles seem to be present in both 
cases. It would be an interesting exercise to systematically apply the basic criteria for 
classifying P-nodes to conversational patterns. Suffice it here to give a few examples:  

(i) A first obvious instance is constituted by Question-Answer adjacency pairs, to which 
the following familiar criteria apply: (a) Question-Answer patterns are asymmetrical: 
the question obviously makes a different contribution to the development of the 

                                                             
284 Good examples can be found in my analyses of Plato in section 19 and section 20 below; see also 
Chafe 1994, 123-132 (“Painting the House: Topic Development through Elicitation”). For the 
development of stories in conversation, see Ervin-Tripp & Küntay 1997.  
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discourse than the answer; (b) questions are typical Themes and answers typical 
Rhemes. The main point of a Question-Answer pair obviously is made in the answer; 
the question is a typical Theme in that it typically is made up of presupposed elements 
or explicitly introduces a new direction in the discourse. More specifically, note the 
functional parallels between Topic-Comment nodes and nodes relating a wh-question 
and its answer.285 For instance, the function of questions like “How is your wife?”, 
“How are you doing with the house?”, and “Any news from X?” is to introduce a 
central item around which the ensuing discourse will be built. The excerpt taken from 
Plato’s Cratylus analyzed in section 20 below shows a few clear examples of the 
parallelism between monologic Theme-Rheme relations and question-answer pairs. 

(ii) Some conversational patterns can easily be analyzed as Setting-Event or even Marker-
Content nodes, in that the function of one speech act is to ‘clear the ground’ for another 
speech act, which is the main point for the whole of the complex pattern. See, for 
instance, what has been said about pre-sequences and insertion-sequences in paragraph 
(1b) here above.  

(iii) Due to the cognitive complexity of conversation as compared to monologue and the 
resulting difficulty of obtaining pragmatic coherence, conversation calls for much more 
frequent regulatory segments or markers.  
A first type of conversational markers fits the canonical structural Marker-Content 
type, as encountered in monologic discourse. For instance, questions like “What’s up?” 
and “What’s next?” can serve as a pre-sequence for the introduction of a topic; likewise, 
“What did you say?” or “What do you mean?” introduce a subordinated 
explanation/restatement. Evidently, these questions are not of the Topic-Comment type: 
the question “What do you mean?” (in its normal use) does not introduce a separate 
content item “what X means” on the discourse scene, which is going to be the central 
item in the expected answer. In fact, this question does not introduce any separate item 
at all, but asks for an elaboration of whatever came just before. Thus, the function of 
this segment can be analyzed as merely regulatory, more specifically as a cross-speaker 
subordination marker.  
Other segments in conversation are interactional markers. Some of these are mere 
attention-getters, indicating that a new interlocutor is addressed. Others regulate the 
distribution of the roles in a more complex way; thus, e.g. at the beginning of Plato’s 
Sophista the participants in the dialogue engage in a rather lengthy series of exchanges 
which -apart from settling the topic- mainly consist of remarkably explicit regulatory 
actions, determining that the Stranger and Theaetetus will be henceforward the main 
interlocutors (see section 19 below).  

 
(3) The line of thought briefly presented in (2) here above suggests that conversational structure 

somehow encompasses and ‘precedes’ the ‘intentions’ of the different participants in a 
conversation. It seems worthwhile to briefly mention some other features of conversation, 
because they shed some light on the status of the speaker and the addressee as participants in 
the same pragmatic structure.  
                                                             
285 Cf. Bolinger 1985, 261 and passim. The parallel can be extended to the intonation of both patterns: 
a continuation rise is characteristic of both question-intonation and monologic Topic-Comment patterns 
of the type “John, he’s no hero, ...”. Note that the difference between the latter example and a 
monologic question-answer pair like “John? He’s no hero, ...” seems to be only a matter of degree.  
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(a) Some features of the interaction between participants in a conversation seem to be of a non-
pragmatic nature, in that the contribution of the participant in question does not seem to 
carry any definite pragmatic point at all. Some of these features can be described as related 
to the phatic aspect of verbal interaction, in that they simply reflect the very fact that the 
participants are communicating, rather than any substantial aspect of that communication. In 
his May 24 1971 lecture, Sacks starts from the remark that ‘uh huh’, like ‘uh’, fills a pause, 
but, unlike ‘uh’, fills a pause in the other person’s talk. Sacks then adds two remarks (Sacks 
1992b, 410-415):  
(i)  ‘uh huh’ does not occur after the other person has paused, but typically occurs in such a 

way that there is ‘no gap and no overlap’ between speakers; ‘uh huh’ thus seems to 
anticipate the other speaker’s pause; 

(ii)  ‘uh huh’ does not simply mean “go on”, but anticipates the other’s intention to go on.286  

What is interesting about this phenomenon is that, although in some sense different speakers 
contribute to the discourse, intuitively, these interventions can hardly be said to constitute a 
separate turn in any real sense at all. The discourse of the current main speaker is not 
interrupted by these interventions, no separate pragmatic point is carried by ‘uh huh’, 
(arguably) not even a regulatory one, and accordingly no separate ‘intention’ can be 
attributed to the speaker in any real sense of the term.  

(b) Starting from the ‘uh huh’ phenomenon, one can observe that comparable ‘filler’ functions 
can be fulfilled by segments which do involve some form of lexical content, such as “yeah”, 
“that’s right” or “oh no!” and “Jesus!”. Although, at first sight, some of these interjections 
may be interpreted as expressing some kind of (‘emotional’, ‘expressive’, ...) content, it is 
clear that, pragmatically speaking, their contribution to the development of the discourse is 
fundamentally the same as ‘uh huh’, i.e. none. In Plato, very many of the interventions by 
the interlocutors of Socrates or the Stranger can be argued to be of this type, for instance 
Pãnu ge. - Na€. - P«w går oÎ; - Pãnu m¢n oÔn. - Fa€netai. - ÖEoike. - ÉOry«w (l°geiw). - 
etc.287 Similar phatic functions can be performed by exchanges involving both the current 
speaker and one of his interlocutors. The current speaker can give explicit cues that elicit a 
more or less contentless intervention on the part of another participant. Such a pattern of 
‘contentless’ exchanges is highly frequent in Plato (see section 19 and 20 below).  

(c)  The ‘no gap, no overlap’ phenomenon, introduced here above in connection with the ‘uh 
huh’ phenomenon, applies to more contentful exchanges as well, and as such is interesting 
with respect to the theoretical aspects of the present line of argument. As has been noted by 
Sacks (Sacks 1992b, passim), contribution of speakers overlapping each other is all in all 
rarer than could be expected. In fact, speakers are able to time their utterances in a very 

                                                             
286 For the purposes of a lecture, I once analyzed a recording of an interview which was made in the 
context of research in the domain of second language acquisition and in which a child was asked to tell 
a story on the basis of a series of pictures which were presented to him. In this recording, the 
interviewer was so much ‘in tune with’ the interviewee’s performance that she succeeded in obtaining a 
100% correlation between her uh-huh’s and the child’s IUs. This extreme case obviously has to do with 
the genre-specific features of this kind of interview, which has for its overall aim to obtain as large a 
sample of the child’s speech as possible. Also note the following remark by Chafe: “Speaker A then 
coughed. He was suffering from a respiratory illness that made coughing unavoidable, but his coughs 
were generally located at significant boundary points [...]” (Chafe 1996, 63). 
287 Similar observations can be made about phenomena like ‘echoism’, in which the interlocutor 
repeats the last word or words of an IU of the current main speaker. 
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meticulous manner (if they want to) and even to anticipate the end of their interlocutor’s 
current IU and complete his utterance.288 This seems to point in the direction of an 
interpretation in which the different participants do not so much each contribute their share 
to the development of the discourse, but rather seem to ‘embody’ the very same discourse. 
For some preliminary remarks about the potential theoretical significance of this line of 
thought, see Scheppers 2004a.289  
 

 13.3.5 Genre-specific macrostructural patterns 
 

(1)  In section 13.2(11), I emphasized the importance of the notion of ‘genre’ for a variety of 
aspects involved in discourse analysis and related approaches. What is most important in the 
context of the present study is the connection between discourse genre and discourse 
structure. Not all node types have the same distribution or frequency across discourse 
genres, e.g.:  
-  sequences of the ‘Plot’ type are typical of narrative genres, but less typical of mainly 

descriptive or persuasive genres;  
-  the subordinating relation between a claim and evidence for that claim is more typical 

of argumentative expository genres than of narrative genres;  
-  descriptive digressions are typical of literary narrative, but much less so of jokes or 

anecdotes;  
-  argumentative patterns are highly typical of and have been the object of reflection in the 

context of philosophical and scientific genres, play a role in persuasive genres but are 
marginal in narrative genres.  

Some patterns of discourse organization are highly idiosyncratic in that the very fact of 
engaging in this or that discourse genre (e.g. a joke, a fairy tale, or an article in a scientific 
journal) implies in a stereotyped way the occurrence of certain structural patterns of the kind 
that can be described in terms of P-nodes (cf. Polanyi 2001, 266 and 272; cf. the notion of 
‘Holistic Structure’ in Mann & Matthiessen & Thompson 1992). There is a long-standing 
tradition in the study of the macroscopic organization of certain kinds of discourse: ancient 
rhetoric already studied the main parts that different kinds of speeches have or should have 
and presented a rather detailed typology of these (see e.g. Lausberg 1973, 139-240). Thus, 
e.g. the canonical structure of a forensic speech, as they are analyzed in the rhetorical 
tradition, can easily be represented in the form of a P-tree (for an example, see section 14 
below). 
In more recent times a comparable effort has been made for story-telling in narratology. At 
present, the study of these patterns naturally comes under pragmatics, discourse analysis, 
and conversation analysis. Thus, e.g. a typical structure for a narrative in general would 
include a threefold overall structure ‘introduction - narrative body - coda’; the narrative body 
consists of a series of episodes, to which -according to the literature- a relatively fixed series 
                                                             
288 Occasionally, these phenomena also occur in Plato’s dialogue. Note e.g. the cross-speaker utterance 
completion in Plato Cra. 421c: ERM. TaËta m°n moi doke›w, Œ S≈kratew, éndre€vw pãnu 
diakekrothk°nai: efi d° t€w se ¶roito toËto tÚ "fiÚn" ka‹ tÚ "=°on" ka‹ tÚ "doËn," t€na ¶xei ÙryÒthta 
taËta tå ÙnÒmata - SV. "T€ ín aÈt“ épokrina€meya;" l°geiw; ∑ gãr; ERM. Pãnu m¢n oÔn. 
289 On a more practical/methodological level, this implies that I reject the viability of multi-level 
approaches to discourse in which a separate ‘interactional’ level is distinguished from ‘presentational’ 
and/or ‘representational’ levels (see my footnote in section 22.1 on the fundamental differences 
between my approach and (for instance) the one taken in Kroon 1995.  
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of functions can be attributed, of which some may be optional (cf. Chafe 1994, 120-136; 
Chafe 2001; Polanyi 2001):  
 

Figure 13.3.5: the canonical genre-specific structure of a narrative 
 

 
This type of narrative structure is fairly general and in principle applicable to a wide range of 
sub-genres (from first-person anecdotes to novels), although some types obviously may 
deviate from the schema in some respects and some genres may display idiosyncratic 
features (e.g. in the case of jokes, the coda is typically replaced by laughter).  
Note that structures of this kind can be embedded in each other: for instance, each of the 
episodes of a longer narrative structure (obviously so in a novel), can in itself present a full 
narrative structure; discourses of a certain genre may include structural elements that in se 
belong to a different specific genre: e.g. narratives may include descriptive sequences and 
conversational patterns, and everyday conversations often include narrative structures.  
Although it may be possible to formulate more general and insightful principles that underlie 
these genre-specific patterns, for our purposes it is sufficient to recognize them as such: 
since the pragmatic function of the different parts of e.g. an anecdote depends on their 
mutual relation in the overall structure of an anecdote in general, it is possible and sufficient 
to construe the different sections as branches of a single node of the type ‘anecdote’.  
 

(2)  Genres may be culture-specific or more or less universal: e.g. some basic types of narratives 
may be universal (though not all kinds of narrative genres, e.g. the epos or the novel), but 
academic genres (articles, dissertations, ...) have a highly restricted socio-cultural scope.290  
For Ancient Greek, the determination of different genres and the description of the linguistic 
and extra-linguistic features that constitute these genres as such imply additional difficulties 
in that we do not have direct access to the non-linguistic real-life contexts and often cannot 
rely on our own or informants’ intuitions for evaluating the ‘stylistic’ aspects of the 
linguistic features of our data. This study tries to investigate a corpus in which two different 

                                                             
290 Discourse analysts in the ethnographic tradition have systematically paid much attention to the 
wider socio-cultural context and the particular setting of the linguistic data they analyze (see e.g. the 
cross-cultural bias in Chafe (ed.) 1980).  
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types of Ancient Greek texts are involved, as far as the overall genre to which the texts 
belong as a whole is concerned.291  

(a)  Lysias 
In the case of Lysias, the genre is straightforwardly determinable and readily recognizable 
for even the 21st century reader: the different texts are mainly forensic speeches (and a few 
‘political’ ones). A number of non-linguistic contextual features are inherently part of the 
genre to which the texts belong and need to be taken into account in order to understand 
their pragmatic functions: forensic speeches are part of a juridical procedure and occupy a 
specific position within it. The position they occupy and -accordingly- their overall 
pragmatic function implies not only the pragmatic structure of such procedures in general, as 
determined by Athenian law and juridical tradition, but also the details of the specific case, 
e.g. the contents of the accusation, the social and socio-psychological features of the 
participants, etc. These contextual features necessarily and inherently are part of the relevant 
context of the texts, by virtue of their belonging to this genre. In order to minimally 
understand a Lysias speech (as a whole), one obviously needs to picture it as spoken aloud in 
front of some Athenian court by a defendant resp. accuser. According to the present 
approach, these features are an inherent part of the pragmatic structure of the discourse itself 
(see section 13.1.3(3) above, on the ‘holistic’ nature of the P-tree approach).  

(b)  Plato  
As for Plato’s Socratic dialogues, the matter of genre is somewhat more complex. On the 
one hand, Plato’s dialogues constitute a literary genre sui generis, which as such can be 
expected to have some idiosyncratic features. On the other hand, it is part of the pragmatic 
features of this genre that it represents a spontaneous discussion, which determines a large 
part of its structure, which is made up of obviously conversational patterns. However, some 
of these conversational patterns are problematic.  
-  The distribution of roles between the participants as well as the pragmatics of their 

interaction is rather peculiar (cf. Hanke 1990): there is a marked asymmetry between 
the roles of a ‘persona doctoris’ (Socrates resp. the Eleatic Stranger in the Sophista and 
Politicus) and his interlocutors. In sections 19 and 20 we will see that this asymmetry is 
directly reflected by the P-tree patterns. 

-  Although the dialogues are set in a situation where more than two persons are present, 
the conversation typically is dyadic: only two persons take part in the discussion at the 
same time. Thus, in the first half of the Cratylus (until 427e), Socrates talks with 
Hermogenes and Cratylus remains silent, in the second half, Socrates talks with 
Cratylus and Hermogenes remains silent. The same goes for the Theaetetus-Sophista-
Politicus trilogy (see the beginning of section 19 below). In section 19 we will analyze a 
remarkable example of an elaborate negotiation of the floor.  

-  The discussions are entirely topical: as soon as the participants have settled on a (i.c. 
philosophical) topic, this topic remains active throughout the conversation, though of 
course sub-topics may be generated. 

In my analyses in sections 19 and 20 below a number of occasions will occur on which 
questions like the following arise: to which extent are these features of the Platonic 

                                                             
291 Obviously, both overall genres involve segments which in their turn can be characterized in terms 
of ‘genre’, e.g. both Lysias’ speeches and Platonic dialogues have narrative and expository passages, 
etc.  
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dialogues literary artifacts? which features are specific to the Platonic/Socratic dialogue as a 
literary genre? which features mimic features of (specific types of) conversational genres? 
were conversational practices in ancient Athens different from the ones we are accustomed 
to?292 
 

 13.3.6 Final remarks 
 
Section 13 here above offered a provisional typology of coherence relations intended to 
serve as a starting point for the analysis of the coherence of running discourse, as will be 
illustrated in the remainder of Part III.  
 

(1) This typology has in the first place been developed for and applied to (transcriptions of) 
recorded spontaneous speech (see e.g. Scheppers 2003) and in the second place adopted for 
the purposes of analyzing Ancient Greek. It is based primarily on (i) a bottom-up approach 
to the analysis of a corpus of spontaneous speech and of Ancient Greek texts, and (ii) a 
reflection on the various criteria/parameters for distinguishing coherence relations available 
in the literature (see my discussion in the footnotes throughout section 13).  
In the above, I have presented a taxonomy, based on the criteria ‘±symmetrical’ and 
‘±Theme-Rheme’, yielding three broad types: symmetrical relations, asymmetrical Theme-
Rheme relations and subordinating relations. It should be clear from the outset that this 
taxonomy is not claimed to be exhaustive nor definitive and presents a number of 
difficulties, both in the formulation of the criteria itself, and in its application to actual 
discourse.  
 

(2)  One of the ways in which the basic parameters that underlie the above typology fails to 
account cleanly for observed patterns in ‘real’ discourse, has to do with the nature of the 
subject matter itself: as is the case in other aspects of linguistics, a number of discourse 
patterns do not simply reflect the basic parameters but show idiosyncratic features, of an 
essentially non-pragmatic nature.  

(a)  Two factors can immediately be mentioned, both of which are not specifically pragmatic in 
the present sense of the word and both of which involve non-pragmatic aspects of human 
cognition:  
- some patterns depend on the availability of ready-made structural devices in the 

language and are as such more or less independent of the ‘productive’ mechanisms 
covered by the regular pragmatic patterns described in the above typology;293 

                                                             
292 Thus, due to our lack of direct knowledge of real-life conversational practice in 5th-4th century 
Athens, one can only wonder what are the specific effects of some of the verbal behavior of the 
participants to Platonic dialogue. E.g. are Theaetetus’ repeated questions and his interruption of the 
Stranger in the following example annoying or not? Plato Sph. 233d-e: JE. Lãbvmen to€nun 
saf°sterÒn ti parãdeigma per‹ toÊtvn. YEAI. TÚ po›on dÆ; JE. TÒde. ka€ moi peir« pros°xvn tÚn 
noËn eÔ mãla épokr€nasyai. YEAI. TÚ po›on; JE. E‡ tiw fa€h mØ l°gein mhd' éntil°gein, éllå 
poie›n ka‹ drçn miò t°xn˙ sunãpanta §p€stasyai prãgmata^ YEAI. P«w pãnta e‰pew;  
293 Cf. the traditional distinction in linguistics between ‘grammar’ and ‘lexicon’ (see section 6.0 
above). Note that something similar applies to non-verbal action: although much of what is done while 
doing the dishes can be covered by basic patterns like ‘fetching items – then using them’ and a number 
of elementary action-types (‘grabbing’, ‘rubbing’, ...), a number of aspects of any P-tree will depend on 
not-strictly pragmatic aspects of the scene, such as the availability of equipment (boilers, dishwashing 
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-  human cognition, because of the way it is grounded in human biology, imposes a 
number of constraints on the on-line development of discourse structure.294 

(b) For instance, the following patterns of discourse structure involve ready-made formal 
devices which explicitly mark the segmentation of the discourse and the cohesion between 
the segments involved in idiosyncratic ways:  
-  simple cataphora, involving cataphoric pronouns or expressions like “the following” or 

“this”, as in “I propose to do the following: ....”; cf. the use of a cataphoric pronoun (or 
pronominal adverb) in e.g. Plato Cra. 422e épÒkrinai d° moi tÒde:...	   and Plato Plt. 
265c NE. SV. P«w oÔn xrØ l°gein; JE. äVde:...	  ; 

-  correlative constructions, involving both a cataphoric (demonstrative) and an 
anaphoric (relative) element, producing a (typically) binary pattern, the branches of 
which often present contrasted items, but the main function of which is not to produce a 
symmetrical Contrast; this pattern is much more frequent in Ancient Greek (cf. the wide 
array of correlative pronouns available in Greek morphology: §ke›now ... ˜w..., 
toioËtow... oÂow...,	   etc.) as compared with modern languages, as in the following 
examples: Lysias 10,22 (cf. section 18) •vrak∆w m¢n | §ke›no toËton poiÆsanta | ˘ ka‹ 
Íme›w ‡ste,	  -‐	  Lysias 1,1 Per‹ polloË ín poihsa€mhn, | Œ êndrew, | tÚ | toioÊtouw Ímçw 
§mo‹ dikaståw | per‹ toÊtou toË prãgmatow gen°syai, | oÂo€per ín Ím›n aÈto›w e‡hte | 
toiaËta peponyÒtew:	  	  

-  constructions involving comparisons can be viewed as correlative as well, as in “the 
same... as...”, “more ... than...”, “rather... than...”; these constructions are probably best 
viewed as pragmatically sui generis;  

- rhetorical and stylistic devices such as parallelism and chiasmus, which are fairly 
frequent in Ancient Greek (cf. also the rhetorical use of correlative particles ...m°n... d°); 
the use of these devices does not always correspond to pragmatically regular contrasts 
(as evidenced in section 18).  

(c) These patterns suggest that -alongside the patterns motivated by general pragmatic criteria as 
studied here- discourse can also be structured according to formal -or rather: formulaic- 
patterns which can readily be accessed at all time and can function more or less 
independently from the overall pragmatic development of the discourse. The existence of 
merely formal patterns has to be accepted anyway for poetry and for the more exuberant 
applications of rhetoric in Ancient Greek (Gorgias, Isocrates, ...). Apart from their ‘poetic 
function’ (in the broad sense of the term, see section 10.4.4 above), which cannot be reduced 
to pragmatics as understood in the present study, these patterns also have a cognitively 
motivated function, in that they allow a speaker to circumvent cognitive constraints on the 
amount of information that can be processed at one time: (i) the fact that the linguistic form 
of most of these constructions consists largely of formulaic (‘lexicalized’) items in itself 
already reduces the cognitive effort of processing them (cf. also Wray 2002, passim); (ii) the 
utterance of low-content lexicalized items gives the speaker (and the reader) time to process 
whatever are the relevant contents (cf. the functions of stopgaps/fillers); (iii) complex 
contents and/or complex syntactic forms are spread across several IUs, so that they can be 
processed in several chunks. For instance, by saying “What I propòse to dó | is the 
                                                                                                                                                     
machines, sinks, ...) or not, human biology (having hands, arms and feet or not), social circumstances 
(distribution of roles within the household, schedules, being interrupted or not, ...), etc. 
294 This reminds us of traditional linguistic issues, such as the ones embodied by the ‘langue-parole’ 
and ‘competence-performance’ distinctions. 
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fóllowing: ...”, a speaker gives himself the time to process a possibly complex utterance, 
which extends far beyond the single IU. Furthermore, in conversation, it allows him to signal 
that his turn is not terminated yet and thus prevents another speaker from interrupting. 
 

(3)  Finally, it may be useful to explicitly remind us that the above typology is intended as a 
practical compromise solution for the purposes of the analyses below and not so much as a 
separate contribution to the theory of discourse coherence. Apart from the idiosyncratic 
features of a number of discourse patterns mentioned here above, any such typology will 
present inherent structural flaws. As has been pointed out at the beginning of section 13, a 
classification such as the present one inevitably stresses some common features between 
relations to the expense of other common features. Thus, for the purposes of the general 
outline of the taxonomy, abstraction has been made (as much as possible) from semantics, 
syntactic form and fixed levels of segmentation, and -more importantly for the present 
purposes- emphasis has been laid on the criteria ±thematization and ±symmetry, to the 
expense of equally important criteria such as content-inheritance, which only comes into 
play when discussing the differences between sub-types.295 In the course of the analyses in 
sections 14-20 below, this typology will therefore mainly serve as a heuristic starting point 
for discussing the coherence of the excerpts under scrutiny and not so much as a 
‘demonstrandum’ in its own right.  
 
 

 13.4 Approach  
 

(1)  In what follows we will be mainly reading excerpts from the Ancient Greek corpus and 
trying to make sense of the coherence of these excerpts by trying to draw P-trees and 
analyzing the relations that the nodes in these trees represent in terms of the typology 
presented here above. This type of analysis will involve a very close reading of the text, 
including a very detailed account of a number of formal features of the text (discourse 
markers, syntax, focus, content-related and rhetorical aspects, ...).  

 
(2)  The P-tree device (including the typology of coherence relations that comes with it) will be 

used as a ‘working model’, i.e. a heuristic, problem-raising tool, forcing us to think in a very 
detailed and explicit fashion about the exact relations between discourse segments. In other 
words: the P-tree approach should not be viewed as a specific hypothesis on the nature of 
discourse that needs to be ‘proven’ by the results of the analyses. Frankly speaking, I am not 
interested in ‘clean’ results at all, and will not hesitate to dwell on problematic (and therefore 
interesting) aspects of the analyses. 
In this context, it is important to remember that the provisional typology presented in section 
13.3 above is merely a practical shorthand for the underlying parameters briefly surveyed in 
section 13.2. This typology will be used as a starting point for the analyses below (and it 
does account for a large number of relations as it stands), but in the course of the analyses, 

                                                             
295 Furthermore, even the criteria that differentiate the broad types can be problematic, as soon as one 
departs from the clear-cut prototypical cases in actual discourse. It has, for instance, been noted that 
some symmetrical relations do seem to be subject to the Thematization Principle (e.g. negative-positive 
Contrasts), and that reporting-reported patterns are in many ways sui generis. 
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many occasions will arise to address a number of methodological issues concerning this kind 
of typology.  
It may be useful to also mention the following merely practical issue, which, however, has 
methodological consequences. The excerpts will in principle be analyzed as if they are self-
contained stretches of discourse as far as the P-trees are concerned, i.e. I will not 
systematically take the preceding and following co-text into account, as this would make the 
analyses (and especially the P-tree graphs) considerably more heavy and lengthy. Similarly, 
the holistic approach adopted here could easily lead to a proliferation of relevant aspects that 
we would like to include in our analyses. Obviously, common sense dictates that decisions 
have to be made as to what is interesting or relevant enough to be included or not.296  
 

(3)  As was already the case throughout section 11 above, I will also try to show how this type of 
analysis can be embedded within the ‘holistic’ practice of commenting on texts in the 
tradition of Classical scholarship. Although it is, of course, not my objective to offer a full 
commentary on the excerpts analyzed, the analyses below will not merely aim at illustrating 
the P-tree device for its own sake, but also at enhancing our understanding of the excerpts 
and thus at offering a contribution to Classical scholarship in the most traditional sense.  
 
 

 13.5 Outline of Part III  
 
I start off (section 14) with an analysis of the macro-structure of a Lysias speech, which has 
been included for three reasons: (i) it provides us with an illustration of ‘genre-specific 
macro-structures’; (ii) it allows us to present an overview of how vocatives can function as 
markers of P-tree structure; (iii) it presents the context for the excerpts analyzed in sections 
15 and 17, which enriches the analysis of these excerpts considerably.  
The main body of Part III (sections 15 to 20) consists of a series of six analyses of more or 
less short excerpts taken from the Ancient Greek corpus and segmented into cola according 
to the criteria introduced in Part II above (cf. section 11 above). As already stated in section 
11.0(2) above, I selected these excerpts so as to cover as large a spectrum of different 
discourse patterns as was possible.  
The last two sections do not consist of an analysis of a single stretch of continuous 
discourse. In section 21 I discuss a number of aspects of the relation between the pragmatic 
structure of discourse and formal linguistic features of the text (sentence closure, use of 
verbal tenses and aspects, markers, focus, ...), to the extent that the results of my analyses 
allowed me to say something interesting about these aspects. Section 22 is the conclusion to 
Part III, in which I try to briefly summarize and assess the results obtained by the practice of 
applying the P-tree model to Ancient Greek texts.  
 
 

                                                             
296 A lot could, and perhaps one day should, be said about the pragmatics of the action-type ‘pragmatic 
analysis’ itself. Suffice it here to state from the outset that the Relevance Principle, as introduced in 
section 13.1.3 above, is inescapable in the case of scientific endeavors as well: which contents are 
included on the ‘scene’ of any scientific endeavor, in the end depends on the pragmatic features of the -
i.c. scientific- activity itself. 
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 14. The macro-structure of a forensic speech (Lysias 1) 
 
Lysias 1 is the speech that a certain Euphiletus makes in his defense, being charged with the 
murder of Eratosthenes, his wife’s lover. This section deals with some macrostructural 
features of the discourse, and as such will also serve as an introduction to sections 15 and 17. 
 

 14.0 Preliminary remarks 
 
It is important to remember that this speech is part of a larger context, both in terms of the 
actions that have preceded it and those that will follow, and in terms of the general ‘scene’ in 
which these actions take place and which they help to shape. Furthermore, this speech is also 
part of an encompassing rhetorical tradition, in which a number of features of the genre had 
been established when Lysias wrote this particular specimen of the genre. 
 

(1)  The very general scene in which all events take place is the Athens of the late 5th - early 4th 
centuries. Many distinctive aspects of the local culture are relevant for the understanding of 
the speech, and were common ground for speaker and audience. Especially, the juridical 
context (the laws, the procedures of the trial, etc.) is constitutive for some aspects of the 
structure of this discourse. Note that defendants and prosecutors act in court as private 
citizens and in person, i.e. they could not be represented by a professional lawyer. Thus, 
Lysias does not play a relevant role in the trial: his task has been to coach Euphiletus for his 
performance and no more than that.  
The speech of the defendant is only one step in the course of a juridical procedure that is 
already well on its way. Especially, the speech of the prosecution has preceded it. Therefore, 
the most basic facts of the story of how Eratosthenes died are known to all the persons 
present, though some more or less important facts are disputed. The prosecution apparently 
accused Euphiletus of having dragged Eratosthenes from the street into his house (prÒnoia) 
because of some previous feud (¶xyra). If the prosecution were able to convince the jury of 
this, Euphiletus would be sentenced to death.  
Euphiletus/Lysias adopts the following basic strategy: (1) establishing that the law allows 
the husband to kill his wife’s seducer (in fact, he gives it a twist so as to make the law 
actually order the husband to do so); (2) proving that the law applies to his case, i.e. that 
there was no prÒnoia on his part (that he caught Eratosthenes in flagrante delicto), and that 
there was no other reason for him to kill Eratosthenes. Euphiletus does not present himself as 
a very sophisticated man, and Lysias, well-known for his skill in establishing an ∑yow, is 
able to let this (self-)portrayal of Euphiletus show through in the way he presents his case.  
 

(2) What is of interest here, are the devices by which Euphiletus/Lysias constructs his speech. 
These devices do not involve heavy ‘engineering’, i.e. the use of literary techniques 
characteristic of more high-flown rhetorical styles. Instead, Lysias mostly sticks to 
mechanisms that are characteristic of everyday speech. The articulation is sometimes highly 
digressive, suggesting the absence of preparation, and shows many aspects of spontaneous 
speech. Still, as will be shown what follows, the structure of the speech (especially the 
much-praised narratio) shows a remarkable economy, in that almost everything that is said 
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(as well as when it is said) can be shown to be relevant and purposeful with respect to either 
the basic defense strategy or establishing Euphiletus’ character as an innocent, somewhat 
naive citizen.  
 

(3)  The macro-structures of traditional rhetorical genres (among which the forensic speech) has 
been one of the subject matters of rhetoric throughout antiquity, and the terminology that 
goes with it has belonged to the common ground of Classical scholars ever since.297 In 
accordance with the traditional practice of forensic speech writing, the present speech 
consists of 4 major parts (I will use the Latin terminology throughout):  
(1)  exordium (§§1-5);  
(2)  narratio (§§6-28[a]);  
(3)  argumentatio (§§28[b]-46);  
(4) peroratio (§§47-50). 

Figure 14 represents the macro-structure in the form of a P-tree. In my analysis below I will 
mainly focus on the formal features that mark the overall structure of the text. Some details 
of the segmentation are doubtful, especially at the boundaries of major segments, where 
transitional segments occur. In the following sections I will present a more detailed analysis 
of a number of excerpts from the text.  
 

 14.1 The exordium (Lysias 1,1-5)  
 
This exordium is a rather typical one. Its main function is to state the topic (i.e. to present the 
case as it is perceived by the defendant), and to induce sympathy for the case to the audience 
(the jury). Stylistically, it is highly stereotypical and filled with loci communes (see Lysias 
& Groeneboom (ed. & comm.) 1924, 45-46). In this respect, the exordium is quite different 
from the quite ‘natural’ and ‘spontaneous’ narrative parts.  
The internal structure of the exordium can be analyzed so as to consist of two major 
segments.  
 

 
  

                                                             
297 For my analysis of the macro-structure of Lysias 1, I will follow the indications of existing analyses 
in this respect: cf. Lysias & Groeneboom (ed. & comm.) 1924; Lysias & Gernet (ed. & trad.) & Bizos 
(ed. & trad.) 1924; Sicking 1993.  
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Figure 14: macro-structure of Lysias 1  
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 (1)  Address to the jury (§§1-3)  
The exordium starts as follows: Per‹ polloË ín poihsa€mhn, Œ êndrew, ... . The vocative 
after the first colon of the speech is predictable. Note the fact that the first colon Per‹ 
polloË ín poihsa€mhn is obviously a marker as well (i.c. an illocutionary one). 
In the first sentence, Euphiletus asks the jury to put themselves in his position. He then 
explains (cf. the particle gãr in eÔ går o‰d' ˜ti, ...) that if they are impartial, they will feel 
the same indignation as he does and regard the penalties for seducers as too mild. 
Throughout the following argument the interactional character of the introduction is 
maintained by the use of the second person plural and the use of vocatives.  
The rest of the first segment elaborates on the idea that “everybody” thinks that seducers 
cannot be punished too severely: ka‹ taËta oÈk ín e‡h mÒnon par' Ím›n oÏtvw §gnvsm°na, 
éll' §n èpãs˙ tª ÑEllãdi.  
This idea is first explained by stating that the laws universally provide the same penalty for 
this offence, regardless of the social status of the seducer. This explanation is introduced by 
means of a topicalization device (per€ + genitivus) and the ‘explanatory’ particle gãr: per‹ 
toÊtou går mÒnou toË édikÆmatow ... , and closed off by a summarizing sentence including 
a vocative, again stressing the interaction with the jury: oÏtvw, Œ êndrew, taÊthn tØn Ïbrin 
ëpantew ênyrvpoi deinotãthn ≤goËntai.  
In conclusion to the introductory segment (§3), Euphiletus restates that the jury will surely 
not be so easy-going (Ùlig≈rvw) as to think that seducers deserve only mild punishments. 
The conclusion-like character of this paragraph is expressed by the particle cluster m¢n oÔn: 
per‹ m¢n oÔn toË meg°youw t∞w zhm€aw ... ; the particle m°n here allows for a smooth 
transition to the next segment, starting with ≤goËmai d°.  
 

(2)  The propositio (§§4-5)  
After the address to the jury, Euphiletus announces what his strategy will be, i.e. which are 
the main points he will try to make with his speech. Such a segment has the technical name 
‘propositio’ (prÒyesiw). In this case the propositio is introduced by means of an explicit 
marker-clause: ≤goËmai d°, Œ êndrew, toËtÒ me de›n §pide›jai, ... (note also the presence of 
another vocative at the beginning of this new segment).  
Euphiletus proposes to prove the following points:  
-  that Eratosthenes seduced his wife and illegitimately entered his house;  
-  that there was no other feud between him and Eratosthenes;  
-  that he did not act for the sake of money, but only for the sake of obtaining the requital 

accorded by the laws.  

As a conclusion to his exordium, Euphiletus then (§5) then states that he is going to tell the 
truth, the whole truth and nothing but it, and that he is certain that by doing so he will be 
saved. The concluding character of this paragraph reflects into the use of the particle to€nun 
(§g∆ to€nun §j érx∞w Ím›n ëpanta §pide€jv ... ).  
 

 14.2 The narratio (Lysias 1,6-28[a]) 
 
The second stereotyped element in a forensic speech is the ‘narratio’, in which the events 
that constitute the case under scrutiny are related. Euphiletus’ speech is constructed 
episodically, i.e. consists of several more or less self-contained sub-stories, which often have 
a typical story-structure (introduction-narration-coda) of their own.  
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After the ‘propositio’ in §§4-5, the ‘narratio’ starts with ÉEg∆ gãr, Œ ÉAyhna›oi, ... , after 
which the introductory part of the narratio starts. The particle gãr has scope over the whole 
of the narratio (or even the narratio plus the argumentatio), and is appropriate as marking the 
relation of what follows to the propositio immediately above: the main lines of Euphiletus’ 
argument are summarized in the propositio and what follows is an explicitation of these 
main lines.  
The ‘narratio’ itself has a ternary structure, if one takes the excursus (§§27-28a) to be the 
coda of the narratio:  
(1)  an introduction, in which Euphiletus describes the relationship between him and his 

wife (§§6-8);  
(2)  a series of episodes that constitute the main sequence of events that led up to the killing, 

told from Euphiletus’ point of view (§§9-26);  
(3)  the so-called ‘excursus’, in which the narratio is closed off and a transition is made to 

the argumentatio (§§27-28[a]). 
 

(1)  Introduction: Euphiletus and his wife (§§6-8) 
Paragraphs 6-8 can be analyzed as an introduction to the narratio: they do not present any 
events that make up the story that led up to Euphiletus killing Eratosthenes (except for the 
last segment of it, describing how Eratosthenes came to know Euphiletus’ wife), but sketch 
the different stages in the relationship between Euphiletus and his wife. The clause §peidØ 
¶doj° moi g∞mai ka‹ guna›ka ±gagÒmhn efiw tØn ofik€an, ... can be analyzed as the Topic of 
the entire introduction (§§6-8).  
This introduction is structured into 4 major segments, each representing a chronological 
stage in the relationship, and presented in contrasted pairs (stage 1 vs. stage 2; stage 3 vs. 
stage 4), as can be seen from the initia of each of these stages: 
-  stage 1 (§6a) tÚn m¢n êllon xrÒnon ... : at first Euphiletus is careful and keeps a more 

or less close eye on his wife;  
-  stage 2 (§6b): §peidØ d° moi paid€on g€gnetai ... : after the birth of their child, 

Euphiletus begins to trust his wife;  
-  stage 3 (§7a) §n m¢n oÔn t“ pr≈tƒ xrÒnƒ, Œ ÉAyhna›oi, ... : at first, Euphiletus’ wife is 

a model wife;  
-  stage 4 (§§7b-8) §peidØ d° moi ≤ mÆthr §teleÊthse, ...: after the death of Euphiletus’ 

mother, troubles begin: his wife meets Eratosthenes on the day of the burial (§8: §p' 
§kforån går ...).  

 
(2)  The Story (§§9-27) 

The story itself is built around 4 episodes, preceded by a sketch of everyday life in 
Euphiletus’ house.  

(2.0) Setting: Euphiletus’ house (§§9-10)  
This segment starts as follows: Pr«ton m¢n oÔn, Œ êndrew, (de› går ka‹ taËy' Ím›n 
dihgÆsasyai), ofik€dion ¶sti moi diploËn, ... . The marker Pr«ton m¢n oÔn, Œ êndrew, ... 
indicates that the first part of the story is now about to start. However, this first part still does 
not present any actual events, but rather sketches the setting in which the events are going to 
take place. Euphiletus owns a house with one story on top of the ground floor. In order to 
avoid his wife having to go downstairs every time the child had to be washed, the women 
occupied the ground floor and Euphiletus the top floor. All this is important because it is this 
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disposition that made it possible for Eratosthenes to visit Euphiletus’ wife while Euphiletus 
was in the house. Likewise, it is crucial for the way Euphiletus finally caught Eratosthenes 
the night he killed him. The disposition of the habitants within the house shows how much 
Euphiletus trusted his wife, and thus is linked with the topic of the relationship between 
them as described above.  

(2.1) Episode 1: one night, strange things happen (§§11-14)  
Again note the presence of a marker followed by a vocative at the beginning of this segment: 
ProÛÒntow d¢ toË xrÒnou, Œ êndrew, ... . This first episode consists of the account of what 
happened one night:  
-  Euphiletus came home unexpectedly from the field;  
-  after dinner, his child began to cry (the maid made the child cry, because Eratosthenes 

was in the house, as he learnt afterwards);  
-  he sent his wife downstairs in order to feed it;  
-  his wife at first refuses and makes a joke about him and a girl slave;  
-  his wife locks him up, apparently as a joke, and goes downstairs;  
-  he laughs and goes to sleep;  
-  towards dawn, his wife comes upstairs to open the door; 
-  he asks her why the doors made a noise during the night; she answers that the child’s 

light had gone out and she had gone and lit it at the neighbor’s; he believes this;  
-  he has the impression that she had put on make up, but makes no remark on the fact and 

leaves the house.  

(2.2) Episode 2: the old woman (§§15-17)  
The beginning of the episode is again marked by means of a marker indicating chronological 
progression followed by a vocative: Metå d¢ taËta, Œ êndrew, ... . In this episode, an 
account is given of how Euphiletus came to know about the fact that his wife had a lover: an 
old woman, sent by a neglected mistress of Eratosthenes’, approached him in the street and 
told him that his wife had a lover, that he had to interrogate one of his servants in order to 
know everything, and also that this lover was Eratosthenes. For a detailed analysis of this 
episode, see section 17 below.  

(2.3) Episode 3: Euphiletus interrogates his maid (§§18-22[a])  
Episode 3 immediately follows the previous episode. The beginning of this episode is 
marked by the transition marker particle d°, and by the fact that in the two first cola, both the 
general setting and the agents (except for the speaker Euphiletus) are switched: §ly∆n d¢ 
o‡kade | §k°leuon ékolouye›n moi tØn yerãpainan efiw tØn égorãn, ... .298  
Following the advice of the old woman (§16), Euphiletus takes the maid who has been 
involved in the affair between his wife and Eratosthenes along to the house of a friend of his, 
threatens her, and orders her to tell everything. At first she pretends not to know anything, 
but on his mentioning the name of Eratosthenes, she tells the whole story and promises to 
cooperate and help him to catch Eratosthenes in flagrante delicto.  
At the end of this episode, the text becomes dubious: ka‹ metå taËta dieg°nonto ≤m°rai 
t°ttarew µ p°nte, ... …w §g∆ megãloiw Ím›n tekmhr€oiw §pide€jv. The mere fact that 4 or 5 
                                                             
298 The fact that the transition between episodes 2.2 and 2.3 is not marked very strongly by overt 
formal markers and the strong formal correspondence between the beginning of 2.2 (Metå d¢ taËta, Œ 
êndrew, xrÒnou metajÁ diagenom°nou...) and ka‹ metå taËta dieg°nonto ≤m°rai t°ttarew µ p°nte in 
§22 suggests perhaps more of a continuity between both episodes than is suggested by the analysis 
above.  
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days went by hardly calls for ‘strong evidence’, which makes it quite probable that there is a 
lacuna in which something is said to the effect that Euphiletus did not do anything in the 
meantime (cf. Lysias & Groeneboom (ed. & comm.) 1924, 82). In the following episode, 
relating the events of the last day, it is emphasized that the way Euphiletus caught 
Eratosthenes was not prepared in advance. This might be the strong evidence mentioned 
here. In any case, the presence of the particle ka‹ before metå taËta indicates that the 
sentence under scrutiny belongs to the present episode and does not constitute a separate 
episode, nor belongs to the following one. The next sentence pr«ton d¢ dihgÆsasyai 
boÊlomai tå praxy°nta tª teleuta€& ≤m°r& seems to be the actual introduction to the next 
episode.  

(2.4) Episode 4: dénouement: the last night (§§22[b]-27[a])  
This episode is the last one and constitutes the dénouement of the whole narratio. Its 
beginning is marked by a very explicit structural marker: pr«ton d¢ dihgÆsasyai 
boÊlomai tå praxy°nta tª teleuta€& ≤m°r&. It is a more or less straightforward account of 
the sequence of events that happened the night Euphiletus killed Eratosthenes:  
-  Euphiletus meets his friend Sostratus and invites him for dinner; after dinner, Sostratus 

goes home and Euphiletus goes to sleep;  
-  Eratosthenes enters the house; the maid wakes up Euphiletus;  
-  Euphiletus gathers together as many neighbors as possible and enters the house;  
-  they catch Eratosthenes with Euphiletus’ wife;  
-  Euphiletus gives Eratosthenes a sermon and kills him (the killing itself is left implicit: 

the story ends with Eratosthenes being knocked down and being sermoned by 
Euphiletus).  

Part of this episode will be analyzed in detail in section 15 here below.  
 

(3)  Coda: the excursus (§§27-28[a])  
Immediately after the narratio proper, a transitional segment is added, the function of which 
it is, on the one hand, to close off the narratio (not unlike the ‘coda’ in narratives such as 
analyzed in sections 17.1, 17.2 and 17.3 above), and on the other hand, to introduce the next 
substantial part, the argumentatio.299 This excursus consists of 2 parts, coinciding with the 
traditional division into paragraphs.  

(3.1) A short refutatio (§27)  
The beginning of the excursus is again marked by the presence of a vocative, after which the 
speaker already draws an important conclusion from his narratio, by pointing out that it 
follows from this that some of the claims of the prosecution are not true (thus announcing 
the longer refutatio in §§37-46):  

                                                             
299 The transitional character of the excursus has led some commentators to have it belong with the 
argumentatio rather than with the narratio (thus, e.g. Lysias & Lamb (trad.) 1930, 8). However, the 
similarity with the coda of other kinds of narrative seems to be an argument for having it belong with 
the narratio (cf. also Lysias & Groeneboom (ed. & comm.) 1924, 55 and 90).  
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oÏtvw,  Thus it was,  
Œ êndrew, Gentlemen, 
§ke›now  that that man 
toÊtvn ¶tuxen got exactly the fate 
œnper ofl nÒmoi keleÊousi toÁw tå toiaËta prãttontaw, that the laws ordain for those who do such 

things.  
oÈk efisarpasye‹w §k t∞w ıdoË, He was not dragged from the street,  
oÈd' §p‹ tØn •st€an katafug≈n,  nor had he taken refuge at my hearth, 
Àsper otoi l°gousi:  as those people say. 

Then, Euphiletus/Lysias explains this refutation (p«w går ên, ...) by resuming a few of the 
facts (?) narrated in the above: that Eratosthenes was immediately knocked down and 
immobilized; that there were too many people around for him to escape, especially since he 
did not have a weapon.  
(3.2) A moralistic conclusion (§28[a])  
The second paragraph is marked by the particle éllã, the presence of a vocative and an 
explicit addressing of the audience (éll', Œ êndrew, o‰mai ka‹ Ímçw efid°nai ˜ti ... ). The 
paragraph consists of a generalizing moralistic observation on the fact that wrongdoers 
typically lie and try to make their opponents look bad. This paragraph obviously contains 
little substance and its structural/rhetorical function is obviously to mark the end of the 
narratio and the transition to the argumentatio.  
 

 14.3 The argumentatio (Lysias 1,28[b]-46) 
 
This argumentatio consists of two -again traditional- sub-parts:  
(1)  a confirmatio, in which the positive proofs for the defense are stated (§§28[b]-36);  
(2)  a refutatio, in which the positions of the prosecution are refuted (§§37-46). 
 

(1)  Confirmatio (§§28[b]-36)  
The confirmatio consists of 4 parts:  
-  right after the transitional paragraph which rounds off the excursus, the argumentatio 

starts out abruptly with the reading of a law (Pr«ton m¢n oÔn | énãgnvyi tÚn nÒmon); 
right after the reading of this law, Euphiletus starts his argumentation (§29 OÈk 
±mfesbÆtei, Œ êndrew, éll' …molÒgei édike›n, ...), by stating his claim that 
Eratosthenes acknowledged his guilt and that he consequently acted according to the 
law by killing him, and then produces witnesses to these facts;  

-  in §§30-31[a] (ÉAnãgnvyi d° moi ka‹ toËton tÚn nÒmon ...), he has the law from the 
pillar in the Areopagus read, and then goes on to argue (ÉAkoÊete, Œ êndrew, ˜ti ...) that 
killing one’s wife’s adulterer is a completely legitimate vengeance, especially since the 
law permits it even in the case of mistresses;  

-  next, in §§31[b]-33 he has another law read (énãgnvyi d° moi ka‹ toËton tÚn nÒmon.) 
and goes on to argue (ÉAkoÊete, Œ êndrew, ˜ti ...) that, according to the laws, adulterers 
deserve worse punishment than rapists, i.c. the death penalty;  

-  finally, in §§34-36, Euphiletus argues that his action was not only allowed by the law, 
but even ordered by it: ÉEmoË to€nun, Œ êndrew, ofl m¢n nÒmoi oÈ mÒnon épegnvkÒtew 
efis‹ mØ édike›n, éllå ka‹ kekeleukÒtew taÊthn tØn d€khn lambãnein ...; he then 
argues that, by not acquitting him, the judges would invalidate the laws, and in support 
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of this claim adds the platitude that otherwise even thieves would profit from the 
precedent.  

 
(2)  Refutatio (§§37-46)  

The beginning of the second part of the argumentatio is marked by an interactional marker 
and a vocative: Sk°casye d°, Œ êndrew: ... . Euphiletus’ refutatio proceeds in two steps: (1) 
showing that there was no premeditation (prÒnoia) on his part; (2) showing that there was 
no previous conflict (¶xyra) between him and Eratosthenes.  

(2.1) No prÒnoia (§§37-42)  
The following arguments are proposed (note the fact that all major boundaries are marked by 
the presence of a vocative):  
-  §§37-39 (§g∆ d°, Œ êndrew, d€kaion m¢n ín poie›n ≤goÊmhn... ): even if he had used all 

possible means to catch his wife’s adulterer, he would not be in the wrong; but even this 
is not the case, as can be seen from the fact that he invited Sostratus to his house and 
then let him go away again (§39[b] §mo‹ gãr, Œ êndrew, ˜per ka‹ prÒteron e‰pon, 
f€low Ãn S≈stratow ...;  

-  §§40-42: in conclusion, the following points have to be kept in mind:  
-  §40 (ka€toi pr«ton m°n, Œ êndrew, §nyumÆyhte: ...): if he was planning anything 

against Eratosthenes, firstly, he would not have invited anyone to the house, 
because it could have deterred Eratosthenes from entering his house, and secondly 
(e‰ta dok« ín Ím›n...), he would not have let him go away again;  

-  §41-42 (¶peita, Œ êndrew, ...): the fact that he had to go out to look for help and 
that he could not reach some of the acquaintances he called upon shows that he had 
not been preparing his vengeance.  

He then produces witnesses to these facts.  

(2.2) No ¶xyra (§§43-46)  
The second part of the refutatio begins with the mere statement that there was no previous 
quarrel between him and his opponent (again note the presence of a vocative: T«n m¢n 
martÊrvn ékhkÒate, Œ êndrew: sk°casye d¢ par' Ím›n aÈto›w oÏtvw per‹ toÊtou toË 
prãgmatow, zhtoËntew e‡ tiw §mo‹ ka‹ ÉEratosy°nei ¶xyra p≈pote geg°nhtai plØn 
taÊthw). He then enumerates a few possible reasons for quarrels in general and simply 
denies that these are applicable to him and Eratosthenes, and adds that if it had been his 
intention to do something criminal he would not have summoned so many witnesses.  
 

 14.4 The peroratio (Lysias 1,47-50) 
 
The (very traditional) last part of this forensic speech again is marked by the particle cluster 
m¢n oÔn and by the presence of a vocative: ÉEg∆ m¢n oÔn, Œ êndrew, ... . This peroratio is -
typically- highly rhetorical and highly conventional: Euphiletus/Lysias takes up his 
argument that he has acted in the interest of the city, expanding and dramatizing the platitude 
that, if he were not acquitted, the laws would be invalidated and all kinds of wrongdoers 
would go free and honest citizens would be in danger.  
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 14.5 Excursus: vocatives in Lysias 1 
 
Throughout my analysis, I have remarked on the presence of vocatives and other 
interactional markers at pivotal points in the structure of the speech. It seemed interesting to 
briefly review the 26 occurrences of the collocation Œ+vocative in this speech.  

(a) At the beginning of all major parts of the speech vocatives occur:  
-  at the initium of the speech: §1 Per‹ polloË ín poihsa€mhn, Œ êndrew, ...  
-  at the beginning of the narratio: §6 ÉEg∆ gãr, Œ ÉAyhna›oi,  
-  at the beginning of the excursus: §27 oÏtvw, Œ êndrew, §ke›now toÊtvn ¶tuxen œnper 

ofl nÒmoi keleÊousi toÁw tå toiaËta prãttontaw,  
-  at the beginning of the confirmatio (i.e. after the reading of the first law): §29 OÈk 

±mfesbÆtei, Œ êndrew, éll' …molÒgei édike›n,  
-  at the beginning of the refutatio: §37 Sk°casye d°, Œ êndrew: ...  
-  at the beginning of the peroratio: §47 ÉEg∆ m¢n oÔn, Œ êndrew, oÈk fid€an Íp¢r §mautoË 

nom€zv taÊthn gen°syai tØn timvr€an, éll' Íp¢r t∞w pÒlevw èpãshw: ...  
(b) Many of the other vocatives occur at important boundaries in the internal structure of these 

parts:  
-  In the exordium, the beginning of the propositio is marked by a vocative: §4 ≤goËmai 

d°, Œ êndrew, toËtÒ me de›n §pide›jai, ... ; 
-  In the narratio, the beginning of a new episode is often marked by a vocative:  

- §7 §n m¢n oÔn t“ pr≈tƒ xrÒnƒ, Œ ÉAyhna›oi,  
-  §9 (init. “house”) Pr«ton m¢n oÔn, Œ êndrew, (de› går ka‹ taËy' Ím›n 

dihgÆsasyai)  
-  §11 (init. “that night”) ProÛÒntow d¢ toË xrÒnou, Œ êndrew,  
-  §15 (init. “old woman”) Metå d¢ taËta, Œ êndrew,  

-  The two parts of which the excursus consists are marked by vocatives:  
-  §27 oÏtvw, Œ êndrew, §ke›now toÊtvn ¶tuxen œnper ofl nÒmoi keleÊousi toÁw tå 

toiaËta prãttontaw,  
-  §28 éll', Œ êndrew, o‰mai ka‹ Ímçw efid°nai ˜ti ofl mØ tå d€kaia prãttontew oÈx 

ımologoËsi toÁw §xyroÁw l°gein élhy∞,  
-  The internal structure of the argumentatio is articulated by the reading of various laws 

and the presentation of witnesses; typically, a vocative occurs when Euphiletus takes the 
floor again:  
-  §30 (after law) ÉAkoÊete, Œ êndrew, ˜ti aÈt“ t“ dikasthr€ƒ t“ §j ÉAre€ou 

pãgou, ⁄ ka‹ pãtriÒn §sti ka‹ §f' ≤m«n épod°dotai toË fÒnou tåw d€kaw 
dikãzein, diarrÆdhn e‡rhtai  

-  §32 (after law) ÉAkoÊete, Œ êndrew, ˜ti keleÊei,  
-  §43 (after witnesses) T«n m¢n martÊrvn ékhkÒate, Œ êndrew: sk°casye d¢ par' 

Ím›n aÈto›w oÏtvw per‹ toÊtou toË prãgmatow,  
-  In the part in which Euphiletus claims that there was no prÒnoia on his part, the 

beginning of the four parts of the argumentatio (see section 14.2(2.1) above) are 
accompanied by a vocative:  
-  §37 §g∆ d°, Œ êndrew, d€kaion m¢n ín poie›n ≤goÊmhn  
-  §39 §mo‹ gãr, Œ êndrew, ˜per ka‹ prÒteron e‰pon, f€low Ãn S≈stratow ka‹ 

ofike€vw diake€menow épantÆsaw §j égroË per‹ ≤l€ou dusmåw sunede€pnei,  
-  §40 ka€toi pr«ton m°n, Œ êndrew, §nyumÆyhte:  
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-  §41 ¶peita, Œ êndrew,  
(c) In the remaining cases, the vocative occurs at the beginning of segments that are somehow 

salient at a more local level in the development of the discourse: 
-  In segments which constitute a conclusion to an argumentation (note the co-occurrence 

with oÏtvw resp. to€nun):  
-  the conclusion to the argument that seduction is universally considered a very 

serious crime: §2 oÏtvw, Œ êndrew, taÊthn tØn Ïbrin ëpantew ênyrvpoi 
deinotãthn ≤goËntai.  

-  the beginning of his own conclusion to what the law says about adulterers and 
rapists: §32 oÏtvw, Œ êndrew, toÁw biazom°nouw §lãttonow zhm€aw éj€ouw 
≤gÆsato e‰nai µ toÁw pe€yontaw:  

-  the conclusion to the confirmatio: §34 ÉEmoË to€nun, Œ êndrew, ofl m¢n nÒmoi oÈ 
mÒnon épegnvkÒtew efis‹ mØ édike›n, éllå ka‹ kekeleukÒtew taÊthn tØn d€khn 
lambãnein:  

-  In segments which constitute a climax in a narrative development:  
-  at the moment the old woman has gone and Euphiletus starts to worry, which is the 

beginning of the sequence of events leading up to his killing Eratosthenes: §17 
taËta efipoËsa, Œ êndrew,  

-  at the moment Eratosthenes enters the house: §23 ı d' ÉEratosy°nhw, Œ êndrew, 
efis°rxetai,  

-  at the moment Euphiletus knocks Eratosthenes down: §25 §g∆ d', Œ êndrew, 
patãjaw katabãllv aÈtÒn,  

-  The occurrence at §14 ¶doje d° moi, Œ êndrew, tÚ prÒsvpon §cimuyi«syai cannot 
easily be classified in either of the categories above; however, it introduces the last 
segment in the description of the strange things that happened one night, and is in a way 
climactic in that the fact that the wife put on make-up is of all the events enumerated the 
one which is the least easy to explain away.  

 
 14.6 Final remarks 

 
I would like to highlight three general aspects of discourse structure as they emerge from the 
above analysis of the macro-structural features of the entire speech.  

(a)  First, this speech is a remarkable illustration of the fact that genre-specific patterns are a 
pervasive factor in the structure of this kind of discourse (as it is in other types). Note that 
for almost all of its structural features traditional terms are available, which evidences the 
degree of detail to which the structure of the speech is determined by the (then still quite 
young) tradition of speech writing. 

(b)  Second, the analysis also provides us with a good illustration of what I have called ‘content-
inheritance’ and ‘content-percolation’ (see section 13.2(7)). It is very obvious that many 
features of the local structure of the different segments that make up this speech are actually 
determined ‘from above’, i.e. by the overall features of the speech, as represented by the 
higher-level nodes of the P-tree structure. This is true for both the purely structural aspects 
of discourse coherence as represented by the geometry of the P-tree itself, and for the 
contents presented in these segments as such.  
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Thus, many of the aspects of the local context of every part of the speech are already present 
in the background of the discourse before even a word has been said: the main characters 
(Euphiletus, his wife, Eratosthenes), the most important events, especially that Eratosthenes 
had been killed by Euphiletus on a certain day at the latter’s house.  
Likewise, we will see in the course of the analyses in section 15, 16 and 17 below that the 
pragmatic features of the encompassing action-type ‘doing a trial’ also determines the local 
features on a structural level. The most conspicuous structural feature inherited from the 
highest levels of the trial-tree is the fact that contrast relations between plaintiff and 
defendant occur time and time again at all levels of the P-tree.  
Furthermore, the encompassing pragmatic context of the entire trial also profoundly 
percolates into the details of the contents that are presented at a local level, both in terms of 
what is said (as opposed to what is not said),300 and in terms of the way in which things are 
told. The hierarchical structure of the discourse implies that the contents of each segment are 
inherently subservient to the points that have to be made within the context of the 
dominating nodes in the structure. At the highest levels of the overall P-tree of the speech 
(i.e. the ‘strategy’ that Euphiletus/Lysias adopts), this means that many aspects of the 
contents and the presentation of those contents are subservient to proving that (i) there was 
no previous conflict between Euphiletus and Eratosthenes, and (ii) there was no 
premeditation (prÒnoia) on the part of Euphiletus on the night he killed Eratosthenes. As 
can be seen from the above synopsis, Lysias achieves a remarkable economy in this respect: 
almost all the contents serve this purpose,301 while maintaining a high degree of 
‘naturalness’. From the point of view adopted here, this economy need not be ascribed to 
heavy engineering on the part of Lysias: on the contrary, it is only natural that the pragmatic 
point of every segment of the discourse is inherited from above and -in a way- precedes (or 
at least cannot be separated from) the actual contents presented.302  

(c)  Thirdly, the overview of the use of vocatives addressed to the jury throughout this speech 
(section 14.5) has shown that their presence coincides to a remarkable degree of consistency 
with structural articulation of the discourse. On a more theoretical level, these data might be 
used to cast some doubt on the relevance of the distinction between ‘representational’, 
‘presentational’ and ‘interactional’ levels of discourse, as adopted by e.g. Kroon 1995 and 
Wakker 1995 (see also my footnote to section 22.1 below).  
 

                                                             
300 For a spectacular example of a crucial part of the facts being omitted from a seemingly ‘iconic’ 
presentation of real world facts, see the end of Euphiletus’ narratio as presented in section 14.2(2.4) 
here above: the actual killing (which is the very subject matter of the trial) is not narrated at all.  
301 This is especially clear in the narratio summarized here above: for instance, the contents of 
Euphiletus’ detailed account of what happened the last day (Sostratus who happens to show up for 
dinner; the fact that some neighbors he calls upon are not at home, …) is clearly informed by his overall 
strategy, rather than by some ‘documentary’ implementation of the Iconicity Principle. For an account 
making a similar point, see Sicking & Stork 1997, 134-136. Sicking & Stork’s remarks on how certain 
elements of the contents of the narrative parts of Lysias 1 and Lysias 3 are subservient to their 
encompassing defense strategy are interesting, independently from the point they attempt to make 
concerning the grammar of the historical present (see also section 21.1(2c) below). 
302 For instance, in section 17 below it will be made clear that the details of Euphiletus’ presentation of 
his encounter with the old woman (including the oratio recta) cannot be understood in terms of the 
Iconicity Principle, but rather depend on the Thematization Principle within the encompassing context 
of his narrative. 
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 15. A simple narrative episode (Lysias 1,23[b])  
 
The last episode of the narratio of Euphiletus’ defense concerns what happened the night he 
killed Eratosthenes. The beginning of the episode is formally marked by means of an explicit 
marker sentence: pr«ton d¢ dihgÆsasyai boÊlomai tå praxy°nta tª teleuta€& ≤m°r&.  
As opposed to the previously analyzed scene with the old woman, Euphiletus’ account of the 
night he killed Eratosthenes is a more typical narrative. Its structure is determined by the 
successive events in their chronological order, and gives the impression of being a full 
account of what happened, not suppressing too many of the events. Still, it is obvious that 
the contents of the story are motivated by Euphiletus’/Lysias’ defense strategy: the events 
are related so as to make clear that Euphiletus did not act with premeditation (prÒnoia), and 
all the events related are relevant to this purpose.  
One can easily cut up the episode into five segments, more or less coinciding with the 
traditional editorial division into paragraphs:  
-  §§22[b]-23[a]: Euphiletus meets his friend Sostratus and invites him to have dinner with 

him; Sostratus leaves and Euphiletus goes to bed;  
-  §23[b]: Eratosthenes enters the house, the maid wakes up Euphiletus; Euphiletus goes 

out and looks for assistance;  
-  §24: Euphiletus and his gang enter the house and catch Eratosthenes in flagrante delicto;  
-  §25: Euphiletus overpowers Eratosthenes and interrogates him;  
-  §26: Euphiletus gives Eratosthenes a sermon and kills him.  

For the present purposes, I will limit myself to an analysis of the second of these five 
segments.  
 
Lysias 1,23[b] 
 
1 ı d¢ ÉEratosy°nhw,  And Eratosthenes, 
2 Œ êndrew,  gentlemen,  
3 efis°rxetai, he enters.  
4 ka‹ ≤ yerãpaina And the maid, 
5 §pege€rasã me eÈyÁw  she immediately wakes me up,  
6 frãzei and she lets me know 
7 ˜ti ¶ndon §st€.  he’s in. 
8 kég∆ And I, 
9 efip∆n §ke€n˙ §pimele›syai t∞w yÊraw,  I tell her to watch the door, 
10 katabåw sivpª  I go downstairs in silence, 
11 §j°rxomai,  and I go outside,  
12 ka‹ éfiknoËmai …w tÚn ka‹ tÒn, and I go and call on such and such, 
13 ka‹ and 
14 toÁw m¢n  some of them 
15 ¶ndon kat°labon,  I could get hold of at their homes,  
16 toÁw d¢  and others 
17 oÈd' §pidhmoËntaw hron.  I found to be not even in town. 
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 15.1 Preliminary analyses 
The delimitation of this excerpt as a separate segment is marked by the vocative Œ êndrew 
(colon 2), characteristically right after the first colon, and by the particle d¢ in colon 1. The 
excerpt is entirely narrative, i.e. its content consists entirely of a series of events in their 
chronological order:  
-  Eratosthenes comes in (cola 1-3);  
-  the maid wakes up Euphiletus (cola 4-5);  
-  the maid lets Euphiletus know that Eratosthenes is in (cola 6-7);303  
-  Euphiletus tells the maid to watch the door (cola 8-9);  
-  Euphiletus goes downstairs (colon 10);  
-  Euphiletus goes outside (colon 11);  
-  Euphiletus calls on neighbors (colon 12);  
-  Euphiletus does not find all his neighbors at home (cola 13-17).  

A number of formal features indicate that the bare sequence of events has been given 
additional structure:  
-  the use of markers: particles (d°, ka€, ...m°n ...d°, oÈd°), the vocative; 
-  the alternation of participles and finite verbs throughout the excerpt;  
-  the changes of grammatical subject;  
-  the change from present tense (cola 1-12) to aorist tense (cola 14-17) in the finite verbs.  
 

 15.2 P-tree analysis 
 
The overall structure of the excerpt coincides with or reflects into the changes of 
grammatical subject, pragmatically speaking corresponding with changes of Topic, each 
Topic corresponding to a different agent. Accordingly, the top node (node A) specifies a 
sequence of events (a plot), thus specifying three parts in the excerpt (interconnected by ka€ 
in colon 4 and colon 8), each characterized by a different central agent, each of which is 
structured by means of a Topic-Comment node, the Topic part introducing the respective 
central agents:  
(1)  cola 1-3 (node B): the Topic/agent is Eratosthenes;  
(2)  cola 4-7 (node C): the Topic/agent is the maid; 
(3)  cola 8-17 (node F): the Topic/agent is the speaker (Euphiletus). 
 

                                                             
303 For a note on the meaning of frãzei see section 11.1(1a). 
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Figure 15.1: P-tree of Lysias 1,23[b] 
 

 
(1)  Cola 1-3, node B  

As already noted, node B, linking ‘Eratosthenes’ and ‘he came in’ is a Topic-Comment 
node, here in its simplest possible shape: Topic=subject=agent, Comment=verb=action. Note 
the position of the vocative Œ êndrew in between Topic and Comment. It is quite possible 
that in actual performance one or more intonational sandhi phenomena occur: the vocative 
can easily merge with the previous colon and the boundaries between the three cola might be 
blurred to such an extent that they are realized as a single IU.  
 

(2)  Cola 4-7, node C 
Again, the overall structure of this segment is determined by a Topic-Comment relation 
(node C), with colon 4 (‘the maid’) as a Topic and cola 5-7 (‘she wakes me up and tells me 
he’s in’) as its Comment.  
The Comment (cola 5-7) is made up of two successive actions related by a plot relation 
(node D):  
-  waking Euphiletus up (colon 5); 
-  letting him know that ... (cola 6-7).  

Node E, relating cola 6 (‘she lets me know’) and colon 7 (‘that he’s in’), is somewhat 
problematic, though only trivially so: technically speaking, finite complement sentences 
introduced by a relative can regularly be considered as separate cola, and a realization as two 
separate IUs at a moderate tempo seems to be plausible. The status of this relation 
(‘reporting-reported’) within the typology of coherence relations is not quite clear. The 
relation between a verbum dicendi (in the broad sense) and its complement clause can 
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sometimes be analyzed as a Marker-Content node (with the verb as an epistemic marker); 
this analysis is impossible here, because the action of ‘letting know’ has a substantial 
function in the overall context, being one of the events in the plot, rather than just situating 
or modalizing the content “Eratosthenes is in”, though of course as far as the Thematization 
Principle is concerned, the quoted content is here obviously rhematic, constituting the main 
point with respect to the overall story.  
 

(3)  Node F (cola 8-17) 
Again the overall structure of the segment is generated by a Topic-Comment relation (node 
F), the Topic coinciding with the main agent (§g≈, i.e. the speaker Euphiletus) and the 
Comment with a series of actions.  
The internal structure of the Comment is somewhat more intricate than in the previous 
events, though its immediate internal structure is again organized by a plot node (node G), 
specifying 3 (series of) actions linked by ka€ (colon 12, colon 13) and distinguished by the 
presence of one finite verb in each:  
(a)  cola 9-11 (node H);  
(b)  colon 12;  
(c)  cola 13-17 (node I). 

(a)  Node H (cola 9-11) again specifies a sequence of actions by the main agent Euphiletus, 
constituting a plot: (i) he tells the maid to watch the door (colon 9), (ii) he goes downstairs, 
(iii) he goes outside. Again the last action of the sequence is expressed by a finite verb 
(§j°rxomai), the previous ones being expressed by a participle aoristus (efip∆n and 
katabåw).304  

(b)  Colon 12 constitutes on its own the second event under node G, and shows no further 
pragmatic structure.305  

(c)  Node I is a Marker-Content node, indicating the scope of ka€ (colon 13) over cola 14-17. 
The content part of node I (cola 14-17) is structured by a contrast node (node J), opposing 
two Topic-Comment nodes (nodes K and L), with a double contrast: contrastive Topics 
(“some neighbors”-“others”) and contrastive Comments (“at home”-“not even in town”).306  
 

 15.3 Final remarks 
 
This very simple excerpt of a narrative allowed us to demonstrate the practice of drawing P-
trees and to discuss some very common types of coherence relations:  
-  As can be expected from a narrative, its overall pragmatic structure is determined by a 

number of relations between successive events, i.e. relations of the type “plot”: out of 
12 nodes in the P-tree 4 are of this type (A, D, G, H).  

                                                             
304 The dative of manner sivpª could in principle be analyzed so as to belong with the §j°rxomai as 
well, but silence is more strongly required in ‘going downstairs’ than in ‘going outside’, and by making 
it belong with katabåw, §j°rxomai parallels efis°rxetai in colon 3 more exactly. See also 11.1(2a).  
305 Alternatively, the connective particle ka€ in colon 12 could be argued to have scope over cola 12-
17, in which case it would have been more appropriate to analyze it as a separate colon. The fact that 
there is a tense-switch in the finite verbs from praesens (cola 1-12) to aoristus (cola 13-17) is a good 
argument against the latter option. For the issue of tense switches in general, see section 21.1(2) below. 
306 Or “not at home”-“not even in town”, depending on the reading. For the editorial addition of the 
word oÈk, see section 11.1(2a), footnote.  
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-  The narrative is given additional structure by alternating different main agents, each of 
which is introduced as a fronted topic in a topic-comment pattern, the comment each 
time consisting of one or more events related by one the plot relations. Typically, the 
first events in such a plot sequence take the shape of participle clauses (in the aoristus) 
and only the last event is expressed by a finite verb (see section 21.1(3) below). 

The analysis of this excerpt also illustrates the fact that the ‘scope’ of topics and markers is a 
pervasive factor in using the P-tree device to account for discourse structure. 
All the patterns observed in this excerpt will come back time and time again in the next few 
excerpts.  
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 16. Another narrative episode (Lysias 3,15-17) 
 
This excerpt has been taken from the speech Against Simon, in which an anonymous speaker 
defends himself against Simon’s accusation that he had wounded him with the intent to kill. 
The general context in which the violence took place was the rivalry between the speaker 
and Simon over a boy named Theodotus. The speaker argues as follows:  
(1)  that there was no premeditation (prÒnoia) and that any wounding that may have 

happened, happened in the course of a series of street fights;  
(2)  that the first acts of violence always came from Simon and the gang of people he was 

running around with.  

At some point, the speaker and the boy fled from the harassment by Simon and his gang to 
some place out of town, in order to avoid a scandal. In the paragraphs immediately 
preceding the present excerpt (Lysias 3,11-14), the speaker has explained that, just after their 
return, Simon and his gang had assaulted him and the boy when they left the house of a 
friend. The boy managed to run away and, thinking that this escape had been successful, the 
speaker took himself off via another street. The speaker then produces witnesses to the fact 
that on this occasion nobody got badly hurt. After a conclusion to the testimonies (ÜOti m¢n 
to€nun otow ∑n ı édikÆsaw, Œ boulÆ, ka‹ §pibouleÊsaw ≤m›n, ka‹ oÈk §g∆ toÊtƒ, ÍpÚ 
t«n paragenom°nvn memartÊrhtai Ím›n), the present excerpt begins.  
 
Lysias 3,15-17 
 
1 metå d¢ taËta  After that,  
2 tÚ m¢n meirãkion  the boy  
3 efiw gnafe›on kat°fugen,  he took refuge in a fuller’s shop. 
4 otoi d¢  But those men,  
5 suneispesÒntew  they all burst in,  
6 ∑gon aÈtÚn b€&,  and proceeded to drag him along violently, 
7 bo«nta  while he was shouting,  
8 ka‹ kekragÒta  and crying out,  
9 ka‹ marturÒmenon.  and calling for witnesses.  
10 sundramÒntvn d¢ ényr≈pvn poll«n  And a crowd of people gathered around,  
11 ka‹ éganaktoÊntvn t“ prãgmati  and they were protesting against the whole thing,  
12 ka‹ deinå faskÒntvn e‰nai tå gignÒmena,  and saying that it was awful what was happening:  
13 t«n m¢n legom°nvn  of everything that was being said,  
14 oÈd¢n §frÒntizon,  they didn’t worry about any of it,  
15 MÒlvna d¢ tÚn gnaf°a  and Molon the fuller 
16 ka‹ êllouw tinåw §pamÊnein §pixeiroËntaw  and some others trying to protect the boy,  
17 sun°kocan.  they beat them up.  
18 ≥dh d¢ aÈto›w oÔsi parå tØn Lãmpvnow 

ofik€an  
And they are already near Lampon’s house,  

19 §g∆  when I,  
20 mÒnow bad€zvn  walking by myself,  
21 §ntuxãnv,  encounter them.  
22 deinÚn d¢ ≤ghsãmenow e‰nai ka‹ afisxrÚn  And considering it a monstrous and shameful thing  
23 periide›n  to stand by and watch  
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24 oÏtvw énÒmvw ka‹ bia€vw Íbrisy°nta tÚn 
nean€skon,  

while the boy was being brutalized so lawlessly 
and violently, 

25 §pilambãnomai aÈtoË.  I grab hold of him.  
26 otoi d°,  And those men,  
27 di' ˜ ti m¢n toiaËta parenÒmoun efiw 

§ke›non, 
as for the reason why they were doing such lawless 
things to that boy,  

28 oÈk ±y°lhsan efipe›n  they didn’t want to say why, 
29 §rvthy°ntew,  when they were asked for it, 
30 éf°menoi d¢ toË nean€skou  and they let the lad go 
31 ¶tupton §m°.  and proceeded to beat me. 

Some of the structural features typical of any narrative discourse show up in this excerpt:  
-  it consists basically of a sequence of actions, presented in their chronological 

succession;  
-  the sequence of actions has been given additional structure by the alternation of 

different main agents;  
-  there is an alternation of participles and finite verbs;  
-  particles (here especially d°) play an important role in the articulation of the discourse.  

Still, it is immediately obvious that the structure of this excerpt is not as transparent as the 
previous example and is actually quite intricate:  
-  Note the alternation of . . .m°n.. .d°  (colon 2 and colon 4) and single d°  (colon 10 and 

colon 26) and the problem of determining the exact scope of these particles. For 
instance: does metå d¢ taËta in colon 1 have scope over cola 2-9, as suggested by the 
full stop in colon 9, or does its scope extend beyond that point, e.g. until colon 17 or 
even until the end of the excerpt?  

-  The alternation of different main agents sometimes coincides with the occurrence of a 
particle (e.g. in colon 4 and in colon 26) but sometimes does not, e.g. in colon 18 d° 
marks the beginning of a new segment, but the subject/agent-switch towards §g∆ 
(without particle) occurs only in the next colon (colon 19); in colon 10 we notice d° 
without there being a subject-switch (note however that the crowd is introduced as a 
separate -though secondary- agent).  

-  The alternation of participle and finite clauses is less simple as well. In the previous 
excerpt (Lysias 1,23) a series of actions was presented by means of a series of 
participles (note the aoristus tense) and the last action of the series as a finite verb. Here, 
this simple pattern is not the only one to account for the distribution of these verbal 
forms, e.g. the participles in cola 7-9 (note the use of the present and perfect) follow the 
main verb in colon 6, and the participle in colon 29 follows the finite verb in colon 28 
(in this case the chronological order of the events ‘answer’-’question’ is even reversed). 

-  Also note the fact that the spatio-temporal setting in which the events take place 
changes in the course of the narration:  
-  cola 2-17 are situated in (or near) Molon’s fuller’s shop (colon 3);  
-  cola 18-30 take place ‘near Lampon’s house’ (colon 17).  

 
 16.1 Preliminary analyses 

 
(1)  As is the case for all narratives, the overall point of this narrative excerpt is to present a 

series of events, in this case:  
a.  the boy takes refuge at the fuller’s (colon 3);  
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b.  Simon and his gang burst in after the boy (colon 5);  
c.  Simon and his gang proceed to drag the boy along violently (colon 6);  
d.  the boy shouts (colon 7);  
e.  the boy cries out (colon 8);  
f.  the boy calls for witnesses (colon 9);  
g.  a crowd of people comes running (colon 10);  
h.  the crowd protests against the whole thing (colon 11);  
i.  the crowd says that what is happening is awful (colon 12);  
j.  Simon and his gang do not worry about what the crowd says (cola 13-14) 
k.  Simon and his gang beat up Molon the fuller and some of the bystanders (cola 15-17);  
l.  Simon and his gang get as far as (near) Lampon’s house (colon 18);  
m.  the speaker is walking alone (colon 20);  
n.  the speaker meets Simon and his gang (colon 21);  
o.  the speaker thinks it a bad thing to just stand by and watch (colon 22-23);  
p.  the speaker seizes hold of the boy (colon 24);  
q.  someone (the speaker?) asks Simon and his gang why they treat the boy that way (colon 

26, colon 29);307  
r.  Simon and his gang refuse to answer the question (cola 28-29);  
s.  Simon and his gang let the boy go (colon 30);  
t.  Simon and his gang start beating the speaker (colon 31).  

However, not all of these events have the same kind of relevance to the development of the 
plot:  
- The main characters in the whole speech are the speaker and Simon and his gang. The 

boy has a slightly less prominent (and qualitatively different) status. These characters 
are consistently the ones who are successively introduced as the main agent of a 
particular segment.  

-  Events in which other agents perform the action, are typically backgrounded (thus e.g. 
actions h, i, and j in the above enumeration). Likewise, in the events b to l, in which 
Simon and his gang are the main agent, events d, e and f present actions by the boy, 
which are accordingly backgrounded.  

-  The overall main point of the narratio is to show that there has been a long history of 
repeated violence on the part of Simon and his gang. Accordingly, we can expect those 
events which specifically involve such violence to be more foregrounded and hence 
rhematic; for instance events c, k, and t.  

 
(2)  As far as the overall structure of this excerpt is concerned, some of the now familiar criteria 

can be put to work:  

criterion 1: particles 
According to this criterion, the excerpt can be cut up into the following segments, if we take 
d° as the main cue (and ...m°n...d° as a cue for a lower level articulation):  
-  metå d¢ taËta ... (cola 1-9): the scope of d° in colon 1 is not immediately obvious, and 

may even be argued to extend over the whole excerpt;308 furthermore, if we take into 
                                                             
307 Here the spatio-temporal iconcity principle is obviously violated: the asking is introduced after the 
answering.  
308 In that case the scope would probably even reach beyond §17, i.e. including the description of the 
fight in §18. Note that the description of the aftermath of this fight in §19 contains the expression metå 
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account the corresponsive use of d° in colon 4 (answering m°n in colon 2), we can cut 
up this segment into 3 parts:  
-  metå d¢ taËta ... (colon 1);  
-  tÚ m¢n meirãkion ... (cola 2-3);  
-  otoi d¢ ... cola 4-9;  

-  sundramÒntvn d¢ ényr≈pvn poll«n ... (cola 10-17): again, the occurrence of m°n... 
d°... allows for a further segmentation:  
-  sundramÒntvn d¢ ényr≈pvn poll«n ... (cola 10-12);  
-  t«n m¢n legom°nvn ... (cola 13-14);  
-  MÒlvna d¢ ... (cola 15-17);  

-  ≥dh d¢ aÈto›w oÔsi parå tØn Lãmpvnow ofik€an ... (cola 18-21) 
-  deinÚn d¢ ≤ghsãmenow e‰nai ka‹ afisxrÚn ... (cola 22-25) 
-  otoi d¢ ... (cola 26-31): again, the occurrence of m°n... d°... allows for a further 

segmentation:  
-  otoi d¢ ... (colon 26);  
-  di' ˜ ti m¢n ... (cola 27-29);  
-  éf°menoi d¢ ... (cola 30-31). 

criterion 2: main agents/Topics/subjects  
The second criterion yields a somewhat different segmentation:  
-  tÚ m¢n meirãkion (cola 2-3);  
-  otoi d¢ (cola 4-17/18); 
-  §g∆ (cola 18/19-25);  
-  otoi d¢ (cola 26-31).  

One of the main agent-switches coincides with a switch in the verb tenses: the events in 
which the speaker is the main agent, as far the finite verbs are concerned (§ntuxãnv, 
§pilambãnomai), are narrated in the historical present, whereas the other events are 
presented by means of past tenses.  
Note that, in fact, the excerpt twice presents actions that are performed by agents which are 
not the main current Topic; these actions occur in grammatically subordinated participle 
clauses; note that the use of participia coniuncta and (especially) the genitivus absolutus 
constructions has the specific effect of not de-activating the current Topic/agent:  
-  cola 7-9: the boy: participia coniuncta in agreement with the (unfocused) object aÈtÚn, 

after which another subordinated agent is introduced (the crowd) but the main current 
Topic/agent otoi remains active (see here below);  

-  cola 10-12 (or even 10-13): the crowd of bystanders (ényr≈pvn poll«n): genitivi 
absoluti, after which the previously current Topic/subject/agent (otoi d¢ in colon 4) 
apparently is active enough for the following finite verb (§frÒntizon in colon 14) to 
occur without any reactivation of the subject.  

Also note that the exact location of some of the Topic-switches is fuzzy:  
-  the crowd is clearly the agent in the genitivi absoluti (cola 10-12), but strictly speaking 

is also still the agent of t«n m¢n legom°nvn (colon 13), which grammatically already 
belongs in the finite clause of which the main current Topic otoi is the subject/agent;  

                                                                                                                                                     
taËta, referring back to the fight (including the present excerpt or not). I will not persue the option of a 
wider scope any further in what follows, sticking to the contents of the excerpt as such.  
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-  similarly but more seriously, a major agent-switch occurs in colon 19, where the current 
agent/subject otoi is switched for §g∆, the speaker; however, colon 18, grammatically 
dependent on §ntuxãnv (colon 21, in which the new subject/agent is already active), 
still has the previous Topic for an agent (here anaphorically resumed by means of 
aÈto›w).  

criterion 3: sentences and main finite clauses 
The third criterion is a natural one as well: if we count out the fronted marker colon 1, the 
scope of which is ambiguous, we can distinguish the following sentences, coinciding with 
the full stops in editorial punctuation:  
-  sentence 1 (cola 2-9), consisting of 2 correlative main clauses:  

-  cola 2-3: tÚ m¢n meirãkion ... kat°fugen;  
-  cola 4-9: otoi d¢ ... ∑gon aÈtÚn b€&, ... ;  

-  sentence 2 (cola 10-17), consisting of 3 coordinated fronted participle clauses (cola 10-
12) and 2 correlative main clauses; note, however, that otoi d¢ (colon 4) still is the 
grammatical subject of the finite verbs, which is an argument for not considering cola 
10-17 a separate sentence:  
-  ... t«n m¢n legom°nvn oÈd¢n §frÒntizon, (cola 13-14); 
-  MÒlvna d¢ ... ka‹ êllouw tinåw ... sun°kocan. (cola 15-17); 

-  sentence 3 (cola 18-25), consisting of 2 main finite clauses (connected by d¢, colon 22) 
each preceded by a fronted participle clause:  
-  cola 18-21: ... §g∆ ... §ntuxãnv; 
-  cola 22-25: ... §pilambãnomai aÈtoË; 

-  sentence 4 (cola 26-31), consisting of 2 main finite clauses preceded by a common 
fronted Topic (colon 26):  
-  cola 27-29: ... oÈk ±y°lhsan efipe›n ... ;  
-  cola 30-31: ... ¶tupton §m°. 

criterion 4: tenses 
Two major tense-switches occur, as far as the finite verbs are concerned, from past to 
present and back to past, yielding the following segments:  
-  cola 2-17 (sentences 1 and 2): the finite verbs kat°fugen, ∑gon, §frÒntizon and 

sun°kocan are in various past tenses;  
-  cola 18-25 (sentence 3): the finite verbs §ntuxãnv and §pilambãnomai are in the 

present tense;  
-  cola 26-31 (sentence 4): the finite verbs ±y°lhsan and ¶tupton are in a past tense.  

Note that the occurrence of the historical present, which is quite generally believed to signal 
heightened vividness and speaker-involvement (pace Sicking & Stork 1997), coincides with 
the appearance of the first-person agent in the front of the scene. As soon as the role of main 
agent shifts back to the other party, the speaker reverts to past tenses. Similar tense switches 
occur in other narrative excerpts (see section 2.1(2) below). 
 
It is obvious that these criteria do not all coincide at all times, the most difficult transition 
points being the following:  
-  the status of d° in colon 10, coinciding with the beginning of a new finite clause, but not 

with a switch between main agents (otoi d¢ in colon 4 remains active as the 
subject/agent), is not immediately obvious; an additional complication is the fact that 
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this otoi d¢ occurs in a corresponsive pattern with tÚ m¢n meirãkion in colon 2: we 
have seen that ...m°n...d° patterns usually have a narrower scope than single d° 
transitions,309 whereas the Topic continuity here would suggest that the converse is the 
case;  

-  the subject/agent-switch around cola 18-19 does not exactly coincide with the 
occurrence of d°: whereas in all the other cases of subject/agent-switches in this excerpt 
(and most cases in the previously analyzed excerpts) are marked by means of a Topic-
switch and the presence of a particle attached to new agent, §g∆ here is introduced only 
in the second colon and without the presence of a particle.  

 
(3)  Some of these difficulties can be more or less convincingly resolved if we take into account 

a fifth criterion for the segmentation of this narrative sequence, related to what I have called 
‘the Relevance Principle’ rather than the strictly textual and language-related features 
discussed so far: a P-tree can be expected to not only account for the formal features of 
discourse but also for the distribution of the contents (including ‘real world’ spatio-temporal 
items) as they show up on and disappear from the scene.  

criterion 5: spatio-temporal setting 
The events presented in the paragraph do not happen in the same place and can be divided 
into two episodes, each consisting of a series of events that take place in the same spatio-
temporal setting and with the same participants:  
(1)  the episode at the fuller’s shop (cola 1/2-17);  
(2)  the episode near Lampon’s house (cola 18-31).  

The transition between the two episodes implies (i) a change of spatial setting: from the 
fuller’s shop to some other place (“near Lampon’s house”); (ii) a change in the participants: 
from the boy+the gang+the crowd+Molon to the boy+the gang+the speaker; (iii) a lapse of 
time (cf. ≥dh d¢ in colon 18) in which the gang with the boy travelled from the first place to 
the second, and the speaker happened to get there by another route. The change of spatio-
temporal setting is rather abrupt and does not coincide with many other of the criteria. Todd 
(2007, 321) comments on this: “The [≥dh] marks what would otherwise be a rather abrupt 
scene-change, leaving us to infer that Simon and companions would have now finished with 
Molon, and have moved off dragging Theodotus away with them. This allows the next stage 
of the story to be told from the speaker’s own perspective, so as to emphasize the 
reasonableness of his alleged response”.  
 

 16.2 P-tree analysis  
 
Taking into account the different criteria addressed in the above, I propose the following 
analysis of the overall structure of the excerpt (as represented in Figure 16.2a):  
-  Node A is a Plot-sequence relation, linking the two episodes (cola 1-17 and cola 18-31) 

distinguished according to criterion 5; the sequence is marked by the particle d° in 
colon 18.  

-  Both episodes are introduced by a colon in which the transition from one episode to 
another is explicitly marked:  

                                                             
309 Note that the editorial punctuation (full stop after colon 9) suggests that the scope of d° in colon 4 
indeed does not go beyond colon 9.  
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-  node B links metå d¢ taËta (colon 1) to the series of events constituting the first 
episode (cola 2-17); one might analyze this relation as a Setting-Event relation 
(parallel to node C), but the lack of substantial content of colon 1 suggests a simple 
Marker-Content relation;310  

-  similarly, node C can be analyzed as a Setting-Event relation marking the 
transition to the next episode and linking colon 18 with the series of events in cola 
19-31 (but see (2) below).  

-  The internal structure of each of both episodes is similar and marked by switches from 
one agent/Topic to another one (see criterion 2 here above). 

 
Figure 16.2a: P-tree of Lysias 3,15-17 (overall structure) 

 

 
(1)  Episode 1: cola 1-17 (node B) 

Under the Marker-Content relation node B, coinciding with the first episode identified in the 
above, the most important element is the Topic/agent-switch between the boy and Simon and 
his gang. In terms of a P-tree analysis, these switches yield the following patterns, 
determining the overall structure of the episode (Figure 16.2b):  
-  Node D is the contrast relation between the action of the boy (“seeking refuge at the 

fuller’s shop”) and the actions undertaken by the gang (basically “bursting in and 
beating everybody up”). This relation is marked by m°n in colon 2 and d° in colon 4. 
Note that, although strictly speaking the ‘seeking refuge’ and the ‘bursting in (etc.)’ 
imply a (slight) chronological succession, the notion of co-presence which is typically 
implied in such a contrast relation is applicable: both agents are evidently co-present on 
the scene, and their respective actions are immediately linked within an action-reaction 
pattern.311 

-  Node E and node F are obvious Topic-Comment patterns, each linking one of the 
antagonistic agents with their respective actions. Node F has been construed so that 
colon 4 has scope over cola 5-17, in order to account for the Topic/agent/subject-
continuity as analyzed under criterion 2 above.  

 

                                                             
310 A wider scope for metå d¢ taËta may still be argued for (see my note to ‘criterion 2’ in the 
preliminary analyses here above), but the fact that colon 18 again marks a transition between two 
scenes (as does metå d¢ taËta) looks like a good argument for treating colon 1 and colon 18 in a 
similar way.  
311 Cf. also what has been said about the semantics of suneispesÒntew in section 11.2(1b). 
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Figure 16.2b: P-tree of Lysias 3,15-17 (first episode) 
 

 
The internal structure of cola 5-17 is somewhat more intricate, as has been made clear in the 
discussion of the different criteria above.  
Let us first identify a few obvious plot sequences, which determine the structure of the 
excerpt as a narrative. Thus, node G is an obvious Plot-sequence relation, linking two 
consecutive sets of actions by the gang: ‘bursting in and dragging the boy along’ (cola 5-9) 
and ‘not caring about the protesting bystanders and beating them up’ (cola 10-17); node G is 
marked by the particle d° in colon 10. Under node G, node H is a Plot-sequence of a very 
typical shape, linking ‘bursting in’ (colon 5) and ‘dragging the boy along’ (colon 6-9). The 
events presented in cola 7-9 (the boy’s shouting, crying and calling for witnesses)312 have an 
important function in the context of the development of narrated contents. One might argue 
that because of these events the bystanders gather around. However, this is not how the 
speaker presents these events: note that these verbs (i) are participia coniuncta in agreement 
with a grammatically non-prominent object of the main finite verb, (ii) occur to the right of 
the finite verb and (iii) are in the present or perfect, whereas for events that have the status of 
a separate step in a narrative sequence one would expect aoristi preceding the finite verb. 
Accordingly, node J is best analyzed as a subordinating relation, giving cola 7-9 the status 
of a descriptive afterthought/elaboration.  
The structure of cola 10-17, under node I, can be analyzed as follows:  
-  Node K is a symmetrical relation linking the three genitivi absoluti in cola 10-12 

(sundramÒntvn d¢ ényr≈pvn poll«n ka‹ éganaktoÊntvn t“ prãgmati ka‹ deinå 
                                                             
312 The internal relation between these three cola is not of the plot-sequence type (no succession 
between the three actions is implied), but is the mere coordination of quasi-synonymical descriptions of 
the same behavior (cf. node K).  
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faskÒntvn e‰nai tå gignÒmena) and is marked by ka€ in colon 11 and colon 12, and as 
such is best analyzed as coordinated descriptions of the same general behavior.313  

-  Node I coincides with the grammatical relation between the three coordinated genitivi 
absoluti on the one hand and the two coordinated main finite clauses in cola 13-17 on 
the other. Two different analyses of this relation are possible: (i) a Setting-Event 
relation, in which case the attitude of the bystanders is interpreted as the circumstances 
in which the actions by the gang are situated; (ii) a Plot-sequence, which may be argued 
for because the bystanders’ gathering around (aoristus) while protesting can be seen as 
an essential step in the narrative development (the fact that a genitivus absolutus is used 
rather than e.g. a main finite clause can be interpreted as a device allowing for topic-
continuity).  

-  Node L is a contrast relation marked by ...m°n...d°: no temporal succession between 
‘not caring’ and ‘beating up’ is implied; both members of the contrast together 
constitute a description of the same conduct, as is often the case with negative-positive 
contrasts. 

-  Node M and node N are both Topic-Comment relations, dominated by the contrast 
node L. However, colon 13 ‘the things that were being said’ and cola 15-16 ‘Molon and 
some others’ are obviously not contrasted Topics (there is not even a set-relation 
between them). The contrast is in the Comments, or rather between both 
Topic+Comment patterns as a whole.  

-  Node O is obviously a list relation, linking both victims of the gang (‘Molon’ and 
‘some others’).314  

 
(2)  Episode 2: cola 18-31 (node C) 

I have pointed out in the preliminary discussion above that there are some major difficulties 
with the syntax and the use of the particle d° in this stretch of discourse on the one hand and 
with the Topic-switches in colon 19 and 26 and the Setting-switch in colon 18 on the other. I 
will first give an analysis that accounts more or less satisfactorily for the Topic-continuity 
and Setting-switch, and then come back to problems this analysis causes with respect to the 
linguistic form. Referring to the P-tree in Figure 16.2c, I propose the following analysis for 
the events presented under the right branch of node C.  
Node C has been analyzed as a Setting-Event relation marking the transition from the 
episode at the fuller’s to the episode near Lampon’s house. Assuming that the function of 
colon 18 is to indicate the setting in which the ensuing events take place, we have to assign it 

                                                             
313 Still, whereas ‘protesting’ (colon 11) and ‘saying it is awful’ (colon 12) are obviously coordinated 
descriptions of the same general behavior, there could be a chronological succession between the 
‘gathering around’ (colon 10) and the next two actions. Also note the fact that the first action is 
presented in the aoristus tense, and the next two in the present tense. These features might be arguments 
for assigning additional structure to what is here analyzed as a single ternary symmetrical node. The 
aoristus can be interpreted as we did for similar cases elsewhere, i.e. as a separate step in the main line 
of the plot; the present tense of the other actions may be interpreted as ‘descriptive’ of the behavior of 
those gathering around (see also section 21.1(3) below). 
314 An alternative segmentation of colon 16 according to which §pamÊnein §pixeiroËntaw is not taken 
attributively with êllouw tinåw, but as an autonomous participle in agreement with both MÒlvna and 
êllouw tinåw, is possible; in that case, the participle might be analysed as a setting for sun°kocan. 
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a scope extending from colon 19 to colon 31, at least (i.e. if we do not read beyond the 
present excerpt).315  
 

Figure 16.2c: P-tree of Lysias 3,15-17 (second episode) 

 
The idea that the agent-switch between the speaker (colon 19) and “them” (colon 26) is what 
determines the overall structure of this stretch of discourse yields the following P-tree 
pattern:  
-  Node P is a plot-sequence, linking the events with the speaker as a main agent in cola 

19-25 (‘encountering the gang’, ‘grabbing the boy’) and the reactions of the gang in 
cola 26-31 (‘not wanting to answer’, ‘letting the boy go’, ‘beating the speaker’).  

-  Node Q and node R are Topic-Comment nodes, marking the agent-switches between 
the gang and the speaker (in colon 19), and between the speaker and the gang (in colon 
26). 

The internal structure of the first part, under node Q, can be analyzed as follows:  
-  Node S is again a Plot-sequence, marked by the particle d° in colon 22 and linking two 

events in which the speaker is the main agent: ‘encountering the gang’ (cola 20-21) and 
‘grabbing the boy’ (cola 22-25).  

-  Node T could be analyzed as a Setting-Event relation, colon 20 presenting the general 
circumstance ‘the speaker was walking alone’ (note the present tense participle) in 
which the encounter took place.316  

                                                             
315 Although the fight described in §18 strictly speaking still happens ‘near Lampon’s house’, the 
description has a climactic function within the narrative structure and should therefore probably viewed 
as a separate episode (cf. also the particle and the vocative at the beginning of §18 mãxhw d¢ genom°nhw, 
Œ boulÆ, ...). 
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-  Node U is again a Setting-Event relation, presenting the motive (‘thinking it would be a 
shame not to intervene’, cola 22-24) for the speaker’s action (‘grabbing the boy’, colon 
25). The internal structure of cola 22-24 could be analyzed as follows:  
-  colon 22 is an epistemic marker, indicating the attitude of the speaker towards the 

contents in cola 23-24, or marking these contents as the contents of his thought; 
node V thus represents a rather idiosyncratic type of marker-content relation 
(‘reporting-reported’);  

-  the relation between colon 23 ‘stand by and watch’ and colon 24 ‘while the boy 
was treated so badly’ (node W) can be analyzed as a contrast relation, the only 
objection being that the two cola are syntactically not symmetric.  

Cola 26-31, under node R, shows the following, rather straightforward, structural patterns:  
-  Node X is a contrast relation marked by ...m°n...d°, again of the negative-positive type. 

The ‘co-presence’ aspect inherent to contrasts is evident: these are not two successive 
actions in the plot: both contrasted members together describe the behavior of the gang 
(‘not wanting to answer’ - ‘letting the boy go and beating me’). 

-  Node Y links the fronted complement clause ‘why they behaved so lawlessly towards 
the boy’ and the event in which this question plays a role (‘not wanting to answer’). One 
might want to interpret this -somewhat awkward- construction as a question-answer 
pattern, but this does not fit in with the fact that the syntactically indirect question 
occurs immediately after the Topic/agent-switch towards otoi, whereas the question 
would obviously be asked by someone else (plausibly the speaker). Therefore, it seems 
more natural to analyze the fronted subordinate clause as a Topic (as in my translation 
“as for the reasons why ...”). Colon 29 (§rvthy°ntew) is again a little awkward and 
looks like an afterthought in which Lysias/the speaker presents a step in the sequence of 
events (the question) he had previously forgotten to introduce.317  

-  Node Z links two actions by the gang: ‘letting the boy go’ and ‘beating me’. This 
relation may be seen as a plot sequence, in which case the form is quite regular 
(participle in the aoristus followed by finite verb). Note, however, the double contrast 
between the two verbs (‘letting go (i.e. stop treating violently)’ vs. ‘beating’) and the 
two direct objects (‘him’ vs. ‘me’). The co-presence criterion implied by a contrast 
analysis is again applicable, in that all participants to the events are obviously co-
present and both members of the contrast could easily be viewed as describing the same 
general conduct, rather than two different events.  

 
 

                                                                                                                                                     
316 Alternatively, a parenthetical status for mÒnow bad€zvn may be argued for (which would not change 
much with respect to its function in the overall structure).  
317 Note that this way of presenting the events has a dramatical effect (perhaps even conveying the 
confusion of the events): the speaker grabs the boy and simultaneously asks why they are treating the 
boy so badly (cf. the demonstrative pronoun §ke›non in colon 27, reminiscent of direct speech, vs. the 
anaphoric aÈtoË in colon 25). The messy switches between the various agents and the fact that the 
structure of the narrative does not highlight the chronological order of the events as clearly and neatly 
as in other narratives reminds us of the jerky camera work that is typical of action scenes in 
contemporary cinema.  
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 16.3 Final remarks 
 

(1)  The above analysis, though accounting for most of the pragmatically relevant aspects, 
remains awkward with respect to some aspects of the expected homology between P-tree 
structure and linguistic form. Thus, colon 18 has been assigned scope over 19-31 (node C), 
but its syntactic function (dative case) suggests a scope extending no further than colon 21, 
and the Topic-switch in colon 19 remains formally underdetermined (no particle, etc.); 
furthermore, the linking of cola 20-21 and cola 22-25 by means of d°, with both items under 
the scope of §g∆ looks dubious. On the other hand, if §g∆ is not analyzed as a Topic having 
scope over cola 20-25, on the same level as otoi in colon 26, the explicit Topic-switch in 
colon 26 would be unexplainable. Therefore, a flatter structure, which would follow the 
syntax more closely, would fail to account for the Topic-continuity and Topic-switches as 
well as for the Setting-switch.  
The pragmatic requirements and the linguistic form (syntax, particles) may be reconciled by 
means of what I have called the notion of syntactic sandhi (see section 13.1.4 above). As 
compared with the pragmatic structure of the excerpt as indicated in my analysis, the 
syntactic structure has a narrower scope. The planning of the syntactic structure does not 
look far enough ahead to make it coincide with the pragmatic structure, so that elements that 
have a more global scope are integrated into syntactic constructions with a narrower scope:  
-  Whereas -from a pragmatic point of view- the Setting in colon 18 (‘near Lampon’s 

house’) remains the Setting for the whole of cola 19-31, the planning of the syntactic 
structure did not go beyond colon 21 and the Setting was syntactically integrated into 
the sentence constituted by cola 18-21 (the dative case of colon 18 no longer has a 
syntactic function after this).  

-  From colon 22 onwards a new syntactic unit was produced (coordinated to the previous 
one by means of the particle d°), though both the Setting and the Topic remained the 
same.  

-  Another syntactic unit was initiated at colon 26, with a Topic-switch marked by the 
particle d°, though the same Setting was still active.  

 
(2)  The above analysis also illustrates a remarkably wide array of different patterns structuring 

the narrative:318 
-  The excerpt illustrates two competing ways to ensure narrative continuity (and 

discontinuity): (i) keeping the agents constant (and marking agent-switches) and follow 
them as they move from setting to setting; (ii) keeping the settings constant (and 
marking setting-switches) and present successive agents in this setting. 

-  It also illustrates a number of ways in which the actions performed by the various agents 
can be situated with respect to the overall development of the plot, in terms of the 
pragmatic functions of these actions/events (events under plot-nodes vs. setting-event-
patterns vs. descriptive elaborations) and in terms of the shapes the VPs conveying 
these actions take (participles vs. finite verbs; verbal aspect and tense). For a more 
systematic account of the issues concerning the various formal shapes of the VPs in this 
section, I refer to section 21.1 below.  

 

                                                             
318 This remarkable variety in structural patterns can probably be explained by the highly dramatical 
presentation of the events and makes this excerpt an excellent ‘case’ for the present purposes. 
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 17. Reported conversation in a narrative (Lysias 1,15-17) 
 
In §§15-17 of the speech On the murder of Eratosthenes (cf. section 14 for the wider 
context) a crucial episode in Euphiletus’ story is narrated: how he first came to know that 
Eratosthenes was having an affair with his wife. The principal character here is an old 
woman who comes up to Euphiletus in the street. For practical reasons I have divided the 
scene into three parts, coinciding with the division into paragraphs of the standard editions:  
-  §15 introduces the episode, situating it chronologically with respect to the previous 

events and introducing the main character; 
-  §16 relates in oratio recta what the old woman is supposed to have said;  
-  §17 relates the effect of this new information on Euphiletus.  

The segmentation of the excerpt into three paragraphs is formally marked by the presence of 
different kinds of linking devices:  
-  §15: the whole excerpt starts with Metå d¢ taËta, Œ êndrew, ... the prepositional phrase 

being a typical discourse marker (through the anaphoric demonstrative), and the 
vocative, occurring -typically- on a major structural boundary (see section 14.5 above); 

-  §16: starts with proselyoËsa oÔn moi ... ≤ ênyrvpow, the resumptive participle and the 
definite article ≤ linking back to pros°rxeta€ mo€ tiw presbËtiw ênyrvpow in §15, and 
the particle oÔn marking the fact that the speaker takes up the main line of his story 
after a digression in §15;  

-  §17: starts with taËta efipoËsa, Œ êndrew, ... , another resumptive participle (as at the 
beginning of §16) with an anaphoric demonstrative (as in §15), linking back to the 
oratio recta introduced by ¶fh (twice) in §16;  

-  §18 begins with §ly∆n d¢ o‡kade, which marks the fact that the rather static episode 
with the old woman is finished and a more eventful sequence of actions sets in.  

Note that this structure more or less closely reminds us of the canonical structure of any 
narration (cf. section 13.3.5), consisting of an introduction (§15), a main body or narration 
(§16), and a coda or conclusion (§17).319 The excerpt is, however, not strictly narrative, i.e. 
not structured around a series of successive events constituting a plot.  
 

 17.1 Lysias 1,15 
 
1 Metå d¢ taËta,  After this,  
2 Œ êndrew,  Gentlemen,  
3 xrÒnou metajÁ diagenom°nou  some time passed in between,  
4 ka‹ §moË polÁ époleleimm°nou t«n 

§mautoË kak«n,  
and I was left quite unaware of the bad things that 
were happening to me,  

5 pros°rxeta€ mo€ tiw presbËtiw when an old creature comes up to me,  
                                                             
319 Paragraph 17 might alternatively be analyzed as the beginning of the next episode. This analysis 
would fit in nicely with the presence of a vocative at the beginning of a new episode, and the absence of 
such an emphatic marker at the beginning of §18. Still, as will be shown in the commentary, many 
aspects of both content and form of §17 have a very close connection to the two previous paragraphs, 
so that it seemed appropriate to analyze them together. Also note the fact that the spatio-temporal 
setting changes in §18 (including the fact that the main character apart from Euphiletus is no longer the 
old woman but the maid). See also 14.2(2). 
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ênyrvpow,  
6 ÍpÚ gunaikÚw Ípopemfye›sa  she was secretly sent by a woman 
7 ∂n §ke›now §mo€xeuen,  he was having an affair with,  
8 …w §g∆ Ïsteron ≥kouon:  as I heard later on.  
9 aÏth d¢  But that woman,  
10 Ùrgizom°nh  she was angry 
11 ka‹ édike›syai nom€zousa,  and felt she was wronged 
12 ˜ti oÈk°ti ımo€vw §fo€ta par' aÈtÆn,  because he wasn’t visiting her regularly anymore like 

before.  
13 §fÊlatten  So she was keeping an eye on him 
14 ßvw §jhËren  until she found out 
15 ˜ ti e‡h tÚ a‡tion.  what was the reason. 

This is the ‘introductory paragraph’ of the entire excerpt Lysias 1,15-17, in which the 
circumstances in which the scene with the old woman informing Euphiletus about his wife’s 
lover took place. The paragraph can be divided into three parts:  
-  cola 1-4: consisting of fronted material, linking back to the previous context;  
-  cola 5-8: a first finite clause, in which the old woman is introduced, as well as then one 

who sent her;  
-  cola 9-15: a second finite clause, coordinated to the first one, consisting of a digression 

on the woman who sent the old woman’s and her relationship to the lover of Euphiletus’ 
wife.  

The paragraph starts off by linking back and situating the scene with respect to the previous 
events (cola 1-4). Note the position of the vocative (colon 2) at the start of this episode, 
indicating that this is a major break indeed and helping to delimit the episode as a whole. In 
the P-tree analysis, I have analyzed the marker Metå d¢ taËta as having scope over the 
whole paragraph (node A); it could even be argued that the scope of this marker extends to 
the whole excerpt including paragraphs 15, 16 and 17 and beyond. Likewise, the absolute 
participles constituting cola 3 and 4, simply coordinated by ka€ (node C), plausibly have 
scope over the whole paragraph (node B).320  
After the linking back in cola 1-4, the old woman, the main character of the entire scene, is 
introduced in colon 5, as well as the woman that sent her (cola 6-8). The unity of cola 5-8 is 
evidenced by the grammar in that it contains only one finite verb, with a participle 
(participium coniunctum), including a relative clause and a parenthetical comparative clause, 
attached to it.  
A major break occurs in colon 9, in which a digression (cola 9-15) on this latter woman is 
started. The break is evidenced by the presence of a single finite verb (colon 13) and the 
change of grammatical subject (aÏth colon 9), which has the pragmatic function of a new 
Topic (as marked by the particle d°).  
Node D links up the two major parts (content-wise) of this paragraph: the part introducing 
the old woman (cola 5-8) and the digression on the woman who sent her (cola 9-15).321 

                                                             
320 As a matter of fact, one could make a good case for a very wide scope, up until §22 ka‹ metå taËta 
dieg°nonto ≤m°rai t°ttarew µ p°nte. In that case the episode with the old woman and the episode in 
which Euphiletus interrogates his maid (cf. section 14.2) constitute a whole. I will not persue this 
option in what follows, allowing myself to confine the analysis to a single paragraph at a time. 
321 The exact relationship between the two women is not clear from what is said in the speech. I will 
refrain from speculating about the position of old women in Ancient Greek culture, and simply point 
out that the issue may be food for historical gender-studies. 
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Under this analysis, node D is of the ‘elaboration’ type, indicating that cola 9-15 are not 
rhematic but contain contents that are subordinate to the contents of cola 5-8.322  
 

Figure 17.1: P-tree of Lysias 1,15 
 

 
cola 5-8 (node E) 
This segment coincides with the syntactic unit of a single finite clause.  
Colon 5 already states the main event in this section: the old woman approaches Euphiletus. 
After this, however, Euphiletus/Lysias, instead of simply telling what happened then, 
chooses to elaborate on the old woman’s background. Node E is accordingly analyzed as an 
‘elaboration’ relation, through which the old woman’s identity is further specified by linking 
her to the woman who sent her. Likewise, node H serves to specify the identity of the latter 
woman by linking her to Eratosthenes (§ke›now, colon 7).323 Colon 8 then is a stereotyped 
afterthought, which functions as an epistemic marker. It obviously has to be attached to (i.e. 

                                                             
322 Alternatively, colon 5 could be interpreted as having scope over the rest of the paragraph, cola 6-15 
then being an elaboration on the fact that this old woman came up to the speaker. An argument in favor 
of this analysis is the fact that the old woman coming up to Euphiletus clearly is the main point of the 
entire paragraph, as is evidenced by the fact that the following paragraph takes up precisely this point: 
proselyoËsa oÔn moi, where the particle oÔn  can easily be seen as having one of its typical functions 
which consists in taking up the thread after a digression. In that case, however, an anomaly in the 
syntax-pragmatics correspondence has to be accepted: both cola 6-8, grammatically subordinated to the 
main clause in colon 5, and the finite sentence in cola 9-15, grammatically independent of it, would be 
pragmatically subordinated to colon 5. I have chosen for a more conservative analysis here, following 
the syntax more closely.  
323 Nodes E and H together make up a kind of Elaboration-cascade. See also section 20.2(2b). 
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it has -in some sense- scope over) both colon 6 and 7, hence the position of node G in the P-
tree.324 
A nice detail in the analysis of cola 5-8 is the order in which the different characters are 
introduced, which rather neatly illustrates the digressive (non-thematizing) structure of the 
segment: whereas the Thematization Principle predicts that given elements occur in 
segments having scope over, and occurring on the left of, elements that are new, in this 
structure the converse is the case:  
-  Euphiletus (§g∆, colon 8) is obviously the ‘most given’ character;  
-  Eratosthenes (§ke›now, colon 7) the one most directly related to Euphiletus in the 

context of the process;  
-  the woman who sent the old woman’s (gunaikÚw, colon 6) the one most directly related 

to Eratosthenes;  
-  finally, the old woman is the most ‘new’ character.  
 
cola 9-15 (node F) 
Again, this segment coincides with a finite clause (main verb colon 13), with a few 
participles and subordinate clauses depending on it.  
Node F, a Topic-Comment relation, indicates that aÏth (colon 9), linking back to the last 
mentioned female character (the one who sent the old woman to Euphiletus), is the Topic of 
the whole segment, and has scope over cola 10-16. The Comment part (node I) is structured 
as a Setting-Event pattern, the Theme (‘Setting’) of which (cola 10-12) giving the reasons 
why she kept a close watch on Eratosthenes.  
Node L represents an obviously symmetrical sequence relation, though of a rather loose 
type, conjoining two more or less equivalent descriptions of the state of mind of the woman. 
Node J, relating the conjoined participles “she was angry and felt she was done wrong” 
(cola 10-11) with the ˜ti-clause “because he didn’t visit her anymore like before” 325 (colon 
12) is somewhat more difficult to characterize. Perhaps the most simple analysis is 
considering it a Topic-Comment relation: in this case, the fact that she was angry (etc.) is 
taken as a starting point (in itself the reason why she kept a close watch on Eratosthenes and 
finally contacted Euphiletus), about which it is then said that the reason for this was that he 
didn’t come around anymore. The Theme-Rheme relations between both segments are, 
however, not so easy to formulate under this analysis. Alternatively, analyses in terms of 
subordination may be taken into consideration: in that case the ˜ti-clause can be considered 
as a subordinated ‘explanation’ for this anger.  
Likewise, nodes K and M are not easy to characterize pragmatically either, although the 
‘bare’ structure in terms of closeness and distance is clear, and parallels the grammatical 
relations: colon 15 (“what was the cause”) immediately coheres with colon 14 (“until she 

                                                             
324 Note that in the case of afterthoughts, the scope of a marker in a P-tree analysis has to be expressed 
in a converse way as compared to regular ‘marker-content’ nodes. This is one of the cases in which the 
methodological decision to represent subordinating relations as regular P-nodes yields a formally 
inelegant procedure; see section 13.3.3(3) above.  
325 In principle, the ˜ti-clause could be interpreted grammatically as a complement to édike›syai, but 
in that case it is hard to interpret it as belonging to both colon 10 and 11 at once, since the grammatical 
relation to the verbs in both cola would be different anyhow; even if it could be interpreted as a 
complement of Ùrgizom°nh as well, it would have a different semantic function there (“the contents of 
her rage”) as compared to its function as a complement of édike›syai (“the wrong that was done to 
her”).  
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found out”) and colon 13 (“she kept a close watch on him”) coheres with the unit consisting 
of cola 14-15. As for the relation between colon 13 and cola 14-15 (node K), the same 
alternatives may be taken into consideration as for node J: either a Topic-Comment relation, 
or a subordinating relation, in which the ßvw-clause is an explanation for her being on the 
lookout. As for the relation between the complement clause (colon 15) and colon 14 
containing the matrix verb to which this complement clause belongs, a similar -and already 
noted- problem occurs, with the additional possibility of considering colon 14 a mere marker 
and the complement as the content proper.  
 

 17.2 Lysias 1,16 
 
1 proselyoËsa oÔn moi  So she came up to me 
2 §ggÁw  near  
3 ≤ ênyrvpow  - I mean the creature - 
4 t∞w ofik€aw t∞w §m∞w  near my house  
5 §pithroËsa,  - she had been on the look-out -  
6 "EÈf€lhte" ¶fh  “Euphiletus”, she said,  
7 "mhdemiò polupragmosÊn˙  “don’t think it’s out of meddlesomeness 
8 proselhluy°nai me nÒmize prÚw s°:  that I have come up to you.  
9 ı går énØr  Because the man 
10 ı Íbr€zvn efiw s¢ ka‹ tØn sØn guna›ka  who does wrong to you and your wife 
11 §xyrÚw Ãn ≤m›n tugxãnei.  happens to be our enemy.  
12 §ån oÔn  So,  
13 lãb˙w tØn yerãpainan if you take your servant-girl, 
14 tØn efiw égorån bad€zousan  the one that goes to the market 
15 ka‹ diakonoËsan Ím›n  and waits on you,  
16 ka‹ basan€s˙w,  and if you torture her,  
17 ëpanta peÊs˙".  you will find out everything”. 
18 "¶sti d'" ¶fh "ÉEratosy°nhw ÉO∞yen  “It is … Eratosthenes of Oë”, she said, 
19 ı taËta prãttvn,  “who does all that.  
20 ˘w  He’s the one  
21 oÈ mÒnon tØn sØn guna›ka di°fyarken  who ruined not only your wife 
22 éllå ka‹ êllaw pollãw:  but plenty of others as well:  
23 taÊthn går [tØn] t°xnhn ¶xei".  He has this trade, you see”.  

In this paragraph, 3 major segments can be delimited:  
(1)  cola 1-5: introduction to the reported speech, linking back to the previous 

paragraph;326 
(2)  cola 6-17: a first quotation from the reported conversation, introduced by ¶fh;  
(3)  cola 18-23: a second quotation from the reported conversation, introduced by a 

second ¶fh, and connected to (2) by the particle d° (colon 18).  

Segment (1), consisting of cola 1-5, serves as an introduction to the two other segments 
evoking the setting in which the old woman’s speech takes place; this speech is the main 
content of the whole paragraph. Accordingly, node A of the P-tree for this excerpt (see 
Figure 17.2 here below) can be characterized as a Setting-Event relation .  
 

                                                             
326 Note the resumptive particle oÔn , which explicitly links proselyoËsa to pros°rxetai in colon 5 
of the previous paragraph, thereby de facto marking the rest of the previous paragraph as a digression 
with respect to the overall development of the plot (cf. section 21.3(2e) below). 
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Figure 17.2: P-tree of Lysias 1,16 
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cola 18-23 under node E, is made inescapable by the reiteration of ¶fh and the presence of 
d' in colon 18. Note that this d' is probably not to be interpreted as literally part of the 
reported speech, but is a structural marker with respect to the way the old woman’s speech is 
reported by Eratosthenes. Without the presence of d' and ¶fh it would be more natural to 
analyze the vocative EÈf€lhte (colon 6) as an interpersonal marker having scope over the 
whole of the old woman’s turn. As it stands however, Euphiletus/Lysias seems to present the 
purported contents of the speech as two separate parts. It is not easy to give a convincing 
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-  what is the exact function of d' in colon 18?  
-  what is the pragmatic and/or semantic relation between the contents of the two 
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 16. ka‹ basan€s˙w,   
 17. ëpanta peÊs˙".  

E	


N	

 18. "¶sti d'" ¶fh "ÉEratosy°nhw 
ÉO∞yen  

 19. ı taËta prãttvn,	


 O	


 20. ˘w  

P	


Q	


 21. oÈ mÒnon tØn sØn guna›ka   
di°fyarken 

 22. éllå ka‹ êllaw pollãw:  

 23. taÊthn går [tØn] t°xnhn 
¶xei". 
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the identity of the old woman and the woman who sent her (mentioned in the previous 
paragraph) must have occurred some time during the conversation reported here. Likewise, it 
seems unlikely that all the information reportedly transmitted by the old woman would have 
been expressed without interventions (questions for information, expressions of surprise, 
etc.) on the part of Euphiletus; these interventions at least must have been edited out. Thus, 
Euphiletus’ quotations (cf. the two quotation markers ¶fh) of the old woman are at best 
excerpts of what she actually said or could have said. These considerations may help to 
motivate the fact that in the context of the present analysis the presence of the quotation 
markers has been considered as the main criterion for segmenting the text, instead of other 
factors, internal to the oratio recta, and the function of d' has been interpreted in terms of 
Euphiletus’ presentation, rather than as belonging to the reported conversation.  
 

(1)  cola 1-5 (node B) 
For the remarkable word order and segmentation of this passage, see section 11.3.2(1) 
above. As has been explained there, the segmentation into 4 cola (cola 1-4) is largely due to 
the intrusion of the afterthought ≤ ênyrvpow within the grammatical unit §ggÁw t∞w ofik€aw 
t∞w §m∞w.  
In any case, the two participles proselyoËsa moi and §pithroËsa plausibly constitute two 
pragmatically separate segments. With the parenthetic colon 3 omitted, 1, 2 and 4 could be 
either analyzed as two cola (colon 1 and a colon consisting of 2 and 4) held together by an 
elaboration relation of a quite common type, the elaboration part adding background 
information about the Setting in which an action takes place, or even as a single colon.327  
Colon 5 can be analyzed as constituting (again) an afterthought-like digression or 
parenthesis: Euphiletus/Lysias adds this circumstantial information without employing the 
more deliberate Setting-Event strategy, but just inserts it in between the regular resumptive 
proselyoËsa-clause and the main clauses introduced by ¶fh. As for the circumstantial and 
background character of colon 5, note the present aspect of §pithroËsa in contrast to the 
aoristus aspect of proselyoËsa. Node B can then be analyzed as being of the elaboration 
type, connecting backgrounded information (colon 5) to a segment that has an independently 
established function (cola 1-4).  
 

 (2)  cola 6-16 (node D) 
Node D relates the address EÈf€lhte to the rest of the quotation. After this marker, the 
segment contains three major sub-segments, both content-wise and as far formal marking is 
concerned:  
(i)  colon 7-8: the old woman does not approach Euphiletus because of her 

meddlesomeness;328 
(ii)  colon 9-11: a man is doing wrong to Euphiletus and his wife; this man is an enemy of 

the old woman’s party;  
(iii)  colon 12-17: if Euphiletus talks to one of his maids, he will know everything.  
                                                             
327 Dover (1960/1968, 46) makes §ggÁw t∞w ofik€aw t∞w §m∞w belong with §pithroËsa rather than with 
proselyoËsa. This interpretation gives much less weight to the semantic content of §pithroËsa, and 
relatively more to the location of the encounter. Though this interpretation is possible in principle and 
no decisive arguments against it are readily available, somehow it seems less plausible as compared to 
the analysis given above.  
328 For a note on the function of the vocative (colon 6) and the fronted negative (colon 7), see section 
11.3.2(2b) above.  
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Each of these sub-segments consists of a finite clause, each closed of by its own main finite 
verb in its last colon: (i) nÒmize in colon 8, (ii) tugxãnei in colon 11, (iii) peÊs˙ in colon 16. 
Segments (ii) and (iii) are furthermore introduced by a connective particle (går  in colon 9 
and oÔn  in colon 12). These formal features warrant the segmentation into 3 sub-
segments.329  

As for the pragmatic relations holding between these three segments/sentences, a priori 3 
different possibilities can be tried:  
(a)  a flat structure, in which segments (i), (ii) and (iii) are daughters of the same (ternary) 

node;  
(b)  a structure in which segments (ii) and (iii) together form a binary node, in its turn 

entertaining a binary relation to (i);  
(c)  a structure in which segments (i) and (ii) together form a binary node, in its turn 

entertaining a binary relation to (iii).  

Let us first review these three possibilities: 

(a)  The first possibility immediately poses a problem concerning the type of relation that 
would hold between the different segments. The symmetrical node-types of the 
sequence type can immediately be ruled out: the three segments obviously do not 
present elements of the same ontological type making a similar contribution to the 
overall discourse structure. This is also reflected into the use of the particles går and 
oÔn, suggesting different relations, rather than purely connective particles like d° or ka€, 
allowing for a flat structure of the sequence type. On the other hand, the succession of 
the three segments under consideration does not immediately remind us of any other 
recognizable pattern characterized by a ternary relation, at least not of the kinds already 
introduced.  

(b)  The second possibility is at first sight more promising. In this case, segment (i) (“it is 
not out of meddlesomeness”) is a pre-sequence to the whole segment.330 The node 
relating this presequence to the more substantial segments (ii) and (iii) would be a nice 
example of the Marker-Content type. The fact that (i) does not contain any substantial 

                                                             
329 Again, it can be noted from the outset that, if this presentation were to be considered as the faithful 
rendering of an actual conversation, the ordering of the different segments and their contents would be 
most peculiar. Especially note the fact that the existence of a wrongdoer -supposedly unknown to 
Euphiletus at the moment the old woman approaches him- is not separately introduced, but simply 
considered ‘given’ in the old woman’s discourse (as reported): the wrongdoer is first mentioned as the 
subject/Topic of a sentence of which the main point is that he “happens to be an enemy of ours” (cf. 
also the definite articles in ı går énØr ı Íbr€zvn ..., suggesting the givenness or at least definiteness of 
this man in the context). Supposing that the old woman -out of pragmatic incompetence or aiming at a 
very special rhetorical effect- had really started her conversation with Euphiletus in this way, she would 
most likely have been immediately interrupted by Euphiletus at the very moment she first mentioned 
the existence of a wrongdoer (“What man? What wrongdoing?”). If, however, this text is considered in 
the context of Euphiletus exposition, all this looks more natural: obviously, both Euphiletus and his 
audience already know what wrongdoing is meant and even who the wrongdoer (according to 
Euphiletus) is; if Eratosthenes had not been beaten to death by Euphiletus and his companions, there 
would not have been a trial and they would not be there, and Euphiletus would not have been making 
this speech. Again, these contextual elements should be taken into account when doing the analysis of 
this segment.  
330 If the old woman started the actual conversation with this pre-sequence, it might have been 
analyzed as part of the overall structure of the whole conversation. However, as argued above, we 
should analyze this discourse in terms of Euphiletus’ presentation, rather than as an actual conversation.  
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contents, and the other two segments do, is the primary motivation for advocating this 
analysis. However, the relation between segments (ii) (“the man doing you wrong is our 
enemy”) and segment (iii) (“talk to the maid and you will know”), as well as the 
functions of går and oÔn introducing them are then not entirely unproblematic:  
-  Regardless of the use of the particles, the relation between (ii) and (iii) is unclear: 

one might conjecture that (iii) is an elaboration of the fact that there is a man who 
is doing Euphiletus wrong, but, as already noted, sentence (ii) is not construed in 
such a way as if its main point is that there is a man doing wrong, its most rhematic 
element being the fact that this man is “our enemy”; content-wise (iii) can hardly 
be interpreted as an elaboration of (ii). 

-  The particle oÔn in colon 12 is hardly suited to introduce an elaboration; on the 
contrary, it is prototypically used to indicate that a digression is closed and the 
main line of the discourse is taken up again.  

-  Likewise, the function of the particle går (generally introducing an explanation of 
whatever precedes) in colon 9 is hard to interpret: if (iii) is an elaboration of (ii), 
går would be expected to have scope over both (ii) and (iii), but this interpretation 
is in conflict with the syntax, because ı går énØr cannot easily be analyzed so as 
to have scope over (iii) which has a different grammatical subject.  

(c)  The third possibility seems to be right one in that it allows for a satisfactory analysis of 
both the formal features of the text (syntax, particles) and the pragmatic functions of the 
segments.331  

According to possibility (c), pursued here, cola 7-11 are taken together as a presequence to 
cola 12-17. Accordingly, node F is analyzed as a Marker-Content relation. The presequence 
cola 7-11, as it functions in the present context (i.e. Euphiletus’ account of the conversation, 
see above), does not present any substantial information: its only function is that the old 
woman tries to explain to Euphiletus why she approaches him in the street.  
The internal structure of this presequence is dominated by a negative-positive contrast-node 
(node G), opposing the expected (but wrong) explanation of why an old woman would 
approach someone on the street (“meddlesomeness”) to the right explanation (“the man 
doing you wrong is our enemy”). The Thematization Principle is now observed: the fact that 
he is “our enemy” is the main point (Rheme), i.e. it is the most relevant information as an 
explanation of why she comes up to him. The particle går  has its usual function: it 
introduces an explanation as to why she approached him, given the fact that it is not out of 
meddlesomeness.332 The details of the internal structure of this presequence can now be 
accounted for as well:  

(i)  The internal structure of segment (i) (cola 7-8), structured by means of node I, is not a 
Theme-Rheme relation: the fact that the old woman has come up to Euphiletus is 
obviously given and is the topic of the whole presequence, in the sense that this is what 
the whole presequence is about. The inversion of Topic and Comment into a Comment-
Topic pattern with the Topic added as a kind of afterthought can be explained by the 

                                                             
331 Note that this analysis corresponds with editorial punctuation as well.  
332 This interpretation of the function of går is not incompatible with our analysis of node G as a 
contrast node. It is obviously not claimed that går ‘expresses’ (or even ‘marks’) the contrast, only that 
the usual ‘explanatory’ function of the particle is in this context entirely compatible with the contrast 
analysis.  
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fronting of the Comment because it is contrasted: the most important thing to be said 
first is “it’s not out of meddlesomeness” and the addition of the ‘what is not out of 
meddlesomeness’ is added afterwards because the Comment alone might be difficult to 
understand and is grammatically incomplete.333  

(ii)  As for segment (ii) (cola 6-8), node J is obviously a Topic-Comment node, relating the 
Topic “the man who is doing you wrong” and the Comment that “he is our enemy” (on 
the Theme-Rheme relation holding between them, see here above). The segmentation of 
cola 6 and 7 (node K) has been carried through because of the formal criterion that 
colon 7 consists of an articulated participial clause; however, this case is parallel to a 
restrictive relative clause which has been observed to often constitute a single IU with 
its antecedent as well; plausibly, both segments are better analyzed as constituting a 
single colon.  

Segment (iii), i.e. cola 12-17, has been analyzed as constituting the main content of cola 6-
17, cola 7-11 being only a presequence (node F). Thus, the main point Euphiletus/Lysias 
wanted to make in this segment is the introduction of the maid through which he came to 
know everything. In the paragraphs that follow the excerpt analyzed here, Euphiletus’ 
interrogation of the maid is indeed the next step in the narration and this maid will continue 
to play an important role in the story. These contextual factors make it quite understandable 
why the introduction of the maid is one of two elements that Euphiletus/Lysias chooses to 
retain from the scene with the old woman, which would be less understandable if one 
interpreted the present excerpt as faithful rendition of what the old woman actually said. 
Note that the particle oÔn  can now be interpreted as having its most basic function: it 
indicates that, after the pre-sequence cola 7-11, a more relevant point (content-wise) is about 
to be made. The internal structure of segment (iii) is rather straightforward:  
-  Node H connects the hypothetical protasis (“grab the maid and interrogate her”) and its 

corresponding apodosis (“you will know everything”).  
-  Node L is a marker-content node, linking the hypothesis marker §ån oÔn to its contents 

in cola 13-16. 
-  Node M connects the two successive actions “grabbing” and “interrogating” by means 

of a ‘plot’ relation.  
-  The internal structure of cola 13-15 (taken together for purely practical reasons) is 

determined by a relation between colon 13 (“you grab the maid”) and cola 14-15, an 
elaboration disambiguating the notion of ‘maid’ (Euphiletus has indeed more than one 
servant). Colon 14 and colon 15 are two characterizations having the parallel function to 
identify the right maid (“going to the market place” and “waiting on the family”), 
connected by a ‘chain’ relation.  

 
(3)  cola 18-23 (node E) 

Euphiletus’ account of his conversation with the old woman is structured (node C) so as to 
be constituted by two separate stretches of oratio recta, coordinated by the particle d° (colon 
18) and both introduced by ¶fh. Cola 18-23 constitute the second quotation, coinciding with 
the second point Euphiletus/Lysias chooses to retain from the conversation: that the old 
woman told him the identity of the wrongdoer, i.e. that it was Eratosthenes who did it.  

                                                             
333 Cf. section 13.3.2(2b) above. 
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This second quotation is highly digressive in that the main point is already made in the first 
two cola. The fact that the remaining part (cola 20-23) is a digression reflects into the syntax 
of the segment: the first two cola coincide with a main finite clause, to which a relative 
clause is then attached (20-22); colon 23 is again a main clause (“this is his trade”), the 
digressive character of which is marked by the particle går, indicating that this a further 
elaboration of the fact that Eratosthenes has affairs with many women. Accordingly, node E 
is analyzed as an elaboration relation, making 20-23 a digression on 18-19. The internal 
structure of both parts can be analyzed as follows:  

(i)  Cola 18-19 are structured according to a Comment-Topic pattern (node N), the Topic ı 
taËta prãttvn being added as an afterthought when the main point (“it is 
Eratosthenes”) has already been made (cf. e.g. node I above).334  

(ii)  The internal structure of cola 20-23 is dominated by the Topic-Comment relation 
between ˜w (colon 20), referring back to Eratosthenes in colon 18, and the Comment 
made in cola 21-23 (node O). Though the colon-autonomy of the relative pronoun is 
hardly ever rendered by editorial punctuation practice, it is quite regular and is here 
warranted by the fact that a parallel structure follows. Node Q represents an obvious 
contrast relation of the stereotyped negative-positive type (oÈ mÒnon - éllå ka‹). Node 
P represents the fact that colon 23 is a mere Elaboration on the Comment in cola 21-22, 
again marked by går. 

 
 17.3 Lysias 1,17 

 
1 taËta efipoËsa,  That’s what she said,  
2 Œ êndrew,  Gentlemen,  
3 §ke€nh m¢n  and the woman  
4 éphllãgh,  she took herself off 
5 §g∆ d'  and I  
6 eÈy°vw §tarattÒmhn,  I was suddenly worried 
7 ka‹  and  
8 pãnta mou efiw tØn gn≈mhn efisπei,  everything came into my mind  
9 ka‹ mestÚw ∑n Ípoc€aw,  and I was full of suspicion. 
10 §nyumoÊmenow m¢n  I thought of  
11 …w épeklπsyhn §n t“ dvmat€ƒ,  how I had been locked up in my room.  
12 énamimn˙skÒmenow d¢ ˜ti  And I remembered that 
13 §n §ke€n˙ tª nukt‹  on that night 
14 §cÒfei ≤ m°taulow yÊra  the inner door had made a noise,  
15 ka‹ ≤ aÎleiow,  and the outer one,  
16 ˘ oÈd°pote §g°neto,  which had never happened,  
17 ¶doj° t° moi ≤ gunØ §cimuyi«syai.  and that my wife seemed to have put on powder.  
18 taËtã mou pãnta efiw tØn gn≈mhn 

efisπei,  
All that came into my mind,  

                                                             
334 One might argue for a further segmentation of the Comment part (colon 18) on the basis of the 
presence of the short parenthesis ¶fh (see section 11.3.2(4a) above). Under this analysis ¶sti could be 
seen as some kind of illocutionary marker, marking the affirmation of the identity between “the 
wrongdoer” and “Eratosthenes”. This segmentation and the corresponding analysis are, however, 
doubtful: it is probably better to analyze "¶sti d' ÉEratosy°nhw ÉO∞yen as a single colon and interpret 
the position of ¶fh is such a way that it fills the pause that can occur before ÉEratosy°nhw, producing 
the rhetorical effect of making the addressee wait for the crucial information (‘suspense’).  
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The beginning of this paragraph is marked by (i) the presence of Œ êndrew (colon 2), and (ii) 
the resumptive participle with a resumptive demonstrative taËta efipoËsa (colon 1), 
anaphorically linking back to the stretches of oratio recta introduced by ¶fh in the previous 
paragraph. Colon 1 can, accordingly, be analyzed as a marker having scope over the 
‘content’ of the whole paragraph (node A).  
 

Figure 17.3: P-tree of Lysias 1,17 

 
 
The ‘content’ part of the paragraph (cola 3-19) is structurally dominated by a contrast 
relation (node B), opposing two Topics/agents and their respective Comments/actions:  
(1)  cola 3-4, about the old woman (node C);  
(2)  cola 5-19, about the speaker Euphiletus (node D).  

The contrast relation, though formally obvious (cf. the particles m¢n and d¢, and the opposed 
personal pronouns in cola 3 and 5 respectively), is somewhat asymmetrical as far as the 
weight of its branches is concerned:335  
-  the left branch segment of the contrast (cola 3-4) is obviously much shorter than the 

right branch segment (cola 5-18);  
                                                             
335 This is one of the very many instances in which it can be observed that it is a peculiarity of Greek 
style to employ the contrasted topics/agents strategy much more extensively than is customary in the 
modern languages.  
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-  furthermore, cola 3-4 (node C) in a way serves to mark the closure of the previous scene 
(§ke€nh m¢n éphllãgh corresponds to pros°rxeta€ mo€ tiw presbËtiw ênyrvpow in §15 
and to proselyoËsa oÔn moi in §16), whereas cola 5-18 contains the really ‘new’ 
content.336  

As for the left branch of node B (cola 5-19), the analysis of the internal structure will have to 
be somewhat elaborate. Several alternative analyses are available:  

(1)  One might read colon 6 (eÈy°vw §tarattÒmhn), cola 7-8 (ka‹ pãnta mou efiw tØn 
gn≈mhn efisπei) and colon 8 (ka‹ mestÚw ∑n Ípoc€aw) as coordinated on the same 
level and constituting together the Comment on colon 5 (§g∆). This analysis is in se 
quite plausible (the fact that §g∆ is not the grammatical subject of colon 8 is not an 
insuperable problem), and if one reads the text linearly up until colon 8, it is even the 
most plausible one. However, under this analysis the cyclical structure of cola 8-19, 
with cola 18-19 as an almost exact echo of cola 8-9, becomes less neat. Furthermore, 
the contrast between 3-4 and its counterpart looks very unbalanced.  

(2)  If one chooses to make the cyclus337 8-19 stand apart from cola 5-6, ka‹ (colon 7) 
has scope over cola 8-19 and is best represented as a separate colon. Within this 
option (which I shall pursue here), several alternatives are possible: (2a) ka‹ may 
connect cola 8-19 at the same level as the contrast node linking cola 3-4 and cola 5-6, 
which would imply a node above what I called node B (option not pursued in the 
above); (2b) the segment can be attached at the same level as the contrast Topic-
Comment node linking cola 5 and 6; (2c) cola 8-19 can be attached at the same level 
as the Comment colon 6, so that §g∆ has scope over the whole segment. It is hard to 
formulate decisive arguments for or against any of these options. I will henceforward 
pursue option (2c).  

Under the analysis pursued here, node D dominates the left branch (cola 5-19) of the 
contrast node B and is of the Topic-Comment type, just like its counterpart node C. The 
Topic §g∆ d' (colon 5) has scope over cola 6-19, which is also reflected in the syntax in that 
§g∆ is also the grammatical subject of the main finite verbs and the participia coniuncta 
depending on it, except for the main finite verb of colon 8 (pãnta mou efiw tØn gn≈mhn 
efisπei) and its echo in colon 18, in which however Euphiletus remains the Topic (note the 
presence of mou; cf. French, “Moi, mon papa est policier”). Node F is unproblematic: it is 
the Marker-Content node representing the scope of ka‹ (colon 7) over the whole cyclical 
segment cola 8-19. Node E is the node that attaches the segment cola 8-19 to colon 6 
(eÈy°vw §tarattÒmhn).338  

                                                             
336 For this use of ... m°n...d°, see Bakker 1993, 302-305 (cf. also section 21.3(2c) below).  
337 For the notion of ‘cyclus’, see section 20.2(2c) below.  
338 As for the type of relation that node E represents, one can doubt between: (i) a ‘plot’ relation (in 
which case Euphiletus first was worried (eÈy°vw §tarattÒmhn), and then remembered everything and 
was suspicious; (ii) a loose kind of sequence, in which several quasi-tautological descriptions of his 
state are juxtaposed (cf. node J); (iii) an ‘elaboration’ relation, in which case the fact that he 
remembered and was full of suspicion is to be interpreted as an elaboration of his being worried. 
Nothing much hinges on the matter, so I will not pursue it any further. 
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The internal structure of the Comment part (cola 6-18) is rather interesting. It consists of the 
following elements:  
(a)  2 coordinated main finite clauses (cola 8-9);  
(b)  2 participle clauses (cola 10-11 and 12-17) connected by the particles m¢n (colon 10) 

and d¢ (colon 12);  
(c)  2 coordinated main finite clauses echoing the two finite clauses in (a).  

I will discuss the internal structures of these three segments, and then the overall structure 
into which they fit.  

(a)  The two main finite clauses cola 8-9, connected by the particle ka‹ (colon 9), are in a 
symmetrical relation to each other (node J). The type of sequence is somewhere in 
between a ‘plot’ type (in which case Euphiletus first was reminded of the things that had 
happened, and then was full of suspicion) and a mere chain of quasi-tautological 
descriptions of his state.  

(b)  The segment consisting of cola 10-17 is dominated by a contrast node connecting two 
‘epistemic’ participles (§nyumoÊmenow m¢n (colon 10) and énamimn˙skÒmenow d¢ 
(colon 12)), each having a finite complement, introduced by resp. …w and ˜ti (node 
K).339 As often in Greek, the contrast, though formally inescapable, is not really salient 
content-wise. Both participles merely introduce the contents of what “came to 
Euphiletus’ mind” (colon 8), and therefore the nodes that relate the participles to their 
complements (nodes L and M) can be analyzed as ‘Marker-Content’ relations, with an 
‘epistemic marker’. These contents resume what has been narrated in §§11-14, just 
before the scene with the old woman,340 which confirms the coda-character of this 
paragraph, in which the relevance of the episode is made explicit.  

 The contents introduced by the second participle (cola 13-17) have some internal 
structure. Node N indicates that §n §ke€n˙ tª nukt‹ has scope over cola 14-17;341 the 
relation can be analyzed as a ‘Setting-Event’ relation or alternatively as a ‘Topic-
Comment’ one, but is in any case obviously a Theme-Rheme node. Node O connects 
two separate contents remembered by Euphiletus: the fact that the doors made a noise 
(cola 14-16), and the fact that his wife seemed to have put on make-up (colon 17). The 
entire segment cola 13-16 makes a digressive impression, and the addition of the second 
fact (“the make-up”), introduced by a non-corresponsive use of the particle te, has the 
character of a afterthought-like addition, rather than a balanced and planned 
enumeration of parallel elements.342  

                                                             
339 For the difference in treatment in both complementizers as far as segmentation is concerned, see 
section 11.3.3 above.  
340 This is another illustration of the very neat economy of Lysias’/Euphiletus’ narration, in which 
everything narrated is taken up elsewhere (or is in some way relevant to the points he needs to make in 
the context of his defense strategy), despite the overall impression of ‘spontaneous story-telling’. 
341 Alternatively, one may choose to read colon 13 (“that night”) as having scope over only cola 14-16, 
and attach colon 17 at the same height as 13-16. Nothing muches hinges on this issue, but cf. §14 of the 
speech where we are told that Euphiletus noticed the make-up ‘towards dawn’ on that night. Note that, 
in fact, Euphiletus’ being locked up in his bedroom (colon 11) also happened ‘that night’; cf. my 
remark on the fact that there is no real contrast in node I.  
342 The archaic use of a single connective te (colon 17) is not unparalleled in Lysias (see Lysias 1,6; 
13,1; 13,82; 23,3; 31,2; 32,1; 32,22; cf. Lysias & Groeneboom (ed. & comm.) 1924, 77). Groeneboom, 
quoting Gildersleeve, speaks of an “afterthought te”. See also Denniston 1934/1950, 497-503), who 
quotes this case in his list of rare examples of single connective te (p. 499).  
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 Colon 16 (“which had never happened”) is obviously an afterthought, as evidenced by 
the neuter relative pronoun with the whole previous sentence as antecedent. One might 
have some doubt about the scope of node P, which connects this afterthought to what 
precedes: here, I have attached it to both colon 14 and 15, though it might belong to 
colon 15 alone.343 

(c)  Cola 18-19 (node I) are an exact reprise of cola 8-9 (except for the addition of the word 
taËta in colon 18 as compared with colon 8; see here below), and the function of node 
I can accordingly be analyzed just as node J, discussed above.  

As for the overall structure that relates the three segments (a), (b) and (c), it looks most 
plausible to make (b) (cola 10-17) an elaboration of cola 8-9. Node H is then a subordinating 
node, representing the fact that cola 10-17 elaborate on the contents of Euphiletus’ worries. 
Evidence for this analysis is the word taËta in colon 18: taËta evidently refers to the 
contents of the previous cola (segment (b)) and thus confirms our interpretation of segment 
(b) as an elaboration of pãnta mou efiw tØn gn≈mhn efisπei ktl. in colon 8-9. 
The two echoing segments (a) -plus its elaboration- and (c) cohere by virtue of node G, 
which can be seen as rhetorical exploitation of a phenomenon that is quite common in 
spontaneous speech: a point that has to be made in the context of the overall structure of a 
discourse fails to be delivered smoothly in one run, and needs several tries before it is 
brought to a satisfactory end. Likewise, the speaker (Euphiletus/Lysias) felt that his 
statement “everything came to my mind and I was full of suspicion” was not sufficiently 
clear at its first utterance, and went therefore into a rather elaborate elaboration, making 
clear what happenings came to his mind, after which he felt he could restate without 
ambiguity his original point (this type of restatement would fall under the header of Chain 
relations). The exploitation of this device fits in very neatly with the quasi-spontaneous style 
that Lysias adopts throughout this narration. 
 

 17.4 Final remarks 
 

(1) Some of the particular features of the structure of this excerpt are the consequence of the 
tension between competing factors. On the one hand, the Iconicity Principle would imply a 
chronological succession of the events that constitute the story line, with each step in the 
story constituting a ‘new’ event. On the other hand, most of the elements (especially the 
important ones) are already known to both speaker and audience before this story is told. For 
instance, Euphiletus’ discovery of the fact that his wife has a lover, and who this lover is, 
would normally be the climax of such a story, though in the context of this trial, these facts 
are among the most ‘given’ ones to both Euphiletus and his audience. Furthermore, 
Euphiletus obviously does not aim at just telling the story and informing his audience of 
what happened, but has to make certain points with respect to his defense strategy: the 
relevance of the respective events reported determines the economy of the narratio, 
determining which events are necessary and which are not. All these factors contribute to a 

                                                             
343 The relation between §cÒfei ≤ m°taulow yÊra (colon 14) and ka‹ ≤ aÎleiow (colon 15), can be 
read as an elaboration of the afterthought type rather than as a regular list: note that the verb §cÒfei 
occurs in the first colon, and as a consequence the clause is syntactically complete after the first colon; 
furthermore, the verb is singular; finally, the ‘additive’ particle ka€ is entirely compatible with an 
afterthought reading. 
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rather hybrid discourse (in between a regular story and an argumentation), reflecting into the 
details of discourse structure, as has been shown in the analysis above. 

 
(2)  Euphiletus’/Lysias’ mode of presentation in the above excerpt is in a number of ways less 

clearly (or at least differently) structured as compared to the previous purely narrative 
excerpts (and a fortiori than to the very formal argumentative excerpt analyzed in section 18 
below). Apart from the consequences of being a case of reported conversation (see (1) here 
above), the most conspicuous aspect of the structure of this excerpt is that it is highly 
digressive, i.e. the Thematization Principle is quite often violated (cf. also the frequent use of 
the particle gãr throughout the excerpt). In terms of P-tree structure, this digressive aspect 
yields a large number of elaboration relations, afterthoughts and loosely structured chains. In 
the same vein, we also notice a number of resumptive elements (coming back to the main 
line of the story/argument after an elaboration/digression; cf. also the use of the particle oÔn) 
and repetitions (e.g. the remarkable cyclus in §17). All these elements may be interpreted as 
representing an artless, ‘natural’ and spontaneous style, fitting to the ∑yow of the peasant 
Euphiletus. 
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 18. Excerpt from an argumentatio (Lysias 10,22) 
 
This excerpt is from an argumentative part (more precisely the beginning of the 
‘confirmatio’) of Lysias’ speech Against Theomnestus. It has been selected here because it is 
structurally very different from the previous ones: it does not contain any narrative elements, 
and is structured according to different principles. Furthermore, it is highly ‘rhetorical’, as 
opposed to the rather ‘natural’ style of the narrative excerpts introduced above.  
The trial of which this speech is part opposes an anonymous speaker and a certain 
Theomnestus. The main elements of the context of this trial are the following (for the legal 
aspects of the trial I simply refer to Todd 2007, 660-694):  
-  The speaker accuses Theomnestus of slander, because Theomnestus had accused him of 

parricide.  
-  Athenian law expressly forbids certain defamatory statements, among which 

accusations of murder. Theomnestus objected that he did not use the word éndrofÒnow, 
which is forbidden by law, but said that the speaker had “killed his father” 
(épekton°nai).  

-  Lysias’/the speaker’s argument focuses on (1) dismissing the substance of the 
accusation of having killed his father, (2) dismissing Theomnestus’ argument on the 
letter of the law (which gives rise to a rather hilarious reductio ad absurdum), (3) 
stressing the dubious military and legal past of Theomnestus and his father as opposed 
to his own and his own father’s impeccable record.  

-  In connection with the latter strategy, reference is made to another trial which is 
permanently in the background of the present one: some time before, a certain Lysitheus 
had impeached Theomnestus for speaking in the assembly after having lost his shield; 
Theomnestus was acquitted and in his turn accused Dionysius, one of Lysitheus’ 
witnesses, of perjury, and got him convicted and disfranchised. It was at the same 
occasion that Theomnestus had accused the present speaker of parricide. 

 
Lysias 10,22 
 
1  Otow oÔn  Now this man,  
2 ¶noxow m¢n Ãn tª afit€&,  who is liable to the charge,  
3 §lãttonow d¢ oÎshw aÈt“ t∞w sumforçw,  although it involved less disaster to him,  
4 oÈ mÒnon Íf' Ím«n ±leÆyh,  obtained not only your pity,  
5 éllå ka‹ tÚn marturÆsanta ±t€mvsen.  but even the disfranchisement of the witness for 

the prosecution. 
6 §g∆ d¢  But I,  
7 •vrak∆w m¢n  I who have seen  
8 §ke›no toËton poiÆsanta  that he did that  
9 ˘ ka‹ Íme›w ‡ste,  which you likewise know,  
10 aÈtÚw d¢ s≈saw tØn ésp€da,  while I saved my own shield,  
11 ékhko∆w d¢  I who have been accused  
12 oÏtvw énÒsion ka‹ deinÚn prçgma,  of a proceeding so unholy and monstrous,  
13 meg€sthw d¢ oÎshw moi t∞w sumforçw, although the disaster will be enormous for me 
14 efi épofeÊjetai,  if he is acquitted,  
15 toÊtƒ d' oÈdenÚw éj€aw, while for him it will be inconsiderable 
16 efi kakhgor€aw èl≈setai,  if he is convicted of slander,  
17 oÈk êra d€khn par' aÈtoË lÆcomai;  - am I not to obtain satisfaction from him? 
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In order to facilitate the understanding of the contents of the excerpt, it may be useful to 
point out the following elements:  
-  In cola 1-5, reference is made to the previous trial in which Theomnestus was accused 

of losing his shield: the charge mentioned in colon 2 is exactly this, and cola 4-5 refer to 
the outcome of that trial.  

-  Likewise, cola 8-9 refer to Theomnestus’ losing his shield.  
-  Cola 11-12 refer to Theomnestus’ accusation that the speaker had killed his father.  
-  Cola 13-16 refer to the possible outcomes of the present trial: if Theomnestus is 

acquitted, the speaker is ipso facto accused of parricide; if Theomnestus is convicted, he 
only is convicted for the comparatively minor offence of slander.  

 
 18.1 Preliminary analyses 

 
(a) The highly rhetorical style of this excerpt is evident at first glance. Note the highly 

conventional character of its contents, which is very close to being one big locus communis 
and presents hardly any substantial argument. As for its structure, it looks like an exercise in 
parallelism and contrast:  
-  Note the parallelism between the two major parts cola 1-5 and cola 6-17:  

-  first, a fronted subject: colon 1 resp. colon 6, corresponding to the stereotypical 
contrast accuser-defendant;  

-  then, one or more participia coniuncta (colon 2 resp. cola 7-12) followed by one or 
two genitivi aboluti (colon 3 resp. cola 13-16);  

-  finally, one or two main finite clauses (minus the fronted subject): cola 4-5 resp. 
colon 17.  

-  Some contrasts are immediately connected to the contents, especially those expressing 
the opposition of the respective situations of the antagonists (having lost his shield - not 
having lost his shield, small risk - great risk, etc.). 

-  Other contrasts are artificial and merely rhetorical, e.g. the oÈ mÒnon ... éllå ka€... 
construction in cola 4-5, and even more conspicuously the contrast •vrak∆w m¢n... - 
ékhko∆w d¢... in cola 7-12 (in this case the lexical opposition between two modes of 
perception ‘see’-’hear’ is not even pertinent for the overall meaning of the text, in that 
ékoÊv is here used in its legal sense of ‘being accused’).  

-  Also note the chiasmus in cola 13-16 and the parallelism between colon 3 and colon 13.  

(b) Some difficulties concerning the use of the particles can already be noted. In cola 2-3, there 
is not any real problem, in that there is only one m°n to which only one d° obviously 
corresponds, although the syntactic coordination of a participium coniunctum and a 
genitivus absolutus to some might look syntactically anomalous. In cola 7-16, however, 
which is obviously parallel to cola 2-3, there is only one m°n (in colon 7) but no less than 
four occurrences of d°, not all of which are easy to interpret (especially the one in colon 10).  

(c) See also my comments on various issues concerning the segmentation into cola and the 
internal structures of these cola in section 11.4. As for my experimental translation, see my 
remarks in section 11.4(2b) above. 
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 18.2 P-tree analysis 
 
The overall structure of this paragraph is clear: it is dominated by a contrast (node A) 
between two Topics, typically coinciding with the foremost participants in the trial: 
(1)  cola 1-5, dominated by Topic-Comment node B, with as a Topic the defendant 

(Theomnestus, colon 1);  
(2)  cola 6-17, dominated by Topic-Comment node C, with as a Topic the plaintiff (the 

speaker, colon 6).344  

Even at first sight some of the rhetorical parallelisms between the two are apparent:  

-  in both parts, the Comments (cola 2-5 and cola 7-17) consist of participial clauses 
followed by a main finite clause minus the fronted subject:  
-  in part (1), the finite clause is a coordinated one (cola 4-5);  
-  in part (2), it is a simple one (colon 17);  

-  in both parts, the participial clauses leading up to the finite verb clause are parallel:  
-  first, a participium coniunctum (or participia coniuncta) in agreement with the 

fronted subject (colon 2 resp. cola 7-12);  
-  next, one or two genitivi absoluti (colon 3 resp. cola 13-16); note that the genitivus 

absolutus in cola 13-16 starts with an echo of colon 3.  

Although it will quickly become clear that the analysis in terms of regular pragmatic and 
cognitive mechanisms is not as easy as it seems (cf. already section 11.4), we will have to 
take these parallelisms into account as an obvious and inescapable starting point for our P-
tree analysis of the excerpt (see Figure 18.2 below).  
 

                                                             
344 One might argue that colon 17 (“am I not to obtain justice from him?”) is the main point of the 
whole excerpt and that the entire stretch form colon 1 to colon 16 serves as a motivation for this 
rhetorical claim. However, I will not pursue this line of argument here and will stick to a more 
conservative P-tree analysis, adhering more closely to the syntax and the use of particles. Note that, in 
support of this policy, one can argue that the Thematization Principle in its most general sense (cf. 
section 13.1.2 above) already accounts for the rhematic status of colon 17 anyway: after all, colon 17 is 
the right-most branch of the right-most branch in the P-tree.  
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Figure 18.2: P-tree of Lysias 10,22 

 
(1)  Cola 1-5 

The structure of the first part is fairly straightforward:  
-  Node B is obviously a Topic-Comment node, indicating the scope of Otow over cola 2-

5.  
-  Node D could be analyzed as a Setting-Event (?) relation, by which the facts (?) 

presented in the participle clauses are conveyed as being the circumstances relevant to 
the treatment of Theomnestus presented in cola 4-5. Note that in this case the Setting 
consists of circumstances (a well-founded charge; a small risk for the accused) that 
would not normally lead up to the ‘event’ (being pitied by the jury; disenfranchisement 
of the witness), i.e. that the Setting is a ‘concessive’ one.  

-  Node E is a contrast relation (...m°n...d°): ‘he is guilty’ - ‘still the risk for him is small’. 
The point of this contrast is best understood in comparison with the parallel (and 
converse) circumstances of the speaker, as formulated in cola 7-16.345  

-  Node F formally is a contrast relation of the ‘negative-positive’ type. The use of this 
contrast is here, as elsewhere in this excerpt, a purely rhetorical one: the contents which 
are put opposite each other are not inherently contrastive (neither the verbs “obtain pity” 
- “disenfranchise” nor the complements “from you” - “the witness” are inherently or 

                                                             
345 If it is correct that the pattern in cola 2-3 can only be understood properly in the light of what 
follows in cola 7-16, this is good evidence for supposing that the structure of this excerpt is the result of 
heavy rhetorical engineering, in that it requires much more elaborate planning ahead than is customary 
in spontaneous speech.  
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contextually evident opposites) and only contextually belong to the same set in that they 
both are events that are not appropriate in the circumstances (according to the speaker).  

 
(2)  Cola 6-17 

The overall structure of the second part is clear as well:  
-  Node C is a Topic-Comment relation, parallel to node B, the scope of which indicates 

that the speaker will be the central character in cola 6-17.  
-  Node G is a Setting-Event relation, parallel to node D, though the relation between the 

circumstances in cola 7-16, and the ensuing ‘Event’ (here formulated as a rhetorical 
question) is not a concessive one. As compared with the Setting-Event relations in the 
purely narrative contexts of the previous excerpts, the non-narrative character of the 
excerpt has consequences for the pragmatic function of this relation: it gives the motives 
that would make the claim in colon 17 reasonable (at least formally/rhetorically: 
whether the motives quoted by the speaker are really good motives is another matter).  

The internal structure of cola 7-16 is somewhat more intricate. Observe, for instance, the 
abundance of occurrences of the particle d° (colon 10, colon 11, colon 13, colon 15) and the 
single occurrence of m°n (colon 7), not all of which are easy to interpret. Still, some relations 
are immediately obvious:  
-  It is clear from the parallelism between part (1) and part (2), i.e. between cola 1-5 and 

cola 6-17, that cola 7-16 must be first of all segmented in two parts, linked by node H:  
- cola 7-12: participia coniuncta in agreement with the subject (cf. colon 2 in part 

(1));  
- cola 13-16: genitivi absoluti (cf. colon 3 in part (1)). 

-  The formal and highly rhetorical contrast between •vrak∆w m¢n (colon 7) and ékhko∆w 
d¢ (colon 11) is so conspicuous it certainly has to be taken into account, even if it is 
merely formal. Hence node I makes the link between cola 7-10 and cola 11-12. The 
formal contrast between the two quoted participles (both in the perfect tense and 
constituting a lexical contrast “hear”-“see”) is sufficient to call this node a contrast 
node, although the contrast between the contents of the two members is not really 
motivated pragmatically (the meaning of ékhko∆w involves here the specialized legal 
use in the sense of “being accused of”).  

-  Likewise, there is a very conspicuous contrast between cola 13-14 and cola 15-16 (node 
J): “the disaster for me will be very great, if he is acquitted” - “the disaster for him will 
be inconsiderable, if he is convicted of slander”. Beside this very clear contrast as far as 
the contents are concerned (it is the same stereotypical contrast between accuser and 
defendant which was already constitutive of node A and which is actually inherited 
from the encompassing pragmatic structure of the trial as whole), the contrast is also 
clear from the formal parallelisms and the chiasmus (see below).  

-  Node M and node L are obviously of the same type and can -arguably- be analyzed as 
Marker-Content relations: both participles (colon 7 and colon 11) are at least formally 
verba percipiendi (‘see’ resp. ‘hear’), which can regularly have the function of an 
evidential marker. In this case, they are furthermore involved in a highly artificial 
contrast, in which their emphatic fronting as separate cola serves rhetorical-structural 
purposes rather than a real contrast between seeing and hearing as a relevant distinction.  

-  Node N is a correlative structure, engendered by the correlative pronouns §ke›no... ˜... .  
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We can now take a look at some of the details of the structure of cola 7-16, which are not 
always very easy to characterize.  

(a) First, there is an issue concerning the use of the particles in cola 7-16: what is the scope of 
the particle m°n in colon 7, and which d° is its correlate? Three different occurrences of d° 
could qualify and -accordingly- three different scopes of m°n could be argued for:  
(i)  d° in colon 10: in this case m°n would have scope over cola 7-9; the contrast (node K) 

would be between “I have seen him loose his shield”346 and “I myself saved mine”, 
which makes perfect sense;  

(ii)  d° in colon 11, in which case m°n would have scope over cola 7-10 and the correlative 
particles would mark the contrast node I, which is inescapable anyway because of the 
conspicuous contrast •vrak∆w-ékhko∆w;  

(iii)  d° in colon 13, in which case m°n has scope over cola 7-12 and the correlative particles 
would mark contrast node H, which is warranted anyway, if only by the parallelism 
with node D.  

Concerning node K, and hence the status of colon 10 and option (i) here above, an 
alternative analysis may be argued for: colon 10 “I myself have saved my shield” may be 
analyzed as an afterthought-like parenthesis, somehow falling outside the regular rhetorical 
structure of the excerpt. However, against this analysis one could argue that the fact that the 
speaker himself saved his shield is much more relevant as an argument for why he should 
obtain justice than the fact that his opponent lost his, and -more specifically- is a much more 
relevant contrast with the fact that he “is accused of such an unholy and monstrous thing”.347  
Option (ii) above seems to be the least easy to ignore on formal grounds, but if one adopts 
this option to the exclusion of the other options, some other features of the text become less 
satisfactory:  
-  the parallelism between cola 2-3 on the one hand and between cola 7-12 and 13-16 on 

the other is no longer marked by ...m°n...d° in the second case, and -accordingly- the 
particle d° in colon 13 becomes more problematic;  

-  the alternative analysis for colon 10 as a parenthesis has to be adopted, which however 
would not be very satisfactory, especially within the highly constructed context of this 
rhetorical exercise in contrasts, and would involve a not very canonical use of the 
particle d°.  

Note, however, the following: if Lysias had wanted to express all the contrasts involved (i.e. 
the ones involved in option (i), (ii) and (iii)) by means of ...m°n ...d°, with every d° 
corresponding to a different m°n, this would yield •vrak∆w m¢n m¢n m¢n in colon 7, which is 
                                                             
346 Note the fact that the speaker does not actually say “I have seen him loose his shield” but uses the 
prudent paraphrasis “I have seen him do what you also know”. Perhaps he uses this way of putting it so 
as to avoid bluntly stating that Theomnestus lost his shield (cf. Todd 2007, 688), thus echoing the rather 
ridiculous game his opponent plays with respect to the difference between “parricide” vs. “you killed 
your father”. In this case, the quasi-prudence of the speaker is especially ridiculous because the 
mitigating effect of the paraphrasis is immediately canceled out by the very explicit contrast with the 
very next colon “whereas I saved my shield”. 
347 One might even try and argue for an analysis in which colon 10 is under the scope of colon 7, and 
contrasts only with cola 8-10. In that case there would be a clear formal contrast between toËton in 
colon 8 and aÈtÚw in colon 10 and a parallelism between the two aoristi poiÆsanta and s≈saw. This 
analysis seems to be formally incongruous (it would imply a syntax in which s≈saw is interpreted as a 
complement of •vrak∆w, which would -even if syntactically not impossible- be semantically bizarre: “I 
have seen myself save my shield”).  
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obviously not a possible cluster.348 Thus, one might -very tentatively- argue for a triple 
function of m¢n, corresponding to three different occurrences of d° and marking three 
Contrast nodes, embedded in one another. As has been indicated in the above, there are very 
strong arguments for such an analysis in two of the three cases, though it has to be admitted 
that the case of colon 10 (node K) is structurally less clear-cut under any analysis.  

(b) Next, we should take a look at the details of the contrast under node J (cola 13-16), 
especially the status of the two conditional clauses colon 14 and colon 16 (node O and node 
P). Semantically, they present the ‘Setting’ in which it would be the case that the speaker is 
subjected to a great disaster, resp. his opponent to a lesser one. However, these settings are 
not presented as a Theme, but as an afterthought, by means of which the speaker makes his 
rhetorically more important point (the difference between the respective risks carried by both 
opponents) explicit.  
 

(3)  Remarks on ‘focus’ and P-tree structure 
I would like to take up the issue of the word order within colon 13 (meg€sthw d¢ oÎshw moi 
t∞w sumforçw) and colon 15 (toÊtƒ d' oÈdenÚw éj€aw) again. In section 11.4(2a), I have 
already pointed out that the chiasmus is essentially due to the fact that moi/“I” is unfocused, 
whereas toÊtƒ/“him” is focused in the local context. For a general discussion of the 
cognitive mechanism underlying the chiasmus I simply refer to section 11.4(2a) above, but it 
may be interesting to point out that the P-tree analysis helps to understand the reasons why 
moi is unfocused, despite the contrast ‘me’-‘him’ that is involved in the contrast relation 
represented by node J.  
The key point seems to be that, as per node C, the speaker (“I”) is the central agent in the 
entire complex structure encompassing cola 6-17. Being the ‘central agent’ / topic, “I” will 
be the most ‘given’ element throughout the stretch of discourse it has scope over. Anytime 
an other element will receive local topic-status, this will have to be formally marked and the 
‘new’ sub-topic will receive focus marking. This is obviously the case for toÊtƒ in cola 15-
16.349 
 

 18.3 Final remarks 
 
If we compare the present excerpt with the previous (essentially narrative) excerpts, the most 
notable differences are perhaps due to the variation in genre. For instance: whereas plot-
sequences played an important role in determining the overall structure of the narrative 
excerpts, this type of relation does not occur in the present excerpt at all. Likewise, the type 
of coherence relations that I continued to call ‘Setting-Event’ for practical reasons (and they 

                                                             
348 Similarly, if Lysias had wanted to mark node J by means of ...m°n ...d° (in se a very plausible 
option), this would have resulted into meg€sthw d¢ m¢n in colon 13, which is not possible either.  
349 This mechanism neatly applies to other cases within this excerpt: thus, the unfocused status of aÈt“ 
in colon 3, under the scope of otow in colon 1, is exactly parallel to the case of moi discussed here 
above. The case of toËton and aÈtÚw in cola 8-10 is more intricate: if toËton would be the local topic 
of 8-10, the focus on aÈtÚw would be straightforwardly explained by the above mechanism, but this not 
the case because Lysias apparently chose to structure the contents by means of the correlative structure 
§ke›no... ˜... and to integrate toËton into this structure, rather than formally introducing toËton as a 
topic. Note however that aÈtÚw in colon 10, although under the encompassing scope of §g∆ in colon 6 
(like moi in colon 13), is the second member of the contrast (unlike moi in colon 13), and it would at 
that point have been impossible to formulate the contrast without a focus on “I”.  
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do fit the definition I adopted in section 13.3.2(3) above), have a slightly different function 
in the expository/argumentative context of this excerpt: rather than providing a spatio-
temporal background against which the main events of a narrative develop, settings in a 
argumentative context serve as ‘motives’ for a subsequent claim.  
As far as the overall structure of the excerpt is concerned, we immediately noticed the multi-
level embedding of contrastive and parallel patterns in each other. We already observed the 
fact that Ancient Greek appears to be extraordinarily prone to see contrasts (even in narrative 
contexts) where we would not spontaneously see or express them. However, in this excerpt 
this tendency is taken to a rather extreme level: I have repeatedly commented on the fact that 
a number of the formally undeniable contrasts in this excerpt are purely formal indeed and 
do not necessarily correspond to any relevant conceptual opposition within the context of the 
argument at hand. This artificial aspect made it sometimes very hard to apply the P-tree 
device (cum its corresponding typology of coherence relations) to the structure of this 
excerpt.350  
These remarks lead up to two related but not identical theoretical issues, which cannot be 
dealt with here as such, but which should be mentioned here because their importance and 
relevance are perfectly illustrated by the above analysis:  

(i)  The opposition between ‘natural’ discourse vs. ‘rhetorical engineering’ (cf. already 
section 10.4.4 above): Several aspects of this excerpt indicate that, unlike the previous 
excerpts, it is quite different from everyday spontaneous speech, most notably: the 
semantically void contrasts, the degree to which parallelism determines all levels of the 
pragmatic structure and the fact that some structural patterns require much more 
planning than is possible or customary in average spontaneous speech.  

(ii)  The issue of the ‘universal’ vs. ‘culture-specific’ nature of pragmatic patterns: 
Although the structural patterns underlying this excerpt look quite familiar to those of 
us who have been educated with Classical rhetoric, they are foreign to spontaneous 
speech as we know it and even to more formal genres of present-day spoken discourse.  

It would be interesting to investigate to what extent the ‘natural’ (?) pragmatic patterns 
underlying everyday spontaneous speech are universal and to what extent culture-specific 
factors determine various types of discourse cross-culturally.  
 

                                                             
350 From the perspective of a highly literate tradition, it may be unexpected that the heavy rhetorical 
engineering that is obvious in this passage makes its structure less clean and less easy to analyze by 
means of our P-tree model and the corresponding typology of coherence relations, as compared to the 
more ‘natural’ spontaneous-sounding narrative excerpts analyzed in the above. This expectation may be 
due to a literate prejudice with respect to orality (transcriptions of recorded speech look less clean than 
normal written texts), but it should also be kept in mind that the P-tree model was in the first place 
developed to be applied to spontaneous spoken discourse (cf. the differences between the P-tree model 
and RST, as noted in section 22.2 below).  
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 19. A pre-sequence to a discussion (Plato Sph. 216d-217b) 
 
The excerpt that I am analyzing in some detail below is part of a rather elaborate 
introductory section of the Platonic dialogue Sophista. It is typical of Platonic dialogue as a 
literary genre to place the actual philosophical conversation in an everyday setting. This is 
achieved by having the characters meet in everyday circumstances and discuss everyday 
topics before settling on the philosophical subject matter that will constitute the real topic of 
the conversation. In the case of the Sophista, it should be borne in mind that the dialogue is 
the second part of the Theaetetus - Sophista - Politicus trilogy:  
-  At the beginning of the Theaetetus (Tht. 142a-143c), the dialogue (or dialogues) is 

introduced by means of a most peculiar frame story. Euclides and Terpsio meet on the 
street and start talking about Theaetetus, who is then dying. The conversation between 
Socrates and the young Theaetetus is presented as actually being read to them by a slave 
from a transcription made some time after the actual conversation took place. Thus, the 
entire trilogy should in principle be pictured as being read to Euclides and Terpsio, 
although any reader is likely to forget this almost immediately.351  

-  The Theaetetus consists mainly of a dialogue between Socrates and Theaetetus, 
although this dialogue (after the frame story) is introduced by a introductory 
conversation between Socrates and the mathematician Theodorus, who is the teacher of 
Theaetetus as well as of the latter’s pal Young Socrates (the homonymy of the two 
characters - the Socrates and the young fellow introduced here - is remarked on in Tht. 
147d and Plt. 257d-258a). Young Socrates, introduced in the beginning of the 
Theaetetus will not play any role in the Theaetetus nor in the Sophista and is given the 
floor only in the Politicus, replacing Theaetetus. 

-  The Sophista is situated the day after the action of the Theaetetus (cf. the initium of 
Sophista: Sph. 216a Katå tØn xy¢w ımolog€an, Œ S≈kratew, ¥komen ...). Theodorus 
brings along a Stranger from Elea. After a somewhat elaborate introductory 
conversation between Socrates, Theodorus and the Stranger (see the excerpt below), the 
latter takes over Socrates’ habitual role and conducts the dialogue with Theaetetus.  

-  The Politicus is situated right after the Sophista, as is made clear from the fact that 
somewhere at the beginning of the Politicus (Plt. 257c-d) Theaetetus is replaced by his 
pal Young Socrates, because he might be somewhat tired from the discussion. Again, 
the actual dialogue is preceded by an introductory conversation (Plt. 257a-258) in which 
Socrates and Theodorus take the floor again, only to give back almost immediately to 
the Stranger and his new partner. At the end of the Politicus the dialogue breaks up and 
none of the other participants (nor the characters of the frame story) make a last 
appearance. This could be interpreted as an indication that Plato’s project was not 
finished yet, since the ‘Philosopher’, unlike the ‘Sophist’ and the ‘Statesman’ has not 
been given a separate treatment, although this was announced in the Sophista (see 
excerpt below).  

 
                                                             
351 This frame story looks as if it is designed to be an illustration of a (Derrida-esque) argument on the 
iterability of discourse and the relativity of the text-context distinction, but in the ensuing trilogy no 
such argument can be found. The frame story is not taken up in any of Plato’s extant books. 
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The introductory conversations mentioned here above closely remind of the way actual 
conversation is structured: conversations typically start out with more or less ritualized pre-
sequences, before settling on some topic.352  
 
Plato Sph. 216d-217b  
 
  SV.  Socrates 
1 toË m°ntoi j°nou ≤m›n  But from our stranger here,  
2 ≤d°vw ín punyano€mhn,  I would like to find out,  
3 efi f€lon aÈt“,  if that is o.k. with him,  
4 t€ taËy' ofl per‹ tÚn §ke› tÒpon ≤goËnto ka‹ 

»nÒmazon.  
what the people in his country thought of these 
things and what they called them.  

 YEO.  Theodorus 
5 Tå po›a dÆ;  What kind of things?  
 SV.  Socrates  
6a SofistÆn,  Sophist,  
6b politikÒn,  statesman,  
6c filÒsofon. philosopher. 
 YEO.  Theodorus 
7 T€ d¢ mãlista  What exactly is it 
8 ka‹ tÚ po›Òn ti per‹ aÈt«n diaporhye‹w  - and what kind of problem about them did you 

have? -  
9 §r°syai dienoÆyhw;  that you had in mind to ask? 
 SV.  Socrates  
10 TÒde:  It’s this:  
11 pÒteron ©n pãnta taËta §nÒmizon  did they consider all these as one thing,  
12 µ dÊo,  or two,  
13 µ  or did they,  
14 kayãper tå ÙnÒmata tr€a,  just as there are three names,  
15 tr€a ka‹ tå g°nh diairoÊmenoi  divide them into three kinds as well,  
16 kay' ©n ˆnoma g°now •kãstƒ pros∞pton;  and assign a kind to each corresponding to one 

name?  
 YEO.  Theodorus 
17 ÉAll' oÈde€w,  No,  
18 …w §gŸmai,  I think,  
19 fyÒnow aÈt“  he will have no objection 
20 dielye›n aÈtã:  to talk about that.  
21 µ p«w, Œ j°ne, l°gvmen;  Or what shall we say, stranger?  
 JE.  Stranger  
22 OÏtvw, Œ YeÒdvre.  Just as you said, Theodorus.  
23 fyÒnow m¢n går oÈde‹w  No objection indeed,  
24 oÈd¢ xalepÚn efipe›n  and it isn’t hard to say  
25 ˜ti ge tr€' ≤goËnto:  that they actually did consider them three.  
26 kay' ßkaston mØn dior€sasyai saf«w  But to define each of them clearly  
27 t€ pot' ¶stin,  as to what they are,  
28 oÈ smikrÚn  that is not a small,  
29 oÈd¢ =ñdion ¶rgon. nor an easy task. 

                                                             
352 As has been remarked by Sacks (Sacks 1992b, 188-199), the beginning and the end of conversations 
are typically marked by ritualized patterns (cf. e.g. “Hi”-“Hi”; “How are you?” - “Fine” - “How are 
you?” - “Fine”). This feature can be compared with the highly conventional character of the beginning 
and end of monologic genres; see e.g. the formulaic beginnings and endings of fairy tales or public 
speeches (“Ladies and Gentlemen, ... Thank you.”) or the stereotyped (‘rhetorical’) features of 
exordium and peroratio in Ancient Greek forensic speeches (see section 14 above). 
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 19.1 Preliminary analyses 

 
(1) A major structural difference with the previous excerpts is the presence of a new type of 

structural boundary: as this is a dialogue, it consists of speaker turns, i.e. successive 
contributions by several speakers. Thus, the excerpt consists of 7 turns by 3 participants:  
-  turn 1: cola 1-4 by Socrates (addressed to Theodorus);  
-  turn 2: colon 5 by Theodorus (addressed to Socrates);  
-  turn 3: cola 6a-6c by Socrates (addressed to Theodorus);  
-  turn 4: cola 7-9 by Theodorus (addressed to Socrates);  
-  turn 5: cola 10-16 by Socrates (addressed to Theodorus);  
-  turn 6: cola 17-21 by Theodorus (cola 17-20 addressed to Socrates; colon 21 addressed 

to the Stranger); 
-  turn 7: cola 22-29 by the Stranger (addressed to Theodorus).  

The turn-taking happens in a quite orderly fashion in this excerpt of an apparently very 
formal conversation. In almost every case the next speaker only takes the floor when he is 
prompted to do so by what the previous speaker said. The transitions from turn 2 to turn 3, 
from turn 4 to turn 5 and from turn 6 to turn 7 are obvious cases of a Question-Answer 
adjacency pair. But other transitions are also prompted by the previous speaker: Theodorus’ 
question in colon 5 (turn 2) is the direct result of the cataphoric pronoun taËy' in colon 4, 
which Socrates left unresolved; likewise, Theodorus’ request for elucidation in turn 4 is the 
consequence of Socrates’ brachylogic introduction of the topics he wants to address (cola 
6a-c: SofistÆn, politikÒn, filÒsofon).  
This very orderly way of managing the floor by overt structural devices also makes it easy to 
determine that each speaker -at least formally- addresses one other participant (see list 
above). A clear example is turn 6, in which Theodorus first addresses Socrates and then 
switches to the Stranger by explicitly addressing him by means of the vocative in colon 21.  
However, an analysis of turn-taking as such (however interesting in se) is not sufficient (or 
not even of primordial importance) to describe the pragmatic structure of this stretch of 
discourse. It is already clear from the present account that the formal aspects of the 
interaction are rather superficial. For instance, it is clear that Socrates, while formally talking 
to Theodorus, is actually already addressing the Stranger (who is formally still a bystander). 
Note that the Stranger is supposed to have listened to what was said between Socrates and 
Theodorus, which is confirmed by the fact that when he finally gets the floor, he actually 
does reply to Socrates’ questions. Furthermore, it will become clear in what follows that the 
turn-transitions often do not even coincide with major boundaries in the development of the 
overall structure of the conversation.  
 

(2) A better starting point for the analysis of the discourse structure of this excerpt may be to 
isolate the substantial contributions from the regulatory ones (cf. section 0.2.5(1) above). 
This yields the following summary:  

(i) Cola 1-16: Socrates formulates a question:  
-  what do the people in Elea think of the following and what names do they use (colon 4): 

sofistÆn, politikÒn, filÒsofon (colon 6)?  
-  more precisely: do they consider them as 1, 2 or 3 different things (cola 11-16)? 
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(ii) Cola 17-29: the Stranger answers the question: 
-  they are considered as 3 different things (colon 23) 
-  giving a definition is, however, a difficult task (colon 24-27).  

(a) This summary shows that, as far as the ‘substantive’ content of this excerpt is concerned, the 
whole interaction might have been concluded in 2 turns, totaling no more than 8 cola or so, 
instead of the actual 29 (or 32), and could have been done without the interventions of 
Theodorus, which are entirely ‘regulatory’. Note that the project of defining sophist, 
statesman and philosopher remains the guiding program for the whole of the Sophista and 
the Politicus, and is thus of major importance in the development of the content of the 
conversation.  
Theodorus’ contributions to formulating the question are entirely regulatory and can be 
analyzed as mere structural markers of coherence relations between different segments in 
Socrates’ question:  
-  colon 4: Tå po›a dÆ; is an entirely phatic question, linking the in se already cataphoric 

taËta in colon 3 with the explicitation SofistÆn, politikÒn, filÒsofon in colon 5; 
Socrates could have (and would have) made this transition perfectly well without 
Theodorus’ intervention;  

-  cola 7-9: Theodorus asks for an elaboration on Socrates’ general question ‘what the 
people in Elea think of the Sophist, the Statesman and the Philosopher’; Theodorus’ 
question can be viewed as an Elaboration marker; Socrates replies in the first place by a 
cataphoric TÒde (colon 10), and then by the substance of his question (cola 11-16), 
which is in fact directed at the Stranger, and taken as such by Theodorus, so that 
Theodorus does not even attempt to answer it.  

(b) It is clear, however, that other types of conversational activity are being performed besides 
the contents described here above and Theodorus does seem to play a crucial role in this 
aspect. Most importantly, in this excerpt, a few crucial moves are made with respect to who 
is going to take the floor in what follows:  
-  Up until the beginning of the excerpt analyzed here, Socrates and Theodorus have been 

discussing the Stranger without addressing him personally.  
-  With colon 1-3 (toË m°ntoi j°nou ≤m›n | ≤d°vw ín punyano€mhn, efi f€lon aÈt“, ...), 

Socrates, while formally still addressing Theodorus, for the first time makes a move 
towards giving the floor to the Stranger. Note the use of the strong particle m°ntoi and 
the fact that the Stranger is introduced in a separate fronted colon. 

-  After colon 16, an answer to Socrates’ question by the Stranger himself might have 
seemed appropriate, but instead it is Theodorus who formally makes the first reply, 
actually responding only to the polite and prudent interactional marker of Socrates in 
cola 1-3 (esp. efi f€lon aÈt“), after which he hands the floor over to the Stranger by 
asking him to confirm the fact that he has ‘no objection to talk about that’.  

-  From colon 22 onwards, the Stranger finally speaks. While formally addressing 
Theodorus, he actually answers the questions asked by Socrates: cola 21-22 answer 
Theodorus’ question as to whether he has any objection against the topic proposed by 
Socrates; from colon 23 onwards he starts answering the substance of Socrates’ 
question.  
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 19.2 P-tree analysis 

 
(1) In terms of a P-tree analysis, the overall structure of the excerpt seems to be binary (node 

A):  
(i)  a question (cola 1-16);  
(ii)  an answer (cola 17-29).  

If we take into account the distinction between ‘substantial’ and ‘regulatory’ contributions to 
the discourse, we come to the following analysis of the overall structure of the excerpt.  
 

Figure 19.2a: P-tree of Plato Sph. 216d-217b (overall structure) 
 

 
 

(2)  Cola 1-16: Socrates’ question (Node B) 
As suggested by the analysis above, Node B, dominating the internal structure of cola 1-16, 
links the two parts of Socrates’ question, the second one being more specific than the first 
one, which suggests an Elaboration relation:  
(a)  cola 1-6: basic question: what do the Eleans think about the sophist, the statesman 

and the philosopher?  
(b)  cola 7-16: elaboration (specification) of that question: are they 1 or 2 or 3 different 

things?  
 
 

A	


B: question	


1-6: introducing the topic: sophist, 
statesman, philosopher	


7-16: the question about the topic: 
1 same thing? or 2 different things? 
or 3? 	


C: answer	

17-22?: regulatory	


23?-29: the answer itself	
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Figure 19.2b: P-tree of Plato Sph. 216d-217b (first part: Socrates’ question) 
 

 
 (a) Cola 1-6 (node D) 

The structure of this segment is determined by the difference between the purely regulatory 
material in cola 1-3 and the ‘substance’ of Socrates’ first question in cola 4-6. Accordingly, 
Node D can be analyzed as a Marker-Content node; the Marker in cola 1-3 is an 
illocutionary one, marking the interrogative force of the Content in cola 4-6, but an 
interactional one as well, in that it designates -although indirectly- the Stranger as the 
addressee of the question.  
Let us first take a look at the internal structure of the illocutionary marker:  
-  Node F links the fronted argument NP (colon 1: toË m°ntoi j°nou ≤m›n) with the 

corresponding VP (≤d°vw ín punyano€mhn), which suggests a Topic-Comment analysis 
(also note that the Stranger is going to be the central character of the whole dialogue 
from now on). Note, however, that the pragmatic effect of the fronting is to mark an 
implicit switch to the new addressee, which reminds of interactional markers (this 
function may be already implied by the dominating node D).  

-  Node H represents the link between the postposed afterthought-like politeness formula 
efi f€lon aÈt“ and the preceding illocutionary/ interactional marker ≤d°vw ín 
punyano€mhn.  

Then, we need to discuss the structure of the ‘substantial’ part of the segment, i.e. the actual 
question itself:  

B	


D	  

F	  
 1. toË m°ntoi j°nou ≤m›n  

H	

 2. ≤d°vw ín punyano€mhn,  

 3. efi f€lon aÈt“,  

G	


 4. t€ taËy' ofl per‹ tÚn §ke› tÒpon 
≤goËnto ka‹ »nÒmazon. 

I	

 5. Tå po›a dÆ;  

 6. SofistÆn, politikÒn, 
filÒsofon.   

E	  

J	  

L	  

M	  
 7. T€ d¢ mãlista  

 8. ka‹ tÚ po›Òn ti per‹ aÈt«n 
diaporhye‹w 

 9. §r°syai dienoÆyhw;  

 10. TÒde:  

K	  

 11. pÒteron ©n pãnta taËta 
§nÒmizon 

 12. µ dÊo,  

N	  
 13. µ  

O	  

P	  
 14. kayãper tå ÙnÒmata tr€a,  

 15. tr€a ka‹ tå g°nh 
diairoÊmenoi 

  16. kay' ©n ˆnoma g°now •kãstƒ 
pros∞pton; 
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-  Node G represents the recognizable correlative construction ‘cataphoric taËta – 
substantial content’. Note the fact that colon 6 (SofistÆn, politikÒn, filÒsofon) is 
rhematic with respect to the whole segment cola 1-6.  

-  Node I is a Question-Answer relation of the Marker-Content type: Theodorus’ question 
only marks the cataphoric relation represented by node G and is in fact literally 
dispensable, as far as the development of the structure of the discourse is concerned (the 
cataphoric construction would have required the implementation of the content of 
taËta anyway).  

 (b) Cola 7-16 (node E) 
This segment presents Socrates second question (“Do they Eleans consider the sophist, the 
statesman and the philosopher as 1, 2 or 3 different things?”). Again, the overall structure is 
determined by a marker-content relation (Node E), which links the substance of Socrates’ 
second question (cola 11-16) with regulatory elements that do not present any substantial 
content and only mark the transition from the general question (“what about the sophist, the 
statesman and the philosopher, according to the Eleans?”) to the more specific question (“are 
they three different things?”).  
As for the ‘regulatory’ left branch of Node E, I would like to argue that the cataphoric tÒde 
(colon 10) is taken with the Marker part of node E: note that the whole exchange (“What do 
you want to ask specifically?” “This.”) is literally dispensable. The internal structure under 
the left branch can thus be analyzed as follows:  
-  Node J represents the Question-Answer adjacency relation between Theodorus’ 

question “What do you intend to ask?” (cola 7-9) and Socrates’ reply “The following” 
(colon 10). 

-  Node L links the fronted illocutionary marker expressed in cola 7-8 (roughly: “what is 
your question? and what is your problem?”) to the main clause with respect to which it 
is fronted and Node M links the badly integrated parenthesis colon 8 to the first 
illocutionary marker in colon 7 (Node M can thus be read as representing an 
afterthought-like elaboration relation). For the syntactic and segmentation-related issues 
concerning cola 7-9, I refer back to section 11.5(3a). 

As for the ‘substantial’ right branch of node E (cola 11-17), it is clear that Node K 
represents the recognizable and recurrent symmetrical relation (perhaps best analyzed as a 
type of Chain) between the (i.c.) three members of a polyadic question. The last member of 
the ternary question has a somewhat more complex structure:  
-  Node N is an obvious Marker-Content node, linking the structural marker µ with the 

contents it has scope over.  
-  Node P links the two members of a comparison (“just as there are three different names, 

there are also three different things”) and may best be analyzed as a Contrast relation, 
though the second member is rhematic, but we know that comparisons have 
idiosyncratic features (see sections 13.3.6(2b) and 13.3.1(1b)) 

-  Node O links the participle clause “dividing them into three, just as there are three 
names” with the main clause “they attribute a kind to each name”. This formally looks 
like a Setting-Event relation (present participle followed by main finite clause), as if the 
left branch merely provided the necessary background for the main point (?) in colon 
16. Note, however, that the notion of “three”, which could be expected to be rhematic 
occurs in the left branch and that the two branches in fact express the same notion (node 
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O is then some kind of Chain). This analysis suggests that the wording of this question 
is somewhat artificial and in any case -needlessly?- difficult.  

 
(3)  Cola 17-29: the Stranger’s answer (node C) 

As has been observed above, the substantial content of this stretch is limited to cola 23-29, 
presenting the Stranger’s answer to Socrates’ question. Cola 17-22 consist in a merely 
regulatory exchange, by means of which the floor is handed over to the Stranger. 
Accordingly, node C can be analyzed as a Marker-Content node (formally not unlike node 
E).  

Figure 19.2c: P-tree of Plato Sph. 216d-217b (second part: the answer) 
 

 
(a) cola 17-22 (node Q) 

This entirely regulatory exchange only serves at handing over the floor to the Stranger. First, 
Node Q links Theodorus’ reply to Socrates (“I don’t think the Stranger will object to discuss 
this”) to his (Theodorus’) question to the Stranger, asking for confirmation of what he just 
said (some type of Chain?). Node S then links Theodorus’ question with the Stranger’s 
answer. The internal structure of cola 17-20 is not very problematic:  
-  Colon 17 is a fronted illocutionary marker, comparable to “No” in English, having 

scope over cola 19-20. Its function is to eliminate the suggestion that the Stranger might 
not wish to participate in the debate (presupposed by Socrates’ polite efi f€lon aÈt“ in 
colon 3).353  

-  Colon 18 is obviously a parenthetic marker, probably having the same scope as colon 
17. 

                                                             
353 It may be interesting to take a look at the function of the particle éllã  in this occurrence. In terms 
of Denniston’s classification of uses, this occurrence would probably fit best with what he calls the 
“assentient” use, expressing agreement on the part of the speaker, who repudiates any suggestion to the 
contrary, more specifically the case in which “the particle protests [sic!], in effect, against the asking of 
a superfluous question” (Denniston 1934/1950, 16). However, note that it can also be argued that the 
particle éllã here has exactly the function that Denniston ascribes to it as its primary one: 
“eliminative, substituting the true for the false” (Denniston 1934/1950, 1): in that case, ÉAll' (together 
with the negative) signifies that the very suggestion that the Stranger would object is ‘eliminated’ by 
Theodorus. This interpretation fits more closely what has been said about éllã in the more recent 
literature (see section 21.3(2f) below). 

C	


Q	  17-20. All' oÈde€w, …w §gŸmai, 
fyÒnow aÈt“ dielye›n aÈtã:  

S	

 21. µ p«w, Œ j°ne, l°gvmen;  

 22. OÏtvw, Œ YeÒdvre.  
R	   23. fyÒnow m¢n går oÈde‹w  

T	  

U	  
 24. oÈd¢ xalepÚn efipe›n  

 25. ˜ti ge tr€' ≤goËnto: 

V	  

W	  

 26. kay' ßkaston mØn               
dior€sasyai saf«w  

 27. t€ pot' ¶stin,  

X	  
 28. oÈ smikrÚn  

 29. oÈd¢ =ñdion ¶rgon.  
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-  Cola 19-20 make up the contents of the reply; colon 20 looks like an afterthought-like 
disambiguation: colon 19 is rhematic in that it already presents the main point of 
Theodorus’ reply (“he will have no objection”), after which he adds the element “to talk 
about that”, which was already present in Socrates’ question and presupposed in colon 
19 (this type of disambiguating pattern could be called Comment-Topic).  

(b) cola 23-29 (node R) 
After the short answer “As you say, Theodorus” (colon 22) to Theodorus’ question, the 
Stranger goes on to address Socrates’ questions directly in cola 23-29.  
The overall structure of this segment is determined by its status as a reply to Socrates’ 
questions:  
-  colon 23 answers to the polite request (cola 1-3, especially colon 3 efi f€lon aÈt“ as 

reformulated by Theodorus in cola 17-20);  
-  cola 24-25 answer Socrates’ more specific question “Do the Eleans think the sophist, 

the statesman and the philosopher are 1 thing or 2 or 3 different things?”;  
-  cola 26-29 answer Socrates’ more general question “what do the Eleans think about the 

sophist, the statesman and the philosopher?” (cola 4-6).354  

Thus, we can first separate the Stranger’s reply to the purely regulatory part of Socrates’ 
question (colon 23) from the more substantial part (cola 24-29): accordingly node R can be 
analyzed as a fairly loose contrast relation, formally marked by the particle combination m°n 
- (oÈ)d°, which corresponds to the transitional use of ...m°n...d° as observed by Bakker in 
narrative contexts (Bakker 1993, 302-305; cf. section 21.3(c) below): 
-  colon 23 takes up and rounds off the current issue (i.e. the matter of whether the 

Stranger is willing to play along);355  
-  in colon 24 the transition is made to the next stage (i.e. the substance of the Stranger’s 

answer).  

According to this analysis, the d° of oÈd° in colon 24 arguably could have scope over 24-29 
(or even beyond the excerpt): it marks the end of the regulatory issues and the beginning of 
the substantial discussion which makes up the rest of the dialogue.356 Also note that the 
Thematization Principle is respected by node R: the left branch is regulatory and hence 
necessarily thematic, whereas the right branch conveys substantial, rhematic elements. 
The internal structure of the right branch of node R, i.e. the substance of the Stranger’s reply, 
then consists of (i) the Stranger’s answer to Socrates’ more specific question (1, 2 or 3 
different things?) and (ii) to his answer to the substance of Socrates’ more general question 
(what are the sophist, the statesman, the philosopher?). These two questions are linked by 
                                                             
354 Note the (macro-)chiasmus in the overall structure of the excerpt: question A “what about the 
sophist, the statesman and the philosopher?” : question B “are they 1 or 2 or 3 different things?” :: 
answer B’ “3 different things” : answer A’ “not easy to define”. Note that this pattern can be analyzed 
in a similar vein as Sling’s cognitive analysis of chiasmus in general (see section 10.4.3 above): the 
Stranger first answers the question which is the most accessible (i.e. the last one), after which he tackles 
the other one. Actually, this type of explanation is even more straightforwardly applicable to this type 
of discourse pattern than it is to word order phenomena at the level of the colon.  
355 gãr  most plaussibly indicates that colon 23 is an explicitation of oÏtvw in colon 22. It would not 
make much sense to let it have scope beyond colon 23: beyond colon 23 the ‘regulatory’ issue as to 
whether the Stranger wishes to take the floor and discuss the topic introduced by Socrates has been 
settled completely. This is also what is suggested by the P-tree drawn in the present analysis.  
356 This is not straightforwardly expressed by the P-tree structure: the fact that d° takes P2 prevents it 
from making up a separate colon having scope over the entire following context (sandhi).  
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Node T. Node T is probably best analyzed as some kind of a contrast relation; the contrast is 
marked by the particle mÆn in colon 26 357 and is also evident from the formal chiasmus: 
colon 24 - colon 25 (“easy” :: “they are 3”), cola 26-27 - cola 28-29 (“definition” :: “not 
easy”).  
The internal structure of the two branches of node T is pragmatically somewhat less 
straightforward, as can be expected from the asymmetry implied by chiasmus:  
-  Node U represents the relation between a reporting matrix clause (“it’s not difficult to 

say”) and a postposed reported subject clause (“that they are 3”). This relation is 
obviously thematic and could be analyzed as a Marker-Content relation (epistemic 
marker).  

-  Node V conversely links a fronted complement clause (“to exactly define what they 
are”) and the main finite clause (conveying “is not so easy”). This type of fronting is 
readily explained by the cognitive mechanism explained in 10.4.3: the two questions 
asked of the Stranger form a contextually determined set and the fact that the first 
question was answered in colon 25 ipso facto made the second one accessible at colon 
26. Though cognitively transparent, this relation is pragmatically less easy to 
characterize (as is often the case with anti-thematic relations).358  

 
 19.3 Final remarks 

 
(1)  As opposed to the previous (monologic) excerpts, this excerpt is a dialogue and hence 

presents various speaker turns as an inherent feature of its pragmatic structure. Although the 
interaction between the participants showed a number of interesting features as such (see (2) 
here below), our P-tree analysis shows that turn transitions are not necessarily major 
boundaries in the overall structure of the discourse (both ways: some turn-transitions occur 
at very local levels of the P-tree; major structural boundaries can occur within a single turn).  
 

(2)  The excerpt (as a matter of fact the whole introductory segment of the Sophista as well as 
the corresponding segments in the Theaetetus and the Politicus) would be excellent, though 
difficult, material for Conversation Analysis. This would, however, involve conversation 
analytical techniques that are not the main concern of this study. Still, it seems interesting to 
formulate a few questions and remarks that arise in the context of my analysis of this 
excerpt. Especially, the turn-taking organization of the conversation is very peculiar:  
-  The Stranger is not allowed to take the floor until colon 17 in this excerpt (i.e. after 

more than a full page in the Oxford edition). All this time, Theodorus keeps his role of 
‘doing the introductions’ (cf. Sacks 1992a, 281-299, on this function of hosts at parties, 
or therapists in psychiatric group sessions).  

                                                             
357 Denniston distinguishes an ‘adversative’ use of the particle mÆn : “As an adversative, mÆn normally 
balances, denoting that a fact coexists with another fact opposed to it: ‘yet’, ‘however’” (Denniston 
1934/1950, 334). He also notes (p. 335): “In prose, often answering a preceding m°n”, quoting a number 
of examples from Plato. However, in this case, mØn in colon 26 cannot possibly correspond to m¢n in 
colon 23, as should be clear from the above analysis.  
358 As for the relations between cola 26 and 27 and cola 28 and 29: node X is a symmetrical relation 
between two quasi-synonymic expressions “small task” and “easy task” (an appositional Chain); node 
W links a matrix clause (epistemic marker?) to a postposed complement clause, a relation which is 
quite common but pragmatically idiosyncratic. 
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-  Theodorus continues to be the intermediary between Socrates and the Stranger (the two 
obvious protagonists in the introductory segment) until 217c in which Socrates 
addresses the Stranger for the first time directly (Œ j°ne), after which Theodorus does 
not speak anymore until the beginning of the Politicus.  

-  Likewise, Socrates completely vanishes from the floor as soon as Theaetetus is 
introduced as the Stranger’s partner in conversation.  

Different factors might be investigated in order to get a grip on these problems:  
-  Are the mechanisms which organize turn-taking in Ancient Greek conversation 

different from ours, e.g. in such a way that there is a preference rule for breaking up 
multi-party conversations into a sequence of one-to-one conversations? or is this rather 
a feature of a specific genre of conversation? 359  

-  To what extent does the Platonic dialogue reflect an existing genre of conversation and 
to what extent is it an ‘artificial’ literary device? 

-  Does the social status of the participants play a role? what is then the relation between 
the Stranger, Socrates and Theodorus (Theaetetus evidently standing apart due to his 
age and his status as a pupil of Theodorus’)? In connection to this, the notoriously 
enigmatic identity of the Stranger has to be dealt with.  

 
 

                                                             
359 I would like to suggest here that the application of conversation analytical techniques to Greek texts 
would make up a rich field for further investigation. For instance, a thorough investigation of the 
different types of question-answer pairs in Plato could have important consequences for the 
understanding of the contents of some passages (see e.g. Hoekstra & Scheppers 2003, where we 
emphasize the importance of the fact that Theaetetus does not seem to understand the Stranger’s 
explanations). Likewise, turn-transition in general could be investigated as such (not only in Plato, but 
also e.g. in tragedy and comedy). 
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 20. Topic development in conversation (Plato Cra. 416e-417b) 
 
The main issue in Plato’s Cratylus is the ‘correctness’ (ÙryÒthw) of the names. This issue, 
the importance or even the sense of which may elude the modern reader, is a typical issue 
within the context of the archaic state of the reflection on language, which is characterized 
by a number of (quasi-)magical presuppositions about the close bond between an object or 
person and its/his name (for a brief exposition of some of these presuppositions, see 
Hoekstra & Scheppers 2003).  
The dialogue can easily be divided into two parts on the basis of the fact that in the first part 
Socrates talks with Hermogenes, convincing him that Cratylus is right in claiming that words 
teach us something about the nature of things (385a-427c), and in the second part Socrates 
talks with Cratylus, trying to show him that the position he takes leads to serious problems 
(428b-440e). This line of argument results in an épor€a.360  
The excerpt is taken from the first part of the dialogue, i.e. Socrates’ argument in favor of 
the notion that names teach us something about the oÈs€a of things. It seemed useful to 
briefly situate the excerpt within the overall structure of the conversation between Socrates 
and Hermogenes, which develops in several stages:  

(a)  preparatory investigation (385a-391b): the name as a tool  
Socrates first shows that a name is like a tool: it has a purpose (to teach and discern the 
oÈs€a of a thing, i.e. ‘what a thing is’; cf. 388c ÖOnoma êra didaskalikÒn t€ §stin 
ˆrganon ka‹ diakritikÚn t∞w oÈs€aw Àsper kerk‹w Ífãsmatow), it is produced by a 
specialist craftsman (the nomoy°thw) and it is intended to be used, the specialist user 
who can judge the craftsman’s work being the expert conversationalist (dialektikÒw).  

(b) the correctness of a well-made name: the issues (391b-397c)  
The investigation of the main issue of the ‘correctness of the names’ starts with a few 
methodological problems: which experts to turn to?, what about names which are 
handed down from father to son? what about the relation between the meaning of a 
word and its form in terms of the letters and syllables that constitute it? Socrates 
illustrates his exposition with accounts of a number of personal names of (mostly) 
heroes and concludes that these are not good examples and proposes to look at the 
names of the gods first.  

(c) the etymological investigations I: non-primary names (397c-421c) 
The main part of Socrates’ investigations consists of a sequence of etymologies, 
grouped in different series, which are intended to give an overview of the possible ways 
in which the ‘giver of names’ has proceeded in order to produce names which convey 
the oÈs€a of the objects they name: 
-  a digression on y°ow, da€mvn, ¥rvw, ênyrvpow, cuxÆ and s«ma	  (397c-400c);  
-  a series of names of gods, as announced in 397b (400c-408d);  
-  a series of names of forces of nature: stars, sun, moon, fire, seasons ... (408d-410e);  

                                                             
360 Part 1 of the dialogue is preceded by a short introduction (383a-384e), which might be argued to 
belong with Part 1 (because Cratylus hardly speaks). The two parts are separated by a transitional 
passage (427d-428b), in which the floor is handed over to Cratylus and Hermogenes retreats. 
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-  a series of names of ‘virtues’ (tå per‹ tØn éretÆn), or perhaps rather ‘human 
functions‘: thought, wisdom, knowledge, righteousness, good/bad, ... (411a-421c; 
this is the part the excerpt below is taken from).  

 In the course of his investigations, Socrates demonstrates his method and occasionally 
comments on it. Basically he tries to show how the ‘natural’ meaning of a word (i.e. the 
fact that its form fits the object it is applied to) derives from the combination of a few 
primary names (or expressions), which is then (‘afterwards’) modified by the addition, 
subtraction and/or modification of a number of ‘letters’.  

(c) the etymological investigations II: the primary names (421d-427d) 
The next step in the investigation is a logical one: one should examine in what way the 
primary/elementary names, from which the other names are derived, fit the essence of 
whatever they name. The answer is logical as well: one should look at the meaning of 
the components of these names, i.e. ultimately at the ‘letters’ they are made of. Socrates 
then demonstrates this thesis by discussing the intrinsic meanings of the letters r, i, f, 
c, s, z, d, t, l, n, a, h, o and shows how they are reflected by the meanings of a number 
of words they occur in. Thus, the wellformedness (so to speak) of the primary names 
depends on their being composed of the right letters (i.e. the letters whose meaning 
corresponds to whatever the name names) and the other words are made on the basis of 
these words.  

For the purpose of understanding the excerpt analyzed here below it is important to 
remember:  
(i)  that the excerpt is part of very long and highly structured context in which the 

conversation develops according to a -pragmatically speaking- quite uniform pattern: a 
general super-topic is announced (e.g. tå per‹ tØn éretÆn), which is then subdivided in 
several series of lemmata; each of these lemmata typically consist of the introduction of 
the lemma (i.e. the word that will be analyzed) followed by the body of the lemma (i.e. 
its etymological analysis);  

(ii)  that Socrates is using these ‘etymological analyses’ as a demonstration of the thesis that 
the ‘giver of names’ proceeded in such a way that the names correspond to the oÈs€a 
they are intended to convey: he does not present these ‘etymologies’ for their own sake 
but in order to make a more general methodological point.  

 
Plato Cra. 416e-417b 
 
  SV.  Socrates 
1 T€ oÔn  Well, 
2 ¶ti ≤m›n loipÚn t«n toioÊtvn;  what further words have we left of this kind?  
 ERM.  Hermogenes 
3 TaËta tå per‹ tÚ égayÒn te ka‹ kalÒn, Those related to the good and the beautiful:  
4 sumf°rontã te ka‹ lusiteloËnta ka‹ 

»f°lima ka‹ kerdal°a  
‘advantageous’ and ‘profitable’ and ‘useful’ and 
‘gainful’,  

5 ka‹ ténant€a toÊtvn.  and their opposites.  
 SV.  Socrates 
6 OÈkoËn  Well. 
7 tÚ m¢n "sumf°ron"  As for ‘sumf°ron’ (‘advantageous’),  
8 ≥dh pou kín sÁ eÏroiw  you too might now find out about it,  
9 §k t«n prÒteron §piskop«n: if you look at what we said before.  
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10 t∞w går §pistÆmhw  Because to §pistÆmh (‘knowledge’) 
11 édelfÒn ti fa€netai.  it looks somewhat akin: 
12 oÈd¢n går êllo dhlo›  it means nothing else 
13 µ tØn ëma forån t∞w cux∞w metå t«n 

pragmãtvn, 
but the ‘motion of the soul in company with 
things’ 

14 ka‹ and 
15 tå ÍpÚ toË toioÊtou prattÒmena (the fact) that what is realized by such a 

situation  
16 "sumf°rontã" te ka‹ "sÊmfora" kekl∞syai  is called sumf°ronta and sÊmfora,  
17 épÚ toË sumperif°resyai.  is from sumperif°resyai (‘moving around 

together’).  
 ERM. Hermogenes  
18 ÖEoike.  So it seems.  
 SV.  Socrates 
19 TÚ d° ge "kerdal°on"  And ‘kerdal°on’  
20 épÚ toË k°rdouw.  is from ‘k°rdow’.  
21 "k°rdow" d¢  And ‘k°rdow’,  
22 nË ént‹ toË d°lta épodidÒnti §w tÚ ˆnoma  if you put a nu instead of the delta in this name,  
23 dhlo› ˘ boÊletai:  it shows what it means:  
24 tÚ går égayÚn  “good”,  
25 kat' êllon trÒpon Ùnomãzei.  that’s what it names in a different way.  
26 ˜ti går kerãnnutai  Because it gets ‘mingled’ (kerãnnutai), 
27 §w pãnta diejiÒn,  when passing through everything,  
28 taÊthn aÈtoË tØn dÊnamin §ponomãzvn wanting to name this function of it,  
29 ¶yeto toÎnoma:  one gave it this name.  
30 d°lta <d'> §nye‹w ént‹ toË nË  And by inserting a delta instead of the nu,  
31 "k°rdow" §fy°gjato.  one pronounced ‘k°rdow’.  
 ERM.  Hermogenes 
32 "LusiteloËn" d¢  And ‘lusiteloËn’,  
33 t€ dÆ; what about it? 
 

 20.1 Preliminary remarks 
 

(1)  The text of this excerpt presents a few problems, both insofar as the establishment of the text 
is concerned and insofar as its syntax and meaning are concerned. For the textcritical and 
syntactic issues in cola 12-17, I refer back to section 11.6(3a). The contents of this 
deceptively simple passage on closer scrutiny are not always crystal-clear either and may 
require a few explanations:  
-  Cola 10-11: a little before this passage (in Cra. 412a),361 Socrates has formulated an 

etymology for the word §pistÆmh (‘knowledge’), which involved the notion that “the 
soul follows the things which are in movement”.  

-  Cola 12-17: there is a problem with the expression tå ÍpÚ toË toioÊtou prattÒmena 
(‘what is done by something/someone like that’): what does the demonstrative toË 
toioÊtou refer to? One might think of the cuxÆ mentioned in the previous colon, but 
‘something like the soul’ does not seem to be a likely expression in Plato (what things 
are ‘like the soul’?). Another possibility is tÚ "sumf°ron" itself, but this would yield a 

                                                             
361 Cra. 412a ka‹ mØn ¥ ge §pistÆmh mhnÊei …w ferom°noiw to›w prãgmasin •pom°nhw t∞w cux∞w t∞w 
éj€aw lÒgou, ka‹ oÎte époleipom°nhw oÎte proyeoÊshw: diÚ dØ §mbãllontaw de› tÚ e‰ "•peÛstÆmhn" 
aÈtØn Ùnomãzein.  
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dubious meaning as well: “what is done by something like the advantageous is called 
advantageous”. Perhaps it refers to the whole phrase “tØn ëma forån t∞w cux∞w metå 
t«n pragmãtvn”, in which case the entire sentence means “the fact that the effects of a 
situation like the one in which ‘the soul moves together with the things’ are called 
sumf°ronta is motivated by their etymological relation with sumperif°resyai 
(‘moving around together’), which makes sense in the context, although the formulation 
is needlessly complicated.  

-  Cola 21-31: it may be useful to paraphrase the argument: k°rdow (‘profit’) comes from 
k°rnow (not attested with a meaning suitable to this context) which in its turn comes 
from the verb kerãnnumi (‘to mingle’); cf. Plato & Dalimier (trad. & comm.) 1998, 
254-255, n. 307. The third person here rendered by ‘one’ (colon 29 and colon 31) is the 
hypothetical ‘maker/giver of names’ which plays an important (though instrumental) 
role in the discussion.362 

 
(2)  This being said, we can now take a look at a few formal features of the text that can be 

expected to be relevant for our analysis of the discourse structure underlying the text.  

(a) The overall structure of this excerpt as well as of the wider context around it is obviously 
determined by the different words that are successively analyzed by Socrates. The excerpt 
itself is the beginning of a new series of words, all belonging to the same general semantic 
class of ‘values’ (good, bad, profitable, useful, etc.). This series is introduced by 
Hermogenes, as a reply to Socrates’ invitation (cola 1-5). Then, the discourse structure of the 
excerpt (and beyond) consists of the successive analysis of the following words:  
-  first, sumf°ron (cola 7-17);  
-  then, kerdal°on (cola 19-20);  
-  next, k°rdow (cola 21-31);  
-  cola 32-33 announce the analysis of the next word: lusiteloËn, which consists of a 

very long single turn by Socrates.  

Each of these parts is introduced by a fronted topic-NP in a separate colon, in which the 
word that will be dealt with is introduced. The text-articulating function of these topic-cola 
is obviously similar to the functions of the fronted agents/subjects in the previous excerpts. 
Note that the fronted topics in this excerpt (colon 7, colon 19, colon 21 and colon 32) need 
not coincide with the subject of a main finite clause. Also note the use of the following 
particles:  
-  the use of m°n and d° in connection with the topic-switches (colon 7, colon 19, colon 

21, colon 32) looks familiar, in that it is all in all quite similar to topic-switches we 
observed in the previous excerpts;  

-  particularly characteristic for this excerpt is the use of gãr (colon 10, colon 12, colon 
24, colon 26);  

-  note Socrates’ use of oÔn (colon 1) and OÈkoËn (colon 6) at the beginning of the major 
turn-transitions. 

 (b) An obviously relevant feature of the excerpt is its conversational set-up: two participants 
interact and the discourse consists of different ‘turns’. Thus, an obvious criterion for 

                                                             
362 The reference to the similarity between k°rdow and égayÒw in cola 24-25 probably refers to the 
‘etymology’ of the latter word in Cra. 412c, in which Socrates analyses égayÒw as “the admirable 
(égastÒw) part of the swift (yoÒw)”. 
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articulating the text is its segmentation into 6 turns (cola 1-2, cola 3-5, cola 6-17, colon 18, 
cola 19-31, cola 32-33) and to investigate the mechanisms that assure the coherence between 
the different turns (e.g. the question-answer pattern of cola 1-2 and cola 3-5). However, this 
criterion is not always insightful with respect to the overall discourse structure, which seems 
to develop in part independently of turn-transitions, e.g.:  
-  colon 18 (Hermogenes interjecting ÖEoike) can hardly be seen as a pivotal point in the 

discourse structure (cf. also the text-critical problem, section 11.6(3a) above);363  
-  the function of colon 32 (starting a new turn by Hermogenes) is not different from the 

functions of colon 7, colon 19, and colon 21, all of which are fronted topic-NPs, 
introducing a new item for analysis;  

-  likewise, it would not have made a great difference for the overall development of the 
discourse if the introduction of the whole series of words in cola 1-5 had been operated 
by a single speaker, instead of by means of the cross-speaker question-answer device 
(note that, conversely, the question-answer device itself might even have been used by a 
single speaker).  

Thus, the question arises again as to the structural differences and homologies between 
dialogue and monologue: what is it that makes conversation coherent? is it something 
different from whatever makes a single-speaker discourse coherent? what is the function of 
prototypically conversational patterns (question-answer and other turn-transition devices) in 
terms of their function with respect of the overall structure of the conversation? to what 
extent is Platonic dialogue different from everyday conversation? Etcetera.  
 

 20.2 P-tree analysis 
 
We can now analyze the excerpt by means of the P-tree device, starting by its overall 
structure.  
A few salient features of the overall structure are immediately clear:  
-  node A links (i) an introductory part (cola 1-5), in which the overall topic -i.e. the list of 

Topics which are going to be dealt with- is specified, with (ii) the body of text in which 
these Topics (or ‘lemmata’) are successively addressed; the regulatory function of cola 
1-5 can be viewed as a conversational equivalent of titles in printed texts;  

-  node B determines the internal structure of the introductory part (see section 20.2(2a) 
below);  

-  node C links the marker oÈkoËn to the contents it has scope over (see section 20.2(1a) 
here below); 

-  from colon 7 onwards the overall structure of the discourse is determined by a Topic-
chain (node G) linking the various segments that correspond to these Topics/lemmata; 
this chain extends beyond the present excerpt (see here above); 

-  the internal structure of each lemma is determined by a Topic-Comment node with the 
lemma-word itself as a Topic (cf. node H, node T, node U, node J in the analyses in 
section 20.2(2) here below).  

 
                                                             
363 It is not entirely clear to me what the exact effect of this intervention by Hermogenes would be. To 
what extent is this type of marker purely phatic (cf. “uh huh”)? Or does it imply some kind of 
reservation on the part of the speaker (as opposed to e.g. Pãnu m¢n oÔn)? If so, is this reservation in 
this case a matter of not understanding or of not being convinced?  
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Figure 20.2a: P-tree of Plato Cra. 416e-417b (overall structure) 
 

 
(1)  A few problematic aspects of the overall structure of the excerpt can immediately be noted 

as well.  

(a)  The scope of oÈkoËn  in colon 6 is not immediately clear. The following options can be 
considered:  
-  The marker oÈkoËn might have scope over just cola 7-17; however, d° in colon 19 

evidently corresponds to m°n in colon 7, which implies that oÈkoËn has to have scope 
over the two markers at once.  

-  Thus, oÈkoËn might have scope over cola 7-20. However, there seems to be a close 
relationship between cola 21-31 and cola 19-20 (the etymology of k°rdow is only 
relevant in the context of the etymology of kerdal°on, announced in the above).  

-  Hence, the scope of oÈkoËn may be very wide, probably extending over the whole 
Topic-Chain announced in cola 1-5 (i.e. its scope extends beyond the present excerpt, 
perhaps until the end 417c (the end of the ‘positive’ lemmata announced at the 
beginning of the excerpt), or even up until halfway 419b (where the whole series, 
including both ‘positive’ and ‘negative’ lemmata is closed).  

I will adopt this last option in the present analysis (node C). The particle oÈkoËn thus marks 
Socrates’ acknowledgement of the task of dealing with the series of value-words quoted (and 
their opposites). 

(b) The following conspicuous issue is the interpretation of the turn-taking in this excerpt:  
-  In cola 1-6 three turn transitions occur: (a) in cola 1-2 Socrates takes the initiative to go 

on with a next series of etymologies, but leaves it up to Hermogenes to determine what 
exactly these lemmata will be; (b) in cola 3-5 Hermogenes supplies a next series of 
lemmata; (c) in colon 6 Socrates starts the new series of lemmata, announced by 
Hermogenes. Thus, the entire exchange serves as an introduction to the ensuing chain of 
lemmata.  

-  The turn-transitions implied by Hermogenes’ intervention ÖEoike (Colon 18) have little 
structural impact.364 Under the interpretation adopted above, it does not interfere with 

                                                             
364 One might consider oÈkoËn (colon 6) as introducing a question (having a narrower scope, until 
colon 16), in which case the turn-transition at colon 18 would be a Question-Answer pair, but an 
analysis as a mere phatic reply is possible as well and yields a better account of the scope of the 
particles (this interpretation has been adopted here); ¶oike then simply marks the transition between the 
first two lemmata of the series. 

A	

B	


 1-2: What's next?	


 3-5: The topic: words related to 
"good" and "bad"'	


C	

 6. OÈkoËn  	


 G: series of lemmata	


 7-18: lemma "sumf°ron"	


 19-31: lemmata "kerdal°on" and ���
"k°rdow" 

 32-seqq.: lemma "LusiteloËn"	


 further lemmata	
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the development of Socrates’ exposition in that Socrates simply goes on with the next 
lemma, introduced by d°, which he would have done anyway (cf. the corresponsive m°n 
in colon 7).365  

-  In cola 32-33 Hermogenes acknowledges the fact that the previous lemma has been 
terminated and takes the initiative of introducing the next one, in the cooperative 
fashion typical of Socratic dialogue.  

 
(2)  In the remainder of this paragraph, I will review the internal structures of the main parts that 

make up the P-tree of this excerpt: 
(a)  cola 1-5: the introductory part, in which the next series of lemmata is introduced;  
(b)  cola 7-17: the lemma sumf°ron; 
(c)  cola 19-31: the lemma kerdal°on (including the lemma k°rdow); 
(d)  cola 32-33: the beginning of the lemma lusiteloËn. 366  

As I have already pointed out, node A indicates that the introductory segment (a) has scope 
over the remainder of the excerpt; likewise, node C indicates that the marker oÈkoËn has 
scope over the Topic-Chain dominated by node D; ¶oike has been analyzed as a phatic 
intervention, marking the boundary between segments (b) and (c).  

(a) Cola 1-5 (node B)  
Cola 1-5 constitute the introduction to a series of etymologies. The internal structure of this 
introductory part is dominated by a Question-Answer pair (node B), linking cola 1-2 
(Socrates’ question) with cola 3-5 (Hermogenes’ reply). Note that Socrates’ question does 
not present any substantial content and merely delegates the choice of the next topic to 
Hermogenes. Hence node B can best be considered a Question-Answer pair of the more 
general type Marker-Content.  
The internal structure (node D) of cola 1-2 (if the segmentation is accepted) is of the 
recognizable type in which an interrogative is fronted in a separate colon, and serves as an 
illocutionary marker.  
Cola 3-5 contain the actual contents of the exchange and introduce the next topic to be dealt 
with: a number of lemmata having to do with “good” and their opposites (see already section 
11.6 above): node E simply links the ‘positive’ side of the series of words with the 
‘negative’ side of the same series (list); node F is an Elaboration relation, making the 
general description “things related to the good” explicit by stipulating a number of lemmata, 
which will afterwards be analyzed. 
 

                                                             
365 Note, however, that the start of the following lemma (TÚ d° ge "kerdal°on" colon 19), 
accompanied by d° in a typical way, is strengthened by the additional particle ge, which may be an 
additional confirmation of the reading adopted: perhaps Socrates acknowledges the weakness (?) of 
Hermogenes’ assent and ‘promises’ -so to speak- that the next lemma is going to be different.  
366 Actually, an analysis of a wider excerpt would perhaps make it necessary to introduce an extra 
Contrast (or List) node, echoing node E, in between what is now node C and node G (or between node 
A and node C?) in order to link the ‘positive’ words to their opposites (cf. Cra. 417d in which the 
‘negative’ series is introduced). As already explained in 13.4 I read the excerpts in relative isolation, for 
the sake of simplicity.  
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Figure 20.2b: P-tree of Plato Cra. 416e-417b (introductory segment) 

 
(b) Cola 7-17 (node H) 

Cola 7-17 are dominated by a Topic-Comment node (Node H) of a type that is very common 
in the etymological parts of the Cratylus: it links a lemma-word (i.c. colon 7) with the 
commentary that makes up the body of the lemma (cola 8-17).  
 

Figure 20.2c: P-tree of Plato Cra. 416e-417b (lemma sumf°ron) 
 

 
Pragmatically speaking, colon 7 tÚ m¢n "sumf°ron" has evidently scope over the whole 
segment cola 8-17, but syntactically it is integrated with cola 8-9 alone (syntactic sandhi): tÚ 
m¢n "sumf°ron" can only be the object of eÏroiw in colon 8, but, if anything, must also be 
understood as the subject of fa€netai in colon 11 and dhlo› in colon 12; however, in cola 
15-17 no grammatical function can be attributed to it. Thus, the Comment part of node H 
(cola 8-17) consists of four syntactic main clauses (preceded by a common fronted topic):  
(i)  cola 8-9, main verb eÏroiw; 
(ii)  cola 10-11, introduced by gãr, main verb fa€netai;  
(iii)  cola 12-13, introduced by gãr, main verb dhlo›;  
(iv)  cola 14-17, introduced by ka€, main predicate épÚ toË sumperif°resyai (under the 

reading and interpretation adopted above).  

First, I will discuss the internal structures of these four clauses:  

B	


D	

 1. T€ oÔn 

 2. ¶ti ≤m›n loipÚn t«n toioÊtvn; 	


E	


F	

 3. TaËta tå per‹ tÚ égayÒn te ka‹ kalÒn,

 4. sumf°rontã te ka‹ lusiteloËnta ka‹ 
»f°lima ka‹ kerdal°a 	


 5. ka‹ ténant€a toÊtvn.  

H	
 7. tÚ m¢n "sumf°ron" 

K	
L	

 8. ≥dh pou kín sÁ eÏroiw  

 9. §k t«n prÒteron §piskop«n:  

M	

N	


 10. t∞w går §pistÆmhw 

 11. édelfÒn ti fa€netai. 

O	

P	


 12. oÈd¢n går êllo dhlo›  

 13. µ tØn ëma forån t∞w cux∞w metå 
t«n pragmãtvn,  

Q	

 14. ka‹ 

R	


S	

 15. tå ÍpÚ toË toioÊtou prattÒmena

 16. "sumf°rontã" te ka‹ "sÊmfora" 
kekl∞syai 

 17. épÚ toË sumperif°resyai. 
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(i)  Clause (i) (cola 8-9): Node L links the claim that the meaning of sumf°ron is already 
known to Hermogenes with the postposed present participle indicating the way he can 
find this out (“by looking at what was said before”); this relation is not a prototypical 
case of any of the node types discussed so far. Note, however, that the Thematization 
Principle seems to apply: with respect to the encompassing structure the main point is 
that the key to the etymology of sumf°ron can be found in the previous discourse. 
Likewise, “you too can find it out” is not a pragmatically important point and can -in 
fact- be dispensed with. Thus, it can be considered as one of the many interactional 
devices that do not really determine the overall development of the discourse. Hence 
one might argue for an analysis as a Marker-Content relation.  

(ii)  Clause (ii) (cola 10-11): Node N links the fronted NP t∞w går §pistÆmhw in colon 10 
with the rest of the clause in colon 11. This NP is not a topic-NP: the point of the clause 
is not to present a fact concerning §pistÆmh, namely that is akin to sumf°ron; on the 
contrary, the word §pistÆmh in itself already conveys the main point of the clause qua 
explanation of the claim that the etymology of sumf°ron can be retrieved from 
something said before (see here below). As such, the position of colon 10 is a result of 
emphatic fronting, and colon 11 merely finishes the clause, by adding elements that 
might have been thematic, but certainly cannot be rhematic. Thus, node N may be 
analyzed as an Elaboration node, possibly of the Comment-Topic type.  

(iii)  Clause (iii) (cola 12-13): Node P links the two members of a corresponsive pattern 
‘nothing else - than...’.  

(iv)  Clause (iv) (cola 14-17):  
-  Node Q is an obvious Marker-Content node, indicating the scope of ka€ over cola 

15-17.  
-  Node S is a Topic-Comment pattern, linking subject (“that what is realized by such 

a situation”) and predicate (“is called sumf°ronta and sÊmfora”) within the 
infinitival clause.  

-  Node R is a Topic-Comment pattern linking the infinitival clause (grammatical 
subject) with the main grammatical predicate épÚ toË sumperif°resyai. 

Next, we can look at the relations holding between the different clauses, which together 
make up Socrates’ commentary on the lemma "sumf°ron".  
Socrates first states that the etymology of "sumf°ron" is already known to Hermogenes if he 
only looks at what has been said before (cola 8-9); obviously, this statement as such is not 
sufficient as an account for the meaning of that word and requires explanation (or rather 
explicitation). Socrates starts the required explanation/explicitation (marked by gãr in colon 
10) by referring to his own etymology of §pistÆmh (cola 10-11); again, this explanation is 
allusive and requires further explanation. This is offered in cola 12-17 (again marked by the 
presence of gãr in colon 12), consisting of the explicitation of the way in which the 
‘meaning’ of sumf°ron is akin to §pistÆmh. This explicitation consists of two parts (linked 
by ka€ in colon 14): (i) a paraphrase of the ‘meaning’ of sumf°ron (which is indeed akin to 
Socrates’ paraphrase of the ‘meaning’ of §pistÆmh) in cola 12-13; (ii) an explicitation of 
how this ‘meaning’ is linked with the form ‘sumf°ron’ in cola 14-17.  
In terms of P-nodes, this analysis of the internal structure of cola 8-17 can be formulated as 
follows:  
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-  Node O links the two elements of the explicitation of the claim that the meaning of 
sumf°ron is akin to the meaning of §pistÆmh (as analyzed by Socrates). As such, node 
O can be analyzed as an argument-Chain, marked by ka€.367  

-  Node K and node M are both Elaboration nodes of the type Explanation, both marked 
by gãr. Node K has scope over node M, which yields what I would like to call an 
Elaboration-cascade. This type of cascade shows a few idiosyncratic features: 
formally, an explanation is pragmatically subordinated to a statement, but the 
explanation is actually much more contentful than the statement (in this case the 
‘statements’ are so allusive -as compared to the explanation- that they have a suspensive 
effect reminding us of cataphora: the statement in cola 8-9 (“you might find it out 
yourself...”) -in a way- does not present any proper substantial content and only 
announces its interpretation, but this interpretation is again suspended by an almost 
equally allusive subordinated statement (“it is akin to §pistÆmh”) which announces the 
substantial analysis in cola 12-17.368  

(c) Cola 19-31 
The lemma kerdal°on, announced in colon 4, is dealt with in two steps: first, it is stated that 
kerdal°on is from k°rdow; then k°rdow is dealt with. One might want to argue that 
kerdal°on in colon 19 has scope over cola 19-31. However, the particle d° accompanying 
k°rdow (colon 21) makes an analysis in which the announced lemma kerdal°on is dealt 
with in two separate steps more probable. Node I is then a Topic-Chain linking the two 
related lemmata. Node T and node U are both Topic-Comment nodes of the familiar type 
(lemma-body).  
As was the case under node H (see here above), the body of the lemma k°rdow under node U 
again consists of a succession of clauses, two of which are introduced by gãr. Also note the 
syntactic sandhi: the Topic NP (lemma) k°rdow (colon 21) is the grammatical subject of cola 
22-25, but not anymore of the main finite verb of cola 26-31. I will use this syntactic cue as 
the starting point for my analysis of cola 22-31. Thus, node V links two parts with each 
other:  
(i)  cola 22-25 in which Socrates claims that changing the delta of k°rdow into a nu is the 

key to understanding k°rdow; 
(ii)  cola 26-31 in which he explains how the namegiver coined the word k°rdow. 
 

                                                             
367 Note that the use of the particle ka€ suggests that the two elements together constitute a single 
argument. This is appropriate in that both elements (the notion that the word denotes the movement 
(forã) of the soul with (sun) the things and the notion that the naming of sumf°ronta and sÊmfora is 
based on this “moving around together”/sumperif°resyai) are needed for cola 12-17 to be able to 
function as an explicitation of cola 10-11. 
368 Note that the -at first sight- similar succession of two occurrences of gãr in colon 24 resp. 26 
requires a different analysis.  
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Figure 20.2c: P-tree of Plato Cra. 416e-417b (lemma kerdal°on/k°rdow) 
 

 
I will first analyze the internal structures of the two branches of V and then come back at 
their exact relationship.  

(i)  Socrates starts his account of the etymology of k°rdow by preparing the setting in which 
his analysis will proceed: the prerequisite for understanding k°rdow is that you change 
the delta of k°rdow into a nu; everything else follows. As for the details of the internal 
structure of cola 22-25, the following relations can be discerned:  
-  Node W links the participle clause ‘if you put a N instead of the D into k°rdow’ to 

the main finite clause ‘it is clear what it means’, including the explanation of this in 
cola 24-25. The syntactic pattern (also note the present participle) suggests a 
Setting-Event relation. In this case, the participle presents the situation in which the 
meaning of the word under scrutiny is clear (i.e. if you read it as k°rnow instead of 
k°rdow); this situation can (perhaps) be viewed as a ‘frame’ for the desired result 
(i.e. that its meaning is clear), but it should be observed that the operation 
expressed by the participle is much less ‘given’ and much more substantial than the 
contents in the main clause, which suggests an anti-thematic relation. Apparently, a 
number of patterns have idiosyncratic uses in non-narrative contexts; perhaps this 
relation between a recipe and its result is one of these.  

-  Node Y links the claim that k°rdow is another name for ‘good’ (cola 24-25) to the 
idea that ‘k°rdow shows what it means’ if you change it into k°rnow. As suggested 
by the use of the particle gãr, the reference to (his own etymology of) égayÒw 
(‘good’), is indeed just an explanation of the previous claim. Node Y thus 
represents an Elaboration relation.369  

                                                             
369 One might want to argue that cola 24-25 explain cola 22-23 taken together (following the syntax) 
instead of just colon 23. The present analysis conveys the wider scope of the setting ‘if you put a N 
instead of the D into k°rdow’.  

I	

T	


 19. TÚ d° ge "kerdal°on"  

 20. épÚ toË k°rdouw. 	


U	

 21. "k°rdow" d¢  

V	


W	

 22. nË ént‹ toË d°lta épodidÒnti §w 
tÚ ˆnoma  

Y	

 23. dhlo› ˘ boÊletai:  

Z	


 24. tÚ går égayÚn   

 25. kat' êllon trÒpon Ùnomãzei.	


X	


Aa	


Ac	

Ad	
 26. ˜ti går kerãnnutai 

 27. §w pãnta diejiÒn,  

 28. taÊthn aÈtoË tØn dÊnamin 
§ponomãzvn  

 29. ¶yeto toÎnoma:  

Ab	

 30. d°lta <d'> §nye‹w ént‹ toË nË 

 31. "k°rdow" §fy°gjato.  
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-  Node Z links the emphatically fronted NP tÚ går égayÚn with the syntactic rest of 
the clause, exactly like node N (cola 10-11).  

(ii)  The internal structure of the explanation in the right branch of node V is dominated by a 
node which is marked by d° in colon 30 (node X). This relation links the namegiver’s 
action of ‘coining the name k°rnow’ (cola 26-29) with the action of ‘changing it into 
k°rdow’ (cola 30-31). Socrates’ explanation of the origin of k°rdow (as of other words) 
involves a personal agent (‘the namegiver’) and is thus a ‘story’ in the normal sense of 
the word. Node X can then be analyzed as being of exactly the same type as the Plot 
nodes that we encountered in the narrative passages. The internal structure of these two 
branches of node X can be analyzed as follows:  
-  Node Aa links the action of ‘giving the concept of gain/k°rdow the name k°rnow’ 

itself (colon 29) with a complex fronted formulation of the how and why of this 
action, i.e. of the motivation for this coinage (cola 26-28). A Setting-Event pattern 
may be argued for, but the relation is not canonically thematic, in that the action 
conveyed by the main clause (¶yeto toÎnoma in colon 29) as it is formulated has 
much less substantial contents than its ‘setting’ (?) (cf. node W here above). The 
fronted motivation for coining the name k°rnow consists of 2 parts: (i) the fronted 
adverbial clause in cola 26-27 and (ii) the fronted participial clause colon 28. The 
relation node Ac between cola 26-27 (“because it gets mingled”) and colon 28 
(“naming this power”) is difficult to assess. Note that the demonstrative as well as 
aÈtoË in taÊthn aÈtoË tØn dÊnamin are used anaphorically, referring back to the 
contents of cola 26-27. One can argue that the two segments both contribute to 
presenting the motivation for coining k°rnow and in a way make the same point; 
thus conceived, the node may be analyzed as some kind of Appositional Chain. As 
for node Ad, the participle clause (“passing through everything”) in colon 27 is a 
descriptive Afterthought explaining in what sense k°rdow “gets mingled”.  

-  Node Ab links the participle clause colon 30 (“he put a D into k°rnow instead of a 
N”) to the main finite clause colon 31 (“he uttered the word k°rdow”). We should 
note the aorist tense of the participle instead of the present in colon 22 and colon 
28. A regular Plot relation looks very plausible here: in the vein of Socrates’ 
habitual narrative-like way of picturing the ‘making’ of words as the result of the 
namegiver’s practice, the insertion of a D instead of a N can easily be viewed as 
two successive actions in that procedure.  

Thus, cola 26-31 - in which Socrates explains the fact that k°rdow (‘profit’) is ‘mingled with 
everything’ (kerãnnutai) is the reason why one called it k°rnow, after which one changed it 
into k°rdow - can be interpreted as an explanation (node V) for the claim in cola 22-23 
including the subordinated claim in cola 24-25, which corresponds with the use of the 
‘explanatory’ particle gãr.370 
                                                             
370 It could be objected that the claim ‘if you change D into N, the meaning of k°rdow is clear’, to 
which -according to this analysis- the details of the explanation are subordinated, is in se not very 
informative. One might argue (i) that the point of Socrates’ account is to explain what k°rdow really 
means, (ii) that colon 22 ‘it is clear what it means’ is just a kind of cataphoric expression announcing 
the main point, and (iii) that cola 24-29 therfore should be analyzed as rhematic with respect to cola 21-
23. However, one should keep in mind that Socrates’ ‘etymologies’ are illustrations of the overall claim 
that the correctness of the words depends on whether they are ‘made correctly’ (see the introductory 
paragraphs to the present section 20 here above). Thus, the procedure according to which the various 
words are derived from ‘primary words’ are indeed more relevant to the overall point Socrates wants to 
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Something needs to be said about the fact that the very end of cola 21-31 exactly echoes its 
very beginning. Such a pattern, in which the last element of a complex segment is the same 
as the very first, has been categorized as a ‘figure of speech’, under the name ‘cyclus’ (cf. 
e.g. kÊklow in Hermogenes Inv. 4.8). Still, such patterns can readily occur in not overtly 
rhetorical everyday speech. The cyclic form of this excerpt involves not just the first and the 
last colon, but even the first two and the last two of the segments, as can be seen from the 
following schematic representation:  

 IU21 (k°rdow) à  IU22 (N instead of D) à IUs 23-25 
 IU31 (k°rdow) ß IU30 (D instead of N) ß  IUs 26-29 

Still, this passage does not leave the impression of being the result of heavy engineering. 
The cyclic nature can be seen as the ‘natural’ result of an on-line process: Socrates starts his 
account of the etymology of k°rdow by claiming that ‘if you change the delta into a nu, you 
can see what it means’ (cola 2-3), and adds that it means something like ‘good’ (cola 4-5). 
Next, he explains what he means by this, by pointing out the link between k°rnow and the 
verb kerãnnumi and that it was that what the ‘giver of names’ had in mind when he made 
this name (cola 6-9). At that point, Socrates has nothing more to add and rounds off by 
explaining - somewhat redundantly - that ‘the giver of names’ then simply changed the nu in 
k°rnow into a delta and thus said ‘k°rdow’. Thus, nothing in this pattern specifically requires 
rhetorical engineering.371  

(d) Cola 32-33 
Cola 32-33 introduce the following lemma ‘lusiteloËn’. Hermogenes’ contribution 
consists in a fronted topic-NP accompanied by d°, which is the most usual way of 
introducing a new lemma, followed by the semantically empty question t€ dÆ, which is 
obviously of the type Marker. Thus, I propose an analysis, in which colon 32 is the Topic of 
the lemma, having scope over the whole body starting at colon 33 (node J is a Topic-
Comment node), and in which node Ae is a Marker-Content node introducing the body of 
the lemma. The fact that the question in colon 33 syntactically belongs with its subject in 
colon 32 can in the present framework be analyzed as a -fairly straightforward case- of 
merger due to ‘syntactic sandhi’.  
 

Figure 20.2d: P-tree of Plato Cra. 416e-417b (beginning of lemma ) 

 
                                                                                                                                                     
make than the actual meaning of the words itself, which is consistent with the analysis presented here. 
Cf. section 13.1.1 on the notion that dominance relations in a P-tree represent the intentionality of the 
segments of an action, and section 13.2(7) on content-inheritance/percolation. 
371 Similar patterns can be observed throughout the etymological passages of the Cratylus; cf. e.g. the 
lemmata sof€a (Cra. 412b), égayÒw (Cra. 412c), éndre€a (Cra. 413e-414a), mhxanÆ (Cra. 415a), etc. 
Compare Example 0.2c, in which the Setting (“I was .. uh càrrying my gárbage,” IU2) of the first half 
of the story is repeated in an afterthought-like fashion as the last IU of this first half (“.. I was stìll 
càrrying my gárbage.” IU7), thus achieving a similar kind of closure. 

J	
 32. "LusiteloËn" d¢  

Ae	
 33. t€ dÆ; 

 417b-c: long single turn by Socrates	
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 20.3 Final remarks 
 

(1)  This would obviously not be a ‘perfect example’ if it had been my intention to achieve 
‘clean results’ or to somehow ‘prove’ a specific hypothesis about discourse coherence. 
Despite a major textcritical problem and a number of linguistic and content-related issues, I 
decided to keep this excerpt in, as it does show the analytical tools developed here in their 
‘natural’ habitat, including the complexities of Classical scholarship. In this sense, this is a 
good example of how the P-tree device forces us to reflect in a much more detailed way 
about a number of discourse analytical (and other) issues that otherwise may be passed over 
too easily or simply swept under the carpet.  

 
(2) Despite the difficulties, the above analysis allows for some clear conclusions:  

(i)  First of all, this excerpt presents some good examples of the similarity between cross-
speaker patterns and monologic ones. Thus, we noticed that the introduction of a new 
topic/lemma by means of what I called a Topic-Comment node can proceed in very 
similar ways within a speaker turn (e.g. the introduction of the lemmata sumf°ron in 
cola 7-17, kerdal°on in cola 19-20 and k°rdow in cola 21-31) or across speakers (e.g. 
lusiteloËn starting at colon 32). Generally speaking, the turn-transitions in the 
etymological passages seem to hardly interfere with the overall structure of the 
discourse, which might have developed in very similar ways if this were a 
monologue.372  

(ii) Next, the analysis sheds some light on a number of issues concerning this Platonic 
dialogue in terms of discourse genre.  
First of all, it is clear that the excerpt above participates in a number of features that are 
typical of expository genres. Thus, we were able to point out a number of specifically 
expository discourse patterns:373  
-  the particular implementation of the Topic-Comment pattern, in which the Topic 

consists of a key concept (in this case a ‘lemma’) serving as a ‘heading’ for the 
Comment;  

-  various patterns in which an initial claim is explained by means of an elaboration 
on this claim (often marked by particle gãr), including an elaboration-cascade, as 
well as argument-chains linking segments that have similar functions with respect 
to the overall argumentative points made.374 

 Furthermore, the excerpt illustrates a clear correlation between the ‘roles’ of the 
participants and the structure of the discourse/conversation: it is easy to see that all the 
substantial/rhematic contributions are made by Socrates and many (but not all) 
‘thematic’ ones (including sometimes the choice of Topics) by Hermogenes. This 
asymmetry in the distribution of the contents over the participants in the dialogue and 

                                                             
372 I would like to stress that this does not imply that Platonic dialogue therefore is only pseudo-
conversational discourse: many real-life conversations show structures that are very much akin to 
monologic structure, as far as the development of the substantial content is concerned (cf. section 
13.3.4 above).  
373 Still, we also noted pseudo-narrative patterns, due to Socrates’ ‘mythological’ presentation of the 
‘namegiver’s’ activities. 
374 Such observations may contribute to an investigation the history of the development of expository 
genres (cf. van der Eijk 1997) from the point of view of some kind of historical pragmatics. 
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its functional correlation with the overall structure of the discourse is clearly a genre-
related feature of Platonic dialogue, which reminds us of the roles of the ‘persona 
doctoris’ and the ‘persona discipuli’ in various (real-life and/or literary) didactic 
genres.375 Again, the issue has to be raised as to which of the features of Platonic 
dialogue are sui generis, in how far they reflect real-life practices, and to what extent 
these practices are culture-specific.  

 
 
 
 

                                                             
375 See Pierrard 2006-2007 for an application of this notion to Lucretius.  
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 21. Aspects of the relationship between discourse structure and 
linguistic form  
 
As pointed out in section 13.1.4 above, adopting the Pragmatics First claim gives rise to the 
following important issue: how does the underlying pragmatic structure relate to the other 
more superficial levels of the language, and most notably syntax? Of course, it will not be 
possible to systematically deal with this vast issue here. Section 21 will therefore remain 
largely programmatic and consists of merely an illustration of some conspicuous aspects of 
the issue about which my research happened to allow me to say something interesting, 
mostly by cross-referencing back to the analyses above:  
-  section 21.1 addresses a number of aspects related to various features of verb-centered 

clauses (incl. sentence closure, the discourse functions of participles and of the tenses); 
-  section 21.2 enumerates the various grammatical shapes that the Topic-Comment 

pattern can take; 
-  in section 21.3 I give a summary overview of my analysis of the functions of various 

discourse markers (especially a number of Greek particles);  
- in section 21.4 I briefly recapitulate my findings on some focus-related issues. 
 
 

 21.1 Discourse structure and verb-centered constituents 
 
The clause, as defined by the fact that it is ‘held together’ by a verb (or sometimes by a non-
verbal matrix predicate), has been the basic element of most approaches to discourse 
cohesion, so that ‘discourse’ could even be defined as ‘linguistic structure beyond the 
clause’ (see e.g. Martin 2001). In the present discourse analytical approach, syntactic 
structure is not taken as a starting point, and -accordingly- the functions of clauses (and 
sentences) need to be accounted for independently. In the present section, I will try and 
formulate a few preliminary remarks concerning the status of verb- and clause-related 
aspects of grammatical structure in terms of their pragmatic functions. 
 

 (1) Sentence closure 

Traditional approaches have used the notion of ‘sentence’ as indicating a level of 
articulation beyond the clause. The ‘sentence’ can also be defined as a prosodic segment 
characterized by ‘sentence-final falling pitch’. Though somewhat fuzzy, this notion has a 
strong intuitive appeal. However, sentence closure (in the prosodic and in the syntactic 
sense) is not a very stable feature of discourse structure, in that it apparently depends on 
local on-line cognitive processing factors.  

(a)  First of all, it should be noted that the relevant prosodic features are rather limited in scope: 
the range of the vocal substratum in which prosody is grounded does not allow for the 
multilevel embedding of contours in one another. Likewise, the timing of pauses (both in 
production and in perception) is a rather local phenomenon as well, and not a high precision 
tool for the marking of the hierarchical status of boundaries. Generally speaking, the 
prosodic delimitation of higher level discourse segments (beyond the IU) is not a very 
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dependable criterion for the underlying hierarchical pragmatic structure, as is evidenced by 
the fact that in retellings the content of IUs (as well as the pragmatic relations between them) 
tends to remain stable but the points at which sentence-closure is realized are more variable 
(cf. Chafe 1994, 142-144).  

(b)  Similar closure effects can be achieved by syntactic devices, such as (in English) the 
alternation between verb clauses with an overt lexical subject/topic, verb clauses with an 
anaphoric subject and verb clauses with a zero-subject, as well as by the alternation of 
asyndeton and linking by means of discourse markers. The following constructed example 
illustrates the effects of such alternations.  

Example 21.1a: syntactic and prosodic sentence closure effects 
 
 .. He got úp,  
 .. he went to the kítchen, 
 ... he took a knífe,  
  . and thén,  
  . he actually kílled the párrot.  

 
.. He got úp,  
.. went to the kítchen,  
. and took a knífe.  
.. And thén,  
he àctually kílled the párrot.  

 
.. He got úp,  
.. went to the kítchen,  
. took a knífe,  
 
.. and àctually kílled the párrot.  

Evidently, the effect of the different wordings is that the same Plot sequence is articulated 
into different sub-sequences: the pattern “X, Y, and Z” suggest a closer relation between X, 
Y and Z than “X, and (then) Y, and (then) Z”; likewise, verb clauses without any overt 
subject are felt to be closer to the previous verb clause than clauses with a repeated overt 
subject. Also note the fact that whenever sentence closure occurs (in whatever way this is 
achieved) the last segment in the resulting sub-sequence seems to be more salient than the 
other segments in the sub-sequence, by virtue of the Thematization Principle (in its general, 
cognitive, interpretation). For similar effects due to the ‘participle-finite verb’ alternation in 
Ancient Greek, see paragraph (3) here below.  
 

 (2) The alternation between verbal aspects and tenses of finite verbs 

The last few decades a substantial amount of energy has been devoted to the description of 
verbal aspect, both in the context of general linguistics and for specific languages including 
Ancient Greek. Recently, attention for the discourse functions of the different verbal aspects 
has been increasing (e.g. Thelin (ed.) 1990). Some of the results of these investigations are 
becoming part of mainstream linguistics (e.g. grammars for educational purposes: for 
Ancient Greek, Rijksbaron & Slings & Stork & Wakker 2000, 65-71; for English, Celce-
Murcia & Larsen-Freeman 1998, 161-181). 
Within the context of the present study, it is not possible to review this literature. Suffice it 
to briefly indicate a few patterns in which the use of the tenses seems to be more or less 
directly linked to P-tree structure.  

(a) First, let us consider the use of the tenses in the following example of recorded speech 
(already quoted as Example 0.2c).  
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Example 21.1b (Chafe 1994, 208) 
1 Like óne day I was just 
2 .. I was .. uh càrrying my gárbage,  
3 to the gàrbage dùmp.  
4 ... And this gùy came b`y on a mótorcycle.  
5 And thèn he went bàck in the óther dirèction,  
6 and wènt back in the óther dirèction, 
7 .. I was stìll càrrying my gárbage.  
8 And thén,  
9 .. I’m wálking =,  
10 .. like bàck to my hóuse and,  
11 .. this .. mòtorcycle gets sló=wer and slówer and slówer, 
12 ... and it’s like .. ró=lling,  
13 and fínally this gùy is sàying,  
14 ... I lóve you.  
15 ... I lóve you.  
16 ... I lóve you.  

The use of the tenses in this example, as far as the aspectual distinction ‘continuous tense - 
simple tense’ is concerned, seems to obey a rather simple pattern: 

(i)  simple tenses are used for the events that make up the plot (‘foreground’):  
-  “this guy came by on a motorcycle” (IU4); 
-  “he went back in the other direction” (IU5, IU6);  
-  “this motorcycle gets slower and slower and slower” (IU11);  
-  however, a continuous tense is used in “this guy is saying” (IU13), but this use can 

be shown to be idiosyncratic (see below);  
(ii) continuous tenses are used for Settings and other backgrounded segments:  

-  both Setting-segments that articulate the binary structure of the story: “I was 
carrying my garbage” (IU2) and “I’m walking” IU9 (N.B.: alternation past 
continuous and present continuous (historical present));  

-  “I was still carrying my garbage” (IU7).  

Only two occurrences do not seem to fit this neat pattern:  
-  “and it’s like rolling” (IU12) at first sight is the next step in the series of events that 

makes up the story, it cannot be said to be more in the background than the ‘slowing 
down’ in IU11;  

-  “this guy is saying” (IU13), which is undoubtedly the ‘climactic’ event of the whole 
anecdote, is expressed by a continuous tense as well.  

As for the first apparent exception, it should first be noted that ‘to roll’ as it is used here 
(without an indication of a ‘path’) does not easily allow for a simple tense, in that it 
semantically represents a ‘state’ rather than an ‘event’. As far as the function of the segment 
with respect to the pragmatic structure of the story is concerned, the pertinent factor seems to 
be that the ‘rolling’ is a description of the end-state of the slowing down in IU11. Also note 
that this state de facto serves as the relevant background state of the scene for the next event 
to happen in.376  

                                                             
376 An exact parallel of such an end-state, expressed by means present and perfect participles (which 
are typically used to convey backgrounded information in Ancient Greek) can be observed in Lysias 
3,15, cola 7-9 (bo«nta ka‹ kekragÒta ka‹ marturÒmenon) of the excerpt analyzed in section 16 (also 
quoted as Example 21.1c here below). See paragraph (3) here below.  
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As for the second apparent exception, one can immediately note that -in contrast with the 
other occurrences of the continuous tense- this occurrence could easily be replaced by a 
simple tense (“and finally this guy said”) without a resulting change in the discourse 
structure. Indeed, this occurrence seems to correspond to an attested ‘special use’ of the 
continuous tenses: “The particular frequency of the verbs saying and thinking with the past 
progressive is puzzling. It seems that the use of the past progressive with these verbs (as in 
She was saying ..., I was thinking ...) conveys a more vivid imagery and a greater sense of 
involvement than the simple past tense” (Biber & Johannson & Leech & Conrad & Finegan 
1999, 475).377  
It has also been observed that -besides the intrinsic values of the tenses- a change of tense 
can mark pragmatic structure (cf. Celce-Murcia & Larsen-Freeman 1998, 166-167). Thus, in 
the example above the binary structure of the plot is marked by the fact that the first part is 
in the past tense whereas the second part is in the historical present.  

(b) Let us now turn to the excerpt of an Ancient Greek narrative analyzed in section 16, and try 
to evaluate the use of the tenses of the finite verbs in the same vein of thought.  
The alternation of indicativus aoristi and indicativus imperfecti in the main finite clauses is 
interesting. A first example occurs in cola 2-6 of the excerpt.  

Example 21.1c (Lysias 3,15-16) 
2 tÚ m¢n meirãkion  the boy  
3 efiw gnafe›on kat°fugen,  he took refuge in a fuller’s shop. 
4 otoi d¢  But those men,  
5 suneispesÒntew  they all burst in,  
6 ∑gon aÈtÚn b€&,  and proceeded to drag him along violently, 
7-9 bo«nta ka‹ kekragÒta ka‹ 

marturÒmenon 
while he was shouting, and crying out, and calling for 
witnesses. 

The aoristus kat°fugen in colon 3 and the imperfect ∑gon in colon 6 convey actions 
performed by the contrasted agents “the boy” and “the gang”. The aoristus can be seen as the 
default tense in such a case. The imperfect may be interpreted in terms of one of its basic 
‘semantic’ functions as an expression of an unfinished process (the gang will keep dragging 
the boy along with them, at least until they ‘get as far as Lampon’s house’), or more 
specifically in terms of its ‘inceptive’ use: the gang starts dragging the boy along, but within 
the context of the ensuing plot sequence, a number of events (the attempted intervention by 
the crowd; the gang beating some of the bystanders up, …) occur before they actually leave 
the scene. In this context, one might also invoke the ‘immediative’ use of the imperfect: the 
beginning of the event described by the imperfect immediately follows upon the previous 
event, typically in the aoristus (see Rijksbaron & Slings & Stork & Wakker 2000, 68-19). 
Under this interpretation, this alternation between aoristus and imperfectum can be linked to 
the pragmatic function of the Contrast (node D, marked by m¢n in colon 2 and d¢ in colon 4) 
between the action by the boy (cola 2-3) and the series of actions by the gang (cola 4 seqq.) 
within the narrative structure: throughout my analyses of the excerpts from Lysias, I have 
remarked upon the fact that Ancient Greek is quite prone to express contrasts between 
successive events in a Plot sequence. In these cases, the contrasts typically express 

                                                             
377 The quotation is about the ‘past progressive’ whereas our example is present progressive. However, 
this present tense is a ‘historical present’, which can be interpreted as an additional sign of “more vivid 
imagery and a greater sense of involvement”. “Vividness” and “involvement” are evidently applicable 
to the segment under scrutiny. 
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interrelated actions (e.g. action-reaction) of (typically co-present) antagonists, which fits in 
nicely with the proposed analysis of the alternation of aoristus and ‘immediative’/‘inceptive’ 
imperfectum.378  

(c)  Something needs to be said about the alternation between historical present and past tense as 
well. Sicking & Stork 1997 introduce an interesting hypothesis concerning the use of the 
present to relate past events: “The primary function of the H[istorical] P[resent] is to lift out 
from their context those narrative assertions that are essential for what the speaker has stated 
to be his immediate concern: together the HP assertions constitute what is primarily 
important with respect to the purpose the narrative is to serve in its context” (Sicking & 
Stork 1997, 165). In the case of a Lysias speech, this would coincide with those elements of 
the narrative that are important for the main points of the argumentation (for a brief analysis 
of Lysias 1 and Lysias 3 in this vein of thought, see Sicking & Stork 1997, 134-136). If this 
hypothesis were correct, we would expect a correlation between rhematicness and HP. 
However, if we take a closer look at the details of passages in which HPs alternate with past 
tenses, this is not borne out, as can be seen in the following excerpt from Lysias 1,23 (cf. 
section 15 above):  

Example 21.1d (Lysias 1,23[b]) 
8 kég∆ And I, 
9 efip∆n §ke€n˙ §pimele›syai t∞w yÊraw,  I tell her to watch the door, 
10 katabåw sivpª  I go downstairs in silence, 
11 §j°rxomai,  and I go outside,  
12 ka‹ éfiknoËmai …w tÚn ka‹ tÒn, and I go and call on such and such, 
13 ka‹ and 
14 toÁw m¢n  some of them 
15 ¶ndon kat°labon,  I could get hold of at their homes,  
16 toÁw d¢  and others 
17 oÈd' §pidhmoËntaw hron.  I found to be not even in town. 

Contra Sicking & Stork’s claims (using this very example), I would like to point out the 
following facts. For the purposes of Euphiletus’ defense, in which he needs to show that 
there was no premeditation (prÒnoia) on his part (see section 14 above), the most important 
element in this passage is exactly the one expressed by means of the aoristus, i.e. the fact 
that he did not find all the neighbors he called upon in town cola 14-17, rather than the fact 
that he had to go out is silence.379 That this is the most important element in this excerpt is 
confirmed by the fact that he comes back to it in the context of his refutatio (Lysias 1,41; cf. 
section 14.3 above; see also Sanders 2008).  
The most important link between discourse structure and the alternation between past tenses 
and historical present seems to be that the switch typically coincides with a discourse 
boundary of some sort. In Example 21.1d both the verbs of the contrasted events in cola 14-
17 are aoristi, which make them stand apart from the previous verbs in the (historical) 
                                                             
378 Cola 13-17 (t«n m¢n legom°nvn | oÈd¢n §frÒntizon, | MÒlvna d¢ tÚn gnaf°a | ka‹ êllouw tinåw 
§pamÊnein §pixeiroËntaw | sun°kocan.) of the same excerpt exhibit a similar imperfectum-aoristus 
alternation, again in a contrastive ...m°n...d° pattern, but this time in the reversed order and without an 
agent-switch. Probably, a semantic interpretation of the imperfect §frÒntizon as an expression of an 
unfinished process will do (the gang’s ‘paying no mind’ to what the bystanders are saying is an ongoing 
process while they beat them up).  
379 Euphiletus would have gone downstairs and outside in silence, even if there were premeditation on 
his part, although -admittedly- not if he had dragged Eratosthenes off of the streets into his house. But 
in that case he would not have had to go outside and gather a gang either.  
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present tense.380 This is also true of the alternation between historical present and past tenses 
in Lysias 3, 15-17, as analyzed in section 16 (see section 16.1(2), criterion 4):381 all such 
switches coincide with important discourse boundaries within the P-tree structure of that 
excerpt.  

(d)  As compared to the uses of the tenses in finite clauses discussed here above, the use of the 
tenses / verbal aspects in Ancient Greek is much more directly linked to the functions of 
these segments in terms of P-tree structure in the case of the participles. I will come back to 
this aspect here below.  
 

 (3) The pragmatic functions of participles in Ancient Greek (incl. verbal aspect) 

Throughout my analyses of narrative patterns in section 11 and sections 14-17, I have drawn 
the attention to the following pattern: the events and states that make up a narrative are 
presented by means of finite verbs or participles in alternation. An analysis of this ‘participle 
- finite verb’ alternation in connection with P-tree structure yields some interesting results. 
Three types of patterns can be observed:  

(i)  one or more participles expressing events (typically in the aoristus tense) are followed 
by a finite verb  

 The pattern does not involve particles and all verb forms follow each other in 
asyndeton. This pattern typically coincides with a Plot sequence (or a similar expository 
pattern): the different verb forms all present events in chronological order. The switch 
from participles to finite verb indicates closure and has effects like the sentence closure 
devices discussed in paragraph (1) above.  

 Cf. examples like efip∆n §ke€n˙ §pimele›syai t∞w yÊraw, | katabåw sivpª | §j°rxomai 
in Lysias 1,23[b] analyzed in section 15 or suneispesÒntew | ∑gon aÈtÚn b€& in Lysias 
3,15 analyzed in section 16 and many more examples in the narrative parts of any 
Lysias speech.  

(ii)  one or more participles expressing a state or event (typically in the present or perfect 
tense) followed by a finite verb expressing an event or state  

 This pattern typically corresponds to a Setting-Event structure: the participles constitute 
the background for the events presented in the main clause (cf. Rijksbaron & Slings & 
Stork & Wakker 2000, 148, where the distinction with pattern (i) is however not made; 
see below). In its purest form it can be observed e.g. in ≥dh d¢ aÈto›w oÔsi parå tØn 
Lãmpvnow ofik€an | §g∆ | mÒnow bad€zvn | §ntuxãnv (section 16, cola 18-21), as well as 
in Lysias 1,22 toÊtƒ | ≤l€ou dedukÒtow | fiÒnti §j égroË | épÆnthsa.382 In Lysias 3,15-
17, the genitivi aboluti sundramÒntvn d¢ ényr≈pvn poll«n ka‹ éganaktoÊntvn t“ 
prãgmati ka‹ deinå faskÒntvn e‰nai tå gignÒmena (cf. section 16, cola 10-12) can be 

                                                             
380 Note that this tense-switch coincides with the switch in the background of the scene between ‘in the 
house’-‘outside the house’, which could be interpreted in terms of the traditional ‘vividness’ or 
‘involvement’ interpretation of the historical present: obviously, there is more adrenaline/drama 
involved in sneeking out of the house than in finding out that some people are in and others are not.  
381 Note that in Lysias 3,15-17 the switch to the historical present coincides with a switch from 
Simon’s gang as the main agent to the speaker as the main agent and the converse switch back to the 
past tense with the converse agent-switch. Again, this seems top lead in favor of the traditional 
interpretation of the historical present.  
382 Translation: “This Sostratus, after the sun was down, was coming from the country, when I met 
him”. Literally: “That one, the sun having been set, him being coming from the country, I met”. 
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analyzed in a similar way: even if the first of the three participles is an aoristus383 and 
even if the three participles present actions rather than proper states, a definite 
backgrounding effect can be observed in that the actions of the bystanders are evidently 
not part of the backbone of the story of the violent encounters between the speaker and 
Simon’s gang.384  

(iii) finite verb followed by a right-dislocated or postposed participle  
 Postposed participles typically constitute afterthoughts or descriptive Elaborations (cf. 

Rijksbaron & Slings & Stork & Wakker 2000, 149). In Lysias 3,15-17 (section 16, 
colon 28-29) a clear example of an afterthought occurs oÈk ±y°lhsan efipe›n | 
§rvthy°ntew, where the postposed participle indicates an event (“being asked”) which 
obviously occurs before the action in the main finite verb (“did not want to answer”).  
In cola 7-9 of the same excerpt, the present and perfect participles bo«nta ka‹ 
kekragÒta ka‹ marturÒmenon are a descriptive Elaboration of the behavior of the boy 
while the gang dragged him along. Note that this postposed stative verb clause is 
parallel to “it was rolling” in IU12 of Example 21.1b above. In both cases, the 
Elaboration presents the description of the final state of the preceding action: it does not 
present a separate step in the story, though temporal iconicity seems to be observed.385  
Plato Cra. 417a tÚ m¢n "sumf°ron" | ≥dh pou kín sÁ eÏroiw | §k t«n prÒteron 
§piskop«n (cf. section 20.2(2b) above) shows a similar pattern, but in a non-narrative 
context.  

This account, especially my analysis of pattern (i), is at odds with the view that participles 
always correspond to backgrounded elements (cf. e.g. Rijksbaron & Slings & Stork & 
Wakker 2000, 148). In the examples quoted sub (i), the participles obviously belong to the 
development of the main story line. If these participles were all ‘backgrounded’ elements, 
the ‘main line’ of Ancient Greek narratives would be extremely meager as compared with 
e.g. English narratives.  
A related point can be made concerning the view that participia aoristi express temporal 
anteriority (see ibidem): this view looks incompatible with Ancient Greek’s lack of a 
‘consecutio temporum’ in general and of the ‘aspectual’ (i.e. non-temporal) character of the 
Greek tenses (except for the indicativus). Besides, many examples can be quoted in which 
this view is descriptively inadequate.386 According to the present account, the impression 
                                                             
383 The aorist tense can be explained by the fact that the ‘gathering round’ (literally: “running 
together”) of the crowd in the present context cannot be represented as a process or state; on the 
contrary, the segment serves as a stage-setter in which the crowd is introduced on the scene.  
384 Note that in the genitivus absolutus, the three participles are coordinated by means of ka€, which 
suggests that they are not backgrounded with respect to each other, whereas in the example quoted from 
Lysias 1,22, we have a case of asyndeton, which corresponds to the fact that the first participle (“when 
the sun had set”) is in the background of the second participle (“when Sostratus was coming from the 
country”).  
385 Note also the (partial) parallel with “I was still carrying my garbage” (IU7 in Example 21.1b) in 
which the postposed state also constitutes the relevant background for the ensuing events. 
386 Especially, cf. cases in which a postposed participium aoristi indicates how the action in the main 
verb is performed, in which case there is obviously no anteriority of the participle with respect to the 
finite verb, e.g. Plato Plt. 263c-d ˜ti pçsi taÈtÚn §ponomãzein ¶sxew ˆnoma, yhr€a kal°saw 
(“because you were able to apply the same name to all of them, calling them ‘beasts’”), in which case 
the ‘calling’ can hardly be considered as occurring before the ‘applying a name’; Plato Tht. 167d 
émfisbÆtei lÒgƒ éntidiejely≈n (“... dispute [sc. my doctrine] by arguing against it”); Lysias 17,6 
…risãmhn oÔn §maut“ tÚ tr€ton m°row t∞w §ke€nvn oÈs€aw oÈ tØn ékr€beian §piskecãmenow, éllå 
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that participia aoristi inherently imply anteriority is a side-effect of the frequency of the 
pattern in which a Plot sequence is realized by a series of participles expressing Events, 
viewed as successive points in a sequence (hence the aoristus tense), and closed off by a 
finite verb (with a sentence closure effect). Likewise, the impression of (relatively) greater 
salience of the events expressed by finite verbs -which may (mistakenly) lead to the 
impression of ‘backgrounding’ for the participles- may have to do with the ‘sentence 
closure’ effect mentioned here above.387 
 
 

 21.2 Grammatical shapes of the Topic-Comment pattern  
 
Throughout my analyses, one of the most common discourse patterns has been the Topic-
Comment relation. In the present study, the Topic-Comment distinction is not necessarily 
linked to clause- or sentence-level. Still, it is no wonder that the same terms often are used in 
connection with analyses, which do take the clause as a basic unit (for Ancient Greek, see 
e.g. Dik 1995, followed by e.g. Rijksbaron & Slings & Stork & Wakker 2000, 146-150).388 
Indeed, one could regard the following pattern as the prototypical realization of a Topic-
Comment node:  
-  the Comment is a main finite clause, either simple or complex (extended with one or 

several syntactically subordinated clauses, or consisting of two or more coordinated 
clauses);  

-  the Topic is a fronted argument of the verb (or verbs) in the Comment (most typically 
the subject, but other arguments qualify as well).  

The close association between argument-status (esp. subject-status) and pragmatic Topic-
status is easily understandable from our definition of ‘aboutness’ in terms of the ‘central 
role’ the Topic has in the Comment (see sections 13.2(8) and 13.3.3(2) above). It follows 
that this ‘central role’ will be reflected by a prominent structural position in the semantic 
structure of the Comment. A case in point is the recurrent pattern of topicalized agents.389  
Although the most clear-cut and prototypical examples of Topics indeed have the shape of a 
simple NP (most typically a subject NP, but other argument NPs qualify equally well), 

                                                                                                                                                     
poll“ pl°on µ t∆ dÊo m°rei t“ dhmos€ƒ Ípolip≈n (“so I have limited my own share to one third of 
their property, not making an exact calculation, but leaving much more than two thirds to the 
Treasury”).  
387 For the issue of the tenses of the participle, see Jacquinod & Lallot 2003, 21-22, giving a summary 
of a lecture by Anna Pompéi for the ‘Groupe Aspect Verbal’, in which it is argued -as I do here- that 
participles only reflect aspectual values and that any temporal relations which one might want to read 
into their uses should be considered as effects of these aspectual values. Despite the enormous amount 
of work which has been spent on the issue of the verbal aspect in Ancient Greek by the ‘Groupe Aspect 
Verbal’, reported on in the journal Syntaktika and in Jacquinod (ed.) 2000, remarkably little attention 
has been given to participles (Jacquinod & Lallot 2003, 22: “C’est la première fois que le participe fait 
l’objet d’un exposé pour lui-même. Il faudra qu’on y revienne”). 
388 Also, cf. the fact that terms like ‘psychological subject’ have been applied to what now is discussed 
in terms of ‘topic’. Likewise, the development of the function of syntactic subject and of nominative 
case in general have been discussed in terms of (the grammaticalization of) pragmatic topic function 
(see e.g. various contributions to Li (ed.) 1976).  
389 Note in this context the fact that passivization can be viewed as one of the means for counteracting 
the inherent association of semantic agenthood and the ‘central role’ associated with subject-hood: 
passive constructions can be used when the agent is not pragmatically ‘central’.  
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Topic-segments -in the present sense- can have different grammatical shapes, as will be 
shown here below. 

(a) Topic = subject NP 
As has been pointed out, this is the prototypical case. A very clear-cut and highly typical 
case is the one in which the fronted subject NP with Topic-function is the subject of the 
clause and the agent of the event(s) expressed in those clauses, as in the following familiar 
example: Lysias 1,23 ı d¢ ÉEratosy°nhw | Œ êndrew | efis°rxetai, | ka‹ ≤ yerãpaina | 
§pege€rasã me eÈyÁw | frãzei ˜ti ¶ndon §st€.  
Likewise, the particularly frequent occurrence of subject-NPs as separate fronted IUs has 
been observed in the research based on recorded speech as well, as in the following 
examples taken from Croft 1995, 847: [.3] and then a little boy, | [.35] /about/ [.15] a bic a 
red bicycle, | that was too big for him, | [.8] he stopped – .. some .. a little boy, | [.5] on a 
.. bicycle who’s coming by.  
However, Topics in general (like grammatical subjects in general) obviously need not 
coincide with human agents taking part in events, e.g.: Plato Cra. 416e-417b (analyzed in 
section 20) shows different examples, e.g. TÚ d° ge "kerdal°on" | épÚ toË k°rdouw. | 
"k°rdow" d¢ | nË ént‹ toË d°lta épodidÒnti §w tÚ ˆnoma | dhlo› ˘ boÊletai: ... – Plato 
Plt. 302e Monarx€a to€nun | zeuxye›sa m¢n §n grãmmasin égayo›w, oÓw nÒmouw 
l°gomen, ér€sth pas«n t«n ßj: – Plato Sph. 262a TÚ m¢n §p‹ ta›w prãjesin ¯n 
dÆlvma | =∞mã pou l°gomen.  
Note that these functions can be fulfilled by different kinds of pronouns (including 
relatives): Lysias 13,43 Otoi m¢n to€nun, | Œ êndrew ÉAyhna›oi, | Íp' ÉAgorãtou 
épograf°ntew | ép°yanon: – Lysias 13,57 ˜w ge | tÒn te Men°straton épogrãcaw | 
a‡tiow §ke€nƒ §st‹ toË yanãtou, ka‹ to›w ÍpÚ Menestrãtou épografe›si ... 

(b) Topic = oblique NP 
Whereas in English and related modern languages the correlation between Topic-hood and 
grammatical subject-status is very strong and the sentence-initial position of the subject 
shows a high degree of grammaticalization, in Ancient Greek, with its ‘free word order’, 
Topic NPs can occur in many different grammatical cases and functions: Plato Plt. 289d 
ToÁw m¢n dØ meg€stouw Íphr°taw, | …w §ny°nde fide›n, | toÈnant€on ¶xontaw 
eÍr€skomen oÂw ÍpvpteÊsamen §pitÆdeuma ka‹ pãyow. – Plato Plt. 260c TØn 
§pitaktikØn dØ t°xnhn | pãlin ín e‡h yeat°on e‡ p˙ di°sthken. – Plato Tht. 163e àO 
dØ | e‰d° tiw, | m°mnhta€ pou §n€ote; – Lysias 13,46 oÏw, | Œ êndrew dikasta€, | po€an 
tinå o‡esye gn≈mhn per‹ toÊtou ¶xein, | µ po€an tinå ín c∞fon y°syai, ... – Plato Tht. 
186e äVi ge, | fam°n, | oÈ m°testin élhye€aw ëcasyai: oÈd¢ går oÈs€aw.  
Especially note the case of fronted partitive genitives introduced as ‘super-Topic’ for several 
‘sub-Topics’, as e.g. in the following examples: Plato Sph. 219d Kthtik∞w d¢ | îr' oÈ dÊo 
e‡dh; tÚ m¢n ..., tÚ d¢ loipÒn, ... – Plato Sph. 220b NeustikoË mØn | tÚ m¢n pthnÚn 
fËlon ır«men, | tÚ d¢ ¶nudron;  

(c) Topic = non-integrated NP 
Occasionally, Topics can coincide with fronted NPs that do not have a determinable 
syntactic function with respect to the main finite clause. Thus, for instance, in the French 
example “Moi, mon père est policier”. In Greek, something similar occurs in the well-known 
case of ‘nominativus pendens’ (cf. Slings 1992; Slings 1997a).  
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(d) Topic = PP 
Though PPs in general are not typical Topics, the preposition per €  (both with the 
accusativus and the genitivus) is often used to introduce a Topic. This construction can occur 
in a rather loose attachment to the following sentence at large, but can also quite often be 
analyzed as belonging grammatically to some verb within the ensuing Comment, e.g. Lysias 
1,3 per‹ m¢n oÔn toË meg°youw t∞w zhm€aw | ëpantaw Ímçw nom€zv tØn aÈtØn diãnoian 
¶xein, ka‹ oÈd°na oÏtvw Ùlig≈rvw diake›syai, ˜stiw o‡etai de›n suggn≈mhw 
tugxãnein µ mikrçw zhm€aw éj€ouw ≤ge›tai toÁw t«n toioÊtvn ¶rgvn afit€ouw. In this 
example the PP is grammatically best analyzed as belonging with diãnoian ¶xein, 
though the scope of the Topic pragmatically extends to the whole paragraph as quoted. 
– Plato Sph. 243c-d T«n m¢n to€nun poll«n p°ri | ka‹ metå toËto skecÒmey', | ín 
dÒj˙, | per‹ d¢ toË meg€stou te ka‹ érxhgoË pr≈tou | nËn skept°on. – Plato Sph. 262e 
ka‹ per‹ tå t∞w fvn∞w aÔ shme›a | tå m¢n | oÈx èrmÒttei, | tå d¢ èrmÒttonta aÈt«n | 
lÒgon éphrgãsato. Here the PP cannot be construed as an argument of any of the 
verbs in the comment.390  

(e) Topic = complement clause 
Fronted clauses that are the complement of a finite verb in the Comment can have Topic-
status. This case is not very different from the cases discussed sub (a) and (b): here as well, 
the Topic is an argument of the verb in the Comment, only the morphological status is 
different:  
-  fronted infinitival construction as Topic: Plato Plt. 285d âH pou | tÚn t∞w Ífantik∞w ge 

lÒgon aÈt∞w taÊthw ßneka yhreÊein | oÈde‹w ín §yelÆseien noËn ¶xvn: ...  
-  fronted complex infinitivus introduced by an article as Topic: Plato Sph. 253d TÚ katå 

g°nh diaire›syai | ka‹ | mÆte taÈtÚn e‰dow ßteron ≤gÆsasyai | mÆte ßteron ¯n taÈtÚn 
| m«n oÈ t∞w dialektik∞w fÆsomen §pistÆmhw e‰nai;  

-  fronted finite complement clause: Lysias 3,15-16ÜOti m¢n to€nun otow ∑n ı édikÆsaw, 
Œ boulÆ, ka‹ §pibouleÊsaw ≤m›n, ka‹ oÈk §g∆ toÊtƒ, | ÍpÚ t«n paragenom°nvn | 
memartÊrhtai Ím›n. Cf. English examples such as “That he was stupid, that I knew. 
But that stupid? No.”  

(f) Presentative constructions 
Whenever a ‘brand new’ Topic (i.e. a Topic that is not accessible in any way at the moment 
that the dominating structure requires its presence on the scene) has to be introduced (see 
here below), the most frequent grammatical shape of the segment in which this occurs is one 
of the so-called presentative constructions (cf. Dik 1995, 22-235):  
-  Expressions like “there was ...” (as in “There was a guy. And he ...” at the beginning of 

a story),391 or ¶sti (as in Plato Sph. 261e ¶sti går ≤m›n pou t«n tª fvnª per‹ tØn 
oÈs€an dhlvmãtvn dittÚn g°now, introducing two brand new concepts - ˆnoma and 
=∞ma into the discourse; cf. Hoekstra & Scheppers 2003) are prototypical presentative 
constructions. They are semantically empty and their specific function is to introduce 
new Topics.  

-  Though not semantically empty, some verbs can function as ‘stage-setters’ in that they 
can be used to introduce new items on the discourse scene; these verbs include 

                                                             
390 In English, the PP constructions “As for X, ...”, “As far as X is concerned, ...” have comparable 
functions. 
391 Cf. Chafe 1980, 19. For the fact that these constructions are to be distinguished from constructions 
with ‘existential there’ (both pragmatically and syntactically), see Lakoff 1987, 463-585. 
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‘epistemic’ verbs such as ‘to hear’ or ‘to see’ (as in “Suddenly, I saw a guy with a gun 
...”) as well as verbs of motion (as in Lysias 1,15 pros°rxeta€ mo€ tiw presbËtiw 
ênyrvpow; cf. also “And this gùy came b`y on a mótorcycle” in Example 21.1b above). 
Note that in these cases, as in the case of the presentative constructions with ‘to be’, the 
verb tends to come first and the item to be introduced towards the end of the segment, 
both in English and in Greek.  

(g) Topic = main finite clause or VP 
In some cases a predicate or even an entire main finite clause is part of the Topic (cf. Dik 
1995, 207-235; Rijksbaron & Slings & Stork & Wakker 2000, 147). As for the form which 
the Comment part takes, different cases can be distinguished:  
-  Comment = adjunct: this pattern is well established in recorded speech data; the adjunct 

may be a subordinate adverbial clause or some other adverbial or prepositional 
constituent, e.g.:  
- “She hit him | because he stole her toys.” Many examples of this type can be found 

in Chafe 1984.  
-  Several examples with an adverbial or prepositional constituent as Comment can be 

found in the anecdote from Chafe 1987 (see Scheppers 2003 for a P-tree analysis of 
the entire anecdote), e.g.: “... A--nd .. he would come into cláss, [...] | precísely one 
minute after the hóur, | ... a--nd he-- .. wou-ld .. immédiately open his nótes up, | in 
the front of the róom, [...]”. 

-  Comment = postposed argument: this case is somewhat rarer, but see several examples 
in Dik 1995, 209-221 (although not all Dik’s Topics necessarily would qualify as such 
in the present approach); the following example from the corpus may be a case in point: 
Lysias 3,36 ka€toi | pot°rouw xrØ afit€ouw t«n gegenhm°nvn e‰nai nom€zein, | toÁw 
feÊgontaw | µ toÁw zhtoËntaw katalabe›n; §g∆ m¢n går ≤goËmai | pçsin e‰nai d∞lon 
˜ti | feÊgousi m¢n | ofl per‹ aÍt«n dediÒtew, | di≈kousi d¢ | ofl boulÒmeno€ ti poi∞sai 
kakÒn.392  

(h) Topic = question  
In conversation (and sometimes even in monologue), the Topic-Comment pattern can 
correspond to a question-answer pair; cf. the fact that some approaches view Topic-hood in 
terms of underlying questions (e.g. van Kuppevelt 1995, van Kuppevelt 1998). Note 
especially the use of questions as presentative constructions: New Topics can be introduced 
by means of ‘question-answer’ patterns, as in “What about X? ...” or “How are you doing 
with the house?”; this kind of question-answer pairs are pragmatically a conversational 
equivalent to Topic-Comment pairs (see section 13.3.4(2) above for a more elaborate 
account and section 20 above for examples).  
 

 21.3 Markers 
 

(1)  The study of discourse markers occupies a prominent position in Discourse Analysis (for 
references, see Schiffrin 2001) and has motivated much of the research on discourse 
                                                             
392 Translation: “Now, | which party should one hold responsible for what happened: | those who flee, | 
or those who seek to capture? | In my opinion, | it is clear to all that | the fleeing | is done by those who 
are in fear for themselves | but the pursuing | is done by those who want to do something wrong”. 
Literally, in Greek the fleeing and the pursuing are main finite verbs and what I have translated with “is 
done by” is the grammatical subject.  
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coherence (see e.g. Kroon 1995). Discourse markers can be seen as the most explicit and 
straightforward formal reflection of the mutual relations between discourse segments (as 
represented by a P-tree). However, beyond the observation of a few obvious regularities, 
one-to-one correspondences between single lexical or grammatical markers and single 
pragmatic patterns are hard to establish, as is witnessed by the large number of controversies 
in the field of particle research (cf. e.g. Rijksbaron 1997). Still, even at first sight, many 
obvious correspondences between P-tree patterns and uses of markers can be quoted (cf. 
Schiffrin 1987; see also Chafe 1988):  
-  Contrast relations (or at least certain types of Contrast) are canonically marked by “but” 

and “on the one hand ..., on the other ...”; for the Greek particles ...m°n...d° and éllã, 
see here below.  

-  The successive steps in a Plot sequence are typically marked by “and (then) ...”; “so” 
and “and so” can have similar functions (Chafe 1988). For the functions of, most 
notably, d° and ka€ in Ancient Greek, see below; e‰ta, ¶peita, kòta, etc. are frequently 
used in similar ways.  

-  Some of the canonical parts of a narrative structure (see section 13.3.5(1) above) are 
marked by special markers (e.g. “at first, ...”, “then suddenly, ...”, “finally, ...”, etc.).  

-  A Topic-Comment structure, although often not characterized by a specific marker, can 
occasionally be marked by constructions like “as for X, ...” and “concerning X, ...”. 
New Topics can be introduced by ‘presentative’ constructions, like “there was a man, 
...”.393 In Ancient Greek, Topics often bear particles, typically those marking the 
discourse articulation which coincides with the Topic-switch (see here below).  

-  Some markers indicate pragmatic subordination: “like, ...”, “thus, ...”, “Consider the 
following example, ...”; “I shall now proceed to produce evidence to this claim ...”. This 
is one of the typical uses of the Greek particle gãr (see paragraph (2d) here below). 

-  At the end of major segments, end-markers, often constituting a segment of their own, 
can occur, e.g. “that’s it” or simply “yes”. Some of these make up stereotyped branches 
of macrostructural nodes (e.g. “and that’s the end of the story, children” in fairy tales, or 
“thank you” after a speech in front of an audience).394  

 
(2) Ancient Greek has a notoriously vast repertoire of lexical discourse markers, generally 

known as “particles”, though many words that fall outside the class of particles (if defined 
narrowly) could count as markers as well (for a broad implementation of the notion, see e.g. 
Berlage 1935). Thus, in terms of the lexical classes introduced in Part I, the following items 
could count as structural discourse markers:  
- many /q/-particles: especially d°, m°n, oÔn, gãr, m°ntoi, te, to€nun and clusters 

involving these particles, but regularities between specific discourse patterns and e.g. 
êra, dÆ, and mÆn can be observed (cf. van Ophuijsen 1993 and the fact that Denniston 

                                                             
393 In written discourse, titles often entertain a Topic-Comment relation with the section they introduce; 
the typographical features that constitute a title as such can be viewed as (graphical) Topic markers.  
394 Besides these purely structural discourse markers, one can distinguish ‘epistemic’ markers, 
‘illocutionary’ markers and ‘interactional’ markers (see section 13.3.2(1) above), which can often be 
shown to also have structural functions (Schiffrin 2001, 65-67). See section 14.5 above for examples of 
the occurrence of vocatives at structurally crucial places in a Lysias speech and section 13.3.4(2-3) for 
some more theoretical remarks that might contribute to a better understanding of the link between 
interactional features and pragmatic structure.  
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1952/1960 stipulates ‘connective’ uses for many particles which seem to be primarily 
focus-particles);  

- introductive particles: éllã, étãr, ≥, ka€, ka€toi, oÈd°, mhd°, oÎte, mÆte, oÎkoun, 
e‰ta, ∑, îra, oÈkoËn, m«n;  

-  preferential Mobiles: many ‘modal adverbs’ often function as structural discourse 
markers: ˜mvw, ¶ti, pros°ti, ≥dh, …saÊtvw, nËn, nundÆ, etc.; likewise, ordinals and 
demonstratives like pr«ton, ¶peita, etc. can have obvious structural discourse 
functions.  

My research did not focus systematically on particle use, which was only an instrumental 
aspect with respect to the overall aims of this study. Still, it seemed useful to briefly indicate 
a few of the more obvious correspondences between particle use and P-tree patterns, as we 
encountered them in my analyses in Part III. The brief notes here below will mainly consist 
of cross-references to the analyses above and some scanty references to the literature, insofar 
as that literature directly contributes to a better understanding of the patterns under scrutiny 
or vice versa.395  

(a) d°396  
According to Bakker 1993, already the locus classicus on the discourse functions of this 
particle, d° can be characterized as a ‘boundary-marker’, marking different kinds of 
discontinuity in the development of the discourse. Bakker distinguishes 3 types of 
discontinuity as relevant to boundaries in narrative discourse (Bakker 1993, 281):  
(i)  topic-switches on sentence level (“switch-reference”);  
(ii)  text-organizing boundaries related to the presentation of events and participants;  
(iii)  ‘perspectival’ boundaries, related to the point of view from which the story is presented.  

From the perspective of the present approach, Bakker’s distinction of function (i) ‘Topic-
switches at sentence-level’ as a separate function of d° cannot be accepted, since sentence-
hood itself (including the Topic-switches associated with it) is viewed as a secondary effect 
of underlying discourse structure. However, function (i) can easily be reduced to functions 
(ii) and (iii).397  
In any case, d° typically marks the transition to a “new step” in a sequence (cf. already 
Ruijgh 1971, 128-132), whether a Plot sequence (see numerous examples in the narrative 
passages in Lysias analyzed in sections 15, 16 and 17 above) or e.g. a Topic-Chain (see the 
etymological passages of the Cratylus analyzed in section 20 above).398 A good example 

                                                             
395 A systematic overview of the quickly expanding literature is not possible here and more extensive 
referencing would have inflated this section far beyond proportions that would be warranted by the 
(very limited) importance of my contribution to the issues. For references and discussion, I can 
especially refer to Sicking & van Ophuijsen 1993; Bakker 1993; Dik 1995, 38-51; and various 
contributions to Rijksbaron (ed.) 1997. See also section 7.1 above, for a number of theoretical remarks 
on the morphological and morphosyntactic status of particles in general. 
396 This paragraph concerns single d°. For ...m°n...d°, see (c) here below. 
397 Likewise, Bakker’s claim that the ‘special bond’ between d° and the word or unit in P1 is a later 
‘rhetorical’ phenomenon, not typical of orality (Bakker 1993, 281 and passim) may be dubious: for 
instance, Lysias’ narratives are often structured by the successive topicalization of various agents (very 
frequently accompanied by d°); however, these narratives have an undeniable oral flavor, and the 
structural patterns meant here seem to correspond to patterns in spontaneous recorded speech.  
398 This is of course only one of the parallels between narrative structure and expositive structure. Cf. 
e.g. the parallel functions of Topics in both kinds of structure. Also note that primarily (?) or at least 
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illustrating the pervasiveness of d° in its discourse-structuring function is the overall 
structure of the narratio in Lysias 1 (see section 14.2(2) above): every episode starts with a 
thematic device involving d°: episode 1 (Lysias 1,11) ProÛÒntow d¢ toË xrÒnou, Œ êndrew, 
... ; episode 2 (Lysias 1,15) Metå d¢ taËta, Œ êndrew, ...; episode 3: (Lysias 1,18) §ly∆n d¢ 
o‡kade (setting-switch); episode 4 (Lysias 1,22[b]) pr«ton d¢ dihgÆsasyai boÊlomai tå 
praxy°nta tª teleuta€& ≤m°r&.  
The occurrence of the particle very often coincides with Topic-switches and Setting-
switches, in which case the particle is combined with the constituent that presents the new 
topic or new setting.399 For several Topic-switches in an expository context marked by d° 
(the first of which is marked by m°n), see section 19 above. For an example of a Setting-
switch in a narrative context, see Lysias 3,15-17 (analyzed in section 16) ≥dh d¢ aÈto›w 
oÔsi parå tØn Lãmpvnow ofik€an ... . 
The particle d° is also frequently used as a constitutive part of more elaborate markers, 
involving other discourse-structuring devices. See e.g. the case of the structural marker metå 
d¢ taËta, which can have wide scope, potentially even over several paragraphs, for instance 
in Lysias 3,15 (cf. section 16) and Lysias 1,15 (cf. section 17.1). These discourse-structuring 
devices may also include vocatives (see section 14.6) and other interactional markers, for 
instance in Lysias 1,37 (see section 14.3(2)), where the beginning of the refutatio (i.e. the 
second main part of the argumentatio) is marked by an interactional marker involving d°: 
Sk°casye d°, Œ êndrew: ... . Likewise, Euphiletus’ confirmatio (Lysias 1,28[b]-36; see 
section 14.3(1)) is punctuated by three readings of the law (followed by a conclusion); the 
first one is marked by pr«ton m¢n oÔn, but the second and the third are marked by 
énãgnvyi d° moi ka‹ toËton tÚn nÒmon. 

(b) ka €   
As pointed out by Bakker (1993, 288), the use of ka€ as a connective is best understood in 
connection with its basic value as an ‘inclusive focus particle’ (‘also’, ‘even’): “a speaker 
using ka€ as a connective [...] extends the segment he is currently engaged in, by including a 
new clause in its scope [...]. The result in discourse terms is that ka€ in comparison with d° is 
continuous, in that it does not imply any shift whatsoever in the presentation of the 
discourse”. As a result, ka€ often links different segments occurring within the scope of a 
single d° (cf. already Ruijgh 1971, 129-135; Sicking 1993, 10-17; see also the excerpts 
analyzed in section 15 and 16).  
Thus, ka€ can mark symmetrical relations, esp. sequences (Plots, Lists, Chains), in both 
narrative and expository contexts. For examples in a narrative context (typically in 
alternation with d° as explained here above, see Lysias 1,23 ı d¢ ÉEratosy°nhw, ... ka‹ ≤ 
yerãpaina ... kég∆ ... (analyzed in section 15) and a little further in Lysias 1,25-26 §g∆ d' ... 
kéke›now ... §g∆ d'... . For a case in which ka€ links two arguments for the same claim, see 
Plato Cra. 417a oÈd¢n går êllo dhlo› µ tØn ëma forån t∞w cux∞w metå t«n pragmãtvn, 
ka‹ tå ÍpÚ toË toioÊtou prattÒmena "sumf°rontã" te ka‹ "sÊmfora" kekl∞syai épÚ 
toË sumperif°resyai (see section 20.2(2b), on node O in the P-tree). 

                                                                                                                                                     
prototypically ‘temporal’ markers can have discourse-organizing functions in expository discourse, e.g. 
‘next, ...’ or ¶peita.  
399 For the fact that the various criteria that signal discourse boundaries are not always clear-cut, see 
my analysis of Lysias 3,15-17 in section 16.1(2), especially the boundaries marked by d° in colon 10 
and cola 18-19.  
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Note, however, that the ‘additive’ primary value of ka€ is entirely compatible with uses 
which do not imply symmetrical relations, including the introduction of digressions, 
parentheses and afterthoughts, as for instance in Plato Sph. 217a T€ d¢ mãlista | ka‹ tÚ 
po›Òn ti per‹ aÈt«n diaporhye‹w | §r°syai dienoÆyhw; (see section 11.5(3a) above).400  

(c) ...m°n ...d°  
The corresponsive pattern ...m°n...d° typically marks symmetrical Contrast nodes.401 Note 
however that (i) the ‘Contrast’ relation itself is rather heterogeneous (many contrastive 
relations have idiosyncratic features; cf. section 13.3.1(1b) above), and (ii) contrast is a 
much more frequent strategy in Ancient Greek discourse as compared with modern usage.  
Thus, in Greek discourse, a contrast is often not a semantic or content-related contrast but a 
discourse-organizing one:402  

(i) One can distinguish a ‘transitional’ use of the ...m°n...d° pattern: the part introduced by 
m°n marks the rounding off of a previous segment, and d° marks the beginning of a new 
segment (cf. Bakker 1993, 302-305).  
In Lysias 3,14-15 (see the beginning of section 16), ...m°n...d° marks the transition 
between a conclusion to some testimonies concerning the events that immediately 
preceded the episode that starts at §15 (ÜOti m¢n to€nun otow ∑n ı édikÆsaw, Œ boulÆ, 
ka‹ §pibouleÊsaw ≤m›n, ka‹ oÈk §g∆ toÊtƒ, ÍpÚ t«n paragenom°nvn memartÊrhtai 
Ím›n), and the episode itself, which starts with metå d¢ taËta. – In Lysias 1,3 (per‹ m¢n 
oÔn toË meg°youw t∞w zhm€aw ...) the particle m°n allows for a smooth transition to the 
next segment, starting with ≤goËmai d° ... (see section 14.1(1)). – In Lysias 1,43 the 
transition between the two parts of the refutatio is marked by a ...m°n...d° pattern, in 
which the first member of the pattern refers back to the witnesses that closed off the 
previous part and the second member (...d°) introduces the second part: T«n m¢n 
martÊrvn ékhkÒate, Œ êndrew: sk°casye d¢ par' Ím›n aÈto›w oÏtvw per‹ toÊtou 
toË prãgmatow, zhtoËntew e‡ tiw §mo‹ ka‹ ÉEratosy°nei ¶xyra p≈pote geg°nhtai 
plØn taÊthw (see section 14.3(2)). – In Lysias 1,17 (section 17.3), §ke€nh m¢n 
éphllãgh marks the closure of the previous scene (§ke€nh m¢n éphllãgh corresponds 
to pros°rxeta€ mo€ tiw presbËtiw ênyrvpow in §15 and to proselyoËsa oÔn moi in 
§16), and §g∆ d' eÈy°vw §tarattÒmhn, ... is the actual beginning of the current 
paragraph. – In Plato Sph. 417b fyÒnow m¢n går oÈde‹w oÈd¢ xalepÚn efipe›n ˜ti ge tr€' 
≤goËnto (section 19.2(3b)), the first member of the particle combination m°n - (oÈ)d° 
rounds off the current issue (i.e. the matter as to whether the Stranger is willing to 

                                                             
400 Furthermore, it should be noted that ka€ alone but especially te...ka€... can be used to connect 
different items so as to form a whole, in which case the different items need not constitute separate 
segments. See e.g. section 6.1(4) above. 
401 For an interesting case in which it can be argued that several instances of d° (each marking a 
separate binary contrast) correspond to a single m°n, see my analysis of Lysias 10,22 in section 18.2(2) 
above. 
402 The particles in the corresponsive ...m°n...d° pattern often have a smaller scope than single d° as a 
boundary marker. In Lysias 1,15 (cf. section 16), there are three instances that illustrate the smaller 
scope : (i) metå d¢ taËta ... (colon 1) has scope over tÚ m¢n meirãkion ... (cola 2-3) and otoi d¢ ... 
cola 4-9 (or even beyond); (ii) sundramÒntvn d¢ ényr≈pvn poll«n ... (cola 10-12) has scope over 
t«n m¢n legom°nvn ... (cola 13-14) and MÒlvna d¢ ... (cola 15-17); (iii) otoi d¢ ... (colon 26) has 
cope over di' ˜ ti m¢n ... (cola 27-29) and éf°menoi d¢ ... (cola 30-31). It often even has smaller scope 
than ka€ as a clause-combining device. See for instance Lysias 1,23[b], analyzed in section 15, cola 13-
17: ka‹ | toÁw m¢n | <oÈk> ¶ndon kat°labon, | toÁw d¢ | oÈd' §pidhmoËntaw hron). 
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participate in the discussion), and the second member makes the transition to the next 
stage (i.e. the substance of the Stranger’s answer). 

(ii) It can be observed that Greek discourse is prone to use binary contrasts between main 
agents as a device for organizing stories (for several examples in a narrative context see 
section 16). Similar patterns occur in an expository context (see section 18). Special 
mention can be made of the pervasive contrast between plaintiff and defendant in 
forensic speeches, which is reflected into numerous contrasts between §g≈ / ≤me›w/... 
and otow / otoi / §ke›now /... .  

(iii) An extreme case of the tendency to use purely formal contrasts as a discourse-
organizing device are so-called ‘false contrasts’ (see section 10.4.4(2b) above). For a 
good example of an almost content-less contrast, see the opposition •vrak∆w m¢n - 
ékhko∆w d¢ in Lysias 10,22 (cf. sections 11.4 and 18.2(2) above), in which ékhko∆w is 
used in its technical sense of ‘being accused of’ and thus does not correspond to 
•vrak∆w (which has its usual meaning of ‘de visu perception’) in any real sense.403 

(d) gãr  
The particle gãr is a connective that gives a specific indication as to the particular status 
(with respect to the encompassing pragmatic context) of the segment over which it has 
scope: it indicates that this segment serves as an explanation of what precedes. This 
‘explanatory’ value determines its different uses (cf. Sicking 1993, 20-25):  

(i) One of its most typical uses is marking an Elaboration relation, sometimes a digression 
or side-structure. In Lysias 1,16 taÊthn går [tØn] t°xnhn ¶xei (section 17.2(3)), går 
marks a digressive elaboration of the fact that Eratosthenes has affairs with many 
women, within the context of an already digressive structure. – In Lysias 1,16 ı går 
énØr ı Íbr€zvn efiw s¢ ka‹ tØn sØn guna›ka §xyrÚw Ãn ≤m›n tugxãnei (section 
17.2(2)), the particle går introduces an explanation as to why the old woman 
approached Euphiletus, given the fact that it is not out of meddlesomeness (the 
occurrence of går here marks a relation between two segments that are also 
contrastive).  
The particle can also mark a fully parenthetic explanation (as in Plato Tht. 196d ˜mvw d° 
| ^pãnta går tolmht°on^ | t€ efi §pixeirÆsaimen énaisxunte›n;).  

 (ii) It very frequently marks arguments to establish a claim. Note, however, that gãr does 
not seem to indicate the argument-status of the segment as such, but only the fact that 
the segment is supporting the main line of the speaker’s point.404 For several examples 

                                                             
403 Of course, one might argue that the greater reliability of ‘seeing’ as compared to ‘hearing’ is still 
pertinent in this context,  
404 Thus, in some cases, it seems to be used very loosely, connecting several successive segments in a 
single stretch of discourse, which probably leaves the impression that the speaker is able to answer all 
questions regarding the point he wants to make, for instance in Lysias 24,2-3 four occurrences of gãr 
occur: ka€toi ˜stiw toÊtoiw fyone› oÓw ofl êlloi §leoËsi, t€now ín Ím›n ı toioËtow éposx°syai doke› 
ponhr€aw; efi m¢n går ßneka xrhmãtvn me sukofante›^: efi d' …w §xyrÚn •autoË me timvre›tai, 
ceÊdetai: diå går tØn ponhr€an aÈtoË oÎte f€lƒ oÎte §xyr“ p≈pote §xrhsãmhn aÈt“. ≥dh to€nun, 
Œ boulÆ, d∞lÒw §sti fyon«n, ˜ti toiaÊt˙ kexrhm°now sumforò toÊtou belt€vn efim‹ pol€thw. ka‹ 
går o‰mai de›n, Œ boulÆ, tå toË s≈matow dustuxÆmata to›w t∞w cux∞w §pithdeÊmasin fiçsyai, 
efikÒtvw. efi går efi ‡sou tª sumforò ka‹ tØn diãnoian ßjv ka‹ tÚn êllon b€on diãjv, t€ toÊtou 
dio€sv; – Likewise, in Lysias 26,21-22 four examples occur, of which two in a parenthetic clause: per‹ 
m¢n oÔn §moË µ toË patrÚw µ t«n progÒnvn oÈd¢n otow efipe›n ßjei efiw misodhm€an. oÎte går …w 
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in which Elaborations marked by gãr are used as structural elements in an expository 
context, see my analysis of Plato Cra. 416e-417b in section 20.  

(iii) Sometimes a longer stretch of discourse (e.g. the main body of a narrative) can be 
presented by means of gãr as an explanation of the ‘abstract’ or summary which 
precedes it, e.g. the narratio of Lysias 1 (cf. section 14.2 above) is preceded by a 
propositio (Lysias 1,4-5) after which the narratio proper starts off with ÉEg∆ gãr, Œ 
ÉAyhna›oi, ... (Lysias 1,6). Cf. section 13.3.3(3-ftn) for a note on the kinship between 
this pattern in narrative macro-structures and Elaboration relations.  

(e) oÔn -  m¢n oÔn  
The particle oÔn (or the cluster m¢n oÔn) marks the fact that the segment over which it has 
scope is more important with respect to the overall structure than the preceding segment(s) 
(cf. Sicking 1993, 25-26). This primary value gives rise to a number of typical uses:  

(i)  It often occurs at the beginning of the main body of a longer stretch of discourse after an 
introductory segment or at a major boundary in the overall structure of the discourse 
(this is also one of the prototypical uses of the cluster m¢n oÔn). For various examples, 
see my analysis of the overall structure of Lysias 1, section 14 above, for instance: 
Pr«ton m¢n oÔn, Œ êndrew, ... in Lysias 1,9 indicates that the first part of the story is 
now about to start; in Lysias 1,28[b], right after the transitional paragraph which rounds 
off the excursus, the argumentatio starts out abruptly Pr«ton m¢n oÔn | énãgnvyi tÚn 
nÒmon; similarly, the beginning of the peroratio of Euphiletus’ speech (Lysias 1,47) is 
marked by the particle cluster m¢n oÔn: ÉEg∆ m¢n oÔn, Œ êndrew, ... . Likewise, after 
rounding off a previous series of etymologies, Socrates makes the move towards a new 
series in Plato Cra. 416e with T€ oÔn ¶ti ≤m›n loipÚn t«n toioÊtvn; (see section 20 
above). 

(ii) It is also used when the main line of the discourse is taken up after a digression (in a 
way oÔn is then the converse of gãr).  

 In Lysias 1,16 §ån oÔn lãb˙w tØn yerãpainan tØn efiw égorån bad€zousan ka‹ 
diakonoËsan Ím›n ëpanta peÊs˙ (cf. section 17.2(2)), the particle oÔn indicates that, 
after a pre-sequence in which the old woman explained why she was approaching 
Euphiletus in the street (not out of meddlesomeness but because of the fact that they 
share a common enemy), a more relevant point (content-wise) is about to be made. 

 It often co-occurs with Resumptive Topics or Resumptive Settings, both after 
digressions and after presentative constructions. In Lysias 1,16 (see section 17.2), the 
resumptive particle oÔn in proselyoËsa oÔn moi §ggÁw ≤ ênyrvpow t∞w ofik€aw t∞w 
§m∞w §pithroËsa explicitly links proselyoËsa back to pros°rxetai in the previous 
paragraph (see section 17.1), thereby de facto marking the rest of the previous 
paragraph as a digression with respect to the overall development of the plot.  

(f) éllã  
At first sight, one might be inclined to view éllã as a Contrast marker, but on closer 
examination it is clear that éllã only occurs in some ‘asymmetrical’ types of Contrast in 
which the right branch seems to be rhematic (for the idiosyncratic features of these kinds of 

                                                                                                                                                     
Ùligarx€aw met°sxon (Ïsteron går t«n xrÒnvn toÊtvn énØr e‰nai §dokimãsyhn), oÎy' …w ı patÆr 
(prÚ går t«n stãsevn polÁ §n Sikel€& êrxvn §teleÊthsen): oÈd' …w ofl prÒgonoi ÍpÚ to›w 
turãnnoiw §g°nonto: stasiãzontew går prÚw aÈtoÁw tÚn ëpanta xrÒnon diet°lesan.  
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contrast, see sections 13.3.1(1b) and 13.3.6(2b) above). More specifically, éllã occurs in 
Contrast patterns in which the item in the left branch is replaced by the item in the right 
branch, as in the negative-positive type of contrasts (cf. the term ‘fonction éliminative-
corrective’ in Ruijgh 1971, 135-140; see also Slings 1980 and Slings 1997b).  
Thus, éllã need not be seen as in se marking a Contrast at all, as is suggested by its 
etymology ‘something else’: “All in all, the value of éllã does not appear to consist in 
calling attention to an adversative relation between contents of sentences, but in replacing 
one proposition or other notion by another one which is nearer to the heart of the speaker’s 
concerns” (Sicking 1993, 50).  
This description applies to other uses of éllã, which cannot be viewed as contrastive 
without artifice, as well: in answers, denying the presupposition of the question;405 ‘breaking 
off’ a line of argument so as to go on with ‘something else’ 406 (the ‘adhortative’ use of the 
particle can be subsumed under this heading, as well as its ‘chaining’ use when different 
alternative options are enumerated). In Lysias 10,22 both the ‘chaining’ use and the use in 
answers is exemplified several times.407  

(g) to €nun -  m°ntoi -  mÆn -  oÈkoËn  
Finally, I would like to simply refer to a few passages in which various particles seemed to 
have a significant relation with a discourse boundary, although my analyses do not allow for 
a more elaborate discussion of the function of these particles:  

(i)  Three instances of to €nun coincide with the beginning of a segment which serves as a 
conclusion to previous segments: in Lysias 1,5 §g∆ to€nun §j érx∞w Ím›n ëpanta 
§pide€jv ... (see section 14.1(2) above) it marks the conclusion to the propositio; in 
Lysias 1,34 ÉEmoË to€nun, Œ êndrew, ofl m¢n nÒmoi oÈ mÒnon épegnvkÒtew efis‹ mØ 
édike›n, éllå ka‹ kekeleukÒtew taÊthn tØn d€khn lambãnein (see section 14.3(1) 
above) it marks the conclusion to the confirmatio; in Lysias 3,14 (see the beginning of 
section 16) to€nun marks the conclusion to the preceding testimonies: ÜOti m¢n to€nun 
otow ∑n ı édikÆsaw, Œ boulÆ, ka‹ §pibouleÊsaw ≤m›n, ka‹ oÈk §g∆ toÊtƒ, ÍpÚ t«n 
paragenom°nvn memartÊrhtai Ím›n. 

(ii)  In Plato Sph. 216d toË m°ntoi j°nou ≤m›n | ≤d°vw ín punyano€mhn, efi f€lon aÈt“, ... 
(section 19.1(2b) above), the particle m°ntoi  occurs in a fronted colon that introduces a 
longer passage in which Socrates finally comes to the point, after a full printed page 
worth of introductory banter. The particle is attached to a fronted NP referring to what 
is going to be the main character throughout the Sophista and the Politicus.  

(iii)  In Plato Sph. 217b kay' ßkaston mØn dior€sasyai saf«w t€ pot' ¶stin, oÈ smikrÚn 
oÈd¢ =ñdion ¶rgon (section 19.2(3b)), the particle mÆn  occurs in the second member of 
a contrast node that is also marked by chiasmus.  

                                                             
405 In Plato Sph. 217a ÉAll' oÈde€w, …w §gŸmai, fyÒnow aÈt“ dielye›n aÈtã: (section 19.2(3a)), 
éllã occurs at the beginning of a new speaker turn, in a fronted illocutionary marker that eliminates 
the presupposed suggestion that the Stranger might not wish to participate in the debate. 
406 Lysias 1,28[a], the second paragraph of the excursus, which offers a conclusion to the narratio (see 
section 14.2(3) above), is marked by the particle éllã, the presence of a vocative and an explicit 
addressing of the audience (éll', Œ êndrew, o‰mai ka‹ Ímçw efid°nai ˜ti ... ).  
407 Lysias 10,22 t€now ˆntow §mo‹ prÚw Ímçw §gklÆmatow; pÒteron ˜ti dika€vw ékÆkoa; éll' oÈd' ín 
aÈto‹ fÆsaite. éll' ˜ti belt€vn ka‹ §k beltiÒnvn ı feÊgvn §moË; éll' oÈd' ín aÈtÚw éji≈seien. 
éll' ˜ti épobeblhk∆w tå ˜pla dikãzomai kakhgor€aw t“ s≈santi; éll' oÈx otow ı lÒgow §n tª 
pÒlei katesk°dastai. ktl. 
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(iv)  In Plato Cra. 417b the particle oÈkoËn marks the beginning of a turn in which Socrates 
takes up the task of dealing with a series of words (and their opposites) suggested by 
Hermogenes in the previous turn. The particle thus probably has a very wide scope over 
the whole ensuing series of lemmata (see section 20.2(1a) above). This use of oÈkoËn 
may be linked to the value of its component oÔn in that it marks the beginning of the 
substantive part of that series of etymologies after the merely structural introductory 
exchange that determined the topic. 

(h)  Whereas the prototypical functions of the particles mentioned so far can often be more or 
less directly linked to P-tree patterns, the so-called focus-particles cannot be expected to 
have such a direct link. Still, in the literature (see esp. Denniston 1934/1950), a ‘connective 
force’ has often been attributed to most notably dÆ, and it is true that most particles 
recurrently occur in specific structural contexts. Thus, it has been observed that particles or 
particle clusters often have an idiosyncratic (formulaic) use in question-answer patterns (cf. 
the fact that manuals like Denniston 1934/1950 and Labéy 1950 often stipulate a specific 
heading for the use of certain particles in questions and answers). Likewise, a ‘logical’ use is 
distinguished for particles like êra, dÆ, oÔn etc., which can be translated in terms of the P-
tree model as their recurrent use in the context of argumentative patterns (studies like van 
Ophuijsen 1993 may be a good starting point for such an enterprise).  
 

(3)  Obviously, these summary remarks do not exhaust the issues concerning the links between 
particle use and discourse structure as represented by P-tree structures. Although the 
particles (and markers in general) are not a main topic of the present study and the issues 
related to their use could not be investigated in depth, it seemed necessary to point out a few 
recurrent patterns here.  
 
 

 21.4 Focus 
 
Focus has been a recurrent issue throughout the analyses in Part III (as well as elsewhere in 
this book). As has already been pointed out in section 0.3.4(1) above, focus is a very 
complex phenomenon, cutting across all levels of linguistic analysis, and it was impossible 
to systematically deal with all these aspects in this study. Here, I intend to show how my 
theoretical account of focus in terms of the P-tree device (see section 13.1.5 above) sheds 
light on a few focus-related phenomena, some of which were already introduced in section 
10.3 above. 
 

(1)  In section 13.1.5 I argued that focus may be viewed in terms of the ‘background-foreground’ 
relations between items on the local discourse scene: focalized items are locally (in the 
segment in which they occur) maximally relevant and maximally foregrounded, ‘maximal’ 
meaning that no other item is more relevant or more foregrounded in the segment at hand. 
The different ways in which items can be present/relevant are thus in part already specified 
by the constructs that constitute the P-tree model, in that the Pragmatic Relevance Principle 
(see section 13.1.3 above) posits that the very occurrence of an item is motivated by the 
pragmatic function of the colon in which it occurs, for instance:  
-  an item introduced as the Topic of a Topic-Comment node is focused in the segment of 

which it is the point to introduce this Topic, and remains ‘topically’ present on the 
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scene, throughout the segments dominated by the corresponding Comment branch (see 
(2) here below);  

-  items that occur in a subordinated segment are only locally relevant, within this 
segment;  

-  the relevance of items occurring in a narrative is iconic with respect to the relevance of 
these items in the narrated event, i.e. understanding narrated behavior implies the 
recognition of the same pragmatic patterns as understanding (e.g.) visually perceived 
behavior;  

-  a ‘new’ item is necessarily focal in the segment in which it occurs; its introduction is 
pragmatically motivated by the node that constitutes the point of the segment itself, 
whether a Contrast node, a Topic-Comment node, a sequence (Plot, Chain, List) node, a 
Setting-Event node or even a Marker-Content or subordination node.  

  
(2)  As a further illustration of the links between P-tree structure and cognitively defined ‘new 

focus’, I will briefly discuss the functions of the Topic-Comment pattern in this light.  
Whenever a Topic-Comment node occurs, the constituent that represents the topicalized item 
(whether it is contrasted with other topical items, or introduced as ‘new’) is accordingly 
focalized. In cognitive terms, an important distinction can be made in terms of the degree of 
accessibility of the Topic at the moment it is introduced:  
-  given Topics are already accessible as such before they are introduced (are already 

present on the scene); the Topic-switch is between items that are already introduced;  
-  inferable Topics are not prominently present on the scene as such but their presence can 

be inferred from other items on the scene; their introduction comes as no surprise (e.g. 
the presence of a person implies the presence of parts of his body etc.);  

-  new Topics are not accessible before they are introduced.  

In terms of the P-tree device, the point of the Topic-switches, as well as the 
coherence/continuity between the different segments that correspond to the different Topics, 
is determined by the nodes that dominate the different Topic-Comment nodes. The 
pragmatic functions that the introduction of these items can have are to a large extent 
independent of their cognitive status at the time of their introduction: a Topic-switch, 
whether the new Topic item is cognitively given or new, has to be accounted for in terms of 
its relevance with respect to the encompassing pragmatic structure, i.e. in terms of the nodes 
that dominate the Topic-Comment node in question.  
The introduction of cognitively brand-new Topics is then -pragmatically speaking- not 
essentially different from the cases already mentioned, although making a so far inaccessible 
item appear on the scene takes a little more cognitive effort than changing the focus towards 
an item that is already accessible, and hence typically requires a somewhat more elaborate 
introduction. For instance, when a Plot sequence requires the introduction of a brand new 
agent, this agent is introduced by means of a presentative construction of some kind, instead 
of just positing it in a separate colon. Despite this difference in terms of cognitive effort, the 
pragmatically defined ‘reason why’ of the introduction of a new item is a matter of its 
relevance with respect to the overall structure of the discourse, and hence quite similar to the 
other kinds of Topic-switches.  
The mechanisms discussed here above already allow us to deal with a number of 
problematic aspects, as we encountered them in the literature and in our analyses.  
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(3) In section 10.3 above we noted a few problems with Dover’s account of focus-related 
phenomena and announced that these problems could easily be solved within the approach 
advocated in this book.  

(a)  The first two problems concerned two cases in which Dover attributed ‘preferential’ resp. 
‘prepositive’ status to certain ‘Concomitants’, thus mitigating the scope of the P2-rule for 
Concomitants that was adopted in this study:  

(i)  Dover notes that, especially in the case of demonstratives, P1 sometimes seems to be 
occupied by words that are -according to his implementation of the concepts- 
predictable as well as dispensable (and hence Concomitant). In order to accommodate 
this problematic phenomenon, Dover posits ad hoc that the ‘preferential status’ of 
demonstratives makes them take precedence over the first Nucleus. 

(ii)  Similarly, Dover observes that a number of -what I have called- ‘reporting verbs’ seem 
to behave like -what he calls- prepositives: they seem to ‘dispensable’ (and hence 
Concomitant) but precede a Nucleus in ways that remind us of the behavior of certain 
/O/- introductives. 

Both problems can be dealt with in such a way that the ad hoc exception to the rule that 
Nuclei take P1 is removed, by invoking the type of reasoning developed in paragraph (2) 
here above. According to the approach presented here, the NPs (in problem (i)) resp. verbs 
(in problem (ii)) are fronted and constitute separate cola, corresponding to a separate 
pragmatic function within the overall structure of the discourse.408 Thus, for instance, a 
fronted Topic may consist of ‘given’ or ‘accessible’ items, but these items are still 
indispensable in their local context, because they are maximally relevant to the colon in 
which they occur. Note that under this interpretation the fronted demonstrative resp. 
reporting verb is not Concomitant at all, but should be considered as fully focal, carrying the 
main point of a separate colon.409  

(b)  The third problem was of a more general nature:  

(iii)  Even if it can be shown that Concomitants always cling to a Nucleus that precedes it, it 
is not clear yet what determines the distribution of the Nuclei over the clause as well as 
the distribution of the various Concomitants over the Nuclei.  

Problem (iii) largely disappears by virtue of the very fact that long strings containing more 
than a few Nuclei can be expected never to occur if the relevant segment for the position rule 
in question is the colon. Furthermore, the distribution of lexical contents can be shown to 

                                                             
408 This account is partially equivalent to Dik’s claim that the cases in which Dover’s account required 
the ad hoc postulation of a precedence of preferentials over Nuclei can be accounted for in terms of the 
notion Topic (Dik 1995, 263-264). Of course, the present implementation of the notion of topic is not 
formulated in terms of the clause as such, but requires that the fronted topic (i.c. the demonstrative) 
constitutes a separate colon. Note that, as opposed to Dik’s account, the phenomena that she deals with 
in terms of ‘clausal Focus’ are not treated here as separate from (my version of) Dover’s Nucleus-
Concomitant distinction: Focus is here treated as a single phenomenon and all types of focus are 
determined at the level of the colon, qua lowest level of a P-tree. 
409 To put it in a somewhat polemical way: Topics (in the present sense) are always focused in Ancient 
Greek, otherwise they would not be expressed at all (or -at least- not be Topics). Of course, as already 
pointed out in section 10.3, both types of Themes mentioned sub (a) (Topics resp. epistemic or 
illocutionary Markers) are prone to undergo intonational sandhi in actual performance, which may 
account for Dover’s intuitions. 
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directly reflect the pragmatic structures that determine the pragmatic functions of the cola 
(see paragraph (1) here above). This shifts the problem to a level of analysis that seems to be 
more appropriate to deal with the distribution of contents than word order rules stricto sensu: 
the pragmatic structure of discourse (as represented by P-trees) directly accounts for the 
reasons why a certain item surfaces within a certain segment (cf. section 13.1.3 on the 
Pragmatic Relevance claim). 

(c)  The main difference between Dover’s approach and the present one boils down to a 
difference in the way the ‘dispensability’ and ‘predictability’ of items are determined: 
whereas other approaches (including Dover’s) operate with a mostly undifferentiated and 
unstructured notion of ‘context’, the present approach starts from a highly structured 
(‘articulated’) continuum of local-global levels within a P-tree and its associated scene.410 
The different types of structural patterns that make up a P-tree determine the shifts in 
contents of the discourse scene at various levels along the global-local continuum. Thus, 
discourse coherence is not merely a matter of a certain general continuity in the contents that 
are relevant to its overall cognitive and material context, but can be assured in various ways, 
according to which part of the scene is kept constant and which part is subject to shifts, for 
instance:  
-  by keeping the background of the scene constant, and shifting the foreground, e.g. by 

introducing a setting and having various agents perform various successive actions 
within the same setting (e.g. in Lysias 3,15-17, where the setting ‘near Lampon’s house’ 
is kept as the common background for the actions of the speaker who just arrives, and of 
the other agents in the story, who were already present);  

-  by keeping a Topic constant and following its moves, which may involve various shifts 
in the background (e.g. in Lysias 1,23, where Euphiletus, once he has heard that 
Eratosthenes is in the house, leaves his bedroom, goes downstairs, goes into the streets, 
calls on neighbors, and then comes back). 

Focus is viewed as a matter of background-foreground relations at the most local level of the 
P-tree, i.e. at the level of the colon. For a quite detailed analysis in which it is shown how the 
focality status of expressions referring to items that are all ‘given’ in a general sense (i.c. 
because they represent the main antagonists/protagonists in the trial of which that speech is a 
part) are determined by the rhetorical patterns at a very local level of the P-tree, I can refer to 
my analysis of Lysias 10,22 in section 18 (see especially section 18.2(3) above). 
 
 

 21.5 Final remarks  
 
As announced at the start of section 21, a systematic treatment of the issues, each of which 
implies its own body of literature and its own theoretical, methodological and empirical 
aspects, was not possible within the scope this book. Still, it seemed worthwhile to present 
the above notes, either because they contain empirical material that may be interesting as 
such or because some of the more theoretical reflections may serve as a starting point for 
further research.  
 
                                                             
410 Note that the notion of ‘scene’ is not a reformulation of the notion of context: a scene contains all 
items involved in the contents of a certain action segment (i.e. both the ‘textual’ elements and the 
‘contextual’ ones).  
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 22. Conclusions to Part III  
 
The starting point of Part III was, of course, the Colon Hypothesis, according to which the 
colon is the elementary discourse unit, phonologically, cognitively, but especially also 
pragmatically (see section 0.2.5). The purpose of Part III within the overall context of this 
study was to offer an account of the pragmatic functions of the colon. Since the notion of 
pragmatic function was defined in terms of its contribution to the overall structure of the 
encompassing discourse, developing an account of the pragmatic functions of the colon 
equaled developing an account of discourse coherence.  
In section 13, I introduced a ‘working model’ for the analysis of discourse coherence, which 
was then applied to a number of excerpts from the corpus in sections 14-21. As the General 
Conclusion to this book immediately follows the present Conclusion to Part III, the latter 
will be rather brief and will focus on technical issues rather than general ones:  
-  in section 22.1, I very briefly review the theoretical claims underlying the P-tree model; 
-  in section 22.2, I summarize the typology of coherence relations that was developed in 

sections 13.2 and 13.3;  
-  in section 22.3, I discuss the ‘Pragmatics First’ claim and its consequences for our 

account of the relation between linguistic form and pragmatic discourse structure; 
-  in my final remarks in section 22.4, I try to assess the results of the analyses of running 

text performed in section 14-20. 
 
 

 22.1  The P-tree working model: basic features 
 
The approach to discourse coherence adopted in Part III took the shape of a ‘working 
model’411 built around a number of claims and analytical and conceptual devices that I will 
now briefly review.  
In section 13.1 I developed the idea that the coherence of discourse (as well as of non-verbal 
action) can be described in terms of the coherence relations between segments. This idea 
yielded the notion of a hierarchical (‘articulated’) structure, which can be represented by a 
tree-structure, which I called a P(-ragmatic) tree. The bare geometry of a P-tree already 
represents a number of pertinent features of discourse structure: 
-  Discourse, qua behavior that ‘makes sense’, is articulated: if a segment is part of a 

particular discourse, its precise pragmatic relation with the adjacent segments must be 
expressible by means of a P-tree; the applicability of the model coincides with the line 
between coherence and non-coherence.  

-  The position of any particular action segment within a P-tree is its pragmatic function 
(its ‘point’); dominance relations in P-trees represent the sense (or ‘intentionality’) of 
behavior; adjacency relations represent linear time.  

                                                             
411 Methodologically speaking, the notion of ‘working model’ is intended to denote a primarily 
heuristic device, i.e. not the implementation of a hypothesis to be tested, but a problem-raising and 
hypothesis-raising analytical tool; ‘analytical’ here covers both conceptual analysis and the ‘empirical’ 
analysis of primary data.  
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-  P-nodes, representing the pragmatic relations between adjacent discourse segments and 
the respective pragmatic functions of these segments, are reducible to a limited number 
of node types. The distinction between micro-level and macro-level and between intra-
speaker and cross-speaker patterns is not fundamental.  

The bare geometrical structure of a P-tree already allows for the application of the following 
principle of discourse structuration, which is grounded in human cognition and which 
accounts for a large number of features of actual discourse: 

The Thematization Principle: The leftmost branch (the Theme) of a node typically 
consists of material that can readily be linked with the current context: (i) ‘given’ or 
presupposed material, assuring continuity; (ii) regulatory devices, shifting devices, 
presentative and staging devices, explicitly marking (relative) discontinuity. 
Conversely, the rightmost branch of a node (its Rheme), typically represents the main 
point of the entire node. The Theme serves as an ‘anchor’ or ‘frame’ for the Rheme. 

The idea that P-trees represent a feature of cognition that is identical for both discourse and 
other modes of human action and cognition lead me to reformulate the notion of Iconicity 
and to apply it to discourse structure/coherence, as follows:  

The Iconicity Principle: The order in which elements occur (as well as other aspects of 
discourse) is often regulated by principles of a not strictly linguistic nature, i.e. by non- 
or extra-linguistic features of the contents of the discourse. 

I also argued that P-trees can account for the distribution of the contents of discourse (or the 
items involved in non-verbal action): 

The Pragmatic Relevance Principle: an action inherently implies a ‘scene’ in which 
specific items are related to each other according to the role they have in this action; the 
presence of items on this scene is pragmatically motivated by their pragmatic relevance 
(i.e. their relevance with respect to the action segment at hand); what items occur, when 
they occur, where they occur with respect to the foreground of the scene at hand, and 
how they occur (i.e. in what specific role) are all closely related aspects of their 
pragmatic relevance; speaker and addressee as structural features of the discourse scene 
are subject to the Pragmatic Relevance Principle. 

Taken together, these features yield an approach to discourse coherence that is both radically 
structural and radically pragmatic:   

 (i)  radically structural:  
 In the present approach, a large number of fundamental aspects of discourse (including 

the distribution/relevance of contents, ‘intentionality’, and the given-new distinction) 
are inherently linked to structural patterns. This structural aspect directly opposes the 
present approach to, for instance, Relevance Theory (see my footnote to section 
13.1.3(3) above) and functional approaches (see section 23.4(1) below).412  

                                                             
412 It may also be useful to point out that the P-tree approach is inherently a single-level approach, as 
opposed to a number of multi-level approaches that are available in the literature. I will here focus on 
the approach introduced in Kroon 1995, as it has some influence on the literature on Ancient Greek (cf. 
for instance Wakker 1995). Partly inspired by the discourse analytical work in Schiffrin 1987, Kroon 
1995 develops a multi-level model of discourse for the description of the functions of the Latin 
particles. According to this model, coherence relations apply on the following three levels: (i) the 
‘representational level’ consists of syntactico-semantic relations between clauses, whether purely 
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(ii)  radically pragmatic:  
In the present approach, pragmatics is construed as underlying the phonological and 
syntactic aspects of discourse. The pragmatic structures described by the P-tree model 
are claimed to be not specifically linguistic and common to both verbal and non-verbal 
human action, and to be an irreducible aspect of all levels of discourse, rather than a 
post hoc surface phenomenon that can be applied to somehow pre-existing syntactic or 
semantic structure (see also 22.3 here below). This pragmatic aspect opposes the present 
approach to grammatical approaches (see section 23.4(1) below) and approaches based 
on semantics (e.g. Asher 1993). For a very similar approach, see e.g. Schegloff 2007, 1-
2 and 7-9. 

 
 

 22.2  Towards a typology of coherence relations 
 
In order to make the P-tree working model workable for the purposes of discourse analysis, 
we need a typology of coherence relations. The development of the particular typology 
proposed in section 13.3 started from (i) preliminary analyses of a corpus of spontaneous 
speech and (ii) a reflection on the typologies of coherence relations offered in the literature.  
This lead to the formulation of the following guiding principles:  
-  A typology of coherence relations should be based on a number of theoretically 

insightful parameters (see section 13.2 above) that allow for systematic and structured 
distinctions between the various patterns, expressing both their common and their 
distinctive features, as opposed to a flat-structured ‘mixed bag’ approach in which 
coherence relations are merely listed and characterized by ad hoc definitions. 

                                                                                                                                                     
structural relations (in terms of parataxis and hypotaxis), or ‘semantic-functional’ relations (in terms of 
categories such as ‘temporal’ and ‘causal’), or ‘situating’ relations (‘only’, ‘even’, ‘also’); (ii) the 
‘presentational level’ consists of ‘rhetorical’ relations, in the vein of RST and of the ‘hierarchical 
structure’ of the Geneva school of Discourse Analysis (see e.g. Roulet & Auchlin & Moeschler 1985; 
Roulet 1991; Roulet 1997; discussed in Kroon 1995, 50-54); (iii) the ‘interactional level’ consists of 
relations between the acts performed by the different interlocutors. The P-tree model as introduced here 
above obviously completely lacks such a distinction between levels of discourse structure and 
inherently operates with a single hierarchical structure. One might be tempted to view the P-tree 
approach as an attempt to deal with only one of Kroon’s levels (the ‘presentational’ one). Still, it has to 
be pointed out that some features of the P-tree model are explicitly incompatible with a multi-level 
approach to coherence relations between segments. First, the present model prototypically deals with 
relations which are most closely akin to Kroon’s ‘rhetorical’ relations on the ‘presentational level’ - at 
least as far as their descriptive features are concerned, though not qua theoretical status - and posits 
these relations as the locus of coherence. Second, it explicitly does not deal with the ‘representational’ 
level as a separate level, and it has been argued that semantic relations in se do not account for 
coherence, in that the ‘point’ of expressing such a relation still requires a pragmatic analysis. Third, I 
have argued (see section 13.3.4; see also Scheppers 2004a) that interactional relations are only specific 
cases of the monologic pragmatic relations. These framework-internal considerations seem to make the 
present approach methodologically incompatible with the multi-level approach adopted in (i.a.) FG. 
One possible way in which the notion of ‘level’ (in the relevant sense, i.e. not as in ‘phonological, 
syntactic, and semantic levels of description’) could be integrated with the present approach is to 
consider such a distinction between levels as a feature of the ‘scene’ rather than of the coherence 
relations between actions as represented by a P-tree. In that case, the fact that segments can operate on 
several ‘levels’ at once and the fact that operations on a certain level of the scene do not need to 
coincide with any textual feature at all, would receive a proper place in the model. 
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-  In the radically pragmatic vein of thought mentioned in section 22.1 here above, I 
argued that such a typology should be primarily based on structural and purely 
pragmatic parameters, rather than on the usual ad hoc mixture of semantic (e.g. Cause-
Event), syntactic (main clause - subordinated clause) and pragmatic features.  

These considerations lead up to the formulation of the provisional ‘working typology’ 
summarized in Table 22.2 here below. 

Table 22.2: a provisional typology of coherence relations (overview) 
 
node type definitory features 
Symmetrical nodes similar contributions by the different branches 

Plot branches are -semantically- Events; temporal succession; idiosyncratic 
features of story-hood 

Contrast  binary node; co-presence and oppositeness of the items in both branches 
List co-presence of items in the branches; items form a set 

Chain pragmatically similar branches but items do not form a set 
Theme-Rheme nodes main point = Rheme; Theme marks relative (dis)continuity 

Marker-Content no feature-inheritance from the marker upward (Marker = regulatory act)  
Topic-Comment Topic = central item in the Comment 

Setting-Event  Setting = background for Event 
Elaboration/Subordination nodes main point = left-branch; no feature inheritance from right-branch 

upward 

Macro-structural genre-specific 
nodes 

determine the overall structure of a (stretch of) discourse according to the 
genre to which it belongs (incl. contextual features; incl. participants 
roles) 

Furthermore, I have argued that the distinction between ‘intra-speaker’ and ‘cross-speaker’ 
coherence relations cuts across the above typology: most types of cross-speaker relations 
could be viewed as cases of one of the node types in the typology (section 12.6), for instance 
Question-Answer adjacency pairs are often cross-speaker versions of Topic-Comment 
nodes. Throughout sections 13.2 and 13.3, I have compared the various types of relations I 
introduced with elements of existing typologies dealing with similar phenomena. The 
present typology distinguishes itself from the alternatives in the following two ways: (i) it 
adheres more closely to the methodological considerations mentioned here above, and (ii) it 
includes a number of patterns that are not present in other typologies, because these 
typologies start from a clause- or proposition-based segmentation of the text and hence do 
not include the pragmatic functions of segments that typically do not coincide with a clause 
(e.g. Markers or Topics).413 

                                                             
413 Thus, the RST typology as a whole has proven to be incompatible with the present approach on 
several points, despite its numerous merits. First of all, RST typology involves semantic criteria (e.g. 
Cause, Condition, Circumstance, etc.), alongside pragmatic ones, which leads to a proliferation of 
distinct relations that can be argued to fulfill comparable pragmatic functions, and, conversely, to quite 
different pragmatic relations subsumed under the same semantic type (for the distinction between 
semantic, syntactic and pragmatic relations, see section 13.2(1) above). More specifically, these 
semantically defined relations do not constrain the order in which the segments occur (Mann & 
Thompson 1988, 255-256), whereas in the present approach left-to-right relations, representing time, 
are fundamental for the analysis. For instance, a cause-event pattern (in this order) is typically an 
instance of the general Setting-Event relation (“Because he stole her toys, she HIT him”) and has a 
function quite different from an event-cause relation involving a thematic event and a rhematic cause, 
which can be an instance of the Topic-Comment relation (“She hit him, because he stole her TOYS”). 
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This typology served as a starting point for my analyses throughout Part III and allowed us 
to account for a majority of the patterns encountered within our corpus. Still, a number of 
idiosyncratic relations - due to (i) purely cognitive non-pragmatic factors and/or (ii) the 
emergence of language-specific, genre-specific and/or rhetorical devices - had to be noted as 
well (see section 13.3.6). However, even in these cases the analysis proceeded from the 
usual parameters.  
 
 

 22.3  Pragmatic structure and linguistic form 
 
In order to be a viable contribution to linguistics, our working model has to also account in a 
systematical way for those formal features of discourse that are a priori relevant to its 
coherence. Starting point of my approach to this issue is the following rather bold claim:  

The ‘Pragmatics First’ claim: P-structure, as a ‘central’ level of cognition (i.e. 
common to all kinds of sensible behavior), underlies the other, more specific, levels of 
linguistic structure. 

First of all, this claim predicts that there will be a homology between the underlying 
pragmatic structure and the surface structures of discourse, most importantly between (i) 
pragmatic segments and prosodic ones (as marked by e.g. pauses, intonation contours, 
sentence-final falling pitch) and (ii) pragmatic segments and syntactic ones (constituents, 
clauses, sentences). Generally speaking, this prediction bears itself out, in that most syntactic 
segments encountered in the analysis of the corpus do coincide with syntactic segments. 
However, the scope of prosodic features414 and of syntactic features is in practice quite 
limited as compared to the highly articulated and potentially very wide scope of P-tree 
structures, which in a number of cases leads to anomalies with respect to the expected 
homology. For instance, Themes (Topics, Markers or Settings) that have a very wide scope 
(over several clauses) may be syntactically and prosodically integrated with only the first 

                                                                                                                                                     
As this example shows, the semantic definition of RST’s Nucleus-Satellite relations, is not tenable 
within the homogeneously pragmatic approach adopted here. Most importantly, as far as practical 
applications are concerned, RST was originally devised to analyze written discourse and generally takes 
relations between larger segments than the colon (propositions, paragraphs, etc.) as a basis for analysis; 
as a consequence, many relations essential to a colon-based analysis (e.g. ‘Topic-Comment’ and 
‘Marker-Content’) are absent from this typology. Furthermore, some of the theoretical assumptions of 
RST are not compatible with the present approach: RST is formulated in terms of ‘Writer’s intentions’ 
and the perlocutionary effects of the discourse on the ‘Reader’, while in the P-tree model 
‘intentionality’ is defined as a structural property of pragmatic structure itself. Again, this aspect of 
RST is not worked out thoroughly, as appears from the fact that in many cases the definition of the 
relations are circular and/or vacuous (for examples, see the definitions quoted in section 13.3.3). The 
RST typology thus proved to be unsuitable to deal with the features of discourse the present study is 
intended to deal with, both because of the methodological weaknesses (lack of generality, heterogeneity 
of the criteria, ...) pointed out here above, and because it does not seem to provide us with all the 
distinctions which are needed for our analyses (possibly due to the different type of corpus RST was 
primarily meant to deal with). 
414 As prosodic features are not directly accessible in the case of Ancient Greek texts anyway, the 
prosodic aspects received less attention in this book. Speculation about performance features remains 
possible, of course, and may even be interesting in certain cases: reading a text out loud (in different 
tempos) proved to be an interesting heuristic experiment in the course of my analytical practice, in that 
it can be a test for the plausibility of the analyses proposed.  
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clause or colon. In order to deal with this kind of anomalies, I introduced the notions of 
‘intonational sandhi’ (already used in certain discourse analytical approaches) and ‘syntactic 
sandhi’ (which I believe is a novel contribution of my approach, in the present sense of the 
term).  
A number of selected aspects of the relationship between P-tree structure and linguistic form 
(sentence closure, the grammatical shapes of the Topic-Comment pattern, particles, Focus, 
etc.) were briefly discussed in a more systematical manner in section 21. 
 
 

 22.4  Final remarks 
 
The proof of the pudding is in the eating. The analytical tools described here above were put 
to work by applying them to a number of excerpts (the ones already subjected to the 
segmentation procedures in section 11) throughout sections 14 to 20.  
The P-tree device, including the theoretical claims (see sections 22.1 and 22.3 here above) 
and the typology of coherence relations (see section 22.2 here above) attached to it, was able 
to insightfully and straightforwardly account for most of the patterns encountered, but also 
showed a number of systematically problematic aspects, for instance: 
-  P-tree geometry proved to offer an insightful and practical representation of a number of 

aspects of discourse structure and discourse coherence (e.g. the scope of various 
Thematic elements, background and foreground in narrative structure, content-
inheritance and focus-related aspects, the pragmatics of conversational patterns, etc.), 
except for Elaboration/Subordination patterns, which present a fundamental 
methodological problem affecting the readability of the graphs (already mentioned in 
section 13.3.3 above).  

-  Syntactic sandhi offered a convincing account of a number of cases in which prima 
facie anomalies occurred with respect to the pragmatics-syntax homology, but in some 
cases the various elements taken into account did not converge into a single analysis 
accounting for all the relevant phenomena.  

-  The provisional typology summarized in section 22.2 here above accounted well for a 
large number of highly frequent patterns, but also failed quite frequently to characterize 
idiosyncratic patterns and features.415 See the Index of Coherence relations presented 
towards the end of this book for an overview of, and detailed cross-references to, the 
patterns encountered (including the problematic ones). 

-  Although the use of some markers (see section 21.3) could be straightforwardly linked 
to certain patterns described by our typology of relations, we observed that this link was 
in many case not one-to-one (obviously so in the case of e.g. ka€, gãr and éllã).416  

                                                             
415 Most notably, narrative patterns were much easier to analyze than argumentative patterns. Perhaps a 
more thorough reflection specifically on these patterns and the analysis of a larger corpus of 
argumentative genres would yield a better performance in this respect. In any case, genre has proven to 
be an important factor throughout the analyses. Thus, the cognitive and pragmatic factors which are 
captured by the P-tree model and the typology seem to account fairly well for the phenomena in the 
case of texts which mimic more or less ‘natural’ speech (including conversation), but it appears that the 
analytical tools will not work as well in the case of heavy ‘engineering’, as in the case of (some types 
of) poetry and highly rhetorical styles of prose. 
416 I believe that this observation, as well as the fact that a number of patterns proved to be hard to 
characterize by means of the criteria/parameters underlying the typology, suggests that more efforts 
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-  My analysis of Platonic dialogue in sections 19 and 20 (using the conceptual tools 
introduced in section 13.3.4) yielded a quite plausible account in which the 
contributions of different speakers were analyzed as part of a single P-tree, organized in 
ways that closely remind us of spontaneous conversation. However, my analysis also 
suggests that the structural patterns of conversation are -pragmatically speaking- almost 
identical to the patterns that constitute monologic discourse.417 In the same vein of 
thought, it was also observed that there was a strong correlation between the specific 
roles of the various participants and the pragmatic status of their contributions in terms 
of P-tree patterns. In the case of Platonic dialogue, this lead to a number of interesting 
questions in terms of discourse genre (see also section 23.4(3) below). 

In conclusion, the analyses presented in sections 14-20 allowed for a very close and very 
‘deep’ reading of the excerpts, forcing us to account for a large number of aspects of the text 
in a very detailed fashion. As was the case with my analyses in section 11, I hope to have 
shown that this way of reading and interpreting Greek texts enhances our understanding of 
these texts and fits in with the traditional concerns of Classical scholarship.  

As announced at the beginning of section 22, I limit myself here to the more technical 
aspects discussed here above and refer to the General Conclusion for a more general 
assessment of the contributions made in Part III within the context of the overall aims and 
concerns underlying this study. 
 

                                                                                                                                                     
need to be made to identify and theoretically define the various features that can serve as parameters for 
such a typology.  
417 This type of analysis could have far-reaching theoretical consequences, in that it suggests that the 
speaker is not to be viewed as the ultimate locus of discourse coherence and sense (see section 13.3.4 
and Scheppers 2004a), which neatly ties in with (i) the notion that ‘intentionality’ is a structural feature 
of P-trees and (ii) the holistic conception of ‘action-type’ (incl. discourse genre) as including the roles 
of the various participants in the action. Pursuing this type of theoretical investigation any further 
obviously falls outside the scope of the present study. 
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 23.  General Conclusion 
 
As already indicated by its title, the main tenet of this book, across its three Parts, is the 
Colon Hypothesis, as introduced in paragraph (1) of the Preface and section 0.1.5 in the 
General Introduction. It seems appropriate to start the General Conclusion with a 
reformulation of this guiding hypothesis, informed by the investigations presented 
throughout this study:  

The Colon Hypothesis:  
(i)  the colon is the unit to which Greek word order rules (P2-rules, P1-rules) apply; 
(ii) the colon is the elementary discourse unit, in other words: discourse essentially comes 

in cola;  
(iii) the colon is primarily a cognitive unit, corresponding to a ‘chunk’ of information that is 

processed at once; this aspect has for a consequence that it will typically coincide with a 
prosodic and grammatical unit;418 

(iv) qua elementary discourse unit, the colon is also a pragmatically elementary unit, i.e. a 
single ‘verbal action’, coinciding with a single pragmatic function (‘point’). 

The various aspects contained within the Colon Hypothesis have determined both the agenda 
(i.e. the topics that have been addressed) and the approach (i.e. the methodological and 
theoretical stances that have been taken) underlying the research that is presented in this 
study.  

This General Conclusion consists of a very summary overview of the overall contents of the 
book (emphasizing the links between the various subject matters that are dealt with, rather 
than spelling out the actual results), as well as of an assessment of the contributions that it 
may make to the various issues and research domains that it touches upon.419 The first three 
sections follow the general outline of the book: 23.1 deals with word order (Part I), 23.2 with 
discourse segmentation (Part II), and 23.3 with discourse coherence (Part III). In the last 
section (23.4), I address a few quite general aspects and topics that cut across the subject 
matters of the different parts of the study.  
 
 

 23.1 Ancient Greek word order  
 
The Colon Hypothesis is in the first place a claim about a very fundamental aspect of 
Ancient Greek word order and the research presented in this book actually emerged from an 

                                                             
418 The notion of ‘colon’ thus corresponds to the notion of ‘Intonation Unit’ as it is defined in the work 
of (for instance) Wallace Chafe (see section 0.2 above). The notions ‘colon’ and ‘IU’ might be used 
interchangeably for most practical purposes, but in section 0.3.2(3) I made the following terminological 
suggestion: the notion of colon could be used for referring to the underlying pragmatic-cognitive unit, 
and the notion of IU could be reserved for the actual realization in performance. 
419 The reader of this General Conclusion is invited to also consult (i) the conclusions to Parts I, II and 
III (sections 8, 12 and 22 respectively) for more detailed summaries and cross-references, as well as (ii) 
the Indices for references to particular issues (s)he might be interested in. 
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interest in some long-standing issues surrounding Wackernagel’s Law. In Part I, I have 
attempted to offer a contribution to these issues.  
On the basis of relatively large-scaled and fairly detailed corpus-based research I have 
attempted to establish and/or corroborate a number of rules and tendencies governing 
Ancient Greek word order. For this purpose my most important tool has been a database in 
which the corpus (i.e. the whole Corpus Lysiacum and four Platonic dialogues (Cratylus, 
Theaetetus, Sophista and Politicus)) has been coded word for word according to a relatively 
fine-grained classification of the lexicon.420 From this fine-grained classification I derived a 
rougher classification, based on Dover’s distinction between prepositives, postpositives, and 
mobiles, for the purpose of formulating and testing a number of basic word order rules. I 
introduced two major modifications as compared with Dover’s classification: (a) instead of 
sentence or clause boundaries, colon boundaries were taken as the relevant boundaries for 
defining autonomy, mobility and appositivity; (b) the intrinsic bond between certain words 
and initial position in a segment was introduced as a primary criterion. This yielded the basic 
classification into /O/-introductives, /p/-prepositives, /q/-postpositives, /r/-postpositives and 
/M/-mobiles (as summarized in Table 1.1), used throughout this study, as well as the 
distinction of a class of preferentials within the class of mobiles (as discussed in section 5.1).  
A number of word order rules and tendencies based on this classification were examined. In 
order to be able to deal with the large corpus, I have taken a quantitative approach as a 
starting point. The function of these quantitative analyses has been mainly heuristic (rather 
than demonstrative): the quantitative procedures aimed at discovering word order patterns 
and exceptions to these patterns, which were then discussed in more qualitative ways (see 
section 1.2).  
For the purposes of the overall aims of this study, the most important patterns investigated 
were (a) the P1-rules for introductives and the P1-tendencies for preferentials, (b) the P2-
rules for the two main classes of postpositives (a reformulation of Wackernagel’s Law), and 
(c) a number of patterns resulting from lexicalization (unit-formation and formulas). In 
sections 6 and 7.0 these rules and tendencies were briefly reviewed (with cross-references to 
the analyses). My analyses gave rise to a number of conclusions on the nature of Ancient 
Greek word order, as such (cf. sections 7.1 and 7.2). I argued that what is called “word 
order” is actually made up of three distinct phenomena:  

(i)  morphosyntactic mechanisms forming word-like units:  
Articles, prepositions and postpositive particles, but also certain uses of, for instance, 
the negatives, ka€ and oÈd°, entertain an affix-like relationship with the words they 
cling to. These mechanisms interact with (and probably have the same theoretical status 

                                                             
420 The coding system developed for this purpose inevitably showed a number of idiosyncratic features 
(see section 1.2 and the beginning of section 5). But a few simply wrong choices, perhaps equally 
inevitable, were made as well, for instance: no distinction was made between adverbial p-‐indefinites 
and tiw, nor between pronominal ı and ı as the article; within the class of ‘relatives’, which -especially 
in Ancient Greek- is not an easy class to categorize, a distinction between at least ˜w and the adverbial 
relatives (i.e. subordinating conjunctions) would have been useful. The main practical lesson learnt with 
respect to the construction of such a corpus database is that - given a sufficiently powerful and flexible 
software and coding system (which was the case here) - one should adopt as detailed a code as possible; 
classes can always be conflated automatically if this proves to be useful, but the converse operation is 
impossible without much expense.  
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as) the lexicalization processes that generate word-like units consisting of fully lexical 
words.421  

(ii)  prosodic mechanisms determining the internal structure of cola:  
Focused words or word-like units tend towards the initial position within the colon. The 
rule that ‘introductives’ tend toward first position can be understood in the same way: 
these introductives are typically markers of the type of focus involved in the colon they 
introduce.422  

(iii) pragmatic mechanisms determining the order of the cola within discourse:  
The mechanisms determining the order of cola cannot be properly called ‘word order 
rules’423 in that they are at least partly independent of, and in a certain sense precede, 
the actual lexico-syntactic wording of the segments involved.424  

 
 

 23.2 Discourse segmentation  
 
The Colon Hypothesis posits that Ancient Greek discourse essentially comes in cola, i.e. that 
Ancient Greek texts should be systematically read with the colon as its elementary unit. 
However, the written format in which Ancient Greek texts have been transmitted and made 
available in modern editions does not represent this aspect directly. Therefore, the Colon 
Hypothesis turns segmentation into cola into a practical issue. In Part II, the main aim was: 
(i)  to develop such a method of segmentation, i.e. to formulate a set of segmentation 

criteria and to establish ways of using them in a reasonable way;  
(ii) to test that method by applying it to a number of excerpts of running text taken from the 

corpus, taking into account as wide a range of aspects as possible.  

As for (i), section 10 offered an overview of the various formal criteria that may serve as 
evidence for the presence of colon-boundaries, most importantly (a) a set of lexical cues, 
based on the word order rules investigated in Part I, and (b) a colon typology in formal 
grammatical terms, partly based on the application of the word order rules (as already 
developed by most notably Fraenkel) and partly based on what is known of the typology of 
Intonation Units in contemporary spoken language.  
As for (ii), section 11 consisted of a practical application of the tools developed in section 
10. I selected and analyzed six excerpts from the corpus (Lysias 1,23[b]; Lysias 3,15-17; 
Lysias 1,15-17; Lysias 10,22; Plato Sph. 216d-217e; Plato Cra. 416e-417b), covering as 
                                                             
421 In the course of the analyses we have encountered various word-like units consisting of types that 
can easily be seen as lexicalizable, including for instance ‘low-content verb + argument’, ‘copula + 
predicate’, ‘subordinating conjunction or relative +ên’, etc.  
422 The ambiguity in the status of a number of introductives (either a separate colon or integrated into 
the next colon), as already covered by Fraenkel’s interpretation of Kurzkolon as an Auftakt, can be 
explained by the notion of intonational sandhi and parallels similar phenomena in contemporary spoken 
language, depending on performance factors such as tempo. Thus, a number of markers can be realized 
as either a separate IU or integrated in either the previous or following IU.   
423 To the extent that the homology between discourse and non-verbal action (cf. section 13.1) is 
viable, these mechanisms cannot even be considered specifically linguistic.  
424 This view of the nature of word order is in many ways quite different from prevailing paradigms 
and approaches to word order phenomena. None of the mechanisms mentioned involve grammar per se, 
at least not in the sense of SOV-VSO-SVO etc. patterns, or in the sense of the clausal pattern(s) of Dik 
1995. See section 23.3.1 below, for further discussion.  
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many pertinent aspects as possible within the limitations imposed on this book. These 
analyses resulted in a duly segmented text and a detailed commentary on various aspects of 
the text itself (including word order issues, but also more general cognitive and focus-related 
phenomena). 
The type of analysis proposed may offer a contribution to a discourse-analytical approach to 
Ancient Greek texts in the line of such authors as E.J. Bakker, S.R. Slings and G. Wakker. 
Although the direct contribution of this book is perhaps modest in this regard, it does at least 
suggest that a number of discourse-analytically pertinent aspects of intonation and focus can 
be reconstructed in a sufficiently reliable way to allow for a full-blown Chafeian approach to 
Ancient Greek discourse.  
I also emphasized the fact that my approach is embedded in the most traditional concerns 
and methods that characterize Classical scholarship and I hope to have shown that the 
analyses as such contribute to our understanding of the excerpts analyzed. 
 
 

 23.3 Discourse coherence  
 
The starting point for my account of discourse coherence, as presented in Part III, is the 
pragmatic aspect of the Colon Hypothesis, i.e. the idea that the colon is essentially not only a 
cognitive unit but also a pragmatic unit (the ‘elementary verbal action’). The notion that the 
pragmatic function of a discourse segment consists in its contribution to the overall effect of 
the discourse of which it is a part, naturally leads us to the topic of discourse structure and 
discourse coherence. In Part III of this study, I have tried to do the following:   
(i)  to introduce a working model for the description of discourse coherence, to which I 

referred as the ‘P(ragmatic)-tree’ model, for the sake of ease of reference;425  
(ii)  to show how this working model can be used for the purposes of a discourse-analytical 

approach to Ancient Greek texts. 

In the context of this General Conclusion I will limit myself to a very summary account in 
general terms, and refer the reader to section 22 for a more detailed overview of the contents 
of Part III. 
Practically speaking, the starting point for the development of the P-tree model was a very 
simple analytical practice that consists in (i) trying to draw trees as a representation of the 
coherence between discourse segments (from the colon upwards) and (ii) trying to 
characterize the nodes in these trees in terms of a number of structural and pragmatic 
features. A theoretical reflection on the results of these P-tree analyses lead me to formulate 
a number of fundamental claims, such as the idea that dominance relations in a P-tree 
represent intentionality, the Thematization Principle, the Iconicity Principle, the Pragmatic 
Relevance Principle, the ‘Pragmatics First’ claim and the claim that cross-speaker patterns 
are not fundamentally different from non-conversational patterns. These elements together 
embody a radically structural and radically pragmatic approach to discourse in general.  
In sections 14 to 20, the P-tree device was applied to the same excerpts that were subjected 
to the segmentation method in Part II. These analyses illustrate how the model accounts for a 

                                                             
425 This working model was developed for, and first applied to, spontaneous speech and secondly also 
applied to Ancient Greek, which determined some of its specific features as compared to other models 
of discourse coherence. Samples of analyses of recorded speech were presented in Scheppers 2004t (cf. 
also Scheppers 2003) but could not find a proper place within the scope of this book. 
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number of features of running Ancient Greek discourse in structural and pragmatic terms, 
such as: 
-  thematization as a pervasive principle of discourse organization, covering the scope of 

markers, settings and topics, but also the distribution of given and new contents in 
symmetrical discourse patterns; 

-  sentence closure and the respective functions of participles and main finite verbs; 
-  a number of focus-related phenomena;  
-  the discourse functions of a number of particles;  
-  genre-specific (incl. conversational) discourse patterns. 

The P-tree device has been presented as a working model, i.e. as a heuristic tool: descriptive 
and theoretical issues have been explored as they emerged from the practice of analysis 
itself; its problem-raising possibilities have been exploited for their own sake and should be 
considered as an integral part of its functions as a tool.426 Although many of the -admittedly 
speculative- claims made in Part III can in se be challenged on a priori grounds, it has been 
my intention to show that, taken together, they yield a consistent and workable, even if 
unorthodox, approach to the functionality of discourse.  
 
 

 23.4 Final remarks  
 
At the end of this book, I would like to briefly assess the ways in which it may contribute to 
a number of issues and/or research domains:  
(1)  First, I discuss the issue as to how the colon-based approach compares to clause- and 

sentence-based approaches to Ancient Greek word order and discourse. 
(2)  Next, I formulate a few remarks on the ways in which the Colon Hypothesis may affect 

our perception of Greek discourse (incl. the ‘oral’ vs. ‘literate’ issue) and our practice of 
reading and translating Greek. 

(3) A third paragraph summarizes a number of findings concerning the notion of ‘genre’ 
and pragmatic variation in general, as this was a recurring topic throughout my 
analyses.  

(4)  A fourth paragraph consists of a few concluding remarks on issues of editorial practice 
and Classical scholarship. 

A fifth and last paragraph consists of a final assessment of the overall contents of this book 
and its potential contributions.  
 

 (1)  The Colon Hypothesis vs. clause- and sentence-based approaches to Ancient Greek word 
order and discourse 

The entire tradition in linguistics, from Dionysius Thrax to Chomsky, has had its main focus 
on morphological features at word level and the syntactic distribution of these features, with 
as its ultimate limit the sentence level. The ultimate criterion for distinguishing different 
morphosyntactic categories and the constructions to which they give rise has always been 

                                                             
426 The P-tree heuristic gave rise to a number of theoretically interesting problems, for instance: the 
problem of the features that discourse and other types of action have in common, and the problem of 
the relation between the pragmatics and the contents of discourse (or between cognition and action in 
general) were given a technical (and -I believe- novel) formulation.  
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semantics, conceived of in terms of the truth-value of the proposition. This view of the 
functions of language can still be felt even in those approaches which do take pragmatics 
and other discourse aspects into account: typically, pragmatics (and those phenomena most 
obviously related to it) is viewed as a matter of ‘packaging’, ‘putting into use’, ‘expressing’ 
pre-existing syntactic-semantic contents, which in their turn express pre-linguistic ‘ideas’.427  
The present study, following some branches of Discourse Analysis and Conversation 
Analysis, has taken the opposite approach (cf. the ‘Pragmatics First’ claim). In order to 
illustrate the specificity of the present approach, I would like to compare it to the Functional 
Grammar approach introduced by S.C. Dik’s The Theory of Functional Grammar (Dik 1989; 
cf. section 0.3.3(3c) above) and applied to Ancient Greek by a number of Dutch scholars, 
but most importantly in Helma Dik’s Word Order in Ancient Greek. A Pragmatic Account of 
Word Order Variation in Herodotus (Dik 1995; cf. section 0.3.1(c) above). The reason why I 
chose this approach as my interlocutor for the purposes of this section, is that it is without a 
doubt the most influential contemporary approach to Greek word order, as well as the fact 
that it deals with a very similar set of issues and also claims to embody a pragmatic approach 
to these issues.   

 (a)  First of all, it should be pointed out that the approach presented in this book does not share 
some of the most basic theoretical and methodological assumptions of the FG framework in 
general:  

(i)  In contrast with FG approaches, the present approach cannot be said to be (part of) a 
‘Grammar’ in any usual sense of the word, in that it is not primarily concerned with 
the rules governing the distribution of specifically linguistic items. Traditional 
grammatical items (most notably the ‘clause’ and the relations and items which 
constitute its internal structure) are not the basic elements of analysis. Hence, since 
clause-hood itself is seen as derivative (cf. the ‘Pragmatics First’ claim, introduced in 
section 13.1.4 above), the P-tree model cannot be seen as an extension of a grammar 
‘beyond the clause’, as is the case in FG (cf. e.g. Martin 2001).  

(ii)  It does not share the ‘Functional’ notion that ‘language is instrumental’ in any way.428 
In the present study, language is not viewed as a ‘tool for communicating’ pre-linguistic 
content. On the contrary, I emphasize the parallelism between language and other 
modes of cognition/perception and between discourse and other (obviously non-
communicative) types of action.429  

 (b) On a more practical level, the main difference between the two approaches is obviously the 
fact that the Functional Grammar approach is clause-based and the present one colon-based.  
Dik summarily deals with the P2-rule in a separate section (Dik 1995, 31-38) in which the 
matter of segmentation into cola is briefly addressed (with reference to Fraenkel). After 
having stated the problem of the status of ‘cola’ (as defined by the P2-rule), lip service is 
                                                             
427 A good example of this general outlook is the distinction between ‘underlying clause structure’ and 
‘expression rules’ in the architecture of the theory presented in Dik 1989 (see especially pp. 45-66).  
428 The following quotation can be considered as programmatic for the ‘functionalism’ of FG: “In the 
functional paradigm [...], a language is in the first place conceptualized as an instrument of social 
interaction among human beings, used with the intention of establishing communicative relationships. 
Within this paradigm one attempts to reveal the instrumentality of language with respect to what people 
do and achieve with it in social interaction” (Dik 1989, 3). 
429 Furthermore, I have explicitly argued against the notion of ‘(communicative) intention’ with respect 
to which language may be considered ‘a tool’ (see Scheppers 2004a). 
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being paid to the colon-based approach: “The resulting segments are postulated to be the 
equivalent of intonation units. As such they will constitute the basic units for the analysis of 
word order, taking precedence, in principle, over syntactically defined clauses, with which, 
however, they often coincide”. This claim is repeated in an even stronger form in the next 
alinea (already quoted in section 0.2.4(1b) above): “Segmentation on the basis of 
postpositive placement can be seen to coincide with syntactically definable clauses for most 
of the time”. In a footnote to the first quotation here above, we read that “More recent 
studies in spoken language (e.g. Chafe (1987)), however, have shown that intonation units 
are often shorter than commonly assumed”.430 In the present study I showed that -as 
observed by Dik- the colon/IU can indeed be taken as “the basic unit[s] for the analysis of 
word order”, that these units are indeed typically much shorter than a syntactic clause, and 
that the order in which these cola (which indeed take “precedence over syntactically defined 
clauses”) follow each other in running discourse need not be analyzed in terms of the 
structure of the clause.  

(c) Dik 1995 and related contributions (cf. section 0.3.1(c) above) also show a few similarities 
to the present one in that the two approaches can be called ‘pragmatic’ and both crucially 
involve the notions of ‘topic’ and ‘focus’. However, these notions are implemented 
differently in the present approach and serve other functions within the overall framework:  
- in the present approach the notion of ‘focus’ is primarily defined ‘bottom-up’ in terms 

of the relative prominence of a word or constituent within its local context; in Dik’s 
account, Focus is a pre-established function in the structure of the clause;431  

-  the notion of ‘topic’ is defined in terms of ‘aboutness’ in the present study (see section 
13.3.2(2) above) and applied mainly to the function of a separate colon which 
introduces a content item about which the following ‘comment’-segment is; in Dik 1995 
the notion of ‘Topic’ is mainly applied to constituents filling a P1-slot in the structure of 
the clause and is defined in mainly cognitive terms.432  

(d) Still, many of the patterns described by Dik in terms of the basic clausal pattern Topic - 
Focus - Predicate - X and its many variations (cf. section 0.3.1(c) above)433 have exact 
equivalents in a colon-based approach to discourse structure, for instance:  
- the fact that Topics (in Dik’s account) typically occur clause-initially corresponds to the 

fact that (in the present account) many discourse segments which are built around a 
topic item are realized as a clause;  

                                                             
430 For the purposes of Dik’s essentially clause-based approach, not much hinges on the matter of 
segmentation and the passages quoted above are remarkable, because they do not seem to fit in with the 
practice of that type of analysis (and -in my opinion- need not fit).  
431 Dik deals with the phenomena that are here subsumed under Focus in essentially two separate ways: 
(i) in terms of Dover’s Nucleus-Concomitant distinction, defined by predictability and dispensability, 
and (ii) in terms of the Focus-slot in the clausal pattern that makes up the core of her approach.  
432 Dik 1995, 24: “Topic function is assigned to an element that refers to an entity which the speaker 
takes to be part of or inferable from the shared pragmatic information of speaker and addressee and 
which the speaker regards as an appropriate foundation for constructing a message which is relevant to 
the subject matter of the discourse”. This notion of ‘Topic function’ is much broader than the present 
one and approaches what has been called ‘Theme’ in section 13.1.2(3).  
433 The very diversity of clausal patterns that are necessary to account for running discourse in the FG 
approach might be viewed as an argument against the viability of the approach. Note that one would 
need something very much like the P-tree patterns in order to explain the distribution of these clausal 
patterns. 
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-  many cases that Dik would analyze in terms of, for instance, a Topic - Setting - Focus - 
Predicate pattern, could perhaps be analyzed in P-tree terms in an -at least superficially- 
very similar way, as a pattern in which a Topic-Comment node dominates a Setting-
Event node.  

However, there are also a few divergences in the way both approaches interpret (and perhaps 
even read) Greek.434 This can be illustrated by the ways in which the difference between 
participles and finite verbs is viewed: because the finite verb has a very special status at the 
core of Dik’s approach (they define its basic unit (i.e. the clause) and have a predetermined 
slot in the clausal structure), participles are necessarily viewed as somehow subordinated to 
the finite verb (‘Setting’/‘backgrounded’). However, if this view were adequate, the 
foreground of Greek narratives would be extremely meager as compared to the foreground 
of for instance English narratives, in which many of the events that are expressed by (aorist) 
participles in Greek are expressed by finite VPs or full finite clauses. In the present 
approach, sentence closure as indicated by the presence of a finite verb is viewed as a rather 
superficial result of online processing (cf. section 21.1 above).  
Another example of a more or less fundamental difference in the perception of discourse 
structure concerns the status of Topics and Markers with a scope extending over several 
clauses. P-trees deal with this phenomenon directly, as a fundamental aspect of discourse 
structure, whereas in the clause-based approach the phenomenon has to be dealt with 
separately.   

(e)  Summarizing, the main difference between the present approach and the Functional 
Grammar approach is that in the present approach discourse patterns (with the colon as a 
basic unit) are posited as primary, and the matter of which segments are realized as clauses 
is secondary. Thus, discourse coherence beyond the clause is directly accounted for by the 
same mechanisms that also account for the coherence between cola within the clause.  
 

 (2)  On reading and translating Greek (incl. the ‘oral’ vs. ‘literate’ issue) 

On numerous occasions throughout this study various ways in which Ancient Greek 
resembles spontaneous speech (as analyzed in contemporary Discourse analysis and 
Conversation Analysis) were highlighted:  
-  The formal features that are best described by invoking ‘colon’ / ‘IU’ (mostly word 

order phenomena, as described in Part I) are pervasive and cannot be understood as ad 
hoc phenomena. Also note the fact that the notion of IU/colon is apparently inescapable 
for describing these formal features, as evidenced by the fact that even scholars like 
Marshall (see e.g. section 0.14 above), for whom discourse segmentation is not a 
fundamental issue, have to resort to invoking ‘colon-formation’ on many occasions in 
order to account for exceptions to certain word order rules. The very pervasiveness of 
the phenomena to which it applies and the fact that they apparently cannot be reduced to 
other rules, principles or mechanisms, are evidence for the insight that the notion of 
colon/IU must be a fundamental feature of Ancient Greek discourse.  

-  The overall resemblance between colon-typology (resulting from analyses of word 
order patterns in Ancient Greek texts) and IU-typology (resulting from analyses of 
recorded spontaneous conversation in modern languages), including many details, both 

                                                             
434 Cf. section 23.4(2) here below on the ways in which the Colon Hypothesis may affect the very way 
we read Greek.  
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in grammatical and in pragmatic terms, corroborates the idea that these notions are not 
really different and that Ancient Greek discourse (even in its written transmitted form) 
is apparently structured in a way that reminds us of contemporary spoken language (see 
section 0.3.2).435  

-  This view is compatible with the general cultural background of the texts. What is 
known (and/or hypothesized) about the production and performance modes of Ancient 
literature suggests that orality and literacy were much less separate than they are in our 
more literate cultures: I think it is safe to say that both the concrete ‘writing’ procedures 
of Classical Greek literature and the ways in which this literature was 
consumed/performed involved actual speech.  

The results presented in this book have no direct bearing on the specific issues concerning 
the orality-literacy of Classical Greek culture as such. Still, I would like to suggest that they 
do allow for more detailed as well as more systematic ways to conceive of the potentially 
oral discourse features than is usually the case in discussions about oral vs. literate aspects of 
the production and performance modes of Ancient Greek literature.  

On a more practical level, the particular way of reading Greek demonstrated in this study 
departs from traditional ways of reading and translating Ancient Greek prose in several 
ways, all of which ultimately boil down to the difference between reading clause per clause 
or reading colon per colon. I would like to suggest that traditional ways of reading Classical 
literature (as transmitted in educational systems) have a number of pitfalls,436 most of which 
are related to a strong grammatical bias in the very perception of the nature of language and 
discourse.  
Thus, the traditional focus on grammatical relations in reading, interpreting and translating 
exercises leads to underestimating the autonomy of individual words and constituents.437 In 
the course of my analyses, there have been several instances in which I have tried to point 
out that standard interpretations of certain discourse patterns were flawed because of this 
overestimation of the importance of the clause as a basic unit and the underestimation of the 
pragmatic and cognitive weight of individual constituents.  
A comparison between speech in contemporary languages like English or French and 
Ancient Greek literature, shows that many segments that would be a separate clause in 
English, are in Greek a non-clausal constituent. A good case in point is the interpretation of 
participles as necessarily backgrounded or subordinate with respect to a finite verb, as 
mentioned in section (1d) here above: it is easy to show that Events conveyed by participles 
in Greek narratives often are part of the very backbone of the plot (cf. section 21.1 above). 

                                                             
435 Also note the pervasiveness of prosodic issues in general (clitization and appositivity, intonational 
sandhi, prosodic heaviness, focus, ...), throughout the analyses in this book. The fact that prosody plays 
such an important role in the analysis of prose may in se already be an indication as to its kinship to 
speech.  
436 The (now endangered) ways of teaching Classics within traditional educational systems has/had, of 
course, a number of advantages as well, which, however, in my opinion have less to do with the actual 
contents of what is/was being transmitted than with the shamelessly elitist ways in which the 
transmission takes/took place. 
437 Cf. Kurzová’s remarks on this topic, as quoted in section 10.4.4 in this book, and Dover’s remarks 
on ‘dispensability’, as discussed in section 10.3. 
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Similarly, I have argued that demonstratives and various markers are much more often 
focused and colon-autonomous than is commonly assumed.438  
On the other hand, a clause-based reading of Ancient Greek also tends to obscure the fact 
that pragmatic structures often have a much wider scope than the single clause, for instance 
in the case of the scope of Topics and Markers (cf. my remark on this matter in paragraph 
(1d) here above). 

The bias towards grammatical relations over pragmatic ones against which I am arguing here 
also shows through in the way standard translations represent Ancient Greek discourse. The 
habit of translating syntactic relations, with the syntactic sentence as its encompassing unit, 
often leads to very complicated texts with several levels of syntactic embedding. This type 
of text is rather hard to process even in a written format and it is hard to conceive how such 
texts could ever be functional as oral performances. However, the fact that syntactic 
cohesion in Ancient Greek is essentially generated by a rich morphology (which underlies 
the relative autonomy of individual words) is functionally equivalent to the abundant use of 
pronouns and other anaphoric devices in modern languages, rather than to abundant 
syntactic subordination.  
I obviously do not want to suggest that the kind of experimental colon per colon translations 
I offered in section 11 should be considered a serious alternative to standard translation 
practices, but the analyses presented in this book (including the above remarks) may serve as 
a contribution to, or starting point for, further reflection on what aspects of the structure of 
Ancient Greek discourse should be conveyed by modern translations.  
 

 (3)  On pragmatic variation and genre 

Throughout Part III, ‘genre’ proved to be a pervasive aspect, both as a structural part of the 
conceptual framework that was developed, and as an important factor in the actual analysis 
of various aspects of the excerpts. 

(a)  On the theoretical level, several ideas presented in section 13 may have a bearing on the 
notion of ‘genre’ as a discourse-analytical concept. Most importantly, ‘discourse genre’ can 
be viewed as the ‘verbal’ application of the more general holistic notion of ‘action-type’, 
pre-determining a number of structural features of discourse, including the macrostructural 
features of the P-tree, the different categories of content-items that are relevant within it, and 
the roles of the personae participating in it. As such, it also accounts for the seamless 
embedding of the ‘textual’ aspect of discourse in its ‘non-textual’ pragmatic context.  

(b)  As for my application of this concept to the corpus, the analyses in sections 14-20 showed 
that many structural features of the texts could be accounted for in terms of more general 
genre-related characteristics. In some cases, it was pointed out that these characteristics were 
culture-specific. 
In the case of Lysias, many structural features of the texts (including very local ones such as 
the recurrent contrast between me/we and him/them) had to be accounted for by referring to 
content-inheritance from the highest levels of the relevant P-tree, i.e. the encompassing 
practice of the trial within which the discourse was embedded. Furthermore, the rhetorical 
tradition of pleading in court clearly pre-determined the overall structure of the speeches, 
including structural patterns at a fairly local level. Finally, I also pointed out that some 
                                                             
438 See, for instance, my discussion of Dover’s assessment of the ‘dispensability’ of such items in 
sections 10.3 and 21.4.  
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passages (even in Lysias) show idiosyncratic rhetorical patterns that seem artificial to us, 
involving multiply embedded contrasts, some of which were semantically and pragmatically 
vacuous; interestingly, these patterns did not show all the habitual pragmatic features that 
our typology ascribes to ‘natural’ contrasts.439 
As for Plato, the genre-related issues are much more difficult to assess, in several ways. For 
instance, the production and performance/consumption modes of Platonic dialogue as a 
literary genre and the way it is embedded in encompassing cultural practices are much less 
self-evident than in the case of Lysias’ speeches. Furthermore, it remains to be seen to what 
degree the structural patterns we observe in these dialogues are representative of real-life 
contemporary practices respectively purely literary devices. Still, my analyses uncovered a 
few interesting aspects that might shed light on a few genre-related aspects of Plato’s work. 
Thus, I pointed out a number of commonalities between the patterns depicted in these texts 
and real-life conversational practices (e.g. the ritualized character of macrostructural pre-
sequences), but also some less familiar aspects, such as their tendency to be strictly binary 
even if more participants are supposed to be present. The question arises as to whether and 
how this is related to real-life conversational genres. 
I also noted that the contributions of the different participants in terms of their pragmatic 
functions often are direct reflections of the pre-determined roles that they play within that 
genre of conversation, not unlike what can be observed in real-life conversation (think, for 
instance, of the case of doctor-patient interactions). In the case of Platonic dialogue, the most 
important aspect in this respect may be the distinction between the ‘persona doctoris’ 
(Socrates resp. the Stranger) and the ‘persona discipuli’, which Platonic dialogue seems to 
share with various Ancient and modern didactic genres. 
 

 (4)  On editorial practice and Classical scholarship 

Throughout this book, I have emphasized the idea that the various endeavors undertaken 
were subservient to the general aims and practices of traditional Classical scholarship. As 
was suggested to me concerning a previous version of my work,440 it seemed appropriate to 
include a few remarks on accentuation, punctuation and editorial practice in general.441 I will 
also add a summary assessment as to how the results of my research contribute to, or are 
embedded, in Classical scholarship as such. 

(a)  Accentuation  
Issues of accentuation intervene with the subject matter of this book in a number of ways, 
most importantly: (i) in the definition of clisis and appositivity in morphological resp. 
phonological terms (see sections 1.1(2) and 7.1 above); (ii) on a more practical level, in that 
the difference between unfocused/postpositive and focused/Mobile allomorphs of the same 
lexeme often corresponds to a mostly conventional orthographic difference between enclitic 
and orthotonic.  
As for (i), I would like to suggest that my speculations on the morphological status of 
articles, prepositions and postpositive particles in section 7.1 may have something to 
contribute to the debates on clisis as such. To the extent that I am right in positing that /p/-
                                                             
439 I also pointed out repeatedly that it seems to be a culture-specific feature of Ancient Greek 
discourse to organize even natural-sounding narratives by means of contrasts where we would not 
normally perceive such contrasts.  
440 Rijksbaron, personal communication 2004. 
441 Readers interested in these aspects may want to consult the relevant lemmata in the English index. 
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prepositives and /q/-postpositives show affix-like behavior in many of their uses, questions 
arise as to the validity of the conventional/traditional orthotonic spelling of these forms.  
As for (ii), my exploration of the corpus by means of a database yielded a number of cases in 
which the habit of spelling indefinites and various pronouns as clitic lead to an 
underestimation of the frequency of focused instances.  

(b) Punctuation  
Editorial punctuation was of great importance for Part I of this book, in that it was the only 
formal aspect of the texts that could serve as a starting point for the investigation of 
discourse boundaries in the context of a large-scaled and partially quantitative approach to 
the corpus. Of course, it was clear from the outset that editorial punctuation is not supposed 
to offer a segmentation of the text at the level of the colon: punctuation is a self-contained 
traditional orthographic practice which fits quite well with our traditional reading habits and 
the traditions in the field of Classical scholarship. However, I would like to suggest that 
editorial punctuation could do a better job at helping us achieve a more ‘natural’ reading of 
the texts than is presently the case. For instance, my observations in paragraph (2) here 
above would suggest that a somewhat less extensive use of the full stop in favor of the colon 
(the punctuation mark, not the discourse unit) and a somewhat more extensive use of the 
comma (e.g. marking participial VPs on a par with subordinate clauses) would be worth 
considering.  

(c) Text editions and linguistic research 
Apart from the above considerations, both the macroscopic corpus-based approach to word 
order (Part I) and the microscopic close reading of a number of excerpts (Part II and Part III) 
gave rise to numerous occasions on which the main text presented by standard editions 
(TLG) was found to be blatantly wrong or at least unfounded.442 This observation highlights 
the importance of the continuity between traditional scholarship and linguistic research on 
Classical languages.  

(d) Classical scholarship and discourse analysis 
In paragraph (3) of the Preface I already pointed out that traditional Classical scholarship 
and the more recent discourse-analytical approach in the ethno-tradition of, for instance, 
Wallace Chafe, have a number of features in common, most importantly the fact that they 
involve a very close reading of, and a holistic approach to, the corpus they deal with. 
Throughout my analyses, I have tried to emphasize the contributions of the approach taken 
in terms of how they affect our reading of the texts. Thus, I would like to think that the 
analyses presented in section 11 and in sections 14-20 are not only an illustration of the 
methodological and theoretical points I wanted to make, but also stand on their own as a 
(albeit specialized) commentary contributing to a better understanding of the texts analyzed.  
 

 (5)  Final assessment  

In this book, I hope to have shown the following (besides a number of technical points on a 
wide range of matters of detail): 
-  that the Colon Hypothesis is a fruitful basis for the investigation of Greek word order, 

having a wide range of consequences for the description and theory of word order and 
sometimes offering a novel approach to long-standing issues;  

                                                             
442 Especially the Lysias edition by Albini showed a surprising number of editorial interventions. See 
also section 1.2.1(3) above. See also the lemma ‘Textual criticism’ in the English index. 
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-  that a colon-based approach to Ancient Greek discourse yields -generally speaking- 
satisfactory results and opens the door to cognitive approaches that highlight the ‘oral’ 
features of this type of discourse;  

-  that the analytical tools introduced (both the segmentation procedures and the practical 
approach to discourse coherence embodied in the P-tree device) can make a substantial 
contribution to the traditional concerns of Classical philology in that they uncover a 
number of aspects of the Ancient Greek texts which may be crucial to understanding 
them as the reflection of the discourse they are intended to convey.  

The book has also obvious and inevitable limitations: the gap between the empirical results 
and the theoretical aspects of the research has not always been satisfactorily bridged in the 
present presentation, the existing (especially very recent) literature in the various relevant 
fields has not always been processed adequately and I have not been able do justice to a 
number of approaches that might have enriched the materials presented here, some 
anomalies in the formal presentation of the book could have found better solutions than is 
presently the case, etc. Most of these flaws are due to specific aspects of the book’s genesis, 
as well as to the fact that it has a very wide scope (perhaps still too wide for a monograph, 
despite my efforts to focus more consistently on practical matters related to Ancient Greek 
and to eliminate as much as possible the purely theoretical aspects of my research), dealing 
with a large array of phenomena and aspects, and including both empirical and theoretical-
methodological endeavors.  

I have stated from the outset (see paragraph (6) of the Preface) and I would like to repeat 
here that the main raison d’être of this book is not so much that it aims to ‘prove’ specific 
hypotheses (except perhaps the Colon Hypothesis in its most general formulation), nor to 
demonstrate a particular approach to any of the subject-matters addressed (although it 
obviously does that as well), but rather that it contains a substantial amount of somehow 
interesting material (both at the level of the empirical data and at the level of methodological 
and theoretical reflection) that would otherwise have remained unpublished.443 

 

                                                             
443 My recent research activity (since 2006) has been focusing on philosophical aspects that ensued 
from further reflection on the various theoretical aspects of the P-tree device (e.g. on the parallelism 
between discourse and non-verbal action and on the relation between the pragmatic structure of an 
action and the cognitive contents involved in it), hinted at in section 13 of this book. Before embarking 
on this new ‘research project’ (so to speak), I wanted to publish my material concerning Ancient Greek. 
This is what this book is. 
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Index of tables 
As a lot of crucial information (especially in Part I) is contained within a fairly large number of tables and the 
next few indices will contain references to these tables, I present a list of all the tables in this book with a 
reference to the exact section in which they occur, for the sake of ease of reference. 

Table  Section 
Table 0.1a: Fraenkel’s colon typology (Marshall 1987, 11-12) 0.1.3(init) 
Table 0.1b: a typology for Fraenkel’s colon-type E (Fraenkel 1965, 12-30) 0.1.3(2) 
Table 0.1c: a typology for Fraenkel’s colon-type F “Kurzkola” (Fraenkel 1965, 41-49) 0.1.3(3) 
Table 0.1d: a provisional and partial revision of Fraenkel’s colon typology 0.1.3(5) 
Table 0.2a: Symbols Used in Transcriptions of Speech (see Chafe 1994, xiii) 0.2.1(1) 
Table 0.2.4a: IUs and GUs (Croft 1995, 845) 0.2.4(2a) 
Table 0.2.4b: IUs and GUs (own recorded speech corpus) 0.2.4(2a) 
Table 0.2.4c: a typology of IUs (Cruttenden 1986/1997, 68-73) 0.2.4(4) 
Table 0.3.2: the notions of ‘colon’ and ‘IU’ 0.3.2(1) 
Table 0.3.4: Simon Dik’s Focus-typology in terms of ‘communicative point’ (Dik 1989, 282-
285) 

0.3.4(1c) 

Table 1.1: word classes 1.1(3) 
Table 1.2a: P1, P2, P-ult and autonomy for ‘any word X’ 1.2.2(1) 
Table 2.0a: autonomy 2.0(init) 
Table 2.0b: autonomy (/p/ and /q/ invisible) 2.0(init) 
Table 2.0c: autonomy (introductives) 2.0(2) 
Table 2.0d: autonomy (introductives), /p/ and /q/ invisible 2.0(2) 
Table 2.1a: P1-tendencies of introductives 2.1(init) 
Table 2.1b: Clusters of introductives 2.1(3) 
Table 2.4a: /p q/; not /p r/ 2.4(init) 
Table 2.4b: /p q M/ vs. /p M q/ 2.4.2(init) 
Table 2.4c: /p q M/ vs. /p M q/ 2.4.2(1) 
Table 3.1: /q r/ vs. /r q/ 3.1(init) 
Table 3.2a: clusters of /q/-particles 3.2(1) 
Table 3.2b: clusters of /q/-particles 3.2(2) 
Table 3.3: clusters of /r/ 3.3(init) 
Table 4.1a: P2-tendency of /q/-particles 4.1(1) 
Table 4.1b: /[ X q q (q...)/ 4.1(2) 
Table 4.1c: /[ p (p..) M q (q...)/ 4.1(3a) 
Table 4.1d: P2-tendency of /q/-particles: /O/-introductives in P1 4.1(4) 
Table 4.1e: P2-tendency of /q/-particles (summary) 4.1(5) 
Table 4.1f: P2-tendency of different /q/-particles 4.1(6-init) 
Table 4.1g: /q/-particles in P2 following an /O/-introductive in P1: /[ O q/ 4.1(6c) 
Table 4.2a: P2-tendency of /r/-postpositives (hypothesis 1) 4.2(1) 
Table 4.2b: P2-tendency of /r/-postpositives (hypothesis 2), /p/ and /q/ invisible 4.2(2) 
Table 4.2c: P2-tendency of /r/-postpositives (hypothesis 2): clusters of /r/ reduced 4.2(3) 
Table 4.2d: P2-tendency of /r/-postpositives (hypothesis 2): /O/-introductives in P1 4.2(4-init) 
Table 4.2e: P2-tendency of different /r/-postpositives 4.2(7) 
Table 4.2f: /r/-postpositives in P2 (summary) 4.2(8a) 
Table 4.2g: /r/-postpositives in P2, /[ O r/ 4.2(8b) 
Table 5a: non-lexical sub-classes of the class of /M/-mobiles 5(init) 
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Table 5.0a: autonomy (mobiles) 5.0(init) 
Table 5.1a: P1-tendencies for potentially preferential non-lexical /M/ 5.1(init) 
Table 5.2a: P2-tendency of verbs 5.2.1(init) 
Table 5.2b: P1-tendency of verbs 5.2.2(init) 
Table 5.2c: P-ult-tendency of verbs 5.2.3 
Table 6.2a: X + ên 6.2(1) 
Table 6.2b: X + indefinite 6.2(2) 
Table 6.2c: /O q/ 6.2(3) 
Table 6.3a: ên occurring in a formula 6.3(1) 
Table 6.3b: ên adjacent to the verb 6.3(2) 
Table 6.3c: verb+ên, with ên in P2 6.3(3) 
Table 6.3d: X+ên+verb, with ên part of a formulaic string 6.3(3) 
Table 7.0a: appositivity/autonomy constaints (overview) 7.0(1) 
Table 7.0b: adjacency constaints (overview) 7.0(2) 
Table 7.0c: position rules (overview) 7.0(3) 
Table 7.0d: differences between /q/-particles (overview) 7.0(4c) 
Table 7.3a: words in P1 per lexical class (% of segment-beginnings) 7.3(1-init) 
Table 7.3b: /O/-introductives in P1 (% of segment-beginnings) 7.3(1a) 
Table 7.3c: preferential mobiles in P1 (% of segment-beginnings) 7.3(1b) 
Table 7.3d: summary: introductives and special mobiles in P1 (% of segment-beginnings) 7.3(1c) 
Table 7.3e: non-preferential mobiles in P1 (% of segment-beginnings) 7.3(1d) 
Table 7.3f: the P1-rule (summary): introductives in P1; /q/-particles in P2 (% of segment-
beginnings) 

7.3(1f) 

Table 7.3g: words per lexical class in P-ult (% of segment-endings) 7.3(2) 
Table 7.3h: non-preferential mobiles in P-ult (%) of segment-endings) 7.3(2) 
Table 8.1: lexical classes (review) 8.1 
Table 22.2: a provisional typology of coherence relations (overview) 22.2 
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Index of coherence relations (ad Part III) 
As a number of lemmata in the English Index would otherwise have been cluttered to the point of becoming 
very difficult to use, I offer a separate Index of examples of the coherence relations introduced in section 13, 
as they occurred throughout the analyses in Part III (sections 14 to 20). The keywords are sorted according to 
the typology used in section 13.3 (with a number of more or less ad hoc sub-types for ease of reference). 
Cross-speaker coherence relations (e.g. Adjacency pairs) have been subsumed under the other headings, in 
conformity with the theoretical stance taken on the matter (see section 13.3.4(2)). As for the macro-structural 
patterns discussed in 13.3.5, see section 14 for an example of a forensic speech and section 17(init), for a 
probable example of an embedded narrative structure.  

 
 (1) Symmetrical patterns 

  (1a) Contrasts 
node-type (coherence relation) section node notes 
Contrast 16.2 L  
Contrast  16.2 Z  
Contrast 18.2 A  
Contrast  18.2 E  
Contrast 18.2 H  
Contrast 18.2 J  
Contrast  18.2 K  
Contrast 19.2 R  
Contrast 19.2 T  
Contrast (agent-switch in narrative) 16.2 D  
Contrast (agent-switch in narrative) 17.3 B  
Contrast (comparison) 19.2 P  
Contrast (correlative pattern) 18.2 N  
Contrast (correlative pattern) 19.2 G  
Contrast (correlative pattern) 20.2 P  
Contrast (empty) 17.3 K  
Contrast (negative-positive) 16.2 X  
Contrast (negative-positive) 17.2 Q  
Contrast (negative-positive) 18.2 F  
Contrast (rhetorical contrast / false contrast) 18.2 I  
Contrast (topic-switch in narrative) 15.2 J  

  (1b) Lists and chains 
node-type (coherence relation) section node notes 
Chain 16.2 K coordinated Settings (?) 
Chain 17.1 C coordinated Settings 
Chain 17.1 L coordinated Settings 
Chain 17.2 C excerpts of reported speech 
Chain 17.3 O or perhaps Afterthought? 
Chain 19.2 K polyadic question 
Chain 20.2 O argument-chain 
Chain 20.2 Ac argument-chain, restatement 
Chain (restatement) 17.3 G cyclus 
Chain (restatement) 19.2 Q interlocutor -switch 
Chain (restatement) 19.2 X  
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Chain (Topic-chain) 20.2 G  
Chain (Topic-chain) 20.2 I  
List 16.2 O  
List 20.2 E  

  (1c) Plots 
node-type (coherence relation) section node notes 
Plot 15.2 A  
Plot 15.2 D  
Plot 15.2 G  
Plot 15.2 H  
Plot 16.2 A  
Plot 16.2 G  
Plot 16.2 H  
Plot 16.2 S  
Plot 17.2 M  
Plot 20.2 X metaphorical plot in expository 

context 
Plot 20.2 Ab metaphorical plot in expository 

context 
 

 (2) Theme-Rheme patterns 

  (2a) Marker – Content 
node-type (coherence relation) section node notes 
Marker-Content 15.2 I  
Marker-Content 16.2 B  
Marker-Content 17.1 A  
Marker-Content 17.2 L  
Marker-Content 17.3 A  
Marker-Content 17.3 F  
Marker-Content 18.2 L epistemic or merely structural? 
Marker-Content 18.2 M epistemic or merely structural? 
Marker-Content 19.2 N  
Marker-Content 20.2 C  
Marker-Content 20.2 Q  
Marker-Content (epistemic) 17.3 L  
Marker-Content (epistemic) 17.3 M  
Marker-Content (illocutionary) 19.2 D  
Marker-Content (illocutionary) 19.2 L  
Marker-Content (illocutionary) 20.2 D  
Marker-Content (interactional) 17.2 D  
Marker-Content (interactional) 19.2 C  
Marker-Content (interactional) 19.2 E  
Marker-Content (pre-sequence) 17.2 F  
Marker-Content (cross-speaker) 19.2 I  
Marker-Content (cross-speaker) 19.2 J  
Marker-Content (cross-speaker) 19.2 S  
Marker-Content (cross-speaker) 20.2 B  
Marker-Content (cross-speaker) 20.2 Ae  
Marker-Content (reporting-reported) 15.2 E  
Marker-Content (reporting-reported) 16.2 V  
Marker-Content (reporting-reported) 17.1 M  
Marker-Content (reporting-reported) 19.2 W  
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  (2b) Topic – Comment 
node-type (coherence relation) section node notes 
Topic-Comment 15.2 B  
Topic-Comment 15.2 C  
Topic-Comment 15.2 F  
Topic-Comment 15.2 K  
Topic-Comment 15.2 L  
Topic-Comment 16.2 E  
Topic-Comment 16.2 F  
Topic-Comment 16.2 M  
Topic-Comment 16.2 N  
Topic-Comment 16.2 Q  
Topic-Comment 16.2 R  
Topic-Comment 17.1 F  
Topic-Comment 17.2 J  
Topic-Comment 17.2 O  
Topic-Comment 17.3 C  
Topic-Comment 17.3 D  
Topic-Comment 18.2 B  
Topic-Comment 18.2 C  
Topic-Comment 20.2 H  
Topic-Comment 20.2 R  
Topic-Comment 20.2 S  
Topic-Comment 20.2 T  
Topic-Comment 20.2 U  
Topic-Comment (cross-speaker) 19.2 A  
Topic-Comment (cross-speaker) 20.2 A super-topic - series of sub-topics 
Topic-Comment (cross-speaker) 20.2 J  

  (2c) Setting – Event 
node-type (coherence relation) section node notes 
Setting-Event 16.2 C  
Setting-Event 16.2 T  
Setting-Event 16.2 U  
Setting-Event 17.1 B  
Setting-Event 17.1 I  
Setting-Event 17.2 A  
Setting-Event 17.2 H  
Setting-Event (argumentative) 18.2 D  
Setting-Event (argumentative) 18.2 G  
Setting-Event (argumentative) 20.2 W  
 

 (3) Pragmatic subordination: Elaboration patterns 
node-type (coherence relation) section node notes 
Elaboration 17.1 E  
Elaboration 17.1 H  
Elaboration  17.2 B afterthought or description? 
Elaboration 17.2 P  
Elaboration 17.3 H  
Elaboration 20.2 F  
Elaboration (afterthought) 17.1 G  
Elaboration (afterthought) 17.3 P  
Elaboration (afterthought) 18.2 O postposed setting 
Elaboration (afterthought) 18.2 P postposed setting 
Elaboration (afterthought) 19.2 H  
Elaboration (afterthought) 19.2 M  
Elaboration (Comment-Topic) 17.2 I  
Elaboration (Comment-Topic) 17.2 N  
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Elaboration (Comment-Topic) 20.2 N emphatic fronting 
Elaboration (Comment-Topic) 20.2 Z emphatic fronting 
Elaboration (description) 16.2 J  
Elaboration (digression) 17.1 D  
Elaboration (digression) 17.2 E  
Elaboration (disambiguation / specification) 19.2 B  
Elaboration (disambiguation) 17.2 K  
Elaboration (explanation) 20.2 K Elaboration-cascade  
Elaboration (explanation) 20.2 M Elaboration-cascade  
Elaboration (explanation) 20.2 V  
Elaboration (explanation) 20.2 Y  
Elaboration (explanation) 20.2 Ad descriptive afterthought 
 

 (4) Problematic and/or idiosyncratic cases 
 section node notes 
 16.2 I Setting-Event (or Plot?) 
 16.2 P Plot (or Contrast?) 
 16.2 W Contrast (?) 
 16.2 Y Topic-Comment (?) 
 17.1 J Topic-Comment (?) 
 17.1 K Topic-Comment (?) 
 17.2 G Contrast (negative-positive) or Elaboration? 
 17.3 E Plot, Chain or Elaboration? 
 17.3 I Plot or Chain? 
 17.3 J Plot or Chain? 
 17.3 N Setting-Event or Topic-Comment? 
 19.2 F Topic-Comment or Marker-Content (interactional)? 
 19.2 O Setting-Event (argumentative) or Chain? 
 19.2 U reporting-reported, but contrastive reporting 
 19.2 V reported-reporting due to emphatic fronting / chiasmus 
 20.2 L Marker-Content? 
 20.2 Aa Setting-Event (argumentative)? 
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Index locorum 
All passages from Greek authors quoted in the text are included (errors aside), whether they are analyzed in a 
more or less detailed way or only quoted as an example of a certain phenomenon, including references 
included in quotations. Asterisks (*) refer to sections in which the passage (or a phenomenon that occurs 
within it) is specifically commented upon to some degree of depth or width. 

Aeschylus  

Agamemnon 1018: 0.1.3(Table 0.1a), 0.1.3(4) 
Eumenides 529: 6.1(5-init) 

Supplices 1054: 2.4(init)  

Aristophanes  

Aves 1679: 0.1.3(1) 
Lysistrata  341: 0.1.3(3-Table 0.1c) 

Nubes 1172-1175: 10.1.3(1a-ftn) 
Ranae 599-601: 10.1.3(1a-ftn) 

Aristotle  

Rhetorica 1409-1410: 10.4.4* 

Demosthenes  

4 16: 0.1.3(2-Table 0.1b) — 31: 0.1.3(Table 0.1a) 
21 25: 0.1.4(1)  

Hermogenes  

De inventione 4,8: 20.2(2c) 

Herodotus  

1 6,2: 0.3.1(c) — 8,1: 0.3.1(c) — 10,2: 0.1.2(2), 10.2.4(1-ftn) — 11,2: 0.3.1(c) — 42,1: 
0.1.3(Table 0.1a) —166,1: 0.3.1(c) — 188,1: 0.3.1(c)  

2 148: 11.6(6a) 
3 81,2: 10.3(3-ftn) 
4 119,2: 0.1.3(Table 0.1a) — 126: 0.3.1(c) 
6 98,3: 0.1.3(Table 0.1a) 

Hippocrates  

Ant. Med. 5,5: 0.1.3(4) 

Homer  

Ilias 1.198: 0.1.2(3-ftn) 
Odyssea 2.379: 0.1.4(1) 

Isaeus  

3 51: 0.1.3(Table 0.1a) 

Lysias  

1 overall structure: 14* — 1-3: 14.1(1)* — 1-5: 14.1* — 1: 0.1.1(2), 10.4.1, 14.4 — 2: 14.4 
— 3: 10.2.4(3c), 21.2(d), 21.3(2c) — 4-5: 14.1(2)*, 21.3(2d), 10.2.1(3), 10.2.4(4b), 14.4 — 
5: 21.3(2g) — 6-28: 14.2* — 6-8: 14.2(1)* — 6: 14.4, 21.3(2d) — 7: 0.1.3(5-Table 0.1d), 
10.2.4(2), 14.4 — 9-27: 14.2(2)* — 9: 0.1.2(1b), 0.1.3(5-Table 0.1d), 0.1.3(5-Table 0.1d), 
10.2.3(1), 10.2.3(3), 10.2.4(3c), 10.2.4(3c), 14.4, 21.3(2e), 5.2.1(2) — 11: 14.4, 21.3(2a) — 
14: 14.4, 17.3(ftn) — 15-17: 17* — 15: 0.1.2(1b), 3.3(b), 5.2.2(3a), 10.1.3(init), 10.2.1(2a), 
10.2.3(3), 10.2.4(2), 10.2.4(init), 11.3.1*, 13.3.2(1a), 14.4, 17.1*, 21.2(f), 21.3(2a), 21.3(2c), 
21.3(2c-ftn) — 16: 5.2.2(3b), 6.1(2e), 10.2.3(1), 10.2.4(5), 10.2.4(5), 10.2.5(2b), 11.3.2*, 
13.3.2(1a), 17.2*, 21.3(2c), 21.3(2d), 21.3(2e) — 17: 11.3.3*, 13.3.2(1a), 14.4, 17.3*, 
17(init-ftn), 21.3(2c) — 18: 6.1(3b), 17(init-ftn), 21.3(2a), — 19: 10.1.2(b), 10.2.1(4) — 21: 
10.2.4(4b) — 22: 6.1(2e), 21.1(3-ftn), 21.1(3), 21.3(2a) — 23: 0.1.2(1a), 0.1.2(1b), 0.1.3(5-
Table 0.1d), 2.2(1), 4.2(9), 5.2.2(init), 7.1(3), 7.2(2a-2b), 10.2.3(3), 10.2.4(init), 10.2.4(1a), 
11.1*, 14.4, 15*, 21.1(2c), 21.1(3), 21.2(a), 21.3(2b), 21.3(2c-ftn) — 24: 10.2.4(1a) — 25-
26 -21.3(2b) — 25: 10.2(init), 10.2.4(init), 10.2.4(1a), 14.4 — 27-28: 14.2(3)* — 27: 14.4 
— 28-36: 14.3(1)*, 21.3(2a) — 28: 2.0(2c), 14.4, 21.3(2e), 21.3(2f-ftn) — 29: 14.4 — 30: 
10.2.4(4b) - 14.4 — 32: 10.2.4(4b), 14.4 — 34: 14.4, 21.3(2g) — 37-46: 14.2(3), 14.3(2)* 
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— 37: 14.4, 21.3(2a) — 39: 14.4 — 40: 14.4 — 41: 11.1(ftn), 14.4, 21.1(2c) — 42: 4.2(4b) 
— 43: 14.4, 21.3(2c) — 45: 3.1(1b), 6.2(1b) — 47-50: 14.4* — 47: 14.4, 21.3(2e) — 49: 
3.1(1b), 6.2(1a) 

2 1: 10.1.3(2c), 10.2.1(3), 10.2.4(4b) — 2: 2.4.3(2c) — 9: 2.2(1) — 16: 2.0(1) — 25: 
0.1.1(2)— 40: 4.1(3a), 10.4.3 — 54: 2.4.2(init) — 55: 4.1(7a) — 77: 10.2.1(4) — 81: 2.2(2a) 

3 5: 5.0(a) — 8: 10.2(init), 10.2.1(2b), 10.2.1(4) — 11-14: 16(init) — 12: 2.4.1(1a) — 14-15: 
21.3(2c) — 14: 21.3(2g) — 15-16: 21.1(2b), 21.2(e) — 15-17: 11.2*, 13.1.4(3), 16*, 
21.1(2c), 21.1(3), 21.3(2a) — 15: 0.1.2(1a), 0.1.3(2-Table 0.1b), 0.1.3(5-Table 0.1d), 
1.2.1(2), 4.1(7a), 5.0(a), 7.1(3), 10.2.4(2), 21.1(2a-ftn), 21.1(3), 21.3(2a), 21.3(2c) — 16: 
0.3.2(2b), 10.2.1(2a), 10.2.4(1b) — 17: 5.1(2), 10.1.3(init) — 18: 16.2(2-ftn) — 19: 3.3(b) 
— 21: 10.2.5(1) — 22: 10.1.1(e) — 25: 10.2.3(2) — 26: 0.1.3(3-Table 0.1c), 10.2.4(3d) — 
30: 4.1(4) — 36: 21.2(g) — 37: 10.2.4(1a) — 40: 0.1.3(3-Table 0.1c) — 40: 10.2.4(3e) — 
44: 2.0(2c), 10.2.4(3d), 10.2.5(2d) — 45: 10.2.4(2) — 47: 10.1.3(1a)  

4 8: 0.1.3(5-Table 0.1d), 2.4.2(2-init-ftn), 10.2.2, 10.2.4(init), 10.2.5(1-ftn) — 10: 4.2(4b), 
5.1(1a), 10.1.3(2c) — 19: 6.1(2a) 

5 4: 5.2.3(ftn)  
6 7: 10.1.3(2a), 10.2.3(3) — 12: 5.1(1b), 10.2.4(init), 10.2.4(3a) — 13: 2.4.1(2b) — 34: 

10.2.1(4-ftn) — 35: 1.1(3-Table 1.1-ftn) — 38: 10.2.4(3d) — 50: 5.2.2(2) 
7 14: 5.0(a) — 23: 5.1(2), 10.1.3(1d) — 29: 5.1(2) — 33: 10.2.4(3d) — 37: 2.4.2(init) 
8 2: 2.4.3(1c) — 3: 6.2(3a) — 4: 4.2(4a) — 7: 3.1(1b), 6.2(1b) — 9: 10.1.3(init), 10.1.3(1c) — 

15: 4.2(9), 5.0(a), 5.1(1b), 10.2.4(3b), 10.2.4(6) — 16: 5.1(1a), 6.1(5c), 10.2.1(3) — 17: 
6.2(3a) — 19: 4.2(9) 

9 1: 2.4.3(2d) — 5: 10.1.3(1c) — 11: 10.1.3(2d) — 11: 10.2.1(2a) — 13: 10.1.1(a) — 19: 
5.1(1a), 10.2.4(1a) — 20: 2.4.2(init) — 21: 0.1.2(1a), 0.1.3(5-Table 0.1d), 10.2.1(2b), 10.4.2 

10 1: 2.1(2b), 10.1.3(1d), 10.2.4(1b), 10.2.4(2) — 2: 6.3(3b), 21.3(2f-ftn) — 9: 6.2(1d) — 15: 
4.2(4b) — 22: 5.1(1a), 10.2.2, 10.2.4(init), 10.2.4(1a), 10.4.4, 11.3.2(2a), 11.4*, 18*, 
21.3(2c), 21.3(2c-ftn), 21.3(2f), 21.4(3c) — 26: 10.4.2  

11 8: 6.1(2a)  
12 1: 10.2.5(2a), 10.2.5(2d) — 2: 2.4.3(2a), 6.2(5a), 10.2.5(2d) — 4: 10.1.1(a) — 8-9: 

10.2.4(1a) — 11: 2.4.3(1c) — 19: 2.4.1(1c) — 23: 10.1.2(b) — 23: 2.4.3(2d), 7.0.2(ftn) — 
26: 2.0(2c), 2.4.1(2a) — 28: 10.1.2(a), 10.2.1(4) — 34: 4.2(4b), 5.0(a), 10.2.1(4), 10.2.5(2a) 
— 44: 10.1.1(a) — 47: 2.4.3(2a), 6.2(5b) — 64: 4.1(7b) — 82: 2.0(2c), 6.2(1d), 10.2.4(3d) 
— 88: 10.1.3(2d) — 92: 2.4.1(1b) — 100: 2.3(2b) 

13 3: 10.2.4(4a) — 7: 4.1(7c), 10.2.5(2c) — 13: 2.4.3(2d) — 15: 2.0(2c) — 32: 6.2(5b) — 39: 
0.1.3(3-Table 0.1c) — 43: 0.1.2(1b), 10.2.3(3), 10.2.4(1a), 21.2(a) — 46: 2.0(2d), 6.2(2a), 
10.2.4(1b), 21.2(b) — 49: 2.3(2b-ftn), 10.2.5(2c) — 50: 2.0(2d), 5.0(b), 10.2.4(3e) — 57: 
21.2(a)— 63: 2.4.1(1b-ftn) — 67: 10.1.1(c) — 71: 0.1.3(2-Table 0.1b) — 75: 3.1(1a) — 86: 
3.3(a) — 90: 10.2.5(1) 

14 1: 2.1(3), 4.2(4-Table 4.2d-ftn) — 4: 0.1.1(2) — 5: 4.2(4b) — 6: 10.2.4(4b) — 17: 
10.2.5(2a) — 17: 5.1(2) — 23: 2.4.1(1c), 10.2.4(2) — 27: 10.2.1(2a), 10.2.1(2b) — 34: 
2.4(init) — 41: 10.1.1(e)  

15 3: 10.1.2(b) — 7: 5.1(2) — 10: 5.2.2(2) 
16 2: 2.4.1(2b) — 6: 10.1.3(init) — 7: 5.0(a) — 10: 2.2(2b), 4.1(3a), 7.0.4(b-ftn), 10.1.3(1d), 

10.2.1(2a), 10.2.1(2b), 10.2.2 — 16: 5.1(2) — 19: 0.1.3(2-Table 0.1b), 10.2.5(1) 
17 6: 21.1(3-ftn) — 10: 10.2.4(3e), 10: 10.2.4(5), 10.4.1 
18 4: 10.2.1(2b) — 14: 4.1(7c-ftn) — 17: 5.0(b) — 20: 2.0(2c), 2.1(2c), 6.3(3b), 10.1.3(1a), 

10.2.1(1), 10.2.4(3b) — 24: 10.1.3(2c)  
19 5: 4.2(4b) — 13: 4.1(7b), 4.1(7c), 10.2.5(2c) — 33: 3.1(1b), 6.2(1b) — 37: 4.2(4b) — 54: 

2.0(2c), 4.2(4b) — 58: 10.2.4(4b) — 59: 2.2(1) — 60: 10.1.2(a)  
20 7: 10.1.2(b) — 8: 4.2(4b) — 10: 5.1(2) — 14: 10.1.3(2a-ftn) — 16: 3.1(1b), 6.2(1b) — 30: 

3.3(b) — 32: 5.2.1(2) — 36: 2.4(init), 5.1(2) 
21 8: 10.1.3(1b) — 17: 10.1.3(2b), 10.2.4(3e), 10.2.4(3f) 
22 5: 3.1(1b), 6.2(2c) — 10: 10.1.3(init) — 13: 5.1(2) — 17: 2.2(2b), 5.1(1d), 10.2.4(3b) — 18: 

2.1(2a), 4.2(4b), 10.1.3(1b) 
23 11: 4.2(4b), 6.2(2b) — 13: 0.1.1(2), 10.1.1(c)  
24 2: 2.2(2b), 4.2(6), 6.1(2a), 7.0.4(b-ftn), 10.1.3(1a), 10.2.4(3e) — 2-3: 21.3(2d-ftn) — 3: 

10.2.4(3b) — 6: 2.1(3), 5.2.1(2) — 10: 6.1(2a) — 11: 6.3(3b), 10.1.2(b) — 24: 10.1.2(b) 
25 3: 2.4.3(2e) — 12: 3.3(a-ftn) — 13: 3.3(b) — 14: 0.1.3(3-Table 0.1c) — 23: 10.2.4(4a) — 

25: 2.2(2a), 10.2.4(4b) — 27: 10.1.1(b)  
26 4: 2.1(2b), 10.1.3(1d), 10.2.5(2a) — 7: 0.1.1(2), 0.1.2(1a), 0.1.3(5-Table 0.1d), 4.2(4a), 

5.0(a), 10.2.1(1), 10.2.4(init) — 19: 10.1.3(1a) — 21-22: 21.3(2d-ftn)  
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27 8: 10.1.3(init) — 16: 10.1.3(2a), 10.2.4(2) 
28 6: 5.1(1a), 10.2.4(3c) — 15: 5.1(2) 
29 1: 10.2.1(4) — 3: 2.2(2b) — 10: 6.2(1a) — 12: 2.4.1(1c) 
30 1: 0.1.3(3-Table 0.1c), 2.3(2a) — 4: 2.0(2c) — 6: 2.3(2b), 2.4.2(init) — 8: 5.1(2) — 15: 

2.4.2(2-init-ftn) — 16: 2.4.1(1b), 10.2.1(3) — 19: 10.1.1(c) — 20: 4.2(6), 6.1(3a), 10.1.2(c), 
10.1.2(d) — 32: 5.1(2) 

31 5: 5.2.1(2) — 6: 10.1.3(init) — 10: 4.2(4b), 6.2(2a) — 19: 10.4.2 — 25: 4.1(7b) — 26: 
7.1(5-ftn) 0— 27: 6.3(3b) — 28: 3.1(1b), 6.2(1c)  

32 18: 10.2.4(3e) — 19: 10.4.1 — 21: 4.1(4) — 26: 2.4.2(init)  
33 4: 10.1.1(a) 
34 3: 0.1.2(1b), 10.2.3(3), 10.2.4(1a) — 6: 2.1(1d) — 9: 4.1(4), 10.2.4(3b) — 11: 5.1(2), 

10.1.2(b) 

Plato  

Charmenides 155d: 0.1.3(3-Table 0.1c) — 161e: 0.1.3(2-Table 0.1b) 
Cratylus 383a-384e: 20(init-ftn) — 383b: 10.1.3(1a), 2.0(1), 5.2.1(2) — 384a: 2.4.1(2b), 4.1(3b), 

4.1(7b), 6.1(2b), 6.2(1d-ftn), 6.2(1d) 10.1.1(d), 10.1.2(c), 10.1.3(2d)— 384b: 10.2.1(4), 
2.0(2c) — 384c: 4.1(3a) — 384d-e: 10.2.5(2c) —385a-427c: 20(init) — 385c: 5.2.1(2), 
10.1.1(a) — 385d: 3.1(1b), 6.2(1a) — 385e: 10.1.2(c) — 386a: 3.1(1b), 4.1(4), 6.2(1a), 
6.2(2e), 10.2.5(2d) — 386c: 2.4.1(1a), 10.1.2(b) — 386d: 2.0(2c), 4.1(7c-ftn), 10.1.1(e), 
10.2.4(3d) — 387a: 4.1(3a) — 387b: 4.2(9) — 387b-c: 2.0(2c) — 387c: 5.2.1(2) — 387e: 
10.1.1(e) — 388b: 10.2.4(4b) — 388b-c: 4.2(9), 5.2.1(2) — 388c: 10.1.1(c), 20(init) — 
388e: 0.1.1(2), 10.2.1(1) — 389b: 10.2.5(2c) — 389d: 2.0(2c) — 390a: 4.1(7b), 10.1.2(d) — 
390b: 2.0(2b), 10.2.3(2) — 390c: 4.1(7b) — 391a: 5.1(1b), 10.2.4(3a) — 391b: 3.1(1a) — 
391b-397c: 20(init) — 391c: 2.1(3) — 391e: 6.1(3a) — 392a: 3.2(4) — 392b: 2.4.1(2a), 
2.4.2(2b) — 392c: 10.1.2(a) — 392d: 5.2.2(2) — 392e: 0.1.3(5-Table 0.1d), 10.2.4(2) — 
393b: 5.2.1(2) — 393d: 2.1(1c) — 394c: 2.1(2a), 4.1(4), 10.1.3(1b) — 394d: 2.4.2(1) — 
394e: 2.2(2b), 4.1(7c-ftn), 10.1.3(1c) — 395a: 4.2(9) — 395c: 4.2(4b) — 395e: 4.2(4b) — 
396a: 2.0(2c), 10.1.3(1c) — 397a: 2.4.1(2c) — 397b: 10.1.3(2d), 20(init) — 397b: 4.2(9) — 
397c-421c: 20(init) — 398a: 2.1(3), 2.2(2b), 3.2(4), 5.2.1(2),10.1.3(1c),10.2.2 — 398c: 
10.1.2(a) — 398e: 2.0(2b), 10.2.5(2a), 10.2.5(2b) — 399c: 6.2(1d) — 399e: 3.3(b) — 400b: 
4.1(7c),10.1.3(init), 10.1.3(1b), 10.2.4(init), 10.2.4(1b), 10.2.4(3d), 10.2.5(2c) — 400c-
408d: 20(init) — 401a: 4.2(4a), 6.2(5a) — 401b: 3.1(1b), 6.2(2c), 6.2(1d) — 401d: 3.1(1b), 
6.2(2e) — 402c: 10.4.2 — 402e: 5.0(b) — 403a: 2.4.3(2a), 6.2(5a), 10.2.5(2d) — 403b: 
2.0(2d), 10.2.4(1b), 10.2.4(3e), 10.4.1 — 403e: 4.2(6), 6.1(2c) — 405a: 0.1.1(2) — 405b: 
10.1.3(2c) — 405c: 6.2(1d-ftn), 6.2(1d) — 406a: 2.4.2(2b), 10.1.3(init) — 406d: 0.1.2(1a), 
2.0(2c), 10.2.4(3d), 10.2.5(2c) — 407c: 5.2.3(ftn) — 407d: 2.0(2c), 2.4.3(1-init-ftn) — 407e: 
4.2(4b) — 408a: 2.0(1), 2.4.2(2a), 5.2.1(2), 6.2(1d) — 408c: 5.2.2(2) — 408d: 0.1.3(5-Table 
0.1d), 10.2.4(2), 13.3.1(2) — 408d-410e: 20(init) — 409d: 10.1.3(1b-ftn), 10.2.4(4b) — 
409e: 3.2(4), 10.4.2 — 410b: 2.1(2a), 2.4.3(1a), 4.2(4b), 6.2(1d), 10.1.3(1b), 10.2.4(init) — 
410e: 2.0(2c) — 411a: 6.2(1d) — 411a-421c: 20(init) — 412a: 20.1(1) — 412b: 20.2(2c-ftn) 
— 412c : 2.4.1(2a), 20.1(1-ftn), 20.2(2c-ftn) — 413b: 2.4.1(1a), 4.2(6), 6.1(3b), 6.1(5-init) 
— 413c: 2.4.2(2-init-ftn) — 413d: 5.0(a), 5.2.2(init) — 413e: 2.1(2c-ftn), 10.4.2 — 413e-
414a: 20.2(2c-ftn) — 414a: 10.4.2 — 415a: 2.0(2c), 2.4.3(1a), 20.2(2c-ftn) — 415d: 3.1(1a) 
— 416a: 10.2.5(2c) — 416ab: 10.1.2(d) — 416e: 21.3(2e) — 416e-417b: 7.1(3), 11.6*, 20*, 
21.2(a), 21.3(2a), 21.3(2d) — 417: 10.2.4(1a) — 417a: 21.1(3), 21.3(2b) — 417b: 10.2.3(2), 
10.2.4(4a), 21.3(2g) — 417d: 10.2.3(1) — 417e: 2.4.2(2a) — 418a: 10.2.4(4b) — 419d: 
2.4.3(2e), 4.1(7c), 10.1.3(2c), 10.2.5(2c-ftn) — 420a-b: 4.1(7c), 7.0.4(c-ftn), 10.2.3(1), 
10.2.4(3b), 10.2.5(2c) — 420d: 6.2(5a) — 421c: 4.2(4b), 4.2(4b), 13.3.4(3c-ftn) — 421d: 
10.2.4(4a) — 421d-427d: 20(init) — 422a: 3.1(1a) — 422b: 3.2(2) — 423c: 6.3(3a) — 
423d: 5.2.2(2) — 424a: 2.4.1(1a–ftn), 10.1.3(2c) — 424c: 2.4.2(2b) — 426b: 5.0(a) — 
427d: 4.2(4b) — 427d-428b: 20(init-ftn) — 428b: 2.0(2c) — 428b-440e: 20(init) — 428c: 
3.3(b) — 428e-429a: 10.2.3(2) — 429c: 2.2(2b), 10.1.3(1c) — 429d: 5.0(b), 5.1(1b), 
5.2.2(init), 10.2.4(3a) — 430a: 2.4.1(1a), 4.2(4b), 6.3(3b) — 430b: 4.2(4a), 5.0(a), 5.0(b), 
10.1.3(2d) — 431a: 5.2.1(2) — 431d: 10.1.3(1d), 10.2.3(1) — 432b: 2.4.3(2d), 4.2(4a) — 
433b: 4.2(4a), 6.2(5a) — 433c: 2.4(init) — 434b: 5.1(1b), 5.1(1d), 10.2.4(3b) — 435b: 1.2.3, 
2.0(init-ftn), 2.0(2d), 2.4.3(2d), 10.1.2(b), 10.2.4(3d) — 435c: 6.2(1d) — 435d: 2.4.3(2a), 
6.2(5a), 10.2.5(2d) — 435e: 6.2(2a) — 436a: 6.1(2b), 6.1(3a) — 436c: 0.1.1(2)— 437b: 
10.2.3(2), 10.4.3 — 437c: 3.1(1a), 6.1(2a), 6.3(3b) — 437d: 2.0(2c), 10.2.5(2c) — 438c: 
2.0(2b), 6.3(3b), 10.2.4(3f), 10.2.5(2a-ftn) — 439c: 2.0(1) — 440c: 5.0(a) — 440d: 3.2(4), 
4.2(4a) — 440e: 2.4.3(2f), 2.4.3(2f-ftn), 10.1.2(b)  

Euthydemus 280e: 0.1.3(3-Table 0.1c) — 304c: 0.1.3(3-Table 0.1c) 
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Gorgias 452d: 0.1.3(2-Table 0.1b) — 454b: 0.1.3(2-Table 0.1b) 
Laches 194b: 0.1.3(3-Table 0.1c) — 199e: 0.1.3(3-Table 0.1c) — 201c: 0.1.3(2-Table 0.1b) 
Phaedo 93e: 0.1.3(4) 

Phaedrus 81c: 0.1.3(2-Table 0.1b)  
Politicus 257a: 5.1(1b) — 257a-258: 19(init) — 257c : 2.0(2b), 10.2.5(2a-ftn) — 257c-d: 19(init) — 

257d: 2.4.1(1a), 2.4.2(init) — 257d-258a: 19(init) — 258a: 5.1(1a) — 258b: 6.2(1d) — 
258d: 2.3(2b), 10.2.5(2a) — 259c: 2.0(2c) — 259d: 3.3(b) — 260a: 10.2.3(3) — 260b: 
2.4.3(2b), 6.3(3b) — 260c: 6.2(5a), 10.1.3(2d), 21.2(b) — 261d: 2.4(init), 3.3(a), 6.2(5c) — 
262a: 4.2(9) — 262b: 2.0(2b), 10.2.4(3f), 10.2.5(2a-ftn) — 262c: 3.2(4), 10.1.1(b) — 262d: 
3.1(1a) — 263a: 10.4.3 — 263c-d: 21.1(3-ftn) — 263e: 5.2.2(2) — 264a: 10.1.1(c) — 264b: 
6.2(2b) — 264d-e: 3.2(2) — 264e: 10.1.3(1b) — 265a: 2.0(1), 2.4.2(init), 4.1(3a), 5.1(1a), 
10.1.1(c), 10.1.3(2c), 10.2.2, 10.2.4(3d), 10.2.4(4a), 10.2.4(5), 10.2.5(2c) — 265b: 
2.4.2(init) — 265e: 2.3(2b), 10.2.5(2a) — 266a: 2.4.2(1)— 267c: 2.0(2c) — 268a: 6.2(1d) 
— 268d: 2.3(2b), 10.2.5(2a) — 269a: 3.2(4) — 269d: 2.4.2(init), 3.2(4) — 270b: 3.2(4) — 
270d: 4.1(7b) — 272b: 4.2(4a) — 273b: 2.4.2(init) — 275d: 2.4.3(1a) — 275e: 2.4.3(1a) — 
276c: 2.4.2(init), 4.1(7c) — 276d: 6.3(3b) — 277a: 5.2.2(2) — 277d: 0.1.2(1b), 2.3(1), 
10.2.5(2a), — 278a: 2.4.2(init) — 278c: 3.1(1c) — 279a: 4.2(6), 6.1(2a) — 279c-d: 4.1(7a) 
— 280a: 2.0(2b), 10.2.5(2a), 10.2.5(2b) — 280b: 2.4.2(init) — 281d: 4.2(4b) — 281e: 
2.4.1(1b) — 282c: 2.4.2(init), 2.4.3(2c) — 282e: 2.4.2(2b), 10.2.4(3a) — 283b: 3.1(1a), 
4.1(4) — 283c: 6.2(1d) — 283d: 2.1(3) — 283e: 4.2(4a) — 284c: 10.1.2(d) — 284e: 2.1(2a), 
10.1.3(1b) — 285d: 2.0(2c), 4.1(7c), 4.2(9), 10.2.4(3f), 21.2(e) — 285e: 3.3(b) — 286b: 
2.0(2c), 10.1.3(1c-ftn) — 287c-d: 0.1.1(2), 10.1.3(1d) — 287d: 10.1.3(2a), 10.1.3(2a) — 
288c: 4.2(4a) — 289b: 4.2(4b) — 289c: 4.2(4b) — 289d: 21.2(b) — 290e: 3.3(a), 6.2(5c) — 
291d: 3.3(a), 6.2(5c), 10.2.4(1a), 10.2.4(4b) — 292c: 4.1(3b), 6.1(2a), 10.1.3(1c), 
10.2.4(1b), 10.2.5(1) — 292e: 3.1(1b), 6.2(2d) — 293c: 3.3(a), 5.1(1b), 6.2(2b) — 294a: 
3.1(1c), 4.2(4b), 5.0(a), 5.2.2(init), 10.1.3(1a) — 294c: 3.1(1a)— 294e: 0.1.1(2), 3.2(2) — 
295d: 4.2(4b) — 296b: 3.1(1b), 6.2(2b) — 296d: 2.0(2c) — 296d-e: 10.2.5(2c-ftn) — 297c: 
1.1(3-Table 1.1-ftn) — 297e: 0.1.1(2) — 298e: 2.4.2(init) — 299a: 3.3(b) — 299c: 4.1(7c) 
— 299e: 6.2(2a) — 300b: 6.1(5b) — 300d: 3.1(1c) — 301b: 3.1(1b), 6.2(2b) — 302a: 5.0(b) 
— 302b: 3.2(4) — 302e: 21.2(a) — 303b: 2.1(1b), 10.1.3(1c) — 303e: 3.2(4) — 304c: 
4.1(7c), 6.1(4), 10.1.3(1c) — 305e: 2.4.2(2b), 6.2(1d-ftn), 10.2.5(2b) — 306a: 4.1(7c), 
10.1.1(a) — 306b: 3.2(4) — 306d: 3.3(a-ftn) — 307a: 4.1(3a) — 307b: 3.2(2-ftn)— 307c: 
2.4.2(init) — 307e: 2.4.2(init) — 308c: 4.2(4b) — 308e: 2.4.3(2c) — 309a: 2.4.2(init), 5.0(a) 
— 309c: 10.4.2 — 309d-e: 10.1.3(1b), 10.2.2 — 310a: 6.1(3a) — 310b: 3.3(a), 10.1.3(1b), 
10.1.3(1c) — 310c: 4.2(4b) — 310d: 2.0(2b), 2.4.2(2b) — 311b: 2.4.2(2a)  

Protagoras 322d: 0.1.3(2-Table 0.1b) — 323a: 0.1.3(2-Table 0.1b) — 341b: 0.1.3(3-Table 0.1c) 
Respublica 3,409a-e: 0.1.3(2-Table 0.1b) — 6,497c: 3.2(2) — 10,600b: 0.1.3(2-Table 0.1b) 

Sophista 216a: 2.0(2c), 5.1(1a), 10.2.4(2), 19(init) — 216b: 6.2(5a) — 216c: 6.1(4), 10.1.3(1c), 
10.2.5(2a), 10.4.2 — 216d: 6.2(1d), 21.3(2g) — 216d-217b: 11.5*, 13.3.4(1b), 19* — 217a: 
21.3(2b), 21.3(2f-ftn) — 217b: 10.4.3, 21.3(2c), 21.3(2g) — 217c: 4.2(4b) — 217d: 4.2(9), 
10.2.1(2b), 10.2.3(2) — 218c: 10.1.3(1d), 10.2.3(2), 13.3.3(2-ftn) — 218d: 2.4.1(2c) — 
219a: 6.2(1d), 10.1.3(1b), 10.2.1(3) — 219a-b: 10.2.3(1), 10.2.3(2) — 219b: 6.2(1d), 10.4.2 
— 219c: 2.4.2(2a), 10.1.1(a) — 219d: 6.1(5b), 10.2.4(1b), 21.2(b) — 219e: 2.2(2a), 
2.4.2(init), 10.1.3(1a) — 220a: 2.0(1), 4.2(6), 6.1(3a) 10.1.2(c), 10.2.4(1b) — 220b: 
0.1.2(1a), 5.2.2(init), 10.1.3(1b), 10.2.4(1a), 10.2.4(1b), 21.2(b) — 220c: 2.0(1), 10.2.4(1b) 
— 220d: 3.3(a), 6.2(2a) — 221b: 10.1.1(a) — 221d: 2.0(2c), 3.1(1a), 3.2(4), 4.1(7c), 
6.1(5b), 10.2.4(3f) — 223a: 2.4.2(2b), 2.4.3(2a), 4.2(6), 6.1(3a), 6.2(5a), 6.3(3b), 10.1.2(c), 
10.2.5(2d) — 223b: 0.1.2(1b), 10.2.5(2a), 10.4.2 — 223e: 2.4.3(1a) — 224b: 0.1.1(2), 
2.1(3), 2.4.2(2-init-ftn), 10.2.4(1b), 10.2.4(6) — 224c: 6.1(5a-ftn), 6.2(2a) — 224d: 4.2(4b), 
10.2.3(3-ftn) — 224e: 4.1(7c) — 225a: 6.1(5b), 10.2.4(1b), 10.2.5(2a) — 225e: 3.1(1a)— 
226a: 5.1(1b) — 226d: 2.4.2(2b), 6.1(5b) — 226e: 10.1.3(1b)— 227d: 10.1.2(b) — 228c: 
6.1(5a) — 228d: 2.4.2(2-init-ftn) — 229a: 3.3(a), 4.1(7c), 6.2(5c) — 229b: 6.2(5a) — 229c: 
4.1(7c) — 229d: 2.4.3(1c), 4.2(9) — 229e: 2.4.3(2d) — 230-231: 10.1.3(init) — 230a: 
2.0(1), 3.1(1a), 3.3(a), 6.2(5c) — 230b: 2.4.2(1), 6.1(5a) — 230e: 10.1.3(1b)— 231d-e: 
6.1(3c) — 232a: 2.4.1(2c) — 232c: 2.4.1(2b) — 232e: 10.2.5(2a) — 233a: 3.1(1a), 6.2(1b), 
6.2(3a) — 233b: 3.3(b), 6.1(5a) — 233c: 5.1(1a), 6.1(2a), 10.1.1(c), 10.1.2(b), 10.1.3(2c), 
10.2.2 — 233d: 10.2.4(4b) — 233d-e: 13.3.5(2b-ftn) — 234a: 4.2(6), 6.1(3a) — 234d-e: 
6.1(5a) — 234e: 10.2.4(2) — 235a: 3.3(b), 10.4.2 — 236c: 6.2(1d) — 236d: 4.2(4a), 4.2(4b) 
— 236e: 2.4.3(1b), 10.2.5(2a) — 237b: 2.4.2(init) — 237b-c: 10.1.3(1b) — 237d: 2.4.1(1b), 
3.3(b) — 237e: 10.1.2(b) — 238a: 2.4.3(1a), 4.2(4a), 6.1(5a) — 238d: 4.2(6), 6.1(2c) — 
239a: 10.1.3(1a), 10.1.3(1c), 10.1.3(1d), 10.1.3(2c), 10.2.1(2b) — 239b: 2.4.2(2a), 6.2(2a) 
— 239d: 10.2.4(4b) — 240b: 4.1(4) — 240c: 10.1.2(d) — 241c: 4.2(4b) — 241d: 4.1(7c-
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ftn), 4.2(4b) — 242b: 4.2(6), 6.1(2a), 10.2.5(2a) — 242d: 3.3(b) — 243c-d: 21.2(d) — 243d: 
3.1(1a) — 243e: 2.0(2c) — 244a: 2.4.1(2b) — 244b: 2.0(2c), 2.3(2a), 10.1.3(1b) — 244d: 
6.1(5a), 6.1(5b) — 244e: 2.2(1) — 245a: 10.1.1(a), 10.2.1(3), 10.2.4(1a) — 245c: 6.1(2b) — 
245d: 3.1(1c) — 245d-e: 2.4.3(2b-ftn), 10.4.2 — 246c: 3.2(4) — 247a: 2.4.3(2f) — 247c: 
2.4.1(1a) — 247d: 5.0(b) — 248b: 3.2(4) — 248c: 4.1(4) — 248d: 2.4.3(2e), 6.1(5a) — 249-
250: 10.2.1(2b) — 249a: 5.1(2), 10.1.1(e) — 249b: 6.1(5a) — 249c: 2.4.1(2a) — 250a: 
6.2(1d), 10.1.3(1b) — 250c: 10.1.1(d) — 251d: 7.2(2b-ftn), 10.1.3(init) — 251d-e: 3.3(a), 
6.2(2a) — 251e: 6.1(5a), 10.2.4(4b-ftn) — 252c: 2.4.3(1a) — 253a: 2.4.3(1a) — 253b: 
10.1.3(1b) — 253c: 2.0(2c), 10.2.3(2) — 253d: 10.2.4(1a), 21.2(e)— 253e: 2.1(2b), 4.2(9), 
5.1(1a), 10.1.3(1d) — 254a: 0.1.1(2), 4.1(7b) — 254b: 2.4.1(1a), 3.2(4), 10.1.2(b) — 254c: 
3.3(b) — 254e: 3.1(1a) — 255a: 3.1(1b), 6.2(2d), 7.0.4(c-ftn) — 255c: 6.2(1d), 10.2.4(1a) 
— 255e: 4.1(4) — 256b: 4.2(4b) — 256c: 3.2(4), 5.2.1(2) — 257b-c: 10.1.3(1d), 10.1.3(2c), 
10.2.4(5) — 257c: 6.2(1d), 10.1.2(b) — 257d: 1.1(3-Table 1.1-ftn), 5.1(1a) — 257e: 
10.1.3(1b), 10.2.4(3f) — 258a: 2.0(2c), 4.1(4), 4.1(7c), 5.1(1b), 6.1(5-init), 10.2.1(3), 
10.2.4(3a) — 258e: 2.4.3(2d) — 259b: 2.4.2(2a), 6.1(5a) — 259d: 2.0(2c) — 260a: 6.3(3b) 
— 260b: 6.3(3b), 10.1.2(a), 10.2.1(2b) — 260c: 10.2.1(2a) — 261a: 5.1(1b), 10.2.4(3a) — 
261b: 2.2(2b), 4.2(6), 6.1(2b), 10.1.3(1c) — 261c: 2.4.2(1), 2.4.3(1a-ftn), 10.2.4(3b), 
10.2.4(3b), 10.2.4(3d), 10.2.4(4b-ftn) — 261d: 3.2(4) — 261e: 3.3(b), 5.2.2(3a), 21.2(f) — 
262a: 0.1.1(2), 0.1.1(2), 0.1.2(1a), 0.1.3(5-Table 0.1d), 10.2.4(1a), 10.2.5(1), 21.2(a) — 
262d: 10.1.1(e) — 262e: 2.3(2a), 21.2(d)— 263a: 2.4.3(1c), 4.1(3b), 6.1(2a), 10.1.1(d) — 
263b: 5.0(a) — 263d: 2.3(2b-ftn) — 263e: 2.4.2(init)— 265a: 10.2.3(3) — 265b: 4.2(9), 
5.2.1(2) — 266c: 4.1(4) — 266d: 2.4.3(2d) — 266d-e: 6.1(2d), 10.2.4(4b) — 267a: 6.1(5b) 
— 267d: 4.2(4b) — 267d-e: 10.2.2, 10.2.5(1) — 267e: 2.2(3-ftn), 4.1(7c) — 268b: 2.4.2(2-
init-ftn) — 268c: 3.3(b)  

Symposium 185d: 0.1.4(1) — 190c: 0.1.4(1) 
Theaetetus 142a-143c: 19(init) — 142c: 2.1(2a), 10.1.3(1b) — 143a: 4.1(4) — 143c: 0.3.2(2a-ftn), 

2.0(2c) — 143d: 0.1.3(5-Table 0.1d), 10.2.1(1), 10.2.4(3b) — 143e: 6.2(1d) — 144a: 5.0(a), 
6.1(2d) — 144d: 0.1.1(2) — 144d-e: 0.1.3(5-Table 0.1d), 4.2(9), 10.2.1(3), 10.2.4(4b) — 
145a: 2.0(2b) — 145b: 2.4.1(2b), 4.1(7c), 6.3(3b), 10.1.1(a), 10.1.2(a), 10.1.2(b) — 145e: 
4.1(3b), 6.1(2a), 10.2.4(1a) — 146a: 3.2(4) — 146b: 2.0(2c) — 146c: 4.2(4b) — 147a: 
5.1(1b) — 147b-c: 2.3(2a), 3.1(1a)— 147d: 2.4.3(1a), 5.0(a), 5.2.2(init), 6.2(3a), 19(init) — 
148c: 3.3(a), 6.2(2e) — 148e: 10.1.3(1a)— 149a: 2.0(1), 2.0(2c), 10.2.4(3d) — 149e: 
2.0(2b) — 150b: 4.1(7a) — 151a: 2.0(2d), 10.2.4(1b) — 151b: 10.1.2(b) — 151b-c: 
2.4.1(2b)— 151c: 2.4.1(2b)— 151d: 4.2(4a) — 152c: 2.0(2c) — 152d: 2.4.2(2b) — 153a: 
2.4.2(2b) — 153d: 4.2(6), 6.1(2a) — 154b: 3.1(1b), 6.2(1c) — 154c: 2.0(2d), 10.2.4(3e) — 
154d: 2.0(2c), 2.1(2b), 10.1.3(1d), 10.2.3(3), 10.2.5(2b), 10.2.5(2c) — 154e: 5.1(1a), 
10.1.3(2c) — 155a: 6.1(5a) — 155c: 0.1.2(1a), 0.1.3(5-Table 0.1d), 2.0(2c), 10.2.1(2b), 
10.2.4(3d) — 156b: 6.1(5-init) — 156c: 4.1(7c), 6.1(5a) — 156e: 2.4.2(2a) — 158c: 5.1(1d), 
10.1.3(2a) — 158e: 3.3(a-ftn), 5.2.2(2), 10.2.4(4b) — 159a: 10.2.1(3) — 159b: 10.1.1(e) — 
159c: 0.1.3(5-Table 0.1d), 10.2.1(1) — 160a: 4.2(5-ftn), 10.1.3(2b) — 160b: 2.3(2a), 4.2(4b) 
— 160d: 3.1(1b), 6.2(1b) — 160e: 2.0(2c) — 161a: 2.0(2c), 10.2.5(2a) — 161c: 2.4.3(2c) — 
161e: 2.4.2(2b) — 162a: 3.1(1b), 6.2(1c) — 162b: 2.4.2(2b), 6.2(3a), 6.3(3a) — 163a: 
2.4.3(1a) — 163e: 2.0(1), 2.0(2d), 2.3(2a), 3.1(1a), 10.2.4(1b), 13.3.3(2-ftn), 21.2(b) — 
164a: 10.2.3(3) — 164b: 2.4.3(2d) — 164c: 6.2(3a) — 164e: 6.2(2d) — 165a: 2.3(2b), 
2.4.2(init), 4.1(3a) — 165b: 2.0(2b) — 165e: 3.2(4) — 166b: 2.2(1), 5.0(b), 5.2.2(init), 
6.1(5a) — 166c: 2.0(2c), 3.3(a), 6.2(2d) — 166d: 2.4.2(2a) — 167a: 3.1(1b), 6.2(2d) — 
167c: 2.4.2(2b) — 167d: 21.1(3-ftn) — 167e: 4.2(4b) — 168e: 6.3(3b) — 169d: 5.0(b), 
5.1(1a), 10.1.3(2d), 10.2.4(3b) — 170a: 0.1.2(1b), 2.0(2c), 10.2.3(3), 10.2.4(3d) — 170c: 
2.4.3(1a) — 170d: 2.4.1(2b) — 170e: 4.1(3b), 6.1(2c), 10.1.1(d) — 171b: 2.4.2(init) — 
171c: 2.0(2c), 2.1(3), 4.2(4b) — 171d: 2.1(3), 6.1(5-init) — 171e: 2.4.1(2b) — 172a: 2.3(1), 
6.1(5b), 10.2.5(2a) — 173b: 5.1(2) — 174b: 2.0(2c) — 174e: 3.1(1b), 6.2(2b) — 175b-c: 
7.0.4(a-ftn) — 175d: 10.1.3(2a-ftn) — 176-177: 10.2.1(4-ftn) — 176c: 6.1(5a) — 177a: 
6.1(5b) — 178a: 5.0(b), 10.1.3(2c) — 178d: 3.1(1b), 6.2(1c) — 178e: 6.3(3b) — 179c: 
6.1(5a) — 179e: 2.0(2c) — 180b: 2.0(2c) — 181a: 5.2.2(2) — 181b: 3.1(1c), 10.1.3(2b) — 
181c: 4.2(4b), 6.1(5b) — 182a: 4.2(4b) — 182b: 2.4.1(1a–ftn) — 183a: 2.0(1), 6.1(5a), 
10.2.1(3), 10.2.3(1), 10.2.4(4a) — 183b: 2.0(2c), 10.2.4(3d) — 183d: 4.2(4a), 6.2(5a), 
10.1.3(init), 10.1.3(1d), 10.2.1(1), 10.2.4(2) — 183e: 6.1(5c) — 184a: 6.3(3b), 10.2.3(3), 
10.4.2 — 184c: 10.2.5(2c) — 184d: 4.2(4a), 5.1(2), 6.2(5a) — 185a: 3.1(1b), 6.1(5a), 
6.2(2b) — 185d: 2.0(2c) — 186a: 0.1.1(2) — 186c: 2.0(2d), 2.3(2a), 4.2(4b), 10.2.4(1b) — 
186d: 3.2(4) — 186e: 10.2.4(4a), 10.2.4(5), 10.2.5(2c), 21.2(b) — 187a: 3.1(1b), 4.2(4b), 
6.2(2d) — 187c: 10.4.3 — 187c-d: 3.3(b) — 188a: 2.0(2c) — 188d: 2.4.1(2c) — 188e: 
2.4.2(2b), 2.4.3(2b) — 189a: 2.4.3(1b), 2.4.3(2b), 7.0.4(c-ftn) — 189b: 3.1(1b), 3.2(4), 
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6.2(2c) — 189c: 6.2(1d) — 190b: 2.4.2(1), 4.1(7c), 5.2.1(2) — 190c: 6.3(3a) — 191e: 
2.4.2(2b), 6.3(3b) — 192a: 4.2(4b) — 192c: 3.3(b) — 192e: 2.1(3), 5.1(1b), 10.2.4(3d) — 
193a: 3.1(1b), 6.2(1c) — 193b: 2.2(1) — 194a: 2.4.1(1c) — 195b: 2.4.1(2b), 5.1(2) — 195c: 
2.3(2b) — 195d: 2.0(2c) — 195e: 3.2(4) — 196b: 10.4.2 — 196c: 6.1(5a) — 196d: 
21.3(2d)— 197a: 3.3(a) — 197b: 3.2(4), 6.1(5a) — 197c: 6.1(5a) — 198b: 6.1(5a) — 198c: 
2.4.2(2a) — 199a: 2.1(2c), 10.1.3(1a), 10.1.3(2a) — 199b: 3.2(2) — 199c: 5.1(2) — 199e: 
5.2.3(ftn) — 200: 10.2.4(3f) — 200a: 2.0(2b), 10.2.5(2a-ftn) — 200d: 6.2(1b-ftn), 10.2.5(2c) 
— 201a: 10.2.5(2c) — 201c: 3.3(a) — 202d: 2.0(2c), 10.2.4(3f) — 203b: 0.1.3(5-Table 
0.1d), 0.1.3(5-Table 0.1d), 0.1.3(5-Table 0.1d), 2.0(2c), 2.1(2b), 10.1.3(1d), 10.2.2, 10.2.5(1-
ftn) — 203c: 6.1(4), 6.2(3a) — 204d: 7.0.4(c-ftn) — 205a: 2.0(2b), 6.1(5a), 10.1.3(1d) — 
205b: 10.1.2(a) — 205c: 4.1(7b), 6.1(4), 10.1.2(a), 10.1.3(1c) — 205d: 3.2(4), 6.1(4), 
10.1.3(1c) — 205e: 4.1(7a) — 207a: 2.4.2(init), 3.2(2) — 207c: 10.2.4(5), 10.2.5(2a) — 
208c: 10.2.4(3e) — 208e: 2.3(2b), 10.2.5(2c) — 209a: 3.1(1c), 10.2.5(2c) — 209d: 
10.1.2(d), 10.1.3(1b), 10.1.3(1c) — 209e: 2.0(1), 4.2(6), 6.1(3a), 6.3(3b) — 210a: 10.1.3(2c) 
— 210ab: 10.1.2(a) — 210b: 10.2.4(6)  

Thucydides  

1 70,4: 0.1.3(Table 0.1a) —120,1: 0.1.3(2-Table 0.1b)  
2 65: 11.3.2(1a-ftn) — 87,3: 0.1.3(Table 0.1a) 
3 56,2: 0.1.3(Table 0.1a) 
4 59,2: 0.1.3(4) 
6 9,3: 0.1.3(Table 0.1a) — 79,1: 0.1.3(4) 

Xenophon  

Anabasis 1,1,2: 0.3.1(c) — 1,2,7-8: 5.2.2(3a-ftn) 
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Greek index 
It proved to be impossible to make the selection criteria for this Greek index transparent and consistent and 
the end result is a bit of a hodge-podge (which is not unusual for Greek indices). It includes single words, but 
also lexicalized formulas and word-like units, either as a separate entry inserted alphabetically, or under the 
heading of the part of the unit that was considered topically most important. In any case, it should be used as a 
complement to the English index (the reader is advised to also look up the English keywords to which a word 
he is interested in pertains). Asterisks (*) indicate that the passage referred to contains information that is 
particularly relevant to (i) the word / expression in the lemma or (ii) the subject matter of this book. 

êgv 11.2(1b). 
ékoÊv false contrast with ırãv 11.4(2a), 18.2(2). 
éllã  Table 1.1 — colon-autonomous 0.1.3(Table 0.1c), 2.0(2c), 10.1.3(1c) — P1-tendency 

Table 2.1a — prepositive use 2.2(3-ftn), in short conjunctions 10.1.3(1c) — idiom §ãn 
pvw éllå 4.2(4b) — followed by /q/-particles éllå gãr, éllå mÆn, ... 6.2(3c) — use 
19.2(3a-ftn), 21.3(2f)* — See also Contrast in Index of coherence relations. 

êllow P1-tendency 5.1(1) — potential units Table 6.2b, êllow + tiw 6.2(2c). 
ên in clusters Table 3.3, 3.3 — P2-tendency 4.2(7), Table 4.2e — in (potential) 

formulas/units 2.4.3(3e), 3.1(1b), 4.2(4a), 6.2(1), Table 6.2a, Table 6.3a, 7.0(2e), potÉ 
ên 6.2(4a) — clinging to verb 0.1.1(3), 6.3*, Table 6.3b, Table 6.3c, Table 6.3d — 
rarely following a /p/-prepositive 2.4(init) — not in fronted colon 2.4.3 — 
morphological status 7.1(3). 

épÒ 11.6(3a), 11.6(4a). 
êra  Table 1.1, Table 2.4c — in clusters Table 3.2b — P2-tendency 4.1(6), Table 4.1f, 

Table 4.1g. 
îra  Table 1.1 — colon-autonomous (incl. combinations with /q/-particles) 2.0(2c) — in 

clusters 2.1(3) — in word order 7.0(4c)* — îra+oÈ 10.1.3(1d). 
étãr  Table 1.1 — colon-autonomous 2.0(2c), 10.1.3(1c). 
aÔ  Table 1.1, Table 2.4c, 1.2.3, 2.3(1), 2.4.2(2a), 3.1(1a), 3.2(2), 3.2(2-ftn), 4.1(6), 

7.0(1c), 7.0(4c)* — P2-tendency Table 4.1f, Table 4.1g. 
aÈtÒw / aÈt- Table 1.1, Table 5a — coding 5(1b) — autonomy Table 5.0a — P1-tendency Table 

5.1a — potential postpositive 1.1(3) — focused / mobile vs. non-focused / postpositive 
2.3(2b), 11.4(1a), 11.5(4a), 18.2(2).  

gãr  Table 1.1, Table 2.4c — in clusters Table 3.2b — går ín 2.4.3(3e), 6.2(4a) — P2-
tendency 4.1(6), Table 4.1f, Table 4.1g — following interrogative 6.2(2a) — in word 
order 7.0(4c)* — use 19.2(3b-ftn), 20.2(2b)*, 20.3(2), 21.3(2d)*, 21.3(2e), 
parentheses 10.2.3(1). 

ge  Table 1.1, Table 2.4c — in clusters Table 3.2b — P2-tendency 4.1(6), 4.1(7c), Table 
4.1f, Table 4.1g — in word order 7.0(4c)* — morphological status 7.1(1)* — use: in 
(potential) short parentheses 10.2.5(2c)*, scope 11.5(5b)*, 20.2(1b-ftn). 

goËn  Table 1.1, Table 2.4c — in clusters 3.2(2) — P2-tendency 4.1(6), Table 4.1f, Table 
4.1g. 

d°  Table 1.1, Table 2.4c — in clusters Table 3.2b — P2-tendency 4.1(6), Table 4.1f, 
Table 4.1g — in word order 7.0(4c)* — morphological status 7.1(3)* — use 16(init), 
21.3(2a)* — See also ...m°n...d°.  

deinÒw 5.1(2), 6.2(5a), 11.3(2a) — formula deinÚn d° moi doke› e‰nai, efi ... 5.1(2). 
dÆ  Table 1.1, Table 2.4c — in clusters 3.2(2), 4.1(6c), Table 3.2b — P2-tendency 4.1(6), 

4.1(7c), Table 4.1f, Table 4.1g — following interrogative 6.2(3a) — in word order 
7.0(4c)* — morphological status 7.1(1). 

d∞low 3.2(2). 
dhlÒv 11.6(3a). 
dÆpote  Table 1.1 — coding 1.2.1(3) — in clusters Table 3.2b. 
dÆpou  Table 1.1 — coding 1.2.1(3) — P2-tendency Table 4.1f, Table 4.1g. 
d∞ta  Table 1.1 — following interrogative 6.2(3a).  
di°jeimi 11.6(6a).  
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doke› 10.3(3) — moi doke› 2.4.3(2a), 4.2(4a), 10.2.5(2d). 
§g≈ / §m° /... Table 5a — colon-autonomous 0.1.3(Table 0.1c) — ¶gvge 10.2.5(2c)* — use 21.3(2c) 

— See also me, mou, moi. 
efim€ potential postpositive 1.1(3) — P2-tendency 5.2.1, Table 5.2a — P1-tendency Table 

5.2b, 5.2.2(init), 5.2.2(3a), Table 7.3e, 11.3.2(4a) — P-ult-tendency 5.2.3, Table 5.2c, 
Table 7.3h — in word-like unit 6.1(2e), 11.4(1a) — ¶sti in presentative constructions 
21.2(f). 

e‡poi tiw ên 3.3(a), 6.2(5c).  
e‰ta  Table 1.1 — colon-autonomous Table 0.1c, 2.0(2c).  
¶oike 5.2.2(2b), 5.2.3(ftn), 10.2.3(3), 10.2.4(4a), 10.2.5(2), 11.6(3a), 13.3.2(1d), 13.3.4(3b), 

20.1(2).  
¶ti Table 5a, 5.1(1b) — colon-autonomous Table 0.1c — in units 4.2(6), 6.1(2c) — 

preferential 10.1.3(2d).  
eÈyÊw Table 5a, 10.1.3(2d), 11.1(1a).  
¶fh  0.1.2(1b), 1.2.3, 10.2.3(3), 10.2.5(2)*, 11.3.2(4a), 17.2*.  
¶xyra 14.0(1), 14.3(2), 14.5(b).  
≥  Table 1.1 — autonomy 2.0(2c), Table 2.0c, Table 2.0d — P1-tendency Table 2.1a, 

Table 7.3b — in clusters Table 2.1b — potential units Table 6.2c — prepositive use 
2.0(2c)*, 7.0(3c), in short conjunctions 10.1.3(1c).  

∑  Table 1.1 — short idiomatic question ∑ gãr 2.0(2c) — in clusters 2.1(3). 
≤d°vw ín 
punyano€mhn 

6.2(1d), 11.5(1a), 19.1(2b), 19.2(2a).  

≥dh Table 0.1c, Table 5a, 10.1.3(2d), 10.24(3b), 11.2(3a), 11.6(2a), 16.1(3). 
∑yow 14.0(1), 17.4(2). 
≤me›w, ≤mçw, ... Table 1.1, Table 5a — accent 0.1.1(1) — potential postpositive 1.1(3) — dativus 

2.4.1(1a), 2.4.3(1a-ftn), 3.3(b), 10.2.4(6), 11.5(1a), 11.6(1a) — nominativus Table 5a, 
11.4(2a) — focused vs. non-focused 11.3.2(2a). 

ka€  Table 1.1 — autonomy (incl. combinations with /q/-particles) Table 0.1c, Table 2.0c, 
Table 2.0d, 2.0(2c), 11.6(3a) — P1-tendency Table 2.1a, Table 7.3b — in clusters 
Table 2.1b, 2.1(1c) — ka€ moi 4.2(4a), 6.2(5b) — potential units Table 6.2c — 
prepositive use 2.0(2c), 2.1(1c), 7.0(3c), 7.1(2b) — in short conjunctions 10.1.3(1c) — 
followed by /q/-particles 6.2(3d) — scope 15.2(3b-ftn) — adverbial ka€ 2.0(2c), 
4.2(4b), 7.0(2e), 7.0(3c), before a relative 10.1.3(1a), 10.1.3(1c), kín sÁ 11.6(2a) — 
use 11.1(2a)*, 21.3(2b)*, in parenthesis 11.5(3a).  

ka€toi  Table 1.1— coding 1.2.1(3) — colon-autonomous Table 0.1c. 
kalokégay€a 11.6(1a). 
kerãnnumi 11.6(6a). 
k°rdow / k°rnow 11.6(6a). 
kÊklow 20.2(2c). 
k«lon 10.4.4(1). 
lambãnv low-content verb 11.4(2a). 
lanyãnv 10.2.1(4). 
l°jiw  éntikeim°nh vs. di˙rhm°nh 10.4.4(2a) — efirom°nh vs. katestramm°nh 10.4.4(1). 
mã  Table 1.1 — P1-tendency 2.1(1a) — prepositive 2.2(2b).  
me, mou, moi  Table 1.1 — focal vs. non-focal 1.1(3) — particle-like dativus 2.4.3(2c), 3.3(a), 

7.1(2b) — in formulas 6.2(5a-b) — morphological status 7.1(2). 
m°n  Table 1.1, Table 2.4c — in clusters Table 3.2b — m¢n ín 2.4.3(3e), 6.2(4a) — m¢n gãr 

4.1(6), 10.1.3(2d) — P2-tendency Table 4.1f, Table 4.1g, 4.1(6), 4.1(7a) — in word 
order 7.0(4c)* — morphological status 7.1(3)* — See also ...m°n...d°. 

...m°n...d° 7.1(3)*, 10.2.2, 11.1(2a), 11.2(1a), 11.2(4a), 11.4(1a), 11.4(2b), 16(init), 21.3(2c)* — 
single m°n several d° 18.2(2)* — use 21.3(2c)* — See also Contrast in the Index of 
coherence relations. 

m¢n oÔn 3.2(4), 14.1(2) — P2-tendency 4.1(6) — use 21.3(2e)*. 
m°ntoi  Table 1.1, Table 2.4c — P2-tendency 4.1(6,), Table 4.1f, Table 4.1g — use 21.3(2g). 
metå d¢ taËta / 
metå taËta 

2.0(init), 5.0(a), 7.1(3), 7.2(2b), 10.1.3(2c), 10.2.4(2), 11.2, 11.3.1, 13.3.2(1a), 14.2(2), 
16(init), 16.1(2), 16.1(2-ftn), 16.2(init), 16.2(1), 17.1, 21.3(2c). 

mÆ  See oÈ(k/x). 
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mÆn  Table 1.1, Table 2.4c — in clusters 3.2(2) — P2-tendency 4.1(6), Table 4.1f, Table 
4.1g — following introductive 4.1(6c), 6.2(3c) — following interrogative 6.2(3a) — in 
word order 7.0(4c)* — use 19.2(3b-ftn), 21.3(2g). 

m«n Table 1.1 — colon-autonomous 2.0(2c).  
nom€zv 10.3, 11.3.2(2b). 
nu(n)  Table 1.1 — 1.1(3-ftn) 
nËn Table 0.1a, Table 5a, 5.1(1b), 10.1.3(2d) 
ı, ≤, tÒ accent 1.1(2b) — prepositive 2.2(1) — article vs. pronoun 1.2.3, 2.2(1), 2.4.1(a), 

2.4.3(1c), 7.0(1a-b), 7.0(4a) — introducing a participial clause, an infinitival clause or 
a complex structure 2.4.1(b), 2.4.2(2b), 2.4.3(2b), 7.0(2a), 10.2.1(3), 11.6(3a) — unit 
with following word 4.1(3a), 6.1(1) — morphological status 7.1(1)*. 

o‰mai 1.2.3, 10.2.3(3).  
oÂon 4.2(4). 
ırãv false contrast with ékoÊv 11.4(2a), 18.2(2). 
Ùry«w/ÙryÒtat' ín 
+ optativus 

6.2(1d).  

oÈ(k/x) / mÆ autonomy Table 2.0c, Table 2.0d — prepositive 2.2(2b), 7.0(3c), 7.1(2b) — P1-
tendency 2.1(1c), 2.1(2b), Table 2.1a, Table 7.3b — in clusters Table 2.1b — potential 
units Table 6.2a, Table 6.2c — in formulas 6.2(1c) — followed by /q/-particles 6.2(3e) 
— colon-autonomous 10.1.3(1d). 

oÈ mÒnon - éllå 
ka€ 

11.3.2(4a), 11.4(1a), 18.1(a) — See also Contrast (negative-positive) in Index of 
coherence relations. 

oÈd° / mhd° Table 1.1 — coding 1.2.1(3) — autonomy 2.0(2c), Table 2.0c, Table 2.0d — P1-
tendency Table 2.1a, Table 7.3b, 2.1(1c) — in clusters 2.1(3), Table 2.1b — potential 
units Table 6.2a, Table 6.2c — in formulas 6.2(1c) — prepositive use 2.2(2b), 7.0(3c), 
before a relative 10.1.3(1a), in short conjunctions 10.1.3(1c), 10.1.3(1d). 

oÈkoËn  Table 1.1 — colon-autonomous 2.0(2c), 10.1.3(1c) — use 21.3(2g), 20.2(1a). 
oÎkoun  Table 1.1 — P1-tendency 2.1(1b). 
oÔn  Table 1.1, Table 2.4c — P2-tendency 4.1(6), Table 4.1f, Table 4.1g — in 

clusters/formulas Table 3.2b, 3.2(2), 6.1(1b) — oÔn dÆ 3.2(4), 7.0(2c) — following 
introductive 4.1(6c) — following interrogative 6.2(2a), 6.2(3a) — use 21.3(2e)* — 
See also ‘resumptive’ in the English index. 

p-: p˙, pot°, pou, 
pvw  

in clusters 3.2(2), Table 3.2b, 4.2(4b), 6.1(1b) — potential units Table 6.2b — focused 
/ mobile vs. non-focused / postpositive 2.3(2a), 7.0(2d) — q/-particle vs. /r/-pronoun 
1.2.3, 2.4(init), 2.4.3(1a), 3.1(1a), 7.0(2d), 7.1(2b), 11.6(2a) — following introductive 
4.2(4a), in formulas 6.2(2) — See also Indefinites in English index. 

pãnu m¢n oÔn 5.0(init), 5.1(1b), 6.0(2), 13.3.4(3b), 20.1(2b-ftn).  
par€svsiw - 
paromo€vsiw 

10.4.4(2b). 

per  P2-tendency 4.1(6), Table 4.1f, Table 4.1g — following introductive 4.1(6c) — 
following relative 6.2(3f). 

per€ 21.2(d) — per‹ polloË ín poihsa€mhn 14.1(1), 14.5(a). 
periide›n 11.2(3a). 
per€odow 10.4.4(1). 
polupragmosÊnh 11.3.2(2b). 
prÒyesiw 14.1(2). 
prÒnoia 11.1(2a-ftn), 14.0(1), 14.3(2), 14.5(b), 14.6(b), 15(init), 16(init), 21.1(2c). 
se, sou, soi  Table 1.1 — potential postpositive 1.1(3) — particle-like dativus 2.4.3(2c), 7.1(2b) — 

See also Dativus in English index. 
sivpª 11.1(2), 15.2(3a-ftn). 
suneisp€ptv 11.2(1b).  
te  Table 1.1, 2.4.2(2b) — in clusters Table 3.2b — te gãr P2-tendency 4.1(6), in word 

order 7.0(4c) — P2-tendency Table 4.1f, Table 4.1g — in clusters 3.2(2) — P2 and 
colon-boundary 4.1(7b) — use 17.3(ftn). 

tiw  potential units Table 6.2b — tiw ên 6.2(4a) — accent 1.1(2b) — adverbial ti 3.1(1b), 
3.3(a), 6.2(2d), 7.1(2b) — focused 4.2(4b), 4.2(5) — in formulas 6.2(2), 6.2(5c) — 
See also Indefinites in English index. 
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toi   Table 1.1 — P2-tendency Table 4.1f, Table 4.1g, 4.1(7c) — in clusters 3.2(2) — 
following introductive 4.1(6c) — in word order 7.0(4c) — toigãrtoi colon-
autonomous 2.0(2c). 

to€nun Table 1.1, Table 2.4c — in clusters Table 3.2b — P2-tendency Table 4.1f, Table 4.1g 
— use 14.1(2), 21.3(2g).  

Íme›w, Ím«n ... Table 1.1, Table 5a — focal vs. non-focal 1.1(3), 10.3(2b), 11.3.2(3a), 11.4(1a), — 
nominativus Table 5a, 11.4(2a) — dativus see Dativus in English index. 

fhm€ potential postpositive 1.1(3) — P2-tendency 5.2.1. 
frãzv 11.1(1a-ftn). 
ceude›w éntiy°seiw 10.4.4(2b), 11.4(2a). 
cuxÆ 20.1(1). 
Œ  Table 1.1 — P1-tendency 2.1(1a) — prepositive 2.2(2b) — vocative without Œ 

11.3.2(2b).  
…w prepositive use 2.2(2b), 7.0(4a), 10.1.3(1a) — …w ¶oiken 10.2.5(2)* — …w §gŸmai 

11.5(4a).  
Àsper coding 1.2.1(3) — Àsper ín efi 4.2(4b). 
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English index 
This index contains references to passages in which key concepts and terms are discussed. It is hand-made and 
selective; efforts have been made towards a more insightful, surveyable and reasoned index than is the case 
with the Greek index (which mainly serves as a complement to the English index). For examples and 
discussion of the various coherence relations that are used in the analyses in Part III (Topic-Comment, 
Marker-Content, Contrast, Plot, etc.), see the separate Index of Coherence Relations above. Asterisks (*) refer 
to passages that specifically deal with the concept, including either an in-depth discussion, or a definition, or a 
potentially controversial claim. 

Aboutness 13.2(8)* — See also Topic. 
Accent / Accentuation  1.1(2b), 0.1.1(1), 1.1(2a), 1.1(3), 2.2(2b), 5.2.1, 23.4(4a)* — See also 

Orthography. 
Accessible  See Given. 
Action-type  13.1.2(4)*, 13.1.3(2)*, 13.1.5(2b), 13.3.6(2a-ftn), 13.4(2-ftn), 14.6(b) — See 

also Node-type. 
Adjacency pair 13.2(10), 13.3.4(1a), 19.1(1). 
Afterthought 10.2.3(2), 10.2.5(2c), 11.3.2(1a), 11.3.2(4a), 11.5(3a), 13.3.3, 13.3.3, 17.1, 

17.2(1), 17.3, 17.3(ftn), 17.4(2), 19.2(2b), 19.2(3a) 
Apposition 0.1.3(2), 0.2.4(4), 10.2.3(2) 
Appositive / Appositivity  1.1(1), 1.1(2a), 2.0(1), 7.0(1), 7.1*, 7.1(2)*, 8.3 — See also Prepositive, 

Postpositive. 
Argument (pragmatic, 
rhetorical) / 
Argumentation / 
Argumentative  

11.1.3(1c), 13.3.1(2), 13.3.2(1a), 13.3.2(2c), 13.3.2(3-ftn), 13.3.3(1), 13.3.3(2), 
13.3.5(1), 17.4(1), 17.4(2), 18.3, 20.2(2b), 20.2(2c), 20.3(2), 21.1(2c), 21.3(2b), 
21.3(2d), 21.3(2f), 21.3(2h) — argumentatio 11.4, 13.2(3), 14.3*, 18, 21.3(2a), 
21.3(2e). 

Argument (syntactic, 
semantic) / Predicate-
argument 

0.2.4(3c), 5.2.1(1), 6.3(3b), 10.2.4(1), 10.2.4(6), 11.1.5(2b)*, 11.2(3a), 11.4(2a), 
13.1.2(3), 13.1.5(2b), 13.2(1), 13.2(8-ftn), 13.3.2(2-ftn), 21.2(init)*, 21.2(d), 
21.2(e), 21.2(g). 

Article  0.1.1(2) — morphological status 7.1(4) — See also ı, ≤, tÒ in the Greek Index. 
Aspect / Verbal aspect  21.1(2) — in participles 21.1(3)* — See also Tense. 
Attributive relation  0.1.1(3), 0.3.2(2b), 1.2.3, 2.4.1(1c), 2.4.1(2c), 2.4.1(3), 2.4.3(2d), 4.2(6), 4.2(7), 

6.1(2a), 7.0(4d)*, 7.1(2c-ftn)*, 16.2(2-ftn), 23.1(ftn)*. 
Autonomy 1.1(2b)*, 2.0*, 5.0*, 5.2.3(ftn), 7.0(1), 7.1(2)* — morphosyntactic vs. 

phonological 7.1(4) 
Background  See Foreground. 
Bracketing 5.2.3, 7.3, 10.2.5(1), 10.4.0*, 10.4.1, 10.4.2, 10.4.3, 10.4.4, 11.2(3a). 
Cascade 17.1, 20.2(2b)*, 20.3(2). 
Cataphora / cataphoric 10.1.3(2b), 11.4(2a), 13.3.6(2b), 19.1(2a), 19.2(2b). 
Category (lexical) / 
Category shift  

lexical categories 1.1(3)*, 8.1 — method 1.2.1(3) — category shift 1.1(3)*, 
1.2.3, 2.2(1), 4.2(5), 7.0(4a) — See also Prepositive, Postpositive, Introductive, 
Mobile, Coding. 

Chain 13.3.1(2)*, 17.4(2), 20.2(2c), 20.3(2), 21.3(2b). — See also Index of Coherence 
relations. 

Chiasmus 10.4.3(b)*, 11.4(2a), 11.5(3a), 13.3.6(2b), 19.2(3b), 19.2(3b-ftn). 
Classical scholarship  Preface(3), Preface(5), 0.3.1(a), 11.0(4c), 13.4(3), 20.3(1), 23.4(4)* — See also 

Editorial practice. 
Clause  0.2.4(1), 0.2.4(2), 0.2.4(4), 1.1(4), 10.2.1 — clause-based vs. colon-based 

approaches 0.2.3(2-ftn), 0.3.3(3c-ftn), 10.2.4(1-ftn), 13.1.4(1), 23.4(1)* — colon 
0.1.3(5), 10.2.1 — finite 10.2.1(1) — See also Syntax. 

Clitic / Clitization / Clisis  0.1.1(1), 0.1.1(3), 0.1.2(2-3), 1.1(2b)*, 1.1(3), 2.2(2b), 3.3(b), 5.2.1, 7.1* — See 
also Appositive. 

Clusters 1.2.3, 6.2(4) — postpositives 0.1.1(2), 3*, 4.1(2), 4.2(3) — introductives 2.1(3), 
11.3.2(4a).  
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Coding  See Database. 
Cognition / Cognitive 0.2.3*, 10.2.5(1), 10.4.2, 10.4.3(b), 11.3.2(2b), 13.3.6(2), 19.2(3b-ftn) — 

planning 0.2.3(2), 0.3.2(2a), 16.3(1), 18.2(1-ftn), 18.3. 
Coherence 0.3.3*, 13.1.1*, 22, 23.3* — coherence vs. non-coherence 13.1.1(2c)* — 

paracoherence 0.2.5(1), 13.1.1(2c)*, 13.1.2(1a), 13.3.3(1), 13.3.3(3-ftn) — 
coherence relation (see also Node-type; see also Index of Coherence relations) 
13.3(init)*, 13.3.6*. 

Colon 0.1.2*, 0.1.4*, 0.3.2*, 0.3.2(3)*, 1.1(4), 4.1(7), 4.2(9), 5.0 — colon and IU 
0.3.2* — ‘colon-formation’ 0.1.4 — in metrics 0.1.1(1-ftn) — typology 0.1.3, 
0.1.3(5)*, 0.3.2(2), 9.1, 10.2, 10.5(3) — the Colon Hypothesis Preface(1)*, 
0.1.2(3), 0.1.5*, 0.3.1(d)*, 0.3.4(3a), 1.1(4), 7.2*, 9.1*, 10.3, 12.1*, 13(init), 
22(init), 23(init)*, 23.2, 23.4(1) — grammar 10.2* — rhetoric 0.1.1(1-ftn), 
10.4.4(1) — See also IU. 

Comment  See Topic. 
Comment-Topic 13.3.2(2), 13.3.3(2)*, 13.3.3(2-ftn)*, 19.2(3a) — See also Index of Coherence 

relations. 
Comparison 13.3.1(1b)*, 13.3.6(2b). 
Complex / Complexity colon 0.1.3(5) — syntactic 0.2.4(3), 2.4.2(1b) — See also Scope. 
Confirmatio 14.3(1)*. 
Conjunctions  0.1.1(2) — See also Subordination (syntactic), Particles. 
Content 13.1.3 — content-inheritance / content-percolation 13.2(7)*, 13.3.3, 14.6(b), 

20.2(2c-ftn).  
Context 13.1.3(3), 13.2(11), 21.4(c). 
Contrast 0.1.3(2), 10.2.4(5), 10.4.4(2a), 11.2(1a), 11.3.3(1a), 11.4(2a), 13.1.5(2a), 

13.2(9)*, 13.3.1(1)*, 18.1(a), 21.3(2c), 21.3(2f) — false contrast 10.4.4(2b), 
11.4(2a), 18.1(a), 21.3(2c) — See also Index of Coherence relations. 

Conversation / Dialogue  13.2(10)*, 19*, 20(init), 20.1(2b) — reported conversation 17 — Conversation 
Analysis (init), 0.2(init-ftn), 0.2.1(init), 13.2(10)*, 13.3.4(1b), 19.3(2), 23.4(2) 
— See also Platonic dialogue. 

Coordination / 
Coordinate  

0.1.3(5), 2.1, 6.1(4), 10.1.3(1c), 10.2.2, 11.2(3a) — See also Parallelism. 

Copula in word-like unit 6.1(2e) — See also efim€ in Greek index. 
Corpus Preface(2)*, 0.2(init), 0.2.4(2a-ftn), 0.2.4(5), 0.3.2(1), 0.3.3(2), 1(init), 1.1(3-

ftn), 1.1(4), 1.2.1*, 1.2.2, 1.2.4 — See also Database. 
Correlative / 
Corresponsive 

0.1.3(5), 5.1(1a), 10.1.3(2b), 10.2.2, 11.4(2a), 13.3.6(2b), 18.2(2), 19.2(2a), 
20.2(2b).  

Cross-speaker patterns 13.2(10), 13.3.4*, 20.3(2)*. 
Cyclus 13.3.3(3-ftn)*, 17.3, 20.2(2c)*, 13.3.3(3-ftn), 17.3, 20.2(2c)*. 
Database  1.2* — coding 0.2.4(2a), 1.2.1*, 1.2.4(ftn), 2.1(3-ftn), 5(init1), 23.1(ftn) — See 

also Statistics. 
Dativus 15.2(3-ftn) — 1st and 2nd person pronouns 2.4.1(1a), 2.4.3(1a-ftn), 2.4.3(2c), 

3.3(b)*, 7.0(4a), 7.1(2b-ftn), 11.5(1a), 11.6(1a). 
Deferment / Nachstellung 0.1.1(2), 0.1.2(1), 0.1.4*. 
Diachrony See Variation. 
Digression / Digressive 13.1.1(2c), 13.2(7), 13.3.3(1), 13.3.5(1), 14.0(2), 17(init), 17.1, 17.2(3), 17.3, 

17.4(2), 20(init), 21.3(2b), 21.3(2d), 21.3(2e). 
Discourse / Discourse 
Analysis  

Discourse Analysis 0.2* — See also Text. 

Editorial practice  1.2.1(3-ftn), 3.3(b), 11.3.2(4a-ftn), 11.5(3-ftn), 11.6(6a), 23.4(4)* — See also 
Punctuation, Accentuation, Orthography, Textual criticism. 

Elaboration 13.3.3*, 13.3.3*, 17.4(2), 20.2(2b), 20.3(2), 21.3(2d) — See also Index of 
Coherence relations. 

Emphasis/ Emphatic / 
Unemphatic  

0.3.2(3), 10.2.4(4b) — emphatic fronting 5.1(2), 10.2.4(5)*, 10.2.5(2b), 
13.3.3(2-ftn), 20.2(2b), 20.2(2c) — See also Focus. 

Epistemic marker 5.2.2(2), 10.3(3), 13.3.2(1d). 
Excursus Figure 14*, 14.2(3)*, 14.3(1), 14.5(a), 14.5(b), 21.3(2e), 21.3(2f). 
Exordium 10.4(3), 13.2(3), Figure 14*, 14.1*, 14.5(b), 19(init-ftn). 
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Extraposition 0.2.4(2), 0.2.4(4), 10.2.3(2) — participle 11.2(4a), 21.1(3)*. 
Filler 10.2.5(2b), 13.3.2(1b), 13.3.4(2b), 13.3.4(3)*, 13.3.6(2c). 
Final position  See P-ult. 
Focus / Focality  0.2.3(1), 0.3.1(a), 0.3.4(1), 1.1(2b), 2.4.3(1b), 5.2.2(3), 7.1(4), 10.3*, 11.3.1(1a), 

11.3.2(2a), 11.4(1a)*, 13.1.5*, 18.2(3)*, 21.4* — ‘New’ focus 0.2.3(1), 
0.3.4(1b), 10.3, 13.1.5(2b) — ‘Contrastive’ focus 0.3.4(1b), 10.3, 11.3.1(1a), 
13.1.5(2a) — P1 10.3* — See also Given vs. New, Emphasis. 

Foreground 5.2.2(1), 13.1.3(1)*, 13.1.5(1), 13.2(6)*, 13.3.2(ftn), 13.3.2(2-ftn), 13.3.2(3), 
21.1(2a), 21.1(3), 21.4. 

Formula  0.1.4, 1.2.3, 2.4.3(2a), 2.4.3(2e), 3.1(b), 3.2(4), 3.3(a), 4.1(6c), 4.2(4), 5.1(2), 
6.0(4)*, 6.2*, 6.2(4), 11.5(1a). 

Fronting  0.1.3(2), 10.2.4*, 13.1.4(2) — fronted NP (see also Topic) 0.1.3(2), 0.2.2(3), 
0.2.4(2), 0.2.4(4), 2.4.3(3), 5.0(a), 5.1(1a), 5.2.2(init), 10.1.3(1b), 10.2.4(1), 
10.3(3), 11.1(1a), 11.1(2a), 11.2(1a), 11.3.2(4a), 11.6(2a), 11.6(4a), 11.6(5a), 
11.6(7a), 20.1(2a), 20.2(2b), 21.2(a)*, 21.2(b)*, 21.2(c)* — fronted PP 
10.1.3(1b), 10.2.4(2)*, 11.2(1a), 11.3.1(1a), 21.2(d)* — emphatic fronting (see 
Emphasis) — fronted marker 0.1.3(2), 0.2.2(3), 5.0(b), 5.2.2(init), 10.1.3(1b), 
10.2.4(3), 10.3(3), 11.6(2a) — fronted verbs 10.2.4(4)*, 11.2(3a) — multiple 
fronting 10.1.3(1b), 10.2.4(6)*, 11.2(4b) — fronted subordinate clause 11.2(4a), 
21.2(e). 

Functional Grammar 0.3.1(c), 0.3.3(3c), 23.4(1)*. 
Genitivus 10.2.4(1b). 
Genre / Discourse genre 0.2.4(4), 11.0(2), 13.2(11)*, 13.3.5*, 13.3.5(2), 14.6(a), 19(init), 19.3(2), 

20.3(2), 23.4(3)* — forensic speech 13.3.5(2a)*, 14* — See also Platonic 
dialogue. 

Given vs. New / 
Accessible 

0.2.3(1)*, 0.3.4(1b), 6.3(3b), 10.3, 10.4.3(b), 11.4(1a), 13.1.5(2b), 13.3.2(2-ftn), 
17.1, 17.4(1), 21.4* — See also Focus. 

Global  See Local. 
Grammar / Grammatical  See Syntax. 
Grammar vs. Discourse 
Analysis vs. Pragmatics  

0.2(init)*, 0.3.4(3)*, 13.1.4*, 13.2(1), 23.4(1)* — See also Functional Grammar. 

Grammaticalization  0.1.1(3), 6.1(3) — See also Lexicalization. 
Heaviness / Weight 
(prosodic / cognitive)  

0.2.2(3-ftn), 1.1(2b), 2.0(4), 2.2(3), 2.4.1(3), 7.0(1), 7.1(4), 7.2(1-ftn). 

Hesitation pause See Pause. 
Iconicity 13.1.2(2)*, 13.1.3(1c), 14.6(b-ftn), 16.1(1-ftn), 17.4(1). 
Illocutionary marker 2.1, 5.1(1d), 5.2.2(2a), 10.2.4(3f), 11.3.2(2b), 11.5(4b), 13.3.2(1c)*, 19.2(2a), 

19.2(3a), 20.2(2a). 
Indefinites postpositive vs. mobile 2.3(2a), 3.1(a), 4.2(4b) — P2-tendency 4.2(7) — in 

formulas 6.2(2) — See also p˙, pot°, pou, pvw and tiw in Greek index.  
Infinitive / Infinitival 
Clause 

colon 0.1.3(1), 10.2.1(3-4), 11.6(3a). 

Initial position / First 
position  

See P1. 

Insertion sequence 13.3.4(1b). 
Intentionality / Intention / 
Sense 

13.1.1(2b)*, 13.1.2(1b), 13.3.3(3), 20.2(2c-ftn) — cross-speaker 13.3.4(3). 

Interaction / Interactional 
marker 

14.1(1) — interactional marker 13.3.2(1b), 13.3.4(2), 19.2(2a). 

Interrogatives  2.0(2b), 2.1(1d), 2.1(2a), 10.1.3(1b), 11.6(7a) — in formulas 6.2(3a-b). 
Intonation  0.3.2(2b) — intonation contour 0.2.2 — See also Prosody, Intonation Unit. 
Intonation Unit (IU) 0.2.1*, 0.3.2(3)* — phonology 0.2.2* — cognitive 0.2.3* — grammatical 0.2.4* 

— pragmatic 0.2.5* — typology 0.2.4(2), 0.2.4(4)*, 0.2.4(5), 0.2.5*, 0.3.2(2). 
Introductives / 
Introductivity 

1.1(2d)*, 1.1(3)*, 1.2.3, 2.0(2), 2.1*, 7.3(1a), 10.1.3(1) — clusters (see Clusters) 
— prepositivity 2.2(2) — ambiguous status 4.1(4), 7.0(4b) — in formulas 6.2(3). 

Invisibility 1.2.1(3), 2.0 (init-ftn), 2.4, 4.2(2), 7.1(1)*. 
Kurzcolon 0.1.3(3), 0.2.2(3), 2.0(2c), 2.2(2a), 23.1(ftn) — Auftakt 0.1.3(3). 
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Lexical (vs. non-lexical) 1.1(2)*, 2.2(3-ftn) — non-lexical mobiles 5(init), 5.0, 5.1. 
Lexicalization  1.2.3, 6.0, 11.6(1a) — See also Unit, Formula. 
List 0.1.3(2), 13.3.1(2)*, 21.3(2b) — See also Index of Coherence relations. 
Literacy / Literate  See Oral. 
Local – Global 13.1.3(1a)*, 13.2(7), 14.6(b), 21.4. 
Macro-structure 13.2(3), 13.3.3(3-ftn), 13.3.5*, 14*, 13.3.3(3-ftn), 14*. 
Marker / Marker-Content  0.2.5(2c), 11.3.1(1a), 13.3.2(1)*, 20.2(2b), 21.3 — cross-speaker Marker-

Content 13.3.4(2) — See also Illocutionary marker, Interactional marker, 
Epistemic marker. — See also Index of Coherence relations. 

Methodology  1.2*, 9.1, 9.2, 10.2*, 11.0*, 13.1.3(3), 13.2(2), 13.3(init)*, 13.3.3(3)*, 13.3.6*, 
13.4, 18.3(ftn), 22(init), 22.1(ftn) — See also Database, Segmentation, Statistics, 
Coding, Heuristic. 

Metrics / Metrical 0.1(init-ftn), 0.1.2(2), 7.1(2a-ftn), 10.4.4(2b). 
Mobility / Mobile 1.1(1), 1.1(2b)*, 2.0(3), 5*. 
Modal adverbs 5.1(1b), 10.1.3(2d), 10.2.4(3a-c), 11.6(2a). 
Morphology / 
Morphosyntax 

0.1.1(init), 0.1.4(2), 0.2.4(1b), 0.3.4(1a), 0.3.4(2), 0.3.4(3), 6.0(4), 7.1*, 
10.2.4(ftn), 10.4.0, 12.2, 23.4(1). 

Nachstellung See Deferment. 
Narrative / Narratio 13.3.5(1)*, 15*, 16*, 17 — narratio 14.2*, 15, 16, 17 — See also Plot. 
Natural (vs. rhetorical 
engineering)  

0.3.2(2a), 0.3.2(3), 10.4.3(b), 10.4.4*, 10.4.4(3), 11.4(2a), 14.0(2), 14.6(b), 
17.4(2), 18.1(a)*, 18.2(1-ftn), 18.3*. 

Negative 2.0(2b), 2.1(1f), 2.1(2b), 6.1(2b), 10.1.3(1d) — prepositivity 2.2(2b), 4.2(4b) — 
complex negatives 5(init), 5.1(1d), 10.1.3(2a) — in formulas 6.2(2), 6.2(3e) — 
in units 11.3.2(2a), 11.5(4a). 

New (vs. Given) See Given. 
Node-type  13.1.2(4), 13.2*, Table 22.2 — See also Coherence. 
Nominal Phrase (NP) lone NP 0.2.4(2) — fronted NP (see Fronted) 
Nominativus 10.2.4(1a), 21.2(a) — pendens 21.2(c) — pronouns 1.1(2c), 5(init), 5.1(1a), 

7.3(1b), 10.2.4(1a). 
Non-lexical  See Lexical. 
Orality / Oral  0.3.2(2a)*, 10.4.4(3), 12.3, 18.3(ftn), 23.4(2)*. 
Orthography  1.1(3), 1.2.1(4), 2.1(1), 2.3(1), 3.3(a-ftn), 5.2.1, 7.1(1a) — See also Accent. 
P-node  13.1.1(1) — See also Coherence. 
P-tree / P(ragmatic)-tree 0.3.3(2), 13.1.1*, 13.4*, 22*. 
P-ult / Final position 7.3(2) — verbs 5.2.3, 7.3(2), 10.4.1. 
P1 / Initial position 0.1.2(1c), 2.1*, 5.1*, 7.2*, 10.1.3, 10.5(2) — verbs 5.2.2, 6.3(3), 7.3(1d) — 

scope 7.3(1) — focus 10.3*. 
P2 / Second position  0.1.1, 0.1.1(1), 0.1.1(2), 4*, 4.2(7), 7.2*, 10.5(2) — /q/-particles 4.1*, 10.1.1 — 

/r/ 4.2*, 10.1.2 — verbs 5.2.1, 6.3(3b) — short parenthetic expressions 
10.2.5(2b) — minimal pair 11.3.3(3a). 

Parallelism  0.1.3(2), 0.2.4(3)*, 0.2.4(4), 10.2.2, 10.2.5(1), 10.4.3, 11.3.2(3a), 11.4(2a), 
13.3.6(2b), 18.1(a) — See also Contrast, List, Coordination, Correlative. 

Parenthesis 0.2.4(4), 10.2.3(1), 11.3.2(1a), 11.5(3a), 13.1.4(2), 19.2(3a), 21.3(2d) — short 
parenthesis 0.1.2(1b), 1.2.3, 2.0(2b), 2.3(2a), 2.3(2b), 6.2(4), 7.0(4e), 10.2.3(3)*, 
10.2.5(2), 11.3.2(4a), 11.5(4a) 

Participle / Participle 
clause 

11.6(3a), 11.6(6a), 16.1(2), 17.2(2), 21.1(3)* — colon 0.1.3(1), 10.2.1(2-4), 
11.1(2a), 11.2(3a) — postposed 11.2(4a). 

Particle 0.3.4(2)*, 11.5(5a), 16.1(2)*, 20.1(2a), 20.2(1a), 20.2(2b), 21.3(2)* — 
introductive particles 1.1(3)*, 2.0(2c), 2.1(1b), 6.2(3c-d), 10.1.3(1c), 10.2.4(3d) 
— postpositive particles 1.1(3)*, 7.0(4c), 10.1.1 — focus-particles 7.1(2b), 
7.1(3), 7.2(2a), 21.3(2h) — connective particles 7.1(3) — accent 1.1(2b) —
 morphological status 7.1(2b), 7.1(4). 

Pause  0.1.2(2), 0.2.2 — hesitation pause 0.2.2(2), 11.3.2(4a) — filled pause 0.1.2(2), 
0.2.2(2), 10.2.5(2b)* — See also Prosody. 

Performance 0.2.2(3), 0.3.2(2b)*, 2.2(3), 11.0(1), 11.2(1a), 11.3.2(3a). 
Peroratio 10.4.4(3), 13.2(3), Figure 14*, 14.4*, 14.5(a), 19(init-ftn), 21.3(2e). 
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Phatic 13.3.2(1b), 13.3.4(3a)*, 19.1(2a), 20.1(2b-ftn). 
Phonology  0.1.2(2), 7.1(2). — See also Prosody. 
Platonic dialogue Preface(2a), 2.0(2b), 7.3(2), 10.5(1), 13.3.5(2b)*, 19(init), 19.3(2)*, 20.1(2b), 

20.2(2), 20.3(2)*, 23.4(3)*. 
Plot  0.2.5(2a), 13.3.1(3)*, 21.1(3), 21.3(2b) — See also Narrative. — See also Index 

of Coherence relations. 
Polyptosis 6.1(5). 
Postposed / Postposition 
(word order, syntax) 

See Extraposition. 

Postpositive / 
Postpositivity 

0.1.1, 1.1(1), 1.1(3)*, 2.3*, 7.1, 7.2 — in word order 3*, 4* — /q/ vs. /r/ 1.1(3)*, 
2.3*, 3.1, 7 — interaction with introductives 4.2(4). 

Pragmatic(s)  Preface(3c)*, 0.2.5*, 22.1* — pragmatic interpretation of a text 0.3.2(2b)*, 
0.3.3(3), 11.2(2a) — pragmatic function / point: Preface(1c), 0.2.1(3), 0.2.5*, 
0.3.2(2), 0.3.2(3), 0.3.4(1), 5.1(1d), 7.2(2a), 10.2.4(init), 13(init)*, 13.1.1*, 
13.1.2*, 13.1.3*, 13.1.5, 13.2(4), 13.2(10), 13.3.1(init), 13.3.2(1), 13.3.2(2a), 
13.3.3(1), 13.3.3(1-ftn), 13.3.4(1a-ftn), 13.3.5(1), 13.3.5(2a), 16.3(2), 21.1(init), 
21.1(2b), 21.4*, 22.1 — the ‘Pragmatics First’ claim 13.1.4*, 22.3 — pragmatic 
vs. semantic vs. syntactic 13.2(1), 13.2(4). 

Pre-sequence 13.3.4(1b)*, 17.2(2), 19*. 
Preferential 1.1(1), 5.1, 7.3(1b), 10.1.3(2), 11.3.1(1a), 11.6(2a). 
Prepositional Phrase (PP) colon 0.1.3(1) — lone PP 0.2.4(2) — fronted PP (see Fronted). 
Prepositions 0.1.1(2), 2.2(1) — morphological status 7.1(1), 7.1(2b), 7.1(4) — unit with 

following word 2.4.1(2b-c), 4.1(3a) — interaction with postpositives 2.4.1(2). 
Prepositive / Prepositivity 1.1(1), 1.1(2a), 2.2*, 7.1(1) — interaction with postpositives 2.4*. 
Presentative constructions  5.2.2(1), 5.2.2(3a), 21.2(f)*. 
Presupposition 0.3.4(1), 10.2.4(5), 13.1.2(3), 13.2.5(2b), 13.3.2(2-ftn), 13.3.4(2), 20(init), 

21.3(2f). 
Pronouns 21.2(a) — postpositive vs. mobile 2.3(2b), 2.4.1(2a), 11.3.2(2a), 11.4(1a) — P2-

tendency 4.2(7), 11.3.2(2a) — demonstratives 5(init), 5.0(a), 5.1(1a), 10.1.3(2b). 
Propositio Figure 14*, 14.1(2)*, 14.2(init), 14.5(b), 21.3(2d), 21.3(2g). 
Prosody  0.3.2(1), 7.1(4) — prosody-pragmatics homology 13.1.4(2), 21.1(1a). 
Punctuation Conventions(ftn), 1.2.3, 2.0(init), 5.2.2(init), 23.4(4b)*. 
Quantifiers  1.1(1), 4.2(6), Table 5a, Table 5.1a, 5.1(1c), 5.1(2), 6.1(2a), 6.1(2c), 10.5(2). 
Quantitative  See Statistics. 
Question / Question-
Answer 

13.3.4(2)*, 19.1(1). 

Refutatio Figure 14*, 14.2(3), 14.3(2)*, 14.5(a), 21.1(2c), 21.3(2a), 21.3(2c). 
Regulatory (vs. 
Substantial) 

0.2.5(1), 19.1(2), 19.2(2a), 19.2(3b). 

Relative clause  0.2.4(2), 10.2.3(1), 11.6(5a) — See also Subordination (syntactic). 
Relatives 1.1(3)*, 2.0(2d), 2.1, 2.1(1e), 2.1(2c), 10.1.3(1a), 21.2(a) — in formulas 6.2(2f) 
Relevance The Pragmatic Relevance Principle 13.1.3*, 16.1(3), 21.4 — Relevance Theory 

0.3.3(3d), 13.1.1(1-ftn), 13.1.3(3-ftn). 
Reporting verbs / 
Reporting-reported  

0.2.4(4-ftn), 2.1(2c), 5.2.2(2b), 6.1(2b), 10.1.3(1a), 10.2.4(4b), 10.3(3), 11.4(2a), 
13.3.2(1d)*, 15.2(2), 19.2(3b) — See also Illocutionary marker, Epistemic 
marker. — See also Index of Coherence relations. 

Rest-colon 0.1.3(5), 0.3.2(3), 5.2.3(ftn), 10.2.5(1), 11.3.2(3a), 11.5(4a). 
Resumptive 0.1.3(2), 5.2.2(3c), 10.2.3(2), 11.3.3(1a). 
Rheme / Rhematic  See Thematization. 
Rhetoric / Rhetorical  10.4*, 13.3.6(2b), 18.1(a), 18.3*, 19(init-ftn) — rhetorical approach to word 

order 0.3.1(b-ftn), 10.4.4(1) — See also Natural. 
Rhetorical Structure 
Theory (RST)  

0.3.3(3b), 13.1.1(1-ftn), 13.3(init-ftn), 13.3.1(1-ftn), 13.3.1(2-ftn), 13.3.1(3-ftn), 
13.3.3(1-ftn)*, 13.3.5(1), 18.3(ftn), 22.2(ftn)*. 

Sandhi intonational sandhi 0.2.2(3)*, 0.3.2(3), 7.2(2b-ftn), 11.2(1a), 11.3.2(3a), 
13.1.5(1-ftn) — syntactic sandhi 13.1.4(3)*, 16.3(1), 20.2(2c), 20.2(2d). 

Scene  13.1.3(1)*, 13.2(6), 21.4. 
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Scope  0.1.3(5), 2.1(3), 2.2(3), 11.3.2(3a), 11.3.3(2a), 11.5(5a), 11.6(2a), 13.1.2(1c), 
13.1.4(2), 15.3, 16(init), 16.3, 20.2(1a). 

Second position  See P2. 
Segmentation  methodology 1.1(4), 2.1(2), 4.1(7), 4.2(9), 5.0, 7.0(4), 9.2, 10*, 10.2*, 10.2.5(2), 

10.3, 10.5*, 11.0(1)*, 22.2* — practice 11*, 11.2(2a), 11.5(3a), 12.1*. 
Sentence  0.2.4(1c), 1.1(4), 13.1.4(2), 16.1(2), 21.1(1)*, 21.1(3)*. 
Setting / Setting-Event 13.2(7-ftn), 13.3.2(3)*, 21.1(3) — See also Index of Coherence relations. 
Speech  spontaneous speech Preface(3d), 0.2(init), 0.2.1, 0.2.4(1b), 0.2.5(1), 0.3.2(2), 

0.3.3(2) 10.4.4(3) — speech vs. writing 0.3.2(2), 12.2, 13.2(11) — See also 
Discourse, Text. 

Statistics  1.2.2*, 1.2.4*, 4.1, 4.2*. 
Subordination (syntactic)  10.2.1(1), 11.2(4a) — subordinating conjunctions: 2.0(2d), 2.1, 2.1(2c), 6.1(2b), 

10.2.4(3e), 11.3.3(2a), see also Relatives — For Subordination (pragmatic), see 
Elaboration. 

Switch / Continuity topic-switch/continuity 7.1(3), 13.3.2(init), 13.3.2(2-ftn), 14.2(2), 16.1(2)*, 
16.2(2), 16.3, 21.3(2a), 21.4* — setting-switch/continuity 13.3.2(init), 14.2(2), 
16.2(2), 16.3, 21.4(3c).  

Symmetry / Asymmetry 13.2(4)*, 13.3.1*, 21.3(2f).  
Syntax  0.1.1(3), 1.2.3, 11.5(3a), 20.1(1) — syntax-pragmatics homology 13.1.4(2), 

21.1(1b) — See also Attributive relation. 
Tempo  See Performance. 
Tense  16.1(2), 21.1(2) — historical present 5.2.2(1), 16.1(2), 21.1(2a), 21.1(2c)* — 

See also Aspect. 
Text (vs. Discourse; vs. 
Performance)  

text vs. performance 0.3.2(2b)* — text vs. discourse 9.1 — text vs. context 
13.1.3(3) 

Textual Criticism / 
Textcritical 

Preface(2b), 1.2.1(3), 2.1(3-ftn), 2.3(init-ftn), 2.4.1(1a-ftn), 2.4.1(2b-ftn), 
2.4.3(1-ftn), 2.4.3(2f-ftn), 3.2(2), 11.1(2a-ftn), 11.6(3a), 20.1(1), 23.4(4c). — 
See also Editorial practice. 

Thematization / Theme-
Rheme 

13.1.2(3)*, 13.2(5)*, 13.3.2*, 13.3.3(3), 19.2(3b), 20.2(2b). 

Topic / Topic-Comment  0.2.2(3), 0.2.5(2b), 13.2(8)*, 13.3.2(2)*, 20.1(2a), 21.2* — cross-speaker 
13.3.4(2), 21.2(g)* — super-topic / sub-topic 20(init) — main clause as topic 
21.2(g) — See also Fronted NP. — See also Index of Coherence relations. 

Translation 11.0(3), 11.1(2a-ftn), 11.1(2b), 11.2(1b), 11.2(4b), 11.3.2(2b), 11.3.2(4b), 
11.4(2b), 11.5(1b), 11.5(3b), 11.5(4b), 12.2*, 23.4(2)*. 

Turn-taking / Speaker 
turn 

10.5(1), 13.3.4(1), 19.1(1), 19.3(1), 19.3(2), 20.1(2b), 20.2(1b). 
 

Unit (word-like unit) 1.2.3, 4.2(6)*, 6.0(4)*, 6.1*, 10.1 — ‘unit-formation’ 0.1.4 — involving 
prepositives 4.1(3a), 6.1(1) — involving /r/-postpositives 3.1(b), 3.3(a), 7.0(4d) 
— involving introductives 3.3(a) — involving mobiles 4.1(3b), 6.1(2), 6.1(3)*, 
11.3.2(2a), 11.5(1a), 11.6(1a) — due to attributive relation, 4.2(7), 11.4(2a). 

Variation culture-specific pragmatic patterns: 11.4(2b), 13.1.3(1), 13.3.4(1b), 13.3.5(2)*, 
17.1(ftn), 18.3*, 19.3(2)*, 20(init), 23.4(3) — idiosyncratic use of contrast in 
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0.1.1(4).  

Verbs / Verbal Phrase 
(VP) 

0.1.3(5), 10.2.1, 21.1 — fronted 10.2.4(4)* — subjectless VP 0.2.4(2)* — verbs 
in word order 5.2*, 6.3, 7.3, 11.3.1(1a) — low-content 5.2.2(3b), 6.1(3b), 
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Vocative  0.1.2(1b), 0.2.2(3), 0.2.4(4), 1.2.3, 2.0(2b), 10.2.3(3)*, 10.2.5(2b), 11.1(1a), 
11.3.1(1a), 11.3.2(2b), 14.5*, 14.6(c), 17.1, 17.2(init), 17.3 — See also 
Parenthesis. 

Word order 0.3.1*, 8.3, 23.1, 23.4(1) — free word order 1(init), 0.2.4(1b), 0.3.1(b), 7.1(4a), 
10.2.4(ftn), 10.4.0, 10.4.3(b-ftn), 21.2(b) — basic word order (syntax; SVO-
SOV-VSO-...) 0.3.1(b), 5.2.2, 5.2.3 — word order rules in Ancient Greek 0.3.1, 
7.0*, 8.2, 11.4(2a), 10.3, 11.6(2a), 23.1 — colon order 7.2(2b), 8.3(4), 10.3(3), 
13.1(init), 23.1*, 23.4(1). 

Writing  See Speech, Text, Literacy. 
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Sperber, D.  See Relevance Theory in the English index. 
Stephens, L. D.  See Devine, A.M. 
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Taylor, A. 0.1.2(3), 0.3.1(b), 5.2.3, 7.1(3). 
Thompson, S.A.  See Mann, W.C. 
Todd, S.C. 16.1(3), 18(init), 18.2(ftn). 
Wakker, G.  See also Rijksbaron, A. & al. 
Wills, J. 1.2.3, 3.2(2-ftn), 3.3(b). 
Wilson, D.  See Sperber, D. 
Wittgenstein, L.  13.1.3(init-ftn). 
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Xing, Z. See Myhill, J. 
Yule, G.  See Brown, G. 
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